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FOREWORD

The International Conference on Nuclear Power Experience, organized by 
the International Atomic Energy Agency, was held at the Hofburg Conference 
Centre, Vienna, Austria, from 13 to 17 September 1982. The Conference was 
opened by Dr. H. Blix, Director General of the Agency.

The objective of the Conference was to highlight the primary areas of 
experience from almost three decades of industrial use of nuclear power and to 
give a critical and constructive review of three major questions:

(1) What have been the main lines of past experience with regard to the 
industrial-scale realization, reliability, economics and safety of nuclear 
power plants as well as of fuel cycle operations?

(2) What are the main lessons to be learned?
(3) What are the implications for the future?

Almost 1200 participants and observers from 63 countries and 20 organiza
tions attended the Conference. The 239 papers presented were grouped under 
the following seven main topics:

Planning and development of nuclear power programmes
Technical and economic experience of nuclear power production
The nuclear fuel cycle
Nuclear safety experience
Advanced systems
International safeguards
International co-operation.

Two special evening sessions were devoted to “Nuclear power, energy and 
environmental health” and “TMI-2 — Resulting impacts and improvements” .

The proceedings are published in six volumes. The first five volumes contain 
the opening address by Dr. Blix, the papers presented at the Conference, sum
maries of discussions and panels, and the summary of the Conference given by 
the Director General Emeritus, Dr. S. Eklund. The papers appear in the original 
language of submission, either English, French, Russian or Spanish, and all 
have abstracts in English. Discussions are published in English. The sixth 
volume contains an Author Index, a Paper Number Index, a complete Contents 
List of all volumes, and a List of Participants.

The holding of the Conference appeared to be well timed, judged from 
the interest it met from participants and as reflected in a number of reviews in



professional journals. In his summary, Dr. Eklund stated that “ the presentation 
of a lot of useful information on the status of nuclear energy and on the 
behaviour of nuclear installations in a number of countries ... in the future 
will contribute to the economic viability of nuclear power and the safety of 
nuclear installations everywhere” .

The International Atomic Energy Agency wishes to record its sincere 
thanks to the Federal Government of Austria and to the authorities of the 
City of Vienna for the facilities made available and substantial support pro
vided. These contributed greatly to the smooth running and success of the 
Conference.
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IAEA-CN-42/20

SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF NUCLEAR 
FUEL CYCLE STRATEGIES
Technical and economic aspects

F.J.P. CLARKE, F.K. MAIN
UKAEA Atomic Energy Research Establishment,
Harwell, Oxon.,
United Kingdom

Presented by R.H. Flowers

Abstract

SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE STRATEGIES: TECHNICAL 
AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS.

The original choices of thermal reactors and fuel cycles were largely determined by 
specific national circumstances and by experience and facilities acquired from defence-related 
programmes. These led to  the development of LWRs in the USA and to the natural uranium/ 
gas/graphite system in the United Kingdom and France, while Canada selected the HWR. Most 
countries with nuclear power programmes saw the plutonium-fuelled fast reactor, with its 
breeding potential, as the means to ensure that exhaustion of economic uranium resources would 
not prematurely curtail the contribution of nuclear power to world energy supplies. Fuel 
reprocessing was essential to this fuel cycle or indeed to other recycling options to make better 
use of the available uranium; it was also favoured for waste management reasons. Early expec
tations of nuclear power growth suggested that a transition from thermal to fast reactors would 
occur during the present century but the urgency has been reduced by world economic recession, 
slower increases in nuclear capacity and the continued availability of supplies of low-priced 
uranium. Reprocessing costs have risen and economics of scale favour large plants, which are 
therefore most likely to be built in countries with substantial thermal reactor capacities; these 
countries will be able to provide reprocessing services to others. As the ultimate strategic need 
for fast reactors has not been reduced by this slowdown it is im portant to continue the develop
ment and demonstration of fast-reactor technology and the associated fuel cycles. Uncertainties 
in future fuel prices mean that it could be advantageous to introduce fast reactors as soon as 
they become an economic, although not necessarily the most economic, choice. Notably, fast 
reactors may be installed initially when and where they become economic compared to  coal- 
fired generation, in order to lay the foundation for more rapid expansion when economic break
even with thermal reactors occurs.

1. Introduction

Energy is so vital to industrial nations that security and 
diversity of energy supplies are matters of great strategic and 
economic importance. With the development of nuclear power, 
uranium was established as a new and previously untapped source 
of energy, which both augmented and diversified world energy

3
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resources, because the geographical distribution of uranium 
deposits differs from those of fossil fuels. However, the 
amounts of uranium that are known to be economically recoverable 
will not in themselves provide security of supply for very long.

Uranium is one of the less common elements in the earth's 
crust and most of it is in such low concentration that the cost 
of extraction would be prohibitive. Considering accessible 
deposits of workable grade ore, recent NEA/IAEA estimates of 
global1 uranium resources are around 5 million tonnes.
Although this figure will probably increase with future 
exploration activity, such increases are at present purely 
speculative.

At present uranium is being used almost entirely in once- 
through operation in thermal reactors. In this mode of 
operation less than one per cent of the uranium is utilised to 
produce fission energy. While this may make sense for a time, 
especially for countries with substantial indigenous resources 
of uranium, it clearly does not enable uranium to make more than 
a transient and limited contribution to global energy supplies. 
Those countries that have to import uranium face dependence on 
external sources of supply whose continuity and ultimate 
duration cannot be guaranteed.

Nuclear fuel cycles that make better use of the available 
uranium are therefore strategic options that it is important to 
develop. The ability to reprocess spent thermal reactor fuel is 
an essential part of most of these cycles. Possibilities start 
with the recycling of uranium in thermal reactors, include the 
recycling of uranium and plutonium in thermal reactors and 
extend to the utilisation of plutonium and depleted uranium in 
fast reactors. Fast reactors offer near-independence from 
future uranium supplies but need a close-coupled reprocessing 
and fuel fabrication plant. Uranium could also be made to go 
further by incorporating thorium as a fertile material in some 
types of thermal reactor,but to exploit thorium fully would also 
require special reprocessing and fuel fabrication plants.

The current problem is that excess uranium production 
capacity coupled with low uranium prices, rising reprocessing 
charges and lowered world economic growth prospects have all 
combined to retard progress towards these fuel cycle options.

1 Actually, the world outside the centrally planned economies area (WOCA).
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Our aim must therefore be to develop fuel cycle strategies 
that, while recognising the realities of the present world 
uranium situation, will nevertheless allow us to:

- move smoothly away from once-through systems when 
and where there are incentives to do so

- respond to changes that we cannot predict, such as 
those due to political or environmental pressures in 
countries where uranium is mined
take account of non-energy factors, such as 
environmental objectives or non-proliferation 
policies in countries with nuclear power programmes.

This paper reviews various factors which can affect the 
choice of nuclear fuel cycle strategies and how some of them, or 
our perceptions of them, have changed in the past and may evolve 
in the future.

2.____Current Systems

There are two broad classes of thermal reactors in 
commercial operation today, those using natural uranium and 
those using low-enriched uranium fuel. Nearly all are operating 
on a once-through fuel cycle at present, although spent fuel 
from some of them has been reprocessed. Table A.I (see 
Appendix) gives the lifetime natural uranium requirements and 
net plutonium production rates of typical reactor systems.

With a few exceptions, natural uranium reactors are either 
of the Magnox type, developed in Britain and France, or the 
CANDU type, developed in Canada. Magnox reactors use uranium 
metal fuel, graphite moderator and carbon dioxide coolant; CANDU 
reactors use uranium dioxide ceramic fuel and heavy water 
moderator and coolant. All are continuously refuelled on-load.

There are several systems that use enriched fuel. The 
more important are the Pressurised-Water Reactor (PWR) and 
Boiling-Water Reactor (BWR), both originally developed in the 
USA but now in service in many countries, and the British 
Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR), which is a development of the 
Magnox system. All use uranium oxide fuel, which withstands 
higher ratings and burnups than metal fuel. These advantages 
are slightly offset by changes in the isotopic composition of 
the plutonium contained in the fuel on discharge, as shown in 
Table A.Ill of the Appendix (the probability of neutron capture, 
rather than fission, being much higher in the Pu-240 and Pu-242 
isotopes than in Pu-239 and Pu-241). The light-water reactors 
are designed to operate with off-load batch refuelling, the AGR 
with on-load refuelling.
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The decisions which led to the development- of these 
reactors and their fuel cycles were influenced by the different 
nuclear, industrial and economic factors existing.in each 
country at the relevant times. Thus the Magnox design allowed 
the UK to announce the first nuclear power programme in 1955, 
when commercial fuel enrichment services were not yet available. 
Involving as it did only modest extrapolation of experience with 
the use of natural uranium metal fuel in graphite-moderated 
plutonium production reactors, this line of technological 
development placed modest demands on the available resources and 
carried a low risk of failure.

With their large throughput of natural uranium, Magnox 
reactors are particularly effective converters of fertile U-238 
into fissile plutonium, the ideal fuel for the fast reactors 
which the UK scientists and engineers saw as the logical way to 
develop nuclear power. To recover this fuel, and because of the 
limited resistance to corrosion of the Magnox spent fuel 
elements in storage ponds, chemical reprocessing of the 
relatively low burnup metal fuel was planned and successfully 
carried out, again drawing on existing experience. The depleted 
uranium recovered from the reprocessing operation could be used 
later either as fertile material in fast reactor blankets or, 
with a U-235 content higher than the tails assay of an 
enrichment plant, it could be recycled to such a plant to save 
some natural uranium.

Therefore, from the outset, thermal reactors were seen in 
Britain as part of an integrated thermal reactor/fuel 
reprocessing/fast reactor system which could ensure strategic 
independence from external fuel supplies in the longer term.

Canada was in a different position from the UK in having 
large indigenous uranium resources. Expertise in heavy-water 
technology led to the CANDU reactor, with the natural uranium 
fuel in the oxide form, allowing higher burnup. Although CANDU 
reactors have a high net yield of plutonium,the Canadians could 
not foresee an early need for fast reactors and as the fuel 
elements are suitable for long-term underwater storage it was 
decided to operate on a once-through system and to defer 
reprocessing until such time as the plutonium acquired 
sufficient value to make its recovery an economic proposition. 
The spent fuel contains so little U-235 (0.2%) that the uranium 
would not be worth recovering.

The USA utilised its large gaseous diffusion plants,which 
had been built for the separation of U-235 for military use, to 
make highly enriched fuel for a PWR for submarine propulsion. 
This led to a commercial version of the PWR and to the BWR, both
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utilising low-enriched oxide fuel. As the fuel discharged from
the reactors contains as much U-235 as in natural uranium, plus
a comparable quantity of plutonium, it was expected that
reprocessing would allow these fissile materials to be recycled
in either thermal or fast reactors. However, development of 
these options had not reached fruition when, in 1977, the Carter 
Administration decided to halt work on reprocessing, plutonium 
recycling and fast reactor systems, for reasons connected with 
non-proliferation policy. American LWRs are therefore still 
operating in a once-through mode, with the spent fuel elements 
stored under water. In Europe and Japan, LWR fuel has been 
reprocessed and further plants are being built for this purpose.

While other types of thermal reactor and other fuel cycles 
have been proposed and in many cases investigated 
experimentally, it now seems unlikely that they will be 
exploited commercially in the foreseeable future, because of the 
high launching costs of any new system and because of slack 
demand or limited markets. As seen from a British perspective, 
high-temperature reactors (HTR) and thorium/U-233 fuel cycles 
come into this category, whatever their merits.

Nuclear power systems that evolved some thirty years ago 
cannot reasonably be expected to represent optimum solutions 
under today's conditions, in view of changes in the economic 
climate, social and political attitudes, health and safety 
regulations and other factors. However, it takes decades rather 
than years to develop a reactor system or fuel cycle from a 
prototype stage to commercial maturity; this, with the high 
launching costs of new systems, encourages a pragmatic rather 
than a theoretically optimum approach.

It is therefore not surprising that few countries have so 
far found it attractive to replace one system by another; and 
when such changes do become attractive they seem more likely to 
involve switching between existing commercial systems than 
embarking upon an entirely new line of development. Countries 
which still have to initiate a nuclear power programme will 
prefer to adopt a well-tried, economic system and one which is 
compatible with and provides opportunities for their industrial 
skills and resources.

Although changing circumstances and perceptions may not 
result in the commercialisation of new systems, they may well 
stimulate developments in existing systems. For example, 
increased uranium prices or other fuel cycle costs may make 
higher fuel utilisation economically attractive. Table A.II of 
the Appendix sets out some options for achieving this, expressed 
in terms of natural uranium savings. Most of these measures
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themselves involve some increase in other costs. Also some of 
the measures, such as thermal recycling of plutonium, are likely 
to be' omitted by countries which foresee a relatively early 
deployment of fast reactors.

3.____Uranium Availability

Once the demand for uranium for military purposes had been 
satisfied in the 1950s there were adequate supplies for the 
emergent nuclear power industry and prices fell in both current 
and constant dollar terms. Indeed the cost of the uranium was 
such a small percentage of the cost of electricity generation 
from thermal reactors that the prospect of uranium prices 
increasing progressively in response to growth in demand caused 
little concern among utilities.

Continuity of uranium supplies was protected by entering 
into long-term supply contracts with the mining companies and by 
stockpiling ore concentrate. This possibly promoted an element 
of complacency among purchasers which, however, was not shared 
by the producers, whose costs were rising as prices and profit 
margins fell, causing cutbacks in mine development and 
exploration.
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It was, then, perhaps inevitable that the spate of nuclear 
power station orders placed in the late 1960s and early 1970s 
would cause uranium demand temporarily to outstrip uncommitted 
supply capacity, providing the conditions for the boom in spot 
and forward prices which occurred in 1974-6, the spot price 
climbing rapidly from about $6/lb U3O8 to over $40/lb U3O8 . 
Although this signalled a shortfall of supply against demand, 
several special factors have since been identified as 
contributing to this market behaviour [1]. It now appears that 
the global output of uranium was, in fact, sufficient to meet 
the requirements of operating reactors and of those being 
commissioned and that this is still the case. After peaking at 
about $43/lb Ü30g the spot price fell back and at 
January 1982 it stood at $23.50/lb U30g.

Estimates of future uranium demand are based on current 
forecasts of future installed nuclear capacity and these have 
been repeatedly revised downwards since 1970, with most of the 
reduction occurring after 1975, as shown in Figure 1. This 
expectation of slower growth has taken much of the pressure off 
the uranium market, so that it is not now expected that real 
shortages and sustained high prices will occur before about 
2000, in contrast to some earlier predictions2■

Concern about the price and availability of uranium fuel 
is therefore not one of the factors which are currently 
inhibiting the expansion of world nuclear capacity based on 
thermal reactors. The result has been to reduce the urgency and 
the immediate economic incentives to develop alternative fuel 
cycles and breeder reactors. While recognising this, it must be 
noted that uranium demand would rise faster than now expected if 
nuclear power programmes had to be expanded in response to 
higher economic growth, or to compensate for a more rapid 
depletion of fossil fuel supplies or any restriction on coal 
burning to limit the amount of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere.

4.____Whether and When to Reprocess

When the UK Magnox reactors first came into operation, the 
cost of reprocessing the natural uranium metal fuel added 
relatively little to the cost of the electricity they produced. 
For waste management reasons it appeared sensible to separate 
the small fraction of highly radioactive fission products from

2 A 1967 IAEA publication states in its foreword: “ If only current types of thermal 
reactors continued to be built, then by 1980 all the known reserves of low-cost uranium 
would be comm itted” [2].
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the bulk of the depleted uranium and to recover the potentially 
valuable plutonium. It was planned to hold the liquid high- 
activity waste in storage tanks for an interim cooling period 
and then to immobilise it by vitrification before final 
disposal. It was also planned to treat spent uranium oxide fuel 
from the next generation of enriched reactors (AGRs and LWRs) by 
the same process route, suitably adapted to deal with the lower 
solubility and higher specific activity of this fuel.

With an increasing flow of spent fuel to the reprocessing 
plants and from experience gained in operation, plant designs 
have evolved to provide closer control over radioactive 
releases, operator exposure and, to a lesser extent, fissile 
material accounting. These measures have involved additional 
treatment plant, instrumentation and automation and have 
contributed to substantial increases in estimates of 
reprocessing costs over the past decade.

At the same time, the credit side of reprocessing 
economics was weakened by low uranium prices and by delays in 
achieving the utilisation of plutonium as a fuel. Fuel 
discharged from enriched thermal reactors has a residual U-235 
content which is higher than that of natural uranium, as 
previously noted. If the recovered uranium is fed back to the 
enrichment plant it will save a corresponding amount of natural 
uranium, for which credit can be allowed. However, low uranium 
prices result in low credits, making reprocessing less 
financially attractive. A reduction in the credit also has to 
be made for the presence in recycled uranium of U-236, a neutron 
absorber which is not entirely removed in the re-enrichment 
process. Furthermore, no credit will be available for the 
plutonium, which is present in quantities comparable to the 
U-235, until plutonium has a value established either by its use 
as a fast reactor fuel or by recycling it in thermal reactors. 
Neither of these systems of plutonium utilisation has yet 
reached the commercial stage.

The economic case for reprocessing has therefore been 
weakened both by higher costs and by lower fuel credits. It 
must nevertheless remain an important strategic objective.

The alternative to reprocessing in the short term is to 
prolong the storage of fuel elements indefinitely with the 
eventual options of reprocessing or disposal. While such 
storage is certainly possible, the presence of plutonium would 
necessitate permanent safeguards and supervision. Moreover 
since eventual reprocessing is the most probable fate of such 
fuel it is by no means clear that real cost savings would 
result.
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Environmentally, there are arguments both for and against 
reprocessing. In favour of reprocessing, it avoids the need for 
permanently storing the fuel elements, it reduces the bulk of 
the solid waste requiring final disposal and it removes 
hazardous uranium and plutonium isotopes from this waste.
Against it are any releases of radioactivity from the 
reprocessing plant itself.

The question of the relative net costs of reprocessing and 
of storage is clearly important. Estimates of these costs were 
published at the Windscale Inquiry in 1977 but the financial 
assumptions and groundrules used then would be inappropriate 
today and there have been further developments, for example, in 
the designs of dry storage systems. Such costs need to be 
reassessed in the light of the latest information to reduce 
uncertainties in this area.

Whatever the current position on thermal reactor fuel 
reprocessing and storage costs there is a clear incentive to 
carry out reprocessing as economically as possible. To operate 
economically, reprocessing plants have to be large and, being 
capital intensive, should be run at high load factor to keep 
down unit costs. The IAEA suggest that economies of scale 
favour plants having capacities of 1000 t/а or greater and this 
throughput could service an installed reactor capacity of 
some 30 GWe [3].

These economies of scale may deter some countries with 
smaller nuclear power programmes from building their own 
reprocessing facilities. Such countries will tend to look to 
others for general fuel cycle services and some have already 
entered into arrangements of this type with European 
reprocessors.

However, the total capacity of reprocessing plants now in 
operation or being built is less than the rate at which fuel is 
being discharged by reactors throughout the world and this rate 
is still increasing. There is a growing backlog of spent fuel 
elements in reactor storage ponds which were originally intended 
only as temporary buffer stores with limited capacities. It 
takes as long or longer to plan and build reprocessing plants as 
the power stations which they serve and with few new plants 
planned at present, this problem merits urgent attention.

The UK is committed to reprocessing all its Magnox reactor 
fuel and plans to build the THORP plant to reprocess oxide fuel 
from subsequent thermal reactors. Information on the costs and 
performance of THORP and of long-term spent fuel storage options 
will be available when decisions are required on the next stage
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FIG. 2. Illustrative generating-cost trends for three types o f  power plant.

in the UK programme. By that time the prospects for fast 
reactors and their requirements for plutonium should also be 
much clearer.

5.____The Outlook for Fast Reactors

Although some conservation of uranium can be obtained by 
thermal reactor recycling of uranium and plutonium, the main 
insurance against uranium shortages or price increases is the 
plutonium-fuelled fast reactor. Fast reactor systems are 
already producing electricity in Britain, France and the USSR but 
at this stage of development their generating costs are higher 
than those of thermal reactors and the timing of their 
commercial introduction is unclear.

Figure 2 shows the possible evolution of generating costs 
for three types of base-load plant, the bands indicating 
uncertainties in fuel and other costs. Phase 1 represents the 
initial breakeven between thermal reactors and fossil fuel 
units, which has now been reached almost everywhere. Phase 2 
represents that between fast reactors and fossil fuel plant, 
which has already been reached where the available fuel is oil 
but not yet where it is coal. Phase 3 represents eventual 
breakeven between fast and thermal reactors. The heavy lines 
define an envelope of least-cost options which would be selected 
on simple cost criteria, although political or other factors may 
lead to non-optlmal ordering patterns.
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In practice, the three generating cost curves are not 
independent, as the three forms of generation are substitutes 
for each other, so that changes in the demand pattern can have 
feedback effects on their costs, e.g. fossil fuel prices would 
be higher in the absence of nuclear power. Cost differentials 
will also change as a result of any general escalation of 
construction costs, because the latter represent different 
percentages of the generating costs of the three types of plant. 
The effect of this has been to prolong the breakeven phase from 
fossil fuel generation to nuclear power and to make it less 
clearly defined.

The INFCE study revealed widely differing perceptions of 
cost factors that will influence the shape and position of the 
cost curves of Figure 2. National participants were invited to 
submit appraisals of the economics of thermal reactor fuel 
reprocessing, with recycle in either thermal or fast reactors, 
relative to their expectations of future uranium prices. When 
the results were plotted as "phase" diagrams they showed 
uncertainty bands and considerable divergence from country to 
country [4].

Although dates are not marked on the horizontal axis of 
Figure 2, several industrial nations appear to have passed 
through phase 1 and at one time phase 3 was expected to be 
reached before the year 2000. It now appears likely that 
phase 3 will be delayed until after that date and this raises 
the question of when fast reactors can be expected to start to 
penetrate the system on any significant scale.

When the cost/ time characteristics of different types of
power plant do intersect it is generally at a shallow angle, so
that the breakeven is not sharply defined. Considerations other 
than simple economics also affect the choice of plant and, in 
practice, additions to system capacity often consist of two (or 
more) types of base-load plant even when one appears to offer a
lower generating cost than the other, e.g. the ordering of both
coal-fired and nuclear power stations both before and after the 
phase 1 breakeven shown in Figure 2. The initial opportunity 
for a new technology such as the fast reactor to enter the 
system without detriment to overall costs may therefore be 
signalled more by its economic breakeven with fossil fuel 
generation than by that with thermal reactors.

The timing of the phase 2 breakeven is therefore of more 
immediate interest than that of phase 3, which is necessarily 
somewhat more distant. Current designs of commercial 
demonstration fast reactors have generating costs intermediate 
between those of modern oil-fired and coal-fired units, without
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flue-gas desulphurisation, at current UK fuel prices. It now 
appears likely that some further reduction in fast reactor 
generating costs, combined with coal price escalation over the 
power station lifetime, will lead to phase 2 breakeven for 
future UK power stations which it may be planned to commission 
around the year 2000.

The building of fast reactor power stations before 
reaching phase 3 could be justified in order to:

— establish the necessary technological and industrial 
capability

— gain operational experience of fast reactor systems, 
and
reduce the generating system's exposure to premature 
fuel shortages.

As fast reactors will evidently not be built in large 
numbers in the interim period between phase 2 and phase 3, it 
could be less important for these early units to have high 
breeding performance than to have low generating costs. Useful 
progress has been made recently in the reduction of capital 
costs by reactor design improvements and it is possible that 
savings in the fuel cycle costs could be achieved with some 
relaxation in breeding parameters. One option which could be 
considered in this context is to delay construction of the fast 
reactor fuel reprocessing plant until enough spent fuel has 
accumulated from the first units to allow the plant to operate 
closer to its design capacity, with a reduction in its 
discounted costs.

There will be a range of options for utilising the 
plutonium obtained from the lifetime operation of the current UK 
programme of Magnox and AGR power stations. At one end of the- 
range, part of the plutonium could be used to start up a single 
large demonstration fast reactor and provide it with enough fuel 
to operate for its full lifetime, without having to reprocess 
and recycle any fast reactor fuel. At the other extreme, the 
plutonium would be sufficient for the startup and initial 
operation of a substantial programme, of some twelve 1.25 GWe 
fast reactors, with all the plutonium for their replacement fuel 
being obtained from the fast reactor fuel-reprocessing plant.

Evidently, for a feasible programme of fast reactors 
between these two extremes, a fast reactor fuel reprocessing 
plant will be needed at a fairly early stage of the programme.
UK designers of this plant will be able to draw on experience
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from the pilot reprocessing plant at Dounreay in Scotland, which 
has successfully demonstrated the closure of the fast reactor 
fuel cycle.

6 .___ Non-Proliferation Aspects

An additional factor in the selection of a nuclear fuel 
cycle strategy is the need to minimise the risks of nuclear 
weapons proliferation. This matter was thoroughly explored 
during INFCE,which concluded that there were no simple 
"technical fixes" that would eliminate all risk.

Whilst plutonium from civil power reactors should not be 
singled out, it is worth remarking that as one possible source 
of risk, its control will be important both in spent thermal 
reactor fuel and in separated form. The fact that the best way 
to deal with it is to protect it by placing it and then burning 
it in a reactor, may come to be seen as one factor in fuel cycle 
choices in the future.

7 .___ Summary and Conclusions

The lines along which different commercial nuclear power 
reactors and their fuel cycles evolved were at first influenced 
in some countries by competence in specific technological areas, 
arising from earlier defence-orientated programmes. Economy in 
the use of uranium was only one of the many factors contributing 
to the economic generation of electricity by these systems.

Countries with limited uranium resources recognised 
clearly that spent-fuel reprocessing and fissile-material 
recycling could reduce their dependence on imported uranium and 
enable available uranium resources to make a substantial and 
enduring contribution to global energy supplies. The plutonium- 
fuelled fast breeder reactor was seen as the best long-term 
prospect for achieving this aim.

Since then, uranium supplies have proved adequate to 
support a substantial growth in thermal reactor capacity with 
once-through fuel use. The sustained weakness of uranium prices 
until 1973 reduced the immediate economic incentives for fuel 
recycling but several energy supply crises resulting from Middle 
East conflicts, although short-lived, have reminded the world 
that the strategic case for these fuel cycle options remains 
strong.

The rapid increase in both petroleum and uranium prices 
after 1973 renewed concern about the eventual depletion of these
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resources and stimulated interest in reprocessing and in fast 
reactors. However, progress in the USA was retarded by the 
anti-proliferation policies introduced there in 1977.

The relationship between reprocessing and proliferation 
risk was examined during the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle 
Evaluation. It was concluded that there were no technical 
"fixes" which could completely eliminate proliferation risks but 
that there was a need to continue with the development of 
reprocessing and fast-reactor technologies, in parallel with 
further improvement of the safeguards regime.

Since INFCE, the world has continued in economic 
recession, which has reduced energy demand projections and 
allowed the prices of uranium to fall, although not to pre-1973 
levels. Supply capacity is still in excess of demand and this 
position could continue into the 1990s, given orderly market 
development.

At first sight this may seem to have removed some of the 
urgency from reprocessing cycles; the fact is also that the 
relative costs of reprocessing and spent fuel storage need 
re-evaluating, as discussed previously. However, several other 
points have to be borne in mind in deciding on a future 
development strategy:

— the balance of environmental advantage favours 
reprocessing and the use of the extracted plutonium, 
over the long term

— reprocessing thermal-reactor fuel will provide the 
initial plutonium inventory for fast reactors, which 
will then produce their own replacement fuel

— perceptions differ over the timing of the need for 
fast reactors, as shown by INFCE, but commercial 
introduction in the first quarter of the next 
century is judged reasonable by most informed 
observers

— a commercial system covering both the fast reactor 
and its fuel cycle needs to be proved some 10 years 
before its deployment.

Uncertainty about the timing of the introduction of fast 
reactors and the associated reprocessing technologies tends to 
be linked in many people's perceptions with the economic 
breakeven between fast and thermal reactors. However, at least 
in some places, fast reactors will become competitive with coal- 
fired generation before they break even with thermal reactors
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and from this time onwards they may become the preferred second 
system where diversity of supply and fuel sources is judged to 
be desirable. It must be remembered that thermal reactors were 
first introduced for strategic reasons related to concern about 
fossil fuel supplies before they became the cheapest source of 
electricity generation.

In the United Kingdom fast-reactor breakeven with coal 
could well be achieved before the end of the century,based on 
current perceptions of capital and fuel cycle costs, and 
plausible scenarios for fossil fuel price escalation.

All this points to the need to prove the reprocessing 
option at an early date with emphasis on large plant to derive 
the maximum benefit from economies of scale. Large plants, by 
concentrating reprocessing at a limited number of centres, will 
also facilitate the application of improved safeguards 
procedures and reduce concerns about proliferation.

In the light of this the guidelines for strategy would 
seem to be:

(i) In the present economic climate stick to the known 
and proved cycles and their development rather than 
launch on entirely new reactors and fuel cycles.

(li) The expected economies of scale for reprocessing 
operations may deter some countries with smaller 
nuclear power programmes from building their own 
reprocessing facilities and such countries will tend 
to look to others for general fuel cycle services.

(iii) Those countries which do undertake reprocessing 
initially will be able to offer these services to 
some other countries as in (ii).

(iv) Whilst there is inevitably uncertainty about the 
time when fast reactors will become the preferred 
option, countries with little indigenous uranium, 
such as those in Europe and Japan, will probably opt 
to have the system available earlier rather than 
later for strategic reasons. These same countries 
are also, for the most part, not well endowed with 
indigenous coal resources, and the fast reactor may 
well become the preferred route to maintaining 
diversity in generating networks when its overall 
generating cost becomes comparable with that of 
coal. This could well happen in these countries 
around the turn of the century.
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(v) If this is indeed the case then the deployment of 
large-scale reprocessing plants will become 
necessary from the late 1980s onwards, in line with 
the plans announced by the United Kingdom and 
France.

There is little new in these conclusions. The factors 
affecting the selection of fuel cycles remain economic, 
strategic and environmental and perceptions on these factors 
differ from country to country depending on' their different 
circumstances.

What may be surprising is the fact that despite the 
changed economic climate which has led to reduced energy growth 
expectations, the general line of development necessary to 
ensure a sustained and worthwhile nuclear contribution remains 
the same, not only in terms of the preferred technology, but 
also in terms of the timing of the need to demonstrate these 
technologies and to begin to bring them into use on a large 
scale, particularly in the major industrial nations without 
large indigenous uranium and fossil fuel resources.

Appendix 
FUEL UTILISATION IN THERMAL REACTORS

Approximate lifetime uranium requirements and net 
plutonium production rates for a number of thermal reactor 
systems are given in Table A.I.

Table A.I relates to current designs of the reactors 
concerned and indicates that in all cases the introduction of 
uranium recycling could reduce lifetime requirements more than 
changing from one reactor system to another. Meanwhile, reactor 
developments are in hand which could reduce uranium requirements 
below those shown in the Table. A 15% reduction in uranium 
consumption is foreseen for an "improved" PWR, for example.
Some possible measures for economising in the use of uranium are 
summarised in Table A.II.

In Table A.II, item (a) reflects the fact that a rise in 
price of natural uranium causes the economic optimum tails assay 
to fall; a reduction from 0.25% to 0.20% (already adopted by 
some enrichment plants) saves about 10% of the feed material 
required.
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TABLE A.I. URANIUM REQUIREMENTS AND PLUTONIUM PRODUCTION 
RATES OF THERMAL REACTORS

Reactor
type

Lifetime uranium 
requirement (1)

Rate of plutonium 
production (4)

kg/GWe^y'1Once- 
through (2) 

tU/GWe

Uranium 
recycle (3) 

tU/GWe

CANDU 3 700 (5) - 490

Magnox 5 700 3 700 620

AGR 4 700 3 200 170

PWR 4 600 3 500 270

(1) 30 year life at 70% mean load factor.
(2) No reprocessing. Enrichment plant tails assay 0.2%.
(3) With recovery and re-enrichment of uranium from 

spent fuel.
(4) Pu-239 equivalent in fast reactor spectrum.

Source: Ref. [5З
(5) Could be reduced to 2 650 tU/GWe by the use of 1.2%

U-235 enriched fuel, Source: Ref.[6] •

Item (b) produces a directly related saving in natural 
uranium reactors but in enriched fuel reactors the saving is 
reduced if the enrichment has to be increased to reach the 
higher burnup.

Item (c) improves the neutron economy in off-load 
refuelling reactors by reducing the reactivity swings and 
parasitic absorption which depend on the length of operating 
cycle. The resulting fuel saving is secured at the price of 
reduced plant output due to the more frequent shutdowns.

Item (d) applies to enriched reactors and to lower burnup 
natural uranium reactors such as Magnox. It is not applicable 
to CANDU reactors, whose spent fuel contains no more U-235 than
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Reference Measure Timescale Typical 
saving (%)

a Reduce enrichment plant 
tails assay.

Short 10

b Increase discharge 
burnup.

Medium 10-30

с Reduce interval between 
off-load refuelling 
shutdowns.

Medium 5-10

d Reprocess spent fuel 
and recycle uranium.

Medium 20-30

e Recycle plutonium in 
thermal reactors.

Long 15

f Recycle plutonium in 
fast reactors.

Long over 95

TABLE A.III. TYPICAL COMPOSITION OF PLUTONIUM IN THERMAL 
REACTOR SPENT FUEL AT FIRST DISCHARGE

Reactor
type

Pu-238

Isotopic Composition 

Pu-239 Pu-240

(atomic %) 

Pu-241 Pu-242

Magnox 0.15 71.3 23.0 4.7 0.84

AGR 1.0 57.0 30.0 8.0 4.0

PWR 1.0 58.0 25.0 10.0 6.0

Source: Ref С"?!'
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does the waste strip from enrichment plants. Repeated recycling 
could reduce the indicated saving, due to neutron capture in 
U-236, an isotope which builds up during irradiation and is only 
partially removed during re-enrichment.

Item (e) involves the substitution of recovered plutonium 
for U-235 in enriched fuel. The plutonium contains a mixture of 
isotopes, only two of which (Pu-239 and Pu-241) are fissile by 
thermal neutrons. Typical compositions of plutonium in spent 
fuel from different thermal reactor systems are shown in 
Table A.III.

Item (f) offers the largest savings because a system in 
which fast rectors predominated could eventually be sustained 
entirely by plutonium bred from existing stocks of enrichment 
plant tailings of depleted uranium.
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Abstract

THE CIVIL URANIUM MARKET 1955-1982: A QUARTER OF A CENTURY 
OF INSTABILITY.

The paper considers the past quarter-century’s development of the civil market for 
uranium in the world outside the centrally planned economies area, with special reference to 
the significant market fluctuations which have arisen from discrepancies between forecast 
requirements and actual needs, and from government interventions in support of non-prolifera- 
tion policies or to impose commercial conditions. These fluctuations have damaged the 
producing industry and created financial and administrative problems for the consumers. The 
paper concludes with an analysis of what could be done to mitigate the adverse effects on the 
industry. In view of the high proportion of uranium which is traded across national frontiers 
emphasis is placed on the conditions under which that trade occurs; on the need for govern
ments to honour agreements once entered into, so that both producers and consumers can 
have confidence in assured delivery at a mutually acceptable price; on the protection of supply 
security which can be provided by spreading the number of sources of supply; and on the 
importance of long-term contracts as a basis for rational planning. The strong support given 
by the industry to non-proliferation policies is underlined.

1 . INTRODUCTION

The history of uranium  ̂̂ ̂ over the past 
of alternating gluts and shortages, with 
fluctuations in the market price (figure 
little different from the way other comrrtodities have 
b e h a v e d . E v e n  the much-publicised six-fold (albeit 
temporary) increase in the uranium price between 1973 and 1978 
looks less exceptional when allowance is made for the general 
world-wide inflationary effects of the first oil shock.

1 This paper considers the uranium industry only in WOCA, i.e. excluding the centrally 
controlled economies, for which very little information is available. Up to the present time 
there has been negligible trade between the two areas, so far as uranium as a mineral product 
is concerned. Although the Soviet Union has carried out enrichment contracts on a significant 
scale for several European countries this is not relevant in the context of this paper.

2 On the London Metals Exchange zinc rose from a 1971 low of £ 1 12/ton to a 1973 
high of £938/ton, a ratio of 8.4. Tin’s 1973 low was £1 592/ton, the 1978 high £8100/ton -  
a rise by a factor of 5.1. For lead, between the 1975 low and the 1979 high, there was a 
ratio of 3.3.

25 years has been one
corresponding
1). In this it is
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FIG. 1. Price o f  U30.

Nevertheless there is no reason why the users and producers of 
uranium should tolerate the discomforts of a highly unstable 
market if this can be avoided.

After all, the market for uranium lies in electricity 
generation. Nuclear power stations are base-load generators, 
with predictable uranium utilisation. This should provide a 
rational basis for forecasting, and suggests that uranium might 
be able to do somewhat better than other commodities in terms of 
stability, without departing from reliance on free-market forces.

1.1 Special features of the uranium market

Uranium is a very young commodity. Before the era of 
nuclear power it had virtually no commercial applications on any 
significant scale. Market mechanisms have therefore had the 
difficult task of adjusting supply and demand levels when both 
have been rising very rapidly - initially for military purposes, 
and later for civil nuclear power - and when both the suppliers 
and the users face exceptionally long lead times. It was hardly 
possible to avoid major swings in such circumstances.

Uranium differs from coal and oil as an economic energy 
source in two respects. First, in a number of industrialised
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countries it provides the basis for the cheapest form of 
electricity production. Secondly, the proportion of the total 
generating cost attributable to the fuel is far lower in the 
case of uranium than for fossil fuels -about 6% for PWRs in 
1981. This means that the generating cost is relatively 
insensitive to the price of uranium, which makes the market 
unusually price-inelastic. In such circumstances the main 
factor tending to keep down the price of uranium is not 
competition with other forms of electricity generation, but the 
very real international competition which exists within the 
uranium market itself. In the very long run the arrival of the 
fast breeder reactor will set its own ceiling on the uranium 
price; but this will not happen for several decades, nor can we 
yet be sure just where that ceiling will be.

One consequence of the relatively low cost of the raw 
material is that the creation of strategic stocks is an entirely 
feasible policy. Such stocks can provide not only an important 
component of security of energy supplies, but also a means of 
mitigating the effects of market fluctuations, through the 
flexibility they permit in the phasing of purchases.

Its military applications naturally make uranium a highly 
political commodity. The determination of nations supplying 
uranium and nuclear hardware to prevent proliferation has led 
to major political interventions, and to trade regulations which 
in the period 1977-81 created some operating problems for the 
industry.

Uranium's possible military applications, plus the 
radioactivity of its waste products, have helped to give rise to 
the anti-nuclear campaign. Private intervention in planning 
decisions by anti-nuclear groups has added significantly to lead 
times and carrying charges, considerably complicated forward 
planning, and on occasions acted as a deterrent to nuclear 
plans, especially those of some of the smaller electrical 
utilities.

The purpose of this paper is to examine how these 
influences have helped to shape the uranium market over the past 
25 years; and - where they have worked against an orderly 
supply/demand balance - to ask whether anything can be done in 
future to mitigate their effects.

2. THE HISTORY OF THE URANIUM MARKET 1950-1982.

2.1 Before the first oil shock, 1950-1973
In the mid-50s the world-wide production of uranium was 

stimulated only by the military demand - US, British, and
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later French. Mining companies were encouraged to develop their 
capacity by a whole battery of government incentives. Output 
developed rapidly until 1959 (Fig. 2); but by then the USA 
military market, which accounted for 90% of purchases, was 
coming close to saturation. The indigenous US industry had also 
grown to a point where it could supply more than one-third of 
the USA requirements. Options on Canadian production were 
therefore not taken up; and an effective moratorium on imports 
into the USA.began. This was given legal status in 1964 as one 
of the provisions in the Private Ownership of Special Nuclear 
Materials Act.^3)

Unfortunately for the uranium miners, the 1959/60 collapse 
of the military market was not mitigated by any immediate 
upsurge in production for civil purposes. The inevitable result 
was large-scale closures in the main producing areas: Canada,
South Africa, Australia, and even in the USA. In the Elliot 
Lake area of Ontario nine of the eleven integrated mines and

3 The embargo remained fully in force until 1977, when it began to be lifted, phased 
over a period of six years. At the time of writing (May 1982, i.e. even before the embargo 
had been fully lifted) a new proposal was before the US Congress for a further partial 
import ban.
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TABLE I. AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE OF NUGLEAR POWER 
STATIONS ORDERS (MW/year)

PERIOD U S A TOTAL
FOR W0CA INCLUDING USA

1956-60 115 1180

1961-65 1760 3535

1966-70 16330 2328О

mills shut down in the early 1960s, and production was assured 
only by stretching out the balance of deliveries still to be 
made under government contracts. Canadian production fell from 
12 000 tonnes in 1959 to 3 000 tonnes in 1965. In 1963 and 1965 
the Canadian government provided a measure of support through a 
government stockpiling programme, which by 1970 had led to an 
accumulation of 7000 tonnes of uranium. South Africa fared 
slightly better, since uranium was mainly a by-product from gold 
mining, which was able to continue. Even so, of the 26 uranium 
producing mines and 17 mills which had delivered about 6000 
tonnes in 1959, 19 producers had stopped and 10 mills had been 
shut down by 1965; and production had fallen to 2650 tonnes.
With one exception the Australian mines closed down. Mary 
Kathleen, the largest mine, was placed on a care-and-maintenance 
basis in 1 9 6З. Only the government-owned Rum Jungle facility 
continued in production, finally closing in 1971 after the 
production of 2000 tonnes of concentrates, which then 
constituted the Australian government stockpile.

Although the United States industry had the protection of 
the import embargo, it did not escape altogether. Production 
fell steadily from a peak of 14 500 tonnes in 1960 to a low of
7 500 tonnes in 1966, despite further government support 
arrangements which included a fixed price of 8 dollars a pound, 
a minimum production guarantee for each mine, and the formation 
of stockpiles.

It was necessary to wait until 1965 before reactor orders, 
both in the USA and elsewhere, began to reach a significant level 
(See Table 1). The mining industry responded. A number of new 
mines were opened. Exploration expanded to a new peak (Figure 3) 
and prices rallied. Hopes proved short-lived, however. 
Competition from oil generation grew, as the already low price
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FIG.3. Exploration and development drilling in the USA.

of liquid fuel fell even further in some countries as the 1960s 
progressed. The nuclear programme itself was also held back by 
construction delays and steadily more stringent safety 
requirements.

By 1971 uranium prices were once again down to around 
U.S. $ 6. Australia went out of production altogether at that 
time, and stayed out of the market for almost the whole decade. 
Exploration funding once again fell, uranium in this respect 
behaving exactly like any other mineral commodity in a falling 
market. Those mines that remained in production had to operate 
wastefully, using only the most accessible and highest-grade ore 
to keep costs down, and in some cases permanently by-passing 
lower grade areas.

There were several reasons why the first significant wave 
of reactor orders in the 1960 s had little effect on the world 
market price. By the middle of the decade two-thirds of the 
demand was coming from the USA, whose embargo effectively 
isolated non-American producers from any American clients. In 
addition, within the USA, there was a reduction in the level of
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support purchases, which had the effect of stopping overall 
demand from rising significantly throughout the decade.

At the same time a general expectation of a steady fall in 
the price of uranium did nothing to encourage consumers to 
conclude long-term contracts. This draws attention to the role 
of market indicators like the spot price: since they are
imperfect, they can lead to perceptions which can amplify any 
instability. In any case, the spot price can hardly be regarded
as a good indicator for a consumer who is setting up a
purchasing policy, mainly involving long-term contracts, for 
nuclear power stations with an operating life of 30 years.

It was at about this time that France decided to go her own 
way. There had been a failure of Franco-Canadian negotiations in 
1965, arising from a fundamental difference over the political 
conditions attaching to a projected purchase contract for 
several tens of thousands of tonnes of uranium which were still 
in the ground. This led France to decide to start exploiting 
ore-bodies elsewhere, which - coming on top of the new projects 
in Saskatchewan and Australia - further contributed to the 
excess of uranium at the beginning of the 1970s.

It will be seen from what has so far been said that as long
as 15 years ago there were already striking examples of what 
political intervention could do to the uranium market. So we 
come to the early 1970s. A decision taken in mid-1971 by the 
USAEC to bring into the market 50 000 tonnes of U3O8 from its 
stocks - through the device of the so-called "split tails" 
policy - did not improve the situation for the producers. (This 
policy involved working with a real tails assay of 0.25?, while 
the consumers provided uranium oxide as if the enrichment plants 
were operating with a tails assay of 0.20?; the balance of raw 
material requirements were provided from the USAEC stockpile). 
While the policy helped consumers, it automatically led to a 
reduction of 20? in uranium requirements.

The lengthy period of depression in the uranium industry 
between 1960 and 1973 created an additional cause of future 
instability, which was soon to have the effect of sending the 
see-saw at full speed in the opposite direction. The closing or 
non-development of mines, and the reduction or abandonment of 
exploration efforts, created a "psychology of bankruptcy", just 
when it was about to become necessary to put in place a major 
effort to develop nuclear energy.

Before discussing the dramatic if short-lived surge in the 
price of uranium between 1974 and 1979, following the first oil 
shock, it is interesting to glance at the way in which nuclear
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reactor orders had been placed by the utilities from 1971 
onwards. In the USA the peak of the curve of annual orders was 
reached in 1973 (51GW). Outside the USA, 197^ and 1975 were 
certainly the years of the "nuclear boom", with 35GW ordered in
each of these two years. But if we take the WOCA area as a
whole the peak of the curve was reached in 1973, and therefore 
before the petroleum crisis.

This fact, apart from being contrary to what is often 
assumed, puts us on the track of an essential characteristic of
the uranium market. At least as important as the real needs -
or the forecast needs, which are all that we have to work with 
in practice -are the perceptions, and therefore in a sense the 
state of morale of the participants in the market at any given 
time. Even prior to the petroleum shock, these perceptions 
triggered developments in the spot market which, even though it 
represented only a small fraction of total transactions, 
nevetheless provided an indication of trends which some did not 
hesitate to apply to the long-term market. Seen from this 
angle, the closely following petroleum shock of 1973 had a 
psychological effect on the uranium market at least as great as 
its real effect in increasing consumption.

2.2 The oil shock and after, 1973-1982

Let us go back to the chronological examination of what 
happened between 1973 and 1977. The combined effect of the 
recovery in reactor orders, and almost immediately thereafter of 
the petroleum shock, led to a scramble for the relatively small 
amounts of uranium that were not committed on long-term 
contracts with the much-reduced mining industry, and the price 
for immediate delivery rose very sharply.

Three other factors conduced to a rapid price rise. One was 
world-wide inflation, which in the years immediately following 
the 1973 oil crisis accounted for a very substantial increase in
mining costs. The second was a coincidental further alteration
in the terms for uranium enrichment contracts in the USA- which 
at the time had a virtual monopoly of uranium enrichment for 
reactor purposes within OECD. The changes were designed by the 
USAEC to assist the smooth working of their own enrichment 
plants. The effect was to require utilities to make commitments 
some 8 years before reactor start-up, with severe penalties for 
late delivery of feed material; and the flexibility which had 
previously existed in the 'Requirements' contracts over the 
phasing of deliveries was removed. The result was a rush to 
meet the conditions of the new 'Fixed-Commitment' contracts. A 
third jolt came from a dawning awareness that Westinghouse had 
contracted to supply uranium on the massive scale of 1¿ times
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the world annual production, and that these contractual 
obligations had not been covered by orders on the mines.

Since all these factors operated at much the same time it 
is impossible to disentangle their effects. However, the result 
was that the price of uranium in the small marginal or 'spot' 
market rose very sharply in 1974 and 1975. The spot price went 
for a time to over 40 dollars (Fig.1); though meanwhile the 
average prices for deliveries on existing long-term contracts - 
that had been negotiated prior to the inflation of 1973-5, and 
on which the bulk of uranium continued to change hands - 
remained much lower: 16.10 dollars on average in the USA in
1976, and 21 dollars in Canada (both official figures).

Even though there is no necessarily fixed relationship 
between the spot and long-term prices, this disparity - plus the 
financial pressures of cost inflation, and producer government 
support - led producers to initiate a period of contract 
readjustment. It also led to the Canadian government - and 
later Australia - setting floor prices for contracts. A 
spokesman for Canada announced in March 1977 that all new export 
contracts would be based on an escalating floor price, or an 
annually negotiated price based on world market value, whichever 
was the higher; the ’world market value* was not, however, 
defined.

For a few years, until 1979, uranium again experienced boom 
conditions. Exploration grew substantially and development 
accelerated, particularly in Canada and Australia, thereby 
creating the basis for a considerable addition to the resources 
available for meeting long-term contracts. But by about 1978 it 
came to be generally accepted that the long-term effects of the 
oil crisis would be to slow down economic growth so much that 
the demand for additional electric generating capacity would be 
much less than had previously been forecast. Energy 
conservation worked in the same direction.

Meanwhile, nuclear power was losing some of its economic 
attraction as a candidate for the reduced number of generating 
stations which were being ordered. High levels of interest 
rates were bearing particularly harshly on nuclear stations, 
with their relatively high capital cost. Some of the smaller 
electrical utilities in the USA felt unable to accept the 
financial burden. In addition, even though the Three Mile 
Island incident in March 1979 may reasonably be regarded as an 
effective demonstration of the inherent safety of nuclear power, 
its result was that nuclear regulatory authorities, especially 
in the USA, were stimulated to look much more closely into 
details of design; and the resulting delays added significantly
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FIG. 4. World nuclear reactor orders and cancellations (WOCA).

to carrying charges. At the same time the anti-nuclear campaign 
became much more vociferous.

The result of all these influences was a fall in the level 
of new orders, and a string of nuclear cancellations (Fig. 4).
In the USA, in every year since 1975, the generating power which 
has been cancelled has exceeded new orders. In Japan, in sharp 
contrast with the 13 GW ordered between 1971 and 1975, less than 
6 GW were ordered between 1976 and 1980.

The inevitable consequence was yet another reversal of 
market trends, and a marked fall in the price of uranium from 
the high levels reached in the mid-seventies (Figure 1). 
Moreover, forward provisions intended for reactors which had 
later been cancelled or deferred created a massive stockpile, 
which by the autumn of 1981 was estimated to have reached the 
equivalent of between 3 and 12 years supply (the exact figure 
depending on the country and on the extent to which government 
as well as utility stocks are included). This will inevitably 
have effects for some years to come on the development of the 
uranium industry, despite the fact that nuclear power will 
continue to make progress on its economic merits.

3. OUTLOOK FOR THE URANIUM MINING INDUSTRY

Reactor demand for uranium will by the mid-1990s reach 
around 70 000 tonnes U, which will represent a doubling in the 
15 years since 1980. There need therefore be no doubt about the 
long-term viability of the uranium industry. However, there is 
an immediate problem in the shape of the excess production
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TABLE II. PERCENTAGE OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION 
ATTRIBUTABLE TO NUCLEAR POWER, 1981

COUNTRY PERCENT NUCLEAR 
GENERATION

FRANCE 37.6

SWEDEN 36

FINLAND 35.6

SWITZERLAND 28.1

BELGIUM 25.1

JAPAN 16.0

FED. REP. OF GERMANY 14.5

и К 13.1

U S A 11.4

capacity and large stocks just mentioned. This implies that 
either there will have to be some slimming of the mining 
industry over the next few years; or utilities will have to be 
willing to live with excessively high stocks for a period of 
several years until demand and supply come more into balance.

In practice financial and economic pressures on mining 
companies will tend to work in the former direction. So will
financial pressures on utilities. We have witnessed the sale of
uranium stocks by US utilities, and sudden cancellations of very 
substantial orders. The degree of upheaval in some parts of the 
market is perhaps best symbolised by the repurchases of uranium
stocks by producers at prices lower than those at which fresh
uranium can profitably be mined. These are symptoms of a market 
with very long lead times which is finding difficulty in 
accommodating to an unexpected downturn.

Whether mining companies will be able to progress during 
the next few years, or whether they will have to retrench, will
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depend very greatly on their individual circumstances, 
including:

(a) the nature of their supply contracts, with particular
regard to quantity and price: companies with firm
long-term contracts containing cost escalation clauses 
will have a distinct advantage;

(b) the magnitude and structure of costs incurred by each
producer: those able to vary output without
experiencing large fluctuations in cost, and those able 
to bear the cost of interim stockpiling, will have 
greater flexibility of choice;

(c) the producer's market objectives and strategies: large,
diversified companies may be better able to absorb high 
production costs during a period of low prices;

(d) political considerations (eg stockpiling policies, 
Government subsidies, and the imposition of import 
embargoes);

(e) consumer strategies (eg stockpiling and diversification 
policies);

(f) environmental difficulties: in some countries, notably
the USA, prohibitive costs may be incurred in meeting 
the stringent environmental requirements relating to the 
permanent closure of mines and mills, and to the 
reopening of those which have been temporarily closed; 
and finally

(g) by-product relationships.

4. REDUCING FUTURE MARKET INSTABILITIES

This historical summary has made clear that market 
fluctuations on the scale that have been experienced can create 
the most serious problems for the industry. It therefore 
behoves us to do whatever lies within our power to reduce their 
impact, and if possible their scale. But not all the adverse 
influences are under the industry's control. Delay or 
cancellation arising from the impact of public anxiety is a case 
in point; fortunately this should become less of a problem 
as nuclear power establishes itself as a secure source of 
electricity production - as it is doing very rapidly 
(Table II). Then there have been a number of unfortunate 
consequences of oligopolistic interventions by individual
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YEARS POWER STATIONS 
(?)

URANIUM MINES 
(?)

5 4 14

6 15 38

7 28 55

8 46 59

9 65 62

10 76 69

11 89 79

12 96 -

NO. OF 
EXAMPLES 140 29

Note: Lead times for recently developed mines have sharply
increased relative to those prior to 1960, reflecting more 
difficult mining conditions, slacker markets, greater 
environmental control, or a combination of these factors.

players in the market. These too are likely to become less 
important as the market extends and matures. Thirdly, there 
have been government actions, mostly taken for purely domestic 
political considerations. These, we must assume, will always be 
with us.

4.1 Understanding the market: the role of the Uranium
Institute.

The uranium market is based on bilateral contracts between 
producers and consumers, with an unusually high proportion of 
long-term agreements. These contracts form the basis for future 
capacity development in an industry which is still growing quite 
fast. If the right capacity is to be available in the future 
-so that we do not unintentionally create too many new
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instabilities in the market -it is clearly desirable that the 
negotiations should take place in an awareness of the forces and 
constraints acting on the market. Developing that awareness 
through contacts and studies between producers and consumers is 
the prime purpose of the Uranium Institute. Such difficulties 
as we encounter arise not from any lack of willingness on the 
part of our members, but from the normal problems of trying to 
foresee the future. Competition and anti-trust laws must of 
course be taken into account in planning the work-programme; but 
fortunately the law takes the view that the goal of free 
competition is served by anything which assists the transparency 
of the market.

In the work of the Institute it is a particular 
responsibility of the consumers to ensure that their assessments 
of future electricity demand are framed against a background of 
realistic macroeconomic trends. The maintenance of a reasonable 
balance between demand and supply should also be assisted by the 
fact (Table III) that it takes roughly the same time to 
construct a nuclear power plant as it does to open a mine. The 
proviso is, of course, that the necessary exploration should 
already have been completed. It is self-evident that at any 
given time the mining industry should hold an adequate portfolio 
of ore-bodies already identified and ready for development. The 
real danger of excessive market fluctuations, as we saw in the 
historical summary, is that they can all too easily destroy the 
incentive to maintain a sufficient level of exploration.

4.2 Security of nuclear fuel supply

Whatever the industry does to improve its own understanding 
of the future, it will always remain vulnerable to sudden and 
unexpected government interventions in the market. We may recall 
the long-lasting American import embargo of the 1960s; the 
Canadian interruption in 1977 of exports to Euratom; the holdups 
in MB 10 approvals for the downstream use of Swiss and Finnish 
fuel; and the politically induced delay in bringing Australian 
uranium into production. All these examples serve as warnings 
that there is no way in which consumers can insulate themselves 
from such political acts, except through diversifying their 
sources of supply. Most utilities that are free to do so are 
therefore engaged in a gradual process of spreading their supply 
sources as the opportunity arises. This factor alone will have 
a powerful influence on the future shape of the mining industry.

4.3 Floor pricing

One notable form of government-induced distortion in the 
market during recent years has been floor pricing. But we now
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find ourselves with an excess of production capacity. This 
prompts the question whether we might be witnessing a case of 
cause and effect. At the very least, it is possible to doubt 
whether sufficient is known about the workings of commodity 
markets for governments to be certain that their pricing 
interventions will always be entirely beneficial, even for 
their own producing industry. This is an area of policy which 
needs to be approached with considerable caution.

4.4 The influence of non-proliferation policies

One form of government intervention which we all support 
relates to non-proliferation policy. It is, of course, of 
particular significance for the International Atomic Energy 
Agency. However, a further problem arises over security of 
energy supplies. The great majority of the thirty or so 
countries with significant nuclear programmes depend for their 
nuclear fuel on trade with a relatively small number of 
producing countries. The terms on which that trade must be 
conducted are therefore of significance. It is a fact that it
has not always been easy for the industry to live with the
particular form of controls which producer governments have 
chosen to use. In other words, the non-proliferation policies 
of one country have sometimes conflicted with the energy 
policies of another.

This is a difficult area, to which the Uranium Institute 
has also devoted a great deal of thought. The Institute is 
especially grateful to the IAEA for the reception accorded to 
the five position papers which it published on this subject 
during and after INFCE. Anyone who has read them will know that
the industry, insofar as it is represented by the Institute, is
emphatically behind the purposes of non-proliferation controls, 
and the inspection role of the IAEA in particular.

4.5 Recommendations

In the hope that government officials would find it helpful 
to see the issues through the eyes of industrialists, the 
Institute developed a series of recommendations which may be 
summarised as follows:

(a) Government intervention should never have retroactive 
effect, so that contracts undertaken between producers 
and consumers can represent a real guarantee of 
security.

(b) Such interventions should not be undertaken except 
after discussion with the industry.
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(c) Regulations governing trade should be of general 
applicability and publicly announced, and not liable to 
discretionary application. Regarding 
non-proliferation, they should be based on established 
international principles.

(d) Governments should honour contracts approved by their 
predecessors, even after a change of political 
direction.

(e) An embargo should be considered only after all other 
means of achieving the desired end have been examined.

(f) Government interventions regarding export prices 
should be kept to the absolute minimum, so that 
bilateral negotiations between producer and consumer 
companies can remain the basis for the functioning of 
the market.

(g) Where a policy of intervention is adopted, this should 
be based on criteria which have been clearly defined in 
advance, and should aim only at correcting temporary 
anomalies or instabilities. Even if the intervention 
is limited in this way, the need for caution remains, 
for instabilities are all too easily made worse.

(h) Bilateral agreements between governments of producing 
and consuming countries, guaranteeing supply and 
utilisation of uranium, are likely to useful in 
establishing a known framework in advance of contract 
negotiation.

Given the pressures under which governments operate this 
list may appear to be a counsel of perfection. But recently it 
has been noticeable that they have appeared much more willing to 
accept such representations. Although the industry’s wish for 
the ultimate simplification of a single internationally accepted 
framework of non-proliferation controls still seems out of 
reach, at least there is evidence that through the alternative 
route of bilateral agreements - which are easier to negotiate - 
some convergence of regulatory requirements may be occurring.
If so, this will be warmly welcomed by the industry.

4.6 Conclusion

If all of us who are concerned with the progress of nuclear 
power - governments, miners and electricity producers - can 
learn the lessons from the history of the past 25 years, the 
future path of the nuclear fuel industry should be smoother.
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The problem of public acceptance would of course be still with 
us; but the organisations which represent the industry are now 
turning their attention to this issue. They have powerful 
allies in the force of economic necessity, in the continuation 
of economic growth (which has slowed down, but not stopped), and 
in the steady advance of electricity as a very flexible form of 
energy. Table II shows the progress that nuclear power is 
achieving. In France in ten years’ time nuclear power will be 
as important as oil as a primary energy source. Long before 
such a level is reached much of the argument against nuclear 
power will fall to the ground, for the simple reason that there 
can be no going back. Once that fact is generally understood we 
could face a problem - albeit one of a very different and more 
welcome kind - of a sudden return of nuclear power to public 
favour, and a surge in orders. That is entirely possible within 
the present decade. It is to be hoped that by the time this 
happens the uranium market will have fully digested the lessons 
of the past 25 years.
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Abstract

URANIUM ENRICHMENT: TECHNOLOGY, ECONOMICS, CAPACITY.
Large-scale enrichment of uranium has now been carried out for 40 years. While the 

gaseous diffusion process was the original choice of several countries and continues today to 
provide the major component of the world production of separative work, the last two decades 
have witnessed the development of a number of alternative processes for enrichment. These 
processes, which are being studied and deployed around the world, offer a wide range of 
technical and economic characteristics which will be useful in assuring adequate capacity to 
meet projected reactor fuel market needs through the rest of this century at competitive prices. 
With present uncertainties in future enriched uranium needs, it is apparent that flexibility 
in the deployment and operation of any enrichment process will be one of the prime considera
tions for the future. More economical production of separative work not only can have a 
beneficial impact on reactor fuel costs, but also tends to conserve natural uranium resources. 
This paper reviews the world scene in the enrichment component of the fuel cycle, including 
existing or planned commercial-scale facilities and announced R+D efforts on various 
processes.

1. INTRODUCTION

The focus of this paper is on the enrichment step of the 
nuclear fuel cycle. Whereas this conference is concerned with 
three decades of experience with nuclear power, there have been, 
in fact, almost four decades of experience with industrial- 
scale uranium enrichment. This paper will review the main 
lines of that experience with regard to reliability, economics, 
capacity, and safety and will review the plans that are now 
being discussed for the future.

41
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2. REVIEW OF LARGE-SCALE ENRICHMENT OPERATIONS

2.1 Industrial - Scale Installations

There are, at present, large-scale uranium enrichment 
installations operated by the USA, by the USSR, and by two 
consortia of nations, Eurodif and Urenco, that provide nuclear 
fuel for the world's nuclear power reactors.

2.1.1 USA

In the early 1950s, the United States added new large 
stages to the gaseous diffusion plants that had been built 
during the 1940s at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, thereby bringing its 
capacity up to 4.7 million SWU/year. At about the same time, 
construction was started at Paducah, Kentucky, on a new gaseous 
diffusion facility which was completed in 1954 with a design 
capacity of 7.3 million SWU/year. This was followed with the 
construction of another new diffusion plant at Portsmouth,
Ohio, which was completed in 1956, adding 5.2 million SWU/year 
more. These expansion programs brought the total capacity 
available annually in the USA to 17.2 million SWU/year.

Through the early 1960s, the three diffusion plants were 
operated at essentially full capacity. With decreased defense 
requirements and the absence of a sufficiently large near-term 
nuclear power market, the operating power levels were reduced 
during the late 1960s so that by 1970 the gaseous diffusion 
complex was being operated at about one-third of its design 
capacity.

In the early 1970s, the USA, in response to forecasts of a 
rapidly growing world-wide nuclear power industry, undertook a 
10-year expansion program that involved incorporation of the 
latest advances in the diffusion process technology into the 
plants and augmentation of the power-handling capacity of the 
complex. This program, now finished at Oak Ridge and Paducah 
and scheduled for completion in 1983 at Portsmouth, will result 
in a total capacity for the US complex of 27.3 million SWU/year.

The plants have operated very satisfactorily over the years 
and have produced to date (Aug. 1982) about 350 000 000 SWU.

2.1.2 Eurodif

A multinational organization called Eurodif was founded in 
1972 for the purpose of financing and constructing a joint ura
nium enrichment facility which was to assure the member nations 
of their own power reactor fuel supply and also enable them to
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participate indirectly in the marketing of separative work ser
vices. France was the prime mover in forming the organization 
and is also the majority shareholder and a supplier of the 
enrichment technology. The present partners and their effec
tive share in the enterprise are: Belgium, 11.1%; France,
51.6%; Iran, 10.0%; Italy, 16.2%; and Spain, 11.1% [1]. In 
1974, Eurodif broke ground at Tricastin in southern France to 
construct a large, new gaseous-diffusion facility which would 
have a capacity of 10.8 million SWU/year when completed.
Energy is supplied by EDF nuclear power reactors at Tricastin. 
The basic technology is that utilized by the French in their 
much smaller facility (approximately 500 000 SWU/year) at 
Pierrelatte, along with improvements since made by them based 
on their Pierrelatte experience and ongoing R&D efforts. The 
first segment of the Eurodif plant went into operation in 1979. 
A very rough calculation of the total Eurodif production to 
date is about 19 million SWU.

2.1.3 Urenco

The Urenco consortium was founded in 1970 by the United 
Kingdom, West Germany, and the Netherlands. Each of these 
nations is an equal partner in the organization. As in the 
case of Eurodif, the motivation for the joint venture was the 
assurance of the member nations' own supply of nuclear power 
reactor fuel and the potential for participating in the supply 
of separative work services to others. The three partners had 
been previously engaged independently in developing gas centri
fuge enrichment technology. In forming the organization, the 
three agreed to pool their technologies and financial resources 
to develop and build industrial scale facilities for the 
enrichment of uranium by centrifugation. After several years 
of testing various centrifuge designs in the consortium's three 
pilot plants, two demonstration plants, each with a capacity of 
200 000 SWU/year, were built: one at Capenhurst in the UK and
the other at Almelo in the Netherlands. These were completed 
in early 1979; their production has been utilized to supply 
nuclear fuel mostly for the partners' domestic nuclear power 
reactors.

Urenco has been tailoring its separative capacity expansion 
plans to market conditions. This is an attractive feature of 
centrifuge technology since small groups of machines can be 
added as desired. The initial Urenco plan was to have a capa
city of about 2 million SWU/year on-line by 1982, but Urenco 
has now deferred this goal to 1985. Construction underway at 
the two sites since 1979 has added about 300 000 SWU/year, so 
that the total current Urenco capacity is of the order of
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700 ООО SWU/year. A rough calculation indicates that the total 
separative work produced by Urenco to date might be about 1.3 
million SWÜ.

2.1.4 USSR

Non-Russian sources have indicated that in the late 1940s 
the USSR built one or more gaseous diffusion plants for uranium 
enrichment with a total capacity of 7-10 million SWU/year [2]. 
The USSR has never publicly disclosed any information on 
this subject. However, the USSR has been selling separative 
work since 1976. According to estimates by market observers, 
the USSR has available for export about 3 million SWU/year [3]. 
It is calculated that they have exported to the West a total of 
about 11 million SWU.

2.1.5 United Kingdom

The UK built and put into operation a gaseous-diffusion 
plant designed for high enrichment of uranium in the early 
1950s at Capenhurst. In 1962 the plant top was shut down and 
subsequently dismantled. In the early 1970s the remaining 
stages were improved, thereby doubling the capacity of the 
facility to 400 000 SWU/year [4]- However, the UK has this year 
either shut down the gaseous-diffusion facility or is about to 
do so [5]. It is estimated very roughly that the UK has pro
duced, outside of its Urenco affiliation, perhaps a total of 
about 6 million SWU for nuclear power reactors.

2.1.6 China

It has been reported that China completed a gaseous-dif- 
fusion facility at Lanchou about 1963 that was designed to pro
duce some highly enriched uranium. Like the USSR, China has 
never disclosed any information concerning this facility. 
However, outside observers estimate its capacity to be nearly 
200 000 SWU/year [6]

2.2 Operational Reliability of Diffusion Plants

2.2.1 USA

The reliability of US gaseous diffusion plants is attested . 
by their production of about 350 million SWU over the past 
four decades. Over the years, plant operation has been such 
that high-quality product has consistently been delivered on 
time. The plants have operated with a cumulative on-stream 
availability of better than 99.6%. The major reason for this 
very satisfactory on-stream availability is the high reliabi-
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lity of the process components. Examples are the mean time 
between failures of the following equipment: 9 years for the
compressor shaft seals, 30 years for the axial flow compressor, 
300 years for the diffusers, and 400 years for the gas coolers.

2.2.2 Eurodif

There have been some problems reported in the initial 
operations of the Eurodif gaseous-diffusion plant involving 
valve leakage and corrosion of some process equipment. These 
problems are reported to have been corrected and the plant is 
operating at more than 95% efficiency, a figure which is 
expected to increase in the near future [1].

2.3 Operational Reliability of Centrifuge Plants

2.3.1 Urenco

The Urenco philosophy has been to develop a highly 
reliable, zero-maintenance centrifuge design and thereby mini
mize plant capital and operating costs associated with the 
logistics of repair. Indications are that their experience in 
commercial demonstration plants is generally within expec
tations with annual centrifuge failure rates running less than 
1% [7]» The design of a Urenco plant is such that machines 
which fail may be left idle without significantly affecting 
overall operation. This mode of operation can be continued 
for a number of years before the accumulated degradation in 
plant performance is substantial enough to require a plant 
overhaul program.

2.3.2 USA

The US philosophy has been to seek to minimize the unit 
cost of separative work produced over the economic life of a 
centrifuge enrichment plant. Centrifuge components' cost and 
life and the associated cost of repair have been balanced 
against the benefit of the higher separative performance 
achievable by operating the machine at higher stress levels. 
The chosen reliability of the current machine is the result of 
more than 20 years of experience with cost, equipment perfor
mance, failure severity, and repair costs.

Over the years, the ultimate stress level and operating design 
point have been driven steadily higher through an aggressive 
development and testing program which has accumulated over
2 000 machine-years of centrifuge operation on UFg^
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The US design concept differs from that of Urenco in that 
individual centrifuge SWU production is relatively significant, 
requiring that the operating philosophy include the rapid 
replacement and repair of failed machines. Plant facilities 
have been sized to accommodate an effective mean time between 
failures of 3.8 years, a reliability target believed to repre
sent an appropriate balance between cost and performance.

2.4 Operational Safety: Diffusion

In enrichment plant operations, the major potential process 
hazards are toxic material releases, nuclear criticality and 
radiation exposure, fire, and explosion.

2.4.1 USA

Since the beginning of enrichment plant operations, the US 
has maintained a strong safety program at all of its diffusion 
plants. The nearly 40 years of operations with an excellent 
safety record compared to other US industry indicates the 
thoroughness with which this program has been carried out.
Safety means compliance with US government industrial safety 
regulations, safety concern for common industrial hazards, and 
a special focus on unique process operational hazards.

The most important toxic material which may be released is 
UFg in the gas or liquid phase. Upon release, UFg will react ■ 
with water vapor in the air to form UO2F2 and HF. The poten
tial for these hazardous releases is greatest in UFg handling 
operations when liquid UFg is involved. In the 18-year period 
from 1961 through 1978, only 20 UFg releases of greater than 
5 kg of uranium have occurred. There have been no personnel 
injuries as the result of UFg releases.

Nuclear criticality may occur if there is a sufficiently 
large accumulation of partially enriched solid or liquid U in 
an unsafe geometric form and the mass is well moderated. In a 
nuclear criticality event, the employees in the vicinity may 
receive gamma or neutron radiation exposure. Vigorous US 
safety precautions have prevented any criticality events at US 
enrichment plants.

Fire or explosion can occur if liquid UFg is exposed to hydro
carbon oils or if UFg compressor parts become extremely hot.
For example, portions of the lube oil may ignite if a bearing 
greatly overheats or, if aluminum compressor blades rub exten
sively, a possible rapid exothermic UFg-metal reaction can 
result. There have been a few instances where these events
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have taken place in US enrichment plants, but there have been 
no major losses nor resultant personnel injuries.

Improvements have been made dealing with such accidents and 
corrective measures have been taken to 1) prevent the incident 
from recurring or 2) reduce the risk. Current safety analyses 
indicate that the safety measures taken are satisfactory in 
meeting safety goals.

2.4.2 Eurodif

The Eurodif diffusion plant has been in operation a 
relatively short time, but indications are that it should have 
a safety record as excellent as the one for the US diffusion 
plants. Some UFg releases and an explosive incident in a puri
fication plant during startup operation have been reported 
[1,8], but there were no injuries to personnel and they report 
that adequate corrective and preventative measures have been 
instituted [1,8,9].

2.5 Operational Safety: Centrifuge

2.5.1 USA

In the US, several centrifuge enrichment pilot plants have 
been operated, as well as hundreds of experimental machines.
In addition to the hazards noted for diffusion, there are 
hazards from high-speed centrifuge failures. The same kind of 
painstaking safety program developed for the diffusion opera
tions is being applied to centrifuge operations. The results 
indicate that the record for centrifuge plant operation should 
be comparable to that for diffusion plants. No personnel have 
been injured as the result of centrifuge failures.

2 .5 .2 .  Urenco

No safety problems have been encountered in Urenco opera
tions to date. An excellent safety record has been compiled 
despite the considerable amount of high speed rotating machi
nery.

2.6 Economics of US Gaseous Diffusion

The gaseous diffusion process is highly energy intensive 
because it requires pumping UF6 gas through thousands of 
stages. The cost of producing separative work by the US 
gaseous diffusion complex is therefore very closely related to 
the cost of power.
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FISCAL YEAR

FIG.l. Power cost element in US diffusion enrichment.

The major production cost element, which is power, is shown 
in Figure 1. In 1971, the cost of power supplied to the US 
diffusion plants was 0.53 cents/kilowatt-hour (kWh) and the 
out-of-pocket cost of producing separative work from these 
plants was US Ç20.17/SWU. By 1981, power had increased in 
cost 440% to 2.86 cents/kWh while the cost of producing separa
tive work had increased only 290% to US $79.01/SWU. These 
costs exclude nonfunded depreciation and items not related to 
production such as interest on investment, development, and 
administration.

It has been possible to achieve this lower level of 
cost increase because of two large programs that were started 
in the early 1970s. The Cascade Improvement Program consisted 
of equipment modifications which increased the efficiency of 
the plants without increasing the cost of operating the plants.
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The Cascade Uprating Program made it possible for the plants to 
increase their productive capacity by efficiently utilizing 
additional power. As a result of these programs, the specific 
power requirements of the complex have been reduced by 15 to 
25% depending upon the power levels at which the plants are 
operating.

For the past several years, US production of separative 
work has been held at relatively low levels to reduce the 
stockpile of enriched uranium and to more closely match near- 
term production to near-term demand. This can be done with 
little effect on the cost of producing separative work. Power, 
which now accounts for about 80% of the US production cost, 
varies almost directly with production. Other operating costs, 
which are affected only slightly by the level of production, 
are too small to seriously impact total cost.

3. REVIEW OF STATUS, PLANS, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

3.1 Plans and Expectations

A summary table showing enrichment capacity estimates com
piled from published sources for various nations is shown in 
Table I. Some of these plans are described in the following 
page s.

3.1.1 Japan

The development of the gas centrifuge process in Japan pro
ceeded at a relatively modest rate from 1959 to 1972. The 
first successful enrichment of uranium by the gas centrifuge 
method was achieved in 1969. It was decided in 1972 to pursue 
continued development of the gas centrifuge as a Japanese 
national project with the cooperation of several large Japanese 
industrial companies such as Toshiba, Hitachi, and Mitsubishi.

A centrifuge cascade of 180 centrifuges was constructed at 
the Tokai works in 1974, and a cascade of 250 centrifuges was 
constructed in 1975. These cascades were precursors of the 
7 000 centrifuge pilot plant now in operation at Ningyotoge 
Pass. The pilot plant is reported to consist of 4 000 centri
fuges which were in operation in early 1981 and 3 000 centrifu
ges of an improved type which were to be installed in late 
1981. The pilot plant is reported to have a separative capa
city of about 75 000 SWU/year, and one would estimate that 
the separative work produced by the original machines is 
7 SWU/year/machine and production by the improved centrifuges 
15 SWU/year/machine. A first shipment of 1 tonne of enriched 
uranium from the pilot plant was made in April 1981. The pilot



TABLE I. ESTIMATE OF WORLD ENRICHMENT CAPACITY
О

Year

Projected available capacity (Million SWU per year)
Total 
Capacity ьUSA Eurodif Urenco USSR a Japan

1979 25.3 2 . 6 0.4 1.5 29.8

1980 26.5 6.3 0 . 6 2 . 0 35.4

1981 27.1 8.4 0 . 8 2.5 38.8

1982 27.3 1 0 . 8 1 . 0 3.0 42.1

1983 27.3 1 0 . 8 1.3 3.0 42.4

1984 27.3 1 0 . 8 1 . 6 3.0 42.7

1985 27.3 1 0 . 8 2 . 0 3.0 0.3 43.4

1986 27.3 1 0 . 8 3.0 3.0 0.3 44.9 c

1987 27.3 1 0 . 8 4.0 3.0 0.3 45.9

1988 27.7 1 2 . 8  d 5.0 3.0 0.3 48.8

1989 28.4 14.3 6 . 0 3.0 0 . 6 52.8

1990 30.3 15.8 7.5 3.0 1 . 0 58.1

1991 32.4 15.8 8.5 3.0 1.5 61.7

1992 34.4 15.8 1 0 . 0 3.0 2 . 0 65.7 e

Schedule of foreign sales availability, not capacity.
Military capacities of France, UK, USSR, China not included.
Includes 0.2 Brazil Nuclebrás and 0.3 South Africa UCOR.d
Additional capacity to be provided by Coredif, if warranted by market conditions.e
Australia’s intentions are not included (3 to 5 during 1990s).

VOIGT 
et al.
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plant was reported to be a US $260 million project [10] and 
contains supercritical centrifuges [11].

Next on the Japanese schedule is the design and construc
tion of a centrifuge demonstration plant with a separative 
capacity of about 250 000 SWU/year planned for completion 
in 1985. This is expected to lead to a larger commercial 
facility with a separative capacity possibly as large as
2 million SWU/year by 1992. Japan expects to supply about 
one-third or more of its domestic enrichment requirements with 
the centrifuge enrichment plants [12]«

The Asahi Chemical Industry Company of Japan, meanwhile, 
has embarked on a US $60 million, 5-year development program 
based on the chromatographic enrichment of uranium. A small 
pilot plant with capacity of 1 000 to 2 000 SWU/year is now 
under construction, with completion scheduled for 1983 [13].
On the basis of performance data obtained in the pilot 
facility, the Japanese expect to start construction of a 
demonstration plant with a separative capacity of about 
50 000 SWU/year in 1985. Such a plant would consist of about 
10 modules, each containing 5 columns 1 m in diameter and about
2.5 m in effective height [13,14]. The process economics depend 
to a large degree on the availability of a the high-performance 
proprietary ion-exchange resins developed by Asahi.

The Japanese project commercial ion exchange plants with a 
capacity of 1.5 million SWU/year producing enriched uranium 
with 3% 235u and 0.1% tails, with equilibrium time of 20 to 90 
days, and a power requirement of 130-180 kWh/SWU not including 
that associated with producing hydrogen for the reduction of 
UVI to UIV [14]. Asahi Chemical has set a target of US $100/SWU 
for the enrichment cost [13].

3.1.2 Brazil/Federal Republic of Germany

Brazil entered into an agreement with the FRG in 1975 to 
build a separation nozzle demonstration plant for uranium 
enrichment in Brazil. The separation nozzle process has been 
under development in the FRG since the mid-1950s by Dr. E. W. 
Becker and his colleagues. The commercial effort is also sup
ported by the STEAG Company of Essen, Interatom, Berisberg, and 
on the Brazilian side by Nuclebrás. The German-Brazilian 
cooperative program for the development and implementation of 
the separation nozzle process consists of three phases [15]»

Phase 1) The construction of a so-called "First Cascade" 
consisting of 24 stages of an already-demonstrated technology.
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Operation is scheduled to begin in 1984. The separative capa
city is 250 SWU/year/stage and, therefore, 6 000 SWU/year for 
the cascade.

Phase 2) The construction of a "DEMO 1" plant using 1980 
technology. The DEMO 1 cascade will consist of 264 stages each 
having a separative capacity of about 500 SWU/year. The 
separative capacity of the cascade will therefore be 
132 000 SWU/year; however, it will produce about 85 000 SWU/year 
owing to a 62% cascade efficiency. The DEMO 1 cascade is 
expected to begin production in 1986.

Phase 3) The construction of a "DEMO 2" plant using 
advanced technology. The separative capacity of DEMO 1 and 
DEMO 2 together is expected to be about 300 000 SWU/year.
Start of operation of the DEMO 2 plant is scheduled for 1988.
The advanced technology incorporates double deflection sepa
rating nozzle stages and appreciably smaller nozzle dimensions 
than currently used.

Projections for a large commercial scale plant based on the 
advanced technology indicate a separative work cost of about ( 1982) 
US Ç160/SWU based on a capacity of about 3.75 million SWU/year, 
an investment cost of US $350/SWU/year and a specific power 
cost of US $90/SWU (at $0.03/kWh) [15].

3.1.3 South Africa

The South African government has built and is operating a 
uranium enrichment pilot plant at Valindaba utilizing an aero
dynamic enrichment process that they have developed from vortex 
tube technology. Little technical information about their pro
cess has been disclosed.

A small production plant is presently under construction: 
it will use the Helikon module consisting of 20 stages arranged 
around the common axis of a pair of compressors. The produc
tion plant is designed to have a separative capacity of about 
300 000 SWU/year and is expected to be in operation in 1986 [16] .

3.1.4 Australia

Australia has been engaged for some time in a research and 
development program using gas centrifuges for uranium enrich
ment and has constructed and operated small pilot plant cascades 
of gas centrifuges. More recently, however, Australia has been 
negotiating with the United States, Japan, France, and Urenco 
with the goal of acquiring a proven enrichment technology,
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either gas centrifuge or chemical exchange, for installation in 
Australia. The course of action that the Australians will 
adopt is not yet known.

3.1.5 Urenco [7]

Industrial-scale facilities now being built by Urenco will 
result in a total available capacity of approximately 2 million 
SWU/year by 1985, with about 1 million SWU/year at Almelo, about 
700 000 SWU/year at Capenhurst, and about 300 000 SWU/year at 
the latest chosen site at Gronau, in West Germany. The first 
tranches in the Almelo and Capenhurst facilities employ centri
fuges of a 1978 design which have capacities about 3 times 
greater than those in the Urenco pilot plants. The second 
tranches and the facility at Gronau will contain more advanced 
machines which are currently being developed. The failure rate 
experienced in the demonstration plants has been much lower 
than expected, being less than 1 %/year. Urenco plans to con
tinue to maintain its current capacity expansion policy, which 
is to construct facilities only to match signed enrichment 
contracts [7],

3.1.6 France

An organization by the name of Coredif, with the same mem
bership but different share distribution as Eurodif, was formed 
in 1976 on the expectation that capacity in addition to that of 
the Eurodif facility would be needed not long after the 
Tricastin plant is finished. However, market conditions have 
not warranted this and the Coredif plans are now in abeyance 
pending improved world demand for separative work.

Five years ago, France announced at an IAEA Conference in 
Salzburg that they had developed a new enrichment process based 
on the isotope exchange between two chemical compounds of ura
nium. The French CEA has recently announced that substantial 
process improvements have been realized between 1977 and 1982: 
The separative performance of the pulsed columns, employed as 
the basic process equipment, having been increased from 70 to 
210 SWU/m^y-  ̂ . They envision plant modules with a separative 
capacity of 500 000 SWU/year consisting of 40 pulsed columns, 
each 1.6 m in diameter and 30 m in height [17].

The French indicate that the chemical exchange plant equip
ment is of standard engineering design, the power requirements 
only one-fourth that of gaseous diffusion, and that the process 
economics are quite attractive relative to gaseous diffusion.
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The French have indicated that this technology may be used if 
further capacity expansion is undertaken.

3.1.7 USA

Additional separative capacity in the US will be provided 
next by the Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant (GCEP) which is 
being built adjacent to the existing Portsmouth, Ohio, gaseous 
diffusion plant. Present planning calls for 2.2 million SWU/year 
from the first two buildings of the GCEP, with production begin
ning in 1989. Additional capacity using the next generation of 
centrifuges will be added in 1-building increments. Construc
tion of the first 2.2 million SWU/year capacity is well under 
way. At present, all eight GCEP buildings are projected to be 
on line in 1994 and will eventually have a total capacity of
13.2 million SWU/year at a total cost of US $6.95 X 109.
(FY 1983).

In parallel with the construction of the gas centrifuge 
plant at Portsmouth, the United States Department of Energy 
(DOE) is pursuing a program to develop a gas centrifuge of

J___I___I___I__I___I___I___I__I___ I___I___I___I__I___ !___I I I 1 1
1985 1990 1995 2000

FIG. 2. Comparison o f  enrichment processes.
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improved performance. This program, called the Advanced Gas 
Centrifuge Program, has the overall long-range objective of 
achieving an increase in centrifuge performance by at least a 
factor of 2 over the machines now designated for initial 
installation in the GCEP. Successful attainment of this objec
tive is expected to reduce centrifuge separative work costs by 
a similar factor.

Further capacity increases in the US may be provided by one 
of the Advanced Isotope Separation Processes (AIS). For more 
than five years, DOE has sponsored the development of three 
other attractive methods for uranium enrichment that hold the 
promise of producing separative work at costs of less than 
US $40/SWU. These three processes are known as the Plasma 
Separation Process, the Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation 
Process, and the Molecular Laser Isotope Separation Process.
In April 1982, DOE selected the atomic vapor process for 
further engineering scale-up and development. The AIS program 
milestones are the operation of the development module in 1988, 
the evaluation of the process for production readiness in 1990, 
and the implementation on a commercial scale, as warranted, in 
the mid- to late-1990s.

The relative economics and economic potential of the 
several uranium enrichment technologies available to the United 
States are shown in Figure 2. Here, projected unit costs of

YEAR

FIG.3. Comparison o f  world supply and demand for enrichment capacity.
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separative work are plotted as a function of time. It is 
obvious that advanced gas centrifuges and the atomic vapor 
laser isotope separation process will not be available for 
large-scale production use for a number of years. The band- 
widths reflect current uncertainties in crucial cost factors 
such as power cost, which is particularly important in the case 
of gaseous diffusion, and in the performance of the new tech
nologies. Nevertheless, there is a good potential for 
obtaining even lower-cost separative work from the new tech
nologies, and the Department of Energy and its contractors are 
pursuing vigorously the development and demonstration of these 
new technologies so as to provide ample enrichment capacity at 
the lowest possible cost to the nuclear power industry.

3.2 Projected World Capacity and Demands

The projected world demands for enrichment services com
piled from a variety of published sources are compared to the 
projected capacities in Figure 3. The projected capacities 
were summarized in Table I. There have been substantial reduc
tions in the demand forecasts during the past ten years. The 
projected supply is more than adequate to meet the demand fore
cast, although this does not give consideration to possible 
adjustments by-producers to align capacity and demand by 
delaying new facilities or shutting down old plants as more 
efficient enrichment capacity comes on line.

4. SUMMARY

In this paper*we have reviewed the highlights of over four 
decades of experience with industrial-scale uranium enrichment. 
Although most of the past experience throughout the world has 
been achieved using diffusion and centrifuge technologies, many 
other enrichment processes have been investigated, some of them 
on a significant scale. It is obvious from the existing 
capacity of enrichment plants and from the plans being 
discussed in various nations that adequate capacity exists and 
will be available to meet future requirements for enriched fuel 
for .the world's nuclear power reactors. Furthermore, it appears 
reasonable to conclude that improvements in existing tech
nologies and development of nèw technologies offer the promise 
of reduced production costs. Thus, from the standpoints of an 
assured source of supply, operational reliability, operational 
safety, and economics, this step of the nuclear power fuel 
cycle can be depended on both for the short term and for the 
longer-term future.
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Abstract

EXPERIENCE IN FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY AND PERFORMANCE OF WATER 
REACTOR FUEL.

The major proportion of the world’s operating nuclear power reactors are water-cooled 
and have uranium dioxide fuel clad in zirconium alloy. The prevalent reactor types are the 
Western PWR and BWR, the USSR WWER (PWR) and RBMK (BWR), and the Canadian 
CANDU (PHWR). The fuel assemblies consist of bundles of thin fuel rods; loading/reloading 
takes place during the scheduled shutdowns, except for the RBMK and CANDU reactors, 
which are loaded during operation. There are now more than 200 water-cooled power reactors 
in operation with a combined net installed capacity exceeding 130 000 MW(e). As a result, 
large-scale industrial manufacturing capacity has been developed by the reactor vendors 
and some independent fuel suppliers. The fuel performance has been improved and the 
failure rate is now generally satisfactory. Further improvements are under way which are 
expected to enable a significant relaxation of existing operating restrictions while maintaining 
a virtually zero-failure rate, both in base-load and in load-following operation. The paper 
summarizes the current performance, licensing and design requirements. Developments in 
commercial fabrication technology and product quality are described. An overview is given 
of performance experience under normal operating conditions and of the observed causes of 
failure and their elimination.

1. INTRODUCTION

The major proportion of the world’s operating nuclear power reactors are 
water-cooled and have uranium dioxide (U 02) fuel clad in zirconium alloy.
The prevalent reactor types are the Western PWR and BWR, the USSR WWER 
(PWR) and RBMK (BWR), and the Canadian CANDU (PHWR). The fuel 
assemblies consist of bundles of thin fuel rods; loading /reloading takes place 
during scheduled shutdowns except for the RBMK and CANDU reactors, which 
are loaded during operation.
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There are now more than 200 water-cooled power reactors in operation 
with a combined net installed capacity exceeding 130 000 MW(e). As a result, 
large-scale industrial fuel manufacturing capacity has been developed by the 
reactor vendors and some independent suppliers, and extensive fuel performance 
experience has been accumulated. The present paper gives an overview of this 
design, manufacturing, and performance experience.

The IAEA has carried out a technical programme related to nuclear fuel 
fabrication since its earliest days; since the Symposium on Fuel Element 
Fabrication with Special Emphasis on Cladding Materials (1960), there has been 
on average one meeting a year reviewing aspects of fuel fabrication technology: 
fabrication processes, quality control and assurance, performance, etc.

In 1976, the IAEA established an “International Working Group on Water 
Reactor Fuel Performance and Technology” (IWG-FPT). The main function 
of the IWG-FPT is to provide advice and assistance to the IAEA regarding the 
Agency’s programme in the field of water reactor fuel performance and technology. 
This programme includes the arrangement of Specialists’ Meetings and the 
preparation of guidebooks and reviews. The authors of this paper are members 
of the IWG-FPT, and the paper has been prepared in consultation with the group 
members, representing the following countries: Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, 
Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, Federal Republic 
of Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Norway, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 
United Kingdom, USA and USSR.

2. CURRENT WATER REACTOR FUEL TYPES

The fuel assemblies of the prevalent power reactor types consist of a number 
of zirconium alloy clad fuel rods with U 02, mostly in the form of sintered pellets. 
The geometry varies from 14X 14 to 17 X 17 square configurations for PWR 
and 6 X 6 to 9 X 9 square configurations for BWR; the assembly length ranges 
from 1.9 m in early, small plants to 4.8 m in the modern ones, and the width 
from 13 to 22 cm. The CANDU (PHWR) and the USSR RBMK (BWR) have 
round configurations, with lengths of 50 cm and 7 m, respectively.

In most PWRs, the assemblies are positioned in the core by the bottom and 
top fittings and the lateral clearances are restricted by the assembly/assembly 
contacts at the spacer grid levels. Furthermore, the control rods consist of 
rod cluster control (RCC) assemblies, the absorber part of which moves into 
guide thimbles. These guide thimbles are an integral part of the assembly 
structure. In the 440-MW USSR WWER (PWR), the assemblies are shrouded and 
the control rods with fuel followers are inserted into the core in positions between 
adjacent assemblies.
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TABLE I. FEATURES OF WATER REACTOR FUEL

Characteristics PWR
1000 MW(e) 
Class3

BWR
1000 MW(e) 
Classb

WWER (PWR) 
1000 MW(e)

RBMK (BWR) 
1000 MW(e)

CANDU 
600 MW(e)

Physical:

Rod length (mm) 3848 -  4407 4065 3840 3644c 492 -  495

Cladding material Zircaloy-4 Zircaloy-2 Zr-lN b Zr-lN b Zircaloy-4

Heavy m etal weight/ 
assembly (kg) 122 -  548 172 -  194 437 114 18.5 -  19.8

Number o f pins/assembly 126 -  331 47 -  64 317 2 X 18 28 -  37

Pellet diam eter (mm) 8.0 -  9.6 1 0 .4 -  12.7 7.6 11.5 12.2 -  14.3

Pellet length (mm ) 11.0 -  17.8 10.0 -  12.7 12 12 16.4 -2 0 .1

Nuclear:

Design burnup (MW'd/kgU) 26 - 3 6 25 -  30 26.5 18.5 7.7 -  7.9

Specific power (kW/kgU) 33 -  38 22 -  28 45 17 19 -  26

Reload enrichm ent (% 23SU) 3.0 -  3.6 2 . 6 -  3.1 2 - 4 1 . 8 - 2 Natural

a 1000 MW(e) class PWR includes 9 0 0 -1 3 0 0  MW(e) reactors. 
b 1000 MW(e) class BWR includes 8 0 0 -1 3 0 0  MW(e) reactors. 
c Two bundles w ith this rod length form one fuel assembly o f 7 m length.

In BWRs, the assemblies are enclosed in fuel channels, i.e. re-usable square 
Zircaloy shrouds surrounding the assemblies and between which the control 
blades move.

In the RBMK and CANDU reactors, the fuel assemblies are located in pressure 
tubes (vertical and horizontal, respectively) which are part of the core structure; 
the control rods move in locations separate from the assemblies.

Table I shows some typical features of fuel types discussed in this paper.

3. PERFORMANCE, LICENSING AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

3.1. Performance requirements

The targets of fuel performance under normal operating conditions 
result from a combination of various objectives regarding manufacturing, operation 
and safety. Off-normal and accident conditions to be taken into account are 
usually imposed by the regulatory authorities as discussed in section 3.2.
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(1 ) Design burnup and heat rating must be attained at an assumed fuel duty 
which may include load-following. This is necessary in order to obtain 
the desired capacity factor. Target burnup to energy output is often 
warranted by the fuel supplier.

(2) The release of fission products and other contaminants should be as low 
as possible. This is necessary in order to minimize exposure of plant 
personnel during operation as well as refuelling and maintenance, to 
reduce environmental contamination by radioactive wastes and effluents 
and to reduce the costs associated with fuel failures.

3.2. Licensing requirements

Most countries have LWRs and their licensing practice is derived from US 
practice as given in 10CFR50 [1], Standard Review Plans (SRP), Regulatory 
Guides and other documents. The SRP for “Fuel System Design” [2] demands 
that four basic requirements be met by the licensing safety analysis:

(1 ) The fuel system is not damaged as a result of normal operation and anti
cipated operational occurrences

(2) Fuel system damage is never so severe as to prevent control rod insertion 
when it is required

(3) The number of fuel rod failures is not underestimated for postulated accidents.
(4) Coolability is always maintained.

In relation to objective (1), the SRP requires that a fuel failure criterion 
be stated for each known failure mechanism. A list is given of failure mechanisms 
that must be addressed, some of which are mentioned below:

Overheating: The cooling of the cladding must be adequate and fuel 
melting must not occur.

Pellet/clad interaction (PCI): It is noted that there is no current criterion 
for fuel failure resulting from PCI, and the design basis can only be stated 
generally.

Hydriding: Acceptable moisture levels for U 02 fuel should be no greater 
than 20 ppm.

It is further stated that fuel damage criteria should assure that fuel system 
dimensions remain within operational tolerances and that functional capabilities 
are not reduced below those assumed in the safety analysis.

A list of other fuel system damage criteria includes various types of over
loads, fretting wear, corrosion and dimensional changes. It is also required that,

In normal operation, the following are important performance requirements:
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during normal operation, rod internal gas pressure should remain below system 
pressure unless it can be proven that fuel and cladding remain in contact.

Objectives 2—4 concern fuel behaviour during design basis accidents (DBAs). 
One example is the loss-of-coolant analysis, for which the following detailed 
acceptance criteria are stated in 10CFR50:

The maximum peak cladding temperature shall nowhere exceed 2200°F

The maximum cladding oxidation shall nowhere exceed 17% of the 
cladding thickness

Not more than 1% of the cladding shall react in the zirconium/water reaction 

The core shall remain coolable

The core temperature shall be maintained acceptably low for an extended 
period of time.

3.3. Design requirements

The performance and licensing requirements, as discussed in the preceding 
sections, lead to design requirements for the fuel assembly, the fuel rods and 
other assembly components such as spacer grids, end fittings, water rods, control 
rod guide thimbles, and springs.

3.3.1. Fuel assembly

General requirements are that the design must ensure:

(1 ) Proper positioning of the fuel rods under normal conditions, operational 
transients and accident conditions

(2) Handling capability before and after irradiation.

This translates into more specific requirements related to:

Dimensional characteristics of the whole assembly and its individual 
components

Mechanical, metallurgical and corrosion properties, including irradiation 
growth of Zircaloy components

Cleanliness

Handling, packaging and transport.

3.3.2. Fuel rods

Under normal operating conditions, operational transients and shutdown 
conditions, the design must ensure:
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(1) Integrity
(2) Dimensional stability
(3) Adherence to thermal margins.

In addition, acceptance criteria for design basis accidents must be complied 
with. The integrity requirement is extended to long-term storage conditions, 
transport and handling prior to reprocessing.

Specific requirements are then related to:

Leaktightness

Dimensions and surface condition

Mechanical, physical, metallurgical and corrosion properties of cladding 
and pellets

Fill-gas pressure and composition 

Cleanliness

Pellet chemistry, including moisture content

Content and distribution of fissile and neutron-absorbing materials.

4. FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY

At the present time, 19 organizations in 11 countries are fabricating nuclear 
fuel for commercial use and consequently have available adequate methods and 
experience (Table II). Seven additional states are building up manufacturing 
technology. An undetermined number of additional states are conducting 
R&D projects in this technology.

In all those plants, the manufacturing process flowsheet is quite similar 
(Fig.l ), although special requirements exist for the various fuel types. Usually, 
the starting material is U3Og for the natural U fuel types and UF6 for the en
riched U fuel types. For mixed oxide fuels, the starting material may be either 
U 0 2 and P u02, which is now the most common route, or co-precipitated mixed 
oxides currently being developed as an alternative.

The actual manufacturing route involves the pelletizing and sintering processes. 
It must, however, be mentioned that in the USSR an extrusion process has been 
applied for many years. The main manufacturing steps for producing the 
cladding tubing are quite similar for the Zircaloy and for Zr-Nb. The manu
facturing of the fuel rods, starting with pellets and the welding of the end caps, 
although quite similar in all plants, applies proprietary manufacturing techniques 
which vary from one plant to another. Because of the difference in design of the 
fuel assemblies, different techniques are being applied and different components
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TABLE II. COMMERCIAL FUEL MANUFACTURING PLANTS

Country Plant Capacity
(t/a)

Fuel types fabricated

Belgium FBFC 410 PWR & BWR

Canada CGE 600 HWR

W Canada 500 HWR

С-E Canada 230 HWR

FRG RBU 850 PWR, BWR & HWR

France FBFC 370 PWR

United Kingdom BNFL 1 0 0 BWR & PWR

Italy Agip Nucleare 2 0 0 BWR & PWR

India DAE 135 HWR & BWR

Japan JNF 480 BWR

MNF 460 PWR

NFI 125 HWR, BWR & PWR

Sweden ASEA-ATOM 330 BWR & PWR

USSR State Committee 700 PWR & BWR

USA B& W 375 PWR

C-E 265 PWR

ENC 600 BWR & PWR

GE 1 1 0 0 BWR

W 800 PWR

are being utilized. In HWRs, for instance, the spacing of the rods between end 
plates or grids is usually done by wear pads applying either the rods against 
themselves, against an unsprung grid or against the pressure tube. In all the LWR 
fuels the assemblies contain grids with springs; in the past, most of these grids 
were constituted of Inconel, but the tendency now is to replace this material by 
Zircaloy.

All these processes have been developed to lead to a product with remarkable 
reliability. This reliability is to an important extent due to the tight quality 
control (QC) applied all along the manufacturing steps and confirmed by strict 
quality assurance (QA) procedures.
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FIG .l. Typical fuel assembly manufacturing flowsheet.

The relative importance of the various constituents of the fabrication cost 
can be judged in considering a typical breakdown of the cost (Table III). It must, 
however, be remembered that the fuel fabrication cost is only a small proportion 
of the fuel cycle cost which in turn is a small proportion of the generating cost 
(Table IV). It would, therefore, not be responsible to reduce the so-called 
fabrication cost or any of the items making up this cost if this has a potential 
influence on the fuel behaviour or on the economics of fuel utilization. Experience 
has shown that most of the constituents of the fabrication cost have indeed a 
determinative influence in these areas.
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TABLE III. EXAMPLE OF BREAKDOWN FOR 
THE FUEL FABRICATION COSTS OF A PWR

% of TOTAL

UF6  withdrawal and conversion 1

Fuel rod hardware 2 2

tubes 18
end caps and springs 4

Fuel rod manufacture 25
pellets 2 0

rods 5

Fuel assembly hardware 16
grids 7
guide tubes 3
end pieces 4
springs and fittings 2

Fuel assembly manufacture 4
assembling 3
control 1

Transport 2

Design and engineering 13

QA and project administration 8

Guarantees 9
Fissile material balance 4
Fuel performance

1 0 0

5

4.1. Conversion

Industrial manufacturing processes (Fig.2) are based either on wet conversion, 
where intermediate products are precipitated from aqueous solutions or on dry 
conversion, where UF6 is directly processed into U 02 powder. The latter process 
can only start with the feed material UF6, whereas the wet conversion processes 
can start either with UF6 or UNH. The dry conversion process exists in a variety 
of modifications with respect to intermediate products and types of equipment 
(e.g. IDR = integrated dry route, GECO = flame reaction process, dry bed method).
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TABLE IV. EXAMPLE OF THE ECONOMIC WEIGHT OF THE “FUEL 
FABRICATION” IN THE GENERATING COST FOR A LARGE PWR

Constituents % of generating cost % of fuel cost

Capital 53

Operation 18

Fuel 29
naturalU i 37
conversion 2

enrichment 28
fabrication 9a
storage and shipment 3
reprocessing 14
waste disposal 17
recovered U and Pu - 1 0

1 0 0 1 0 0

a Corresponds to 3% of the generating cost.

The wet processes are usually designated by the uranium compound which 
constitutes the precipitate: e.g. ammonium diuranate (ADU), ammonium uranyl 
carbonate (AUC).

Depending on the powder characteristics, the pelletizing can be done directly 
or requires a previous conditioning (granulation or precompaction). This pre
conditioning may include blending additives for further processing (lubricant, 
binder), for modifying the final pellet structure (pore former, grain coarsener) 
or for incorporating fissile (Pu) or neutron-absorber (Gd) material. The pre
compaction step can be utilized to modify the final pellet properties. Controls 
at this stage are usually limited to checking the homogeneity of the dispersion 
of additives.

4.2. Pelletizing

In principle, the specifications of the pellets can be met by four approaches:

(1 ) Control of the specific surface area of the powder
(2) Control of the green density by variation of the compacting pressure
(3) Mixing of different amounts of U30 8 powder and, in some processes, pore 

former to the virgin U 02 powder
(4) Control of sintering conditions: sintering temperature, time and atmosphere.
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UNH: Uranium nitrate, hydrated 
ADU : Am m onium  diuranate 
AUC: Am m onium  uranium carbonate 
I DR: Integrated dry route 

GECO: General Electric Co.

FIG.2. Industrial manufacturing processes for pellets.

The inherent properties of the powders have the largest influence on the 
density and the porosity characteristics of the pellets. Minor adjustments of 
pellet density can be made during pellet pre-pressing by variation of pressing 
conditions and sintering temperatures and times. The use of binders and 
additives of various types all influence the porosity that is produced in the pellet.

In practice, the sintered density is adjusted by the parameters mentioned 
under item 3 above, whereas powder properties, pressing conditions and 
sintering conditions are kept constant. Centreless grinding is usually carried out 
under a spray of water to assure lubrication and removal of the surplus U 02 ; 
it has the disadvantage of moistening the pellets. Dry grinding is utilized in a 
few manufacturing plants.

As a final product, the pellet is subjected to all the control required to 
demonstrate that the specifications are met. In some fabrication plants the 
manufacturing processes are fully automated, including most of the pellet 
controls.
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4.3. Cladding manufacturing

Zircaloy-4 is the most universally used zirconium alloy for cladding for 
PWRs and HWRs, for PWR guide tubes, for spacer grids in all types of water 
reactors and for BWR channels.

Zircaloy-2 is widely used as cladding material in BWRs. Zr-Nb alloys are 
used for cladding in USSR reactors and for HWR pressure tubes.

The initial steps of the zirconium manufacturing technology (Hf separation, 
Z r0 2 reduction, scrap recycling and ingot melting) are the most important 
ones for the chemical composition; only the gas contents can be influenced 
by later processing steps. The micro-structure, the mechanical and corrosion 
properties of the zirconium result from the subsequent manufacturing steps, 
beta-quenching and later cold reduction steps and intermediate and final heat 
treatment.

4.4. Fuel rods

The two most sensitive fabrication steps are fuel drying and end cap 
welding. The assurance that an adequately low level of humidity is obtained 
in the manufactured rods can only be obtained by a proper qualification of the 
manufacturing process. Various techniques are applied:

Avoidance of any possible humidity pick-up by the fuel at any manufacturing
step along the line

Drying of the pellets immediately before loading into the cladding tubes

Drying of the pellets and the fuel rod internals after loading of the pellet
column into the cladding.

The use of one of these techniques or a combination of them has proved 
adequate to maintain the required specifications.

Concerning the welding, the most universally applied welding technique 
is Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding. However, an increasing number of manu
facturers are looking at alternative techniques and some of them have already 
been applying them for several years. Among these alternative techniques are 
magnetic force welding and resistance welding.

To improve fuel behaviour and licensability (see subsection 5.2.3), it has 
become standard practice over the last ten years to pre-pressurize the PWR 
rods with helium; this practice has more recently been extended to BWR fuel.

4.5. Fuel assemblies

The assembling of the fuel elements presents significant differences 
between the different designs. Spacer grids are some of the most demanding
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constituents regarding fine mechanics. Most of the fuel grids include mechanically 
assembled parts which are joined together either by brazing or by welding.
When utilizing the brazing technique, the mechanical properties of the grid may 
be modified and, therefore, the process must be closely monitored. The application 
of the welding technique lends itself to sequential operation which can easily 
be mechanized. Various techniques are applied, such as TIG, electron beam and 
laser.

The assembling of the skeleton, which typically includes the grids, the 
guide thimbles for PWR, the spacer capturing rods for BWR, and the carrier tubes 
for some HWR designs is usually performed with an assembling rig which is 
later utilized for insertion of the fuel rods into the skeleton and final assembling 
of the fuel element.

Besides tight control of the manufacturing procedures, quality of the assembly 
is achieved by controls of the finished assembly on control towers, which are 
usually among the most computerized control equipment in the manufacturing 
plant.

5. PERFORMANCE EXPERIENCE

Over the last ten years the performance of nuclear fuel has improved 
considerably while at the same time the number of operating nuclear plants 
and operating requirements in terms of burnup, power density and fuel management 
demands have increased significantly. This development, which is generally 
applicable for the whole industry of water-cooled reactors, has not been achieved 
easily and without costs. On the contrary; the last 10 to 12 years can be 
characterized as a highly active period of fuel performance evaluation, research 
and development efforts, and as a period when a number of measures to cope 
with identified fuel failure mechanisms were taken.

In the following, the performance experience that led to today’s generally 
satisfactory fuel behaviour is reviewed in terms of the failure mechanisms which 
over time have been encountered, identified and virtually eliminated.

5.1. Early experience of first-generation fuel

The very early designs of commercial nuclear fuel performed reasonably well, 
bearing in mind the limited scale of application. Stainless steel cladding for 
LWR fuel, low power density and relatively low burnup levels are not 
characteristic of today’s situation. Some of these fuel designs are still in operation 
today and generally performing in a satisfactory way in PWRs.

With regard to burnup increases, the heavy-water reactors, fuelled with 
natural uranium, are an exception where burnup levels have not been increased 
in a similar way.
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5.2. Second-generation fuel performance

Fuel and plant economics forced, however, a development towards higher 
bumup from 10—15 MW'd/kgU to the present 25—36 MW'd/kgU for modern 
LWR fuel. Full-scale application of zirconium alloy clad fuel was introduced in 
the late ’sixties at the same time as power densities were increased. Due to 
development of more efficient and accurate fuel management methods, peak 
power density was increased less than average values.

The performance of this fuel during the first five years was not generally 
as good as expected. Certainly there are exceptions to such a general statement.
As an example, the fuel experience from the USSR WWER reactor type is re
ported as being good. This fuel operates at rather modest linear heat ratings 
and with relatively low discharge burnup (typically less than 300 W/cm and 
about 29 MW'd/kgU), which may be assumed to contribute in a major way to 
this successful experience.

Generally the major failure mechanisms encountered during the period 
from the late ’sixties to the early ’seventies were the following:

Outside corrosion of cladding tubes

Internal hydriding

In-pile densification of U 0 2

Fretting

Pellet/clad interaction.

A graphic illustration of this evolution was given in R ef.[3], from which 
Fig.3 is reproduced.

5.2.1. Corrosion

The different types of zirconium alloys used in power reactors all have a 
high degree of compatibility with the reactor coolant. Nevertheless, there 
have been several occasions where excessive oxidation from the outside, often 
in combination with thick deposits of corrosion products from coolant system 
surfaces (crud), has caused fuel failures or affected plant operation. The remedy 
has been to improve water chemistry conditions rather than direct changes in 
fuel clad characteristics. It has thus been possible to avoid more severe consequences 
in the majority of the operating water-cooled power reactors. In view of the 
extremely complicated chemical environment in a nuclear reactor core, it cannot 
be stated that the problem of clad corrosion has been eliminated, rather it has 
been brought to acceptable levels for today’s fuel and operating conditions.

For the development of extended burnup fuel with longer core residence 
time, corrosion and crud deposits still form a potential problem.
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5.2.2. Hydriding

High moisture or hydrogen levels inside the fuel rod may combine with 
the zirconium cladding and deteriorate it severely enough to cause penetrating 
holes in the cladding. Such failures normally occur early in life, after 1000 to 2000 
hours of operation. In the early seventies, the failure mechanism was identified 
and attributed to inadequate specifications for hydrogen content in the U 0 2. 
Improved drying processes in the manufacturing of pellets and fuel rods have 
virtually eliminated this problem as a primary fuel failure mechanism.

A large number of fuel failures during this period were blamed on the 
hydriding effect, since examination of exposed, failed fuel often exhibited 
the typical hydriding blisters on the cladding surface. It may now be argued 
that many of these failures may primarily have been PCI failures and the 
hydride blisters were secondary events caused by ingress of water into the rods.

5.2.3. Densification

The in-pile densification was also identified as a possible failure cause in 
the early ’seventies. As a consequence of insufficiently sintered pellets in the 
manufacturing, operating temperature aided by the radiation field caused the 
pellets to sinter during operation. The fuel volume was thus decreased, pellet 
stacks were shortened and sometimes gaps were formed in the pellet stack. These 
gaps led to power peaks in adjacent rods and could, in the presence of coolant 
system overpressure, allow the clad to flatten, which sometimes led to leaks 
in the clad.

To eliminate in-pile densification as a fuel failure cause and a licensing 
problem (affecting primarily PWRs), the industry in general modified manu
facturing processes and specifications for pellets, and pre-pressurization with 
helium was introduced for PWR fuel. The net result was a fuel that performed 
better not only with regard to densification; also fission gas retention was 
improved.

Thus the advent of the in-pile densification phenomenon brought more 
beneficial developments than could be anticipated just by looking at the associated 
failure rate directly from densification. This failure rate was never dramatically 
high; the economic consequences incurred depended more on regulatory action 
in derating a number of plants until a clear understanding of the phenomenon was 
reached.

5.2.4. Fretting

If the protective layer of zirconium oxide is removed from the cladding 
surface, a new layer will form rapidly. In cases where for instance insufficient
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spring forces in the spacer grids allow excessive vibration, repeated erosion of the 
protective oxide layer can lead to penetrating holes in the cladding. This 
phenomenon, known as fretting, has caused a significant number of fuel failures 
over the past ten years and remains a concern whenever modification of assembly 
and spacer grid design is contemplated. Proper design and manufacturing 
control are known to eliminate fretting as a failure mechanism of importance.

5.2.5. Pellet/clad interaction

In the same time period, a new phenomenon was identified as a fuel failure 
cause, the so-called pellet/clad interaction (PCI). It showed up as longitudinal 
cracks in the cladding of fuel rods exposed to power changes above those previously 
experienced and above certain burnup levels. It was first explained in terms of 
mechanical interaction, U 0 2 expanding because of thermal effects in power 
increases, causing excessive stress and strain in the cladding. Later, as knowledge 
of PCI increased, the importance of stress corrosion with the help of fission 
products as well as the thermal feedback effect caused by increased fission gas 
release were identified. The phenomenon is now well understood and classified 
as a fundamental problem of the U 0 2 /zirconium alloy system, not only a 
one-parameter problem like the ones described earlier.

PCI has been the subject of intense and large-scale experience evaluation and 
development efforts within the industry since its generic character affects all fuel 
types with U 0 2 clad in a zirconium alloy.

The early discoveries of cracks in fuel rods caused by PCI in connection 
with excessive power ramps prompted a number of actions such as limitations 
on global power increase rates for virtually all reactor types, restrictions on 
control rod movements in BWRs and changes in fuel management and fuel 
shuffling schemes. These actions were largely successful in avoiding PCI failures, 
but at large costs to utilities in terms of production and availability losses as well 
as in decreased fuel utilization.

The economic consequences of PCI restrictions have been evaluated in Ref. [4].
An example of how PCI problem was handled can be taken from the 

CANDU reactors, where the loading of fresh fuel bundles caused partly burned 
bundles to move into higher power density regions, thereby creating a potential 
PCI situation (and a certain frequency of fuel failures). The combination of 
changes in shuffling schemes and a modified fuel design called Canlub was 
shown to be very effective in removing the PCI as a failure cause from the CANDU 
reactors.

5.3. Fuel performance of today

Manufacturing defects and handling errors will never be completely 
eliminated, and strong efforts on QA/QC in the whole process of manufacturing 
and utilization of nuclear fuel will always be needed.
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TABLE V. FAILURES REDUCED BY DESIGN IMPROVEMENT 
(from Ref. [5] )

FUEL TYPES

7 X 7  7 X 7 R  8 X 8  8 X 8 R 8 X 8  RP

Cumulative fuel rods loaded j 504 261 285 572 758 016 268 398

Lead batch exposure 
(MWd/MTU) 28 2 0 0 28 1 0 0 25 700 20 700

Peak power (kW/ft) 18.5 18.5 13.4 13.4

Estimated rod failures (%) 1 . 0 1 0.066 0.016 0 . 0 0 2

With reference to the failure causes described in Section 5.2 and the 
rather well-founded expectations for their virtual elimination, it can be stated 
that fuel performance experience in the last 10—15 years has been success
fully utilized to develop new and improved fuel. This has brought down 
failure rates to generally satisfactory levels, at least for those failure mechanisms 
which inherently depend on the fuel itself or its operating conditions. This 
trend is illustrated in Ref. [5] from which Table V reproduces the effect of 
certain design improvements.

Development of PCI remedies, such as copper or pure zirconium liners, 
pre-pressurization of BWR fuel rods, and reducing fuel temperatures with hollow 
pellets is being implemented or tested. The aims of this development are to 
improve both the chemical environment and the ductile behaviour of the inner 
clad surface.

The performance of modern fuel with respect to PCI has been improved 
also by the introduction of fuel assemblies with lower linear heat generation rate, 
e.g. PWR 1 7 X 1 7  and BWR 8 X 8 ,  caused primarily by the need to improve 
fuel behaviour during loss-of-coolant accidents. Further development in this 
direction to improve PCI is under way, such as the introduction of PWR 18 X1 8  
and BWR 9 X 9 .

The performance of several of these remedies is very promising, and it seems 
fairly certain that their full-scale application can reduce the PCI problem to an 
acceptable level. The impact of PCI will at the same time be decreased (and 
has already been at many power stations) by fuel management changes (monocycle 
or control cell core concepts eliminating the need for on-power control rod 
sequence changes).

External causes for fuel failures such as water chemistry conditions and 
system weaknesses such as baffle jetting and loose foreign objects will continue to 
be a concern for fuel performance.
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TABLE VI. SUMMARY OF WATER REACTOR FUEL PERFORMANCE 
IN THE OPERATING PERIOD 1980-81 FOR COMMERCIAL FUEL 
MANUFACTURED AFTER 1973

Supplier Number of rods 
in operation

Numlier of 
leaking rods

% leaking 
rods per year

Notes
(See below)

USA:

B& W 294 736 24 0.008 c, g

C-E 234 810 1 3 - 2 2 0.006 -  0.009 с, g, h

ENC 320 122 30 (6) 0.005 (0.001) a, d

GE 1 302 000 ~ 1 3 0 0.01 b, g

W 902 000 i

Europe:

A-A 238 000 3 0.001

BNFL 22 300 23 0.1 f

FGA 1 007 696 19 0.002 с

KWU 420 000 9(7) 0.002 a

Japan:

JNF 347 445 0 <0.0003 с

MNF 290 553 4 0 . 0 0 1

NFI 26 500 1 0.004

Canada: 2 500 000 252 0.008 e, g

USSR: i

Notes:

The number of leaking rods is in several cases a best estimate and not all suppliers have
elected to distinguish between failures from fuel and from external causes.

(a) Figures in brackets exclude fuel failures from external causes such as baffle jetting.
(b) Includes only fuel rods o f 8 X 8 , 8 X 8 R and 8 X 8  RP.
(c) Based on 1981 only.
(d) Based on discharged fuel, determined by sipping to be leaking.
(e) Number of leaking rods based on a two-year period.
(f) Numbers relate to fuel supplied without restrictions on reactor operation intended to 

minimize PCI failures.
(g) Determined by sipping and, if no sipping was performed, estimated from coolant or 

off-gas activity levels.
(h) Range corresponds to uncertainty resulting from unidentified leakers in cores containing 

also fuel supplied by another vendor.
(i) No complete information was provided by the supplier.
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As is shown in Table VI, average failure rates of the order of 0.01% or 
one to two failed rods per reactor and year are achieved today. It must be the 
objective of both the fuel manufacturing industry and utilities to maintain this 
level of performance as further development on improving fuel utilization is 
undertaken.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The fabrication processes for water reactor fuel are well established and 
the strict QA/QC procedures have contributed significantly to the high reliability 
of today’s fuel.

It appears that average failure rates of the order of 0.01% failed rods per 
reactor and year can be achieved for the prevailing current mode of operation 
and current discharge burnups. There are no major licensing issues with regard 
to fuel behaviour under the current mode of normal operation.

Various design and fuel management modifications have been or are being 
introduced that will contribute to the virtual elimination of PCI as a failure 
cause under normal operation. It is still too early to judge whether these changes 
will also be sufficient to eliminate PCI as a concern in extensive load-following 
and off-normal conditions.

7. FUTURE TRENDS

7.1. Extended burnup

Significant development efforts are aimed at improvements in fuel utilization. 
One of the most important means to achieve this is a higher discharge burnup.
This will lower requirements for uranium ore, reprocessing and spent fuel storage.
As an example, consideration is being given to increasing current PWR discharge
burnups of 33 MW'd/kgU to 40 and even ultimately to 50 MW'd/kgU (batch 
average). In this context, the following factors are important:

Fission gas release
Water-side corrosion of zirconium cladding 
Dimensional stability 
Pellet/clad interaction
Increased use of burnable absorbers, e.g. Gd20 3.

Experience is being accumulated in all these areas. It is not clear at this 
stage to what extent the enhanced Zircaloy corrosion will be limiting; the 
other factors are not expected to be major problems per se although enhanced
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fission gas release, increased irradiation growth of Zircaloy components and 
spring relaxation may require design modifications.

Extended burnup capability will also facilitate the switch to an 18 months’ 
cycle, which can improve LWR plant capacity factors. HWRs can substantially 
improve their uranium utilization by slight enrichment of their fuel with an 
increase in discharge burnup for CANDUsfrom 7 to 15 MW'd/kgU.

7.2. Load-following

The limited experience with daily load-following has not indicated fuel 
performance problems. It is not clear how the performance factors mentioned 
in section 7.1 will be affected by the steeper power changes in case of load- 
following by automatic frequency adjustment, although fission gas release could 
probably be influenced.

7.3. Plutonium in thermal reactors

Recycling of plutonium as P u02 —U 02 (mixed oxide, MOX) has been 
demonstrated in some water reactors. Although the experience is not nearly as 
extensive as for U 0 2 fuel, there does not appear to be any problem in normal 
operation. Fission gas release may be somewhat higher in MOX, but PCI and 
dimensional changes are less pronounced than for U 02 fuel. Licensing considerations 
may require some design changes for MOX relative to U 0 2 because of a lower 
melting point and a reduced amount of delayed neutrons. In general, more 
performance data for MOX fuel are needed for a full evaluation of its commercial 
application.

7.4. Reconstitution

Reconstitution of failed BWR assemblies has been carried out for many 
years and it is becoming more common for PWR fuel. Reconstitution has the 
following advantages:

Irradiation of the unfailed fuel rods in a “failed assembly” can be continued

Storage and transport requirements can be minimized for the failed fuel
by encapsulating the failed rods separately

Storage requirements for unfailed fuel can be reduced by rod compaction
(more compact arrays of rods than the usual assemblies).

It is expected that reconstitutable fuel will be the normal industrial standard in 
the future.
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Abstract

FUEL REPROCESSING AND RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT:
TWENTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE OECD NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY 
AND THE EUROCHEMIC COMPANY.

The back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle has received growing attention over the past 
decade, both at the national and at the international level. The OECD Nuclear Energy 
Agency (NEA) and its joint undertaking, the European Company for the Chemical Pro
cessing of Irradiated Fuels (Eurochemic), have acquired more than twenty years of experience 
in international co-operation in this field, and this is reviewed in this paper. While NEA 
provided the framework for governmental co-operation covering the whole range of radio
active waste management issues, with increasing emphasis on global concepts and strategies, 
Eurochemic contributed practical experience in the field of fuel reprocessing, decommissioning, 
and the conditioning and storage of the various types of waste resulting from the operation 
of its plant.

INTRODUCTION

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) and the European Company for 
the Chemical Processing of Irradiated Fuels (Eurochemic) came into 
being on the same day. On 20th December 1957, on the proposal of the 
Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy [l], the Council of the 
Organisation for European Economic Co-operation (OEEC), reconstituted 
as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
in 1961, adopted the Decision on the Statute of the European Nuclear 
Energy Agency (ENEA), namedl NEA in 1972, which entered into force on
1 The OEEC Council's decision on the ENEA Statute was approved by the OECD Council on 

30th September 1961. After Japan's adhesion as  a full member, the name was changed to 
(OECD) Nuclear Energy Agency by a decision of the OECD Council of 20th April 1972. 

Finally, the Statute uas modernized by a decision of the Council on 5th April 1978.

(In the paper, the term Agency is used to refer to ENEA/NEA.)
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1st February 1958. On the same day, the Council approved the 
Convention on the Constitution of Eurochemic and the Company's 
Statute; both instruments were signed by the Governments of twelve 
OEEC/ENEA member countries? and entered into force on 27th July 1959, 
at which date Spain acceded as 13th party.

According to its general purpose "to further the development of 
the production and uses of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes by the 
participating countries, through co-operation between those countries 
and a harmonisation of measures taken at the national level", NEA has 
the specific mandate to promote the formation of joint undertakings 
and to provide an international structure for concerted action and 
supervision [2]. Eurochemic was thus set up as a joint undertaking of 
the then ENEA, constituting the most important co-operative project of 
that Agency related to the 'back-end' of the nuclear fuel cycle. In 
particular, since the beginning of the 1970s, when NEA significantly 
expanded its activities in the field of radioactive waste management, 
Eurochemic's practical experience in this field has provided a valu
able contribution to the dissemination of information among NEA member 
countries and to the evaluation of technical experience with a view to 
defining waste management practices and policies.

The following sections review the experience gained respectively 
by the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency and the Eurochemic Company in more 
than twenty years of international co-operation related to the back
end of the nuclear fuel cycle. With respect to reprocessing of 
irradiated fuel elements, this experience is based mainly on the 
construction and operation of Eurochemic's reprocessing plant at Mol; 
NEA, apart from providing the international framework for Eurochemic,3 
concentrated on co-organizing international conferences, symposia and 
seminars, as well as on economic and technical studies in this field 
(cf. Refs [3-5]). As regards the management of radioactive wastes, 
Eurochemic's programme is determined by the obligation to treat and 
condition the waste resulting from the operation, cleaning and decon
tamination of its reprocessing plant shut down in 1975, while NEA's 
activities are much broader in scope, covering all categories of waste 
and all treatment and disposal methods and options - as well as the 
global aspects of waste management concepts and strategies, both from 
the technical and from the legal points of view.

2 Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, the Netherlands 
(which withdrew in 1975), Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey (which 

withdrew in 1980).

3 A Special Group of the NEA Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy, composed of 

representatives of the Governments participating in Eurochemic, considers problems of 
common interest and has to approve amendments to the Company's Statute and certain 
important decisions of the Company's organs (Articles 11 to 16 of the Convention on 

the Constitution of Eurochemic).
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1. THE OECD NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY

1.1. Sea disposal of low- and intermediate-level waste

In 1961, the then ENEA began its first studies in the field of 
waste discharge.** Following a survey of the legal, technical and 
scientific aspects of radioactive waste disposal into the North Sea in 
the various member countries concerned, and two studies dealing 
respectively with oceanographic and biological conditions in the North 
Sea and with radioactivity in sea water and the marine environment, 
the Steering Committee, in November 1964, approved proposals for 
collaboration among seaboard countries in regard to the disposal of 
radioactive waste into the North Sea. The collaboration proposed had 
as its ultimate objective to determine to what extent and under what 
conditions it was possible to discharge radioactive waste into the 
North Sea.

As a certain number of member countries were experiencing diffi
culty in dealing with their solid wastes, ENEA began, in 1965, a 
special study of the possibilities and problems of radioactive waste 
sal into the Atlantic Ocean. Based on the results of this study, NEA 
took the initiative of organizing, in 1967, for the first time on an 
international basis, a sea dumping operation with the participation of 
five European countries [6]. Since that time, practically every year, 
European countries (eight in total) have continued to dispose of low- 
and intermediate-level waste into the Atlantic Ocean [7], Eurochemic's 
low-level solid wastes forming part of the Belgian cargo. The total 
quantities dumped up to 1981 represent about 83 000 t of wastes, 
containing 420 000 Ci of beta/gamma activity, 434 000 Ci of tritium, 
and about 12 000 Ci of alpha activity, essentially plutonium.

At the present rates of dumping, the estimated dose to the most 
exposed people is only a small fraction of the natural background 
variations, and several orders of magnitude below the internationally 
agreed limits for population exposure. Nevertheless, fundamental 
research work is still being carried out to improve knowledge of the 
marine environment and the transfer of radioactivity through the 
marine food chains to man, in such a way that the real impact of sea 
dumping operations can be better evaluated. An Environmental Research 
and Surveillance Programme, conducted by twelve OECD countries, with 
the participation of the IAEA, was officially set up in 1981 [8]. This 
programme has been established for an initial period of four years, 
whereafter the results obtained will be reviewed and incorporated into 
the revised evaluation of the dumping site presently used in the 
North-east Atlantic.5

In the meantime, thanks to the pioneer work of NEA in this field, 
a comprehensive regulatory framework has been developed for the con
trol of sea dumping operations. This includes the London Convention on

^ In its report to the OEEC Council ([1], p.25), the Steering Committee for Nuclear 

Energy had proposed "that the Agency might also deal with the practical cases which 

would be put before it, particularly as regards the examination of projects for the 
discharge of radioactive waste concerning a number of countries

5 The last evaluation was made in 1979 [9].
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the Prevention of Marine Pollution from the Dumping of Wastes and 
Other Matter, the IAEA Definition and Recommendations for the practi
cal application of the London Convention (revised in 1978), and the 
OECD Multilateral Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism for Sea 
Dumping of Radioactive Waste [10].6 This development represents clear 
progress in the sense that international surveillance is now an 
established practice and constitutes therefore a precedent for the 
dumping of low- and intermediate-level waste at sea.

Fifteen years of sea dumping operations supervised at inter
national level have shown that this form of disposal can be considered 
as a safe practice. No significant incident has occurred involving 
radiological hazards to either the workers involved in the operations 
or to the public in general. Provided that the high standards of 
safety which have characterized sea dumping so far can be maintained, 
this practice could therefore be continued in the future by countries 
where land-based alternatives are found to be less attractive, all 
safety, technical, economic and social considerations being taken into 
account.

1.2. Waste management practices and policies

While in the 1960s, the Agency's activities in the waste manage
ment field were dominated by the sea dumping operations described 
above, the programme in this area was considerably expanded since 1970 
and, at the same time, became much more policy-oriented. The increased 
emphasis placed by NEA member countries on closer co-operation in the 
field of radioactive waste management led to the formation in 1975 of 
a Radioactive Waste Management Committee with a precise but broad 
mandate covering co-ordination of national R&D efforts, setting up of 
joint projects, evaluation of results from R&D programmes, development 
of practices, concepts and strategies, and information of the public. 
In 1981, the Committee thoroughly reviewed its programme priorities 
and reported to the Steering Committee which fixed NEA's programme 
objectives in the field of radioactive waste management as follows:

Objective 1: to promote studies and improve the data base available
to support national radioactive waste management and 
demonstration programmes;

Objective 2: to contribute to the effectiveness of R&D activities in
support of national radioactive waste management pro
grammes and policies;

Objective 3: to assist member countries in improving the level of
understanding of radioactive waste management issues and 
options, particularly in the field of waste disposal.

As regards general studies on radioactive waste management issues, 
the Agency already in 1970 had set up a specialist group to review all

6 The text of the OECD Council Decision of 22nd July 1977 establishing that Mechanism is 

reproduced in Ref. [11]. At present, 21 NEA member countries participate in the 

Mechanism.
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current and proposed waste management practices and policies in 
western Europe. As a follow-up of the group's report [12], an expert 
group was invited to discuss, in the light of radiation protection 
principles and objectives, the main radioactive waste management 
issues and to present recommendations on the general practices and 
policies to be adopted, particularly with regard to the long-term 
hazards of specific types of radioactive waste. The result of the 
expert group's work is the so-called Polvani Report [13], the recom
mendations of which still influence the Agency's work. This report 
will be complemented by two general analyses to be published in 
1982/83 that will put more emphasis on non-scientific factors, which 
are an important corollary to the technical and safety considerations 
in determining waste management policies and strategies. The first 
study will deal with the legal, administrative and financial aspects 
of the long-term management of radioactive waste;? it will analyse the 
role and extent of institutional controls over waste storage and 
disposal systems, the respective responsibilities of government and 
industry with respect to such systems, as well as financial questions 
and third-party liability and compensation schemes. The second study 
will present an overview of the principles governing the disposal of 
other waste types.

In the field of waste management operations, NEA's activities 
concentrated on the decommissioning of nuclear facilities and the 
various options for the disposal of high-level radioactive waste. 
Following an international symposium jointly organized with the IAEA 
in 1978 [15], NEA launched a co-operation programme on decommissioning 
of nuclear facilities that led to the setting up of an international 
project at Âgesta (Sweden) on decontamination experiments for PWR 
primary circuit materials.8 In addition, a survey was initiated to 
assess information that could be helpful to countries likely to be 
concerned with decommissioning procedures. Cutting techniques and 
decontamination methods, identified as areas requiring further R&D, 
were the subject of expert reports [16, 17].

In the field of high-level and alpha-bearing waste disposal, the 
most prominent activities of NEA relate to geological disposal into 
crystalline formations and to disposal into the deep seabed. As to the 
former, a joint R&D project was established at the abandoned ore mine 
of Stripa in Sweden for the purpose of evaluating the suitability of 
granite formations as host rock for the disposal of high-level waste.9 
Moreover, the International Sorption Information Retrieval System 
(ISIRS) was set up within NEA to develop a computer-based system for 
storage and retrieval of the results of radionuclide sorption experi
ments. 10 As to the latter, a Seabed Working Group was created in 1977

7 For some basic considerations see STROHl [14].

8 Participants are the Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden, Switzerland and the United 

Kingdom.

5 Canada, Finland, France, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United 

States of America participate in the project.

10 Participants are Canada, Finland, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, 

Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United 
States of America.
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with the objective of achieving a co-ordination of the R&D on the 
safety and technical feasibility of using the seabed for the isolation 
of long-lived high-level and alpha-bearing waste.H

1.3. Some preliminary conclusions

The discussion on waste management practices and policies is 
continuing and is, of course, strongly influenced by broader consider
ations in the nuclear fuel cycle, such as the desirability of early 
reprocessing and the introduction of a plutonium fuel cycle. However, 
the few following considerations can be derived from the various 
analyses made recently.

(a) As proven and reliable storage techniques exist, waste disposal 
is practically never an urgent safety problem. Safe interim 
solutions can be found which may sometimes make disposal both 
cheaper and easier at a later stage.

(b) Based on the scientific and technical information available 
today from research work on the disposal of high-level and 
alpha-bearing waste in geological formations, there is every 
reason to believe that this concept will offer a satisfactory 
isolation of waste from the human biosphere for the required 
period of time. The safety analyses carried out so far need to 
be improved to become more realistic and to reduce the 
uncertainties affecting some parameters. However, their results 
show that in the most pessimistic cases exposure to future 
populations can be kept within limits which would be acceptable 
according to present safety standards.

(c) Geological formations which would be suitable for such a form of 
disposal are widespread and most countries have already identi
fied potentially suitable sites for deep geological 
repositories. More than the type of geological formation, be it 
salt, granite, clay, basalt or tuff, site-specific conditions 
are of primary importance and have therefore to be investigated 
in great detail. The purpose of present national and inter
national R&D programmes is essentially to develop suitable 
investigatory techniques for site qualifications.

(d) A critical review and evaluation at international level of all 
results from geological disposal R&D programmes, notably from 
field work, is required to enable a convincing overall assess
ment of the feasibility and long-term suitability of the 
geological disposal concept. In fact, such a demonstration can 
only be made through an intellectual and prospective approach, 
because the time scales involved in the isolation of long-lived 
waste make it impossible to demonstrate experimentally the 
validity of the concept in the far future.

(e) National policies may at present take difficult forms and look 
somewhat divergent, but in practice this applies essentially to

Ü  Members of the Group are Canada, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, the 
Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the United States of America and the Commission of 

the European Communities; Switzerland has an observer status.
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the relatively short term. In the longer term, there is a broad 
consensus on the need to isolate long-lived waste in such a way 
that no action by man is required to maintain the integrity of 
repositories. For high-level and long-lived alpha-bearing waste, 
geologic disposal is, therefore, the main goal of all countries, 
whether on land or in geological formations under the seabed.

(f) Other problems do exist in the waste management field, such as 
the need to dispose of large volumes of low-level radioactive 
waste, whether from reactor operations or from the uranium 
mining and milling industry. However, they do not represent a 
challenge of the same magnitude. In fact, solutions for the 
disposal of such wastes already exist, and these have sometimes 
been implemented on a large scale.

(g) The decommissioning of nuclear installations will undoubtedly 
raise difficulties from the point of view of the exposure of the 
workforce in charge of such operations and the large volumes of 
radioactive waste which have to be expected. However,
Eurochemic's experience shows that such problems can be kept 
relatively limited with good planning and suitable waste treat
ment and conditioning facilities.

(h) Finally, from the above-mentioned study under way at NEA, one
may assume that the administrative, legal and financial problems 
of the long-term management of radioactive waste can be 
adequately addressed. The trend is towards limiting the involve
ment of man in the safety-of-disposal concepts to the short term
(of the order of one to a few centuries at the most), during
which suitable institutional control can be reasonably assured.

All these considerations, including the previous ones on sea 
dumping, are based on objective scientific and technical analyses. 
Financial aspects are, of course, important, but they do not seem to 
be a critical factor as long as waste management represents only a 
small percentage (5% at most) of the total cost of nuclear electricity 
generation. The considerable technical progress made in all areas of
waste management has in general not been accompanied by a comparable
growth in political and public acceptance of nuclear energy. The High 
Level Workshop on Nuclear Energy Prospects, organized by NEA and the 
International Energy Agency (IEA) in February 1982, has underlined the 
need for significant policy-level actions by governments to demons
trate the availability of technologies for all essential aspects of 
the management of high-level and long-lived radioactive waste, and has 
identified the definition of such a demonstration as a particularly 
fruitful area for strengthened international co-operation [18].

2. THE EUROCHEMIC COMPANY

2.1. The past: reprocessing

As pointed out in the Introduction, Eurochemic is governed by the 
Convention of 20th December 1957 and by its Statute. The Company was 
set up as a joint stock company in Mol, Belgium, for an initial period 
of 15 years. The period was twice extended, from 1974 to 1979, and



TABLE I. FUELS REPROCESSED BY EUROCHEMIC

I-A. NATURAL AND SLIGHTLY ENRICHED (<  5%) URANIUM FUELS

9 0  VON BUSEKIST et al.

Type Quantities 
(t U)

Bum-up 
(MW-d/t U)

Pu recovered 
(kg)

Gas graphite 7.9 900 to 1500 5.1

Heavy water 69.4 50 to 15000 104.7
PWR 71.4 3200 to 21000 402.6
BWR 29.5 3800 to 17300 157.1

FBR (blanket) 3.1 1300 8 . 2

Totals 181.3 677.7

I-В. HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM FUEL (MTR)

1.4 t of uranium (90—95% enrichment) alloyed with 29 t of aluminium

from 1979 to 1982, to make possible the execution of the waste manage
ment programme described below. The objects of the Company were to 
construct and operate a plant and a laboratory for the reprocessing of 
irradiated fuels, and to develop techniques and train specialists in 
this field.

Between 1958 and 1966, the Company designed and constructed the 
above-mentioned installations. The reprocessing plant was conceived as 
a polyvalent demonstration facility, having a maximum capacity of 
about 300 kg U/d and capable of reprocessing a large variety of 
irradiated fuel elements as regards fissile material content, burn-up, 
cladding, shape and size. This multi-purpose character was determined 
by the diversity of reactor and fuel types, existing or planned, in 
Eurochemic member countries at the beginning of the 1960s, the break
through of the light water reactors (LWRs) in Europe occurring towards 
the middle of that decennium. As a consequence, the reprocessing plant 
was equipped with a chemical head-end; so far Eurochemic has remained 
the only plant to use this process for spent LWR fuels.

The fuels reprocessed by Eurochemic during more than eight years 
of operation, from the middle of 1966 to the beginning of 1975, are 
listed in Table I.

The quantity of reprocessed fuel elements appears to be relatively 
modest for an operational period of more than eight years. This result 
is due, firstly, to the relatively small number and size of the light 
water reactors in operation during that period in Eurochemic member 
countries, the ensuing reprocessing over-capacity and, consequently, 
the strong competition on the European market, particularly from the 
services offered by the Windscale plant for LWR fuel elements.
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Secondly, the great variety of the fuels processed and, in particular, 
their different enrichments made it necessary to clean and rinse the 
plant between reprocessing campaigns in order to avoid undue depletion 
of the fissile materials. Thirdly, the experimental character of the 
plant manifested itself by several interruptions with a view to adapt
ing certain installations to more advanced technologies, most of which 
were developed within the framework of the Company's own R&D pro
gramme; worth mentioning are the production and use of uranous nitrate 
as reducing agent for the plutonium, as well as various aspects of the 
utilization of pulsed columns as extraction contactors, Eurochemic 
being the first European reprocessing plant equipped with this type of 
extractor. It has also to be noted that the fuels with the highest 
burn-up rate (17 000 to 21 000 MW-d/t U) were generally reprocessed 
after a cooling time of about one year. Consequently their specific 
activity (and thus their decay-heat production) at the time of repro
cessing was at least as high as that of highly burned up LWR fuel 
(~ 33 000 MW-d/t U), which presently is reprocessed three to five 
years after unloading.

In November 1971, the Company's Board of Directors decided to shut 
down the reprocessing plant towards the end of 1974. This decision was 
not in any way based on technical considerations, but on the then 
anticipated reprocessing over-capacity on the European market, which 
would make it impossible for Eurochemic's small plant to reprocess 
economically even at full capacity, as well as on the decision of the 
Company's principal shareholders, the Federal Republic of Germany and 
the French Commissariat à l'énergie atomique, to set up the United 
Reprocessors together with British Nuclear Fuels Ltd. in order to co
ordinate their commercial interests in reprocessing.

The Company's plant was actually shut down at the beginning of 
1975. During its active operation, the plant had produced about 
2100 m3 of intermediate-level liquid waste (ILLW) and 865 m3 of high- 
level liquid wastes (HLLW), which were stored on site in uncooled and 
cooled tanks, respectively. About 1050 m3 of the ILLW are concentrates 
resulting, as in all reprocessing plants, from the evaporation of 
various low- and medium-activity process streams; the remaining 950 m3 
are solutions which were generated by the chemical processes applied 
to remove the metal clad of the spent fuel elements. The HLLW volume 
has to be subdivided into two categories: 65 m3 are typical Purex 
wastes arising from the reprocessing of natural and slightly enriched 
uranium fuels, while 800 m3 were generated during the processing of 
U-Al fuels from research (MTR) reactors. Moreover, about 25 m3 of 
organic wastes (0W) consisting primarily of spent TBP and kerosene had 
to be conditioned. Table II gives the main characteristics of this 
liquid waste inventory.

2.2. The present: decontamination, waste conditioning and storage

After the shutdown of its reprocessing plant, the Company was 
confronted with considerable legal, financial and technical problems 
regarding its obligations towards the Host Government, which had 
regretted the decision of 1971 and had asked the Company to keep the 
plant on stand-by - with a view to an eventual resumption of plant



TABLE II. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS -  LIQUID WASTE INVENTORY

9 2  VON BUSEKIST et al.

Type of waste Main inert components Average 
0 , 7  activity 

(Ci/m 3  )

Volume
generated

(m3)

II-A. INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL LIQUID WASTE

(i) Decanning solutions

A1 jackets NaOH, 2M; Al, 2M 40 150

Mg+SS jackets SSO, 6 M; MgO, 2M; H2 S04, 1.8M 800 260

SS jackets SSO, 8 M; H2 S04, 2M 1 0 0 0 140

Zr jackets ZrO, 4M; F ',  2.7M; NH¿, 1.1M;

NOJ, 0.1M 800 400

Sub-total 950

(ii) Concentrates

NaN03, 5M; HNO3 , 2M 1 0 0 0 1050

Total 2 1 0 0

II-B. HIGH-LEVEL LIQUID WASTE

Purex waste HNO3 , 2M 178000 65

U-Al waste HNO3 , 0.5M ; Al3+, 1.8M 8400 800

Total 865

II-C. ORGANIC WASTE

Spent solvent 
and diluent

9 to 30% TBP in kerosene 8.5 25

operation. In 1975, Eurochemic started a technical (basic) programme 
with the following objectives:

(a) rinsing and partial decontamination of the reprocessing instal
lations to put them on stand-by, under good conditions for thei 
maintenance and control, thus making a resumption of reproces
sing activities a possibility;

(b) decontamination and dismantling of the installations to meet th 
safety conditions laid down by the Belgian authorities should 
reprocessing activities not be resumed;
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(с) conditioning and interim storage of the wastes accumulated 
during plant operation and those produced by the operations 
mentioned in (a) and (b) above (intermediate- and high-level 
liquid wastes, solid wastes, alpha-contaminated wastes, etc.).

In the same year, NEA started discussions with interested 
Eurochemic and NEA member countries on associating to Eurochemic's 
basic programme an "International R&D programme on the conditioning of 
high-level radioactive waste". The objective of the latter was to 
develop a new technology for the production and embedding into metal 
matrices of granular materials obtained by applying various solidifi
cation processes to HLLW. These processes were the LOTES process^ 
developed by Eurochemic, and the PAMELA process [20] developed by the 
Gelsenberg AG (Fed. Rep. Germany). Regrettably, the international 
programme was eventually abandoned for the reasons explained in §2.3 
below.

In parallel, the Belgian authorities examined the possibility of 
recommissioning the Eurochemic plant and started negotiations with the 
Company with a view to reaching an overall settlement of the latter's 
obligations. These negotiations led to the conclusion, on 24th July 
1978, of a Convention between the Belgian Government and Eurochemic 
[21]. The Convention provides for the successive transfer of the 
Company's industrial site and installations to a Belgian company (in 
case of resumption of reprocessing) or body (if reprocessing is aban
doned). As a counterpart, the Belgian company or body assumes the 
responsibility for dismantling the installations (Eurochemic paying 
only a lump-sum contribution) and for final disposal of the con
ditioned wastes. Eurochemic is responsible for the cleaning and 
decontamination of the installations as well as for the conditioning 
and putting into storage of the low- and intermediate-level wastes, 
while the Belgian company or body has to condition the Company's 
high-level liquid waste against reimbursement by the latter. The 
Convention thus constitutes the framework of the entire waste 
management programme carried out at Eurochemic. It is briefly 
described below.

2.3. Cleaning and decontamination of the reprocessing plant

In accordance with the alternative possibilities listed in (a) and
(b) above (see §2.2), the programme for cleaning and decontaminating 
the reprocessing plant [22-25] was geared to reducing radiation and 
contamination to levels sufficiently low to permit direct access of 
personnel to the process cells in order to dismantle or refurbish the 
equipment. The cleaning and decontamination actions consisted of three 
main phases - fissile material rinsing, remote and direct decontami
nation. The use of aggressive reagents was kept to a strict minimum.

The results of the programme are very satisfactory. The radio
logical conditions of all the cells and areas of the reprocessing 
plant are already such as to permit the execution of the lengthy work

12 LOTES stands for l_ow temperature solidification (<400°C) [19].
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TABLE III. MAIN OPERATING DATA OF THE EUROBITUM FACILITY 
FROM MID-1978 TO MID-1982

Volume of ILLW conditioned, total 1 571 m3
(resulting from reprocessing: 1460 m 3)
(resulting from current operations: 111 m3)

Volume of slurry produced 1 398 m3

Extruder operation time 20 565 h

Number of drums produced 8 583

Alpha activity incorporated 5  665 Ci

Beta/gamma activity incorporated 698 957 Ci

anticipated for either refurbishing or dismantling the facility. The 
highest dose rate at the reference points used to monitor the progress 
of the decontamination operation does not exceed 40 mrem/h. The man
power directly involved in the work totals some 86 500 man-hours; the 
total dose absorbed by the personnel concerned is 150 rem. The 
precautions taken to protect the personnel against the risks of 
irradiation and contamination proved to be satisfactory and efficient; 
indeed, the few, minor incidents that did occur did not harm either 
the workers or the environment.

The decontamination phases generated a total of about 60 000 m 3 of 
low-level liquid wastes ( < З х Ю -2 Ci/m3) and 170 m 3 of intermediate- 
level wastes (<1000 Ci/m3). The former were released to the river 
after appropriate treatment, the latter were conditioned simul
taneously with the reprocessing waste concentrates.

2.4. Conditioning of ILLW by bituminization

Eurochemic's bituminization plant (Eurobitum) has been in hot 
operation since mid-1978 [26]. The process developed by and 
industrially applied at Eurochemic consists of a chemical pretreatment 
of the waste solutions, following which the resulting slurry is 
homogeneously incorporated into blown bitumen. The bitumen/slurry 
mixture is poured into 220 L stainless steel drums. Table III gives 
the main operational data of the facility.

2.5. Intermediate surface storage of bituminized ILLW

The bituminization plant is directly connected to the Eurostorage 
facility, which has been designed for retrievable intermediate 
storage.13 The facility comprises a series of bunkers built along a

13 Final disposal in Belgium will probably not start in less than 50 years from now, 
i.e. about 2030.
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service corridor from where the drums are remotely handled and trans
ferred to their storage positions. Four bunkers have been built so far 
(further ones can be added), each having a capacity of about five 
thousand 220 L drums. By mid-1982, 8665 drums were being stored in two 
bunkers; of these drums, 82 contain intermediate-level solid waste 
conditioned with cement.

2.6. Vitrification of HLLW

Under the terms of the Convention concluded with the Belgian 
Government, Eurochemic's HLLW will be vitrified by two units, an 
industrial facility (AVB - Atelier de Vitrification Beige) based on 
the AVM process developed by the French Commissariat à l'énergie 
atomique (CEA) and applied on an industrial scale in Marcoule since 
1978, and a large-scale pilot facility destined to demonstrate the 
German PAMELA process.

As pointed out above, the original idea was to solidify 
Eurochemic's 800 m 3 of MTR waste by means of the LOTES process within 
the framework of an international R&D programme. However, in 1977, 
preference was given to the French AVM process, taking into account 
that, at that time, it was the most developed one and the one which 
offered the best guarantee of solidification, within the shortest 
period of time, of the HLLW generated by past operation (and any 
future operation) of the reprocessing plant. Acting on behalf of the 
future operator of the site, the Belgian Government has concluded a 
contract with the French CEA on access to the letter's know-how, and 
has entrusted the French engineering office SGN with the study and 
construction of the facility, which, it is expected, will be com
missioned in 1987.

Eurochemic's 65 m 3 of Purex waste will be vitrified in the PAMELA 
facility, which is being built and will be operated by the Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für Wiederaufarbeitung von Kernbrennstoffen (DWK). The 
construction of the unit was begun in August 1981, and the hot start
up is scheduled for 1985/86. The aim of the project, which is being 
financed by the Federal Ministry of Research and Technology (80%) and 
DWK (20%), is to demonstrate the PAMELA process in co-operation with 
Eurochemic. In this process, the calcination and vitrification steps 
are performed simultaneously in a single static ceramic melter. (In 
the CEA process, those steps are carried out in two separate units, 
calcination taking place in a rotating unit, from which the calcine 
drops by gravity into a glass melter.) Moreover, for demonstration 
purposes, the final PAMELA product will be either glass blocks or 
glass pellets embedded in metal matrices.

Borosilicate glasses have been chosen for use in both the 
processes.

2.7. Surface storage of the vitrified products

The vitrified products of both the AVB and the PAMELA processes 
will be stored on Eurochemic's site in an air-cooled storage facility.
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This is at present being designed. As a working assumption, a storage 
period of at least 50 years prior to final disposal is foreseen.

2.8. Conditioning of organic wastes

The 25 m3 of spent solvent and diluent accumulated at Eurochemic 
were successfully processed in a pilot unit applying the Eurowatt 
process developed by the Company [27, 28]. This process involves 
quantitative extraction of TBP, degradation products and radionuclides 
from Purex spent solvent mixtures into anhydrous phosphoric acid.
After separation, the organic phase consisting of the diluent can be 
re-used or disposed of, while the TBP-phosphoric acid phase is 
thermally decomposed at 220°C into volatile hydrocarbons, which can be 
burned, and into non-volatile phosphoric acids containing the radio
nuclides. This inorganic residue can be further conditioned, either in 
a vitrification plant together with the HLLW or, as at Eurochemic, in 
a bituminization plant together with the ILLW.

2.9. Solid waste conditioning

Eurochemic's solid waste handling and conditioning programme 
follows the usual practice. The wastes are sorted and classified 
according to their nature, composition, type, and level of activity. 
The conditioning techniques generally used are cutting, shearing 
and/or compaction, followed by embedding into ceramic or bitumen 
within concrete preshielded containers. These are, as far as applic
able, 220 L standard block steel drums. About 1500 m3 of low-level 
solid wastes have been conditioned so far for sea dumping; the 
embedding conditions and the characteristics of the preshielded con
tainers conform strictly to the NEA Guidelines [29]; 18 m3 of 
intermediate-level radioactive wastes have been conditioned with 
cement and stored in the Eurostorage facility.

About 25 m3 of highly active solid wastes, mainly heels from fuel 
dissolution operations, stored in underwater containers, are awaiting 
conditioning, either together with the dismantled equipment if the 
plant is decommissioned, or with the head-end hulls if reprocessing is 
resumed.

2.10. Conditioning of alpha-contaminated solid waste

The operation and decontamination of the Pu02 production chain of 
the reprocessing plant generated about 1 t of solid waste highly 
contaminated with plutonium. Eurochemic and the Karlsruhe Research 
Centre (KfK) have agreed to process the combustible part of this waste 
by digesting it in a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acid (wet com
bustion) [30]. The bulk of the plutonium (60 to 807») will be separated 
from the solution resulting from the digestion and recovered as 
plutonium dioxide, while the mother liquor will be neutralized and 
conditioned together with the other ILLW. The process comprises three 
steps :
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(a) The feed pretreatment, in the meantime carried out by Eurochemic,
involved the segregation of the digestible and non-digestible 
materials, the shredding of the digestible fraction, the 
repacking of both fractions, and the plutonium assay of the 
repacked waste, which has indicated a total plutonium content 
of 7 ± 1 kg.

(b) The acid digestion proper will be carried out in the ALONA unit^
developed, designed and built by KfK; it will start hot oper
ation in September 1982. This step is performed at 250°C by a 
mixture of sulphuric acid and nitric acid in a ring reactor. 
The off-gas treatment ensures an efficient separation of N 0 X , 
SO2 and HC1 generated by the digestion reactions, and allows 
the recovery, for re-use, of important fractions of the nitric 
acid (~65%) and sulphuric acid (~857„). The equipment, made 
essentially of Pyrex glass, is distributed over seven glove 
boxes. For eight hours a day the digester will be fed with 
waste material at a rate of about 1 kg/h. After this period, 
the digester will be kept at the operating temperature, and 
nitric acid will continue to be added for a period long enough 
to ensure complete conversion into insoluble sulphate of the 
plutonium dioxide originally present in the waste. After this 
conversion stage and after cooling, the solution will be fil
tered under pressure to isolate the plutonium sulphate.

(c) The plutonium recovery starts by leaching with dilute sulphuric
acid the plutonium sulphate cake filtered from the acid diges
tion solution. The plutonium is extracted from the solution by 
means of a primary amine (Primene JMT) in a single contact and 
is stripped from the organic phase by diluted nitric acid; it 
is then converted into plutonium dioxide. The tests performed 
so far indicate that 60 to 80% of the plutonium present in the 
feed of the digester can be recovered.

2.11. The future: reprocessing again?

The Eurochemic Company has gone into liquidation as from 27th July 
1982. According to the Convention with the Belgian Government [21], 
Eurochemic has transferred the ownership of its industrial site and 
the installations to the Belgian State, which acted on behalf of a new 
Belgian company still to be constituted with the objective of recom
missioning the reprocessing plant. The resumption of reprocessing in 
Belgium and, consequently, the creation of the new company are, 
however, dependent on a positive decision of the Par1iamentl5con
cerning the reprocessing option within the framework of the national 
energy policy. Concluding its debate on this subject, the Chamber of

ALONA stands for Aktive ^aboranlage fur die Optimierung der Nassverbrennung (active
laboratory facility for the optimization of acid digestion).

Article 179 of the Belgian law of 8 August 1980 on budget proposals for 1979-1980 

(Loi relative aux propositions budgétaires 1979-1980) provides that "the 

reprocessing of fissile materials may not start until after the legislative chambers

have pronounced themselves on its principle".
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Representatives, on 2nd July 1982, pronounced itself in favour of 
reopening the Eurochemic plant; the Senate's decision is expected to 
be taken at the end óf October 1982.

At its present capacity, the plant could reprocess up to 50% of 
the spent fuels that will be unloaded from the Belgian nuclear power 
plants (the installed capacity will reach 5450 MW(e) in 1985). At the 
same time, the small size of the plant offers the opportunity to use 
it for the reprocessing of the 'non-classical' types of fuel, among 
which those used to recycle plutonium in LWRs (MOX fuel) should 
represent a major part in the coming years. The characteristics and 
small quantities of such fuel elements do indeed present a great 
handicap to rational operation of the existing or planned large repro
cessing plants. This possible specialization of the former Eurochemic 
plant would offer the opportunity of establishing a new form of 
international co-operation. The Belgian circles interested in recom
missioning the plant have always indicated their readiness to 
associate with this project a few foreign partners particularly 
interested in the further development of the back-end of the fuel cycle

Awaiting the constitution of the new Belgian company, Eurochemic 
continues to manage the site and to carry out the remainder of its 
waste management programme. The technical activities will cease as 
soon as the new company is operational. It is clear that the latter 
will benefit greatly from Eurochemic's technical experience, not only 
by using the installations and archives, but also and in particular by 
the taking over of its personnel.16 While the Eurochemic Company in 
liquidation will finally disappear after having settled its remaining 
financial obligations, its assets and achievements will remain a solid 
basis for future work in the field of reprocessing and waste management

CONCLUSION

The experience of NEA and Eurochemic has evidently to be seen 
against the background of the development of nuclear energy during the 
last twenty years. Both were created in the euphoric foundation years 
of the late 1950s, and both have suffered, to a different degree, from 
the later setbacks in nuclear energy development. While Eurochemic was 
forced to shut down its reprocessing plant in 1975 and went into 
liquidation in 1982, NEA has mastered all crises, thanks to its flexi
bility and, compared with other international organizations, to the 
minimum of institutionalization with which it had been endowed. The 
Agency's programme in the field of radioactive waste management is a 
good example of its ability to respond quickly to changing priorities 
and the needs of the participating member countries. Relying on the 
results of its revised programme, adopted in 197 5 and reviewed in 
1980, NEA continues to occupy a leading position in the development of 
waste management concepts and policies, notably through the programmes 
related to the study of waste disposal risk assessments, the develop
ment of long-term radiation protection objectives for waste disposal,

16 Article 23 of the Convention between the Belgian Government and Eurochemic [21] 

provides for the takeover of the letter's qualified personnel by the new company 

according to its needs.
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and international reviews and discussions on waste management 
scenarios and strategies.

Eurochemic was less fortunate than its mother organization in not 
surviving the changing conditions. Notably the imponderabilia of the 
reprocessing market had made it impossible for the Company to offer 
reprocessing services under economic conditions, and this prevented 
private industry from taking over from the governments a sizeable 
number of shares, as was originally foreseen.1? However, Eurochemic 
perfectly achieved its objective of developing reprocessing tech
nology, of disseminating know-how to its participating countries and 
of training numerous specialists. Ironically enough, the very decision 
to shut down the reprocessing plant (which has since been regretted by 
many member countries) is the origin of another remarkable achievement 
of the Company: Eurochemic has, for the first time, demonstrated that 
it is possible to clean and decontaminate a reprocessing plant to
levels that allow its safe dismantling and refurbishing.

In addition, Eurochemic was the only enterprise applying the 
bituminization of ILLW on an industrial scale. Indeed, the Company's 
waste management programme has been the object of world-wide atten
tion. It is only to be regretted that the international R&D programme 
on the conditioning of high-level wastes planned at Eurochemic never 
came into being and that an opportunity to demonstrate a safe tech
nology within the framework of international co-operation has thus 
been missed.

However, while Eurochemic will gradually disappear as a joint 
undertaking of the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, its experience and 
assets might form the basis of new international collaboration, with a
reduced number of partners and a stronger industrial participation if,
as is expected, reprocessing is resumed in Belgium and foreign partners 
are associated to the Belgian company that will recommission the plant.
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Abstract

EXPERIENCE IN SPENT THERMAL FUEL STORAGE, TRANSPORT AND REPROCESSING.
The quantities of fuel involved, the facilities available and the results obtained are 

described. The resources required, both in men and money, are noted. Whilst a major part 
of the information will be based on UK experience, an overview of the international situation 
is presented. Planned facilities and possible developments in the storage of spent fuel are 
discussed. In the transport field particular attention is paid to standards, the flasks and 
ships used, and the range of experience. Future reprocessing requirements and the proposed 
plants to deal with these are noted. The importance of international collaboration is 
emphasized in view of the resources involved.

1. INTRODUCTION

The back end of the fuel cycle was defined by INFCE1as
"those fuel cycle processes concer ned with the tre atment of
spent fuel discha rged from reactor s" . These тгî jor processes
are the transport of the fuel from the reactor to a storage
site, its storage there possibly for ma ny years5, Íts eventual
reproce ssing and the treatment and disp osal of the waste
product s. This paper provides an o ver view of с;omm ercial
transpo rt, storag e and reprocessin g ope rations. The manageme
of the consequent ial waste product s is discus:sed in other
papers to this Co nference.

2. THE TRANSPORT OF SPENT FUEL

The nuclear fuel has to be transpor ted aft er it has be en
used in the nuclear reac tor This is true whe the г or not
repr oces sing takes place ; even if a nat ion dec ide s th at it does
not need the potenti al energy contained in the sp en t fu el, the
fuel ele ments cannot be all owed to accumul ate for eve r at power
stat ions They must be mov ed to some 1oca lity wh er e th ey can
be eithe r reprocesse d or st ored in perp etu ity.

Inte rnational со -ope rat ion has been , and inde ed has to be,
a ch arac teristic of the int ernational tran spor t 0f sp en t fuel ;

1 INFCE = International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation.

101
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some of the major transport companies in this field are 
multi-nationals, see Table I.

2.1 Modes of Transport

The modes mainly used so far are by road, by rail and 
by water. Whilst it is not impossible to transport spent fuel 
a considerable distance by aircraft, so far there has been no 
significant movement by this mode. Thus the three normal 
major methods, for freight of significant size, have been used 
by this relatively new transport industry.

Road and' rail transport have been used for movements 
within and between countries, as has river traffic; sea 
transport has been used for the passage of fuel between 
countries and between continents. Indeed the most significant 
flow of spent fuel, across the sea, is from Japan to the United 
Kingdom and France; it travels half-way around the world on a 
journey which takes about six weeks.

Sea and rail have tended to be the preferred method 
for moving the heavier fuel flasks, those weighing more than 
about 50t. Transport by sea may, of course be mandatory if 
intercontinental movements are required. However transport by 
road will also be necessary, even with the heavier flasks, if 
there is no railway at an inland reactor site.

2.2 Transport Regulations

The corner-stone of the laws, throughout the world, 
governing the transport of spent fuel are the regulations 
published by the International Atomic Energy Agency. These 
were first published in 1961, underwent revisions which were 
published in 1964 and 1967, underwent an additional 
comprehensive review with the results published in 1973 and 
have been further improved by amendments in 1975, and 1977 and 
1979 tl]. Another comprehensive review is in hand and the 
next issue is expected in 1983. The general intention is that 
comprehensive reviews will be undertaken at intervals of ten 
years.

These amendments and reviews arise from the work of 
international groups of acknowledged experts in their 
particular fields. Hence the IAEA regulations are improved 
almost continuously, based on the best available technical 
advice and on about 30 years' accumulated operational 
experience. The regulations are published in a clear, concise 
format and are supported by the publication of advisory 
material on their technical requirements [2] .

The regulations cover both normal and accident 
conditions, the guiding principle being that the packaging 
should provide adequate shielding and containment. The aim is 
to ensure that when the radioactive material is in the 
appropriate packaging, and the carrier follows simple rules for 
stowage and segregation from persons, it can be transported at 
least as safety as other potentially dangerous goods that are 
continuously being moved around the world.
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TABLE I. INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR TRANSPORT COMPANIES

The percentage of shares held by each of the owners is shown.

Nuclear Transport Limited (NTL), formed 1972:

(British Nuclear Fuels Limited) (United Kingdom) 33 1/3

Transnucle'aire SA (France) 33 1/3

Transnuklear GmbH (Germany) 33 1/3

Pacific Nuclear Transport Limited (PNTL), formed 1975:

(British Nuclear Fuels Limited), (United Kingdom) 62 1/2

Cogema (France) 12 1/2

Kansai Electric (Japan) 6 1/4

Tokyo Electric (Japan) 6 1/4

Japan Atomic (Japan) 3 1/8

Marubeni (Japan) 3 1/8

Nissho-Iwai (Japan) 3 1/8

Sumitomo (Japan) 3 1/8

SOFRASAM* Formed 1979:

Swedish Nuclear Fuel Supply Co. (Sweden) 68
Cogema (France) 32

* Société Franco-Suédoise d 1 Armement Maritime.

During the past two decades most countries have made 
great efforts in adopting their own laws to the international 
regulations. Some differences still exist. Probably some will 
always exist, possibly due either to the assumed state of 
national opinion or to the strength of local laws in some 
countries. Nevertheless, if the worldwide transport of spent 
fuel is to be as troublefee as possible, consistent with 
safety, work should continue to eliminate these differences.
As INFCE recommended - "International co-operation in spent 
fuel transport should be pursued, particularly in cask 
licensing and standardisation." L3],
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These flasks are designed to accommodate spent fuel with the following approximate characteristics : initial 
enrichment up to 3.5% U235, maximum burn-up 33 GW-dt-! and a minimum cooling time of 180 oays

TABLE II. SOME LWR FLASKS

TYPE
CAPACITY 
PWR BWR 
ELEMENTS

HEAT TRANSFER 
MEDIUM

LADEN
WEIGHT

t

THERMAL
CAPACITY

kw

CAVITY 
LENGTH 4 DIA 

mm
DESIGNER OPERATOR

NUMÔER 
OPERATING 

OK ON ORDER

Excellox
3/3A/3B

5 14 Water 72 30 4875 x 864 BNFL BNFL
PNTL

) 68
)

Excellox 4 7 15 Water 91 35 4886 x 914 BNFL PNTL 20

NTL 11 7 17 Water 77 40 4660 x 922 NTL NTL 5

HZ 75T 7 17 Water 91 84 4556 x 952 HITACHI
ZOSEN

OCL* 5

TN 12 12 30 Gas 106 120 4630 x 1220 THANS-
NUCLEAIKE
PARIS

PNTL 24

TN 17 7 17 Gas 80 43 4630 x 920 PNTL
COGEMA

в
7

* Ocean Cask Lease (Japan)

SA
LM

O
N
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The equipment used by the carrier in this business is 
expensive and varied, comprising packagings, transport 
vehicles, terminals and maintenance facilities. Also the 
number of items of the various types of equipment required can 
be large, representing a considerable financial investment.

2.3.1 Packaging

The packaging for the transport of spent 
fuel invariably involves a massive flask; at present they weigh 
up to about 110t. The fuel will normally be producing a 
considerable amount of energy which has to be dissipated by the 
packaging, if excessive temperatures are to be avoided. Thus 
some means of heat transfer is required to transmit the heat 
generated to the flask body from whence it can be transferred 
to the external atmosphere, usually by finning the outside of 
the flask. The coolant can be either a liquid or a gas; the 
corresponding flasks are usually referred to as wet and dry 
flasks respectively. The coolant in wet flasks is usually 
water. The fuel assemblies are located within the flask by 
means of a basket or a bottle. The number of assemblies that 
can be carried in a flask range up to 12 and 32 for PWR and BWR 
assemblies respectively.

Whilst most civil transport movements have 
involved Magnox type fuel, in the United Kingdom and France, 
the flasks required weigh only about 50t. With the increasing 
movement of LWR fuel, most of the flasks now in production are 
larger and heavier. Table II shows a representative selection 
of flasks now in use, or being built, for the transport of 
spent, thermal oxide fuel. A complete flask, with any required 
ancillary requirement such as a lifting tackle and lifting 
frame, is not an inexpensive item of equipment. The total base 
capital cost of an oxide fuel flask will probably lie in the 
range from £400000 to £1M.(A11 the monies in this paper are 
quoted in January 1982 values, unless otherwise stated).

2.3.2 Transport Vehicles

The vehicles used to transport spent fuel 
flasks by road and rail are heavy units, but they are not 
extraordinarily different from those for moving other heavy 
loads. The transport industry had considerable experience, 
prior to the advent of fuel flasks, in moving loads of the same 
order of weight. Heavier loads than flasks are moved regularly 
for the power industry, for example, boiler drums.

Normal services can be used for the shipment
of flasks by sea, roll-on services are useful as there is no
need for a transfer from the road vehicle. However, if the 
carrier has a considerable business by sea then consideration 
will be given to chartering a ship especially modified for the
transport of spent fuel. BNFL followed this route for the
transport of fuel from European reactors, to Sellafield; the 
first major movements began in 1965; now the "MEDITERRANEAN 
SHEARWATER" has been built specifically for the carriage

2.3 Equipment
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All these ships lift the cargo on and off by cranes, except for MV SIGUN which also has a roll ana/roll off 
capability. The deadweight (Dwt) tonnage is a measure of the carrying capacity of cargo, fuel, stores and 
crew, expressed in tons or tonnes.

TABLE III. NUCLEAR FUEL CARRIERS

Motor Vessel Operational Carrier Nominal 
Dwt tons

Capacity,flasks 
LWR Magnox

Draught m Length X
m
Breadth

PACIFIC FISHER 1978 PNTL 3000 18 8 5.80 102.8 X 14.6

HINOURA MARU 1978 NTS* 1300 4 4.20 77.5 X 12.2 ся 
>

PACIFIC SWAN 1979 , PNTL 3000 20 4 6.20 103.9 X 16 г
О

PACIFIC CRANE 1980 PNTL 3000 24 6.02 103.9 X 16

BAY FISHER 1980 BNFL 25 00 A 6 5. 73 71.5 X 13

MEDITERRANEAN
SHEARWATER

1982 BNFL 1200 6 6 4.50 80 X 12.5

PACIFIC TEAL 1982 PNTL 3000 2 A 6.02 103.9 x 16

SIGUN 1982 SOFRASAM 2000 10 3.95 87 X 18

* NUCLEAR TRANSPORT SERVICES CO TOKYO
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FIG.l. The “Pacific Crane" on her sea-trials in the North Sea.

of nuclear fuel within European waters. The first 
movement of spent fuel between Japan and the United Kingdom was 
in 1969. Now PNTL have three specifically designed, wholly 
owned, nuclear fuel carriers operating between Japan, France 
and the United Kingdom, see Table III. They also operate, on' 
charter, one ship especially modified for carrying fuel.

The "PACIFIC CRANE" is typical of this new 
class of ship, see Fig. 1. The size is limited by the 
characteristics of the Japanese reactor ports to about 3000 
tons dead-weight. The other features of the class were 
established by two independent studies, one by Lloyds Salvage 
Association, commissioned in 1973 by BNFL, and a subsequent 
study by the Japanese authorities relating to the design of 
such ships operating in Japanese waters. Whilst the Japanese 
recommendations do not have the force of law the ships meet the 
recommendations in full.

These features are:

a) Two longitudinal bulkheads located 
one-fifth of the ship's beam from the 
main hull.

b) A double bottom structure over the 
ship's length, divided into tanks.

c) Transverse watertight bulkheads 
dividing the ship into five separate
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cargo holds and two machinery 
compartments. There is sufficient 
buoyancy with any two 
holds/compartments flooded.

d) Strengthening of the ship's hull.

e) A second collision bulkhead located aft 
of the normal forward collision 
bulkhead.

f) Half of the hatch covers can carry a
full flask weight during loading; they
are immensely strong for their normal 
sea-going duties.

Other safety features include:

i) Twin engines with twin screws.

ii) Bow thrusters for increased
manoeuvrability.

iii) Duplication of hold cooling and diesel 
electric equipment.

iv) Emergency hold flooding and extra fire 
fighting equipment.

v) Controlled discharge and monitoring of 
hold drainage water.

vi) Personnel monitoring and 
decontamination facilities. *

vii) Additional navigation and 
communications equipment, using 
satellites, so that the ship, regularly 
and automatically, transmits an 
accurate position report to 
Headquarters.

2.4 Operational Record

Whilst PNTL and BNFL are not the only operators in the 
commercial business of moving used fuel by sea, they are the 
biggest. During sixteen years of operation their ships have 
travelled over 1 200 000 nautical miles with flasks aboard; on 
the homeward voyages the flasks have contained spent fuel, thus 
spent fuel has been carried for about 600 000 nautical miles. 
During all these voyages no flask has been damaged.

The flasks then travel from the port, to the 
reprocessing plant, by rail. Indicative of the standards that 
can be established, in this mode, is the experience of the 
United Kingdom's Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB). 
Since their first consignment in 1962, there have been over
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6 000 flask movements of spent fuel, weighing over 10 000 t u ,  
to Sellafield. These amount to over 3 500 000 flask-miles, 
including return journeys. The only recorded incidents have 
been minor derailments of wagons at slow speeds within 
marshalling yards; no accidents involving the release of 
radioactivity have occurred [4] . jhe other mode of transport 
used is by road. BNFL uses this mode to move spent fuel to 
Sellafield from its power reactors at Chapelcross. To date over 
2 000 tu has been moved, involving about 100 000 flask-miles. 
There has been no damage to flasks and no accident involving 
any release of radioactivity.

NTL moves European LWR fuel to both Sellafield and Cap 
La Hague; so far it has served 22 power stations in eight 
countries. This traffic currently averages about 500 tU per 
year, by road, rail and sea. The safety record of these 
operations is also exemplary, there have been no releases of 
radioactivity.

Good transport operations are a major safety factor. 
Standards of operations, involving each and all modes, can be 
established which do not even require the integrity of the 
flasks to be called upon for protection. Taking into account 
the IAEA regulations for the flasks, it is apparent that these 
operations have been perfectly safe, with a large measure of 
redundancy available.

As the Hon.Mr Justice Parker said in his report on the 
thermal oxide reprocessing plant to be built at Sellafield: "I 
am satisfied on the evidence that the transport of spent fuel 
creates no significant risk and that such risks as may exist 
are less than those involved in the transport of other 
substances which cause no alarm to any substantial section of 
the public. The position appeared to me to be so clear that I 
say no more about it " L5].

3. STORAGE

On removal from the reactor core the spent fuel is stored 
at the power station prior to being transported to either the 
reprocessing plant or an intermediate store; these are termed 
away-from-reactor stores (AFR). Notwithstanding a considerable 
amount of discussion on the intermediate store concept, very 
few AFRs have been built as yet except at reprocessing plants. 
Hence, at present, almost all spent fuel is stored either at 
power stations or at reprocessing plants. Some operational AFR 
stores are noted in Table IV.

The natural inclination of the utility is to move the fuel 
from the power stations as soon as possible, its prime function 
being to produce energy,not to store spent fuel. However the 
ability to transport the fuel is limited by two factors; it has 
to remain at the power station for a cooling period in order to 
make the transport reasonably economic; also the storage 
capacity at reprocessing plants is limited, with few other AFR 
stores available. Utilities have to store spent fuel at their 
power stations for a minimum of about six months for LWR fuel
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All operational AFR plants are "wet". The capacities given below are for undismantled fuel

Country Plant Location Fuel Capacity Owner
tu

TABLE IV. SOME AFR FUEL STORAGE PLANTS

UK B27 Sellafield LWR 2300 tINFL

UK B30 Sellafield Magnox 1500 BNFL

UK Pond 4 Sellafield AGR 510 BNFL

France NPH(A,В) La Hague LWR 2000 Cogema

France UP 1 Pond Marcoule Magnox 220 Cogema

Japan Tokai Tokai Mura LWR 90 PNC

USA Mid-West Morris LWR 750 GE

USA NFS West Valley LWR 250 NFS *

a) Nuclear Fuels Services Inc.

SALMON
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and for about three months for Magnox fuel. Because of the 
amount of spent fuel arisings, some utilities who might wish to 
reprocess are being forced to plan to store spent LWR fuel at 
their power stations for over a decade. Indeed there is a 
tendency for power stations plans to include a long-term store, 
if their operating licence allows such storage.

3.1 Types of Store

The stores for spent-fuel elements, at either the 
power station or the reprocessing plant, can be grouped into 
two broad categories - wet stores and dry stores. The wet 
stores are essentially ponds filled with water in which the 
fuel is submerged, thus providing shielding and cooling for the 
fuel in a transparent medium. The dry stores are essentially 
some method, several will be described below, of containing the 
fuel in a gas which provides cooling for the fuel, the shielding 
being provided by various other means. Dry stores are a 
relatively new concept; there is one significant dry store 
complex in operation at present, others are being considered.

3.1.1 Wet Storage

Throughout the past thirty years the 
predominant method of storing spent fuel has been in 
water-filled ponds. There is a great fund of knowledge 
available from this operational experience, gained at both 
power stations and reprocessing sites.

A typical pond is the extension to the 827 
pond at Sellafield; it became operational in 1982. The pond 
dimensions are 57m x 21m with a water depth of 7m. Several 
fuel elements are enclosed in a container, termed a 
multi-element bottle (MEB), in which they were transported, 
within a flask, from the power station. The MEBs are 
themselves in a storage frame, essentially for ease of 
handling. The use of the MEBs ensures that any radioactivity 
transferred with the fuel from the reactor is contained and 
does not spread out into the bulk of the pond water. At the 
pond there is plant available for cooling the water, supplying 
fresh demineralised water and for passing water to a treatment 
plant where radioactive material can be extracted.

LWR fuel has been stored satisfactorily for 
periods approaching 25 years; whilst it was fuel of relatively 
low burn-up there are no indications that the method will be 
unsatisfactory for high burn-up fuel. Magnox fuel is normally 
stored for about one year, before it is reprocessed, due to the 
cladding tending to corrode in water. Advanced gas reactor 
(AGR) fuel, with its stainless steel cladding and support 
structure, can be stored in water for some years before 
corrosion effects could make the future handling of the fuel 
assembly difficult. Thus, present plans are to dismantle the 
fuel assemblies and store the fuel as individual pins. The 
pins will be in water~filled containers, in the pond; they will 
be monitored for fission products until they are reprocessed.
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The dismantling of the AGR fuel has the 
advantage that the storage density of the fuel is increased by 
about a factor of three. Hence the capacity of the ponas is 
increased by a factor of three. The dismantling facility at 
Sellafield for AGR fuel will be operational about 1986; it is 
designed to dismantle SSOtUe-1 with the fuel normally having 
been cooled for about 2V 2 years prior to dismantling.

Due to the need for extended storage periods 
of LWR fuel at power stations, the available capacity of the 
station stores, which are all wet, becomes an important 
parameter of the fuel cycle operations. In the past few years 
the density of fuel storage at many stations has been increased 
by incorporating a neutron poison in the storage racks.
Various other methods are presently being studied to increase 
the density further; one method is dismantling of the PWR 
element with the aim of achieving a density of aDout 1 2 t U m - 2 .

3.1.2 Dry Storage

At-reactor dry stores are operated by the CEGB 
at the Magnox-fuelled power station at Wylfa in Wales. In total 
there are five dry stores operating at the station; the first 
three, with a total capacity of about 250tU, use carbon dioxide 
as the coolant, the two most recent stores use air [6], BNFL 
has operated an AGR spent fuel store, forced cooled by carbon 
dioxide, at Sellafield since 1964; however it is small, only 
30tU. There is also a small, dry store in the USA for high 
temperature gas reactor fuel.

Although there are few dry stores operating, 
design and development studies of several dry storage systems 
have been undertaken in the.past few years. The vault system 
has been studied within the UK, by CEGB for AGR fuel and by 
BNFL for both AGR and LWR fuel. The CEGB studies will be 
repor.ted upon elsewhere in this Conference . BNFL
decided, because of its considerable experience with wet 
storage, that it will use ponds for storage at its thermal 
oxide reprocessing plant (THORP) at Sellafield. Studies are 
also in hand in the Federal Republic of Germany, Switzerland 
and the USA, they include both natural and forced cooling.

Flask storage has received attention 
recently, especially in the USA and the Federal Republic of 
Germany. This storage concept is simple, the spent fuel is 
contained in dry transport flasks, the fuel can be moved about 
as required and the system is essentially very flexible. The 
flasks require only a concrete base and a light, 
water-resistant covering. Hence nearly all the capital 
expenditure is due to the flasks, thus their unit capital cost 
will be a crucial factor in this concept.

A third type of dry store is being developed 
in Canada and the USA, it is termed caisson storage. A 
caisson, in this context, is a strong protective overpack for 
the fuel. It is, usually, either of steel or concrete and,
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unlike flask storage, once in position it is not intended that 
it will be used for transport. indeed a flask intended for 
storage, but not for transport, can be regarded as a caisson. 
The caissons may be located either on or just below the surface 
of the ground, or they may be in some underground depository. 
This type of dry store is inherently simpler than flask 
storage, because the design requirements are not so stringent, 
hence unit capital expenditure should be less, but it has not, 
of course, the flexibility of flask storage. Developments in 
Canada have as an objective the storage of Candu fuel, uranium 
oxide in Zircaloy tubes; the reference caisson is essentially a 
concrete cylinder, 5m high, 2.5m diameter, with a 0.75m 
diameter internal cavity. The caisson has a heat dissipation 
capacity of 2kW and will hold about 4.5tU of Candu fuel. It is 
expected that the fuel can be stored in the caisson for at 
least 50 years.

The advantages of this type of fuel storage 
are its simplicity, its safety,as- the fuel is in a sealed can 
inside a reinforced concrete monolith, and costs are calculated 
to be somewhat lower than those of pond storage. The 
disadvantages of the concept are that it does lack large-scale 
operating experience (although initial Canadian results are 
entirely satisfactory); in the Canadian reference design the 
fuel has to be cooled about five years before it can be placed 
in the caisson; retrievability of the fuel is more difficult 
than from ponds and more space is required than for pond 
storage [8] .

3.2 Spent Fuel flrisinqs

During the past three years an Expert Group on 
international spent fuel management (ISFM), established by the 
IAEA, has been studying the potential for international 
co-operation in the management of spent fuel and the role the 
IAEA might play in solving problems created by the growing 
accumulations of spent LWR fuel. The Group's estimate of spent 
fuel arisings are shown in Fig. 2, together with a recent, 
•reactor by reactor, estimate by colleagues of the author who 
are in continuing discussions on the subject with many 
utilities [9] [10] # The forecasts are in reasonable 
agreement and predict that the arisings will be considerable, 
amounting to over 150ktU by the end of this century. There 
could also be some 50ktU of Candu arisings in the same period.

3.3 Spent Fuel Storage Capacity

Estimates of the LWR storage capacity available, to 
the end of this century, are also shown in Fig. 21, as are 
estimates of the fuel which will be processed during the 
period. It can be seen fchat further storage capacity, or
reprocessing of fuel, beyond that presently planned, is
required if the arisings are not to be limited by a shortage of 
capacity at the back-end of the fuel cycle.

No such shortage of storage capacity is foreseen for
Magnox fuel, as considerable storage capacity already exists,
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FIG.2. Forecasts o f  LWR arisings, reprocessing and storage capacity (WOCA).

or is planned, and the rate of reprocessing is sufficient to 
provide reasonable insurance against unforeseen events. In 
this field the major effort will be in ensuring that present 
stores are operating satisfactorily and replaced when they 
reach the end of their useful lifetime. For example, at 
Sellafield, by the mid-80's the ВЗО pond (capacity 1500tU) will 
have been operational for about 30 years; it will be replaced 
by a bay (capacity lOOOtU) of a new pond, Pond 5, which is now, 
nearing completion. Pond 5 will also have two bays suitable 
for AGR fuel, each with a capacity of 5l0tU of undismantled AGR 
fuel. The fuel dismantler is being built as part of this 
storage complex; when it is operational the capacity of Pond 5 
for AGR fuel will increase to, eventually, about 2000 tu.

4. REPROCESSING

The basic reasons for the reprocessing of spent 
nuclear fuel are twofold:

1) it provides a nation or utility with the option 
of extracting the energy from the useful products, the uranium 
and plutonium, in the future, and

2) it can result in good waste management, in that 
the waste products are segregated and can then be dealt with in 
appropriate ways.
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The decision as to when to reprocess will depend 
on each nation's, or utility's, energy strategy. However the 
Hon.Justice Parker concluded: "If reprocessing is going to
take place at some time it is preferable to start without delay 
since the techniques can then be developed at a reasonable 
rate, and greater experience can be gained, both of the process 
itself and of the behaviour and effects of the emissions 
involved, whilst spent fuel stocks and arisings are 
comparatively small. This is to the benefit of workers, public 
and future generations alike" L5] .

4.1 Present Reprocessing Operations

The technical objectives of reprocessing are to:

a) extract the uranium and plutonium separately,

b) purify these products and, usually, convert them 
to their oxides, and

c) segregate, and treat as necessary, the wastes 
arising so that they can be either stored or transported away 
for eventual disposal.

The processes used to achieve these objectives are 
well documented in the literature and up-to-date descriptions 
of plants are available [ H ]  [12] _ However it is worthy of 
note that all operational reprocessing plants use variants of 
the Purex process. This process, using solvent extraction with 
a tributyl phosphate (TBP) solvent as the purification method, 
is the method of reprocessing that has been proven in large 
plants since 1954 and is now the standard method worldwide.

The salient features of súme operating plants are 
given in Table V. The capacities are quoted on a annual basis 
and relate to the design capacity of the plant; the annual 
throughput of the plant, which in many respects is the 
significant parameter, will normally be lower than this design 
capacity. For planning and commercial purposes 60% of the 
design capacity might be used as a realistic average 
throughput, the remainder of the capacity not being available 
because of the initial build-up to normal operations, 
unscheduled shut-downs, modifications and maintenance. The 
plants with the largest throughput were built to reprocess the 
fuel from Magnox-type reactors; these plants have operated 
satisfactorily for periods approaching 20 years.

4.2 Present Plans

The reprocessing complex for Magnox fuel at Sellafield 
is currently being refurbished, as it is envisaged that it will 
be required until the mid-1990s. The total cost is some 
£1200M, with most of this expenditure being on plant ancillary 
to the main chemical plant, such as storage ponds, effluent and 
waste treatment plants and highly-active-waste tanks. Most of 
the work will be completed by about 1985.



TABLE V, SOME OPERATING REPROCESSING PLANTS

COUNTRY LOCATION, NAME FUEL CAPACITY
tUa-l

OPERATIONAL OPERATOR

UK Sellafield, B205 Magnox 2000 1964 BNFL

France Marcoule, UP1 Magnox 800 1958 Cogema

France La Hague, UP2 LWR 400 1976a Cogema

Japan Tokai Mura LWR 210 1977 PNCb

India Tarapur LWR 100 1982 I AECc

India Trombay Metal 30 1965 IAEC

F.R .Germany Karlsruhe LWR 35 1971 GWK

a. UP2 became operational in 1967, for the reprocessing of Magnox-type fuel.

b. Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation.

c. Indian Atomic Energy Commission.
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Plans for future major oxide reprocessing plants are 
indicated in Table VI. These will be for the treatment of LWR 
fuel, except that THORP is being designed to treat both AGR 
and LWR fuel. Nevertheless THORP is typical of these plants; 
it will reprocess spent fuel within the following specification

Maximum irradiation 

Maximum rating 

Maximum enrichment 

Minimum cooling time, LWR 

Length of assembly 

Cross-section of assembly

40 GWdt-1 

40 MWt"1 

4% U235 

5 years 

lm to 5m

100mm to 250mm, square 
or round.

The normal cooling time for AGR fuel, with a burn-up 
of 18 GWdt“l, will be three years. The useful products will 
be uranium oxide and plutonium oxide. The vast majority of the 
fission products will be in the highly-active liquid waste, 
this will be vitrified and the glass cylinders, encased in 
stainless steel, will be stored at Sellafield, prior to 
transport to their disposal site.

The siting of such plants can present problems. The 
Japanese Nuclear Fuel Services Co. (JNFS) is presently seeking a 
site for its plant. The Deutsche Gesellschaft fur 
Wiederaufarbeitung von Kernbrennstoffen mbH (DWK) originally 
intended to realize a concept for "Entsorgung", which was 
developed by the Federal Ministry for Research and Technology 
in the early seventies. Under this concept all facilities for 
the back end of the nuclear fuel cycle including the repository 
for the nuclear wastes should be sited at the same location, 
for which the federal state of Lower Saxony nominated an area 
of 12 km2 near to the village of Gorleben. The size of the 
plant, and the necessity of performing one licence procedure 
for all facilities due to the collocation, led to such 
difficulties that the plan was given up in 1979. Only the 
facility for temporary storage of spent fuel elements and the 
repository for radioactive wastes in the Gorleben salt dome are 
now under construction. DWK is planning at present a 
medium-sized reprocessing plant of 350 tUa-1 capacity; 
possible sites have been selected in the Schwandorf region of 
Bavaria and in Northern Hesse. Moreover, DWK is leading 
discussions with Rhineland Palatine and Lower Saxony about 
possible sites. Due to the Federal German licence procedure a 
construction start for either of the plants cannot begin before 
1985, with commissioning of the plant scheduled for 1992 [13].

It is apparent, from Fig. 2, that present plans for 
reprocessing are inadequate to deal with the spent fuel which 
will arise from nuclear power stations in the next twenty 
years. Further reprocessing plants, or
extensions/refurbishments of existing and/or presently planned
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TABLE VI. SOME PLANNED OXIDE REPROCESSING PLANTS

The capacity quoted is the design capacity, the throughput will usually De somewhat lower, 

see Section 4.1

COUNTRY LOCATION NAME CAPACITY OPERATIONAL OPERATOR
tUa_i

France

France

UK

Japan

F. R . Ge rmany

La Hague, UP3 800

La Hague, UP2-800 800

Sellafield, Thorp 1200

Undefined 1500

Undefined 350

1987

1988 

1990 

1990 

1У92

Cogema

Cogema

bNFL

JNFS

DWK
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plants, will be required; otherwise either the stock of spent 
fuel in storage will increase or nuclear power generation will 
cease.

4.3 Future Developments

The plans for future reprocessing plants, beyond those 
being constructed now, will aim at reducing cost and improving 
flexibility of operations, accommodating new technical 
requirements such a higher burn-up of fuel and optimising in 
terms of both operator and public radiation exposure, plant 
capacity and accommodation of safeguard requirements.

The trend to higher burn-ups of fuel continues; 
associated with it is a trend towards higher initial fuel 
enrichments. Increases in these parameters will place 
increased demands on the reprocessor,who will also be 
considering the desirability of increasing the market for his 
plant by designing it to accept mixed-oxide fuel. Improvements 
to the system of safeguards, and the optimisation of the design 
of the plant for safeguards, are possible requirements for the 
future; safeguards as applied to reprocessing plants have been 
considered recently by an international Working Group for the 
IAEA [14].

A major policy decision will be concerned with the 
capacity of the plant. The unit cost of reprocessing will tend 
to decrease with increasing capacity; however to be balanced 
against this will be dangers of having "all one's eggs in one 
basket". This latter factor will influence the size of plants 
and their locations.

Reducing the cost, in terms of both radiation dose and 
money, of the possible refurbishment or eventual 
decommissioning of the plant is, and will continue to be a 
significant concern of future designers. Operating experience 
will be of particular interest, as guidance to what will be 
possible in the future. Two examples, in BNFL designed plants, 
indicate the guidance that experience can provide. The 
reprocessing plant at Dounreay, operated by the United Kingdom 
Atomic Energy Authority, originally treated highly enriched 
metal fuel and is now reprocessing FBR fuel with a plutonium 
content of 33%. To achieve the change the highly active 
sections of the plant, which had operated for about 15 years, 
were decontaminated to allow personnel entry. At Sellafield, 
one of the dissolvers in the Magnox fuel plant, which had 
treated many thousands of tonnes of fuel, was decontaminated to 
such a level that personnel could enter. Such experiences 
provide knowledge that has implications for the maintenance, 
refurbishing and decommissioning of plants, both as regards 
operating methods and the reduction of capital expenditure.

4.4 Resources

The transport and storage of spent fuel are not great 
absorbers of resources. Nevertheless the resources required 
are considerable; five ships plus 100 flasks needs an
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investment of over £100M; a fuel receipt facility plus a pond 
for the storage of 2000 tu will cost about the same amount.

A large reprocessing plant will cost significantly 
more. INFCE estimates indicated a total base capital cost of 
about £550M for the head end and chemical plant components of 
reprocessing complex with a capacity of 750 tUa-1. The 
indications for the corresponding annual operating and 
maintenance costs were about £35M per year [ И З .  The design 
and other engineering costs, for such a plant, could be about 
20% of the capital expenditure, say £100M. Research and 
development costs would probably be about 5% of capital 
expenditure for the first such plant. Whilst there are great 
dangers in translating costs from one country to another, the 
INFCE estimate is supported by COGEMA's statement that the 
predictable capital costs of the UP3 complex will amount to 
about £1250M, with about 50% of this pertinent to the 
reprocessing plant with a capacity of 800 tUa-1. Hence it 
can be seen that the capital expenditure and operating costs 
are considerable, as are the highly skilled manpower resources 
required for research, development, engineering and operations

4. 5 International Co-operation

Such high resource requirements, in money and 
highly skilled personnel, lead naturally to the idea of 
collaboration. International collaboration in transport 
operations has already been mentioned; the companies involved 
are working efficiently and harmoniously, to their mutual 
benefit. Such collaboration also exists in the reprocessing 
field.

United Reprocessors GmbH (URG) is a joint British, 
French and German company, established in 1971, to provide 
reliable long-term reprocessing services to utilities 
world-wide by coordinated investments and by technical 
collaboration. When cooperation within URG was officially 
approved, in 1975, by the European Economic Community it was 
noted that a new, capital-intensive industry needed 
co-operation for its development 'to full industrial-scale 
operations. Also welcomed by the EEC was the intention to 
collaborate on technical matters. Now, collaboration on 
research and development is of considerable assistance to the 
French and British teams working towards their new, large 
reprocessing plants.

Commercial co-operation between the partners in URG 
has also led to the concept of investment-related contracts by 
which the reprocessor designs and builds the plants with the 
customer supporting the project by providing funds as 
necessary. Hence storage and reprocessing are to be performed 
according to cost-plus contracts. Comprehensive and regular 
reviews of the progress on the projects and on the need for 
funds are an integral part of such contracts.

Such international co-operation on these major 
projects cannot but be to the benefit of those involved and to 
the nuclear power industry.
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4 .6 The Environmental Consequences of Reprocessing

The United Kingdom has been reprocessing spent nuclear 
fuel over the past thirty years. Hence its experience of 
environmental effects is of significance. The subject is 
discussed in detail in the paper by J W Kennedy2to this 
Conference, however the following provides an overview of the 
situation.

The average annual radiation dose per head in the UK 
is 2390 MSv (to convert м Sv to the more familiar mrem divide by 
10). Of this dose, I860 м Sv is due to natural background 
radiation which varies in the UK between about 1600 ^ Sva-1 
(London) and 2500 yu Sva'l (Aberdeen). Included in the total 
dose are two components due to the UK's reprocessing
activities; 2.5 M Sv is due to exposure of the general public
and 0.8 MSv is due to occupational exposure of the 
reprocessing workforce [15].

It can be seen that the extra annual dose received, on
average, by the general public, 2.5 м Sv, is about 0.3% of the
regional variations in natural background. Indeed it is less 
than the extra dose, from cosmic rays, received by a person 
travelling by air from London to Vienna. The annual risk of 
death for the general public from this extra dose, using the 
ICRP estimate of the risk, is about 1 in 3 x 107 .

Hence the environmental consequences, of reprocessing, 
on the population of the UK, are insignificant. This situation 
is not expected to change with the operation of THORP, at 
Sellafield, due to the major investment in effluent treatment 
plant currently in hand. The environmental effects of 
reprocessing in France are also insignificant.

The average extra annual radiation doses received by 
the most highly exposed group in the general public, the 
critical group, and by BNFL employees at Sellafield are both 
about one-sixth of the limits recommended by the ICRP. These 
doses are not expected to increase as the new plants, of all 
types, come into operation.

4.7 The Economics of Reprocessing

The UK view stated at INFCE was that the reprocessing 
of thermal reactor fuel is essential and that plutonium should 
be stored pending a decision on its future use [11]. The 
timing of reprocessing will depend on an analysis of many 
complex economic/technical factors, including the fast breeder 
reactor, storage strategies and the development of industry to 
meet the possible requirement to reprocess both thermal and 
fast reactor fuel in the future.

However: What is the effect of reprocessing on
generating costs? The INFCE Working Group concerned with 
reprocessing estimated that the cost was typically about 5% of

2 Paper IAEA-CN-42/129, Vol. 4.
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nuclear generating costs for conditions in the USA. They 
assumed an 80% capacity factor for the reprocessing plant, if 
the factor is taken to be 60% then the proportion of costs due 
to reprocessing is about 7%. It should be emphasised that the 
reprocessing costs can vary markedly depending on the size of 
the reprocessing plant and the method of financing. In the 
INFCE study the highest estimated cost was about six times the 
lowest, with the typical value used above near the mid-point of 
the various estimates.

Recent French estimates indicate that "the 
contribution of reprocessing to generating costs remains 
acceptably low : 6% to 8% of the PWR kWh cost" [16]. Japanese 
data also indicate an acceptably low cost, it was estimated at 
a little less than Y0.5 per kWh in 1980 [17]. This can be
compared with the average unit cost for power from nuclear 
stations, in July 1981, of Yll to Y12 [18].

5. CONCLUSIONS

The experience of the nuclear power industry, concerning 
the back-end of the fuel cycle, can be summarised briefly 
because the major lessons are apparent.

In the transport field, a significant new industry has been 
established for the movement of fuel from the power stations to 
the reprocessing plants. It operates according to 
international regulations, which have developed over the past 
three decades and are continuing to develop. The safety record 
of this new transport industry is excellent.

In the storage field, the wet storage of spent fuel has 
served the power industry well and great experience has been 
gained in this method of storage. Nevertheless significant 
attention is now being paid to the dry storage of fuel and it 
is possible that dry stores, of a significant size, may be 
operating before the end of the century.

In the reprocessing field, the experience gained in the 
treatment of large quantities of Magnox fuel has been of great 
assistance in the development, design and operational aspects 
of the oxide plants, both operating and planned. Operational 
experience of the reprocessing plants has been satisfactory and 
the safety record has been good. A proven chemical process has 
been established, the Purex solvent extraction method; this 
process is the basis of all the operating and planned 
reprocessing plants. The environmental impact of reprocessing 
on the public is negligible.

Experience over the years has shown that major resources, 
in men and money, need to be deployed to achieve results at the 
back-end of the fuel cycle. Nevertheless the cost of 
reprocessing remains acceptably low. However the demand for 
resources has led to considerable international co-operation, 
in technical interchanges, in financing arrangements and in the 
formation of international companies.
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During the past thirty years opposition to the transport 
and reprocessing of spent fuel has grown. The reasons for this 
opposition are not fully understood, but there is little doubt 
many objectors are genuinely concerned about nuclear energy in 
general. A major, continuing effort must continue so that 
balanced information is presented to the public in a form that 
they can understand; all forms of media will need to be used. 
Otherwise, costs will increase unnecessarily and the advantages 
of nuclear power will be diminished.

The history of the past thirty years, concerning the 
back-end of the fuel cycle, is one of continuing advances.
Today there are no technical or commercial reasons why this 
sector should not progress, as required, in the future.
Clearly, standards will need to be maintained, continuing 
pressure applied to minimise costs and a major effort must 
continue to be made to increase public confidence in all 
aspects of these operations. With these objectives achieved, 
transport, storage and reprocessing will play their full role, 
in making available nuclear power, as and when required.
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Abstract

SPENT FUEL STORAGE IN EUROPE IN THE 1980s.
At the end of 1981 there was some 47 000 MW(e) of installed oxide-fuelled commercial 

nuclear power capacity in Europe, and by the year 1990 about 122 000 MW(e) of nuclear 
capacity is scheduled to be in operation. Cumulative spent fuel discharges up to  the end of 
1990 will amount to some 23 000 tU o f which some 10 700 tU is under firm contract for 
reprocessing. In addition, fuel discharged in France and the United Kingdom will eventually 
be reprocessed in those countries. To date only about 572 tU of commercial oxide fuel 
have been reprocessed and reprocessing is only taking place at a modest rate. Large-scale 
reprocessing will only occur when the UP2-800 and UP3A facilities at La Hague (France), and 
the Thorp facility at Windscale (UK) enter full operation. These plants will successively enter 
operation during the 1980s but it is estimated that not more than 6500 tU of oxide fuel will 
be reprocessed before the end of 1990. The consequence is that substantial capacities 
for the storage of spent fuel will be needed. The paper examines: (1) the contractual 
situation for reprocessing for each utility; ( 2 ) reactor on-site spent fuel storage capacity and 
plans; (3) capacities and plans for intermediate or away-from-reactor spent fuel storage 
facilities; and (4) capacities and plans for spent fuel storage at the major reprocessing plants. 
The overall conclusion is that adequate storage capacity is either in place, under construction, 
or firmly planned to  accommodate spent fuel discharges in the decade.

IAEA-CN-42/155

1. OVERVIEW OF EUROPE

This paper describes the situation in Europe with respect to 
spent-fuel storage and to reprocessing activities relevant to the 
storage situation through the 1980s. Although the paper is pri
marily concerned with spent fuel discharged from Light Water 
Reactors (LWRs), the influence of oxide fuel discharged from Ad
vanced Gas-Cooled Reactors (AGRs) and the prototype Steam Genera
ting Heavy Water Reactor (SGHWR) in the United Kingdom is also 
taken into account where relevant, since these fuels are repro
cessed in the same plants as LWR fuel. Other fuel types (e.g. from 
"Magnox" and Natural Uranium Gas-Graphite reactors (NUGGR) are 
not covered. Furthermore, the influence of reprocessing contracts 
between European reprocessors and Japan is also considered inso
far as they affect available European LWR storage and reprocessing 
capacity.
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TABLE I. PROJECTED LWR GENERATING CAPACITY IN EUROPE THROUGH 1990 FO R UNITS IN OPERATION, UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION, AND ORDERED (MW(e) Net)

Country Name 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Belgium 1 656 2 558 3 460 3 460 5 460 5 460 5 460 5 460 5 460 5 460
Finland 2 160 2 160 2 160 2 160 2 160 2 160 2 160 2 160 2 160 2 160
France 19 350 22 940 26 905 34 360 40 770 44 185 47 600 51 410 51 410 51 410
FRG 8 490 9 719 12 528 15 058 17 567 17 567 19 124 22 425 23 665 24 905
Italy 1 232 1 2 32 1 2 32 1 2 32 1 232 1 232 2 214 3 196 3 196 4 148
Netherlands 497 497 497 497 497 497 497 497 497 497
Spain 1 495 3 280 4 182 5 112 6 897 6 897 6 897 8 819 10 741 11 671
Sweden 6 469 7 384 7 384 7 384 8 384 9 444 9 444 9 444 9 444 9 444
Switzerland 1 941 1 941 1 941 2 883 2 883 2 883 2 883 2 883 2 883 2 883

aUnited Kingdom 3 163 3 770 6 270 6 270 6 270 6 895 7 520 8 770 8 770 8 770
Yugoslavia 632 632 632 632 632 632 632 632 632 632

TOTALS (Cumulative) 47 085 56 113 67 191 79 048 92 752 97 852 104 431 115 696 118 858 121,,980

a This includes the oxide-fueled Advanced Gas Cooled Reactors (AGRs) and the Winfrith Steam Generating Heavy 
Water Reactor (SGHWR).
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Table I shows the installed nuclear capacity through the end 
of 1981 and the yearly projections through 1990 for LWRs, AGRs, 
and SGHWRs. Included for each country are reactors in operation, 
under construction, and ordered. Based on these data, and utility 
reactor operating plans, projected spent-fuel discharges through 
1990 are presented in Table II .Cumulative fuel discharges for the 
period amount to some 23 335 metric tons of uranium (MTU), of 
which 3 757 MTU through the end of 1981, i.e. only about 16 per
cent of the total expected by the end of this decade.

Table III compares the projections of total fuel discharges with 
the quantities contracted for reprocessing through 1990. Both 
historical and current contracts are included. Also included are 
96 MTU of fuel contracted for 1991, comprising COGEMA-Belgium 28 
MTU, COGEMA- R G 1 38 MTU, and BNFL-FRG 30 MTU. For France 
and the United Kingdom it is assumed that all discharged fuel 
will eventually be reprocessed within the two respective countries. 
Thus, total contracts and commitments amount to 16 739 MTU. Ex
cluding France, the United Kingdom, and Yugoslavia, it can be 
seen that the percentage coverage by contracts ranges from as low 
as 11 percent (Spain) to as high as 90 percent (Netherlands). 
Through the end of 1981 only some 572 MTU of oxide fuel have been 
reprocessed in Europe, composed of 86 MTU at the Mol facility in 
Belgium,353 MTU by the Compagnie Générale des Matières Nucléaires 
(COGEMA) in France, 43 MTU at the Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage Karls
ruhe facility (WAK) in the FRG, and 90 MTU by British Nuclear 
Fuels Limited (BNFL) in the United Kingdom. This represents just 
over 3 percent of the estimated contracted and committed quantity 
for Europe.

Table IVcompares the amount of fuel contracted and committed 
to reprocessing (both historical and current contracts) that re
mains to be reprocessed and/or shipped through 1990 with future 
capability for reprocessing and storage at each of the European 
reprocessors. As can be seen, only COGEMA and BNFL are of major 
importance. For COGEMA, the 6 220 MTU of fuel that it is esti
mated can be reprocessed through 1990 plus the planned storage 
capacity (8 250 MTU) can cover the committed quantity of 12 678 
MTU (10 327 MTU from Europe plus 2 351 MTU from Japan). For BNFL, 
the committed quantity of 4 606 MTU (2 332 MTU from Europe plus 
2 275 MTU from Japan) can also be covered, but in this case 
principally by the planned potential storage capacity (7 500 MTU) 
since only a negligible quantity of fuel can be reprocessed 
through 1990.

1 Federal Republic of Germany.
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TABLE II. PROJECTED SPENT FUEL DISCHARGES THROUGH 1990 FROM EUROPEAN LWRs IN OPERATION, UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION, AND ORDERED (MTU)

Country Name Pre-1981 19Э1 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Belgium 196 50 46 46 90 92 119 148 150 150 149
Finland 48 71 36 78 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
France 248 155 370 545 671 778 912 1 103 1 198 1 364 1 265
FRG 963 205 227 243 284 406 425 465 468 496 496
Italy 157 0 0 69 39 36 48 47 83 112 94
Netherlands 103 20 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
Spain 176 5 19 39 65 136 132 148 165 229 269
Sweden 465 122 137 190 212 209 183 262 290 235 261
Switzerland 381 55 55 55 55 55 93 86 82 86 84
United Kingdom 251 86 85 125 173 198 205 218 244 272 286
Yugoslavia 0 0 0 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
TOTAL (Annual) 2 988 769 991 1 422 1 681 2 002 2 209 2 569 2 772 2 936 2 996
TOTAL (Cumulative) 2 988 3 757 4 748 6 170 7 851 9 853 12 062 14 631 17 403 20 339 23 335

a These discharges arise from the oxide-fueled Advanced Gas Cooled Reactors (AGRs) and the Winfrith Steam Generating 
Heavy Water Reactor (SGHWR).
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TABLE III. CUMULATIVE SPENT OXIDE FUEL DISCHARGES AND REPROCESSING COMMITMENTS IN EUROPE
THROUGH 1990 (MTU)

Country Amount of Fuel Discharged Contracted Percent
Name Pre-1981 1981-1990 Total Spent-Fuel Reprocessor Quantity Contracted

Belgium 196 1 040 1 236 COGEMA 542 44
Finland 48 605 653 AEE 299 a 46
France 248 8 261 8 509 COGEMA, Mol __ b 100
FRG 963 3 715 4 578 BNFL, COGEMA, Mol, WAK 3 082 65
Italy 157 528 685 BNFL, Eurex, Mol 118 17
Netherlands 103 164 267 BNFL, COGEMA, Mol 241 90
Spain 176 1 207 2 383 BNFL 151 11
Sweden .465 2 101 2 566 BNFL, COGEMA 864 34
Switzerland 381 706 1 087 BNFL, COGEMA 764 70
United Kingdom 251 1- 892 2 143 BNFL __с 100
Yugoslavia 0 128 128 — 0 0

3 The comprehensive fuel cycle contract for the Lovlisa units with AEE (USSR) provides for reprocessing of spent 
fuel of all fuel discharges for 20 years (plus two options of five years each). The Olkiluoto units are not 
covered by reprocessing contracts .

13 All reprocessing needs for reactors in France will be covered by COGEMA (8 509 MTU assumed discharged through 1990) 
26 MTU were reprocessed at Mol.

° All reprocessing needs for reactors in the United Kingdom will be covered by BNFL (2 143 MTU assumed discharged 
through 1990).
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TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF COMMITMENT STATUS WITH STORAGE AND REPROCESSING CAPABILITY FOR OXIDE FUELS
AT EUROPEAN REPROCESSORS THROUGH 1990 (MTU)

Region of 
Origin

Country
Reprocessor
Name

Quantity
Committed

Net Quantity 
Unreprocessed 
through June 1981

Potential Cumulative
Reprocessing
Capability

Planned Storage 
Capacity 
(MTU)

Europe Belgium
Mol 86 0 a a

France
COGEMA 10 668 b 10 327 6 220 8 350

FRG
DWK/WAK 54 11 90 200

Italy
Eurex 2 2 с с

United Kingdom 
BNFL 2 421 d 2 331 225 7 500

USSR
AEE 299 299 e e

Japan France
COGEMA 2 351 2 351 See above See above

United Kingdom 
BNFL 2 275 2 275 See above See above

3 Future uncertain, recommissioning a political issue
 ̂ Assuming that 5 954 MTU of domestic fuel is shipped through 1990. Excluded is the 66 MTU from
foreign utilities scheduled for shipment in 1991.

c Demonstration facility, nominal capacity SO kg UC>2 per day.
d Assuming that 1 585 MTU of domestic fuel is shipped through 1990. Excluded is the 30 MTU from

a foreign utility scheduled for shipment in 1991.
6 Information not available.
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TABLE V. MAIN EUROPEAN OXIDE FUEL REPROCESSING CAPABILITIES AND 
CAPACITIES (MTU)

Year
Annual Capability 

BNFL - Windscale
(Nominal Capacity!

COGEMA - La Hague
Total
Capability

1981 0 140 (400) 140
1982 0 170 (400) 170
1983 0 200 (400) 200
1984 0 200 (400) 200
1985 0 250 (800)a 250
1986 0 300 (800) 300
1987 0 700 (1 600) b 700
1988 0 1 200 (1 600) 1 200
1989 0 1 600 (1 600) 1 600
1990 225 (1 200) c 1 600 (1 600) 1 825

a Scaling-up of UP2-400 to UP2-800 scheduled to enter operation in 1985. 
b Commissioning of the new facility UPЗА to commence in 1987.
с Commissioning of the THORP plant estimated in 1990.

2. SPENT FUEL STORAGE SITUATION AT INDIVIDUAL REPROCESSORS

This section describes the situation with respect to spent 
fuel storage and where relevant to the reprocessing situation 
at the four facilities that have actually completed reprocessing 
campaigns of European LWR fuel, namely La Hague (COGEMA), Wind- 
scale (BNFL), Mol (formerly Eurochemic), and Karlsruhe (WAK).
Only the La Hague and Windscale facilities will have a signifi
cant impact on the situation in Europe in the 1980s.

Table V  summarizes the nominal reprocessing capacities and the 
estimated quantities of fuel that the various facilities at La 
Hague and Windscale will be able to reprocess through 1990. A 
significant difference is irmiediately apparent. Through the 
scaling up of the existing UP2-400 facility at La Hague to 800 
MTU per year (UP2-800) and the construction of a new facility, 
UP3A, COGEMA should gain significant additional commercial LWR 
reprocessing experience during the decade. It is estimated that 
COGEMA should be able to reprocess some 6 220 MTU of spent LWR 
fuel in the period from 1982 to 1990. BNFL on the other hand will 
only be able to restart commercial oxide-fuel reprocessing at the 
very end of the decade when the Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant 
(Thorp) facility enters operation.



TABLE VI. PROJECTED SPENT LWR FUEL SHIPMENTS TO COGEMA -  LA HAGUE UNDER EXISTING CONTRACTS FOR 
THE UP2 AND UP3A FACILITIES (MTU)

Country
Through 
June 1981

July-Dee.
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 3

Belgium 
UP 2 
UP ЗА

73
0

32
7

19
21

20
24

0
40

0
23

0
47

0
48

0
50

0
54

0
56

FRG
UP 2 
UP ЗА

418
25

57
53

51
131

30
195

0
287

0
265

0
333

0
257

0
250

0
195

0
110

Netherlands 
UP 2 
UP ЗА

76
0

3
12

0
12

0
12

0
12

0
12

0
12

0
12

0
12

0
12

0
12

Sweden 
UP 2 
UP ЗА

0
0

0
0

20
0

32
84

0
84

0
84

0
84

0
84

0
84

0
84

0
84

Switzerland 
UP2 
UP ЗА

80
1

0
9

25
34

25
54

0
54

0
54

0
54

0
54

0
56

0
50

0
49

Japan 
UP2 
UP ЗА

101
25

25
40

25
100

0
150

0
245

0
255

0
235

0
180

0
250

0
280

0
440

Europe Totals "UP 2 647 
UPЗА 26

92
81

115
198

107
369

0
477

0
440

0
530

0
455

0
452

0
395

0
311

Domestic Fuel b 85 12 125 155 370 545 671 778 912 1 103 1 198
Worldwide Totals 884 
(With France)

250 582 781 1 092 1 240 1 436 1 413 1 614 1 778 1 949

a 66 MTU under contract for UP3A are scheduled to be shipped in 1991 
 ̂ Including the Chooz reactor owned 50% by EdF.

GECK 
and TAORMINA
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TABLE VII. PROJECTED SPENT LWR FUEL STORAGE CAPACITY AT COGEMA -  
LA HAGUE (MTU)

Descriptive Name Capacity S.tatus

UP2-400 250 Operating
Nouvelles Piscines de 
La Hague, NPH a

2 000 Operating
2 ООО Under Construction,

scheduled for 1983
2 000 Under Construction

2 ООО Under study (to be in
stalled when needed)

Designed to serve the UP2-800 and UP3A 
reprocessing plants.

2.1 The Storage Situation at La Hague

Currently LWR fuel is being reprocessed alternately with NUGGR fuel 
at La Hague in the UP2-400 facility. The theoretical LWR fuel capa
city is 400 MTU per year, however, actual capability is about 140 
MTU per year. UP2-400 will be scaled up to 800 MTU per year of 
LWR fuel by 1985 and will be known as UP2-800. Reprocessing of 
graphite gas fuel will then no longer take place at La Hague. A 
new reprocessing facility, UP3A, with a nominal capacity of 800 
MTU per year is also under construction at the La Hague site and 
is expected to start commercial operation by 1987. The reprocessing 
contracts signed by COGEMA with foreign utilities can be divided 
into two categories: those signed prior to 1978 for reprocessing 
principally in the UP2 plant, and those concluded in 1978 and there
after (for 6 000 MTU) for reprocessing in the UP3A facility.
Table VI lists the contracts and the projected future shipment 
dates according to these two categories. Of the 1 131 MTU con
tracted (in the first category), 980 MTU are from European utili
ties and 151 MTU from a Japanese utility. Of the 6 000 MTU con
tracted in the second category, 3 800 MTU are with European 
utilities and 2 200 with the ten Japanese utilities.

In assuming that all French reprocessing needs will be met 
domestically and that the shipments of fuel will occur as projec
ted, cumulatively, 13 019 MTU of spent fuel will have been re
ceived at La Hague through 1990. This will be composed of 5 954 
MTU (46 percent) of domestic fuel, 4 714 MTU (36 percent) of fuel
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FIG.l. Historical and projected annual spent L WR fuel shipments to COGEMA, La Hague.

from other European utilities, and 2 351 MTU (18 percent) of 
fuel from Japanese utilities.

Until the end of 1980, LWR spent-fuel storage capacity was 
limited to a maximum of some 250 MTU in a pool connected to the 
UP2-400 facility. At the beginning of 1981, active testing com
menced on the first of a series of new spent-fuel storage pools 
(Nouvelles Piscines de La Hague, NPH) designed to serve the UP2-800 
and UP3A reprocessing plants. New storage pool space (2 000 MTU) 
is now available. TableVIIsummarizes the planned development of 
spent-fuel storage capacity at La Hague up to a total capacity 
of 8 250 MTU. Through June 1981, of the 882 MTU of fuel shipped 
341 MTU have been reprocessed in five campaigns the last one of 
which was completed in June 1981, leaving 541 MTU in storage. A 
new LWR campaign started in December 1981; by the end of the year 
about 12 MTU of PWR fuel had been reprocessed.

Figure 1 shows the projected annual shipments of fuel to La 
Hague that steadily rise to about 2 000 MTU in the year 1990.
Figure 2 compares the projected unreprocessed inventory of spent 
fuel needed to be stored (assuming that quantities are repro
cessed according to the estimated annual capability listed in 
Table V) with the potential expansion of spent-fuel storage capa
city. Clearly, adequate storage capacity is planned to meet the 
inventory of some 6 485 MTU of spent fuel that will build up by 
1990.
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2.2 The Situation at Windscale

The reprocessing facility at Windscale has been shut-down 
since 1973 following a restart-up accident. Prior to this some 
90 MTU of oxide fuel were reprocessed. A new facility, the 
Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP) with a capacity of 1 200 
MTU per year is estimated to enter operation at the end of this 
decade. The reprocessing contracts signed by BNFL with foreign 
utilities and the projected future shipments are listed in Table 
VIII. Of the total of 3 141 MTU contracted with foreign customers, 
866 MTU are with European utilities and 2 275 MTU with Japanese 
utilities. It is also assumed that all domestic fuel will even
tually be reprocessed by BNFL. Under the assumption that the 
shipments will occur as projected, cumulatively, 4 696 MTU of 
spent fuel will have been received at Windscale through 1990.
Table IX summarizes the planned development of oxide spent-fuel 
storage capacity at Windscale up to a total potential capacity 
of 7 500 MTU. Through June 1981, of the 980 MTU of fuel shipped 
to Windscale, some 90 MTU were reprocessed, leaving 890 MTU of 
fuel in storage. Figure 3 shows the projected annual shipments 
of fuel to Windscale that steadily rise to almost 750 MTU in 
the year 1990. Figure 4 compares the projected unreprocessed in
ventory of spent fuel needed to be stored (assuming that a small 
quantity will be reprocessed in 1990 according to the estimated 
capability listed in Table V) with the potential expansion of
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FIG. 2. Projected spent L WR fuel storage situation at COGEMA, La Hague.
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TABLE VIII. PROJECTED SPENT OXIDE FUEL SHIPMENTS TO BNFL -  WINDSCALE UNDER EXISTING CONTRACTS (MTU)

Country
Through 
June 1981

July-Dee. 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 *

FRG 73 17 17 0 0 11 11 11 40 40 40
Italy 75 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Netherlands 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 0
Spain 132 13 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sweden 87 11 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Switzerland 79 0 10 9 10 9 10 9 10 9 10
United Kingdom 206 20 25 86 85 125 173 198 205 - 218 244

EUROPE TOTALS 659 76 104 98 98 148 197 221 258 268 294

Japan 321 78 103 177 162 134 150 180 250 280 440

WORLDWIDE TOTALS 980 154 207 275 260 282 ■ 347 401 508 548 734

a Additional 30 MTU are scheduled for shipment in 1991.

GECK 
and 

TAORMINA



TABLE IX. PROJECTED SPENT OXIDE FUEL STORAGE CAPACITY AT BNFL -  WINDSCALE (MTU)

Descriptive Name Fuel Type Capacity Status
Building В 27

Bay 1 LWR 250 Operating, existing AGR- and other
Bay 2 LWR 250 fuel to be; removed
Bay 3 BWR 250 Operating
Bay 4 PWR 250 Operating
Bay 5 LWR 1 300 Scheduled for 1981-82

Building В 310 •
Pond 4 AGR 600 Operating

Building В 311 (Pond 5)
Pool 2 AGR 600 Scheduled for 1984
Pool 3 AGR or Magnox 1 000 Scheduled for 1985

THORP
Pool 1 AGR/LWR 1 000 Scheduled for 1986
Pool 2 AGR/LWR 1 000 Scheduled for 1987
Pool 3 AGR/LWR 1 000 Scheduled for 1988

u>

IAEA-CN-42/155
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FIG.3. Historical and projected spent oxide fuel shipment to BNFL, Windscale.

spent-fuel storage capacity. Clearly, adequate storage capacity 
is planned to meet the inventory of some 4 381 MTU of spent fuel 
that will build up by 1990.

2.3 The Situation at Mol

The Eurochemic demonstration reprocessing plant located at 
Mol, Belgium, was set up and operated as a multinational coopera
tive project by 13 European countries from 1966 to 1974. The fa
cility had a nominal annual capacity of 60 MTU and, when in 
operation, processed some 210 MTU of irradiated fuel, of which 
some 86 MTU was LWR fuel. In 1974 several of the partners believed
the program had fulfilled its goals and that further operation
was not of economic interest. In April 1979 the fuel storage 
pool was taken over by the Belgian state, and in February 1980 
it took over the reprocessing plant. The storage pool has been 
decontaminated as the first step in converting it into a national 
intermediate storage facility. In July 1982 the House of Represen
tatives basically accepted the recommissioning of the reprocessing 
plant. This decision should be ratified by the Senate in October 
1982, and if the Senate performs accordingly, the spent fuel storage 
pool with a capacity of some 370 MTU could be recommissioned in 1985, 
and the reprocessing plant in the late 1980s or early 1990s. A new
company will be formed to operate the plant: in a first phase it will
be owned by the Belgian State and Synatom, however, a later financial 
participation from Italy, France and the F R G  remains possible.
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FIG.4. Projected spent oxide fuel storage situation at BNFL, Windscale.

2.4 The Situation at Karlsruhe

The reprocessing plant at Karlsruhe, with nominal capacity of 
10 to 35 MTU per year, depending on fuel burn-up, has reprocessed 
about 43 MTU of the 53 MTU of LWR fuel shipped through June 1981. 
The capacity of the storage pool is 200 MTU.

3. THE SPENT FUEL STORAGE SITUATION OF INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES 
AND UTILITIES

A detailed analysis of the spent fuel storage situation for 
each reactor has been performed2. However, due to space 
limitations only the conclusions for each country are presented 
in this paper for the ten European countries whose nuclear program 
give rise to spent-fuel discharges from LWRs through the year 
1990. '

In Belgium, units in operation have storage capacities ranging 
from three to four years of fuel discharges for Tihange-1 to about 
six years for each of the Doel units. The units under construction 
plan storage capacities of three to four years for Doel-3 and -4, 
and 10 to 12 years for Tihange-2 and -3. However, storage capa
city of Doel-3 and -4 could easily be increased to about eight

2  Light Water Reactor Spent Fuel-Storage and Reprocessing in Europe in the 1980s. 
Fuel-Trac Topical Report NAC T 8106, December 1981.
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to nine years, if desired. Due to the storage capacities at 
the reactor sites, the possibilities of moving fuel assemblies 
from one unit to another, and the reprocessing contracts with 
COGEMA, which essentially cover the needs through 1985, there 
should be no storage problem in this decade. As mentioned before, 
the Senate finally will have to decide about the recommissioning 
of the reprocessing plant in October 1982. 2 . 5 - 3  years are con
sidered to be necessary for recommissioning of the storage pool, 
which means the pool would be available by 1985.

In Finland TVO, which until recently rather relied upon the Swedisf 
Central Storage Facility CLAB meanwhile plan to construct an own on
site separate storage to be commissioned module-by-module, the first 
to be ready no later than 1987. The final capacity is 1 200 - 1 300 
tU corresponding to about 7 000 assemblies. Planned storage capacity 
in Finland ranges from more than 30 years for each of the Olkiluoto 
units to almost 13 years for each of the Loviisa units. Currently, 
there are no plans to construct a national centralized spent-fuel 
storage facility in view of the long-term reprocessing contracts 
held by Imatran Voima Oy for the Loviisa units, and the large re
actor onsite storage capability. The reprocessing contracts and 
planned storage capabilities should not lead to any storage prob
lems for the Finnish utilities through the decade.

In France, Chooz, the oldest EdF3unit, has expanded its storage 
capacity to some three years. The next two units, Fessenheim-1 and 
-2, will complete expansion to four years of storage in 1982. All 
subsequent units have been initially provided with, or will be 
constructed with, four years of storage. Since all the reproces
sing needs for French reactors will be met by COGEMA and because 
of the large storage pools at La Hague, there will be no spent- 
fuel storage problems in France.

In Italy, an intermediate storage facility for some 52 MTU of 
spent fuel from the decommissioned Garigliano reactor and for an 
additional 76 MTU from the Trino reactor was completed in 1981, 
through modifications to the Avogadro swimming pool research re
actor. Shipments are scheduled to start in Autumn 1982. At the 
Caorso unit it is intended to increase storage capacity from 
the current two years to about eleven years. The Montai to units 
under construction have a storage capacity in excess of 10 years.
Thus all units can operate without storage problems through the 
end of this decade.

3  Electricité de France.
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Planned spent-fuel storage capacity in the F R G  ranges from 
about 1.5 years of fuel discharges to over 11 years. This wide 
range of capacities results from the fact that some units are 
limited in capacity by plant design limitations and others 
from a combination of political and licensing issues created 
through opposition to nuclear power. Additional on-site capa
city at early units such as Stade and Wlirgassen (1.5 and 2.5 years 
storage, respectively) can only be achieved by storage external 
to the original buildings. In both cases, licence applications 
have been made for on-site cask storage facilities. Considerably 
different attitudes exist between the different states con
cerning the installation of high-density racks in new plants or 
for the replacement of existing standard racks. Thus, units lo
cated in the state of Bavaria (Isar-1, Grafenrheinfeld, and Gund- 
remmingen-B and -C) are licensed for high-density racks and have 
storage capacities in the range of 8.5 to 11.5 years. The Unter- 
weser unit, located in the state of Lower Saxony, is likewise 
licensed to complete expansion of storage capacity to about 7 
years in 1982. High-density racks have been installed in the 
Biblis-A and -B units (state of Rheinland-Palatinate), but the 
full utilization has been prevented by court actions. For many 
other units, licensing of high-density racks is either being 
delayed or is not being actively pursued for fear of opening up 
broader opportunities for public opposition and licensing re
view. All F R G  utilities have concluded reprocessing contracts 
principally with COGEMA (88 percent of total commitments) and the 
remainder mainly with BNFL and the domestic reprocessor, WAK. De
pending on utility, discharges are covered from anywhere between 
the mid-1980s to the early 1990s.

The F R G  concept for the back end of the fuel cycle, 
as established in September 1979 and revised in February 
1980, mandates that each utility must demonstrate that spent fuel 
to be discharged over a future rolling period of six years can be 
covered either by onsite storage, storage in a centralized storage 
facility, or by reprocessing contracts. The existing foreign re
processing contracts provide relief at least until the second 
half of the 1980s, providing that these contracts are honored 
and that shipments can take place as planned. However, the timely 
expansion of on-site storage capacity, the construction of inter
mediate storage facilities, and, at a later date, the construction 
of reprocessing facilities are essential elements for ensuring 
the future development of nuclear power in the F R G  and even the 
continued operation of existing units. For example, the continued 
operation of the Biblis-B units, which has restrictions placed 
on the use of the high-density racks installed in the fuel pool,
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has only been possible because of shipments of spent fuel off 
site to a reprocessor.

In the Netherlands, both the Dodewaard and Borssele units 
each have a storage capacity corresponding to about two annual 
discharges. By mid-1982 the Borssele unit will have increased 
storage capacity to four to five years; further expansion would 
be possible, but would only be undertaken if problems should 
arise with the shipment of spent fuel. In addition, both units 
are covered through the end of the decade by reprocessing con
tracts with BNFL (Dodewaard) and COGEMA (Borssele), thus, no 
storage problems are expected in this decade.

In Spain, by the end of 1982, the two oldest units, José 
Cabrera and Santa Maria, will have increased their storage capa
cities to the equivalent of 12 and 16 years, respectively. All 
other units have, or will have capacities in the range of 7 to 
9 years of storage with the exception of the Valdecaballeros 
units, which will have 13 to 14 years each. The last shipments 
of spent fuel under the existing contract are scheduled to take 
place in 1982. Although no further reprocessing contracts are 
under consideration, due to the high storage capacities at the 
reactor sites there will be no storage problems during this de
cade. In addition the Empresa Nacional del Uranio, S.A. (ENUSA), 
the Junta de Energia Nuclear (JEN), and Equipos Nucleares (ENSA) 
initiated in 1981 a joint project for the construction of a dry 
storage facility of about 1 500 MTU capacity. A previous pro
ject of a wet storage facility has been put on ice.

When the current Swedish plans for the introduction of high- 
density. storage racks have been completed in 1984, storage capa
cities will range from about two annual discharges for the two 
units under construction, 0skarshamn-3, and Forsmark-3, and be
tween four and ten years for other units. The reason for the 
broad range of storage capacities, even within a single utility, 
is mainly related to the timing of the installation of the nuclear 
units. The storage capacities of the earlier units, Oskarshamn-1, 
and -2, Ringhals-1, and -2, and Barsebaeck-1, and -2, fall in 
the range of seven to ten years and took into account the fact 
that the national intermediate storage facility would not enter 
operation until the mid-1980s. The next group of units, Ringhals-
3, and -4, and Forsmark-1, and -2, entering operation in the time 
frame of 1980 to 1982, have storage capacities between four to 
five years since they could rely on the CLAB intermediate storage 
facility. The remaining two units under construction have even 
lower capacities, as defined above, for the same reason.
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The blasting work on site of the Swedish Centralized Inter
mediate Storage Facility, CLAB, which is situated on the Simpe- 
varp peninsula next to the Oskarshamn units, has been completed.
By February 1982, about 35 percent of the civil works were com
plete, and installation work will stand in autumn 1982. The first 
stage of 1 500 MTU of spent-fuel is scheduled to be in operation 
in January 1985, and the second stage of 1 500 MTU will follow 
by July of the same year. There is a potential of extending the 
capacity to a total of 9 000 MTU. Considering the planned re
actor on-site storage capacities, the reprocessing contracts, 
and the status of the CLAB intermediate storage facility, there 
are no problems to be foreseen for the storage of spent-fuel 
from Swedish reactors. The existence of the large storage capa
city at CLAB and its potential expansion will effectively isolate 
Sweden from external policies or problems at the back end of the 
fuel cycle.

In Switzerland, by the end of 1982, all reactors in operation 
will have been reracked with high-density storage racks. The Leib- 
stadt unit, under construction, will also be provided with such 
racks. Storage capacity will range from some 7 years for the 
Mlihleberg unit to 8 to 8.5 years for the Gosgen and Leibstadt 
units and to 14 years each for the two Beznau units. In addi
tion each utility holds contracts either with BNFL or COGEMA 
through the late 1980s to 1990. Due to both the availability 
of high storage capacities at the reactor sites and the repro
cessing contracts, no storage problems are foreseen in this de
cade. Studies are also being carried out for an intermediate 
storage facility; several alternatives ranging from wet storage 
at the site of the decommissioned Lucens reactor to dry storage 
in casks or vault are being considered.

In Yugoslavia, to meet authority requirements, the utility 
must assure storage capacity for 17 annual discharges of the 
Krsko unit in addition to the complete core. In addition, a 
number of storage locations will be provided for storing damaged 
fuel. The high-density storage racks to provide capacity even in 
excess of this will be installed by 1983. Due to this large 
capacity, no storage problems are expected until the late 1990s.

4. CONCLUSION

It is estimated that through 1990 no more than some 6 500 MTU 
of oxide fuel can be reprocessed in Europe and that an inventory
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of some 10 800 MTU of unreprocessed fuel will be stored at the 
reprocessing plants at that time. Since the major reprocessors 
are planning for up to 15 350 MTU of fuel storage capacity, no 
storage problems are expected at the reprocessors.

On the other hand, with the exception of the FR G, the majority 
of utilities have either .expanded or are able to expand the capa
city for spent-fuel storage at reactor sites to provide a buf
fer against possible delays in off-site shipment. Thus, with 
the possible exception oftheFRG, the expansion of on-site 
storage capacity, reprocessing contracts, and in the case of 
Sweden and Italy, the provision of centralized storage facilities 
should not give rise to spent-fuel. storage problems in the 1980s.



DISCUSSION

(Summary of discussion held on the papers in Plenary Session 3.A)

The question was asked regarding the AIS project (laser enrichment) described 
in paper IAEA-CN-42/422, whether projected costs are based on scaling-up of a 
proven technology, or whether further technology improvements are assumed.
It was explained that the technology looks very good, but considerable scaling-up 
development is needed.

With reference to paper IAEA-CN-42/25, the question was put whether 
delays in reprocessing have an effect on operator and public radiation doses, since 
it is easier to reprocess if the fuel storage period is extended. The reply was that 
the goal is to ensure that the greatest potential dose would average over a number 
of years less than 10% of the annual dose limit and that there are benefits in 
starting reprocessing soon, so techniques can be developed and experience gained 
while spent fuel arisings are small. A participant noted that while there is a 
generally satisfactory situation regarding the storage, transport and reprocessing 
of spent fuel, there is a problem in adhering to the IAEA permissible levels on 
non-fixed contamination on fuel flasks as a package and they should be considered 
in a separate category from packages, with more realistic limits. With respect to 
the incentive for introduction of the fast-breeder reactor and its influence in 
stabilizing uranium prices, it was pointed out that the fast-breeder reactor would 
remain at a competitive disadvantage with thermal reactors even with four- to 
five-fold uranium price increase. Such price increases would create an explosion 
of producer activity. On the other hand the presence of the breeder would exert 
a discipline on producer governments which could provide some added assurance 
of uninterrupted fuel availability. However, improved uranium price stability 
could better be achieved by the factors noted in paper IAEA-CN-42/21.

Regarding fuel fabrication (IAEA-CN-42/24) there was a question as to which 
technology of uranium dioxide and pellet production would be preferable — dry 
or wet. The answer was that there was no clear preference. Both processes are 
well established; the preference varies from one fuel supplier to the other.

In reply to a question about the cost of reprocessing and its influence on 
economics of the whole fuel cycle (IAEA-CN-42/20) the answer given was that the 
cost of fuel reprocessing must be justified either by the value of recovered 23SU 
and Pu in fuelling thermal reactors or by strategic considerations about future 
fast reactor roles. In calculating that cost, all parts of the recycling process, 
including U- and Pu-finishing and waste management, must be included.

Regarding the cost of decommissioning the Eurochemic reprocessing plant 
and rehabilitation of the site, compared with the original construction costs, it 
was stated that for the time being, it would be premature to compare the costs 
of decommissioning and recommissioning the Eurochemic plant. Full-scale 
studies on refurbishing the plant will only start after the Belgian Senate has
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pronounced itself in favour of resuming reprocessing in Belgium and re-opening 
the plant.

The question was put whether it would be possible to store AGR spent fuel 
in water pools for more than ten years because of corrosion. The answer was that 
the CAGR fuel elements will be dismantled after a few years of pond storage. This 
has two advantages: it increases the packing density of storage by a factor of 
about three and it reduces the probability of any difficulties in handling the 
elements which might arise due to corrosion. Whilst it is currently assumed that 
the fuel should not be stored for more than about ten years, work since the 
Windscale Inquiry (1977) carried out jointly by BNFL, CEGB, SSEB and the 
UKAEA on the corrosion of stainless steel in water is not unpromising.
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Abstract-Résumé

INDUSTRIAL ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT IN FRANCE.
Management of nuclear wastes in France has necessitated the creation of a regulatory, 

industrial and research structure which reconciles two requirements: keeping responsibilities 
separate, while ensuring constant consultation. This combination makes it possible to seek 
an overall optimization of management policy taking into account both the safety objectives 
and technical and economic realities over the whole of the nuclear fuel cycle. The main 
processes for waste reduction, concentration and solidification adopted or being developed 
are surveyed. Some conclusions are drawn from French experience over a period of 30 years. 
In particular, the results of four years’ operation of the Marcoule vitrification plant are given. 
Finally, the La Manche Centre for low- and intermediate-level wastes is described, and the 
outlook for deep geological disposal is discussed.

ASPECTS INDUSTRIELS DE LA GESTION DES DECHETS RADIOACTIFS EN FRANCE.
La gestion des déchets nucléaires en France a nécessité la mise en place d’une structure 

réglementaire, industrielle et de recherche qui concilie deux impératifs: la séparation des 
responsabilités et la concertation. Cette combinaison permet la recherche d’une optimisation 
globale de la politique de gestion, tenant compte à la fois des objectifs de sûreté, de l’économie 
et des réalités techniques sur l’ensemble du cycle nucléaire. Dans ce mémoire, on évoque les
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principaux procédés adoptés ou en cours de développement, tant de réduction de volume, de 
concentration que de conditionnement. On tirera quelques enseignements des 30 ans et plus 
d’expérience française. En particulier, les résultats de quatre années d’exploitation de l’Atelier 
de vitrification de Marcoule seront donnés. On terminera par la description du Centre de 
La Manche (déchets de faible et moyenne activité) et les perspectives de stockage géologique 
profond.

INTRODUCTION

Cet exposé des grandes lignes de la gestion des déchets radioactifs en France 
comportera quelques réflexions suscitées par plus de trente années d’expérience.
Ni les techniques, ni l’organisation de cette gestion ne se sont établies en un jour; 
elles ont mûri de concert avec le programme nucléaire français. En particulier, 
elles ont dû s’adapter au passage du stade des recherches au stade industriel, et 
aux changements d’orientation technique que ce passage a bien entendu comportés. 
Ce processus, qui n’est d’ailleurs pas terminé, implique à la fois l’adaptation de 
techniques industrielles classiques bien connues, bien rodées, aux problèmes 
spécifiques de l’industrie nucléaire, et la mise en œuvre de techniques originales, les 
unes comme les autres devant répondre aux impératifs de rigueur et de qualité du 
nucléaire.

Ainsi la gestion des déchets nucléaires est une activité industrielle nucléaire 
à part entière, intervenant à tous les stades, et qui doit notamment être prise en 
compte dès la conception des installations, qu’il s’agisse de centrales, d’usines ou 
de simples laboratoires.

Si les techniques et l’organisation ont évolué — et continuent de le faire — 
l’objectif visé lui, n’a jamais varié: limiter l’exposition humaine autant qu’il est 
raisonnable de le faire et s’assurer que le risque éventuel reste aussi acceptable 
pour nos descendants que pour nous-mêmes. Cela revient à isoler les déchets 
pendant la phase de décroissance des produits à vie courte et moyenne et à maîtriser 
le transfert éventuel des nucléides subsistant au-delà de cette période, ce qui, 
pratiquement, se traduit par la mise des déchets sous forme de colis solides, stables 
et résistants, et par leur évacuation ou leur stockage dans des conditions adaptées 
à leur durée de vie et leur activité spécifique. Ce sont des principes universels qu’il 
n’y a pas lieu de développer une fois de plus ici.

1. ORGANISATION

Du point de vue de l’organisation, il faut souligner l’importance accordée en 
France à la conciliation de deux préoccupations qui pourraient paraître a priori 
contradictoires.
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En premier lieu, celui de la séparation des responsabilités entre 4 entités:
— les autorités de sûreté, qui fixent les règles et normes et en contrôlent 

l’application;
— les producteurs de déchets, responsables de la gestion à court terme;
— le gestionnaire à moyen et long terme (l’ANDRA);
— le ou les organismes de recherche, qui, eux, sont au service de l’ensemble 

de ces différents acteurs.
En second lieu, tout aussi important, le souci de la concertation entre les 

parties prenantes sans laquelle il serait illusoire d’espérer trouver des solutions à 
la fois sûres, efficaces et économiquement acceptables.

La responsabilité réglementaire repose sur deux services spécialisés, l’un 
relevant du Ministère de la Recherche et de l’industrie, responsable de la sûreté 
des installations nucléaires, le Service central de sûreté des installations nucléaires 
(SCSIN), l’autre, responsable de la radioprotection, relevant des Ministères de la 
Santé et du Travail, le Service central de protection contre les rayonnements 
ionisants (SCPRI).

La gestion à long terme a été confiée à une agence nationale, l’ANDRA, créée 
au sein du Commissariat à l’énergie atomique par un arrêté interministériel du
7 novembre 1979. Le Comité de gestion, comme le Conseil scientifique et technique, 
de cet organisme comporte — outre les représentants des organismes directement 
concernés — des personnalités scientifiques ou particulièrement compétentes en 
matière de déchets radioactifs ou non. L’ANDRA a pour mission la gestion du ^  
Centre de stockage définitif de la Manche, la conception, l’implantation et la gestion 
des futurs centres, ce qui implique la contribution aux activités de recherche et aux 
études nécessaires et la prévision des quantités à stocker. De plus, l’ANDRA, en 
concertation avec les producteurs de déchets, est chargée de promouvoir les spéci
fications de conditionnement des colis de déchets.

Elle agrée les procédés de traitement et de conditionnement et les conditionne
ments eux-mêmes. Pour ce faire, elle bénéficie de l’appui technique d’un service 
spécialisé du CEA, le Bureau d’évaluation et de contrôle des confinements (BECC). 
De son côté, le BECC travaille en concertation avec l’Institut de protection et de 
sûreté nucléaire (IPSN) qui, comme son nom l’indique, est l’organisme de recherche 
compétent en matière de sécurité, et avec les unités de recherches et de technologie 
du CEA et son Département des procédés industriels qui, lui, connaît et traduit la 
réalité de l’exploitation industrielle et sert ainsi d’interprète aux exploitants des 
installations nucléaires d’où proviennent les déchets.

En effet, les deux exploitants principaux, le Groupe CEA (avec la Cogéma) 
et Electricité de France (EDF), assurent eux-mêmes le conditionnement et la mise 
en colis des déchets: c’est donc eux qui doivent développer et mettre en oeuvre 
les procédés agréés et répondre aux critères de qualité qui leur sont imposés.
On pourrait d’ailleurs envisager que le conditionnement soit effectué par un tiers, 
une compagnie spécialisée, et il en est même question pour les déchets d’EDF,
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mais l’essentiel est que la réglementation soit observée, quelle que soit l’organi
sation adoptée. En particulier, les producteurs de déchets restent propriétaires 
de leurs déchets et responsables de la qualité de leur conditionnement vis-à-vis 
de l’ANDRA.

La recherche nécessaire à tous les stades est, pour l’essentiel, assurée par le 
CEA mais aussi par les laboratoires de l’Ecole polytechnique et des écoles des 
mines, de l’université, par le BRGM, par le CNEXO, etc., ainsi que, dans le cadre 
international, par la CEE et l’OCDE.

Enfin, le problème particulier des déchets des multiples applications des 
radioisotopes dans les hôpitaux, l’industrie et les universités a nécessité la mise en 
place d’un système de collecte et d’acheminement vers les installations de traitement 
du CEA ou de l’ANDRA; ce service est assuré par un bureau ANDRA s’appuyant 
sur la Société STMI, filiale du Groupe CEA, et l’IPSN.

2. LES ETAPES DE LA GESTION

2.1. Le déchet primaire

Avant même le traitement des déchets, l’effort a porté sur la réduction à la 
source du volume des déchets et, dans la mesure du possible, de leur nuisance, en 

"  limitant la quantité de déchets contenant des produits à vie longue. Cet effort 
peut porter sur plusieurs points.

D’abord, sur la conception même des installations. Par le choix des matériaux, 
on s’attache avant tout à augmenter la fiabilité et la durée de vie des équipements. 
Cet objectif, dont l’intérêt économique est évident, réduit aussi le volume du 
matériel de protection et d’intervention et des pièces à remplacer, tous déchets 
que nous appelons déchets technologiques et qui sont à la fois volumineux, hétéro
gènes et encombrants, et donc difficiles à traiter en raison de leur variété même.

Dans la mesure du possible, on recherche aussi l’utilisation d’alliages, de 
matériaux dont l’exposition au rayonnement produira peu de produits d’activation 
tels que le 60Co par exemple.

Relève également de la conception des installations, un agencement qui 
implique une ségrégation entre les opérations les plus polluantes et les autres.
La mise du conteneur en cellule séparée de celle de la fusion dans l’installation de 
vitrification qui sera présentée plus loin en est un exemple. De même, l’intégration 
de la récupération et du recyclage des réactifs et des matériaux fissiles résiduels à 
l’intérieur même de l’usine de retraitement, telle qu’elle est prévue pour les 
installations en construction de La Hague, va dans le même sens de la réduction du 
volume et de l’activité des déchets de procédés.

Enfin, l’objectif de protection du personnel, qui impose la télécommande des 
opérations d’entretien, rejoint aussi celui de la minimisation du volume de déchets,
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d’autant plus, ce qui est souvent le cas aujourd’hui, si une première décontamina
tion des pièces remplacées s’effectue dans une cellule également intégrée à 
l’installation.

Cependant, la quantité des déchets produits ne dépend pas seulement de la 
conception des installations: pour les déchets technologiques en particulier, elle 
dépend très étroitement de la pratique quotidienne d’exploitation, tout spéciale
ment dans les laboratoires. L’exploitant, à tous les niveaux, doit être aussi conscient 
du problème technologique posé par les déchets qu’il produit que de sa propre 
sécurité.

Un tri rigoureux entre catégories, en fonction de leur nature (vinyles, verres, 
cotons, etc.) n’est peut-être pas un objectif réaliste. En revanche le tri entre déchets 
contenant des produits à vie longue et déchets n’en contenant pas est primordial.

11 est essentiel d’autre part d’obtenir une bonne identification au départ de 
l’origine des déchets, de la nature et de la quantité des radionucléides contenus et 
de leur support matériel. En dépendent à la fois la protection du personnel qui 
aura à traiter et conditionner le déchet et le choix du procédé de conditionnement 
le plus approprié. De toute manière, l’exigence de sûreté impose, dans le doute, de 
supposer le pire, c’est-à-dire d’imposer les contraintes les plus sévères, avec les 
conséquences économiques que l’on peut imaginer.

Aussi, à la réduction de volume et au tri à la source, doit s’ajouter une 
troisième fonction, essentielle surtout pour les déchets soupçonnés de contenir 
des produits à vie longue: la mesure, qui doit intervenir avant tout conditionnement 
solide. Un très gros effort a été fait et continue de se faire sur la mise au point de 
méthodes de détection et de mesure des émetteurs alpha en particulier. Il sera 
vraisemblablement toujours assez difficile de procéder à des mesures précises sur 
des déchets conditionnés dans du béton, par exemple, d’où la nécessité de les 
connaître avec toute la précision nécessaire à leur classement dans telle ou telle 
catégorie avant solidification et même avant toute réduction de volume par des 
moyens mécaniques.

En effet, nous n’avons parlé jusqu’ici que de procédures agissant sur le volume 
du déchet primaire avant tout traitement, en dehors des recyclages intégrés dans 
l’usine même. Mais il existe aussi, bien entendu, des procédés industriels de traite
ment, de cisaillage, broyage, compactage à la presse, employés.notamment à 
Marcoule et au Centre de stockage de La Manche où fonctionne une presse axiale 
de 400 t. Le gain en volume n’est pas négligeable. Pour les déchets combustibles, 
l’incinération conduirait à un facteur théorique de réduction beaucoup plus élevé 
encore. Les sous-produits de l’incinération, poussières et gaz, nécessitent cependant 
des traitements d’épuration supplémentaires coûteux, entraînant aussi la production 
de déchets supplémentaires. Aussi, son recours ne se justifie que si les quantités 
à traiter sont très importantes; ce qui n’est pas le cas sur les sites des centrales 
nucléaires, par exemple. Elle peut également avoir pour but de concentrer dans 
les cendres un ou plusieurs radionucléides, le plutonium par exemple, soit pour
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TABLEAU I. VOLUME DES DECHETS DU TRAITEMENT DES EAUX 
POUR LES CENTRALES EDF.

Avec évaporation

900 MWe 1300 MWe

Avec REI 

900 MWe 1300 MWe

Concentrais
d’évaporation 23 m 3 35 m 3 2,5 m 3 3,5 m 3

REI 18 m 3 25 m 3 2 1  m 3 30 m 3

TOTAL 41 m 3 60 m 3 23,5 m 3 33,5 m 3

les enrober ensuite sous en faible volume, soit pour les traiter en vue de leur 
récupération. Des centres nucléaires tels que Marcoule, Cadarache, Grenoble et 
Fontenay-aux-Roses sont équipés depuis plusieurs années d’incinérateurs de faible 
capacité. Un projet d’incinérateur de 100 kg’h -1 est étudié pour les déchets techno
logiques du retraitement. L’incinération peut aussi être intéressante pour les huiles 
et les solvants organiques dégradés qu’elle permet de transformer en un résidu 
solide. Un pilote industriel de 30 L 'h -1 de capacité existe à Cadarache depuis 1978.

Enfin, des traitements chimiques permettent d’épurer les liquides et les gaz 
et de concentrer les radionucléides sous un faible volume. Le choix du procédé 
de traitement peut avoir une grande influence sur le volume des déchets à stocker: 
EDF, par exemple, prévoit de substituer l’emploi de résines échangeuses d’ions à 
l’évaporation pour traiter la majeure partie des déchets liquides de ses centrales.
Il en résultera une réduction de près d’un facteur 4 des déchets de procédés 
correspondants (voir tableau I).

2.2. Les conditionnements

2.2.1. Principes

On sait que le rôle du confinement solide, de la matrice dans laquelle est 
prise le déchet, est'd’assurer son isolement pendant la période de décroissance 
d’une proportion suffisante d’émetteurs bêta et gamma, pour en neutraliser à la fois 
la nuisance et, dans le cas des déchets de très haute activité, l’effet thermique, soit, 
pour les déchets de faible et moyenne activité (FMA), 200 à 300 ans, et, pour ceux 
de très haute activité (THA), pour des périodes pouvant aller jusqu’au millier d’années. 
En soi, l’obligation de durée ne pose pas de problème: 300 ans, c’est Versailles; 
deux mille ans ou presque, c’est le Colisée de Rome; plus vieux encore, les temples 
d’Abou-Simbel ou les Pyramides. L’obligation d’étanchéité et le souci de la sûreté 
impliquent cependant, même pour les matériaux les mieux connus tels que le béton, 
l’exigence de qualité caractéristique du nucléaire, tant dans le choix et le dosage
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des matériaux constitutifs que dans le déroulement du procédé lui-même. C’est 
bien pourquoi un effort est poursuivi depuis plusieurs années, tant pour tester les 
confinements, afin de déterminer leur réponse aux exigences de la sûreté, que pour 
établir les livres de procédés qui permettent de réaliser ces confinements, et, enfin, 
que pour mettre en oeuvre des procédures et des appareillages de contrôle au stade 
de l’opération elle-même comme sur le déchet conditionné. Nous y reviendrons.

2.2.2. Technique

Pour en venir aux conditionnements eux-mêmes, les tableaux II et III vous 
présentent pour mémoire ceux qui sont actuellement adoptés ou en voie de 
développement en France. On ne s’étendra pas longuement sur celui des déchets 
de faible et moyenne activité.

La mise en oeuvre des liants hydrauliques comme des bitumes, moyennant 
certaines précautions bien connues, ne pose aucun problème. Ce sont des procédés 
utilisés couramment et depuis longtemps. Cependant, leur tenue à long terme, au 
rayonnement alpha notamment, fait l’objet d’études approfondies. Dans ce sens, 
une exploration poussée de liants hydrauliques ayant la meilleure résistance au 
vieillissement est entreprise.

L’enrobage par des résines thermodurcissables est un procédé plus récent mais 
prometteur : on obtient des blocs monolithiques, homogènes, de propriétés 
mécaniques élevées et de haute stabilité thermique. Ce procédé mis au point au 
CEN de Grenoble est, depuis 1981, utilisé à la centrale de Chooz.

Enfin, il est bien connu maintenant que le confinement adopté en France 
pour les déchets liquides de très haute activité est le verre. Les tableaux III et IV 
en résument d’une part les grandes étapes de la recherche et du développement 
et d’autre part les résultats acquis. Vingt-cinq ans de recherches et développement 
ont permis à la France de disposer d’un procédé de vitrification des produits de 
de fission qui est exploité depuis 4 ans à l’échelle industrielle dans l’atelier AVM 
de Marcoule.

Que nous ont apporté ces quatre années d’expérience ? Le facteur de charge 
nominal était de 200 jours par an au cours des trois premières années et l’installation 
a fonctionné 530 jours sur les 600 prévus. Résultat des plus satisfaisants pour une 
installation aussi novatrice. Tout l’équipement mécanique a pu être démantelé en 
télécommande pour remplacement ou pour inspection, sans problème. L’embout 
inférieur d’étanchéité du calcinateur a été changé, comme prévu, après 7000 h de 
fonctionnement. Le tube du calcinateur lui-même a dépassé 18 000 h. Certains 
des premiers pots de fusion n’ont pu atteindre leur durée de vie prévue de 2000 h 
pour des raisons de surchauffe locale: l’un par suite d’une variation trop brutale 
de la température, trois autres par suite du mauvais emplacement d’un thermocouple 
de régulation. Le pot en service en mai avait déjà dépassé 3000 h. Quelques 
incidents ont été observés, certains liés à la corrosion due à la nature spécifique
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TABLEAU II. CONDITIONNEMENT DES DECHETS

Type de déchets

Résines Echangeuses 
d’ions (REI)

Cartouches de 
filtre

Concentrats
d’évaporateur

Technologiques

THA

Coques
Embouts

Fines

REI

Concentrats

Technologiques

Conditionnement

CENTRALES 

Résines polymères

Béton

Béton

Bitume

Résines polymères

Compactage; mise en 
fûts; cimentation.

RETRAITEMENT

Vitrification

Cimentation 
Compactage ou fusion

Vitrification

Bitume

Résines thermo- 
durcissables

Compactage; mise en 
fûts; cimentation

Déchets combustibles 
(incinération)

Stade de développement

Politique actuelle 
EDF

1 Pilote 
(Chooz)

Politique actuelle 
EDF

1 station démontable 
(Brennilis)

1 station mobile et 
1 pilote (Chooz)

Industriel —
1 installation en fonc. 
1 en construction.

Pilote
en développement 

En développement 

Industriel 

Démonstration

Industriel

Pilote

des solutions traitées à Marcoule, sans incidence radiologique pour le personnel 
et encore moins bien entendu pour l’environnement. Les déchets d’intervention, 
c’est-à-dire l’équipement remplacé, est stocké après cisaillage dans des conteneurs 
(18 en mars 1982) ce qui représente 3% du volume de verre produit.

Le procédé est actuellement en cours de mise en oeuvre industrielle tant dans 
les nouvelles installations de La Hague qu’à celle de BNFL au Royaume-Uni.
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TABLEAU III. DEVELOPPEMENT DE LA VITRIFICATION EN FRANCE

Principales étapes

1957 : Etudes en laboratoire des différentes matrices.

1958 : Sélection des verres borosilicatés.

1960-1964 : Premiers essais de vitrification en pot.

Essai d’un calcinateur rotatif (10 L/h).

1965 : Réalisation de laboratoires actifs :

-  VULCAIN

-  GULLIVER

1968: Atelier pilote «PIVER» :

Procédé discontinu

Début des études d’ingéniérie.

Etudes du comportement des verres.

1969-1973 : Exploitation en actif de «PIVER» :

Production de 12 tonnes de verre 

1973 : Atelier industriel «AVM» :

Procédé continu (calcinateur rotatif et four de fusion à induction) 

Début des études d’ingéniérie.

1978—1982 : Exploitation d’AVM en actif.

L’installation prévue à La Hague (3 chaînes de 60 L/h pour UP2-800) bénéficiera 
bien entendu de l’expérience acquise: elle sera plus «aérée», au sens de plus 
spacieuse. Le conteneur sera dans une cellule séparée du four de fusion. Un effort 
pour améliorer encore à la fois la fiabilité et la capacité a été fait.

On obtient actuellement, avec une tonne de combustible ayant fourni 
200 X 106 kW'h, 600 à 700 litres de solutions contenant 34 kg de produits de 
fission. La vitrification de ces solutions conduit à 110 litres de verre contenant 
11% d’oxydes de produits de fission et caractérisé, à la date de l’élaboration, par 
une puissance thermique d’environ 25 W*L_1, une activité spécifique de 5200 Ci-L“‘ 
et une dose au contact de 2,6 X 10s rad-h-1.

L’installation de vitrification de La Hague, l’AVH, traitera également les fines 
de dissolution, en mélange avec les produits de fission.
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TABLEAU IV. AVM: RESULTATS D’EXPLOITATION

Année Solutions
traitées
(m3)

Activité
spécifique
(Ci/L)

Activité
traitée
(MCi)

Poids du 
verre 
(t)

Nombre
de
conteneurs

Période de
fonctionnement
(h)

A) Par campag ne

1978 19,2 41 0,57 8,9 28 746
31 41 0,93 14,4 42 994

1979 35 248 10,34 15 47 1124
63,6 31 31 86 2012

1980 90 255 23 41,5 122 2900
73 350 25,5 33,4 95 2291

1981 70,7 140 «>10 29,9 86 2030
5,5 25,7 «1 2,6 8 215

B) Cumulés au 1er mai 1982

510 - 81 230 675 18 000

LEFEVRE 
et al.



TABLEAU V. OPERATIONS DE CARACTERISATION
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EN COURS

•  Enrobés reçus au CSM (ANDRA)

•  Polyesters et époxy SENA (ANDRA)

•  Enrobés ciment coques, embouts (DIP)

•  Enrobés bitume La Hague (DIP)

•  Verres (DIP)

• AVM

• Eau légère

ACTIONS FUTURES

•  Caractérisation d’autres déchets types

(ciment-bitume, polyesters, 
déchets étrangers, CEE, etc.)

•  Etudes de vieillissement; tests accélérés

— recherches et méthodes

— application aux ciment, bitume, polymères

— modélisation

•  Standardisation des méthodes de caractérisation.

2.3. La caractérisation-qualification

2.3.1. Principes

Il faut bien dire que les essais menés en vue de la détermination de la 
caractérisation des déchets ont évolué au cours des dernières années et leurs 
objectifs se sont précisés. En effet, les premiers procédés de solidification des 
déchets ont essentiellement visé à mettre le déchet sous une forme facile à stocker 
et à transporter et pour laquelle le risque de transfert de la radioactivité en cas 
d’incident était diminué. On ne pouvait pas examiner la tenue du conditionnement 
dans les conditions de stockage à long terme, puisque celui-ci n’était pas encore 
défini.

Les essais de caractérisation ont donc porté (tableau V), dans un premier 
temps, essentiellement sur la résistance mécanique lors du stockage intérimaire 
et sur les tests de lixiviation standard à l’eau du robinet et à température ambiante.
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Au fur et à mesure que se sont précisées les conditions de stockage définitif 
ainsi que la composition des déchets résultant de l’exploitation des réacteurs de 
puissance et des usines du cycle de combustibles associés, la nécessité est apparue 
de mieux caractériser le comportement des déchets à très long terme dans les 
conditions de stockage ainsi que la possibilité de faire des essais plus représentatifs. 
C’est ainsi que des essais de lixiviation dans des conditions de température et de 
pression correspondant à celles du milieu de stockage, et avec une eau ayant la 
composition des eaux de ce milieu, sont réalisés sur des déchets réels et des 
échantillons obtenus en laboratoire. Des études sont menées pour déterminer 
l’influence de la radiolyse sur les matrices de confinement; certains essais sont 
effectués sur des déchets «chargés» en radionucléides émetteurs alpha en vue 
d’obtenir, dans des durées de temps raisonnables, des effets comparables aux 
phénomènes qui se passent pendant le temps nécessaire à la décroissance de ce 
type d’émetteur.

Enfin, on a lancé des essais globaux de caractérisation entre les différentes 
barrières: par exemple, interférences dans la barrière géochimique artificielle entre 
les radionucléides lixiviés et les produits de corrosion du conteneur.

De tels essais sont nécessaires pour affiner les évaluations de sûreté des dépôts 
de déchets en formation géologique. Il sera nécessaire de poursuivre ceux-ci au 
cours des années qui viennent, ne serait-ce que pour tenir compte des données plus 
précises que l’on obtiendra sur les paramètres physico-chimiques qui régneront 
dans ces dépôts.

2.3.2. Technique

Dans la pratique, avant tout essai, le colis doit être identifié et ses composants 
définis: dimensions, volume, poids, taux de remplissage, degré d’étanchéité, 
procédé de solidification utilisé, type de matrice, taux déchet/matrice, indentifica
tion, etc.

L’activité spécifique en émetteurs bêta, gamma et alpha doit être précisée.
Ces activités spécifiques, et plus spécialement 137Cs, 90Sr, 238Pu, 239Pu et ultérieure
ment 237Np, doivent être indiquées ainsi que les méthodes de calcul.

On effectue des mesures directes sur colis par spectrométrie gamma Ge-Li ou 
similaire et interrogation neutronique.

Les critères d’évaluation de la qualité des déchets solidifiés et du confinement 
des radionucléides les plus fréquemment utilisés au CEA sont les suivants:

— lixiviation, par test ISO sur échantillon de faible volume et à échelle 1 ;
— corrosion — conteneur, tests effectués dans les conditions de l’entreposage 

avant reprise;
— tenue thermique et chutes, en inactifs échelle 1 ;
— compatibilité matrice-déchet, généralement en inactifs, souvent combinés 

à d’autres tests (gonflement, relâchement de gaz, etc.);
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— densité, homogénéité, en actif ou inactif, par examen destructif, coupe, 
carottage, contrôle de la concentration, sur échantillons en vraie grandeur;

— tenue aux agents biologiques;
— tenue aux rayonnements, par irradiation externe et in-situ avec ou sans 

dopage;
, — autres (gonflement, retrait, cycles thermiques, fluage, etc.).

2.3.3. Réalisations et avenir

Les opérations de caractérisation des déchets FMA actuellement en cours 
portent sur les différents déchets types (bétons et bitumes) reçus au centre de 
stockage de La Manche.

En ce qui concerne les radionucléides émetteurs alpha, les résultats font 
apparaître un taux de lixiviation plus faible donc meilleur pour l’enrobage béton 
par rapport à l’enrobage bitume.

Pour les radionucléides émetteurs bêta et gamma, ce serait plutôt l’inverse; 
les résultats font apparaître un taux de lixiviation plus faible pour l’enrobage 
bitume par rapport à l’enrobage béton, mais toute interprétation est encore pré
maturée du fait que les déchets sont d’origine, de composition et d’activité 
différentes:

— les enrobés polyester ou époxy de la Centrale de Chooz,
— les enrobés ciment, des coques et embouts,
— les enrobés bitume des boues et résidus de la station de traitement 

des effluents de La Hague.
Les essais portent sur des échantillons industriels simulés, des échantillons 

de 1 L irradiés, des échantillons de laboratoire, des échantillons de 0,5 et 1 L de 
boues réelles ou des échantillons en échelle 1 suivant les tests.

Quant aux verres, les essais ont donné d’excellents résultats (THA):
— le risque de cristallisation est quasiment nul aux températures prévues 

de stockage;
— en ce qui concerne la lixiviation, les essais sous rayonnement sont extrême

ment encourageants; les verres résistent très bien au rayonnements bêta et 
gamma et le rayonnement alpha semble sans effet sur la lixiviation des 
actinides, comme en témoignent les essais sur verres dopés, qui ont 
aujourd’hui atteint un équivalent de 17 000 ans d’âge.

Toutes les données dont nous disposons confirment le bien fondé du choix 
du verre comme première barrière pour les déchets THA. Pour déterminer le 
choix des paramètres des barrières supplémentaires, cependant, les essais de quali
fication se poursuivent pour les verres comme pour les enrobés.

L’effort de caractérisation (et bientôt de qualification) actuellement entrepris 
sera en effet poursuivi et étendu au CEA et pour les différents demandeurs. Cet 
effort sera vraisemblablement poursuivi dans une coopération internationale qui
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pourrait aller jusqu’à la mise en commun de certains moyens d’essais des laboratoires 
de qualification nationaux, toutes les questions liées à la propriété industrielle étant 
soigneusement étudiées au préalable.

Ces efforts, tant français qu’étrangers, devraient tendre vers une standardisation 
des méthodes de manière à simplifier les comparaisons ou expertises et le retour 
des déchets issus du retraitement par Cogéma ou BNFL.

Enfin, les lacunes mises en évidence seront étudiées en vue d’y remédier. J’ai 
déjà cité les études de vieillissement qui simulent les phénomènes à très long terme 
par des tests accélérés. L’objectif principal de ces études sera de disposer d’une 
modélisation fiable permettant de donner les termes «sources» des études de sûreté 
des sites d’évacuation.

2.4. Transports

La réglementation et la pratique des transports des matières radioactives 
sont suffisamment étudiées et connues pour que la sûreté des transports de déchets 
soit assurée à tous les stades. Il suffit de dire que ce transport est relativement 
coûteux et encombrant — d’où le recours préférentiel au rail dans la mesure du 
possible — et qu’il demande un certain effort de logistique. Pour le transport 
routier, des systèmes de coques et de conteneurs ont été développés.

2.5. Stockage définitif

2.5.1. Déchets FM A

La France dispose actuellement d’un seul site de stockage définitif: le Centre 
de La Manche, ouvert en 1969, d’une superficie de 12 hectares, et d’une capacité 
de 300 000 m3qui sera portée à 400 000 m3. Le CSM accueille la totalité des 
déchets de faible et moyenne activité pour les stocker dans des ouvrages enterrés 
à faible profondeur, appelés monolithes, ou des ouvrages en surface, les tumulus.
Le Centre est exploité pour le compte de l’ANDRA par une société créée en 1980, 
la Société industrielle de stockage et d’assainissement (SISA), l’opérateur étant la 
Société de travaux en milieu ionisant (STMI).

Pour réaliser la structure d’accueil des monolithes de béton, on creuse d’abord 
une large fosse dont le fond est recouvert d’une couche de béton; on ménage dans 
ce fond un caniveau périphérique et des rigoles intermédiaires destinées à recueillir 
les eaux d’infiltration et de ruissellement pendant la période de chantier. A l’aide 
de panneaux, on délimite dans la fosse des coffrages. On dispose sur le fond et sur 
les faces de la case une armature métallique destinée à garantir la cohésion du mono
lithe. Les colis sont ensuite descendus à l’aide d’une grue. On dispose les colis par 
couches successives. Après chaque couche, on coule du béton pour enrober par
faitement les colis. Sur la dernière couche de colis, on dispose un ferraillage de
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renforcement. On finit de remplir la case avec du béton et on obtient ainsi un 
monolithe de béton.

On réalise les monolithes deux par deux, laissant entre eux une tranchée 
d’environ 2 m de large où seront stockés les colis irradiants, c’est-à-dire ceux dont 
l’intensité de la dose d’irradiation à l’extérieur de colis nécessite une protection 
supplémentaire au moment de leur manipulation. Lorsque la tranchée est pleine, 
on coule du béton et on obtient ainsi un ensemble avec les deux monolithes 
initiaux. C’est cette plate-forme en béton, préalablement bitumée, qui sert de base 
au stockage des déchets de plus faible activité. L’aire ainsi délimitée est ceinturée 
par un caniveau destiné à recueillir les eaux de ruissellement pendant la période de 
chantier, et à contrôler l’absence d’eaux d’infiltration lorsque l’ouvrage est terminé.

Les blocs de béton qui pèsent de 3 à 5 tonnes y sont mis en place à la grue, 
chaque bloc portant un numéro d’identification qui permet de le situer sur un plan 
de stockage. L’empilage des blocs se fait sur un maximum de quatre hauteurs, soit 
environ 6 mètres, d’une part sur le pourtour de l’aire, d’autre part en rangées 
espacées à l’intérieur de l’aire, de manière à constituer l’ossature du tumulus sur le 
pourtour; les blocs sont empilés en escalier pour donner au tumulus final la forme 
d’une butte aux pentes douces.

Les fûts métalliques sont stockés par catégories à l’intérieur des cases 
délimitées par les rangées de blocs. Les fûts, comme les blocs, portent un numéro 
d’identification qui permet de les situer à l’intérieur du tumulus. Avant d’être 
stockés, les fûts sont contrôlés un par un: aspect extérieur, dose au contact, 
contamination externe.

Sur une aire de 3000 m2 , on peut stocker ainsi près de 10 000 m3 de colis. 
Lorsque le stockage des blocs de béton et des fûts métalliques est achevé, on déverse 
du gravier sur l’empilement réalisé pour boucher tous les interstices entre les colis 
et assurer ainsi la stabilité. On recouvre ensuite le stockage d’une épaisse couche 
d’argile imperméable. Le stockage prend alors la forme d’un tumulus ceinturé 
par un fossé destiné à recueillir les eaux pluviales ruisselant sur la couche d’argile.
On recouvre enfin l’argile de terre végétale. Les tumulus sont recouverts d’une 
végétation appropriée qui fixe la terre et favorise l’évapotranspiration. Mais déjà 
la végétation locale y pousse d’elle-même si bien que ces buttes s’intégrent naturel
lement à la campagne environnante.

On reporte sur un plan d’ensemble les emplacements des colis dans les tumulus 
et les monolithes. On dispose ainsi d’un relevé détaillé du stockage qui est reproduit 
ensuite sur microfilm et archivé dans les lieux différents.

Les ouvrages de stockage ont un double rôle: protéger les colis contre toute 
agression externe et, au cas où une telle agression se produirait, en réduire les 
conséquences. Cette double fonction est assurée par une série de «barrières» (terre, 
argile et gravier des tumulus, béton des monolithes, parois des colis et matériau 
d’enrobage des déchets). Les ouvrages offrent une bonne tenue aux séismes et 
sont étanches aux eaux pluviales et souterraines. A la base des monolithes et des
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tumulus, un réseau de contrôle, accessible par des puits, permet de vérifier 
l’étanchéité. Ce réseau est distinct de celui qui, aux pieds des tumulus, recueille 
les eaux pluviales de ruissellement.

En fin d’exploitation, le Centre de La Manche sera débarrassé de ses équipe
ments (presse, cellule de contrôle, entrepôts, bâtiment administratif). 11 aura 
l’aspect d’un ensemble de buttes engazonnées. Le terrain restera sous le contrôle 
de l’Etat pendant 300 ans, période après laquelle le risque potentiel pour l’environne
ment sera négligeable.

La quantité cumulée de déchets FMA produite en France en l’an 2000 se 
situera vraisemblablement autour de 800 000 m3, ce qui est peu dans l’absolu mais 
dépasse la capacité du CSM.- Aussi l’ANDRA espère-t-elle mettre en service un 
second site, moins excentré géographiquement, à temps pour réserver le CSM aux 
installations les plus proches, essentiellement La Hague bien entendu.

2.5.2. Déchets alpha et vitrifiés

Pour ce qui est des déchets alpha et vitrifiés, la réalisation d’un centre géo
logique profond pour les déchets alpha (45 000 m3 cumulés en l’an 2000) est 
espérée pour le début des années 90 et un stockage de démonstration pour les 
verres pour le milieu de la décennie.

Pourquoi cette échéance, alors que les volumes en cause ne l’imposent pas? 
(3000 m3 de verre produits d’ici l’an 2000, mais dont une grande partie sera encore 
en stockage de refroidissement). C’est que la gestion des déchets forme un tout: 
les barrières étant, par définition, complémentaires, leurs caractéristiques ne 
peuvent pas être indépendantes. Il serait par exemple illusoire de vouloir dès 
maintenant décider avec précision des barrières intermédiaires à dresser entre 
eux et les couches géologiques, tant que le site du stockage profond et ses propres 
caractéristiques ne seront pas connus. Ce que l’on peut faire, et ce que l’on fait, 
c’est:

— identifier les paramètres les plus importants parmi tous ceux dont vont 
dépendre le rythme et les modalités de passage des radionucléides vers 
l’environnement;

— déterminer les réactions et le comportement des différents matériaux 
envisagés pour les barrières, en tenant compte des rayonnements émis 
par les déchets, des caractéristiques chimiques de leur matrice de confine
ment, et des agressions du milieu environnant.

Ainsi, dès le choix du site effectué, on pourra adapter et mettre en oeuvre les 
barrières les plus adaptées aux conditions données.

On ne peut donc se permettre d’attendre indéfiniment la définition des 
caractéristiques du ou des sites. Il sera toujours possible, techniquement, mais il 
sera probablement coûteux d’adapter des barrières supplémentaires ou même de 
choisir un site spécifique à tel ou tel type de déchet, mais il vaudrait beaucoup
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mieux adopter d’emblée celui qui conviendrait le mieux au site choisi, surtout 
lorsque les confinements primaires ne sont pas encore figés.

A ce propos, les opérations diverses de réduction de volume, de recyclage, 
de récupération, traitement, stockage et leurs coûts,.tout ceci se tient: si la gestion 
forme un tout, c’est bien qu’il est nécessaire, avant de décider de procéder à telle 
ou telle opération, d’en faire un bilan global tenant compte des répercussions de 
ce choix sur la suite des opérations. Il serait regrettable, par exemple, qu’un 
traitement entraîne la production de déchets secondaires plus volumineux ou plus 
gênants que celui qu’on a souhaité traiter. Mais ce bilan ne doit pas se limiter à 
l’aspect matériel ou économique. Il doit s’effectuer aussi sur le plan de la sûreté.
Un exemple: si le recyclage, ou la réduction de volume, a pour effet d’augmenter 
l’exposition du personnel, pour, en contre-partie, un gain infime sur l’exposition 
hypothétique et déjà plus qu’acceptable du public, l’intérêt de l’opération, du point 
de vue de la radioprotection, peut sembler douteux. Si la réduction de volume, de 
surcroît, coûte plus cher que le gain obtenu sur le coût de stockage, l’opération, 
du point de vue économique, peut sembler douteuse aussi. Ce n’est pas nécessaire
ment le cas. Mais le bilan doit être fait, d’abord sur le plan de la protection du 
public et de la protection du personnel. Ensuite, à degré de sûreté égal, sur le plan 
de l’économie. Même si le bilan global ne peut être effectivement réalisé qu’une 
fois le site d’évacuation et ses caractéristiques connus, il peut être approché 
par itérations.

CONCLUSION

Pour ce qui est du court et du moyen terme, c’est-à-dire le conditionnement 
et le stockage définitif des déchets de faible et moyenne activité sans alpha, mais 
aussi le conditionnement primaire et le stockage d’attente des déchets alpha et des 
déchets de très haute activité, les procédés sont disponibles et offrent déjà toutes 
les garanties de sûreté souhaitées. Des améliorations sont toujours possibles, telles 
que la mise au point de procédés plus performants, plus simples et donc moins 
coûteux, ou meilleurs du point de vue de la protection des travailleurs ou de la 
tenue à long terme. Sur le plan des capacités de stockage de déchets à faible et 
moyenne activité, le site de La Manche devra être relayé pour en réserver l’usage 
aux installations qui en sont géographiquement les plus proches.

Pour ce qui est du très long terme, des solutions existent et les études se 
poursuivent pour effectuer le choix des formations géologiques et des sites les plus 
favorables, ce qui nécessite un gros effort d’identification et de quantification 
des paramètres déterminants. Cet effort de recherche convient particulièrement 
à la coopération internationale, qu’il s’agisse de l’étude des sites, de la modélisation 
des processus de transfert ou de la qualification des déchets conditionnés. Cet
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effort ne pourra réellement trouver son aboutissement que lorsqu’un ou plusieurs 
sites de démonstration auront été réalisés. L’urgence de ces réalisations n’est pas 
essentiellement dictée par l’existence des déchets à stocker, vu leur faible volume 
et la sécurité, voire la nécessité de stockages d’attente, mais bien plutôt pour 
orienter et rationaliser les options techniques dans le sens de la meilleure sécurité 
obtenue au meilleur coût, autrement dit dans un but d’optimisation.
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Abstract-Аннотация

MAINSTREAMS IN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT IN THE USSR.
The mainstreams in research and experimental work in the USSR on the management 

of radioactive waste produced during spent fuel reprocessing and nuclear power plant operation 
are described. The technological processes are considered together with the conditions of 
solidification of liquid waste and the requirements which the properties of solidified waste must 
satisfy. Results are given for experimental work on the vitrification of high- and intermediate- 
level wastes and for incorporation of intermediate-level waste into bitumen compounds. The 
trends in research into new high-stability materials to be used for incorporation of high-level 
and medium- and low-level wastes are considered. The methods used in the USSR to purify 
noble gases, gaseous radioiodine and solid and liquid aerosols are described. An account is also 
given of work on the choice of temporary and final storage conditions for solidified waste of 
different activity levels. The concept of waste storage in deep geological formations composed 
of rocks, salt deposits and clays is discussed, and requirements in respect of geological formations 
and the radioactive waste repositories built in them are formulated. The authors present experi
mental results dealing with changes in the deformation, strength and other properties of rocks 
and salt deposits through the action of thermal loads.

О С Н О В Н Ы Е  Н А П Р А В Л Е Н И Я  Р А Б О Т  П О  О Б Р А Щ Е Н И Ю  С  Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н Ы М И  О Т Х О Д А М И  

В СССР.

В  докладе описаны направления научно-исследовательских и опытных работ в С С С Р  по 

обращению с радиоактивными отходами, образующимися при переработке отработавшего топ

лива и эксплуатации АЭС. Рассматриваются технологические процессы и условия переработки 

жид к и х  отходов в твердые ф о р м ы ,  требования к  свойствам отвержденных отходов. Приводятся 

результаты опы т н ы х  работ по остекловыванию отходов высокого и среднего уровней активности, 

а также по включению среднеактивных отходов в битумные компаунды. Рассматриваются направ

ления исследований по поискам новых высокоустойчивых материалов для включения высокоактив

н ы х  отходов и отходов среднего и низкого уровня активности. Описываются методы, применя

емые в С С С Р  для очистки благородных газов, радиоактивного йода, твердых и жидк и х  аэрозолей.
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В докладе представлены направления работ по выбору условий временного хранения и окончатель

ного захоронения отвержденных отходов различного уровня активности. Излагается концепция 

захоронения отходов в глубоких геологических формациях, состоящих из скальных пород, 

залежей каменной соли и глин. С ф о р м улированы требования к геологическим ф о р м а ц и я м  и 

создаваемым в них могильникам радиоактивных отходов. Приводятся результаты эксперименталь

н ы х  работ по изучению изменений деформационных, прочностных и других свойств скальных 

горных пород и залежей солей, подверженных воздействию тепловых нагрузок.

В программе научно-исследовательских, опытно- конструкторских и опытных 
работ, проводимых в СССР в области атомной энергетики на этапе освоения и эксплуа
тации АЭС, значительное внимание уделяется работам по обращению с жидкими (ЖРО) 
и отвержденными радиоактивными отходами, образующимися на установках по 
регенерации отработавшего топлива и в ходе эксплуатации АЭС.

В настоящее время в СССР на АЭС ЖРО перерабатываются по следующей техно
логии. Все гомогенные отходы собирают в приемные емкости для смешения и усред
нения. После отделения грубой взвеси и корректировки pH до ~ 11 смесь упаривает
ся до концентрации 300 г/л по солям. Концентрат направляется в хранилище жид
ких отходов (ХЖО) — бетонные емкости, облицованные нержавеющей сталью.
Конденсат соковых паров очищают от масла на угольных фильтрах, от радионукли
дов и солей — на ионообменных смолах и повторно используют для нужд АЭС. Гете- 
рогенные отходы поступают непосредственно в ХЖО.

В основе используемой схемы из-за сравнительно высокой засоленности смеси ЖРО, 
доходящей до 5 г/л, лежит метод упаривания. Поскольку применение конкурирую
щего метода — ионного обмена — оправдано только при содержании солей менее 1 г/л, 
в настоящее время рассматривается возможность раздельной переработки высокосолевых 
и малосолевых ЖРО, упариванием и ионным обменом, соответственно.

На действующих АЭС выпарные установки имеют от одного до трех корпусов, 
однако, на проектируемых АЭС существует тенденция к сокращению их числа. В 
цехах спецводоочистки АЭС применяют, как правило, выпарные аппараты с вынесенной 
греющей камерой и естественной циркуляцией. Как показала многолетняя практика 
эксплуатации, они надежны в обращении и обеспечивают требуемую герметичность.

Упаривание проводят в две ступени: на первой ступени проводится очистка, 
а на второй — концентрирование ЖРО.

На первой ступени очистка соковых паров от аэрозольного уноса обеспечивается 
размещением в сепараторах выпарных аппаратов последовательно по ходу пара жалю- 
зийного отбойника и орошаемых барботажных тарелок ситчатого или колпачкового 
типа. Применявшиеся ранее для этой цели насадки из стекловолокна или колец 
Рашига не оправдали себя ввиду недостаточной эффективности и высокой металлоем
кости последних.

С помощью такой схемы упаривания, как правило, достигается понижение 
концентрации радионуклидов в конденсате на три-четыре порядка. Какого-либо 
заметного избирательного уноса в конденсат радиойода отмечено не было. Пенный
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унос из выпарного аппарата, вызываемый наличием в отходах поверхностно активных 
веществ (ПАВ) , эффективно предотвращается гидродинамическим способом.

При упаривании ЖРО наблюдается постепенное зарастание греющих поверхнос
тей выпарных аппаратов как первой ступени (накипь солей жесткости), так и второй 
("инкрустация” ограниченно растворимыми солями натрия). Чтобы частично устранить 
образование накипи, на первой ступени процесс проводится при pH — 11; в этом случае 
карбонат кальция образует неприкипающий шлам. Такой режим позволяет более ме
сяца эксплуатировать выпарные аппараты без проведения кислых промывок.

Причина ’’инкрустации” на второй ступени (доупаривании) - получение кубо
вых остатков, пересыщенных по солям, лимитирующим растворимость в системе.
Эта же причина вызывает периодические зарастания солями трубопроводов выдачи 
кубовых остатков из доупаривателей.

Если в первом приближении принять в качестве модели кубового остатка водный 
раствор двух солей, одна из которых является основным солевым компонентом (нитрат 
натрия), а вторая — компонентом, лимитирующим растворимость, то для РБМК полу
чится система нитрат натрия — оксалат натрия — вода, а для реактора ВВЭР — система 
нитрат натрия — борат натрия — вода. По данным о растворимости в этих системах 
можно ориентировочно оценить предельно допустимую концентрацию солей в кубо
вом остатке, при которой исключается ’’инкрустация” и зарастание трубопроводов.

Для увеличения солесодержания кубовых остатков можно изменить или гидроди
намический, или химический режимы доупаривания.

Гидродинамический способ заключается в увеличении скорости циркуляции 
путем принудительной ее организации при одновременном вынесении зоны кипения 
из греющих труб. При этом ’’инкрустация” практически устраняется: соли из пере
сыщенных кубовых остатков кристаллизуются в основном в объеме раствора (упа
ривание ”на кристалл”). Кубовый остаток представляет собой гетерогенную систему 
(пульпа).

Химический способ предполагает проведение доупаривания в кислой среде. 
Компоненты, лимитирующие степень упаривания ЖРО в азотнокислой среде, перехо
дят в хорошо растворимую соль (нитрат натрия) и кислоты — борную и щавелевую.
При доупаривании в кислой среде борная кислота частично отгоняется с паром, а 
щавелевая практически полностью окисляется азотной кислотой. Степень упаривания 
при этом определяется растворимостью нитрата и может быть (не нарушая гомогеннос
ти системы) увеличена, как минимум, в два раза до солесодержания 650 г/л.

Отогнанную с паром борную кислоту можно уловить путем ее фракционной 
конденсации или поглощения в барботажной колонне и использовать повторно после 
соответствующей подготовки.

В настоящее время разрабатываются оба эти метода увеличения степени упарива
ния. Однако первый из них — гидродинамический (упаривание ”на кристалл”) — 
имеет ограниченное применение, так как из-за гетерогенности кубового остатка и 
периодичности его выдачи исключается использование этого способа при последующем 
хранении концентратов ЖРО в емкостях и при непрерывном процессе отверждения.
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Следует иметь в виду, что при доупаривании в кислой среде нежелательно значи
тельное (более 1 г/л) содержание ионов хлора в упариваемом растворе, поскольку в 
этом случае вследствие недопустимой коррозии нержавеющих сталей необходимо 
применять для доупаривателя более стойкие конструкционные материалы (например 
титан).

В СССР значительное внимание уделяется вопросу использования мембранных 
методов (обратный осмос, электродиализ) при переработке ЖРО. Однако, в силу 
ограниченности их возможностей эти методы не могут рассматриваться как основные: 
они не обеспечивают выполнения главных требований переработки — достижения 
высоких степеней очистки и концентрирования. Таким требованиям мембранные 
процессы могут удовлетворять только в сочетании с основными методами очистки 
(ионным обменом) и концентрирования (упариванием) , и с такой точки зрения их 
прежде всего и надо рассматривать.

Так же, как и в других странах, в СССР исследуется возможность применения 
обратного осмоса для переработки вод прачечных. В настоящее время эти воды 
перерабатываются, как правило, вместе с другими ЖРО АЭС, что вызывает определен
ные трудности, обусловленные наличием в них большого количества ПАВ.

Другая особенность вод прачечных — низкий уровень их радиоактивности. 
Поэтому рассматривается также возможность очистки этих вод или менее загрязнен
ной их части совместно с водами душевых при помощи наиболее простых и дешевых 
осадительных операций.

Хранение концентратов ЖРО (кубовых остатков и пульп) в емкостях рассматри
вается в СССР как временная мера из-за возможных протечек и загрязнения окружа
ющей среды радионуклидами. Предполагается, что на всех действующих и проектиру
емых АЭС концентраты будут отверждаться. Поэтому основное требование к концен
тратам, направляемым на временное хранение, — отсутствие значительного количест
ва взвесей, которые переходят в слеживающиеся донные отложения, осложняющие 
полное опорожнение емкостей.

Программа работ, связанных с отверждением отходов АЭС, включает в себя:
— выбор оптимальных методов отверждения в зависимости от удельной актив

ности, состава и объема отходов;
— разработку и опытную проверку технологических процессов и надежного 

аппаратурного оформления;
— создание сооружений для временного хранения отвержденных отходов ;
— выбор и изучение геологических формаций для захоронения отвержденных 

отходов.
На установках по регенерации отработавшего топлива образуются отходы высо

кого (более 3,7 X Ю 10 Б к/л), среднего (3,7 1010 — 3,7 - 10s Бк/л) и низкого уровня 
активности (менее 3,7-10s Бк/л).

Для отверждения отходов высокого уровня активности наиболее проработан 
процесс получения фосфатных и боросиликатных стеклоподобных материалов.

Трехлетняя эксплуатация на модельных составах керамического плавителя,
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в котором необходимая для проведения процесса температура достигается путем 
пропускания переменного тока через расплав стекломассы, показала возможность 
осуществления непрерывного процесса остекловывания отходов в подобных аппара
тах. Для дальнейших исследований была создана опытная установка, которая эксплу
атируется на модельных составах более четырех лет. Параллельно в лабораторных 
условиях проводились работы на реальных высокоактивных отходах. В ходе иссле
довательских и опытных работ уточнялось поведение отдельных компонентов отходов, 
оценка коррозионной устойчивости конструкционных элементов печи и отработка 
дистанционного управления процессом.

Электропечь представляет собой прямоугольный бассейн, выложенный из 
керамических брусьев в металлическом водоохлаждаемом корпусе. Бассейн 
печи разделен на две зоны: варочную, в которой происходит обезвоживание, кальцина
ция и остекловывание отходов, и накопительную. В поде печи каждой из зон уста
новлены стержневые молибденовые электроды. Одновременно с раствором в печь 
подавалась меласса. По мере наработки стекломассы в варочной зоне она передается 
в накопительную зону, откуда периодически через сливное устройство поступает в бидо
ны, установленные на шагающем конвейере. Производительность печи по раствору — 
100 л/ч, количество получаемого стекла — 20-25 кг/ч. Потребляемая мощность —
150 кВт. Для отработки процесса использовались растворы, основными компонентами 
которых являлись нитрат натрия (130-250 кг/м3) и нитрат алюминия (150-300 кг/м3). 
Кроме этих солей на различных стадиях исследований вносились нитраты железа 
(до 12 кг/м3), кальция (до 10 кг/м3), хрома (до 4 кг/м3), марганца (до 8 кг/м3), 
цезия (до 5 кг/м3), циркония (до 2 кг/м3), и радионуклиды 90Sr, 137Cs,106Ru. Для 
лабораторных исследований использовались реальные высокоактивные воднохвосто
вые растворы от переработки топлива водо-водяных энергетических реакторов. В 
качестве флюсующих агентов использовались фосфорная кислота или датолитовый 
концентрат* и двуокись кремния.

На опытной установке было показано, что унос из плавителя 106 Ru составил до 5%, 
137Cs — 0,6%, 90Sr и редкоземельных элементов - 0,2-0,4%. Существенную роль в 
снижении уноса имеет наличие слоя пены на поверхности расплава, образующейся 
благодаря взаимодействию раствора с мелассой. На реальных отходах в лабораторных 
условиях было показано, что поведение альфа- излучающих радионуклидов аналогично 
поведению 90Sr. Изучалось также поведение солей марганца, хрома, железа, никеля, 
кальция и других элементов.

Проведена сравнительная оценка величины электропроводности расплава, содер
жащего и несодержащего радионуклиды с суммарной активностью до 3 X 1013 Бк/л.
На примере фосфатного расплава установлено, что при температурах 800 °С - 1100 °С 
величина электропроводности для высокоактивного стекла увеличивается всего на 
20% ( для 1100 °С с 0,42 Ом"1 • см-1 до 0,52 Ом"1 • см"1).

* Состав датолитового концентрата: СаО — 29%, Si02 — 30,8%, В203 - 17,7%, 
Fe203 - 2%, СаС03 - 13,8% и Н20 - 6,7%.
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Основной причиной использования керамических материалов для печи явилось 
стремление создать аппарат, который мог бы длительное время работать без замены.

Для опытной печи использовался простейший огнеупор — шамот (алюмосиликат- 
ный материал с содержанием 1,4% двуокиси титана).

Средняя скорость коррозии шамота при варке фосфатного стекла составила
52 мм/год, а на границе расплав - газовая фаза — свыше 85 мм/год. С увеличением 
времени эксплуатации печи процесс коррозий замедляется благодаря водоохлаждае
мому корпусу. За 4 года эксплуатации печи толщина кладки уменьшилась с 400 до 
200 мм.

Исследование коррозионной устойчивости различных огнеупоров, выпускаемых 
отечественной промышленностью, показало, что наиболее устойчивыми в расплаве 
фосфатных и боросиликатных материалов являются высокоглиноземистые огнеупоры, 
содержащие двуокись циркония (типа бакора), которые рекомендованы для опытно
промышленной печи.

Для выбора материалов электродов ранее были проведены испытания различных 
металлов в расплавах фосфатных и боросиликатных стекол. Результаты испытаний 
показали, что по степени уменьшения коррозии металлы могут быть расположены в 
следующий ряд: никель-сталь Х23-тантал-сталь Х18Н9Т-молибден-золото-платина.
Для проверки на опытной печи был выбран молибден. Скорость коррозии молибдена 
при отсутствии ионов переменной валентности в расплаве фосфатного стекла составила
1,5 мм/год, в расплаве боросиликатного стекла — 1,2 мм/год. Присутствие в распла
ве окислов переменной валентности создает дополнительную коррозионную нагрузку. 
Особенно сильно влияние окиси железа и сульфат-иона. При увеличении содержания 
окиси железа до 10% скорость коррозии в расплаве фосфатного стекла превысила 
50 мм/год, боросиликатного стекла составила 8,6 мм/год. Коррозия электродов 
при пропускании электрического тока через расплав зависит от напряжения и плотнос
ти тока, при оптимальных значениях которых фактор электролиза может быть незна
чительным. Для исследуемого процесса оптимальными являются напряжение 90-120 В, 
плотность тока 0,5 А/см2.

В настоящее время прорабатывается возможность и условия замены молибде
новых электродов электродами из окиси олова, которая обладает значительно большей 
устойчивостью к коррозии в расплавах различного состава. Проводимые опытные 
работы подтверждают возможность проведения непрерывного процесса обезвожива
ния, кальцинации и остекловывания в одном аппарате.

Помимо этого продолжаются работы по изучению и отработке двухступенчатого 
процесса остекловывания высокоактивных отходов, где в первой ступени проводится 
кальцинация, а во второй — уже собственно остекловывание, что может существенно 
уменьшить габариты печи электроплавки или позволит применить иные методы наг
рева, в частности, индукционный, необходимый для осуществления высокотемпера
турных процессов (1200 “С и более). Эти работы проводятся в масштабе укрупнен- 
но-лабораторных установок и на опытных установках производительностью по исход
ному раствору до 100 л/ч.
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Вторым этапом обращения с высокоактивными отходами является временное 
хранение отвержденных отходов в специальных хранилищах с воздушным охлажде
нием. Конструкция хранилища предусматривает возможность извлечения отвержден
ных отходов и загрузки в транспортные контейнеры. Продолжительность пребывания 
отвержденных отходов в хранилище зависит от их начального тепловыделения. Для 
отходов с удельным тепловыделением 5 X 103 Вт/м3 необходима 6-летняя выдержка.

Наряду с боросиликатными и фосфатными стеклами в Советском Союзе раз
рабатываются методы включения отходов в стеклокристаллические материалы, 
включение отвержденных отходов в металлические матрицы, получение керамики. 
Показана возможность использования кислых доменных шлаков для получения на 
их основе пироксеновых материалов с целью включения в них отходов высокого 
уровня активности, обладающих высокой термической и химической устойчивостью.**

Процесс включения отходов в металлические матрицы изучается на лабораторной 
установке на примере включения в расплавленный свинец гранул фосфатного стекла.

Стеклокристаллические и минералоподобные материалы наряду с увеличением 
по сравнению со стеклом стабильности при хранении характеризуются повышенной 
теплопроводностью (с 1 Вт- (м-К) _1 — для стекла до 3 Вт- (м-К) ~1 — для стеклокрис
таллических материалов). Теплопроводность металлических матриц достигает 
10 Вт- (м-К) -I и более.

Такое увеличение теплопроводности существенно снижает внутренний перепад 
температур в тепловыделяющем продукте и приводит к меньшим термическим нагруз
кам. Вместе с тем это увеличение не имеет решающего значения (с точки зрения опре
деляющих допустимых температур хранения) на стадии хранения с воздушным ох
лаждением материалов с удельным тепловыделением до 104 Вт/м3 и начинает сказы
ваться для более активных материалов, когда теплоотвод приходится интенсифици
ровать.

Для отверждения отходов среднего уровня активности наибольшее развитие 
получил метод битумирования. В СССР прошли опытную проверку 4 типа битума- 
торов:

— аппарат периодического действия котлового типа с механической мешалкой;
— установка, состоящая из концентратора и шнекового смесителя, производитель

ностью 200 л/ч по выпаренной воде;
— установка с короткотрубчатым битуматором с центральной мешалкой пери

одического действия (ТБ-16) производительностью до 240 л/ч. Установка эксплуати
руется с 1978 г. на реальных отходах с повышенным содержанием моющих веществ;

— разработан и испытан в непрерывном режиме битумирования на модельных 
солевых концентратах роторный битуматор производительностью до 500 л/ч по испа
ряемой влаге. Этот битуматор испытан также в периодическом режиме битумирова
ния на пульпах ионообменных смол и фильтроперлита.

** При содержании до 60 весовых % окислов отходов скорость выщелачивания 
цезия составляет 10~6 г/(см2-сут) и стронция — 10“7 г/(см2-сут).
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При битумировании отходов на роторном битуматоре Получаются компаунды 
со степенью наполнения солями 50-60 мас% и влажностью менее 1 мас% при коэффици
енте очистки конденсата 104- 10s.

Анализ опыта эксплуатации установок битумирования различного типа показал, 
что применительно к отверждению отходов АЭС наибольшее преимущество имеют 
установки с роторными аппаратами. К их основным достоинствам относятся:

— надежность в работе при проведении процесса как в непрерывном, так и в 
периодическом режимах;

— высокая производительность;
— нечувствительность к составу отверждаемых отходов;
— получение глубоко обезвоженной солевой массы, что в принципе позволит 

использовать эти аппараты и с другими типами связующих компонентов, например, 
термореактивными смолами.

Поэтому в настоящее время внедрение битумирования на АЭС СССР планируется 
на основе роторных аппаратов (производительностью 100, 200 и 500 л/ч).

Проводится опытное хранение в глинистых грунтах битумных блоков с актив
ностью 107-106 Бк/л.

Большой интерес представляют наблюдения за распространением радионуклидов 
вокруг битумных блоков, хранящихся в течение 11 лет в открытом грунте (толщина 
грунта над блоком составляет 0,6 м) .

В данном случае анализу подвергались образцы грунта, отобранные на различном 
расстоянии от блока. Максимальное значение активности грунта наблюдалось непос
редственно под блоком (3,7 X 3,7-104 Бк/кг). Максимальное расстояние, на котором 
активность грунта превысила фоновое значение (фоновое значение удельной активнос
ти суглинка составляет 1,1 X 3,7.104 Бк/кг) составило от 40 до 26 см, т.е. миграция 
идет со скоростью в среднем по 3,6-2,4 см/год. Следует отметить, что за 11 лет хра
нения в открытом грунте битумные блоки хорошо сохранились, несмотря на много
летнее воздействие влажного грунта и процессов промерзания и оттаивания вследствие 
неглубокого залегания от поверхности земли. Граница битум-грунт четкая, битум 
пластичен, на срезе блестит.

Проведенными лабораторными исследованиями показано, что наряду с битума
ми могут использоваться и другие термопластичные материалы. К таким материалам 
могут быть отнесены асфальт деасфальтизации гудрона и отход производства диме- 
тилтерефталата (ДМТик). Эти материалы позволяют получить компаунды с 50 мас.% 
содержанием солей, при этом их свойства по основным показателям не уступают 
свойствам битумных компаундов (скорость выщелачивания — 10~4- 10~5 г/ (см2 ■ сут), 
радиационная устойчивость — до 108 рад, температура размягчения — выше 50 °С).

В СССР проводятся исследования по определению возможности и условий ос- 
текловывания отходов среднего уровня активности. Исследовательские и опытные 
работы проводились применительно к установке с использованием печи прямого элек
трического нагрева, подобно тому, как это разрабатывается в СССР для высокоактивных 
отходов. Опытные работы проводились с растворами, содержащими до 340 кг/м3 нит
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рата натрия, до 8 кг/м3 нитрата калия, соединения железа различных концентраций, хло
риды, сульфаты, фториды кальция (до 15 кг/м3) и имеющими удельную активность 
до 2 X 109 Бк/м3. В качестве флюса использовались датолит с двуокисью кремния, 
суглинки с добавкой борного ангидрида. Низкая кислотность среднеактивных от
ходов и внесение с датолитом заметных количеств окиси кальция позволили удер
жать в стекле весь фтор-ион и до 90% хлор-иона.

Объем отвержденных отходов, полученных в результате остекловывания 
1 м3 жидких отходов, составляет 0,2-0,3 м3. Это в 3,7 раза меньше, чем объем 
отходов, образующихся в результате включения в битум и полимеры, и почти в 10 раз 
меньше объема цементного блока, полученного из этих же отходов. Скорость выщела
чивания наименее прочно закрепленного радионуклида 137Cs составляет 
5 X 10_6 г/ (см2 - сут), что на два порядка ниже скорости выщелачивания из битумного 
блока и на четыре порядка ниже скорости выщелачивания из цементов. Преимущест
вом также является исключение загрязнения воды и почвы нитратами благодаря отсут
ствию их в стеклоблоке. Упрощается оформление процесса транспортировки и захоро
нения благодаря отсутствию пожароопасности.

По сравнению с оборудованием, применяемым при битумировании и цементиро
вании усложняется аппаратурное оформление процесса, связанного с необходимостью 
применения высоких температур. Существенным моментом для использования на 
АЭС является образование азотнокислого конденсата, который к тому же может 
содержать некоторое количество ионов хлора, особенно для АЭС, конденсаторы 
турбин которых охлаждаются морской водой.

Для решения вопроса о внедрении метода остекловывания на АЭС необходимо 
выполнить дополнительные научно-исследовательские, опытно-конструкторские и 
проектные работы, направленные на усовершенствование аппаратурного оформления, 
разработку технологии отверждения ионообменных смол, а также на решение вопроса 
повторного использования конденсата.

Газообразные отходы АЭС должны очищаться от радиоактивного йода, радиоак
тивных аэрозолей, короткоживущих радиоактивных изотопов инертных газов.

Выбросы 85Кг и 14С невелики и их улавливание не производится.
Аэрозольная очистка предусматривается для общеобменной вентиляции поме

щений (вентиляционные выбросы) и для выбросов газов в технологических процес
сах АЭС (технологические выбросы).

Для очистки от аэрозолей в вентиляционных выбросах в СССР применяются в 
широких масштабах высокоэффективные фильтры из фильтроматериала ФП (син
тетические волокна).

Для технологических выбросов, в которых присутствует капельно жидкий аэро
золь, применяются высокоэффективные самоочищающиеся фильтры из стекловолокна.

Существующий набор аэрозольных фильтров удовлетворяет потребности АЭС.
Очистка от йода производится в фильтрах-адсорберах с активным углем или с 

импрегнированным активным углем.
Следует отметить, что в процессе эксплуатации наблюдаюся явления старения
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угольных фильтров, сопровождающиеся снижением коэффициентов очистки с тече
нием времени.

Скорость старения различна в различных газоочистных системах и, по-видимому 
зависит от количества микропримесей, содержащихся в сбросных газах.

Нам представляется, что йодная очистка нуждается в дополнительном усовер
шенствовании с целью продления срока службы этих фильтров, который лимитирует
ся их старением. В этом направлении ведутся исследования.

В некоторых технологических процессах, связанных с выделением газов из 
теплоносителя, выбросы содержат большое количество короткоживущих инертных 
газов. Эти выбросы направляются в радиохроматографическую систему с большим 
угольным адсорбером (хроматографической колонной) и предварительной осуш
кой сбросных газов.

Короткоживущие изотопы инертных газов, адсорбированные на активном угле, 
распадаются. Попутно в этой же системе происходит адсорбция радиоактивного йода 
и его распад в порах адсорбента.

Радиохроматографическая система в некоторых случаях сочетается с противоточ- 
ными газгольдерами выдержки. Иногда применяются одни только газгольдеры 
выдержки.

Ведутся исследования по увеличению адсорбционной емкости активных углей 
по отношению к инертным газам с целью уменьшения размеров адсорбера.

Наиболее важным и менее освоенным является заключительный этап обращения 
с радиоактивными отходами — их окончательное захоронение.

В настоящее время отсутствуют общепризнанные рекомендации по захоронению 
отходов в слабопронецаемые участки литосферы. Нет четко сформулированной 
концепции по этому вопросу. Отсутствует единство взглядов в оценке безопасности 
для биосферы.

Основываясь на результатах многолетнего изучения различных породных 
массивов и месторождений, а также поведения расположенных в них горных выра
боток, сформулированы и предлагаются для обсуждения следующие основные поло
жения концепции захоронения :

— использование для окончательной изоляции'отходов в качестве главного, 
постоянного действующего барьера геологических формаций, обладающих соответст
вующими фильтрационными свойствами, радиационной, химической и тепловой 
стойкостью;

— ограждение могильника зоной санитарного отчуждения (буферной зоной),
в которой допускается появление следов радиоактивности, но за пределами которой 
активность никогда не достигает опасного уровня;

— применение инженерных мероприятий для управления интенсивностью за
хоронения, формой и размерами зоны санитарного отчуждения;

— осуществление контроля за распространением радиоактивности по массиву 
горных пород в течение заданного периода консервации отходов.

Исходя из этих положений, предлагается обсудить требования, предъявляемые 
к геологическим участкам, пригодным для захоронения отходов, и к могильникам:
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— надежность изоляции отходов в течение всего времени опасности их воздейст
вия на биосферу;

— нераспространение активности за пределы зоны санитарного отчуждения за 
весь период консервации, что достигается использованием массивов с проницаемостью 
менее 1СГ3 дарси;

— удаленность мест строительства на расстояние не менее трех радиусов зоны 
санитарного отчуждения от объектов, не имеющих прямого отношения к могильни
кам и отходам;

— размещение могильника вне зоны активного водообмена с оставлением охран
ной толщи;

— изъятие из сферы жизнедеятельности человека горного массива с момента 
захоронения отходов на весь срок сохранения вредности отходов;

— размещение могильника на расстоянии не менее трех радиусов зоны санитар
ного отчуждения от зон тектонических нарушений, вне районов сейсмической актив
ности;

— расположение могильников за пределами месторождений полезных ископа
емых (с оставлением охранного целика), имеющих значение для промышленности в 
настоящее время и в перспективе;

— стабильность состояния захороненных отходов, исключающая их распростране
ние по трещинам и порам, за пределы зоны локализации;

— обеспечение контроля в заданный период времени за температурой, давлением 
и уровнем активности в хранилище и в прилегающем к нему горном массиве.

Полагая, что стабильная геологическая формация является конечным и самым 
надежных барьером на пути проникновения радионуклидов во внешнюю среду, 
советские специалисты, тем не менее, серьезное внимание уделяют многобарьерной 
концепции, как средству, обеспечивающему дополнительную защиту в случае возник
новения всякого рода нарушений в формации в течение хранения в ней радиоактивных 
отходов. Вместе с тем мы считаем, что изоляционную способность каждого из барьеров 
следует рассматривать отдельно и целесообразность использования барьера в общей 
системе захоронения следует решать в зависимости от его конструкционно-экономи- 
ческих характеристик. Так создание дополнительных инженерных, физических, 
химических и иных барьеров наиболее целесообразно при захоронении отходов, содер
жащих долгоживущие радионуклиды (п9 J и др.), поскольку подобные барьеры по
вышают надежность изоляции радиоактивных отходов от биосферы. При этом, 
конечно, следует реалистически подходить к стоимости создания подобных барьеров, 
исходя из соотношения величин затрат и достигаемого эффекта защиты.

На наш взгляд применение искусственных барьеров необходимо, прежде всего, 
на стадии хранения и подготовки отходов к окончательному захоронению, когда не 
исключено манипулирование с самими отходами и когда относительно недорогие 
конструкции могут выполнять свои функции без потери защтиных свойств.

Нам представляется возможным функции некоторых искуственных барьеров 
возложить на правильно выбранные геологические формации. Вместе с тем результаты 
исследования пока еще не позволяют окончательно отдать предпочтение определен
ному типу пород.
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Большой интерес для захоронения представляет каменная соль. Она монолитна, 
содержит мало влаги, имеет низкую пористость и проницаемость. Технологические 
процессы по сооружению могильников в солях легко выполнимы. К недостаткам 
может быть отнесена высокая (свыше 200 г/л) растворимость каменной соли, ее 
коррозионное действие на многие материалы, особенно в присутствии влаги, разло
жение при повышенных температурах с образованием хлора и соляной кислоты.

Из осадочных пород перспективны глины. Они обладают хорошими сорбцион
ными свойствами, не растворяются водой, характеризуются высокой пластичностью 
и способностью к самозалечиванию трещин, которые могут возникать при эксплуата
ции могильника. Однако при повыщенных температурах может происходить высво
бождение заключенной в порах воды, что приведет к трещинообразованию, парообра
зованию и т.п.

Карбонатные породы менее пригодны для целей захоронения высокоактивных 
отходов.

Кристаллические горные породы различного минералогического состава с пре
обладанием кремнезема обычно залегают большими массивами, среди которых мож
но выделить участки с ненарушенным строением. Эти породы отличаются высокими 
прочностью и сорбционной способностью, низкими проницаемостью, растворимостью и 
химической активностью.

В связи с изложенным, наиболее перспективными для захоронения отходов 
являются породы и породные массивы, представленные каменной солью, глинами, 
гранитами, гнейсами, диабазами, порфиритами и т.п. породами.

В настоящее время проводятся работы по изысканию районов возможного 
размещения могильников в СССР на основе указанных выше требований и перечис
ленных факторов.

Для захоронения отходов могут найти применение различные схемы. Среди 
основных при их выборе являются вопросы о допустимой предельной тепловой 
и радиационной нагрузках на окружающий могильник массив пород.

Спокойным является режим с температурой нагрева пород до 100°С, который 
не вызывает парообразования. Такие температуры могут быть обеспечены путем 
ограничения удельной радиоактивности захораниваемых отходов при общем увели
чении размеров могильника, что сопряжено с увеличением объема горных работ, прихо
дящегося на единицу активности и, как следствие, с ростом стоимости захоронения.

Снижение затрат на сооружение могильников может быть достигнуто при приме
нении технологических схем, предполагающих захоронение отходов с повышенной 
активностью и, следовательно, с увеличенным тепловыделением.

В вариантах с высокими температурными режимами может возрасти роль естест
венного барьера, представленного самим массивом пород. Расчет влияния температу
ры на горный массив, вмещающий могильник ***, и оценка напряжений, возникающих 
в массиве около выработки, показали, что при температуре в центре могильника 
~ 400 °С размеры зоны нарушений вокруг составляют всего 200-300 м.

*** Рассичитано распределение температур в интервале времени от 3 до 100 лет 
для выработки радиусом 3 м при теплопроводности X = 2,2 Вт/ (м-К) и температуро
проводности а = 26,3 м2/год.
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Если вокруг могильника предусмотреть соответствующую зону санитарного 
отчуждения, то может быть достигнута надежная изоляция отходов. Эти цифры 
свидетельствуют о принципиальной возможности использования высокотемпературных 
режимов захоронения. Однако, изучение применимости высокотемпературных ре
жимов следует продолжать.

В результате работ, проводившихся в предыдущие годы, советскими специалис
тами и исследователями других стран накоплен определенный фактический мате
риал, позволяющий судить об основных качественных изменениях, физико-механичес
ких и термодинамических свойствах пород в различных тепловых и радиационных 
полях.

Продолжением этих работ послужили исследования изменения структурных и 
физико-механических свойств каменных солей, подвергавшихся нагреву до 300 °С 
под нагрузкой (20-50% от разрушающей).

Петрографические исследования показали, что образцам каменной соли до 
прогрева и нагружения были свойственны однородность, разнозернистая структура, 
прозрачность зерен галита, отсутствие зональных микровключений рапы и газа, слабое 
проявление трещин спайности, изометрическая неправильная форма зерен.

После одновременного воздействия нагрузок и температуры наблюдалось неко
торое усиление спайной трещиноватости, появление сетчатой трещиноватости, выде
ление по трещинам спайности газожидких микровключений, усиление степени раскры
тия галитовых зерен, усиление интенсивности образования волосовидных трещин, 
появление ступенеобразных изгибов и оперяющих трещин при увеличении нагрузок 
и температур. Определено, что с уменьшением исходной зернистости соли склонность 
ее к образованию трещин спайности и к раскрытию микротрещин уменьшается.

Испытания образцов при нагреве показали, что в интервале температур от 100 до 
300° С пластичность соли резко возрастает, резко увеличиваются продольные и по
перечные деформации, прочность на сжатие снижается.

Одновременно проводились исследования по определению влияния тепловых 
нагрузок на изменение прочностных характеристик скальных пород, представлен
ных гранитами и порфиритами, в диапазоне температур 20-600° С при скорости нагрева
0,05 град/с.

Проведенные испытания образцов скальных пород показали, что с увеличением 
температуры на 100-200° С по сравнению с нормальной прочность пород на сжатие 
увеличивается на 13-15%. Такая закономерность наблюдалась на нескольких разно
видностях указанных типов пород. Аналогичные результаты были получены по изме
нению прочности на растяжение и для порфиритов.

Причинами указанных изменений могут являться: изменение влажности пород, 
химические изменения, вызванные реакциями дегидратации и разложения, линейное 
температурное расширение минералов, приводящее к уменьшению расстояний между 
плоскостями разделов и увеличению их взаимного притяжения и др. причины.

Одновременно было определено, что с увеличением температуры изменяются 
и деформационные характеристики пород. Если при нормальных температурах (~ 20°С) 
образцы гранитов и порфиритов при нагрузках, составляющих 90% от разрушающих, 
практически не обладают свойствами ползучести, то при температурах ~ 400°С такие 
деформации велики.
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Проведенные опыты со скальными породами выявили сложные изменения 
механических характеристик и требуются дополнительные опыты для подтверждения 
и обоснования природы полученных закономерностей.

В заключение следует отметить, что несмотря на значительный объем проведен
ных работ, исследования следует продолжить широким фронтом и подчинить их реше
нию следующих основных задач:

— уточнение параметров температурного поля в горном массиве, представленном 
различными породами;

— анализ напряженного состояния горных массивов в районе могильника при 
одновременном длительном действии внутреннего давления и высоких температур;

— оценка возможных геохимических превращений горных пород в условиях 
повышенных давлений и температур при контакте с отходами;

— анализ оценки безопасности захоронения отходов в могильники и разработка 
методологии оценки риска проникновения продуктов захоронения в биосферу;

— изучение влияния высокотемпературного очага с избыточным давлением на 
гидрогеологию района;

— определение минимально допустимых расстояний от хранилища до проница
емых зон;

— разработка горно-геологических, горнотехнических и санитарных критериев 
оценки пригодности участков захоронения;

— разработка требований на проведение изыскательских работ;
— инвентаризация районов, пригодных для захоронения отходов;
— разработка системы многолетнего контроля за параметрами процессов, 

протекающих в могильнике, и степенью локализации отходов в заданном контуре;
— формулирование требований к конструкционным материалам и оценка сте

пени пригодности существующих материалов;
— разработка положения о порядке консервации могильников;
— оценка влияния сейсмических импульсов и геологических процессов на надеж

ность консервации отходов.
Для решения этих задач предусматривается выполнение теоретических исс

ледований; проведение лабораторного, крупномасштабного и стендового модели
рования, а также опытов на прототипах, созданных у поверхности земли и в действу
ющих шахтах; конструирование и опробование автоматизированных систем конт
роля за поведением отходов в могильнике и состоянием горного массива; разработ
ка критериев по оценке пригодности различных участков для захоронения и требо
ваний на изыскательские работы.
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Abstract

DEVELOPMENT OF THE GEOLOGIC WASTE DISPOSAL PROGRAMME IN THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Although alternative concepts are being studied as future options, over at least the next 
few decades the United States of America is committed to  the disposal of commercially 
generated high-level and transuranic nuclear waste (HLW and TRU) in mined geologic reposi
tories. A 10 000-year minimum isolation period is sought. Responsibility for the management 
and disposal of United States nuclear waste, in accordance with standards and regulations 
established, respectively, by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), resides with the Department of Energy (DOE). The DOE 
National Waste Terminal Storage (NWTS) Program has been implemented to provide the 
facilities and develop the requisite technology for the disposal of HLW and TRU. The NWTS 
Program is highly structured, adequately funded, and realistically scheduled. The timely 
realization of its objectives is basic to the furtherance of the new national energy policy being 
defined by President Reagan and the United States Congress. The first NWTS repository is 
scheduled to be operational as early as 1998. The host-rock formation, selected on the basis 
o fth e  results of at-depth investigations via exploratory shafts to be sunk in 1983—1985 at 
three potential sites previously extensively characterized by surface techniques, will be either 
basalt, volcanic tuff, or domed or bedded salt. Selection of one site in these formations will 
not necessarily disqualify others. Also, screening studies of granitic formations in the United 
States for the siting of later, regionally located repositories are currently being conducted.
Each NWTS repository will be licensed by the NRC. The first application for a construction 
authorization will probably be submitted in 1988. The application will be submitted for a site 
to be selected in 1987. During the NRC review process investigations will continue at the 
location to enhance the initial geological findings and to  exercise and validate the site-specific 
analytical models developed to support repository design activities. Additionally, real-time 
generic repository operational experience will be obtained through retrievable emplacement of 
monitored HLW canisters in a test and evaluation facility to be constructed, beginning in 1986, 
at one of the three shaft sites.
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Anyone attending this conference is well acquainted with 
the complex technical, institutional, and environmental problems 
associated with the safe management and disposal of nuclear waste. 
We in the United States are perhaps better acquainted with such 
problems than most simply because we have been generating these 
materials for a time longer than any other nation. Unfortunately, 
while we can lay undisputed claim to this dubious precedence, we 
cannot at the same time pretend to have exploited our early-on 
experience with the problem to achieve an equivalent lead in its 
resolution. However, we have, over the last few years, begun to 
make what we think is significant progress, particularly with 
respect to the total problem's most obdurate facet: the manage
ment and disposal of high-level waste (HLW) and transuranic waste 
(TRU). In this paper we will briefly describe the status and 
strategy of our National Waste Terminal Storage (NWTS) Program, 
which is directed toward the geologic isolation of commercially 
generated HLW and TRU, as well as some of the experience gained 
over the years that led to its definition and implementation.

At the onset of our nuclear materials production program 
during the second World War we were, of course, aware that the 
by-product waste materials would ultimately require safe, permanent 
disposal. However, since such disposal was judged unquestionably 
technically feasible, immediate work on the development of the 
requisite specific methodology (geologic isolation was favored 
from the beginning) was deferred in favor of studies on more 
pressing matters. Solid waste was put into dry surface storage; 
liquid residues from fuel reprocessing operations were pumped 
into subsurface holding tanks. At the time these procedures were 
considered "interim" measures. As is well known, some of the 
holding tanks have leaked in the last few years, although no 
significant migration of the released radionuclides occurred. 
However, these incidents served as a reminder that time was 
getting on.

More fundamental considerations have, of course, motivated 
our current national commitment to resolve the HLW/TRU disposal 
problem as expeditiously as is practicable, consistent with 
public health and safety. In common with other nations repre
sented at this conference, world politics and economics mandate 
that we place increasing reliance on nuclear power to provide the 
electrical energy capacity that will be required through this 
century and beyond for the modernization of our industry and the 
maintenance of our traditional high standard of living for a 
growing population. Despite the persistence of a categorical 
antipathy to all things nuclear among many in the United States, 
there is an increasing recognition of the advantages of this 
energy source -[1], Nuclear powerplants are environmentally clean

1. INTRODUCTION
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and demonstrably safe [1,2]. Exploitation of our abundant domestic 
uranium resources for power production, which, under proper 
management, will be sufficient for the nation's needs for many 
generations into the future,[3] can markedly reduce the economic 
and strategic vulnerability that attends any significant depend
ence upon imported energy sources. Notwithstanding the high 
capital outlays now associated with the construction of nuclear 
powerplants in the United States, they remain the most economical 
electrical energy sources in many parts of our country and are 
likely to continue to maintain this cost advantage for at least 
the next 20 years.

While the manifold benefits attending the continued expansion 
of the nation's nuclear power capacity are obvious, the U.S. elec
trical utility industry has become reluctant over the last few 
years to make any further investments in nuclear plants. The 
current state of stagnation is, in large measure, a consequence 
of a combination of regulatory, institutional, and Federal policy 
constraints that have resulted in planning uncertainties and 
financial problems for the industry. The Reagan Administration 
has taken steps to resolve these difficulties [3,4].

Presently, one of the major disincentives hampering the 
needed expansion of our commercial nuclear power capacity emanates 
from uncertainties concerning the timely resolution of the nuclear 
waste disposal question. The slow progress of the national waste 
management effort over many years raised doubts about our Federal 
government's ability and willingness to effectively confront and 
overcome the complex technical, regulatory, and institutional 
problems involved, including the establishment of a credible 
reciprocal consultation process with the affected States, within 
a time period compatible with the needs of the power industry. 
Accordingly, we have come to recognize that the mission of the 
NWTS program involves not only the. achievement of our stated 
objective, which is unavoidably long-term, but of demonstrating 
in the relatively near-term enough tangible progress to justify 
a restoration of confidence on the part of the industry, the 
regulatory community, the Congress, and the public that the 
objective will in fact actually be achieved. We believe that 
we are beginning to do that.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CURRENT NWTS PROGRAM

The current U.S. waste management program for HLW and TRU 
is a product of about 25 years of increasingly focused research 
concerning geologic isolation, and, to a much lesser extent, 
alternative disposal concepts. From the historical viewpoint, 
the evolution of the program took place in three temporal stages: 
1955 through 1975, 1976 through 1980, and 1981 to the present.
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Work, in the initial period was largely concentrated on the 
identification of geologic formations which appeared to have some 
potential for repository siting studies. In this respect, the 
first formal structured planning of the U.S. HLW disposal program 
can be traced to a report of a 2-year study by our National 
Academy of Sciences, released in 1957, which affirmed the feasi
bility of geologic repositories, particularly in salt host-rock 
formations. The Academy also recommended the solidification of 
liquid waste prior to its emplacement in such facilities.

During the ensuing years reconnaissance studies of the salt 
domes along the U.S. Gulf Coast and the bedded salt formations 
in the Paradox Basin in Utah and Colorado were conducted by the 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), to be followed up by detailed 
studies in selected areas. Bedded salt formations were also 
investigated in Kansas and New Mexico. The latter State was 
ultimately selected as the location of the Waste Isolation Pilot 
Plant (WIPP), a planned demonstration facility for the isolation 
of TRU waste from the Department of Energy's own R&D and materials 
production programs. It should be noted that WIPP, which is now 
in the construction stage, is not a part of the NWTS Program, but 
shares a common technology base with that effort.

Not all of the geologic studies during this initial 
period were confined to salt. Crystalline bedrock beneath the 
Savannah River Plant was investigated and an exploratory shaft 
considered.[5,6] The first of what later were to become very 
detailed investigations of the extensive basalt flows underlying 
DOE's Hanford Research were also initiated. High pressure 
grouting of radioactive waste into shale formations was developed 
and practiced at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [7]. And a series 
of other alternatives studied was completed for both the disposal 
of high-level and low-level radioactive wastes [8,91.

While the main attention during the initial period was 
focused on geologic investigations, technology and engineering 
studies were also inaugurated. In the late 1950's we began 
work on the development of processes for the solidification and 
immobilization of liquid waste, to be followed subsequently by 
extensive studies which led to the adoption by the United States 
of a reference waste form based on borosilicate glass.

During 1963-1967 the Project Salt Vault experiment, in 
which both spent fuel and electrically heated canisters emplaced 
in bedded salt were used to assess the physical and chemical 
response of this potential host rock to heat and radiation, was 
successfully carried out. The general validity of the preliminary 
data obtained and of the analytical models developed has been 
supported by the results of subsequent experiments.
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In 1970 we initiated preliminary conceptual planning of a 
full-scale repository for TRU waste that was to be located in the 
same abandoned Kansas salt mine that had been the site of Project 
Salt Vault. A high-level waste repository would have been adjacent 
to it, assuming that the more detailed additional geohydrological 
studies would not reveal features that would argue against this 
particular location. They did. State and local officials approved 
the start of site characterization studies. This support subse
quently shifted to opposition as the project developed and as it 
became an election campaign issue. By the time we terminated the 
technical work in 1972 we had come to appreciate the need for 
detailed site characterization work prior to making any decision 
regarding the suitability of a given site for the construction 
of a repository, and also the need of obtaining a reasonable 
level of concurrence and commitment through the concerned institu
tional organizations.

The middle period in the programmatic development of 
the current U.S. activities directed toward the management of 
commercially generated HLW and TRU dates from 1976, with the 
organization of the NWTS Program. The funding made available 
for the effort began to significantly escalate with each passing 
year, with respect to both the geological exploration activities 
and the technology development program, particularly generic 
technology applicable to the design and construction of a reposi
tory in any of the host rocks of interest in the U.S. studies.
A formal commitment to geologic isolation was again made by 
our government [10]. An interim repository development master 
schedule and work breakdown structure were established. A 
significant body of baseline program planning documents were 
developed, as discussed below.

The third and current stage in the development of our 
program dates from 1981 when, under the Reagan Administration, 
a new strategy for implementing our repository development 
effort was established in response to the promulgation of 
proposed repository licensing regulations by the U.S. NRC. 
Previously, the NWTS Program was conducted under an interim 
strategy pending the issuance of such regulatory guidance.
We now believe we have a realistic prospect of having an 
operational geologic repository for commercial HLW within a 
time period appropriate to our national needs. Our current 
program is described in some detail below.

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM

The NWTS Program was established to develop the technology 
and provide the facilities for the safe, environmentally accept
able, permanent disposal of commercially generated HLW and TRU.
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Our national strategy is committed to the disposal of these 
wastes in geologic isolation systems.

Specifically, the objective of the Program is to site, design, 
license, construct, and begin operating at least one mined geologic 
disposal facility as early as 1998 and to make available additional 
regionally located facilities as soon thereafter as practicable, 
consistent with national requirements. The potential repository 
sites currently under detailed study are relatively remote from 
the majority of U.S. power reactors.

While the operational life of a disposal facility may span 
several decades, specification of plans and procedures for its 
ultimate safe decommissioning (closure, sealing, and marking) is 
also an objective of the ongoing NWTS effort.

An additional objective of the Program is to investigate 
other disposal concepts and potential long-range supplemental 
waste isolation options.

The scope of the NWTS Program includes comprehensive site 
exploration, technology development, testing, and design activi
ties, as well as the licensing, construction, operation, and 
decommissioning of geologic waste disposal facilities and of waste 
handling and packaging facilities. Development of technology and 
facilities for disposal of defense waste, spent fuel storage, 
waste treatment, and waste transportation, which are interfacing 
activities with the commercial waste terminal isolation activity 
in the U.S. national waste management program, is being carried 
out in other closely coordinated DOE efforts.

4. TECHNICAL APPROACH

While it is conceptually straightforward and depends in its 
execution entirely upon the systematic application of currently 
available technology, the NWTS Program is nonetheless a complex 
national undertaking and one that we have found is not easily 
understood by anyone unfamiliar with the rationale underlying 
its planning and implementation. The logical coherence of the 
large number of seemingly disparate investigations under way 
can be readily understood when placed with the context of the 
relatively simple systems approach [11-13] that has been applied 
in defining disposal facility functional and performance require
ments [14] and identifying the research and development needed to 
satisfy these requirements.

In the NWTS Program, the geologic disposal facility is 
conceived as a three-component system (the waste package, the 
site, and the repository). The safe isolation of nuclear wastes
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from the biosphere is achieved through the existence or provision 
of a number of complementary natural and man-made engineered 
barriers.

Systems analysis and engineering techniques are, of course, 
well developed and commonplace procedures in contemporary tech
nology around the world. They are routinely applied in the design 
of a wide range of industrial products. What sets our waste 
disposal system apart from these other applications is the long 
functional life sought: waste containment for 100's of years and
waste isolation for up to 10 000 years.

Containment is defined in the NWTS Program context as the 
confinement of the waste within narrowly prescribed boundaries,  ̂
ideally, within the waste package or within the very near field.
By isolation we mean segregating the waste from the biosphere to 
the extent required to meet applicable radiological standards [12].

After a few 100 years, of course, the fission products of 
concern contained in the waste will decay to innocuous levels. 
Essentially, the remaining radioactivity in the waste will result 
from the presence of small amounts of long-lived isotopes, princi
pally actinides, which can take many thousands of years to decay to 
stable species. At the end of the 10 000-year isolation period 
the radiation from these mostly alpha-emitting materials will 
have declined to levels near those existing naturally in some 
U.S. uranium ore deposits.

In the NWTS conceptual three-component waste disposal 
system no single'component (subsystem) is depended upon to, by 
itself, provide isolation, although the natural geohydrological 
subsystem, the site, if carefully chosen and not compromised by 
waste facility design and construction procedures, will almost 
certainly do exactly that. In the approach being used, each 
component or subsystem is being chosen to function as independ
ently as is practicable, so that the failure of one will not 
lead to the failure of another and so that quantification of 
the ranges of each subsystem's redundant contributions to 
system performance will enhance the confidence with which the 
effectiveness of the total system can be predicted.

Owing to the large number of physical and chemical variables 
involved, the complexity of their interrelationships, and the long

^"Near field" for a repository has been defined as that volume of 
host rock in which internal (i.e., waste- and repository-caused) 
driving forces dominate (inside-out forces); "far field" is the 
remaining volume in which external (i.e., outside-in) forces 
dominate [11],
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facility functional life desired, system/subsystem performance 
obviously can be predicted only by extensive use of mathematical 
modeling. Such modeling provides not merely insight into the 
processes being studied, but also furnishes the basis for con
ducting sensitivity analyses to determine the relative importance 
of the processes in total system performance. Modeling studies 
have, accordingly, assisted us in establishing priorities for 
research activities in the disposal system development effort. 
Model development and iterative verification are being supported 
in the NWTS Program through an extensive technology effort 
involving painstaking laboratory, field and in situ testing. All 
measurable factors and combinations of factors in waste disposal 
system/subsystem performance are being or will be addressed.

Functional delineation of the geologic disposal facility as 
a three-component system furnishes a conceptual basis for struc
turing and understanding the NWTS effort on a generic level. Its 
application in the detailed definition and implementation of 
specific activities in the Program is supported by a planning and 
management approach based upon:

(1) Use of national-consensus technical and policy documents 
as resources for program baseline planning [15-17]

(2) Development and application of program-wide generic 
waste disposal system/subsystem functional and 
performance criteria

(3) Development and program-wide application of a family of 
planning documents providing detailed guidance for the 
definition, scheduling, budgeting, and implementation 
of the work [18]

(4) Use of a program-wide Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

(5) Establishment of an integrated schedule

(6) Continuous consultation with U.S. regulatory agencies 
and State and local officials

(7) Continuous refinement and redefinition of programmatic 
activities in accordance with the results of ongoing 
studies and the emerging requirements of the U.S. 
regulatory framework.

NWTS criteria documents are used, in conjunction with the 
results of comprehensive assessments of technical and institu
tional issues and status, as a basis for the development of a 
family of NWTS baseline planning documents defining specific 
research and development efforts (e.g., licensing) requisite
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to the timely realization of program goals. [18] Such planning 
documents provide highly detailed direction for the scheduling, 
budgeting, and implementation of the work. Applied program-wide, 
criteria and planning documents aid DOE in the allocation of 
resources and assignment of responsibility for specific activi
ties and assure that the results of the investigations associated 
with various host-rock formations being carried out by the three 
geologic disposal Projects can be compared on a reasonably 
equivalent basis.

The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) that has been developed 
for the definition and budgeting of the NWTS Program provides for 
eight categories of generic second-level activities and associated 
third-level subactivities (designated Tasks and Subtasks). Each 
technical Task incorporates a baselining Subtask in which the 
performance and functional requirements for the waste disposal 
system and subsystems are defined, and in which Task objectives, 
deliverables, and schedules are established, through the genera
tion of the criteria and planning documents described earlier.
Each Task incorporates a number of generic Subtasks directed 
toward developing the specific quantitative data requisite to 
meeting the defined requirements. And each technical Task 
incorporates a performance assessment Subtask directed toward 
evaluating, primarily through the iterative development and 
exercise of analytical models, and on the basis of the estab
lished criteria, the impact, as well as the relative importance 
(i.e., by bounding), of the quantitative data being obtained on 
subsystem/system performance.

5. NWTS PROGRAM STRATEGY AND SCHEDULE

5.1. Bases

From 1979 through the middle of 1981, on the basis of 
conclusions contained in the IRG report [15] and the DEIS [19], 
and the analysis of earth science issues presented in the ESTP
[17], the planning and implementation of the NWTS Program focused 
on geologic isolation as DOE's interim disposal strategy for HLW 
and TRU. Following the issuance, after extensive public and peer 
review, of the FEIS [16], which confirmed the conclusions of the 
DEIS that there are no environmental issues precluding geologic 
disposal of such waste, DOE published a formal Record of Decision
[20] committing the NWTS Program to this concept and defined a 
new strategy for its expeditious development. The major work 
requisite to the implementation of this strategy is briefly high
lighted in this section.

As stated earlier, while the national program is committed to 
mined waste disposal systems, the alternative sub seabed and other 
concepts investigated previously will continue to be studied at
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appropriate levels of effort as potential long-range supplementary 
waste isolation options. This work will not be covered here.

5.2. Program Schedule

The projected date of earliest waste disposal facility 
availability under the current strategy is approximately 1998.
The actual date will depend on such factors as the selected host 
rock and, particularly, the efficacy of the licensing process. 
Significant programmatic modifications which effectively intensify 
the pace of the overall NWTS effort have been introduced under the 
Reagan Administration. More work will be done in the interim than 
was planned earlier. Tangible results will be obtained sooner.
The current NWTS waste disposal facility development schedule 
is shown in Figure 1. Some changes in this schedule may result 
from U.S. Congressional legislation on waste management.
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5.3. Program Strategy Background

These modifications were made in response to both a new 
procedural regulation for the licensing of geologic repositories 
promulgated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) [21] and 
the consideration in the NWTS Program for a Test and Evaluation 
Facility (TEF) for performance testing and refinement of reposi
tory constructional, operational, and safety procedures and 
waste-handling and emplacement equipment under real-time and 
prototypical conditions.

The NRC regulation (10 CFR 60, Subparts A through D) has 
significantly influenced the focus of the currently planned NWTS 
siting activities (technical and environmental) and the associated 
technology development studies. The Department's site selection 
for the first waste disposal facility was to be chosen from among 
a minimum of four or five suitable sites characterized by surface 
techniques. The NRC regulation permits the application for a 
license to be based on the characterization of three such alter
native sites, of which two host rocks must be represented (one 
cannot be salt).

However, while the required minimum number of fully 
characterized sites is lower than that specified in DOE interim 
planning, the regulation also requires that exploratory shafts be 
sunk to the proposed waste facility horizon at the three sites 
and that at-depth confirmatory studies of predicted conditions be 
carried out. Under the interim strategy a requirement for 
exploratory shafts delayed the date of earliest facility avail
ability about 3 years.

5.4. Strategy Implementation

The current strategy pjrovides for siting studies responsive 
to the requirements of the NRC regulation. On the basis of the 
NWTS site selection procedures specified in the NSP/EA [22], and 
in accordance with the applicable NWTS siting criteria, three 
potential repository sites will be selected by 1983 for at-depth 
examination by means of exploratory shafts. The current status 
of the exploration studies makes it likely that the selected 
sites will be (1) in deep basalt flows lying below the Cold Creek 
Syncline area at the DOE Hanford Site, (2) in volcanic tuff in 
the Yucca Mountain formation at the DOE Nevada Test Site, and
(3) in one of several salt formations, all of which are located on 
non-DOE land (Figure 2).

Several salt domes have been under investigation in the Gulf 
Interior Region of Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi. Three domes 
have been recommended for detailed study [23]. Bedded salt forma
tions are being studied in the Paradox Basin in Utah and in the
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Permian Basin in Texas. We hope that by late 1983 a site in 
either dome salt or bedded salt can be selected for development of 
an exploratory shaft for the required investigations.

The decision on the three specific sites to be selected for 
the sinking of the exploratory shafts will be made on the basis of 
a DOE review of contractor-prepared Site Characterization Reports 
(SCRs). These reports will present and interpret the geohydrolog- 
ical, engineering, environmental, and socioeconomic data developed 
(in accordance with prior DOE-approved Site Characterization 
Plans) for the proposed locations, describe the screening process 
and evaluational techniques employed, and define an experimental 
plan for the exploratory shaft examinations. The experimental 
plan will detail the specific data to be acquired, the proposed 
acceptance/failure limits, the experimental techniques planned, 
and the application of the data to be obtained in waste disposal 
facility licensing documents. During the period when the three 
SCRs are under preparation, shaft design will also commence. 
Construction will be initiated in 1983, or early 1984, depending 
upon the site.

Shaft development operations, expected to average 2 years, 
will be completed in 1985 at the three sites. Upon completion, 
confirmatory examinations will be undertaken to verify conditions 
predicted by surface characterization (e.g., drilling and core 
analyses). These underground examinations will include horizontal 
boring to ascertain that there are not unexpected geological, 
hydrological, or geochemical anomalies present. The data obtained 
will confirm (or question) earlier conclusions regarding the 
integrity and nuclear safety of the site near-field geohydrolog- 
ical system. The results of these examinations will be reported 
to the NRC in accordance with its regulatory requirements.

One of the three provisionally qualified sites will be 
selected by DOE for formal submission to NRC in a licensing 
application (i.e., for Construction Authorization) in 1987.
This licensing petition will be supported by an updated SCR 
presenting the findings obtained in the exploratory shaft 
investigations. During the period DOE's application is under 
review at-depth studies at the selected location will continue, 
to obtain site-specific facility design information. These 
studies will include in situ testing (nonradioactive) to verify 
engineering analyses and analytical models.

As noted previously, the planning of the current strategy 
took into account the consideration in the NWTS technology devel
opment effort for an underground R&D facility (TEF) for physically 
evaluating and refining repository operational procedures and 
equipment under prototypical environmental conditions and material
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flow rates. The TEF would focus on developing generic operational 
data applicable to a waste disposal facility constructed in any 
host-rock formation. Operational procedures would be in full 
compliance with all applicable U.S. occupational, mine, and 
radiation health and safety regulations. The design of the TEF 
under consideration would require between 1 and 2 years and could 
commence in 1985. An additional 3 years would be required for 
its construction and outfitting. Prototypical waste package 
emplacement, therefore, could begin in 1989.

The national site screening effort will continue. It is 
anticipated that enough data will have been developed by 1987 
for two of the locations not chosen in the initial selection of 
the three candidate sites to justify the sinking of exploratory 
shafts. The result of the ongoing investigations of crystalline 
(granitic) rock formations could be the development of one of 
these exploratory shafts. Construction of a facility in one or 
more of the crystalline rock formations currently under con
sideration (Figure 2) will address the NWTS regional repository 
objective. Basic technology studies supporting the design of 
a repository in this host rock have been under way in the NWTS
Program for a number of years.

The geological exploration and site characterization activi
ties under way in the NWTS Program have occasioned widespread 
interest and genuine apprehension on the part of the U.S. general 
public and its elected representatives, despite a very vigorous 
and continuing effort to establish a viable consultation process 
on siting issues with the affected States and an effective public 
information program. The magnitude and thoroughness of the NWTS 
technology development effort, which is the keystone of the 
program, are largely unappreciated by anyone but specialists.

The technology development effort involves both long-term 
generic work and rock-specific studies. The planning and sched
uling of the studies are paced by the current and projected data
needs of the siting, waste package design, repository design, and 
licensing activities. Many of these information requirements will 
occur sooner under the new strategy. Currently, efforts are being 
concentrated on the development of mathematic modeling technology 
needed to confirm the acceptability of a site, on the evaluation 
of engineered multi-barrier materials and waste forms to provide 
packages capable of providing containment of waste during the 
period of high radioactivity occasioned by fission-product decay, 
and on the evaluation of repository design requirements associated 
with each host rock being considered in the NWTS Program.

To maintain congruence with the overall schedule established 
to implement the current strategy, during the very near term
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technology development work includes application of the newly 
developed models in the calculation of site-specific character
istics, initiation of extensive testing of the durability and 
compatibility of candidate waste package materials, selection of 
the temperature and other conditions acceptable for operation of 
a waste disposal facility in each type of rock, and conduct of 
repository design studies.

5.5. Waste Facility Availability

Conceivably, assuming that a workable consultation process 
has been established with the affected State, or that prior 
Congressional legislation (pending at this writing) has estab
lished formal procedures for expeditiously resolving Federal/State 
differences on siting issues, the first license application for 
construction of a full-scale waste disposal facility could be 
tendered to the NRC when two technical conditions are satisifièd:

(1) A minimum of three sites in two types of host rocks 
have been investigated with exploratory shafts

(2) The technology is in place to conduct the verifiable 
predictive modeling of the interacting near- and 
far-field performance of the waste disposal system 
(waste package, repository, and host rock and asso
ciated geohydrological system) that will be required 
to support a licensing application.

If the requisite funding is available, these conditions could be 
met by 1988, and NRC review of a license application could proceed 
in parallel with the engineering design studies. Assuming a 
4-year NRC license review and a 6 to 9-year facility construction 
period, the probability of achieving the target 1998 repository 
availability goal established under the current NWTS strategy 
appears favorable.

As suggested above, we recognize that a satisfactory 
resolution of the nuclear waste problem will be achieved only 
when a positive institutional and societal consensus regarding 
validity of the geologic disposal concept and the technical 
credibility of the NWTS waste disposal facility development 
effort is obtained in the U.S. To this end, we are making 
extensive efforts to inform regulatory agencies, State and 
local officials, the technical community, and the general 
public regarding the conduct of the national program. Such 
efforts include the briefing of, and consultations with, State 
governors, State and local officials, and Tribal officials in an 
effort to develop procedures for securing a meaningful level of 
non-Federal participation in the resolution of facility siting
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questions, the granting of financial support to State agencies 
conducting technical reviews of the work, the solicitation of 
independent peer reviews of the NWTS Program, with respect to 
both its technical quality and its responsiveness to public 
concerns, the holding of local and national public information 
meetings, and the wide distribution of programmatic documents 
for public review and comment.

In summary then, the strategy of the NWTS Program:

(1) Gives priority to the development of mined geologic 
disposal facilities involving a variety of geologic 
environments and diverse rock types

(2) Places near-term focus on qualification testing at 
three alternative sites, while conducting longer 
term evaluations of other sites suitable for regional 
disposal facilities

(3) Is consistent with NRC requirements, including 
exploratory shafts

(4) Considers the employment of a Test and Evaluation 
Facility to demonstrate system operational feasibility

(5) Includes implementation of an aggressive scientific 
research program to develop waste packaging and 
repository design and construction technology

(6) Will seek to develop an effective role for State and 
local governments in the waste isolation program 
through consultation on planning and implementation 
of the work and providing financial and technical 
assistance for State oversight

(7) Will provide the nation with at least one licensed, 
fully operational geologic disposal facility for 
commercial HLW and TRU as early as 1998.

To adhere to the NWTS Schedule (Figure 1) for the waste 
disposal facility development effort, the following decisions/ 
events [24] must occur in timely fashion:

Decision/Event Date

(1) Reduce the number of bedded salt and dome
salt sites to one preferred site 1983
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(2) Construct an exploratory shaft at a basalt 
a tuff, and a salt site 1983-1985

(3) Conduct at-depth exploration at a basalt, a 
tuff, and a salt site (horizontal drilling, 
etc. ) 1985-1987

(4) Construct a Test and Evaluation Facility if 
required 1985-1989

(5) Select a waste disposal facility site and 
apply to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
for a license 1988

(6) Emplace radioactive waste in the Test and 
Evaluation Facility 1989

(7) Begin construction of the first waste 
disposal facility. 1992

The most recent detailed review of the status of the overall 
NWTS Program appears in DOE/NWTS-15, which is the Proceedings of 
the 1981 NWTS Program Information Meeting [25]. Program progress 
during FY 1982 and later years will be reported in subsequent 
proceedings documents. A concise but informative paper high
lighting the current status of the NWTS Program is in press at 
this writing [26].
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Abstract

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: POLICY AND RESEARCH IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM.

Since 1960, government departments responsible for environmental protection have 
authorized all discharge and disposal activities. They have also controlled the use of radioactive 
substances, other than within major nuclear establishments. Since 1977, these responsibilities 
have been extended to include developing an overall strategy for waste management, sponsoring 
research required to elaborate and implement that strategy and ensuring that the strategy is 
indeed implemented. This paper reviews the progress made over the past five years and the 
current position.

1. INTRODUCTION

Controls over radioactive wastes in the UK are administered 
under the Radioactive Substances Act i960 (RSA60) {l}. All 
discharges of waste and disposal activities are subject to 
authorisation by ministers responsible for environmental 
protection (now the Secretary of State for the Environment in 
England and the respective Secretaries of State for Scotland, 
Wales and Northern Ireland), sometimes jointly with the Minister 
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF).

The holding of radioactive substances, other than on major 
nuclear sites, also requires a certificate of registration from 
the environment minister. Inspectors, appointed by the relevant 
minister, have powers to inspect premises and take samples to 
ensure that registrations and authorisations are being respected.

The handling and use of radioactive substances on major 
nuclear sites operated by the Central Electricity Generating 
Board (CEGB), the South of Scotland Electricity Board (SSEB) 
and British Nuclear Fuels Ltd (BNFL), is controlled by the 
Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (N11) of the Health and 
Safety Executive (HSE), which reports to the Secretary of State 
for Energy. The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA),
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is controlled under separate legislation specified in various 
Atomic Energy Authority Acts {2}. Crown establishments, while 
exempt from legal provisions, are subject to administrative 
controls similar to those applied to other premises and users.

In 197Ч the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution 
(RCEP), decided to investigate the environmental implications 
of nuclear power. Their report, published in September 1976 
{3}, recommended that not only should Environment Departments 
continue to have their responsibilities under the i960 Act, 
but that they should also be responsible for developing the 
strategy to deal with radioactive wastes and that they should 
control the government-funded research into radioactive waste 
management. The government accepted these recommendations 
in a White Paper (Cmnd 6820) in 1977 and defined the main 
elements of responsibility for Environment Secretaries of State 
as to :

i. ensure that the creation of wastes from nuclear 
activity is minimised

ii. ensure that waste management problems are dealt
with before any large nuclear programme is undertaken

iii. ensure that the handling and treatment of wastes is 
carried out with due regard to environmental 
considerations

iv. secure the programmed disposal of waste accumulated 
at nuclear sites

v. ensure that there is adequate research and 
development on methods of disposal

vi. secure the disposal of wastes in appropriate ways 
at appropriate times and in appropriate places.

The White Paper also announced the appointment of an 
independent Radioactive Waste Management Advisory Committee 
(RWMAC) which advises the Secretaries of State on major issues 
relating to the development and implementation of overall 
policy, and the environmental aspects of the handling and 
treatment of wastes. The Committee is made up predominantly of 
independent members with a particularly relevant background and 
expertise, and it also includes members from the nuclear industry 
and the relevant trade unions. The Committee determines its 
own programme of work, and published annual reports {5}.

This report summarises what has been done since 1977, sets 
out the present situation and describes the approach currently 
being adopted by the UK Government and the nuclear industry.
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The National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB), has 
estimated that 7ЗД of the radiation received by the population 
of the United Kingdom is from natural sources, and a further 
21$ from medical uses. The amount received from all other uses 
is therefore very small, and the amount caused by the discharge 
of radioactive wastes to the environment is only 0.1% of the total.

The aim of government policy is that this should remain the 
overall picture, and in particular that the total contribution 
from radioactive wastes should remain very small, even if there 
is an increased use of nuclear power. The aim is also that the 
radiation doses received by individuals must remain well within 
acceptable limits. Detailed surveys of current discharges and 
their impact are regularly published by the Environment 
Departments and MAFF, so that the public are kept fully informed 
of the environmental and health consequences of nuclear power 
generation {6}.

The Government's objectives for radioactive waste management 
are based on recommendations about radiological protection 
developed by the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection (ICRP) {7 }. A European Community Directive, setting 
the basic standards for the health protection of workers and the 
general public against the dangers of ionising radiations and 
incorporating ICRP recommendations, has been issued {8}.
Within the UK, the NRPB have the duty of providing the government 
with advice on the interpretation of the recommendations of 
bodies such as the ICRP {9} and the European Community.

In addition to meeting quantitative limits for individual 
and collective doses, any practice giving rise to radiation 
exposure has to be justified in terms of its overall net benefit 
to society, and the resulting exposures have to be reduced to 
levels which are as low as reasonably achievable, economic and 
social factors being taken into account.

A general description of the different types of radioactive 
waste, and the scale on which they arise, has been given in a 
report by an Expert Group {10} which in 1979 reviewed the 
principles underlying RSA60 contained in an earlier White 
Paper {ll}. In the case of the nuclear industry, the Department 
of the Environment (DOE) has compiled a more detailed inventory 
covering both existing wastes and those expected to be produced 
up to 2000. This inventory is now being extended to include 
wastes resulting from the decommissioning of plant. It 
provides information necessary to frame appropriate policies for 
waste management, and will be kept under review.

2. POLICY
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The Secretary of State for Defence remains responsible for 
the management of radioactive wastes from the defence programme. 
There is close liaison between the Ministry of Defence (MOD) and 
the relevant civil Departments in order to ensure that the 
standards applied within MOD are at least as rigorous as those 
observed by civil organisations and that the disposal of all 
categories of waste, taken together, is environmentally acceptable. 
The amounts of waste from the defence nuclear programme are in 
fact relatively small, and the problems they pose are broadly 
similar to those posed by civil wastes. Information about 
discharges to the environment from MOD establishments is 
included in the published data referred to earlier {6}.

The UK Government attach great importance to the safe and 
effective management of radioactive wastes. They are satisfied, 
as a result of research undertaken in this and other countries 
over the last five years, that it is feasible to manage and 
dispose of all the wastes currently envisaged in the UK, in
acceptable ways. There are not, in this field, any major
scientific problems to be resolved. What has to be done is 
to identify the most appropriate of the methods available 
for each type, and then ensure that this method is implemented 
according to an agreed programme and in a way that is consistent 
with the objectives for radiological protection. Waste 
management is not therefore regarded as a barrier to the further 
development of nuclear power.

Waste management is nevertheless one of the factors to be
taken into account in the design of nuclear systems, and it is
important that this should be done at the design stage rather 
than after the event. For this purpose, in England and Wales the 
Radiochemical Inspectorate (RCI), and in Scotland Her Majesty's 
Industrial Pollution Inspectorate (HMIPl) maintain close links 
with the Nil of the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) in order 
to be in a position to assess and give a view on the waste 
management aspects of proposals submitted to N11 by nuclear site 
operators under the Nuclear Installations Act 19б5. This close 
liaison also extends to the waste management implications of 
proposed modifications to nuclear plant or its method of 
operation, and to ongoing work on the safety of the treatment 
and storage of wastes. There is also direct contact, as 
appropriate, between RWMAC and the Advisory Committee on the 
Safety of Nuclear Installations (ACSNI), which gives independent 
advice to the Health and Safety Commission and, when appropriate, 
to ministers.

3. RESEARCH

The Government has reviewed the adequacy of the research 
effort on waste management and disposal, and the methods used for
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the control of this research programme. Adjusted to today's 
prices, the size of the programme has increased from £5 600 000 
in the UK financial year April 1978 to March 1979 to £10 000 000 
in the year April I9 8I to March 1982. The report of the initial
review was published {12} and has recently been followed by a 
detailed progress report {13}. The structure of the programme 
has also been changed in order to relate it more closely to the 
policy objectives set out above.

RWMAC is consulted each year about the proposals for the 
following year's research programme, and also from time to time 
in more depth about particular areas of the programme.
Consultation also takes place with the nuclear industry in order 
to ensure that there is a proper relationship between the various 
research programmes, without undue duplication or gaps. Broadly 
speaking, the DOE programme concentrates on research necessary to 
fulfil its policy objectives and generic research. Control of 
research of that nature carried out by the UKAEA has been 
transferred to DOE, and in these areas UKAEA now works under 
contract to DOE. DOE is also responsible, with MAFF, for 
initiating and co-ordinating research into the effects of radio
activity in the environment. In addition, MAFF has its own 
programme on radionuclides in the marine environment, which is 
integrated with its fisheries research programme and in 1981/82 
cost £1 .52m; and a small research programme into the effects of 
radionuclides in agriculture.

k. STRATEGY

The Expert Group referred to earlier {10} concluded that, 
where disposal routes already exist for radioactive wastes, they 
are acceptable and should continue to be used, if necessary on an 
increasing scale. The report pointed to the need to avoid 
over-elaborate arrangements not required for radiological protection. 
At the same time, it identified a number of points where the 
existing arrangements need to be extended or elaborated, and this 
work is in progress.

The Environment Departments have set in hand, in consultation 
with the nuclear industry and other organisations, the preparation 
of an overall long-term strategy for the management of wastes, 
including those at present stored at nuclear sites. The research 
programme includes studies designed to bring out relevant management 
options, and also studies which will assist in formulating the 
criteria by ,which these options will have to be assessed. A 
systems engineering study which is being carried out by DOE will 
make it possible to take into account the interactions between 
different management approaches, and to evaluate the costs in
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radiological and financial terms of alternative storage and/or 
disposal options for particular streams of vaste. The study will 
be continuously updated, as further information becomes available. 
Some general conclusions can be drawn at this stage.

The arrangements for the storage of heat-generating wastes 
in cooled stainless steel tanks at the Sellafield works of BNFL 
are safe and acceptable for the present. However, work is 
going ahead on the design of a vitrification plant at Sellafield, 
which will convert the wastes from a liquid to a glass. This 
plant is expected to come into operation in 1987. The vitrified 
waste will then be placed in an air-cooled store near the 
vitrification plant.

In the case of these wastes, there are advantages in delaying 
operations to allow for radioactive decay. The transport of 
spent fuel from power stations at Sellafield for reprocessing is 
not undertaken until at least 90 days after it is removed from the 
reactor, and there is a further delay before it is reprocessed. 
Vitrification, however, should take place as soon as practicable 
after reprocessing in order to minimise the volumes of waste held 
in liquid form. In the light of further work carried out since 
the 1977 White Paper, and the advice of RWMAC, it has now been 
decided that the vitrified waste should then be stored on the 
surface for a period of at least 50 years. By the end of that 
period, heat generation and radiation will be much reduced 
because the shorter-lived radionuclides will have decayed. This 
will greatly simplify disposal, although some heat will continue 
to be generated as a result of the remaining radionuclides. But 
although .there are technical advantages in deferring disposal, 
storage is not a substitute for disposal.

Even though the choice between storage and disposal does not 
immediately have to be made, there is a clear moral duty to 
consider all options, and to develop the supporting scientific 
and technical knowledge, so that these are available as guidance 
to future generations. Moreover, it is desirable to ensure as 
far as possible that the vitrified blocks produced are compatible 
with the eventual management systems. This may avoid the need 
for repackaging and other operations at a later stage which, as 
well as being expensive, would involve contamination and exposure 
to radiation. Financial provision also needs to be made now for 
the future costs of waste management.

5. DISPOSAL

Seven types of potential disposal facility have been 
identified by DOE which justify research pending a decision on 
which should be developed. Five are land-based (LAND 1 - 5) and
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two involve the marine environment (SEA 1-2); one land-hased 
facility and one marine facility (in both cases for lower level 
wastes) already exist (Table I). Their characteristics, and the 
approximate limitations which may be required for waste acceptance 
are shown in the table. It is emphasised that not all the 
disposal facilities will be needed (perhaps 3 or U of the types) 
although all justify consideration at this time. Furthermore, 
the waste acceptance criteria for any specific repository will be 
determined taking into account the effectiveness of the geological 
and engineered barriers of that site, so the values in the table 
should not be regarded as any more than guidelines. In practice, 
it is likely that the total waste inventory of the repository will 
be a more important parameter than the specific activity of 
individual packages.

The practicable options for disposal of heat-generating wastes 
are already clear in outline, and were identified by the Royal 
Commission: burial deep underground (LAM 5) or emplacement on or
under the ocean (SEA 2). There has been extensive research in a 
number of countries into LAUD 5, and there is general agreement 
that its feasibility has been established in principle. The UK 
programme is now concentrating on checking the applicability of 
findings from other countries to UK conditions. Research is 
continuing into SEA 2 in order to bring knowledge about it to the 
same level. At the same time, studies are also taking place 
in order to determine what would be the maximum safe lifetime 
(without major reconstruction) for various forms of store.

Currently there is a lack of suitable disposal facilities 
for intermediate-level wastes, and it is important that this 
should be remedied. The types of waste that can be accepted 
at any given facility will depend upon the details of the 
eventual design, and it is not therefore possible to say with 
certainty at this stage what facilities will be required.
Work is now proceeding to establish lists of potential sites 
for investigation with the objective of bringing into operation 
by the end of the decade 2 facilities which, between them, 
should be able to accept a high proportion of the wastes 
suitable for disposal:

i. an engineered trench at a depth of 20-30 metres, 
for wastes of low a content (LAND 2)

ii. a modified mine or purpose-built cavity for wastes 
of higher a content (LAND 3 or It)

Low-level solid wastes are disposed of to sea (SEA l) or 
to shallow landfill (LAND l). Disposal at sea is subject to 
the London Dumping Convention, and takes place under a
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TABLE I. DISPOSAL FACILITIES JUSTIFYING CONSIDERATION

FACILITY GUIDELINE DESCRIPTION GUIDELINE SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 
LIMITS

a B Y

EARLIEST
COMMISSIONING
DATE

LAND 1 SHALLOW BURIAL (AS AT 
DRIGG)

750 MBq/m3 1.5 GBq/m3 AVAILABLE

LAND 2 ENGINEERED TRENCH 
(20m-30m DEPTH

100 GBq/m3 
(1)

UNRESTRICTED
(2)

LATE 1980s

LAND 3
MODIFIED MINE OK 
PURPOSE-BUILT 
CAVITY APPROX 
100m DEPTH

2 TBq/m3 UNRESTRICTED
(2)

1990

LAND k
PURPOSE-BUILT 
REPOSITORY AT APPROX 
300m DEPTH

UNRESTRICTED UNRESTRICTED
(2)

1991

LAND 5
PURPOSE-BUILT 
REPOSITORY AT APPROX 
300m DEPTH (3)

UNRESTRICTED UNRESTRICTED LATER THAN 
2030

SEA 1 OCEAN DISPOSAL 
DRUMMED WASTE hO GBq/t 

CU)
h TBq/t

(M
AVAILABLE

SEA 2 EMPLACEMENT ON OR 
UNDER OCEAN BED UNRESTRICTED UNRESTRICTED LATEP THAN 

2030

(1) Possible restriction on Np precursors
(2) Excluding wastes generating significant heat
(3) Suitable for wastes generating heat
(Ц) With other stipulations

consultation and surveillance mechanism operated Ъу the Nuclear 
Energy Agency (NEA) of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD). The site used for the purpose is about 
500 miles south-west of Lands End: its use was reviewed in
1979 by the NEA, which concluded that it could safely continue 
to be used until at least the next review in 198U.

LAND 1 disposals are undertaken at Drigg in Cumbria. The 
site is owned and operated by BNFL, but it is also available to 
other waste producers by arrangement. Discussions have 
taken place about methods of making more economical use of 
Drigg by processing waste to reduce its volume. The Expert 
Group {l0} recommended that, in view of the remote location
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of Drigg and the extent to which it will he required for 
BNFL's own wastes, at least one additional site suitable for 
shallow land burial of that kind of waste should be identified.

With regard to packaging for disposal, the UK considers 
that if waste is packaged for safe storage and transport, then 
such packaging will not prejudice eventual disposal.

6. DECOMMISSIONING

One major source of wastes will be the decommissioning 
of nuclear plant. While some small plants have already been 
decommissioned, it will be at least 10 years before existing 
nuclear power stations start to go out of use. The various 
options on decommissioning and disposal routes for the wastes 
arising from decommissioning are being examined by the 
government and the nuclear industry. It is clear that, in 
the case of nuclear reactors, there would be considerable 
advantages in terms of reducing radiation exposure of the 
workforce in deferring much of the work involved. Apart 
from the bulk of some items, the problems decommissioning 
wastes present will not be qualitatively different to those 
presented by other forms of waste, although they strengthen 
the case for the provision of additional disposal facilities.
As and when information becomes available, the wastes from 
decommissioning will be taken fully into account in DOE's 
systems engineering studies and in the formulation and 
review of the waste management strategy.

T. DISCHARGES

7.1 Discharges of liquid effluent

The most significant discharge of radioactive effluent 
is through pipeline to the sea from the Sellafield works of 
BNFL. Much smaller quantities of radioactivity are discharged 
to the sea from other nuclear sites. Details of these 
discharges and of their environmental impact are given in the 
annual survey of discharges {6}. All discharges have been 
and are within authorised limits; and in all cases the 
resulting exposures are well within ICRP recommendations.

In the past, corrosion of spent magnox fuel elements 
awaiting reprocessing at Sellafield has raised the level of 
caesium in the cooling ponds, and thus in the discharges to the 
sea. This problem is being tackled: there has already been
a substantial reduction in caesium discharges and further 
improvements will follow the introduction in 1983 of an ion 
exchange plant (SIXEP) which is now under construction {lU}.
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7.2 Discharges to the atmosphere

Discharges to the atmosphere are of relatively minor 
importance under normal operating conditions, although the 
consequences of hypothetical accidental releases on the 
terrestrial environment are receiving continuing study. The 
existing authorisations, which have in the past relied on a 
general requirement on the operator to use the best practicable 
means to limit discharges, are at present being amended to 
contain numerical limits for the more radiologically significant 
nuclides, and new authorisations will automatically contain 
such limits.

The conclusions of the Expert Group and a recent NEA 
report {1 5} do not point to any present need for further national 
and international controls to limit the build-up in the atmosphere 
of long-lived radionuclides, but the subject will be kept under 
review.

8. THE FUTURE

The Government will continue to ensure that the necessary 
research and development is carried out on methods of radioactive 
waste management. Close contact will be maintained with advances 
in thinking and techniques in other countries. The UK will 
continue to play a full part in the work in this field of the 
European Community, the NEA and the IAEA.

In the case of heat-generating wastes, work in other 
countries has shown that geological disposal is feasible and 
we are still a long way from the need to take decisions about 
the provision of disposal facilities. Where appropriate, 
research will continue in order to help determine eventually 
which is the best option in terms of safety, environmental 
acceptability, flexibility and costs, plus the requirements 
placed on future generations. In the meantime, the government 
is confident that the methods of storage envisaged are safe 
and acceptable.

There is no technical obstacle to the development of the 
disposal facilities required for intermediate-level wastes.
There are already accumulations of such wastes at nuclear sites, 
and it is desirable to dispose of these as soon as possible, and 
to avoid the creation of additional accumulations. The 
objective is therefore to have additional facilities in operation 
quickly {l6}. These facilities should be able to cope 
with most types of intermediate-level wastes that already exist, 
plus those that will be created by the further development of 
nuclear power on the scale envisaged for the UK.
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For low-level wastes, the UK proposes to continue the use 
of sea disposal to the extent that this can be justified in 
environmental terms. Because of the absence of measurable 
effects from past disposal activities, assessment of the 
environmental impact hag to be by means of modelling. The NEA 
is co-ordinating an international research programme to add to 
existing scientific knowledge about the Atlantic disposal site 
and the UK is participating fully in this programme. In order 
to make possible the optimum use of sea disposal, new packaging 
and transport facilities will be required, and the necessary 
action is in hand. Other existing disposal methods have proved 
satisfactory and will continue to be used.

The provision of further disposal facilities will require 
developments in the present organisation. The Royal Commission 
recommended that a Nuclear Waste Disposal Corporation should be 
set up as an independent statutory body to develop and manage 
disposal facilities. However, they had in mind primarily 
facilities for heat-generating waste, which are not an immediate 
issue. The tasks that lie immediately ahead seem to require a 
different approach. Moreover, as with other industries, and in 
accordance with the'polluter pays’principle, the cost of waste 
management (including the eventual costs of decommissioning) 
must be met by the industry and reflected in its accounting 
practices.

The Government has therefore been holding discussions 
with the nuclear industry and the generating boards, and seeking 
the advice of RWMAC. The Government's conclusions are 
expressed in a White Paper, published in July 1982 {17}. The 
White Paper announced the formulation of a Nuclear Industries 
Radioactive Waste Executive (NIREX) sponsored by BNFL, CEGB,
SSEB and UKAEA. The Executive operates through a technical 
unit based at the UKAEA Harwell Laboratory and its immediate 
task is to develop improved facilities for Sea 1 disposals 
and new facilities of Land 2 and Land 3 or Land 1* types 
within the next 10 years.

This will not diminish the responsibility of the 
environment Ministers for the formulation, review and implementation 
of a strategy for waste management. It will also continue to be 
the task of the regulatory bodies (the authorising Departments 
under RSA60, N11, and the Department of Transport for the safe 
movement of materials) to ensure, by the use of specific statutory 
powers, that high standards of waste management are maintained, 
that hazards are reduced to levels that are as low as reasonably 
practicable, and that the public are safeguarded. What NIREX has 
to provide is a mechanism by which the industry can effectively 
fulfil its own responsibilities in this field.
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At the same time there is scope in the UK for a substantially 
increased role for the private sector in research, and also in 
implementation of the waste management strategy. In 1981/82 
nearly a third of the DOE research programme was carried out in 
the private sector. And there is a potential role for the 
private sector in the design and construction of disposal 
facilities and plant, and possibly also in their operation.
All these factors will be taken into account in the decisions on 
future organisation.

9. CONCLUSION

There are no insuperable problems to the safe management of 
radioactive wastes arising from the UK nuclear power programme. 
Present procedures are demonstrably safe and improvements being 
introduced will provide even greater reassurance. In future 
what is needed is effective action to build and commission the 
new facilities which will ensure continuing safety over the 
longer periods which the public regard as necessary.
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Abstract

THE PRESENT SWEDISH NUCLEAR FUEL AND WASTE POSITION IN PERSPECTIVE.
In Sweden current efforts are focussed on research and development of the management 

of all types of radioactive residues and on industrial projects for the implementation of a 
complete programme for the back-end of the fuel cycle, where, in fact, international commercial 
services scarcely exist. Another reason for this priority is the need to allay public anxiety on 
the subject. The paper describes the policy, planning, and development of the Swedish nuclear 
back-end as well as its organization and financing. In Sweden the licensee of a nuclear power 
facility assumes direct responsibility, technically and financially, for the nuclear waste he 
generates. To cover future costs with respect to the back-end, the utilities pay to the State 
a fee related to their production of nuclear electricity. The fee is kept in a fund administered 
by the State through an authority, the ‘National Board for Spent Nuclear Fuel’. The technical 
implementation programme comprises a sea transportation system to be operational by the 
end of 1982 and a central facility for intermediate storage of spent reactor fuel to be operational 
by 1985. The third step in the Swedish waste programme is a central final storage facility for 
reactor wastes other than spent fuel (planned to be in operation by 1988). Broad research and 
development work is going on in a deep underground system for the isolation of highly active 
and long-lived wastes. A rock drilling programme is being carried out at several places and is 
planned to continue for a period of approximately ten years. Encapsulation of waste and the 
properties of buffer materials are being studied. The analyses of the system performance require a 
thorough knowledge of the factors that will govern the transport and retension of various 
isotopes in the surrounding geosphere. It has been shown that with proper selection of 
barriers and choice of proper media the possible dose to man in the distant future will be low 
compared with the natural level of radiation. The paper stresses the importance of achieving 
generally and multi-nationally accepted guidelines for waste isolation systems and also of 
proper demonstration of the performance of the various parts of such systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Up to the beginning of the 1970s there was governmental, political, public 
and industrial support for the development of nuclear energy as a substantial 
part of Sweden’s energy supply. Efforts and economic support were directed 
towards the development of power reactors and the supply of fuel. This included 
demonstration on an industrial scale of a technique for the utilization of vast
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domestic resources of low-grade uranium-bearing shales as well as the establishment 
of a fuel element factory. The development of waste management techniques 
was given less attention at that time.

During the latter part of the decade, and parallel to an evolving national 
debate on nuclear energy, the Government and some political parties turned from 
a supportive to a restrictive attitude. One consequence of this has been the 
gradual withdrawal by the State of economic support for nuclear activities.
Stringent legislation for the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle was introduced.
Thus, the ‘Stipulation Act’ demands that the licensee of a nuclear power plant 
satisfies the Government that the question of the management o f the spent 
nuclear fuel, including terminal storage of the highly active residue, has been 
resolved before fuelling and activating a new power reactor.

The national nuclear controversy culminated in and was partly deactivated 
by the referendum held in March of 1980.

Parliament has thereafter accepted the completion of the ambitious nuclear 
power investment programme of twelve units. This will bring the nuclear share 
of the total electricity production close to 50%. Combined with strong support 
by the Government for the development of new sources of energy, the decision 
also included a planned cessation of nuclear power generation by the year 2010.

The development of electricity and nuclear electricity production and 
consumption in Sweden is dealt with in another paper at this conference 
(IAEA-CN-42/209 Vol.l). It should be emphasized, however, that although the 
nuclear issue and the debate surrounding it have been costly in economic terms, they 
have not resulted in any lack of generating capacity (to cover the demand of 
electricity) and will most likely not do so over the next ten years. Sweden remains 
a highly electrified country and ranks as third in the world league on the per capita 
consumption of electricity. The figure for 1981 was 12 000 kW-h per year, of 
which 4300 kW-h was nuclear generated. It should also be said that the debate 
has provided a strong incentive to unite efforts in work on the back-end of the fuel 
cycle. This will be described later.

The present situation — in Sweden as well as internationally — does not 
justify the previous domestic efforts put into the field of the front-end supply.
The securing of safe supply of raw materials and enrichment services for the 
Swedish nuclear programme is at present based on foreign imports backed up 
by stockpiling of uranium enriched to light-water reactor grades. National 
uranium prospecting is pursued on a limited scale and a national fuel element 
factory is in operation [ 1 ].

In Sweden, current efforts are focussed on research and development work 
for the management of all types of radioactive residues and on industrial 
projects.for the implementation of a complete programme for the back-end of 
the fuel cycle, where, in fact, international commercial services scarcely exist [1 ]. 
Another reason for this priority is the need to allay public anxiety on the subject.
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2. THE GENERAL FRAMEWORK, ORGANIZATION AND FINANCING
OF SWEDISH ACTIVITIES FOR THE BACK-END OF THE FUEL
CYCLE

The decision of Parliament that followed the referendum constitutes the 
basis for planning.

The total accumulated production from the twelve reactors totalling 
9500 MW is estimated as 1500 TW-h. Residues will accumulate to around 7000 
tonnes of spent fuel (calculated as uranium), 100 000 m3 of reactor waste and 
150 000 m3 of decommissioning waste. The research and the industrial facilities 
are then planned to fit these figures plus a safety margin. They should also be 
co-ordinated in time with the continuous production of nuclear electricity and the 
political decision on the future cessation of nuclear power generation.

The organizational and financing system is based on domestic legislation 
(the ‘Financing Act’) and has the following structure, which is fairly well 
regulated [2].

The holder of a licence for a nuclear power facility assumes the direct 
responsibility, technically and financially, for the nuclear waste he generates. The 
Swedish State carries an overall responsibility. To cover future costs with respect 
to the entire back-end system (with the exception of reactor wastes but including 
decommissioning) the utilities pay to the State a fee related to the production of 
nuclear electricity. The fee is kept in a fund controlled by the State. The authority 
responsible for the fund is the ‘National Board for Spent Nuclear Fuel’ (NAK).
The Board grants permission for the funds to be used for their intended purpose 
and grants loans to the utilities from excess funds. The size of the charge is decided 
by the Government on the basis of a proposal from the Board. For 1982 the 
charge amounts to  0.017 SEK/kW-h. Including in addition the costs for the 
management of reactor waste, we arrive at a figure of 0.018 SEK/kW-h, which 
represents the average back-end cost for each nuclear-produced kilowatt-hour.
It should be mentioned that before the implementation of this legislation the 
nuclear utilities had for several years set aside tax-exempted internal funds for 
the same purpose.

The Board is kept informed of and scrutinizes the research programme, 
the technical plans, and the practical measures for the management of the 
spent fuel, for wastes originating therefrom and for decommissioning wastes.
The Swedish Nuclear Fuel Supply Company (SKBF), which is jointly owned by 
the four nuclear utilities, has been entrusted with the technical development work 
for the activities outside the nuclear power plants. As the main instrument of 
information to the National Board, SKBF submits each year a report on 
relevant activities, planning, economic calculations and budgets.

Thus, the system aims to guarantee the financing of the back-end costs 
even after nuclear electricity production has ceased and even if the utility in
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question has ceased to exist. In this way, the estimated back-end costs will 
appear as one of the cost elements for nuclear electricity generation and thus 
help to refute the argument that economic burdens are being deferred into 
the future. The funds also represent a financial source for the utilities.

3. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND RESEARCH

We have made the development of our nuclear back-end system subject 
to certain general conditions:

(1) High degree of occupational and environmental safety
(2) No undue burden on future generations
(3) Use of realistic conditions and techniques.

Where predictable international commercial or other arrangements are not 
foreseen, we have planned for

(4) Implementation of options which would be under Swedish control.

Within this framework the following programme, as shown in Fig.l, has 
evolved.

The nuclear back-end programme consists of two parts: one part in which 
the systems and technology are chosen and the other in which research on the 
development of the concept and siting for an isolation system for high-level and 
long-lived radioactive products is carried out.

3.1. Technical implementation programme

Priority has been given to the development of a uniform transportation system 
for all kinds of radioactive products. As all Swedish nuclear power stations, 
together with the intermediate storage facility (Clab), and the repository for 
reactor wastes (SFR), described below, are situated on the coast, a system of 
sea transport has been chosen. This is now being commissioned and is planned 
to be operational by the end of 1982. It has already been presented to the 
public in various articles and lectures [3].

A similar priority has been given to the design and construction of a central 
facility for intermediate storage o f  spent reactor fuel and components (Clab).
The construction is well under way and operation of the facility is scheduled to 
start in early 1985. The storage capacity of 3000 tonnes of uranium will be 
sufficient until the mid-1990s and can then be increased to hold the 7000 tonnes 
mentioned above. Clab has also been described in articles and lectures [3].
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FIG .l. The Swedish nuclear system.

The transport system and Clab are necessary to guarantee continuous nuclear 
power production until capacities for further treatment have been secured.

Long-term storage in Clab greatly reduces the heat generation of the spent 
fuel. This facilitates further handling and conditioning and is an important 
safety factor for all final storage concepts in bedrock. Thus the design of Clab 
is based on an estimated storage period for the spent fuel of approximately forty 
years and an operating period o f the facility of approximately sixty years, 
though it should be noted that the choice of forty years is somewhat arbitrary.
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The third step in the implementation of Sweden’s waste programme is a 
central final storage facility (SFR) for the various kinds of reactor wastes other 
than spent fuel. Applications for the necessary siting and construction permits 
for this facility were submitted to the appropriate authorities in March 1982. The 
applications refer to a sub-seabed facility with a 50 m cover of crystalline rock, 
about one kilometre off shore and adjacent to the Forsmark nuclear power 
station. Forsmark is situated on the Gulf of Bothnia about 150 kilometres north 
of Stockholm [4].

An amount of 867 tonnes of spent fuel, calculated as uranium, has been 
contracted for reprocessing in Great Britain and France. Of this, wastes arising 
from the reprocessing of 727 tonnes can be sent back to the Swedish customer,
i.e. SKBF. Thus, the next project planned to be initiated in the mid-1980s is the 
construction of intermediate storage facilities for such radioactive residues.

Reprocessing provides the customer with uranium and plutonium. It is 
considered that the most realistic approach for Sweden as things stand now would 
be to plan for use and burnup of the plutonium (order of magnitude 6 tonnes) 
in the form of mixed-oxide fuel elements in light-water reactors in Sweden. Earlier 
test operation of power reactors with such fuel elements proved satisfactory.
A final repository for such spent fuel, discharged from Swedish reactors but not 
being further reprocessed, is included in the development programme described 
below.

3.2. Management of highly active and long-lived radioactive products

3.2.1. Waste isolation system

The most demanding task still remains, i.e. the development of systems for 
the final isolation of highly active and long-lived radioactive products. These 
products can appear in various forms and with various radioactive isotope 
compositions. Sweden feels obliged to be prepared to manage and finally store 
conceivable residues arising from reprocessing as well as from spent fuel not 
being reprocessed. Thus, the research and development work applies to both 
the reprocessing and non-reprocessing routes.

The prerequisites generally imply deep underground waste isolation systems, 
in which the sub-systems should provide several barriers to hinder and delay the 
transport of radioactive components to the biosphere and limit the dose to man 
to an acceptable level for extremely long periods of time. The question of waste 
isolation is then one of low radiation dose.

There are two functions of a final-storage scheme, i.e. first to isolate the 
waste fully for an early period of time and then to delay the subsequent 
transport to the biosphere over extremely long periods. The first function is 
achieved by introducing various engineered barriers around the waste: The second
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function is partly provided by the engineered barriers during their gradual 
degradation with time and finally by the natural barrier effect of the surrounding 
host rock.

In the performance and safety analyses of a sealed underground waste isolation 
system we distinguish three sub-systems:

(a) the near field
(b) the geosphere
(c) the biosphere.

The near field  means the region of a repository where the host medium 
is ‘disturbed’ by man. It contains the waste packages, the sealing substances and 
the adjacent part of the host medium. The geosphere refers to the bulk of the 
relatively undisturbed host rock surrounding the repository. In the biosphere 
the ecosystem provides a number of pathways for the radionuclides to reach man.

The long-term performance of an underground waste isolation system 
depends upon the selection of the proper host media and site and the develop
ment of a proper waste package system and sealing system. The analysis of 
this performance requires a thorough knowledge of the laws of nature that will 
govern the transport and retention of various isotopes in the surrounding 
geosphere and a knowledge of the possible pathways of radioactive substances 
in the biosphere.

Examples of research work being carried out in this area are given below.
It must be emphasized that in the complete performance picture the sub-systems 
are interrelated. Thus a certain trade-off exists between the various functions 
of the sub-parts of the system.

3.2.2. Research and development work [5]

The accumulation of the necessary knowledge must involve a wide range 
of disciplines. This is achieved in our programme by national research at many 
institutions and by the proper collection of information on work going on all 
over the world. The national research and development programme is, by local 
standards, rather extensive but is confined to areas relevant to underground waste 
isolation systems and concepts within the prerequisites mentioned above.

Areas of investigation are:

( 1 ) Characteristics of waste forms 

Spent fuel
Vitrified high-level waste
Various matrix materials for transuranium wastes and low-level wastes
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(2) Encapsulation

Materials
Corrosion
Encapsulation techniques

(3) Buffer materials (bentonite or similar)

Swelling
Stability — transport in fissures 
Diffusion resistance

(4) Near-field interaction

Radiolysis
Thermodynamics
Mathematical models of mass transport

(5) Geology

Site investigations 
Geochemistry
Fissures and fissure filling material 
Tectonics

(6) Hydrogeology

Hydraulic conductivities 
Groundwater chemistry
Mathematical models of groundwater transport

(7) Nuclide transport in the geosphere

Sorption of nuclides 
Diffusion into rock matrix 
Mathematical models

(8) Nuclide transport in the biosphere

Transfer factors in the biosphere 
Natural levels of radionuclides 
Human use of nature
Mathematical models of biosphere transport.

As already mentioned, research is being carried out at a number of institutions. 
One specific large-scale laboratory and testing plant, Stripa, might be mentioned
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TH ERM O M ECH A N ICS H Y D R O G E O LO G Y
G E O C H EM IS TR Y

C H E M IC A L TR A N S PO R T E N G IN E E R E D
B A R R IE R S

Heater tests

*
Mechanical response 
of heat load

*
Borehole testing 
water sampling

Testing techniques, 
groundwater flow 
conditions, 
water chemistry of 
deep groundwater

Migration tests

*
Sorption and 
diffusion effects

*
Buffer mass test

*
Verification of 
the barrier 
function

FIG.2. The Stripa test site.

in particular. This is illustrated in Fig.2. It is organized as an international 
OECD/NEA project with Canada, Finland, France, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland 
and the USA as participants.

3.2.3. Waste isolation concepts [6]

As already mentioned, specific Swedish legislation, ‘the Stipulation Act’, 
requires the holder of the concession for a nuclear power plant to demonstrate 
to the satisfaction of the Government — before fuelling and activating a new power 
reactor — either that there exists “a contract which in a reliable way covers the 
need for reprocessing of used nuclear fuel, and in addition shows how and where 
absolutely safe final storage of the highly active waste from the reprocessing 
can be achieved” or “how and where absolutely safe final storage of spent 
unreprocessed nuclear fuel can be achieved” .

Within the conditions set by the prerequisites just described, two concepts 
for waste isolation have been worked out and details of them have been 
published. The first one — known as KBS1 — is related to the reprocessing route. 
An analysis of this concept has been attached to the applications from Swedish 
utilities for permission to fuel and activate a number of new power reactors. 
Permits have then been granted by the Swedish Government in accordance with 
the Stipulation Act. The second concept is based on a system for terminal
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storage of encapsulated unreprocessed spent fuel (KBS2). A new description 
and analysis of this concept will be published during the first half of 1983. It 
will then be referred to in applications during 1983 for permission to fuel two 
more new power reactors. It is expected that -  as with the previous applications 
the concept and performance analyses will be carefully scruntinized both inside 
and outside Sweden.

It should be made very clear that Government approval of a concept in 
accordance with the Stipulation Act does not mean that the future industrial 
implementation of the waste isolation scheme must necessarily be based on that 
concept. It just means that the Government is satisfied that one safe concept 
is available.

The following is a short summary of the features of the two concepts.
Both concepts are based on deep underground repositories consisting of 

tunnels excavated in crystalline rock at a depth of about 500 m. To get an 
effective geological barrier to the release of radionuclides to the biosphere the 
hydraulic gradients and conductivity in the rock around the repository should 
be low .

In both concepts the waste is assumed to be encapsulated in corrosion- 
resistant canisters and deposited in holes drilled in the bottom of the repository 
tunnels, one canister per deposition hole. To provide a controlled environment 
and to limit the access of groundwater to the canister, the free space between 
the canister and the host rock should be filled with a clay material. This 
clay should be capable of swelling when wetted to ensure the complete filling 
of the void.

For the high-level waste arising from reprocessing, a canister of lead 
surrounded by a titanium shell would be used. The type of waste in this concept 
is borosilicate glass.

For the spent fuel, the fuel rods would be placed in a copper canister and 
the inner void filled with molten lead.

In both cases the surrrounding swelling material would consist of bentonite.
In both concepts the radioactive materials are assumed to need a total 

decay time of forty years before deposition in order to limit the decay heat 
and the necessary spacing of the deposition holes. The maximum surface 
temperature is calculated to be well below 100°C. This requires facilities for 
intermediate storage (Clab).

With reference to the situation as regards the back-end of the nuclear fuel 
cycle and the management of nuclear waste, nuclear critics have used the general 
parallel that the introduction of nuclear power is like an aeroplane taking off 
without any assurance of the possibility of landing. This criticism is, perhaps, 
to some extent well founded.

With reference to the description given above of the efforts being made in 
Sweden, we trust that we now have and will continue to have a safe means for
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making intermediate stopovers as well as for reaching the final destination of 
our nuclear flight. Besides, we will have paid our flight ticket in advance.

We are, notwithstanding, fully aware of the great amount of research and 
development work that lies ahead before high-quality industrial implementation 
is achieved.

4. INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION

From an international point of view deficiencies appear to exist in two 
respects in the back-end of the fuel cycle. This is serious, not only because of 
the incompleteness of the nuclear power system caused by the deficiencies 
themselves but also because they create amongst the public and in political 
circles a feeling that satisfactory waste management methods do not exist.

First, we need some kind of generic criteria accepted worldwide for the 
management of the back-end and the isolation of waste together with a 
quantitative performance analysis system. The IAEA and intergovernmental 
organizations such as OECD/NEA must strive for a consensus in this respect.

Second, we need a proper demonstration of systems for the final 
storage of highly active and long-lived radioactive products originating from 
the operation of nuclear power reactors. This does not necessarily mean develop
ment and construction for the full industrial implementation. Nor does it 
necessarily mean complete demonstrations in every country operating nuclear 
power reactors. However, in order to obtain governmental and public acceptance 
of the fact that the development work and demonstrations in one country are 
also widely applicable in another country, backup in the form of common 
international consensus on generic guidelines is needed. Implementation and 
operational responsibility is, however, perhaps a task for industry.

Achieving these two interrelated goals is of great importance for future 
worldwide nuclear prospects. If they are not attained within a reasonable 
period of time, the future of the whole of nuclear power will be endangered.
They are also of prime importance for small- and medium-sized national 
nuclear programmes.

A more purposeful collaboration in these directions is urgently needed 
amongst international, intergovernmental and industrial nuclear organizations.
To enable this to be achieved, a policy of openness must be aimed at.
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Abstract

MANAGEMENT OF HIGHLY RADIOACTIVE WASTES: AN OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT 
TECHNOLOGY AND COST IMPACTS.

For the universal acceptance of nuclear power the availability of appropriate technology 
for the safe and economic management of high-level radioactive wastes is an important 
prerequisite. So far, highly radioactive waste has been stored in liquid form. The storage 
systems used have proved to  be basically safe and satisfactory. However, the ultimate means of 
isolating these wastes would be to immobilize them in a suitable solid waste form, to  containerize 
them and to dispose of them in an irretrievable manner. Most countries have adopted a systems 
approach incorporating multiple barriers for waste isolation. The system components include 
the waste form, the package, the backfill and the host rock. Many waste forms have been under 
development in different countries. However, the waste form which has received major attention 
so far has been the glass matrix. Industrial-scale application of the vitrification process has 
already been demonstrated. A facility for vitrification of the high-level wastes from the Marcoule 
reprocessing plant has been operating in France since late 1978. The Waste Immobilisation Plant 
at Tarapur, India, will go into operation in 1982. This paper reviews present experience with 
liquid-waste storage systems, the status o f technology in the development o f suitable solid waste 
forms, engineering processes for the fabrication of such waste forms, the containment and the 
package with special reference to the present status of the work in India. The process details 
and the design features, including remote operation and maintenance, of the commercial vitrifica
tion facilities with particular reference to  the Indian plant are highlighted. The need for interim 
storage of the solidified waste products before their final disposal is discussed and the present 
thinking in India and other countries on this aspect is reviewed. Finally, an estimate of the 
economic impact of the management and disposal of high-level wastes on nuclear power is 
presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of nuclear power on a large scale has come under severe 
criticism in recent years both on political and technological grounds. One of the 
persistent criticisms has been that the nuclear industry has still to demonstrate 
its ability to safely isolate the high-level radioactive wastes generated in the 
nuclear fuel cycle from man’s environment. This paper attempts to focus the
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problem in its proper perspective and to analyse the present status of efforts 
in approaching a solution to this problem and the general direction of future 
efforts in this area.

The waste stream of primary concern is the first cycle raffinate of the Purex 
process from the reprocessing plant. Though volumes are low (500—800 L/t of 
fuel reprocessed), specific activities are high (~  3500 Ci/L).

The assessment of the risk associated with the release of radionuclides to the 
environment has to be made in the time-frame of the life of the radionuclides. In the 
case of high-level radioactive wastes, the concern about the recycling of the 
radionuclide is of long-term perspective, owing to the presence of transuranic 
elements. However, a time-range of the order of 10 000 to 100 000 years seems 
acceptable.

2. INTERIM LIQUID STORAGE

To date, the general practice has been to store high-level radioactive wastes 
in liquid form in high-integrity stainless-steel tanks located in underground 
concrete vaults. With the technology available at present, there are a number of 
designs for such special storage tanks. The tanks are fitted with cooling 
facilities and the necessary instrumentation. Additional safety features with 
sufficient redundancy and facilities for transfer of wastes are also provided.

Instances of leakage have occurred, some of minor, some of major nature. 
The system has proved to be basically safe and satisfactory, provided strict 
quality control is maintained followed by proper surveillance. However, it is 
necessary to keep spare tanks in case of an accident or unexpected tank failure. 
Further, it is necessary to proceed with the construction of adequate storage tanks 
as the volume of waste arisings increases. This means increasingly large capital 
outlay, since the cost of storage tanks, which are made of costly material 
and to extremely high fabrication standards, and are provided with the required 
safety features, has escalated considerably in the past decade. However, liquid 
storage, at best, can only be a temporary measure. Conversion of wastes into a 
suitable solid form as soon as practicable offers distinct advantages in handling, 
transport, storage and ultimate disposal. Moreover, this also minimizes the degree 
of surveillance and monitoring required.

3. MANAGEMENT SCHEMATIC

The management concept accepted at present involves solidification of the 
wastes with desired characteristics and their containerization, dissipation of a 
significant fraction of the decay heat in a controlled manner in an engineered
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containment and, finally, disposal in a repository located in deep geological media. 
How long should the liquid waste be cooled before solidification? When should 
the solidified waste be finally disposed? Answers to these questions depend 
primarily on the characteristics of the waste, its reactor and reprocessing history. 
Post-reactor cooling of the wastes before solidification may extend to five years 
or more; it is essential to minimize handling problems during processing for 
solidification. It is generally agreed that it is also necessary to provide for interim 
retrievable storage of the solidified waste for a sufficient length of time. The 
periods under consideration range from twenty years to even one hundred years. 
Such interim solid storage would allow dissipation of the decay heat in the waste 
to a very significant extent and would allow optimal loading of the repository.
It would also provide an opportunity for observing the behaviour of the waste form 
during this period.

A consensus is developing among those concerned that the entire waste 
isolation scheme be viewed as a system, with a number of barriers built in to 
prevent movement of radionuclides from the repository to man’s environment.
The system components constituting the barriers would include the solid waste 
form, the package, the backfill and the host rock. Each of these barriers is 
important in itself and efforts for maximizing their effectiveness will be continued. 
However, the natural geological barrier is perhaps the most important component 
in the isolation of radioactivity and should be able to prevent any accidentally 
released activity, owing to unforeseen failures of the other barriers, from reaching 
the biosphere.

4. WASTE FORM

To be acceptable, a waste form must have certain basic characteristics which 
make its interim and longer term storage and its ultimate disposal technologically 
feasible and economically attractive. The waste form is subjected to varying 
conditions during different time periods.

To assure the above short- and long-term demands, it is necessary to assess the 
chemical stability of the matrix over very long time periods, its thermal conductivity, 
resistance to radiation effects, compatibility with the storage container and 
interaction with the disposal media, the volatility of the constituents under 
storage conditions, the shock resistance, the possibility of simple techniques of 
manufacture, etc.

Variations in the composition of high-level wastes are quite likely to occur 
owing to the use of different fuels and their varying burnup and storage histories. 
Variations are also likely to arise -  during plant-scale operations -  in the 
proportions of waste oxides and matrix-forming additives used. Therefore the 
solid form, in addition to having the capability of accepting all the elements
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TABLE I. TYPICAL COMPOSITION OF BOROSILICATE WASTE FORM 
WITH TP-I WASTE

Code No. IR — 109 I R - 1 1 0  IR -  257

Si0 2 36.5 35.4 37.5

B2 O3 8.5 6.7 11.5

Na20 12.5 14.7 14

ZnO 1 0 - -

MnO - 9.6 1 0 . 6

T i0 2 5.5 8 . 6 7.2

HL waste oxides 27 27 19.2

present in the waste, should also have the flexibility to accommodate considerable 
variations in its chemical composition. Furthermore, the ease of actually manu
facturing different waste forms must always be kept in perspective, since at times it 
is easier to develop a waste form with excellent properties in the laboratory than 
it is to demonstrate technical feasibility of its manufacture and large-scale production.

Several waste forms have been investigated in different countries. They 
conform basically to three types: non-crystalline vitreous/glassy products, 
crystalline forms, and composites. One waste form which has been extensively 
studied in many countries including India up to industrial scale and with actual 
wastes is the vitreous mass obtained by incorporating high-level wastes in glass 
matrices with a significant part of the work being based on alkali-borosilicate 
systems. This matrix has the flexibility to accommodate the diverse elements 
present in the waste.

The typical composition of the borosilicate glass incorporating the above 
waste is shown in Table I [ 1 ].

With proper annealing at pre-determined cooling rates the products are 
homogeneous. The glasses have varying characteristics with a general range of 
values as shown below:

Pouring temperatures: 1050—1100°C
Density: 2.5—3 g/cm3
Thermal conductivity : 1.2—1.5 W/m-°C
(determined for ranges of 
temperature up to the 
transient temperature, which 
is around 500°C)
Leach rate by dynamic
leaching method: 10"6 g/cm2-d
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The matrix has relatively good resistance to thermal and radiation effects. 
Accelerated tests conducted to assess radiation effects indicate that the 
characteristics of the glass are not affected to any significant extent.

Up to about 25% waste oxides can be accommodated in the borosilicate 
matrix without any deleterious effects on its characteristics. Another major 
advantage with this matrix is the ease of manufacture by adopting the conventional 
glass technology to hot cell operations. Concern has been expressed about the 
long-term stability of the glass waste form in long-term storage under the hydro- 
thermal conditions of the geological repository and the effects of glass and host-rock 
interactions in the presence of underground water/fluids, particularly when a salt 
formation is chosen as the host rock. However, some of these concerns can be 
mitigated by proper sequencing of the management scheme. Restricting the waste 
oxide content in the glass to below 20%, providing for sufficient cooling time for 
the waste before solidification so as to limit activity and heat loads, providing for 
interim storage of the solidified waste for sufficient lengths of time under 
controlled cooling and constant surveillance will assure limiting of the temperature 
buildup in the glass to well below 90 to 95°C, even over long time periods, and 
will reduce the chances of devitrification.

To avoid the above-mentioned uncertainties in the long-term behaviour of the 
glass form, alternative crystalline waste forms have been suggested. Many of these 
are still in various stages of laboratory development. One is the ‘supercalcine’ 
developed in the USA. About 50 per cent of oxides of calcium, aluminium, 
strontium and silicon are added to the waste in pre-determined proportions and 
calcined [2]. Reaction with the waste component during calcination ensures 
formation of the desired crystalline phases. A typical composition is a mixture 
of the phases Ca3RE7(Si04)5(P0 4)02 ; CaAlSi20 6 ; SrMo04; Z r02; Ni(Fe,Cr)20 4 
and (Fe, Cr)20 3. ‘Supercalcine’, being a mixture of crystalline phases, does not 
suffer from devitrification as does glass. Further, it has better thermal stability 
and accommodates a much higher fraction of waste oxides than any other 
matrix.

Another waste form of interest being intensively investigated at present in 
many countries is the ‘Synroc’ matrix proposed by A.E. Ringwood of the Australian 
National University [3]. Essentially, the concept is to immobilize the radionuclides 
in the crystal lattices of synthetic rocks. Following calcination of the wastes, 
approximately 10 per cent waste oxides are mixed with the Synroc additives and 
are hot pressed at about 1200 to 1300°C. The radionuclides are expected to go 
preferentially into solid solution in the phases of highest thermodynamic stability. 
The solid solution will have at least three minerals, Ba-hollandite (BaAl2T i020 16), 
perovskite (CaTi03) and zirconolite (CaZrTi020 7). On the basis of comparison 
with its natural analogues such a matrix is expected to have long-term thermal and 
chemical stability.
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While recognizing the merits of these matrices postulated as alternative to 
glasses, concern has been expressed on the flexibility of these matrices to 
accommodate all the diverse elements and their decay products of different ionic 
radii and charge in their structures. Further, the long-term effects of radiation 
damage in crystalline phases is another matter of concern. A lot of work has been 
carried out in this field in the recent past and much further effort is planned.

Other matrices on which significant work is being carried out are the ceramic 
matrices of Sweden [4] obtained by the hot isostatic pressing process, by sintering 
titanium oxide powder with the liquid waste at temperatures between 1500 and 
2000°C under pressure up to 6000 MPa, and special cement matrices under develop
ment in the USA.

5. ENGINEERING PROCESSES AND CONTAINERS

While sufficient expertise exists in the nuclear industry in handling radio
activity, high-temperature processing of highly radioactive streams imposes severe 
demands on plant designs. Efforts in developing engineering processes for 
solidification of the high-level wastes has to date been mostly restricted to 
obtaining glass or ceramic products. A number of processes has been developed 
in different countries. Though they vary in several details, they essentially 
involve the following: evaporation and calcination of the waste with the glass 
flux additives added either before or after the calcination step. This is followed 
by melting either in the same container or by casting into another container.

In France, the PIVER [5] pilot plant operated from 1969 to 1973 and 
waste from the Marcoule reprocessing plant containing approximately 5 MCi 
of radioactivity was converted into borosilicate glass. The waste was 
mixed with a glass frit, calcined to 300°C. The temperature was then raised and 
the mixture melted. The molten product was then transferred to a separate 
storage container. This process has now been superseded by a two-stage 
continuous process in the AVM plant at Marcoule which went into operation 
in 1978 [6 ]. This plant consists of a rotary calciner coupled with a melting 
furnace. The calciner has a nominal capacity of 40 L /hand the melter is rated 
for production of 15 kg of glass per hour. To date around 700 canisters of glass 
have been manufactured in this plant. A paper from France at this conference 
includes information on the operational experience of this plant [7].
The successful operation of the AVM, solidifying actual reprocessing plant wastes, 
is a major milestone in the management of high-level radioactive wastes.

Another process which is under extensive study in the USA, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, the USSR and a few other countries is the ceramic melter 
[8, 9]. The melting energy is supplied by passing an alternating current between 
electrodes immersed in the glass. Variations being studied involve either coupling 
of the ceramic melter with a fluidized bed or spray calciner or feeding the waste
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solution along with the frit directly onto the molten glass/ Emptying of the glass 
is performed by mechanical tilting of the melter or through a freeze valve. The 
unit in the USSR is fed directly with liquid (not sprayed) and is one of the few 
processes that produces phosphate glass instead of borosilicate glass.

Another process of interest is the PAMELA [5] process being developed in 
the Federal Republic of Germany, in which the melt is converted to glass granules 
or beads which are then incorporated in a metal matrix. The granule production 
is a continuous process in which sampling and quality control of the product can 
be easily carried out. The final metal matrix product has a much higher thermal 
conductivity; thus larger blocks can be produced, while maintaining a low 
temperature of the product in storage.

In India, a semi-continuous pot glass process, involving calcination followed 
by melting in the processing vessel and subsequent casting of the glass in a storage 
container, has been developed and is adopted in the Waste Immobilisation Plant 
(WIP) at Tarapur [10]. Pre-concentrated waste solution and glass-forming additives 
in the form of slurry are metered separately into the process vessel located in a 
multi-zone induction furnace. A simplified schematic of the process is shown in 
Fig. 1. The process vessel has an outer diameter of 325 mm, is 1.8 m long, is made 
of Inconel 690, and incorporates a freeze valve pipe section which is heated by 
an independent zone of the furnace. The feed solutions are distributed along 
the central 25 mm o.d. tube section, which also acts as a thermowell to measure 
the centre-line temperature at different points along the length of the vessel.
The furnace temperature is initially maintained at 600° C. As the feeding is 
continued, the liquid in the process vessel becomes concentrated and is subse
quently converted into a calcine mass. The feed is stopped when the vessel is 
around 75% filled with calcine. At this stage the furnace temperature is raised 
to around 1100 to 1200°C whereupon the calcine product melts down. To 
achieve homogeneity, the glass is kept in the molten condition for about four 
to six hours. The molten glass is then drained into the storage container by 
operating the freeze valve section. The storage container is located in an annealing 
furnace, programmed to adjust cooling rates based on the temperature of the 
product, to ensure that the product is cooled gradually so as to ensure its 
integrity and homogeneity. The storage container is subsequently sealed by 
remote welding and decontaminated. The storage container is 325 mm in dia.,
0.75 m long, and is constructed of stainless steel AISI type 304L. The total 
weight of the glass in the container is about 125 kg and heat release is about 
1.75 kW. Two furnace units operate in a staggered operating cycle. The plant 
has a nominal capacity of 25 L/h with each of the furnaces rated for production 
of 4 kg of glass per hour.

A few of the critical problems which need to be considered in a solidification 
plant and the manner in which they are addressed in the Waste Immobilisation 
Plant, Tarapur, are given below [11, 12].
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(i) Volatilization of semi-volatile radionuclides such as ruthenium and 
caesium during the evaporation and calcination steps could pose problems. In 
the Waste Immobilisation Plant this problem is handled in three mutually 
complementary steps. A closed loop system is used between the calciner/melter, 
evaporator and fractionator as shown in Fig. 1. Further, in the calcination step, 
part of the ruthenium volatilized from the process canister during operation could 
get deposited in the canister off-gas line. A vertical section of sufficient length is 
provided in the off-gas line along with a partial condenser to facilitate wash-back 
of the deposited ruthenium into the process pot. The off-gases from the melter 
are condensed in a packed tube condenser and both the condensate and non- 
condensibles are recycled to the evaporator. Ruthenium volatilization from the 
evaporator is controlled by maintaining the acidity level below 3 to 4 m by 
recycling the fractionator condensates which are lean in nitric acid. The closed 
loop and acidity control together minimize the loss of ruthenium from the 
system. Further, a ruthenium trap is employed in the off-gas line. Perchloric 
acid-treated, iron oxide coated forms of siliceous insulation bricks (PERCOSIB) 
are used in the traps. The decontamination factor with respect to ruthenium in 
the entire system is of the order of 1010 to 1012.

(ii) Control of homogeneity of the glass and assurance of the glass cast into 
the storage canister to retain its monolithic nature are very important. The 
above is achieved by selection of proper glass composition which has a flexibility 
to accept varying compositions of elements in the wastes. The inputs to the 
solidification step are controlled with the help of a microprocessor based on a 
programmable controller. Inputs from flow sensors, thermocouples and invertor 
units are used for controlling the feed streams to the process and power input to 
the furnace and also for providing sufficient soaking time at the melting steps 
for achieving homogeneity. The glass cast into the storage canister is cooled at 
pre-determined varying rates by means of a programmable annealing furnace, to 
ensure that the glass cast stays as a monolith.

(iii) The process, being semi-continuous, involves a number of mechanical 
operations. It is essential that the waste transfer systems, remote handling and 
maintenance systems be of very high reliability. For active liquid transfers, at 
least two and in many cases three modes of transfer are provided and each mode 
is duplicated to provide the necessary redundancy. For batch transfers, steam 
jets are used and, where controlled feed is required, two-stage air lift transfer is 
employed as primary transfer mechanism. Remote head double diaphragm 
pumps are also used for controlled and metered transfer. To enable remote 
operation and maintenance, remote handling equipment such as power 
manipulators, master-slave manipulators and in-cell cranes, remote viewing equip
ment such as shielding glass, closed-circuit TV and periscopes are provided in
the cell. The remote handling operations carried out in the cell can be divided 
into three groups: remote operation and maintenance of the process equipment,
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remote welding and inspection of the storage canister, and handling of the canister 
within the cell till it is removed from the cell.

For achieving the remote operation and maintenance of the process equipment, 
units are grouped together on functional bases and housed within tubular structures 
serving as modules, complete with their own process services, instrumentations, 
etc. Intermodular piping connectors and pipe jumpers which can be operated with 
manipulators and impact wrenches are provided. Units which may need replace
ment such as on-line instruments, heaters, filters, remote heads of the metering 
pumps, etc., are mounted on one face of the module, such that they can be 
removed and replaced with ease. One of the most critical modules, where a 
number of operations are to be carried out on a routine basis, is the furnace 
module. The furnace itself is mounted on a trolley, facilitating the removal and 
replacement of the process canister; such removals are expected to occur once 
in every 20 to 25 cycles. The welding of the storage canister is carried out using 
a specially developed welding unit and is based on pulsed TIG welding. The 
portable welding head is mounted over the canister lid where it gets positioned 
precisely by means of a locating pin mating with a hole machined to very close 
tolerance to the lid. An electric motor incorporated in the welding head enables 
the torch to move around the circumference of the lid. The entire welding 
operation is carried out automatically by a power supply system complete with 
automatic programming of welding current, arc starting, current pulsation and 
sequencing of external controls.

The Waste Immobilisation Plant at Tarapur is at present under commissioning 
trials and should go into operation before the end of 1982.

6. INTERIM SOLID STORAGE

It is recognized that engineered storage in near-surface facilities would be 
required for conditioned high-level wastes before final disposal. As mentioned 
earlier, this is primarily necessary to reduce the heat load in the waste form, such 
that the ultimate repository can be optimally loaded. This will also minimize 
deleterious thermal effects on the waste form. A number of concepts can be used 
for interim solid storage. Among them are water pools with extension of the 
spent fuel storage technology, air-cooled vaults with forced or natural convective 
air cooling, and sealed casks stored on the surface. The AVM plant at Marcoule 
uses a forced air circulation system, while the Tarapur plant in India employs 
an air-cooled vault with aconvective air circulation system [13]. A schematic view 
of this facility is presented in Fig. 2.

The facility is designed to store waste canisters produced over a period of 
about 20 years with provisions for continuous cooling, surveillance and monitoring.
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The canister has an outside diameter of 324 mm, is 770 mm long, and contains 
45 litres of waste with a projected heat generation of about 1.75 kW. Two such 
canisters are enclosed in a secondary container and the container is totally sealed by 
remote welding of the lid, thus yielding a storage unit.

The storage units are arranged vertically on a triangular pitch of 825 X 825 mm. 
The cooling air enters through a screen to an inlet air-corridor and is distributed 
into the compartments through well-designed ducts. The cooling system utilizes 
the decay heat and a suitably designed stack to provide the driving force for the 
movement of air through the storage vault.

The design of the vault ensures the balancing of all relevant parameters 
yielding the correct ventilation, stack height, inlet port parameters, storage unit 
array and filling pattern. The system will be self-regulating and can compensate 
for changes in heat load or weather conditions. As decay heat reduces, both the 
air flow and air temperature decrease. Further, on the basis of economic considera
tions, the storage facility is built in successive modules, the construction of each 
module timed to suit the storage requirement. To ensure optimal heat transfer 
efficiency, the storage module is divided into two blocks, each of the block being 
further divided into three compartments. This would also be of help in facilitating
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isolation of any particular compartment. Each compartment has the capacity of 
storing 332 storage units.

To establish a favourable canister storage, it would be necessary to optimize 
the filling pattern in the vault. In the progressive filling pattern each of the six 
compartments receives one storage unit successively. The peak heat load in any 
compartment would not exceed about 510 kW, if such a filling pattern were 
adopted. However, if the vault were filled compartment-wise, the maximum 
cumulative heat load would be about 820 kW. While the progressive filling 
pattern would have the advantage of providing for lower heat load in individual 
compartments, compartment-wise filling would facilitate isolation of waste 
inventory in any one compartment.

When the vault is full, an air flow of about 228 700 m3/h is induced through 
the vault. The stack design takes into account the above requirement and 
provides for enough draught to counter the pressure drop across the vault, inlet 
port and exhaust plenums and kinetic energy losses at the exit of the stack. The 
stack has a top diameter of 3 m and is 100 m high.

7. ULTIMATE DISPOSAL

Extensive efforts are directed in many countries towards the development 
of disposal systems in geological formations. A number of concepts including 
mine-tunnel repositories, deep-hole repositories etc. are being evaluated.
A number of host rocks, such as salt, shale, clay, granite and other hard rocks 
are under investigation for assessing their suitability for the location of 
repositories. Many of these concepts seem feasible with present technology.
In addition to the establishment of experimental research stations in specific host 
rocks for extended research on geology, geohydrology, host-rock interactions etc., 
pilot plants are also being set up for actual emplacement of wastes. Today’s most 
significant activity is the waste isolation pilot plant being built in the salt formation 
in New Mexico, USA. The extensive investigations undertaken by Sweden 
in collaboration with a number of countries on its KBS Project with the experi
mental research station located in the Stripa mines, and the efforts in the Federal 
Republic of Germany put into assessing salt as a host rock are also noteworthy.
In addition, Belgium and Italy are investigating clay as host rocks and many 
countries including India are investigating granites and granitic gneisses for 
their suitability for locating repositories. These studies are still rather in the 
preliminary stages. However, since most of the countries are planning engineered 
storage of conditioned high-level wastes, they will also serve as an interim measure 
until final disposal systems are available.
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8. WASTE MANAGEMENT COSTS

The cost of management of wastes generated from reprocessing of spent fuels 
depends on many factors including the type of economy operating in the country. 
In India, the cost of management of high-level radioactive wastes including the 
projected cost of disposal works out to about Râ. 720 (US$ 80)1 per kilogram of 
heavy metal reprocessed. The cost analysis assumes government investment at 
the prevailing rates of interest on capital investment and depreciation of fixed 
assets at six per cent compound interest over an average life of twenty years. 
Further R&D costs are assumed at two per cent of the capital investment. The 
above works out to less than 0.5 mill/kW h of electricity generated. This indicates 
that the impact of waste management on power costs is only marginal.

9. CONCLUSION

As mentioned earlier, the waste isolation system has a number of barriers.
The waste form being the first barrier, efforts to strengthen its effectiveness by 
developing matrices with improved characteristics should and will continue. 
However, at the present time the borosilicate glass matrix is the one which has been 
studied extensively and good understanding exists of its characteristics in extended 
time-frames. In the past 20 years, extensive experience has been gained by operating 
a number of pilot-scale facilities for incorporation of high-level wastes into 
borosilicate waste matrices. Adequate technology is therefore available for the 
design and construction of a solidification facility for high-level radioactive wastes. 
The AVM plant in France has been functioning satisfactorily for the past four 
years. WIP in Tarapur is likely to go into operation late in 1982 and a number of 
plants in other countries are under construction or in planning stages to handle the 
wastes from commercial reprocessing facilities. Most of the countries with 
significant nuclear fuel cycle activities are proceeding on the basis that they will 
vitrify their high-level radioactive wastes.

Efforts at present are primarily concentrated on the location of suitable host 
rocks and sites of location for ultimate repositories, repository design and safety 
analyses of the waste isolation concepts. With present knowledge, most countries 
involved in the nuclear field feel that the ultimate disposal of highly active 
wastes is an achievable objective.

1 Early 1981 costs.
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Abstract

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND EXPERIENCE OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGE
MENT IN JAPAN.

Research, development and experience of radioactive wastes are presented in this paper.
A total of about 330 000 drums of conditioned radioactive wastes arising from nuclear power 
plants such as low- and intermediate-level wastes (LLW) have been stored on-site. LLW from 
research activities and alpha-contaminated wastes (а-wastes) from the PNC Post-Irradiation Examina
tion Facility for Experimental FBR Spent Fuel and Material have also been conditioned and stored 
in JAERI. Pilot-scale plants have been developed by JAERI and Tokyo Electric Co. for both 
plastic immobilization and wet oxidation of organic wastes with Fe (И) — H2 O2 . For the 
treatment of а -wastes, techniques such as incineration, acid digestion, electroslag melting and 
solidification into ceramics have been developed and will be demonstrated in the PNC Pu- 
contaminated Waste Treatment Facility in 1983. The safety evaluation of LLW for ocean 
dumping has been carried out with high pressure leaching test apparatus by JAERI and in sea 
site tests including the recovery of cold samples. A test facility for shallow-land disposal will 
be constructed by 1983. About 120 tonnes of LWR spent fuels have been reprocessed at the 
PNC Reprocessing Plant at Tokai since 1977 and, as a result, approximately 110 m 3  of HLW 
have been generated and stored in tanks. R&D efforts on HLW management have been 
performed on the basis of the policy established by the Japan Atomic Energy Commission. 
Vitrification technology has been developed since 1976 in a combination of cold laboratory 
tests, cold engineering tests and hot laboratory tests. The Vitrification Pilot Plant is planned 
for construction in the late 1980s. Surveys of potential geological formations for disposal 
and the development of engineered barriers and of repository systems are under way in PNC.
The safety evaluation of vitrified HLW is being carried out in JAERI. The Waste Safety Testing 
Facility with /З7 - and ory-cells has been constructed for long-term assessment. Thermal and 
hydrological tests have also been carried out in situ and in the laboratory for reliability tests 
of the safety assessment methodology.
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The management of radioactive waste is important as the back-end and so 
the completion of the nuclear fuel cycle [ 1 ]. The multi-barrier concept with its 
conditioning and disposal is now considered to be one of the most feasible and 
safe methods to protect man and his environment [2 ].

The Japan Atomic Energy Commission (JAEC) laid down guidelines for 
radioactive waste management in 1976. The time schedule of these guidelines 
was revised in 1981 for high-level waste (HLW) management and, in 1982, for 
low- and intermediate-level waste (LLW) and for а -contaminated waste (a-waste) 
management.

According to the guidelines, effort should be concentrated on establishing 
the safety evaluation of the conditioning of LLW and a-waste. As regards the 
disposal of LLW, sea dumping and shallow-land disposal will be applied after 
safety evaluation at the generator’s expense. Geological disposal is suggested for 
conditioned a-waste.

Regarding HLW management, the solidification and storage of the waste and 
the demonstration tests will be performed by the reprocessing corporation and the 
Government, respectively. The Government will take the responsibility for the 
development and performance of geological disposal, charging this to the generator 
of the spent fuel.

This paper describes research and development work and experience with 
radioactive waste, especially demonstration development and safety assessment 
for conditioning and disposal.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. MANAGEMENT OF LOW-LEVEL, INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL AND
a-CONTAMINATED WASTES

The guidelines for LLW and a-waste management have been established 
by JAEC.

As to the conditioning of LLW and a-waste, which provides one of the 
artificial barriers, improvements in volume reduction and immobilization are 
necessary in Japan from the view of safety and economics for every stage of 
management such as storage, transportation and final disposal.

Within LLW management, JAEC has imposed high priority on the safety 
assessment of shallow-land disposal as well as ocean dumping.

Operational experience, research and development for LLW management 
are described in this section following the guidelines.
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2.1. Experience of LLW and a-wastes

2.1.1. Management o f  LLW in nuclear power stations

There are at present 11 PWRs and 13 BWRs in Japan, with a total nuclear 
power generation capacity of about 16 000 MW(e). LLW arising from their 
operation are conditioned by such methods as cutting and compaction in the case 
of solid wastes and cement solidification, bituminization, incineration, etc. in 
general. They are usually packed into 200-litre drums. The total number accumu
lated was about 330 000 drums at the end of F.Y. 1980.

However, the disposal of this waste has not yet been implemented and, 
therefore, the conditioned wastes are at present in safe storage at the power 
station sites. Because of the limited storage space it is of great importance to 
develop a conditioning process with high volume reduction. From this point of 
view, solidification with plastics, high compaction and melting techniques are 
under investigation. .

2.1.2. Experience o f  LLW and a-waste management

Since 1960 about 25 000 m 3 of liquid wastes and 18 000 m3 of solid 
wastes resulting from reactor operation and research activities have been treated 
in JAERI. Liquid wastes with an activity of 10~5 —1 fiCi/cm3 are treated with 
an evaporator or flocculator to reduce the waste volume and the resulting residues 
are solidified with cement or bitumen into 200-litre drums. Liquid wastes with 
relatively high activities, 1 -10  ¿iCi/cm3, are solidified with bitumen after 
e\taporation in a hot cell. Solid wastes with dose rates of up to 200 mR/h are 
processed by compaction or incineration for volume reduction, and the resulting 
compacted blocks and incinerator ash are packed into drums. Solid wastes above 
200 mR/h are loaded into a multi-stage concrete container after compaction.
These drums or containers filled with waste are placed in a sub-surface storage 
facility.

About 10m 3/a of а -wastes generated at the PNC Post Irradiation Examination 
Facility for Experimental FBR Spent Fuel and Material are accepted by JAERI’s 
а -waste processing facility for compaction and encapsulation.

2.2. Research and development of LLW management

2.2.1. Conditioning o f  LLW

Solidification of LLW with cement or bitumen has been routinely used in 
nuclear facilities. Although these processes have many practical advantages, they 
offer some disadvantages, i.e. cement solidification offers a poor volume reduction



TABLE I. COMPARISON OF SOLIDIFIED PRODUCT PROPERTIES

2 4 4  MIYANAGA et al.

Polyethylene Bitumen Cement

Volumetric efficiency3 1.5-2 .4 1 .0 —2 . 0 0.5

Density (g/cm3) 1.0—1.4 1.0—1.4 1 .3 -2 .0

Compressive strength 
(kg/cm2 )

210-340 very small 180-230

Mechanical stability good fair good

Leachability (cm 2 /d) 1 0 “n - 1 0 ' 6 1 0 ~u - 1 0 - 3 1 0 ~n - 1 0 ' 3

Radiation resistance good good good

Fire resistance poor poor good

a Ratio of wet waste volume to solidified waste volume.

and bituminous products tend to swell when immersed in water. To overcome 
these difficulties, a plastic solidification process using polyethylene has been 
developed since 1972 in JAERI, as an alternative method [3].

A pilot-plant ( 10 kg/h capacity) demonstration test has been carried out.
This plant is of the continuous mixing and melting type, and includes the 
following units: synthetic waste preparation, dehydration and drying, waste 
feed, mixing and melting, solidification, off-gas treatment and process control.
The wastes used here were bead and powdered ion-exchange resins, filter sludges 
and evaporator concentrates.

Both cold and hot tests showed that the performance of the plant was quite 
satisfactory and the resulting products had better properties than those of cement 
and bituminous products, as shown in Table I. The product has a density of
1.2 to 1.4 g/cm3, a compressive strength of (2 -3 ) X 107 Pa and high leach 
resistance, suggesting that the product is promising for ocean dumping.

Because of the high volume reduction and the excellent properties of plastic 
products, this type of solidification process is increasingly used in Japanese power 
reactor plants in place of cementation and bituminization.

Volume reduction of combustible wastes can be achieved by compaction, 
incineration or pyrolysis, molten salt combustion and wet oxidation. Among them 
acid digestion has the higher development potential because of a relatively simple 
chemical process, no generation of soot or dust, the formation of inorganic residue 
and the possibility of radionuclide recovery [4].

I
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The acid digestion process using the reaction system H2S 04—H20 2 has been 
studied in JAERI [5]. A preliminary study on this reaction system revealed that 
this gave better waste oxidation, especially for ion-exchange resins, than the 
conventional H2S 0 4—H N 03. This can be used for treating various kinds of 
combustible wastes.

An advanced wet-oxidation process has been developed as an alternative to 
acid digestion; oxidative degradation of ion-exchange resins and cellulosic materials
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by the use of Fe(II) catalysed hydrogen peroxide has been developed in JAERI. 
This process has several practical advantages, i.e. a lower reaction temperature of 
100°C, no generation of corrosive off-gases such as NOx and SOx, easy process 
control and no need to use corrosion preventive materials in the reaction vessel. 
Furthermore, the resulting residues probably offer no serious conditioning problem, 
because the reaction system does not contain concentrated H2S 04.

A pilot plant of the flow reactor type has been installed and cold and hot tests 
are now being carried out, to demonstrate the feasibility of both processes.

2.2.2. Conditioning o f  a-wastes

Alpha-wastes are produced at mixed oxide fuel fabrication facilities and the 
reprocessing plant in PNC. Although only a limited amount of а -wastes from 
these facilities has been accumulated so far, it is anticipated that the amount will 
increase in the future in consequence of the operation of a commercial reprocessing 
plant and of overseas reprocessing contracts.

Research and development has been performed on the reduction of waste 
arisings, the reduction of waste volume, waste solidification and waste disposal. 
Improvements in reprocessing methods, equipment, operation techniques, etc. 
are being achieved from the viewpoint of reducing the waste arisings.

The development of technologies for the volume reduction of wastes is 
under way. These involve the incineration of combustible wastes, acid digestion 
of chlorinated organic wastes [6], melting of filter elements by induction heating, 
electroslag remelting of metal wastes [7] and the solidification of non-combustible 
wastes excluding metals into ceramic form by microwave heating [8]. These 
technologies will be demonstrated at the Pu-contaminated Waste Treatment 
Facility (PWTF), which is now under design and is scheduled to start operation 
in 1986. Figure 1 shows the schematic process flow diagram of PWTF. Research 
has also been performed to improve and identify the characteristics of waste 
forms including leachability, solubility of plutonium and interaction with rock 
under simulated underground conditions.

2.3. Safety evaluation of LLW disposal

2.3.1. Safety evaluation o f  ocean dumping

LLW generated at a nuclear facility is subjected to volume reduction and 
then to immobilization into the forms acceptable for disposal. In JAERI the 
leachability and integrity of waste composites have been studied to assess the 
safety of ocean dumping in accordance with the policy of the JAEC.

An apparatus, known as high pressure leaching test apparatus (HIPLA), 
was installed in 1975. HIPLA can simulate the conditions of the deep sea at
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5000 m, a hydrostatic pressure of 500 kg/cm2, a temperature of 2°C and a flow 
rate of 1 —2 cm/s.

I t was concluded that the waste composites developed until now — cement, 
bituminous and plastic forms — retained the properties necessary to prevent the 
dispersion of radionuclides contained therein [9]. Analogous tests have also been 
carried out on the modified bituminous product immobilizing pelletized wastes.

In parallel with the leaching tests with HIPLA, tests on small specimens were 
undertaken for obtaining their detailed leaching behaviour [ 10].

An integrity demonstration test of simulated cement packages was carried 
out by JAERI in deep sea water near Nojimazaki. The external view of the 
packages while dropping to the sea bed at 5000 m was observed by a camera, and 
physical inspection of retrieved packages was undertaken. These tests proved 
that the integrity of the packages was properly maintained during ocean dumping.

2.3.2. Safety evaluation o f  shallow-land disposal

The shallow-land disposal of nuclear waste is considered to be another 
potential alternative method. To assess the safety of the disposal, it is necessary 
to know the migration behaviour of radionuclides throughout a geosphere, and to 
assess the dose commitment. At JAERI, radionuclide migration was studied by 
using small-scale apparatus to model unsaturated and saturated layers. Figure 2



TABLE II. R&D SCHEDULE OF HLW GEOLOGICAL DISPOSAL

Item
Fiscal Year 1980 '81 '8 2  '8 3  '8 4  '8 5  '8 6  '8 7  '8 8  '8 9  1990 '91 '9 2  '9 3  '9 4  '9 5  '9 6  '9 7  '9 8  '9 9  200 0  '0 2  '0 4  '0 6  '0 8  201 0  ' l 2  ' l 4  ' l 6  ' l 8  2020

Research on potential geological 
form ation

Surveys and studies on 
geological form ation  
S tudies on  engineered barrier 
S tudies on geological 
disposal system  

Com prehensive evaluation 

Selection o f  candidate 
Geological form ation 

Research on candidate  geological 
form ation

Regional geological survey 

Detailed geological survey 

In situ test on engineered 
barrier

Selection o f  test sites 

In  s itu  tes t w ith  sim ulated 
waste

In situ  tes t with actual waste 

Trial disposal

Studies on safety analysis and 
evaluation

Analysis on  anticipated 
phenom ena
Making o f sim ulation m odels 
for safety evaluation 
A ccum ulation o f data  for 
safety evaluation 
Com prehensive safety evalua
t io n  o f  the test site
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shows the two-dimensional distribution of 137Cs and 60Co in an aerated sand 
layer. It was found that Cs+ had much more interaction with the sand than 
Co(OH)2 when the solution was neutral, and even in the case of 60Co the radio
activity of a solution passing through the layer decreased exponentially. This 
suggests that the sand layer is an efficient barrier to the dispersion and migration 
of radionuclides in the unsaturated soil layer.

On the basis of the information obtained from these fundamental studies, 
an extensive investigation of radionuclide migration is now being planned with a 
large-scale apparatus which can simulate the environmental conditions of disposal 
sites. In addition, an environmental safety assessment model for shallow-land 
disposal is now being developed.

3. MANAGEMENT OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

The Japan Atomic Energy Commission established the following policy in
1976 concerning the management of high-level waste:

(a) High-level radioactive waste shall be solidified into stable form and be 
disposed of after an appropriate storage period.

(b) Reprocessing industries shall be responsible for the treatment (solidification 
and storage directly associated therewith) of high-level radioactive waste.

(c) The Government shall be responsible for permanent disposal (final disposal 
including terminal storage). However, the cost of final disposal should be 
borne by the nuclear industries.

The scenario for high-level waste management based on JAEC’s policy is as 
follows:

(a) High-level liquid waste (HLLW) should be stored in tanks for a certain period 
of time until its radioactivity has decayed and the heat reduced sufficiently 
for solidification.

(b) HLLW should be solidified.
(c) The solidified high-level waste (HLW) should be stored for a certain period 

of time to cool for suitable disposal.
(d) HLW should be disposed of (see Table II).

Based on the above scenario, PNC has been taking the lead in developing 
technologies for the solidification, storage and disposal of HLW.

On the other hand, JAERI is performing safety assessment studies of 
management of HLW independently of the development of the requisite 
technologies.
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TABLE III. DESIGN DATA OF VITRIFICATION PILOT PLANT

1. Site conditions

(1) Next to Tokai Reprocessing Plant
(2) Area: 3000 m2

2. HLWspecification

(1) Cooled for 6  months before reprocessing and stored for 5 years after 
reprocessing

3. Process

(1) Pre-treatment: Denitration-concentration with formic acid
(2) Glass melting: Joule-heated ceramic melter
(3) Cooling of vitrified waste: Air cooling

4. Plant capacity (average)

(1) Plant operation rate: 200 d/a
(2) HLW treatment: 210 Mt/a (as spent fuel)

0.5 m3/d
(3) Production rate of vitrified waste: 1 canister/d
(4) Vitrified waste storage: About 500 canisters

3.1. Experience of HLW storage

About 120 tonnes of LWR spent fuels have been reprocessed at the PNC 
Reprocessing Plant at Tokai since 1977 and, as a result, approximately 110 m 3 
of HLW have been generated and stored in stainless steel tanks.

The iron content of the HLW must be carefully controlled in order to 
prevent corrosion of the evaporator; because reprocessing of the spent fuels 
with plenum springs made of piano wire has produced iron-rich waste, which 
resulted in relatively large quantities of HLW.

Reconcentration in storage tanks by natural evaporation was not negligible 
and certain operations to prevent reconcentration were needed.

3.2. Demonstration development for HLW management

3.2.1. Conditioning o f  HL W

The technology has been developed since 1976 in a combination of cold 
laboratory and cold engineering-scale tests, and recently a hot laboratory test 
was initiated.
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The cold laboratory tests covered the development of glass compositions, 
the solidification process and the characterization of waste forms.

The Engineering Test Facility (ETF) to demonstrate the performance and 
reliability of the process has been in operation since February 1980. This 
facility consists of such processes as pre-treatment (denitration and concentration), 
off-gas treatment, glass melting, canister handling, canister welding and storage.
Two different joule-heated ceramic melters were operated for 300 and 230 days 
respectively, producing 18.7 t of borosilicate glass successfully by March 1981.

The Mock-up Test Facility (MTF) was completed in March 1982 and various 
tests have been carried out using whole process equipment, power and masterslave 
manipulators using a full-scale model.

The construction of the Chemical Processing Facility (CPF) was completed 
in June 1981. Using actual high-level liquid waste arising from the PNC 
Reprocessing Plant at Tokai, process feasibility tests and characterization and 
evaluation tests of waste forms were begun (see Table III).

Based on these techniques, the Vitrification Pilot Plant is now under detailed 
design as shown in Table III and construction will start in 1984.

3.2.2. Storage o f  HL W forms

Research and development of storage technology is focused on developing 
the cooling system, investigating the long-term integrity of the facility and its 
resistance to  seismicity. A design study of a Storage Pilot Plant based on these 
results is also under way so that storage can start in 1990.

An air-cooling system with forced air or natural convection has been developed 
using a full-scale single-pit module and a 1/5 scale multi-pit module, providing data 
on heat transfer in the pit and the air-flow characteristics in the storage facility.

With respect to durability, degradation of reinforced concrete by neutraliza
tion of concrete basicity and reinforced concrete characteristics (e.g. cracking) 
at relatively high temperature have mainly been investigated and it was found that 
the integrity of the storage facility for more than 100 years would be possible.

In addition to R&D for the Storage Pilot Plant, design studies of several 
types of storage facility for a prolonged period of time (i.e. 500 years) are being 
performed, with pyramid-type storage and underground storage being considered.

3.2.3. Geological disposal programme

Since the research and development of geological disposal requires a very 
long period of time, the programme is planned to be conducted in stages from a 
long-range perspective, each new stage being based on the results of the prior stage, 
as indicated in Table II. The research and development programme is divided into 
five stages: Survey on potential geological formation by 1984; Research on
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candidate geological formation by 1995; In-situ test with simulated waste, In-situ 
test with actual waste; and Trial disposal by 2015.

As regards the current stage of the survey of potential geological formations, 
research and development procedures and research items of the programme have 
already been developed and details for future stages will be established in 1984.

PNC has been conducting a survey of geological formations and research 
on engineered barriers and geological disposal systems. Literature surveys, 
geological explorations and a survey of the hydro-geological structure are under 
way to clarify the current state of available geological formations. Furthermore, 
rock characteristics tests, water permeability tests and nuclide sorption tests are 
being conducted to clarify the function of geological formations as natural barriers 
and for studying their barrier effects.

Geological formations under consideration are granite, diabase, shale, zeolitic 
tuff, limestone, slate and schist. Eighteen areas have already been surveyed and 
evaluated, and survey of another seven areas is expected to be completed by 1983. 
A competent Government agency will examine the evaluations and select target 
rocks and areas to be subjected to further detailed field investigations including 
drilling in 1984.

PNC has been conducting three in situ test programmes which include the 
domestic Shimokawa project for diabase and the Hosokura project for zeolitic 
tuff, as well as the international STRIPA project for granite.

Cement grouting and buffer-mass technology are being developed as 
engineered barriers to be combined with the natural barriers of geological 
formations. An integrity evaluation test for estimating the effectiveness of 
engineering barriers and a compatibility test between engineering barriers and 
geological formations will soon be initiated.

3.3. Safety evaluation of HLW management

3.3.1. Safety evaluation o f  waste forms for disposal

As part of the safety evaluation of vitrified HLW forms for geological 
disposal, it has been demonstrated that the elements of platinum groups such 
as Ru, Rh and Pd segregate. The segregated phases of these elements are solid 
solutions of metal (Pd, Rh) and oxide (Ru, Rh). A study is now being carried 
out for determining the effect of segregation on such properties of glass as 
devitrification, mechanical properties etc..

To evaluate the safety of air cooled storage, many properties of vitrified 
HLW forms such as melting characteristics and leach rate etc. were measured 
for samples containing 14 to 30 wt% simulated waste. The centre-line temperature 
calculated from these data shows that a waste content of 20 wt% in the glass
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FIG.3. Relationship between temperature distribution and softening temperature o f  various 
HL W vitrified products.

product is the upper limit for maintaining the centre-line temperature less than 
the softening point of the glass, as can be seen in Fig. 3.

Many canister materials were tested under 60Co 7-ray irradiation to clarify 
their suitability for water cooled storage and disposal. Sensitized Type 304 SS, 
Type 304L SS and Type 309 SS were shown to be susceptible to stress corrosion 
cracking (SCC) under 7-ray irradiation at 1.1 X 10s R/h in boiling water. Other 
materials such as Type 304EL SS, Incoloy 825, Inconel 600 and Inconel 625 
were immune to SCC, although SMA 50 rusted over its surface [12].

For the long-term assessment of borosilicate glass, leach tests were carried 
out using a Soxlet extraction leach test apparatus for 200 days. From the 
measured leach rate and from observations of the glass surface, it was shown 
that the leaching behaviour can be classified into at least three groups ; easily 
leachable elements such as Na and Cs, less mobile elements such as Si and Al, 
and superficially cumulative elements such as Ce and Fe.
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The Waste Safety Testing Facility (WASTEF) was completed in 1981 and 
cold tests are being carried out. The safety demonstration study in the hot cell 
will be performed using synthesized waste and real reprocessed waste from 
1982 on.

3.3.2. Safety evaluation o f  geological disposal o f  HLW forms

For the safety evaluation of the geological disposal of HLW forms, ten kinds 
of rocks constituting geological formations taken as can didate.host rocks in Japan 
were tested for their mechanical strength and thermal characteristics. It was found 
that eight rocks, such as volcanic rocks and plutonic rocks etc., were favourable 
in their compressive strength but tertiary tuff was not favourable as a host rock. 
From the thermal point of view, for example, granite should be used below 
500°C [13].

To determine the maximum limit of heat loading to a host rock, the ‘Glass 
Code’ was developed for calculating the temperature distribution near the waste 
forms after disposal in a repository. When waste forms with an initial 1.35 kW 
heat generation were assumed to be buried at a distance of 6 m from each other 
in a massive granitic rock, the maximum temperature on the surface and the 
central temperature of the waste forms were estimated to be 180 and 240°C 
respectively after 30 years of disposal.

To confirm the reliability of the computer simulation model and the 
laboratory data, a test in situ has been carried out on the temperature increase 
in the host rocks. The host rocks were propylite at 90 m depth from the surface 
and schalstein at 360 m depth from the surface. By using a 5 cm diameter heater 
and sensor in drilled holes, the thermal conductivity and temperature distribution 
in the host rock were measured and compared with the laboratory test data [14].
It was found that water which came through the fissure of the host rock increased 
the apparent thermal conductivity and had a lower ion concentration such as 
distilled water compared with water in the mine. As a result, thermal conductivity 
agrees well to within 20 to 30%.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the activities associated with the research, development 
and experience of radioactive wastes in Japan.

R&D for reducing the volume of LLW and а-wastes during the immobiliza
tion treatment has been carried out. Research has been started on the safety 
assessment of land disposal.

Remarkable progress has been shown in the R&D of HLW management, 
i.e. vitrification, engineered storage and geological disposal.
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Further R&D is necessary for developing the total safety assessment 
methodology for waste management suitable for Japan.

Total safety assessments including the conditioning and disposal of a-wastes 
and LLW should be carried out to assure the safety of the human environment.
Since the volume of the waste arising from decommissioning is estimated to be large, 
the total assessment of its management must of necessity involve consideration of 
the de minimis principle for its disposal.
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Abstract

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTION OF THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES (CEC) IN THE FIELD OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT.

The CEC R&D action, started in 1973, is carried out within the framework of cost- 
sharing contracts with Community organizations and in the laboratories of the Joint Research 
Centre, Ispra. About 350 research workers from 30 organizations within the Community are 
taking part. The R&D activities cover processing, conditioning, characterization, intermediate 
storage and final disposal of the radioactive wastes generated in reactors and in fuel reprocessing 
and fuel fabrication plants. In the Community, spent fuels are not considered as radioactive 
waste. About one half of the total effort has been devoted to  the disposal of high-level and 
long-lived radioactive wastes in geological formations (granite, clay, salt) and to related studies. 
The sub-seabed disposal option is also being investigated with a more limited effort. The 
R&D activities on waste treatm ent cover low-level, alpha-bearing and gaseous wastes. An 
important activity has been developed on the characterization of vitrified HLW. A similar 
activity for the characterization of other types of conditioned wastes has been started. The 
R&D activity of the CEC is supported by the existence of a Community Plan of Action (1 9 8 0 - 
1992) which entrusts to  the Commission a wider role in the development of waste management 
policies. The Plan assures in particular the continuity of the R&D work up to 1992. Inter
national co-operation is considered im portant; international symposia have been co-sponsored 
with the IAEA; co-operative agreements with non-Community countries are in force (such as 
with Canada) or in preparation (such as with the USA).

1. INTRODUCTION

The growth in the generation of nuclear energy in the Member States of 
the European Community (EC) must be achieved in strict compliance with the 
requirements of industrial and public safety and of environmental protection.

257
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The need for safety has been recognized since the early days. The Treaty of the 
European Community for Atomic Energy, the so-called Euratom Treaty of 
1958, devotes several chapters to this topic.

The more general concept of environmental protection came later. The 
Council of Ministers laid down the principle of the European Community 
involvement in that field in November 1973; since then a European Community 
radioactive waste policy has been gradually emerging, favoured by the following 
factors:

— Community guarantees that optimal choices are being made are stronger 
than individual guarantees. This should also promote public reassurance in 
the solutions adopted. Therefore the necessity for co-ordinated action at 
Community level was formally recognized.

— The problems constitute a combination of questions of a technical nature and of a 
legal, administrative and social nature. They have to be resolved in one
and the same context.

— The solution to the radioactive waste problem must be tackled within the 
long-term perspective. Particularly, continuity of research must be assured 
over many years.

A Community Plan of Action (1980—1992) in the field of radioactive waste 
management, revisable every three years, defines the Commission’s role for the 
next ten years as follows:

( 1 ) Continuous analysis of the waste management situation compared with 
nuclear programme requirements with a view to adoption of the necessary 
solutions

(2) Examination at Community level of measures which could ensure the long
term or permanent storage of radioactive waste under optimal conditions;

(3) Consultation on practices concerning the management of waste, the quality 
and properties of conditioned waste and the conditions governing the 
disposal of waste

(4) Continuity of Community research and development work during the plan
(5) Provision of regular information to the public.

The Commission is developing appropriate action to put this plan into 
effect.

As far as research on radioactive waste management is concerned, the 
Commission of the European Communities (CEC) operates in two ways. Part of 
the research is carried out in the Ispra Establishment of the Joint Research Centre 
(JRC), which is directly operated by the Commission, on a sequence of four-year 
plans. Part of the research is carried out under the co-ordination of the Commission’s 
services as a set of cost-sharing contracts with Community organizations, following a
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succession of five-year plans. Main progress and results are reported by means of 
annual reports [ 1 ] and conferences [2] .

About 30 major Community organizations contribute to the CEC programme, 
making available the specialists required to solve the various problems connected 
with radioactive waste management. Most of the national nuclear research centres 
of the Community are involved in this programme; important contributions are 
made by research institutes and the nuclear industries. Some 350 research 
workers within the Community take part in the CEC programme, with about 
50 of them at the Joint Research Centre (JRC).

The JRC activity takes advantage of the multidisciplinary character of 
the Ispra Establishment where specialists in model development, safety evaluation, 
chemistry, physics, engineering and computer science are all available. Thus it 
is possible to set up integrated teams able to analyse all aspects of a given problem. 
The JRC activity is mainly centred on the long-term safety aspects of radioactive 
waste management.

The activity of the Commission also takes advantage of extensive external 
relations and collaboration with international organizations and non-Community 
countries. Joint meetings with the IAEA are organized in various fields connected 
with radioactive waste management.

Concerning relations with non-Community countries, a collaboration 
agreement was established in 1980 with Canada; a similar agreement with the USA 
is in preparation.

2. MAIN LINES OF THE CEC ACTION

The R&D activities cover problems of processing, conditioning, characteriza
tion, intermediate storage and final disposal of the radioactive wastes generated 
in reactors, and in fuel reprocessing and fuel fabrication plants. In the Community, 
spent fuels are not considered as radioactive waste.

The budget commitments of the CEC programme have been increasing 
continuously; they amount today to about 20 million European Currency Units 
(ECU) per year.1 The cumulative commitments from 1973 to 1984 amount to 
170 million ECUs.

About one half of the total effort is currently devoted to the disposal of 
high-level and long-lived radioactive wastes in geological formations (hard rocks, 
clay, salt, sub-seabed), and about one half to the treatment and conditioning of 
the various types of radioactive wastes.

The current activities are summarized in Table I.

1 1 ECU =  0.97 US$ on 1 July 1982.
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TABLE I. R&D PROGRAMME OF THE CEC ON RADIOACTIVE 
WASTE MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL

Joint Research Centre 
(1980-1983)

Activities under contracts 
(1980-1984)

Risk analysis of geological disposal 

Protective barriers

Actinide separation from radioactive waste 

Actinide monitoring

A. Waste treatment and conditioning

— Low- and medium-level waste

— Hulls and dissolution residues

— Medium-level liquid waste

— Alpha-contaminated waste

— Solidified high-level waste

— Immobilization and storage of 
gaseous waste

B. Waste storage and disposal

— Burial of low-level solid waste 
at shallow depth

— Disposal in geological formations

C. Management strategies

D. Administrative, legal and financial aspects

The evolution and main achievements of the CEC activity in the two main 
areas of geological disposal and treatment and conditioning of radioactive wastes 
are presented in sections 3 and 4.

3. DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS

The CEC programme brings together the major parts of the R&D work 
carried out within the European Community in the field of high-level and/or long- 
lived radioactive waste disposal in geological formations.

Three types of terrestrial geological formations have initially been studied, 
namely salt, clay and hard rocks, by concerted effort of groups of countries, each 
one studying one type of formation. Table II shows schematically the division 
of research efforts between the various countries. It should be noted that, in

»
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TABLE II. R&D PROGRAMME ON RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL 
IN GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS (FIELD EXPERIMENTS)

Geological
formation

Site R&D programme

Salt Asse (FRG) Heating experiments

Clay Mol (B)

Terhaegen (B)

La Trisaia (I) 

Monte Rotondo (I) 

Orciatico (I) 

Harwell (UK)

Construction of underground experimental room 

Heating and corrosion experiments in clay pit 

Drilling and heating experiments (finished) 

Heating experiment 

Magmatic intrusion influence on clay 

Deep drilling

Granite Cornwall (UK) 

Altnabreac (UK) 

Site A (F)

Site B (F)

Auriat (F)

to be specified (F)

to be specified (F)

Heating, pumping and corrosion experiments 

Deep drilling (finished)

Reconnaissance campaign (finished) 

Reconnaissance campaign (finished)

Deep drilling

Deep drilling (planned)

Construction of underground experimental room 
(planned)

general, the selection of a certain type of formation by a country does not 
reflect any commitment of the country to the final disposal solution, but simply 
an optimized share of the available resources, account being taken of the specialists 
existing in the various national laboratories.

In 1980, the CEC activity on geological disposal was extended to include 
the option based on the sub-seabed. Studies on disposal safety, emplacement 
techniques, sediment properties and oceanographic transport are in progress.

Of the various achievements and actions in the area of geological disposal 
it seems worthwhile to mention in particular:

-  the publication of a catalogue of the geological formations in the Community [3]
-  the assessment of the technical feasibility of geological repositories
-  the performance assessment of geological isolation systems.
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3.1. Catalogue of the geological formations in the Community

A five-year co-ordinated effort of the national institutes for geology and 
of other competent bodies of the EC Member States led to the establishment of 
commonly agreed geological criteria for selecting promising formations and to 
the mapping of those selected. The study indicated that formations (salt, clay, 
hard rocks) showing favourable characteristics for the disposal of radioactive 
waste are well represented and distributed within the EC countries.

3.2. Assessment of the feasibility of geological repositories

Important studies performed with the help of specialized engineering 
companies have shown the general technical feasibility of underground reposi
tories in granite and in clay using current mining technologies. The studies 
stressed also the exceptional character in size, budget and time-span for building, 
operation and repository closure of such enterprises if designed for industrial 
purposes. As an example, a repository in granite for a nuclear programme of 
45 GW(e) over 30 years may have 180 km of galleries, may cost 3 billion US 
dollars (1980 US$)2 and the overall life-span of the enterprise may be of 
some 80 years.

Important data on feasibility and limitations for geological repositories have 
also been produced. As an example, a joint study performed by Belgian experts 
for clay, French for granite and German for salt, using a common approach, 
confirmed that by suitable repository design and strategy for the back-end of the 
fuel cycle, it should be possible to overcome harmful thermal effects and to 
keep temperatures in the host rock at reasonable levels.

3.3. Performance assessment of geological isolation systems

The safety assessment of geological disposal was, from the beginning, one 
of the important areas of the CEC programme. The JRC has performed con
siderable work in this area by developing and testing safety assessment models.
It is worth mentioning in particular the application to the potential disposal site 
constituted by the Boom clay formation in Belgium, the activity being per
formed in collaboration with CEN/SCK, Mol [4].

The CEC studies have indicated, on the basis of generic and specific 
evaluations using the multi-barrier concept, that the risk associated with waste 
disposal appears largely acceptable, taking into account the present radioprotec
tion criteria.

2 1 US billion =  a thousand millions.
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Recently, the CEC initiated concerted action on Performance Assessment 
of Geological Isolation Systems (PAGIS).

This action pools the knowledge available in the various EC countries with 
an active waste management programme. It concerns disposal in continental 
geological formations (clay, hard rock, salt) as well as disposal into the seabed.
The studies will be carried out independently for the various formations, but with 
a coherent approach for what concerns the methodologies and the basic 
principles on which performance assessment will be based.

PAGIS is conceived in three phases:

— in the first phase the available knowledge is being reviewed, reference cases are 
being selected, and a critical analysis of release scenarios and assessment 
methodologies is being carried out.

— in the second phase, which will presumably start in 1984, and in the third phase, 
which will follow, the performance of geological isolation systems will be 
quantified, potential effects on man and the biosphere will be evaluated, and a 
joint interpretation at Community level of the safety of geological isolation 
will be completed.

This action is carried out under point 2 of the Community Plan of Action, 
with the support of an R&D budget of some million ECUs. The related activity is 
essentially of a theoretical nature; the data concerning the performance of the 
different barriers are produced in the framework of the experimental studies 
performed in the CEC programme. The work on stability of conditioned wastes 
is illustrated in section 4.

Concerning radionuclide migration in geological media, co-ordinated action 
is being set up at Community level in order to provide within a fixed schedule 
the data essential for safety evaluation.

In the field of radionuclide migration important results have been obtained 
at the JRC on the relations between the chemical forms of the radionuclides and 
their retention in geological media. Concerning interaction of radionuclides with 
the biosphere, important data are produced by the CEC programme on radiation 
protection.

As a possible alternative to geological disposal, the option based on actinide 
separation from HLW and their transmutation in nuclear reactors has been 
extensively investigated under JRC leadership. The overall scheme was recognized 
as feasible, in particular by means of homogeneous actinide recycling in FBRs. 
However, besides an increased fuel cycle cost, the anticipated reduction of the 
long-term radiological risk appeared to be quite small and more readily 
achievable by improving the strategy of waste conditioning and disposal [5].

The CEC programme also includes studies on shallow land burial for waste 
storage or/and disposal. An evaluation of the varied experience acquired in the 
EC Member States and the improvement of the engineering systems and of the 
radionuclide migration barriers is being carried out.
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4. WASTE TREATMENT AND CONDITIONING

The CEC programme covers all the different types of radioactive wastes 
produced in the nuclear fuel cycle, as shown in Table I.

Incorporation of high-level liquid waste in a borosilicate glass matrix has 
already been scaled up in the Community to an industrial level. Thus the 
Commission does not assign high priority to the development of alternative 
conditioning techniques. It strongly supports, however, research on an 
exhaustive characterization of the behaviour of vitrified waste in the framework 
of a joint programme with contributions from several Community laboratories.

The presence of clauses in the reprocessing contracts providing for the 
return of waste to the spent fuel owner gives an international dimension to the 
characterization and quality control of waste products.

For this reason the CEC activity on waste product characterization has been 
considerably increased since 1980 and has been extended to include, in addition 
to vitrified waste, other forms of waste products.

The main achievements and development in progress are summarized for:

— Low- and medium-level waste (LLW)
— High-level waste (HLW)
— Alpha-bearing waste
— Gaseous waste.

4.1. Low-and medium-level waste

The work on LLW deals with the development of conditioning techniques 
based on the use of polymeric resins and cement. A major achievement in this 
field is the development and operation, since 1980, of a pilot plant at the PWR 
power station in Chooz, which enables evaporator concentrates, ion-exchange 
resins and filter cartridges to be processed and conditioned with polyester and 
epoxy resins.

In the framework of a joint characterization study, ten ‘reference waste 
products’ were selected in order to investigate the most important waste/matrix 
couples. These reference products are typical of the conditioned waste types 
which, at present or in the near future, will be produced in large quantities and 
include such waste forms as:

— bituminized sludges from LWR reprocessing
— polymer encapsulated reactor ion-exchange resins
— cemented reprocessing concentrates.

The extensive characterization programme includes studies on thermal 
and radiation-induced degradation, mechanical properties, full-scale active 
leaching tests and, where appropriate, fire tests. The programme also places
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emphasis on the analysis of all relevant mechanisms involved in the possible release 
of radionuclides from such wastes.

4.2. High-level waste

Methods for treatment and conditioning have been investigated for hulls 
and dissolution residues. The most conventional approach consists of embedding 
the crushed or rolled hulls into a cement-based matrix, as practised on an active 
pilot scale in the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy. Other matrices, such as 
lead, glass and ceramics, are being investigated for lower leach rates and higher 
volume reduction factors [6].

Fixation in ceramics is also being developed for the highly active dissolver 
fines. The process immobilizes the insoluble fines in ceramic pellets which can 
later be embedded in cement to form a monolithic package.

Since 1976, a closely co-ordinated Community programme for the evaluation 
of seven reference waste glasses has been carried out by the most qualified 
European laboratories. The results of testing the leach resistance, radiation 
damage, thermal and chemical stability with real and simulated HLW have 
confirmed the adequacy of glass as matrix for radioactive waste disposal.

The work currently concentrates on a comprehensive physico-chemical 
analysis of the conceivable waste/host rock interactions and nuclide release 
mechanisms as well as modelling of the complex long-term scenarios involving the 
exposure of the vitrified waste to natural brines and waters in the presence of 
other barrier materials.

t

4.3. Alpha-bearing waste

The CEC activity covers the two broad categories constituted by solid and 
liquid alpha-bearing wastes [7, 8].

4.3.1. Solid alpha-bearing waste

This category of waste consists of a variety of solid organic materials such 
as PVC bags, polythene sheets, rubber gloves, cleaning wipes etc. contaminated 
with a variety of plutonium compounds and other transuranic nuclides.

The treatment processes developed in the CEC programme take into account 
this variety and are adapted to a wide range of requirements:

— Incineration for volume reduction and, if operated at temperatures below 700°C, 
as pretreatment for plutonium recovery

— Acid digestion or molten salt incineration for the separation of alpha activity 
from heavily contaminated waste and the chemical destruction of the organic 
bulk materials .

— Washing and decontamination as a simple method of reducing waste activity.
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A major achievement in this field is the successful operation of the ALONA 
acid digestion pilot plant at Dessel, Belgium, on a large quantity of particularly 
inhomogeneous waste from the Eurochemic reprocessing campaigns. Its most 
remarkable features are the impressive overall volume reduction -  most process 
fluids are recycled — and important plutonium recovery rates.

In connection with the management of solid alpha-bearing wastes, the 
problem of the actinide monitoring by non-destructive assay techniques is 
receiving special attention. Development of methods and instrumentation is 
being carried out at the Joint Research Centre. The JRC methodology is being 
applied for calibration and interpretation of the waste monitoring system, installed 
at the Dounreay Reprocessing Plant, in the framework of a collaboration with 
the UKAEA. An exercice of interlaboratory comparison on waste items is in 
preparation with the participation of several Community laboratories.

4.3.2. Liquid alpha-bearing waste

The CEC programme includes the development of methods for the processing 
of various types of liquid wastes generated in the reprocessing and plutonium 
fuel fabrication plants. The methods are based on the use of precipitation pro
cesses, electrical processes, organic and inorganic ion exchangers. In particular, 
methods directed towards the separation of the alpha-emitters (with or without 
fission products) from the bulk of the waste materials are being developed. The 
experimental work in this area is complemented by assessment studies aimed at 
the optimization of the waste management strategy in terms of cost and 
safety [9].

4.4. Gaseous waste

Among the volatile radionuclides, particular attention has been given to 
krypton-85, tritium, iodine-129 and carbon-14;

As to krypton-85, the methods studied concern incorporation into a metal 
matrix by ion sputtering, locking up into zeolites and filling into pressure bottles. 
For the latter, temporary storage in engineered structures on land and sea disposal 
have been evaluated. In addition, possible liquid metal embrittlement of structural 
and container materials by rubidium, the decay product of krypton, has been 
investigated.

Concerning the immobilization of tritium, methods of fixation with calcium 
phosphates and as metal hydrides have been studied in connection with an earlier 
screening study on the subject.

For iodine-129 a comprehensive study has been drawn up and discussed at 
international level. This gives the detailed state of the relevant management 
technologies, taking into account the radiological aspects [ 10].
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Finally, an assessment study of carbon-14 has recently been taken up to 
evaluate the state of knowledge and to point out possible research requirements.

5. PERSPECTIVES OF THE CEC PROGRAMME

The CEC R&D programme is a long-term effort.
The 12-year Community Plan of Action in the field of Radioactive Waste 

(1980—1992) will ensure the continuity of this effort and will constitute the 
appropriate framework for the development of waste management policies at 
Community level.

Its multinational character is being enlarged by R&D co-operative agreements 
with non-EC countries, such as with Canada since 1980 and in the near future 
with the USA.

The work developed in the framework of the CEC programme, starting 
from 1973, has produced information of high value concerning the feasibility 
and safety of geological disposal. In the area of waste treatment and conditioning 
various methods have been tested; some of them have reached the stage of pilot 
installation.

Concerning geological disposal, future plans should include experiments 
in underground cavities in order to increase the knowledge of internal equilibria 
in geological formations before and after waste emplacement. The effort on the 
various aspects of safety evaluations will be continued through PAGIS and 
other co-ordinated action directed towards assessing release and migration of 
radionuclides in geological media.

In the area of waste treatment and conditioning, the CEC programme 
should aim at a proper selection between the various options currently considered. 
To this purpose reinforcement of the assessment studies of alternative radioactive 
waste management approaches is planned, where economic considerations will 
have to play their role besides the technical data and safety requirements resulting 
from the programme.
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Abstract

URANIUM TAILINGS RESEARCH AT THE CANADA CENTRE FOR MINERAL AND 
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY.

There are over 100 million tonnes of uranium tailings on the surface of Canada, an 
amount that is expected to  increase threefold by the end-of the century. Because of their 
potential hazard to the environment and man, the Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy 
Technology (CANMET) began a major programme ten years ago, to  examine the problem of 
uranium tailings management. Work to date has shown that: (1) Vegetation of uranium 
tailings has been successful using seed mixtures planted on the tailings surface pre-treated by 
lime and fertilizer; (2) Lysimeter tests on uranium tailings have demonstrated that surface 
treatm ent and the presence or absence of bacteria have a marked effect on the flow and 
chemistry of seepage water; (3) Hydrogeochemical studies of the tailings have shown that 
acid conditions prevail in the upper zone of the tailings (i.e. above the water table) and that 
both radioactive and other toxic chemicals are concentrated near the bottom of the tailings;
(4) Work has been done in co-operation with others on the precipitation and removal of
226 Ra from tailings water effluent by BaCl2 . The purpose of this work is to improve control 
of the total radium content of water discharged to drainage systems by mechanical means.
(5) Investigation into pre-concentrating the ore prior to  acid leaching has demonstrated that 
virtually all the radionuclides and sulphides can be concentrated into a fraction amounting to 
from 30 to  40 per cent of the original feed, leaving a relatively clean tailing. The authors
are still far from their objective of demonstrating, with reasonable assurance, effective 
methods for the long-term management of uranium tailings. An accelerated programme is 
outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is general agreement among those concerned with uranium 
production in Canada that there may be long-term environmental and 
health consequences associated with the disposal of waste 
materials produced in the mining and milling of uranium ore that 
are not yet fully understood. These waste materials, generally 
referred to as tailings, plus some waste rock from mining, now 
lying on the surface contiguous to mining operations, both active
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and abandoned, amount to more than 130 million metric tons. At 
present, tailings are accumulating at the rate bf 24 000 metric, 
tons per day, and by the end of this century it is projected that 
over 300 million metric tons will have accumulated on the surface.

Uranium tailings management in Canada meets existing 
standards of effluent disposal to the environment; it is the 
long-term management of abandoned uranium tailings that poses the 
potential problem. The cost of implementing measures that will 
safeguard environmental interests and the health of mankind in the 
long-term future will influence decisions on the economic 
viability of both present and projected mining operations.

2. URANIUM TAILINGS IN CANADA

Uranium production in Canada is currently confined to the 
Elliot Lake area of Ontario and to northern Saskatchewan. Many 
deposits have been found in other parts of Canada; speculative 
uranium reserves in geologically favourable areas have been 
estimated at between 1.2 and 1.4 million metric tons [1].
However, of the total estimated mineable reserves, 63% are in 
Ontario and 31% in Saskatchewan. The Ontario deposits, much lower 
in grade, but much greater in extent as compared to those in 
Saskatchewan, have also been mined for a much longer period of 
time and on a much larger scale. Tailings accumulation has 
amounted to: in Ontario about 110 million metric tons and in
Saskatchewan about 20 million metric tons.

In Canada, unlike most other large uranium producing areas in 
the world, the producing mines are located in a moderate to cool 
climate, where streams and lakes are numerous and the surface is 
covered with vegetation. The deposits are in Precambrian rocks of 
the Canadian shield where the topographic relief is low to
moderate. All operations are in sparsely populated areas.

2.1 Mineralogy

The Elliot Lake ore contains about 0.05 to 0.10% uranium, the 
main minerals are brannerite and uraninite. The gangue is a 
quartz pebble conglomerate containing small quantities of 
feldspar, sericite and chlorite. About 5% pyrite is present with 
minor amounts of monazite and traces of other minerals. The 
Saskatchewan ores contain from 1 to 3% uranium and are, in 
general, more mineralogically complex. The main uranium mineral 
is pitchblende with some coffinite and brannerite. Associated 
mineralization includes sulphides, arsenides, and sulpharsenides
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giving rise to: iron, copper, nickel, lead, zinc, arsenic, 
antimony and minor molybdenum and vanadium. The gangue minerals 
from the host rock are mainly quartz, sericite, chlorite and clay.

2.2 Current management practice

In the 1950s, when uranium mining grew rapidly, tailings 
management was adapted from previous mining practices. In time, 
it became evident that these methods were unsatisfactory as 
pollution problems were encountered downstream and corrective 
measures had to be taken. By the time uranium mining was revived 
in the early 1970s, after over a decade of inactivity, methods for 
the management of tailings had succeeded in reducing 226r3 t0 
10 pCi/L, which met federal and provincial regulations. The 
effluent from the mill is treated with lime to raise the pH to 
about 10, which precipitates the iron, thorium, lead and other 
heavy metals. The decant from the uranium tailings pond is treated 
with barium chloride to collect the 226^a as a precipitate, 
which forms a sludge at the bottom of the second impoundment.
Other measures have also been introduced that have resulted in 
better control: impermeable barriers at the bottom of the
tailings dam, better care in siting tailings ponds, improved water 
drainage and vegetative covers. Apart from some of the older 
abandoned tailings for which information is lacking, the operation 
of active tailings sites meet all current regulatory requirements.

3. RESEARCH ON URANIUM TAILINGS AT CANMET

The need for data gathering and research into the many aspects 
of uranium tailings management began to receive serious attention 
in Canada in the early 1970s. At CANMET, the early work began 
with vegetation of the tailings surface in an attempt to inhibit 
downward percolation of water. The program has been expanded in 
the last 10 years to cover research on tailings that includes: the 
hydrology, hydrogeochemistry, surface treatment, research into the 
distribution and removal of ^"Ra from mill circuits, the 
effect of bacteria on uranium tailings and the physical and 
biological stability of Ba/RaSO^ sludge. Highlights of this 
work, which has been supported by CANMET in its own laboratories 
and by means of contracts to outside performers, are described 
below. Other organizations have also done research relevant to 
uranium tailings: at the federal level these include the Atomic
Energy Control Board, Environment Canada and Atomic Energy of 
Canada Limited (AECL); in Ontario and Saskatchewan the provincial 
research councils and various departments have made important 
contributions; and finally industry has supported and 
performed research towards better tailings management. The work
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performed by other agencies has focused mainly on the effects of 
radionuclides on the surrounding environment, the stability of 
tailings dams, surveys of water quality, environmental pathway 
analyses and site selection for tailing ponds. The mining 
companies have been investigating new methods of discharging mill 
effluents by using a thickened discharge to control tailings 
surface profiles, to reduce downward permeability, to improve 
surface drainage, and to increase storage capacity of the tailings 
ponds.

3.1 Hydrogeochemical investigations of inactive pyritic uranium
tailings

Hydrogeochemical investigations of an inactive pyritic 
uranium tailings basin have been ongoing for the past four years 
at the Nordic mine tailings site in Elliot Lake, Ontario. The 
major elements of study are:

1) tailings area hydrogeology,

2) the zone of active pyrite oxidation,

3) geochemical characteristics of the tailings pore water,

4) soil gas and solid phase composition of the tailings 
material,

5) migration of contaminants as a surface run-off and as a 
sub-surface seepage in the surrounding aquifer, and

6) interaction of the vegetative cover with the tailings 
material in relation to uptake of radioisotopes and other 
contaminants.

The Nordic tailings impoundment covers an area of 85 hectares 
containing approximately 12 million metric tons of tailings and 
has been inactive for the past 10-20 years. The tailings 
(neutralized to pH 8 or higher) were deposited on a layer of black 
peaty material 0.5 to 1 m thick, which overlays deposits of 
permeable glaciofluvial sand. A dense vegetation cover on the 
tailings surface has been established for the past 3-5 years. The 
composition of the tailings is generally similar to ore of the 
Elliot Lake district described previously.

For the detailed hydrochemical investigation of the tailings, 
multi-level piezometers and piezometer bundles were installed at 
different depths and solid and solution samples were taken for 
chemical and radioisotope analyses. In the unsaturated zone,
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FIG. 1. Hydrochemical profiles in uranium tailings -  pore water.

tailings soil-gas samples were also taken and analyzed. During 
rainy events, surface run-off water quality and quantity were 
measured. Solid phase analyses included soil pH, soluble- 
sulphate. pyrite, carbonate, Fe(total), Ca, Al, uranium, thorium, 
228Th> 2 i OT h f 23¿Thj 226Ra and 2l0pb. solution phase 
analyses included pH, electrical conductance, SO4 , Fe(total),
Ca, Na, K, Mg, Pb, Zn, Ni, Co, Mn, Cu, Al, Cl, Br and Si; gas 
phase analyses included O2 , N2 and C(>2*

3.1.1 Results

The results obtained for a typical site for the unsaturated 
and saturated zones are shown in Fig. 1. The low pH, high 
sulphate and iron, combined with the decline in O2 suggests 
that pyrite oxidation is occurring mainly at a depth of about 0.75 
to 1 . 0 m below ground surface depending upon the physical 
properties of the tailings. In the unsaturated zone, metals and 
radionuclides are released from solids to the pore water as a 
result of pyrite oxidation and subsequent leaching, producing 
highly acidic, high iron and sulphate pore water. The reaction 
products are gradually transported downward in the saturated zone 
displacing the original high pH, low iron residual process water 
(Fig. 1). Depth of penetration of the oxidation products is 
controlled by the physical properties and hydrologie settling of
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the tailings, the greatest penetration occurring in the areas with 
coarse grained tailings and high downward hydraulic gradients.
The depth of displacement is marked by decreasing concentrations 
of iron and sulphate coincident with increasing concentrations of 
chloride derived from reagents added during ore processing. The 
rate of downward migration is controlled by the rate of downward 
pore water flow and by geochemical processes, primarily those that 
consume acid, such as reactions involving residual lime, iron and 
aluminum. With the continuous oxidation of pyrite taking place, 
the neutralizing zone in the tailings is gradually diminishing in 
size with the acidic front progressively moving downwards.

In most of the tailings areas, the zone of low pH pore water 
has not yet reached the bottom of the tailings. In one area, near
the tailings impoundment dam, the acidic pore water has passed
through the tailings and has entered the horizontal flow in the 
sandy aquifer where a plume of high iron and sulphate 
concentrations has moved a horizontal distance of 400 m beyond the 
tailings dam. The plume consists of two sections. The inner 
core, which is at a pH of less than 5, contains 6 000-10 000 mg Fe
and SO^/L, over 100 pCi ^^^Ra/L and relatively high
concentrations of other contaminants. The outer zone, which 
surrounds the inner core and extends several hundred metres 
down-gradient, is at a pH greater than 5.0 and contains about
2 000 mg Fe and SO4/L, approximately 10 pCi ^^Ra/L and 
relatively low concentrations of other contaminants.

Groundwater near the dam has a velocity of about 700 m/a; 
however, the low pH inner core is only moving a few metres per 
year. Three years of monitoring has established that the low pH 
front is advancing in the sand aquifer at a rate that is less than 
1% of the groundwater velocity. This retardation of contaminant 
movement is caused by pH neutralization and chemical precipitation 
of iron and calcium in alkaline conditions. Although the plume 
segment beyond the low pH front has high concentrations of iron 
and sulphate derived from the tailings, it does not contain 
hazardous levels of radionuclides or heavy metals because these 
constituents are either insoluble or strongly adsorbed at neutral 
pH.

Except for spring run-off, the surface water, which is 
channeled into collection ditches, has a low pH (2-3) and large 
concentrations of dissolved metals, sulphate and radionuclides.
It shows dilution effects resulting from heavy run-off during 
rainy events and characteristics of recharge from tailings pore 
water after the rainfall has ceased.

Results of solid phase analyses of 2 sites in the tailings 
show that two distinct zones of stratification exist (Fig. 2): an
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FIG.2. Distribution profiles o f  chemical constituents in uranium tailings -  solid phase.

upper zone of slightly increasing or uniform concentration of 
constituents with depth except in the top 1 m where the 
concentrations are low, and a lower zone, approximately 1 m in 
thickness, near the tailings-peat interface, where the 
constituents are concentrated. In the peat layer underneath the 
tailings, the concentrations of various constituents decrease 
rapidly with depth. No significant levels of contaminant 
penetration below the peat layer were observed. This phenomenon 
is attributed to the settling of fines in the bottom layer 
containing precipitates of gypsum and metal hydroxides, and 
co-precipitation and adsorption of trace metals and radionuclides 
from the residual process water.

Stabilization of the tailings surface with a vegetative cover 
has reduced wind and water erosion and has developed a top 
10-20cm soil-like layer. Investigations of the conditions on the 
surface of the tailings indicate a slight accumulation of 
226^a isotope in the vegetation (average concentration 4.5pCi/g) 
with a vegetation to tailings concentration ratio of 0.03 
on a dry matter basis. No significant variation between plant 
species or significant accumulation in the seed was observed. No
correlation between ^“̂ Ra and other contaminants: Fe, A1, Ca 
and SO4 can be established from the data.

3.2 Surface treatment of uranium tailings

Measures to control the generation and downward movement of 
contaminated water through the tailings are required to inhibit 
contamination of shallow groundwater zones by seepage. The mainly 
downward hydraulic gradient in the tailings results in the 
migration of contaminants from the tailings into underlying 
groundwater, and the water plays an active role in the 
oxidation of the sulphides and the generation of acidic porewater, 
which dissolves heavy metals and radionuclides. Two methods
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considered to have the potential of reducing the effect of water 
movement in the tailings were investigated: vegetation of the 
surface and chemical fixation of the tailings mass-

3.2.1 Chemical fixation

Chemical fixation of uranium tailings was investigated under 
contract as a potential means of immobilizing 226^a and other 
radionuclides, reducing the rates of ^^Rn emanation and 
preventing the oxidation of pyrite [2]. Elliot Lake tailings were 
used in the test work.

Four commercially available fixation processes were studied:

1) the Krofchak process: acidic or basic additives, e.g.
H2SO4 or Ca(0H)2 , are mixed with "siliceous 
sludges” to form, according to the patent claims, "an 
inert solid material”,

2) the AECL bituminization process: dry tailings are mixed
with molten asphalt at 125°C in a twin-screw extruder and 
discharged at 165°C,

3) the Chemfix process: a solid matrix is produced by the
reaction of soluble silicates with silicate setting 
agents upon mixing with the tailings, and

4) the IU conversion systems (IUCS) process: fly ash and
lime-bearing materials are mixed with silica-bearing 
waste materials to form a final product similar to 
Portland cement.

The specimens of fixated tailings were subjected to standard 
tests for shrinkage, compressive strength, flexural strength, 
freeze-thaw resistance, porosity and pore size distribution.
Radon emanation, agitation leach studies and percolation leach 
studies were also conducted. The test results are summarized 
qualitatively in Table I.

Table I shows that the bituminous treatment gave by far the 
best results, but its high cost^ at $420 per metric ton 
eliminates its use for anything but a capping material. The other 
processes performed poorly in all the tests and notwithstanding 
their much lower costs, ranging from $1.50 to $17.00 per metric 
ton, they are unlikely to find application as a method of 
containing the contaminants in the tailings.

^Canadian $ ( 1981) .
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Krofchak AECL Chemf ix IUCS

Tailings % (approx.) 94 75 95 50

Ease of Placement 1 4 2 3
Shrinkage 4 1 3 2
Compressive Strength 4 3 2 1
Flexural Strength 4 1 3 2
Freeze-Thaw Resistance 4 1 3 2
Porosity 2 1 2 2

Batch Leach 4 2 2 1
Percolation Leach 4 2 2 1
Radon Emanation 4 1 3 2

Cost - Materials 1 4 3 2
- Process 1 4 1 3

aProcesses are ranked 1-4, 1 being the best performer of the
group and 4 being the worst.

3.2.2 Vegetative covering

The CANMET tailings vegetation program was initiated in 1971 
with the objective of developing methods for establishing 
vegetation on pyritic uranium tailings [3, 4]. From growth 
chamber experiments and subsequent field plots on the uranium 
tailings, it was determined that an initial application of 
limestone, a multipurpose chemical fertilizer and a triple 
superphosphate fertilizer in the amounts of 22 t/ha, 225 kg/ha,
112 kg/ha, respectively, followed by seeding and maintenance 
fertilization, would enable the growth of various grasses and 
legumes. To stimulate soil development and plant growth, the 
grasses and legumes were periodically cut during the summer. 
Several species, reed canary grass, vernal alfalfa and red top, 
produced relatively high herbage yields and have continued to show 
good growth after five years of fertilizer applications.

The estimated 1976 costs for this program were $3 250/ha in 
the first year for site preparation and establishment of 
vegetation and $750/ha in each of the following four years for
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maintenance of the vegetation, making a total of $6 250/ha over 
the five years. This work is continuing with the detailed 
identification of a soil profile being developed.

3.3 The treatment of Ba/RaSO^ sludges

The Ba/RaSO^ coprecipitate formed in the treatment of 
overflow decant water from uranium tailings sites is retained in 
storage ponds as a low density solids slurry and is considered a 
long-term environmental hazard. To determine whether these 
sludges would tend to redissolve upon abandonment, CANMET placed a 
contract to assess the stability of Ba/RaS04 coprecipitates 
under various conditions of pH, temperature and sulphate ion 
concentration [5]. It was found that ^(jRa precipitates of 
20 000 pCi/g released only 0-30 pCi/L in sulphate solutions of 
varying pH. The same investigation produced evidence that 
sulphate-reducing bacteria, such as Desulfovibrio Vulgaris, 
metabolize Ba/RaSO^ precipitates, producing H2S and 
initially causing a tenfold more rapid release of 226^a than 
under aseptic conditions. Research is continuing at CANMET to 
ascertain whether sulphate-reducing bacteria, which have been 
detected in the peat layer underlying the Nordic tailings deposit, 
will metabolize the Ba/RaSO^ sludges produced in the barium 
chloride treatment ponds.

In view of the possibility that 226^a couid be released 
from the Ba/RaS04 sludges after maintenance of the tailings 
has ceased, CANMET contracted with Kilborn Engineering of Toronto 
to develop a process outline for the removal, dewatering and 
disposal of these sludges. The proposed process is based on 
results obtained from sampling the Ba/RaS04 sludges at Rio 
Algom Mines Limited in Elliot Lake and then determining their 
chemical, physical and dewatering characteristics [6, 7].

The proposed recovery is a seasonal operation in which the 
pond level is lowered, a dredge is installed and the slurry is 
dredged under a cover of water and pumped to a processing 
facility. Foreign matter is screened from the plant feed and the 
reject is consigned to tailings disposal. The feed is then 
cycloned to produce a relatively innocuous underflow of sands and 
an overflow containing the bulk of the Ba/RaS04 sludge. The 
underflow, containing an estimated 50 pCi 226ĵ a/g) sent to 
tailings disposal while the overflow is dewatered in pressure 
filters to yield a 25% solids cake suitable for underground 
disposal.

Other processes for recovery and disposal of the sludge have 
been investigated (8). A pilot plant was operated for several 
months near Elliot Lake to investigate methods of solids/liquid
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separation of the Ba/RaSO^ sludge - a joint government/industry 
project in which CANMET participated with Environment Canada 
and Rio Algom Mines. The most successful of the processes 
investigated proved to be filtration (Fig. 3). The 226r3 
precipitated with barium chloride and the product is treated with 
a filter aid, a polymer (Percol 727), prior to filtration. A dual 
filtration media, consisting of silica sand and anthracite, was 
used. The entrained sludge is backwashed periodically to clear 
the filter bed. By this method, it is possible to produce a 
filtrate product of less than 10 pCi/L total and 3 pCi/L dissolved 
226Ra.

3.4 Lysimeter investigations

Studies of the behaviour of contaminant migration in uranium 
tailings indicate that the main source of pollutants is from 
seepage beneath the tailings into the groundwater system. To 
explore the possible mechanisms of this phenomenon, laboratory 
work was undertaken at CANMET using lysimeters in an attempt to 
simulate conditions in the field, but at a greatly accelerated 
rate. By this approach, it was hoped to predict: the production
of acid and the solubilization of metallic elements by the action 
of iron oxidizing bacteria, and the leaching of 22^Ra and
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other chemical constituents caused by water percolation through a 
tailings area.

The term lysimeter, as used here, means a structure 
containing a mass of soil, sand or other such materials so 
designed as to permit the measurements of water drainage through 
the mass. The lysimeters used in the experiments were 120 cm 
long, 55 cm in width and 120 cm in height. Three lysimeters, A, В 
and С were each loaded with 1 000 kg of sample tailings from 
Elliot Lake and 175L of water. The water was maintained at a 
level of about 10 cm below the tailings surface throughout the 
experiment.

The lysimeters A and В were inoculated at the beginning of 
the experiments with iron oxidizing thiobacilli from Elliot Lake. 
The water supplied to С contained 1 - 3  mL/'L of hypochlorite 
solution, containing 5% available chlorine to inhibit bacterial 
action and thus sulphate generation, while maintaining oxidizing 
conditions. Simulated conditions were automatically controlled by 
exposure to infra-red and ultra-violet lamps and a fan, which were 
activated every 1.5 h, and 5.2/L of water, which was sprayed on 
each box every 8 h, resulting in an application rate 9 times the 
average annual precipitation of the Elliot Lake region. Thus, if 
the leaching rate of the chemical constituents was dependent only 
on the water applied to the tailings a chronological augmentation 
of ninefold would be achieved, and 40 days of experimental time 
would be equivalent to one simulated year. The experiment was 
conducted at ambient temperature of 18 + 4°C with extraneous light 
being excluded by black curtains-

3.4.1 Results

Figure 4 shows the pH and concentrations of ^^^Ra, 
sulphate and total iron in the effluents of the three lysimeter 
boxes over a period of about 900 days, simulating about 22.5 
years, in which time 13.8 metric tons of water was applied to each 
of the boxes.

Radium-226 is constantly being eluted, the concentrations in 
the effluents from lysimeters A and В being between 100 and 300 
pCi/L for about the first 7.5 simulated years, increasing 
thereafter and remaining at about 500 pCi/L. To demonstrate the 
effect of bacterial action on the tailings, lysimeter В was 
flooded for a 200 day period after 17.5 simulated years, thus 
depriving the bacteria of one of their metabolic necessities, 
oxygen. The suppressing of the bacteria resulted in increases in 
pH and 226^a concentration and decreases in total iron and 
sulphate sulphur concentrations in the effluents of lysimeter В in 
comparison with A, which was not flooded. The 226^a content
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of the effluent of lysimeter С was between 85 and 240 pCi/L for 
the first 7.5 simulated years and increased thereafter to between 
1 000 and 2 000 pCi/L. This was probably due to removal from the 
tailings of sulphate by dissolution of the gypsum, thus mobilizing 
the 22®Ra.

3.4.2 Conclusions

As a result of the work described, certain conclusions were 
reached:

1) In the absence of bacteria, the concentrations of Fe, 
SO4 , and Th decreased and less acid was generated.
The rate of radium release was increased.

2) Bacterial action increased the dissolution rate of 
uranium, and the SO4 ion generated by the bacteria 
appeared to limit the solubility of radium.

3) With the continued application of water, and the removal 
of the sulphate ion, the radium was rendered mobile and 
was solubilized.

4) Assuming a steady state of 500 pCi 22^Ra/L in the 
effluent from the lysimeter, and that all the radium 
present in the tailings is leachable, removal would be 
complete in about 300 years.

Other work has been completed over the last few years by 
Ritcey and Silver on the richer ores of Saskatchewan, using 
different sizes and types of lysimeters [9]. The use of 
lysimeters indicate that the test data should be useful in 
predicting chemical reactions and mobility of contaminants in 
abandoned and active tailings areas.

3.5 Pre-concentration of uranium ore

An effective approach to the enviromental control of uranium 
tailings would be to produce a tailing that is free of significant 
amounts of radionuclides and acid-forming sulphides. Raicevic and 
Raicevic worked in this direction with the objective of producing 
a pre-concentrate that would contain 95% or more of the sulphides 
and uranium, and a large portion of other radionuclides in less 
than 50% of the original feed by weight [10]. Environmentally 
acceptable tailings from this step would be an essential 
requirement.
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TA B L E  I I .  P Y R I T E  F L O T A T I O N  AND H IG H  I N T E N S I T Y  M A G N E T IC  S E P A R A T IO N  OF TWO S I Z E  

( +  2 0 0  m e s h )  F R A C T IO N S  OF F L O T A T I O N  T A I L I N G S

P r o d u c t s W e i g h t  X A s s a y D i s t r i b u t i o n  %

U% 2 2 6 * a a Th% S% U
2 2 6 „

R a  T h S

1 .  P y r i t e  C o n e . 7 . 3 0 . 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 . 1 1 3 3 .  71 2 6 . 7 2 4 . 3  2 0 . 5 9 3 .  7

2 .  C o m b i n e d  
M a g .  C o n c . b 2 3 .  7 0 . 2 4 8 3 5 0 . 1 1 0 .  4 6 8 .  2 6 5 . 1  6 8 . 7 3 .  9

3 .  C o m b i n e d  
C o n e .  ( 1 + 2 ) 3 1 . 0 0 .  25 8 7 7 0 . 1 1 8 .  30 9 4 .  9 8 9 .  4 8 9 . 2 9 7 . 6

4 .  C o m b i n e d  N o n -  
M a g .  T a i l s 6 9 . 0 0 .  0 0 6 47 0 . 0 0 6 0 . 0 9 5 .  1 1 0 . 6  1 0 . 8 2 .  4

5 .  C a l c u l a t e d 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 8 2 3 0 4 0 . 0 3 9 2 . 6 4 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0  1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 .  0

a p C i / g .  ^ C o m b i n e d  m a g n e t i c  c o n c e n t r a t e  f r o m  +  2 0 0  m e s h  f r a c t i o n s .

The tests were carried out on a sample of uranium-bearing 
quartz-pebble conglomerate from Elliot Lake that contained:

0.084% U
260 pCi 226Ra/g
0.045% Th
2.65% S as pyrite.

In this sample of ore, the principal uranium-bearing mineral was 
uraninite with lesser amounts of brannerite and monazlte, the 
gangue consisted largely of quartz with minor amounts of 
feldspathic materials, sericite and chlorite.

The pre-concentration stage consisted of flotation and 
high-intensity magnetic separation. The ore was ground through 65 
mesh and a rougher concentrate was produced using potassium amyl 
xanthate as a collector and pine oil as frother. The rougher 
concentrate contained most of the pyrite and a high proportion of 
the radionuclides. Rougher tailings were sized into +200 mesh 
fractions. Each fraction was treated in a Sala high intensity wet 
magnetic separator to produce magnetic fractions containing high 
contents of pyrite and radionuclides. The non-magnetic tailings 
contained only very small amounts of these constituiente. A 
series of tests was run, varying the operating conditions; one set 
of results is reproduced in Table II.
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These tests demonstrated that tailings could be produced that 
comprised from 62 to 75% of the ore by weight; assays ranged over 
the following values:

0.05-0.06% S as pyrite 
0.004-0.0050% U 
15-24 pCi 226Ra/g
0.005-0.007% Th

These results indicate that an acceptably clean tailing could 
be produced by pre-concentration that would be suitable for 
disposal on the surface or for backfill in a mine.

After pre-concentration, a residue containing 25 to 40% of 
the original ore must be leached for recovery of the uranium. 
Although the pre-concentration of the ore in the manner described 
would reduce the capital and operating costs of several steps of 
the current sulphuric acid leaching process, the reduction will be 
offset, more or less, by the cost of the pre-concentrator. The 
residue from leaching must still be dealt with, although the 
volume will be substantially reduced and will, therefore, present 
a smaller disposal problem. Other leaching techniques, 
particularly that of using hydrochloric acid, are being 
investigated at CANMET, which show some promise in greater ease of 
removal of the 22^Ra, 2^Pb and 2^®Th and would be 
applicable to the smaller volumes of material produced by pre
concentration.

3.6 The role of bacteria in uranium tailings

Some preliminary work on identifying the role of bacteria in 
the mobilization of contaminants contained in uranium tailings has 
been undertaken. It was found that iron-oxidizing bacteria, e.g. 
thiobacillus ferrooxidans, are rarely present in the top 50 cm of 
the vegetated tailings, and then only at concentrations of less 
than 100 cells/g. On an adjacent unvegetated portion of the same 
tailings, iron-oxidizing bacteria were found throughout the top 
50cm at concentrations of between 900 and 3 000 cells/g, indicating 
the potential for active pyrite oxidation at and near the surface 
of unvegetated tailings. At one location, where there was very 
sparse vegetation, a complete vertical core was obtained down to 
the water table and sections were examined to determine the number 
of iron-oxidizing bacteria present. The results showed that from 
the surface down to 1 the bacteria counts reached a maximum of 
about 100 cells/g. From 1 to 3 there were virtually no bacteria 
present, and at 3 metres there was a rapid increase to well over 
1 000 cells/g. Then the bacteria count decreased to 0 at the 
water table at 5 below surface.
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That the iron-oxidizing bacteria play a significant role in
the oxidation of pyrite has been indicated in the lysimeter work
described previously. The extent to which iron-oxidizing bacteria 
contribute to the oxidation of pyrite in the field has not been 
determined, and whether vegetation inhibits the action of the 
iron-oxidizing bacteria is still in question. The indications are 
that vegetation has been unsuccessful in decreasing the oxidation 
of the pyrite to a significant degree whatever effect it may have
on the growth of iron-oxidizing bacteria.

Wepropose to continue the study of the action of bacteria in 
oxidizing pyrite, as well as the behaviour of anaerobic bacteria 
in liberating radium from the Ba/RaSO^ sludge.

A. COMMENTS ON FUTURE PRACTICE

Prevailing conditions that influence uranium tailings 
management, in the short and long term, vary considerably from one 
area of the world to another: precipitation, temperature,
geology, density of population, and ore composition all markedly 
affect the kind of steps that must be taken to ensure adequate 
protection to the environment and mankind. Social attitudes that 
reflect society's views can not be ignored; the management of 
uranium tailings must be seen to be effective. Comments on the 
future of uranium tailings must, therefore, be confined to 
Canadian conditions.

From work done at CANMET and a preliminary economic assess
ment, the pre-concentration of sulphide and radionuclide minerals 
is one of the most attractive options [11]. This approach has 
promise of producing tailings that are sufficiently low in 
acid-producing constituents and radionuclides as to preclude any 
significant pollution problems for the future. However, much work 
still remains to be done to demonstrate the economic viability of 
pre-concentration.

The treatment of tailings effluent at the mill for removal of 
radionuclides is another option that bears further examination. 
Flotation, magnetic separation and leaching with salt solutions 
(KC1) for removal of 22^Ra are techniques that could be used 
to produce tailings for disposal on the surface that would present 
few problems in controlling the release of radionuclides [12].
For existing mills, such an approach could be an add-on operation 
and may be feasible in some situations. However, in this approach 
the problem of removing and concentrating the radium from solution 
still remains.
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Deep water disposal from the operator's point of view is 
certainly the most satisfactory solution. It would require no 
change to current milling practice and, dependent on the 
availability of deep water to the mill, little if any additional 
capital expense. However, environmentalists in Canada show no 
enthusiasm for this idea. Nonetheless, preliminary work has been 
done by companies at Elliot Lake in cooperation with government 
and it is expected that efforts will be continued to determine the 
feasibility of deep water disposal.

All these options would appear to offer economic advantages 
over blanketing tailings surfaces with clay, glacial till, and/or 
earthy materials all mixed with limestone in northern Canada where 
availability of such materials is so limited. However, much more 
experimental data must be obtained before conclusions can be 
reached on the appropriate strategy for long-term management of 
uranium tailings- In the next five years or so, a number of 
measures will be taken to improve control over the release of 
contaminants from uranium tailings to the environment, some of 
which have already been introduced to some degree. Careful 
investigations of the geological characteristics of the terrain 
for tailings sites will receive more attention. Impermeability of 
the underlying rock to water from tailings is an overriding 
criterion. Thickened tailings, as used in coning and stacking, 
appear to offer the advantage of preventing concentration of 
radionuclides and sulphides in the very fine fractions that are 
difficult to control, even in the short term. Placing of tailings 
in layers that are permitted to dry before being overlain by 
others accomplishes the same objective, but with decreased 
downward permeability. All possible care will be taken to 
redirect surface water from tailings sites and to encourage 
lateral run-off of water on the tailings surface during 
precipitation. These additional measures to present practice in 
the management of tailings will undoubtedly provide adequate 
environmental protection for the medium term, possibly the next 25 
to 50 years.

Uncertainties remain, however, about the consequences of 
long-term uranium tailings management. An accelerated research 
program is needed to provide additional information on disposal 
technology options and the construction of models that will 
provide greatly increased prediction capabilities in order to 
arrive at answers for the long-term future.

The Canadian government has very recently approved an 
additional $9.5 million for such research over the next five 
years. It appears likely that Saskatchewan and possibly Ontario 
will fund similar but complementary programs.
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Abstract

WASTE MANAGEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS IN THE AUSTRALIAN 
URANIUM MINING INDUSTRY.

An outline is given of the development of the waste management and related environ
mental controls currently applied to  uranium mining and processing in Australia, reflecting 
three decades of experience. The Ranger Uranium Environmental Inquiry of the mid-1970s 
was, inter alia, a focus for the expression of public concerns over the environmental effects of 
uranium mining. The report of the Inquiry established a framework for controls over uranium 
mining in the Northern Territory and, by association, in other States of the Commonwealth. 
The interaction between Federal and State jurisdictions, and the establishment of Codes of 
Practice and their implications are briefly described. Current procedures are based on the 
experience of other countries but are much influenced by studies of the environmental impact 
of uranium production in Australia during the 1950s and 1960s. In addition, laboratory 
investigations have been made of specific processes, such as the impact of heavy metal 
contaminants on biota and the uptake of radium in the human food cycle. Such studies are 
continuing and research is being expanded, particularly in relation to  Northern Territory 
developments. Australia is contributing the results of this work to  appropriate international 
forums.

1. INTRODUCTION

Australia's major resources of uranium are currently estim ated to  
be about 0.36 Mt of contained uranium. A summary of the most signifi
cant of these resources, which are at various stages of development, is 
contained in Table 1. Although uranium was produced in Australia in an 
earlier phase of mining (1950-1970) these current resources have been 
discovered since 1969. Of these, over eighty per cent occur in the
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TABLE 1. Major Australian Uranium Resources

Orebody Location Average 
Ore Grade 
(% U )

Contained 
Uranium 
(t U)

Proposed
Mining
Technique

Ore
Treatment
Process

Quantity
of

Tailings
103 t

Quantity 
of Waste
Rock 
103 t**

Koongarra No. 1 Alligator Rivers Region 
Northern Territory

0.78 12 500 Open-cut Acid-leach; 
amine solvent 
extraction

5 000 10 000

Nabarlek * 11 2.00 10 200 Open-cut If 600 H 000

Jabiluka No. 2 II 0.33 171 600 Underground II 52 000 10 000

Ranger No. 1 * • 1 0.28 ЦЦ- 800 Open-cut II 17 000 70 000

Ranger No. 3 II 0.17 60 900 Open-cut ôc 
Underground

II 23 000 not known

Yeelirrie Western Australia 0.12 40 100 Open-cut Carbonate-
leach

27 000 30 000

Mary Kathleen * Queensland 0.10 5 300 Open-cut
(near
exhausted)

Acid leach; 
amine solvent 
extraction

6 000 18 000

Beverley South Australia 0.22 9 800 In situ leaching 5 000 -

Honeymoon II 0.18 2 000 II - -

** Includes all material below nominal cut-off. 
* Operating at May 1982.
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Northern Territory which had no independence within the Australian 
Federal system of government until 1978. For these reasons the 
environmental conditions that are being developed for uranium mining in 
Australia have been markedly influenced by Commonwealth policies and 
the specific nature of the Northern Territory mine sites.

The major Northern Territory uranium deposits occur in the 
Alligator Rivers Region. Interest and activity in this rem ote and little  
developed area has grown in the last decade, primarily because of:

. Increasing awareness of its scenic, recreation, and tourist 
attractions, and its highly diverse w ildlife and native flora, 
leading to pressure for a large part of the Region to be 
declared a National Park

. The discovery of very large resources of uranium

. An increasing concern for the preservation of Aboriginal sites 
of cultural and archaeological significance.

These competing interests led to a demand that uranium mining, if 
it were to be permitted at all, should be under the str ictest control so as 
to  preserve the unique features of the Region. This in turn influenced  
the formulation of waste management and environmental controls for 
future uranium mining developments.

The Commonwealth Parliament enacted an Environment Protection  
(Impact of Proposals) Act in 1974 which had Environment Impact State
ment provisions similar to the then existing requirements in the U.S.A. 
In 1975, under this Act, the Government directed that an inquiry be 
conducted into the environmental aspects of the development of the 
Ranger uranium ore deposits at Jabirú in the Alligator Rivers Region.

The Ranger Uranium Environmental Inquiry (RUEI) sat for eleven  
months, heard evidence from 281 persons, generated 12 575 pages of 
transcript and published two reports [1]. After detailed consideration of 
the recommendations of the Inquiry the Commonwealth Government 
announced, in a series of parliamentary statem ents delivered in August
1977 [2], that further mining and export of Australian uranium could go 
ahead. This initiated a new wave of uranium mining development.

2. EXPERIENCE FROM EARLIER OPERATIONS

Yellowcake was first produced in Australia in 1954, from a small 
treatm ent plant at Rum Jungle in the Northern Territory. Development 
of this and other deposits in South Australia and Queensland led to  the 
production of some 8 000 tonnes of uranium over the next 20 years. 
Most of the mining was by open-cut and the ores were mainly treated by
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sulphuric acid leaching in plants near the mines. In South Australia ore 
was physically concentrated at Radium Hill, and chem ically treated at 
Port Pirie.

Except for Rum Jungle, all of these operations were in relatively  
arid areas. There was no formal obligation on the operators to rehabili
ta te , and the fact that sites remained largely unrestored and available to 
the television camera, has doubtless been a factor in the formation of 
adverse public attitudes towards uranium mining.

The environmental degradation at Rum Jungle, the only operation 
in the sam e monsoonal clim ate as Ranger, was an influential source of 
evidence to the RUEI. A description of the Rum Jungle operations, the 
pollutants released and their e ffec ts  is therefore relevant to more 
recent developments in the industry.

2.1 Operations at Rum Jungle

The sequence of the development of the mining at Rum Jungle 
together with a description of waste disposal practices, the sources of 
pollution, both during operation and after mine closure, and its e ffec ts  
on the environment of the mine site  has been reported [3]. In summary, 
some 3,000 t of uranium was produced between 1954-71 from three 
open-cut mines, tw o of which had significant levels (3% expressed as per 
cent sulphur) of sulphide mineralisation, predominantly as pyrite. 
Although not part of the formal uranium mining agreem ent, the 
operators also mined a fourth open-cut for copper with the low grade 
oxide and sulphide ore being heap leached with recovery of the copper by 
cem entation.

Two of the ore bodies lay underneath a small creek, the East 
Branch of the Finniss River, which was therefore diverted, the stream  
being dammed upstream of the orebodies, forming what is now known as 
the Acid Dam. Later, a second dam wall was built further upstream to  
create an upper and lower Acid Dam. These dams received effluent 
discharges.

When operations began, the mill tailings were discharged to an 
almost flat area, the drainage forming a small artificial creek which 
reached the East Branch. No dam wall seems to have been provided at 
first to  contain the tailings, and these, as well as the acidic liquors in 
which the solid matter was suspended, were washed down the creek. 
Later, a perimeter wall was built across the bed of tailings and, as this 
wall was breached and washed away, fresh walls were built to form a 
series of smaller dams. These were provided with culverts and 
overflows, allowing supernatant liquor to  drain off; consequently acidic 
liquors and entrained tailings still entered the creek. The newer walls 
were also breached by wet season floods. In 1961 the tailings disposal
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practice was changed and the tailings were discharged, until 1965, into 
the worked-out mine pits.

There were also liquid effluents comprising ion exchange barren 
liquors, raffinates from the solvent extraction process, and effluents 
from the cem entation ponds or launders. From about 1962, plant 
effluent without copper was transferred into the lower (downstream) 
Acid Dam, and effluent from the copper launders was directed into the 
upper Acid Dam. In the wet season, sluice gates to the largest open-cut 
and the river diversion channel were opened to allow flood waters to  
dilute the plant effluents. This policy was abandoned about 1967. From 
that tim e all liquid effluents, after recirculation where possible, were 
directed to the largest open-cut. Until 1969 this open-cut was flushed  
annually with fresh water; retaining walls were then built to prevent the 
entry of surface water or the loss of overflows, and all treatm ent plant 
effluent was retained until cessation of operations in 1971.

2.2 Post-operation Conditions

After operations at Rum Jungle had ceased in 1971, the Australian 
Atom ic Energy Commission (AAEC) initiated studies o f the environ
mental impact of uranium mining in the Northern Territory. In 
particular, field research was commenced in the Alligator Rivers Region 
to  provide baseline data for use in the planning of future mining develop
ments (see section 3); and work was directed towards quantifying the 
extent of the environmental detrim ent resulting from the Rum Jungle 
operation.

The work at Rum Jungle identified the pollution arising from 
acidity, heavy metals and radioactivity. Although it is convenient to  
consider these separately, they have macro-chemical interrelationships 
which greatly influence the resulting pollution levels, for example high 
sulphate levels suppress the leachability of radium from waste rock.

Acidity

The excessive acidity has its origin in the oxidation of pyrites to 
ferric iron and sulphuric acid within the overburden heaps, the heap- 
leach piles and, to a much lesser extent, the tailings dump. The 
estim ate for the quantity of sulphate, predominantly as sulphuric acid, 
entering the East Branch each year is 15 000 t.

Heavy Metals

Copper, manganese and zinc are the major components of the 
heavy metal load but other elem ents, e .g . nickel, uranium, are also 
present in varying amounts. Most of the copper and zinc originates in 
the overburden heaps as a direct consequence of pyritic oxidation, the 
heavy metal being liberated through leaching of sulphides by the
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sulphuric acid formed and by attack of the sulphide minerals by ferric 
ions. Much of the manganese comes from the pyrolusite used as oxidant 
in the mill circuit. The quantities of Cu, Mn and Zn entering the East 
Branch each year are, respectively, about 100, 80 and 40 t.

Radioactivity

Significant releases of radium occurred in the earlier years when it 
was policy to flush stored, unneutralised raffinate, with a Ra-226 
concentration of about 200 pCi-L (7Л Bq-L ), down the East Branch 
each wet season. No estim ate has been made of the quantity of Th-230 
released over the same period but it would have been substantial.

The quantity of radium released per year from the abandoned site  
is small, mainly due to the suppression of radium leaching by the high 
sulphate level in the runoff and seepage waters from the overburden 
heaps. Levels of Th-230 in the various sources of contaminated water 
are not known but are expected to be significant at least in those waters 
with a pH lower than 4.

A further source of radioactivity is the tailings material eroded 
and carried downstream by the local creek system . As a result, elevated  
levels of radium in water and fish are found immediately downstream of 
paperbark swamps along the Finniss River. At two such locations, 30 km 
and 45 km downstream, radium levels measured in fish are about 5% of 
the derived limit that can be calculated from the recommendations 
contained in ICRP 26 [4] and ICRP 30 [5]. However, the current Northern 
Territory regulations are based on ICRP 2 [6] with its more restrictive  
radium limit, and a derived limit calculated from this limit is about 
twenty tim es lower. Thus the measured levels in the fish at these two 
locations are at about the current legal derived lim it.

Close to the mine, acidity and heavy metals have eliminated fish 
and other potential aquatic food sources from the East Branch.

The enhanced gamma radiation and radon exhalation rate at the 
surface of the remaining tailings dump is not a hazard under foreseeable 
land usage.

2.3 Effects of Pollution

The results of detailed studies on the e ffec ts  of the pollutants on 
aquatic biota are given in reference [7]. Suffice it to  say that 
elimination of biota from the East Branch is near com plete and effec ts  
on diversity can be measured by relatively unsophisticated techniques at 
distances up to  30 km down the Finniss River.

The pollutants have also eliminated vegetation from the bed of the 
East Branch and bank instability has resulted. Pockets of dead vege-
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tation, due presumably to overtopping of levee banks, occur along the 
Finniss River and heavy metal contamination is measurable over about 
100 km^ of pasture on the flood plain.

2.4 Influence of Rum Jungle on Policy Developments

The environmental degradation at Rum Jungle had two main out
com es, a commitment to rehabilitate the s ite  and a determination to 
prevent such occurrences in the future.

In 1980, the Commonwealth Government announced a $12 million* 
program to rehabilitate the Rum Jungle site . The conceptual program 
involved treating the contaminated water in the open-cuts, covering the 
tailings and vegetating the waste dumps, all aimed at reducing further 
pollution as far as possible. The Northern Territory Government is 
developing a detailed program.

The lessons learnt from Rum Jungle had a major influence on the 
planning for development of the Alligator Rivers deposits. The main 
lessons were:

. Environmental degradation resulting from uranium mining is 
due predominantly to non-radiological contaminants

. The embankments for retention of tailings material in a 
monsoonal clim ate must be well engineered, have good 
stability and low seepage

. Tailings must be neutralised; this is a tradeoff between  
radiological and non-radiological contaminants [8] [9]

. Waste rock can be a significant source of contaminants, 
particularly if pyrite is present [9].

Many of the waste management and environmental controls 
imposed by the Commonwealth Government on uranium mining develop
ment in the Alligator Rivers Region are traceable to  judgements on the 
Rum Jungle operation made by the RUEI.

3. PRE-INQUIRY RESEARCH IN THE ALLIGATOR RIVERS REGION

As'mentioned in 2.2 above, the AAEC undertook field research in 
the Alligator Rivers Region in 1971.

The AAEC program was oriented towards assessing potential 
impacts of mining and, in particular, set out to  study water quality in 
the Region and how development might a ffect it. Three reports on this

* Constant A ustralian $.
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work [10] covered taxonomic descriptions of the fishes of the region; 
toxicological studies involving a range of chem ical toxicants on algae, 
vegetation and fishes; and the water quality of the Region and its 
seasonal variation. A fourth presented limited data on prevailing radon 
levels in the atmosphere.

In 1972 the AAEC field studies were incorporated into a much 
broader Commonwealth Government -  Industry Fact Finding Study with 
tw elve separate investigations into the resources of the area. Unlike the 
AAEC program, the other studies were not im pact-oriented but concen
trated on the collection of basic scien tific  facts and data descriptive of 
the Region. They comprised geographical land unit mapping, entomo
logical and wildlife surveys, hydrology, geology, inventories for land
scape, recreation and. forestry resources, meteorology and Aboriginal 
art, sites and archaeology surveys. A review of the Fact Finding Study 
was published [11]. Many of the separate investigations stressed the 
uniqueness of the area's scenic, taxonomic and Aboriginal heritage 
values.

The results of the Study provided the regional environmental base
line for the RUEI. Principal findings were that:

- the area was of World Heritage class;

-  it was rich in biological diversity and many new species
remained to be discovered;

-  it was important in Aborigine culture; and
- the uranium resource potential was enormous.

*. WASTE MANAGEMENT IN THE ALLIGATOR RIVERS REGION

The RUEI's investigation into the site  sp ecific  aspects of the 
Ranger proposal was exhaustive, commensurate with the great environ
mental diversity and value of the Region and its special significance to
the Aboriginal people. (A major part of the Region is either Aboriginal 
reserve or national park -  the Kakadu National Park -  which has recently  
been placed on the World Heritage List by the World Heritage 
C om m ittee.) Comprehensive recommendations on the control of 
potential environmental impacts of the development were published in 
the RUEI's Second Report. Many concerned improvements in the design 
and operation of the Ranger project as presented, particularly as they 
would a ffec t the management and disposal of wastes; a number were 
concerned with the establishment of institutional and legislative  
arrangements to  ensure adequate regulation of environmental and public 
health impacts.

The Government accepted these recommendations and in announc
ing its decision to  proceed with uranium development, undertook to
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accept the highest international standards for the protection of people 
and the environment and to  develop uniform Australian codes of practice  
to regulate the nuclear industry and, in particular, uranium mining and 
milling. The more project oriented environmental recommendations of 
the Inquiry becam e incorporated in a comprehensive list of "Environ
mental Requirements" that were attached by the Commonwealth 
Government as conditions to the authority for Ranger to  mine. There 
are 45 such Requirements; other developments in the Region are, or will 
be, as they are approved, subject to  similar environmental conditions.

In this paper waste management in the Alligator Rivers Region, as 
reflected  in the Environmental Requirements, is described below, 
followed, in section 5, by discussion of the development of more 
generally applicable Australia-wide criteria for radioactive waste 
management in the uranium mining industry.

4.1 Waste Management Proposals at the Alligator Rivers Mines

4.1.1 Hater management

Of the four major ore bodies in the Region listed in Table 1 the 
small very rich deposit at Nabarlek has been mined by open-cut and the 
stock-piled ore will be milled over the next eight years. The Ranger 
mine is also an open-cut and production of yellow cake from its No. 1 
ore body has begun; operations should last for at least 25 years. 
Approval for the development of the major underground mine at Jabiluka 
was given in June 1982 but mining of the deposit at Koongarra, which 
will also be by open-cut, has not yet been approved.

The Region is tropical and has a typical wet and dry season with 
temperatures ranging between 18°C and 38°C, the diurnal range being 
greater than annual variations. Rainfall is about 1300-1500 mm per year 
received almost entirely within the five wet months November to March 
through high intensity, som etim es very local, convectional downpours 
and monsoonal and cyclonic storms. Evaporation of about 2200 mm 
exceeds rainfall in most years. This demands great emphasis on water 
management during operation and gives rise to  particular problems 
during decommissioning and in the design of stabilisation and rehabili
tation measures for solid wastes (waste rock, tailings) in the long term.

An important Environmental Requirement is that Best Practicable 
Technology (BPT) is to  be employed in all phases of the mining 
operations. BPT is defined as that technology from tim e to tim e 
relevant to a uranium development project which produces the minimum 
environmental pollution and degradation than can reasonably be achieved  
having regard to a number of explicitly listed econom ic and social 
factors. Given the clim ate of the Region and its particular environ
mental sensitivity, application of BPT principles to  the control of water 
borne contaminants -  particularly heavy metals and radionuclides - has
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led to the development of water management system s which allow no 
planned releases of contaminants to the environment. Contaminated 
water, such as seepage through dam walls, waste rock and ore piles, pit 
water and runoff from disturbed areas of the mine site , is retained in 
storage and evaporation ponds, the volumes and areas of which are 
designed to ensure retention of all waters under a highly improbable 
sequence of disadvantageous high rainfall wet seasons and low evapora
tion dry seasons.

Some operational details have yet to be finalised. It is clearly 
environmentally desirable that unwanted clean water be released rather 
than stored on the mine site  where there is a good chance of it becoming 
contam inated. To specify the range of levels of contaminants that 
would constitute "uncontaminated" water having no adverse e ffec t on 
the environment under the conditions of release, requires a detailed  
knowledge of the sensitivity of local aquatic ecosystem s to such 
contaminants. Some of this knowledge will com e from AAEC studies 
mentioned above and others on ecotoxicity that are under way; some 
will com e from the programs of the Research Institute of the 
Supervising Scientist (see 5.2.3 below). This information will become 
particularly important during the decommissioning phases of mining and 
milling- when decisions on whether to store or release water could 
involve many millions of dollars. The balancing of the cost, say, of 
building an additional evaporation pond against the cost of 
environmental detriment that might result if the water were released, is 
part of the process envisaged under the definition of Best Practicable 
Technology to arrive at reasonable levels of environmental protection.

4.1.2 Tailings management

Though a "no release of contaminants" water management system  
is a requirement of each operation in the Region, the waste management 
programs at the four sites differ significantly in methods proposed for 
the ultim ate disposal of tailings.

. At Nabarlek, mining having been com pleted, the tailings are 
being disposed of direct into the mined-out pit. On completion  
of milling, the tailings will be dewatered and covered by a 
zoned clay, gravel and rock cap which will be revegetated.

. Ranger tailings, during operation, are stored in a large (110 ha) 
zoned earth and rockfill ring dyke dam located in , a geo- 
morphologically stable area. The walls of this dam will be 
built up as required and will eventually reach a height of 30 m 
or so. A major Environment Requirement is that at the 
completion of mining the tailings are to be returned to the 
mine pits. It is not clear, however, that this is, environ
mentally, the most desirable way to manage the tailings in this 
case -  they would for example be com pletely below ground
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water and unsealed from it - and a proviso to the Requirement 
would, under certain conditions, allow the tailings to be dealt 
with in som e other manner if it can be established to be 
environmentally superior to returning them to the pits. A 
study of the environmental implications of alternative tailings 
disposal methods and in particular, the long term stabilisation  
and rehabilitation of the tailings in the surface dam, is being 
planned. This option envisages that the tailings would be 
dewatered and capped with a multilayered cover with the dam 
walls graded down and protected in some way against long 
term erosion. To assess properly this management proposal it 
may be necessary to set up experimental slopes to  establish  
denudation rates of slopes treated in different ways.

. The Koongarra project currently is proposing below-grade 
disposal of the tailings into tw o specially dug pits, each of 
about 14 ha, though mining will be carried out rapidly (over 
two years) as at Nabarlek and the mine pit could be used if 
desired. The tailings pits are to be sunk 9-10 m in weathered 
schists with their floors 10-15 m above the local aquifer. 
Experience in decommissioning and stabilising the first pit can 
be applied to the rehabilitation of the second. The final 
combination of materials to be used in the design of the 
capping and the manner of contouring and stabilising the final 
surface have yet to be determined.

. At Jabiluka, tailings management will be different again.
Being an underground mine, some of the tailings, the coarse
sandy fraction, can be mixed with concrete and used as back
filling. The slim es will be stored, together with waste rock, in 
a surface impoundment. Stabilisation and capping of this dam 
will be required but the manner of achieving this will have to  
take account of the enhanced slimy nature of the tailings.

No tailings stabilisation and rehabilitation plan has yet been 
approved for an operation in the Region. No limit on radon emanation 
rate after rehabilitation has been proposed and current thinking is
directed more towards the design of containment structures for long life
rather than for radon control, if indeed these two objectives are 
incompatible. To do this, more geo morphological and clim atological 
information about the Region is required. It will be a major program of 
the Research Institute of the Supervising Scientist to acquire this 
information.

5. LEGISLATION FOR WASTE MANAGEMENT AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

A formal approach to the definition of more general and more 
widely applicable criteria for the management of radioactive wastes
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arising in uranium mining and milling is being carried out by the 
Commonwealth Government in consultation with the States. This is a 
consequence of the undertaking given by the Commonwealth Govern
ment following the Ranger Uranium Environmental Inquiry to ensure 
that the nuclear industry is adequately regulated and controlled. A 
review of the regulation of the management of waste from uranium 
mining and milling in Australia was given at a recent IAEA/OECD 
International Symposium [12].

5.1 Commonwealth-State Arrangements

Under Australia's Federal system , the States -  now including the 
Northern Territory which was granted self government in 1978 -  are 
responsible for those functions of Government not explicitly allocated to 
the Commonwealth. The State Governments are able to adjust the 
services they provide to correspond to  local needs, while maintaining a 
strong voice in national affairs. They are primarily responsible for 
administering most aspects of mining activ ities, public health and 
environment protection.

Although the States have responsibility for the management of 
wastes from uranium mining and milling, the export of uranium is 
controlled by the Commonwealth. This enables the Commonwealth to 
attach conditions ("Environmental Requirements") to the development of 
uranium deposits in addition to the specific controls imposed by the 
States through the issue, under State law, of licences and authorisations 
to the mining companies. Commonwealth control is exercised through 
the requirement (under Commonwealth law) upon the companies seeking 
export licences to prepare statem ents analysing in detail the environ
mental impact of the development. Developmental approval may be 
made conditional upon specified Commonwealth Environmental Require
ments being met by the companies.

In the Northern Territory the situation differs because the 
Commonwealth owns the uranium and has its own responsibilities 
towards environmental protection of Aboriginal land and national 
parkland. By agreement between the two Governments, uranium mining 
activ ities are being regulated under Northern Territory law, the 
Commonwealth's Environmental Requirements being met by conditions 
incorporated into Authorisations issued by the Northern Territory 
Supervising Authorities.

Essential interests of the Commonwealth in the Alligator Rivers 
Region of the Northern Territory are provided for under the Environ
ment Protection (Alligator Rivers Region) Act 1978, which establishes a 
Statutory O fficer, the Supervising Scientist, who co-ordinates and 
supervises environmental regulatory activities.
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The Act also establishes the Research Institute mentioned 
previously which is to carry out research into the environmental impact 
(which includes radiological impacts on people) of the uranium mining 
developments in the Region.

5.2 Code of Practice on the Management of Radioactive Wastes from
the Mining and Milling of Radioactive Ores

The Commonwealth Environment Protection (Nuclear Codes) Act 
1978 provides a formal mechanism for the Commonwealth to consult 
with the States in the development of uniform codes of practice appli
cable to the nuclear energy industry. Under the Act, consultation takes 
place at a technical and policy level in the process of developing 
approved national codes and provision is made for the calling of public 
comment. Once codes are formulated and approved, it is the respon
sibility of the States, and the Northern Territory, to  implement the 
provisions of the codes through their own legislative and regulatory 
machinery.

Under this legislation three Codes of Practice have been developed 
dealing with:

. Radiation Protection in Mining and Milling of Radioactive 
Ores (1980)

. Safe Transport of Radioactive Substances (1982)

. Management of Radioactive Wastes from Mining and Milling of 
Radioactive Ores (1982).

The waste management Code sets out the responsibilities of mine/ 
mill owners for proper waste management and requires that radiation 
exposure to  em ployees and members of the public, during and after the 
life of the operation, be kept below limits specified in the radiation 
protection Code. It also sets out certain performance criteria to assist 
in meeting this requirement. The Code does not deal with non
radioactive wastes but points out that requirements under other laws 
relating to these wastes must also be implemented.

Detailed technical standards are not specified by the waste 
management Code, since the definition of such standards is the 
responsibility of individual States having regard to site  specific factors.

Instead, the Code requires that all operations be in accordance 
with an approved and system atically updated waste management 
program. Because the initial Environmental Impact Statem ent (referred  
to  in section 1) could be expected to contain a preliminary version of 
such a w aste program, detailed development and subsequent updating of 
the program is an iterative process between the company and the 
appropriate authorities, throughout the life of the operation.
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5.2.2 Basic waste management n r ite r ia

Two basic criteria for radioactive waste management set down in 
the Code are:

. Releases of radioactive materials from the mine site  during 
and after the life of the mining operation are to be 
"minimised"

. The final disposition of radioactive wastes, and rehabilitation 
of sites shall be such that the need for subsequent inspection, 
monitoring and maintenance is "minimised", or preferably 
rendered unnecessary.

The sense in which "minimise" is to be understood is implicit in the 
definition, in the Code, of Best Practicable Technology. BPT, as 
defined, is closely related to the ALARA concept in radiological 
protection and is that technology, from tim e to tim e relevant to a 
specific project, which enables radioactive wastes to be managed so as 
to  minimise radiological risks and detriment to people and the environ
ment having regard to a number of specified factors such as available 
technology, cost relative to the protection achieved, the adequacy of 
protection already being achieved, local s ite  conditions and the potential 
hazard of the wastes over the long term. The duration of the "long 
term" is not defined but to be compatible with the definition of BPT, 
structures associated with the management of the wastes would need to 
be designed and constructed to minimise releases for as long as can be 
achieved by the use of BPT.

Where radioactive effluents are released from a site  in a controlled 
manner, discharge limits must be set so as to minimise releases in the 
above sense. Releases of radioactive material which cannot be control
led in this way (e .g . seepage from tailings dams) must be minimised by 
the use of BPT.

5.2.2 Guidelines

A necessary adjunct to the Code is the development of guidelines 
to assist licensees and the S tate authorities in interpreting and imple
menting the requirements of the Code and in developing standards. The 
following guidelines, for uranium mining operations, are in preparation 
or planned:

. Mining by in-situ leaching

. Tailings impoundment

. Derivation of discharge limits and development of associated  
monitoring programs
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. Development of w aste management programs 

. Water management 

. Rehabilitation and decommissioning 

. Monitoring techniques 

. Management of heap leach piles 

. Management of waste rock heaps and ore stockpiles 

. Airborne emissions.

As with the Code, the guidelines are being developed against both a 
practical and a theoretical background. The experience gained in the 
Northern Territory, for example, is being directly applied in the develop
ment of the guidelines.

A guide to a theoretical approach to the assessment of BPT will be 
provided by an OECD-NEA study, at present underway, on the long term 
management of uranium mill tailings. This study seeks to examine the 
application of the ICRP system of dose limitation to the evaluation of 
alternative options for managing uranium tailings so as to achieve  
optimum radiological protection in the long term; and to  formulate 
performance objectives and criteria for tailings retention system s. 
Australia is contributing to this study because it believes it will lead to  a 
valuable expression of international consensus on best practicable 
technology for the management of uranium tailings under a variety of 
clim atic and geomorphic conditions.

5.2.3 Evolution of waste management practices and the Code

The nuclear codes legislation provides for the revision of 
Australian codes and guidelines and it is possible to improve them 
progressively in the light of experience and developments in inter
national thinking. A number of uranium deposits in Australia, including 
Pancontinental's 3abiluka, which will be one of the biggest uranium 
mines in the world, are on the threshhold of development. The waste 
management Code will be kept under review in the light of both national 
and world experience on the management of uranium mining wastes and 
of research being carried out in Australia by the AAEC, the Supervising 
Scientist and others on the environmental aspects of radioactive waste 
management.

The Alligator Rivers Region Research Institute

The Research Institute of the Supervising Scientist, in particular, 
has a charter to undertake research into the e ffec ts  on the environment 
of uranium mining operations in the Alligator Rivers Region. A result of 
this will be the formulation and development of improved standards and 
measures for the protection and restoration of the environment. The
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overall objective of the research programs of the Institute is to obtain 
sufficient knowledge of the environment of the Region to:

. establish baseline environmental data against which to  
measure the impact of uranium mining activities;

. develop techniques to measure the e ffec ts  of uranium mining 
operations;

. assist in the determination of operational standards and 
measures for the protection and restoration of the 
environment;

. assess tailings management and disposal strategies and facili
ta te  the design of structures for their confinement in the long 
term; and

. determine whether uranium mining operations are being 
carried out in a manner such as to minimise environmental 
damage.

A multi-disciplinary team is being assembled to  carry out these 
studies and the Government has recently announced the establishment of 
a permanent laboratory in the Northern Territory to provide a base for 
the research.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The first projects in the new generation of uranium developments, 
starting in 1977 in the Alligator Rivers Region of the Northern 
Territory, are in a region of magnificent scenery with deep significance 
to Aboriginal people. The decision to proceed was made within a frame
work of strict environmental controls and an e ffec tiv e  regulatory 
system . Experience gained in the Alligator Rivers Region and the 
research program of the Supervising Scientist and others will extend to 
the broadest environmental considerations arising from uranium mining 
and milling operations, including the minimisation of e ffec ts  on a world 
heritage tropical wetland area and the impact of tailings management 
over tim e periods long enough to require geomorphic factors to be taken 
into account. The results of this environmental research, though 
oriented toward mining in a tropical region, are expected to yield results 
applicable to mining elsewhere in Australia.

Since 1977, the Commonwealth, States and Northern Territory 
have been working together to develop a consistent national regime for 
regulating the nuclear energy industry. Because of the s ite  specific  
nature of environmental mechanisms important in the design of waste 
management practices, codes at the national level must concentrate on 
specifying legislative and institutional responsibilities and basic
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performance criteria, with more detailed matters being presented as 
guidelines which are responsive to  local clim atic and other site  specific  
factors.

It is becoming widely accepted that rehabilitation is more 
e ffec tiv e  if it is planned before an operation begins and is implemented  
progressively. For this reason, as well as operational safety , approved 
waste management programs are now required at the start of new opera
tions. This practice not only gives an explicit framework within which 
mining operations can proceed but also provides evidence to the com
munity that the problems of waste management have been considered 
before large com mitments are made to  development.

Where mining rehabilitation objectives are not defined and 
restoration programs not developed as an integral part of the operation, 
backup attem pts after the event are unlikely to be successful or to meet 
the standards applicable to new operations. Australian experience is 
that only a partial result can be achieved in such cases without a large 
and disproportionate expenditure of money.
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DISCUSSION

(Summary of discussion held on the papers in Plenary Session 3.B)

As a result of extensive R&D work, engineering investigation and operating 
experience in the past there is now adequate expertise for the management of 
radioactive waste. While there is practical operating experience of the application 
of such knowledge in the management of low- and intermediate-level wastes, 
further work needs to be carried out to demonstrate the overall practical feasibility 
and safe system performance for the management of high-level wastes. These 
investigations, which cover especially aspects of conditioning and deep underground 
disposal, are being pursued intensively in all countries faced with this task. There 
are no insuperable problems to the safe management of radioactive wastes arising 
from nuclear programmes. What is needed in future is effective action to build and 
commission or demonstrate the feasibility of new facilities which will ensure 
continuing safety over the longer periods regarded as essential by the public.

Management of low- and intermediate-level radioactive wastes has developed 
into an industrial activity based on established and proven technology. There is 
considerable experience available on the disposal of both low- and intermediate-level 
wastes in underground repositories located in shallow ground and of low-level wastes 
into the sea. These alternatives, including that of disposal in rock cavities, are 
subjects of continuing investigations for generating further knowledge required by 
many countries just establishing or developing a disposal system for their nuclear 
wastes. Even those countries that already have operating disposal repositories 
are developing new repository systems in order to provide more capacity for their 
growing nuclear programmes, to dispose of specific wastes not previously disposed 
of, or to apply more advanced disposal technologies.

To achieve more efficiency in waste handling and treatment, many countries 
are carrying out substantial R&D efforts including investigations on a multina
tional basis. The current issues in this sector are, for example: conditioning of 
wastes for storage and disposal, characterization of conditioned waste forms and 
treatment of gaseous wastes.

Continuing R&D on the management of uranium mill tailings is leading 
to a better understanding of the long-term radiological and related requirements 
to be satisfied for an adequately acceptable solution to the problem. In this 
context the importance of timely policy decisions, public information and planning 
work are being emphasized, with a clear definition of the rehabilitation objectives 
and restoration programmes to be developed even before mining operations begin.

It is widely recognized that high-level wastes will be managed sequentially, 
with initial storage as liquids' in steel tanks, followed by solidification and storage 
of the solidified products for an adequately appropriate period to allow decay 
cooling. Underground disposal of such wastes in deep geological formations 
is the ultimate disposal option seen to be acceptable.
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Improvements in volume reduction and immobilization, which are necessary 
from the view point of safety and economy for storage, transport and final 
disposal, are continuously being sought.

Consideration is being given to trends of investigation carried out in search 
of new high-stability materials to be used for the inclusion of high-level wastes 
as well as conditions of interim and ultimate storage of solidified wastes of different 
activity levels.

The small volume of high-level waste and the more than satisfactory safety 
of its intermediate storage may seem to make its long-term disposal less than 
urgent. Opinions were expressed that this is a fallacy and that the highest standard 
of safety at the lowest cost, i.e. optimization, will only be attained through efforts 
towards the goal of commissioning and running a disposal site.

So far no experience is available for ultimate disposal, although it has been 
proved that it is feasible with the existing technology. Detailed investigations 
carried out in different geological formations such as salt, granite, basalt and clay 
clearly indicate the validity of such assumptions.

Research and development knowledge must cover a wide spectrum of 
disciplines, which include characterization of wastes, encapsulation, buffer 
materials, near-field interactions, geology, hydrogeology, and nuclide transport 
in the geosphere and biosphere. These are being investigated by all the countries 
involved in this problem.

The Nuclear Waste Disposal/Storage Programme, which is the product 
of about 2 1/2 decades of increasingly focussed research into geological isolation 
and alternative disposal concepts, will be of considerable interest. The strategy 
of implementation provides for siting studies responsible for the requirements 
of regulation and applicable siting criteria.

It was mentioned that the most difficult task remaining is the development 
of systems for the final isolation of highly active and long-lived radioactive 
products.

Two deficiencies have been identified from the international point of view 
because of the suggestion they can create amongst the public and in political circles 
that satisfactory waste management methods do not exist. First, there is need for 
some kind of generic criteria accepted world wide for the management of wastes 
together with quantitative system performance analyses. Secondly, there is need 
for a proper demonstration of the system for the final storage of high-level and 
long-lived radioactive wastes. Achieving these two interrelated goals is of great 
importance for future world-wide nuclear prospects.

Disposal of HLW necessitates interdisciplinary research efforts needing large 
resources, which are in many respects well suited to international co-operation. 
Good examples are the Stripa-Project in Sweden, in which seven countries 
participate, and the activities of the CEC in this particular field.
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Abstract

ESTIMATING URANIUM RESOURCES AND PRODUCTION: A GUIDE TO 
FUTURE SUPPLY.

Nuclear power can only continue to grow if sufficient fuel, uranium, is available. Concern 
has been expressed that, in the not too distant future, the supply of uranium may be inadequate 
to meet reactor development. This will not be the case. Uranium production capability, actual 
and planned, is the main indicator of short- and medium-term supply. However, for the longer 
term, uranium resource estimates and projections of the possible rate of production from the 
resource base are important. Once an estimate has been made of the resources contained in a 
deposit, several factors influence the decision to produce the uranium and also the rates at 
which the uranium can be produced. The effect of these factors, which include uranium 
market trends and ever increasing lead times from discovery to production, must be taken into 
account when making projections of future production capability and before comparing these 
with forecasts of future uranium requirements. The uranium resource base has developed over 
the last two decades mainly in response to dramatically changing projections of natural uranium 
requirements. A study of this development and the changes in production, together with the 
most recent data, shows that in the short- and medium-term, production from already discovered 
resources should be sufficient to cover any likely reactor requirements. Studies such as those 
undertaken during the International Uranium Resources Evaluation Project, and others which 
project future discovery rates and production, are supported by past experience in resource 
development in showing that uranium supply could continue to meet demand until well into 
the next century. The uranium supply potential has lessened the need for the early large-scale 
global introduction of the breeder reactor. Nevertheless, some countries will wish to introduce 
the fast reactor earlier than others to allow a reasonable near-term independence from imported 
energy sources. Meanwhile, the growing nuclear programmes will lead to greater interdependence 
between producers and consumers. This could lead to enhanced uranium market stability 
although supply and market restrictions could have an adverse effect.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power can only continue to grow if sufficient 
fuel, uranium, is available. Concern has been expressed that, 
in the not too distant future, the supply of uranium may be 
inadequate to meet reactor requirements. This has been used by 
some as an argument against increased commitment to nuclear
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power and, by others, for a rapid large-scale transition to the 
breeder reactor.

At present, production of uranium significantly 
exceeds demand, so in the short term the main concern is one of 
oversupply rather than shortfall. This situation, which is 
causing difficulties in some parts of the uranium industry, is 
not expected to continue indefinitely.

Energy planners must also consider what is likely to 
be the supply situation in the mid and long term. Because of 
the lead times involved, uranium production capability, actual 
and planned, rather than absolute levels of uranium resources, 
is the main indicator of potential near- and mid-term supply. 
For the longer term, uranium resource estimates and projections 
of the possible rate of production from these resources are of 
importance. A review of how these, and also the resource base 
and production, have changed in the past, and some of the 
factors which may have influenced these changes, provides a 
useful commentary on future supply possibilities.

In this paper we show that sufficient resources have 
been discovered, and production from these could increase at 
the necessary rate, to meet any likely requirements until 
beyond the end of this century. Furthermore, the uranium 
resources still to be discovered, together with the industry's 
ability to discover these resources, should ensure a resource 
base of sufficient size that uranium production could continue 
to meet demand well into the next century. The conditions 
necessary to bring about the discovery and exploitation of 
these resources, and the longer term implications for 
alternative reactor strategies are discussed.

The major source of the data used in this paper is the 
report "Uranium Resources, Production and Demand". This report 
is prepared by the NEA/IAEA Working Party on Uranium Resources 
and is commonly known as the Red Book. Forecasts of installed 
nuclear capacities and associated uranium requirements for the 
short (present to 1990) and the mid- (1991-2000) term are those 
described in the report "Nuclear Energy Prospects to 2000", 
while the requirements for the longer term (post-2000) are 
those calculated for the report "Nuclear Energy and its Fuel 
Cycle: Prospects to 2025".

2. FROM SPECULATIVE RESOURCES TO SUPPLY

There is a relationship between uranium resources and 
uranium supply. The greater the resource base, the greater
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the potential supply. However, the relationship is not a 
simple one.

In this section of the paper we will explain what is 
meant by the different resource terms and give some indication 
of what effort must be expended, and what lead times are 
involved, in moving uranium from the Speculative Resources 
category through to production along the following path^:

Speculative Resources — * Estimated Additional Resources-^ 
Reasonably Assured Resources— ^  Production.

2.1 Speculative Resources

These resources are thought to exist on the basis of 
indirect evidence and geological extrapolations. They have yet 
to be discovered, but could be discovered using existing 
exploration techniques. In 1978, it was estimated that these 
resources, within WOCA2 , totalled between 6 .6 and 14.8 
million tonnes of uranium, mineable at costs below 
US $130/kg U3 .

2.2 Estimated Additional Resources (EAR)

In the past these resources were defined as those 
which were expected to occur, mostly on the basis of direct 
geological evidence in extensions of well-explored deposits, 
little-explored deposits or in undiscovered deposits believed 
to exist along a well-defined geological trend. The estimates 
of tonnages were based mainly on extrapolation from better 
known parts of the deposit or similar deposits. At 1st 
January 1981 these resources totalled 2.7 million tonnes of 
uranium mineable at costs below $130/kg U.

This category has been criticized in the past for its 
inclusion of undiscovered deposits. It will not be reported 
again in future editions of the Red Book but will be replaced 
by two new categories: Estimated Additional Resources -

The relationship between the different resources 
categories is shown diagramatically in all the recent 
editions of the Red Book.
World Outside Centrally Planned Economies (CPE) Area.
The estimate of Speculative Resources for the CPE Area was 
between 3.3 million and 7.3 million tonnes.
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Category I (EAR I) and - Category II (EAR II)4 . However, as 
data are not yet available for these two categories, EAR data 
are used in this paper.

2.3 Reasonably Assured Resources (RAR)

These resources occur in known mineral deposits of 
such a size, grade and configuration that they can be recovered 
within the given production cost ranges. Those resources in 
the cost category below $80/kg U are considered as reserves for 
the purposes of the Red Book. At 1st January 1981, reserves 
totalled 1.7 million tonnes, and a further half million tonnes 
occurred in the higher cost category ($80 - $l30/kg U).

The rate at which uranium will move from a Speculative 
Resource through an Estimated Additional Resource to a 
Reasonably Assured Resource will vary with the amount of 
exploration effort expended. Undiscovered resources are a 
finite quantity and, following each successful discovery, the 
target will decrease. Because of this, an ever increasing 
amount of exploration will be required to discover those which 
remain.

2.4 Uranium Production

The time from starting exploration to making a 
successful discovery can be several years, but for many 
companies it is short in relation to the time between discovery 
and starting production. First, there is the economic 
evaluation including a more detailed delineation of the ore 
body, testing of the ores, selection of processing method and 
equipment and estimation of all the costs. Then there are the 
negotiations with local or federal governments, which usually 
include the preparation of a very detailed environmental impact 
statement, and often with other interested parties which may 
have some claims to the area around the deposit. Once all the 
necessary permissions have been obtained then construction of 
the plant and mining of the ore can start. The exact timing of 
the latter will, of course, depend very much on the company's 
assessment of the market for its product and, where possible, 
on already negotiated sales contracts. In several countries, 
sales contracts with domestic or foreign customers must obtain 
government approvals before the uranium concentrate can be 
shipped.

For the purpose of simplicity, EAR II can be considered to 
contain the undiscovered portion of the resources in the 
EAR category.
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The rate of production from the resource base, the sum 
of the production from the individual deposits, is of great 
importance when assessing supply potential. The rate of 
production of uranium from an ore body is determined by 
economic considerations. The physical aspects of the ore body, 
such as size, grade, mineral assemblage and location, influence 
the costs at which the ore can be produced. Based on these 
costs, and the likely uranium market situation, the producer 
decides on a production rate that will give him a good return 
on his investment and equips the facility accordingly. Once 
the facility is installed there will be an optimum production 
rate at which the cost per unit of uranium will be at a 
minimum. Increases or decreases from the optimum rate would, 
in many cases, result in increased production costs. However, 
production rate, which will be in nearly all cases less than 
the rate at which uranium could actually be mined from the ore 
body, could be increased if market conditions warranted an 
increase. The maximum rate at which uranium could be extracted 
from an ore body depends on a complex mixture of the physical 
characteristics of the deposit and the uranium market.

An indication of the times involved from exploration 
to production can be seen by a brief glance at two of the 
world's newest uranium provinces - the Alligator Rivers area of 
Australia and the Wollaston Lake Fold Belt area of Canada.

When uranium exploration started to pick up again in 
Australia in 1967, one of the more obvious areas of interest 
was the Pine Creek Geosyncline with deposits already known in 
the Rum Jungle Region and the South Alligator River Region.
Two new deposits, Ranger and Koongarra were found in 1969.
Both these deposits had good surface expression; the Ranger 
deposit in particular stood out as a very large airborne 
anomaly over several square kilometres. The other deposits, 
Nabarlek and Jabiluka One, were found in 1970 and the Jabiluka 
Two deposit was found in 1973. The area contains around 15% of 
the world's uranium reserves. It is one where access is 
relatively easy and where the density of population is very 
low. Production from the area started in 1980 at a rate of 
around 1000 tonnes U per annum (Nabarlek) and, with the start 
up of the Ranger mine in 1981, has now increased to between 
3 000 and A 000 tonnes per year, a period from discovery to 
production of over ten years. No dates have yet been fixed for 
the start up of production from Jabiluka and Koongarra.

In 1969 with the discovery of the Rabbit Lake deposit 
there was a major uranium rush in Northern Saskatchewan. At 
this time exploration started in the Key Lake area and resulted 
in the first hole being drilled into the Gaertner ore body in
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1975, the same year that Rabbit Lake went into production, and 
into the Deilmann ore body in 1976. A further three years' 
work was required to fully define and quantify the contained 
resources, which represent around 30% of Canada's uranium 
reserves and another two years to obtain all the necessary 
permissions to operate a mine. Construction of the processing 
plant started in late 1981. Stripping of the overburden is now 
under way and the first ore will be mined towards the end of
1982. Production from the mill should commence towards the end 
of 1983. No other projects have received development approval 
in the area.

These examples, of course, show the successes of the 
exploration industry. Very few exploration projects ever reach 
the stages described in the above examples. With the present 
fall off in exploration there could be even fewer reports of 
success in the future.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE URANIUM RESOURCE BASE

Exploration for uranium started in several countries 
in the 1940s with the growth of the requirements of the nuclear 
weapons programmes. Little information was published as to the 
size of the resources discovered. Towards the end of the 1950s 
the fall in uranium demand was followed by reductions in many 
exploration programmes and it was only in the mid to late 
sixties, with the large projected retirements for commercial 
reactor programmes that exploration started to revive. Until 
1965, with the publication of the first F?ed Book, the size of 
the uranium resource base was poorly defined. Since 1965 the 
development of the resource base has been well documentèd so it 
is now possible to study the factofs which have influenced its 
growth.

For ease of comparison from year to year all costs 
have been calculated in constant dollars. The reference year 
chosen was 1965, mainly to coincide with the publication of the 
first Red Book, and all values are in 1965 dollars unless 
otherwise indicated^.

3.1 Levels of Resources

3.1.1 Pre-1965

In 1955 the world uranium resources were estimated at 
one to two million short tons of U3O8 6 recoverable at

^ For those who wish to look at the comparisons in 1982
dollars, the 1965 dollar values should be multiplied by 3. 

6 1 short ton UjOq = 0.77 tonnes U.
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less than $10/lb (1955) with developed reserves estimated at 
500 000 tons. In 1958, it was estimated that the reserves had 
grown to around 1.5 million tons. However estimates for 1961 
were reduced to a little over 500 000 tonnes U. In 1964 
reserves, by then defined as recoverable at costs of less than 
$8/lb U3OQ, were 450 000 tonnes U. Canada had the largest 
reserves, with nearly 160 000 tonnes, while South Africa and 
the USA both had in the region of 120 000 tonnes each.

3.1.2 Post 1965

The development of the low cost RAR (reserve) category 
is shown in Fig. 1. Some data for pre-1965 are also shown. 
Since we started compiling the Red Books we have changed our 
cost categories so that reserves are now defined as producible 
at costs below $80/kg U ($30/lb U3O8 ) (current $s). To 
show that it is possible to compare the present quantities of 
uranium in the reserve category with those in the past, Fig. 1
also shows the historical changes in the "cost category" and
the change in value of the 1965 dollar^. It can be seen from 
this figure that by maintaining our $10/lb U3O8 price 
category until 1973 we effectively reduced the size of the 
reserve category, just as by increasing it to $80/kg U ($30/lb 
U3O8 ) in 1977 we enlarged it. However, it appears that the 
boost given to reserves by the increase in 1977 has been eroded 
by inflation so that by 1981 we can now directly compare the 
$10/lb U3O8 reserves of 1965 with the latest $30/lb U3O8 
reserve figures^. In other words, what was $10/lb U3O8 
in 1965 is now $30/lb U3O8 . A similar exercise can be done
for the $10 - $15 lb price category of 1965. In this case our
present upper limit (130/kg U or $50/lb U3O8 ) is higher 
than the inflated $15/lb limit of 1965, though by the time the 
next Red Book is prepared the situation is likely to be 
reversed (Fig. 2).

It should be noted that, prior to 1975 the Red Book used 
"full cost" price categories while later Red Books used 
cost categories. The differences between these are small 
and have little or no effect on the comparisons made in 
this paper.
The Steering Group plans to retain the $80/kg U and 
$80-130/kg U cost categories for the next Red Book. A 
further decrease in some countries' reserves could 
therefore be expected as costs continue to rise. In terms 
of production costs in 1965 dollars, the upper limit of 
the category will probably be below $9/lb U3O8 .
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A development similar to that of the Reserve category 
is shown by the Estimated Additional Resources in the lower 
cost category (Fig. 3) with the major increase coinciding with 
the expansion of the category in 1977.

In the period from 1965 to 1981 the resources in the 
low cost RAR category have increased by 1.25 million tonnes. 
This means that, in addition to replacing the uranium produced, 
the reserves have increased at the rate of close to 80,000 
tonnes per annum. During the same period low cost EAR 
increased at the rate of close to 70 ООО tonnes per annum.
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3.2 Production

Figure 4 shows the changes in levels of production 
during the period from 1957. Reactor uranium requirements for 
the same period are also shown for comparison. The abrupt 
decline in the production from around the end of the 1950s was 
the result of the rapid decrease in demand for uranium by the 
defence programmes. Since the mid-sixties, the production has 
followed the requirements of commercial reactor programmes.
This is also shown in the figure. Production of uranium up to, 
and including 1964, was of the order of 246 ООО tonnes. From 
1965 to the end of 1980 production totalled 362 ООО tonnes, an 
average rate of around 22 600 tonnes per annum.

3.3 Exploration

The amounts spent on exploration, in constant dollars, 
is shown in Fig. 5 9 . Comparison of this figure with 
Figure 1 would indicate a close correlation between increasing

Detailed data for 1967-71 were only available for the 
USA. Other countries' expenditures have been allocated 
to years in the same proportion to total expenditure as 
for the US, for illustrative purposes.
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FIG. 7. H istorical changes in th e  uranium “s p o t m a rk e t” price.

exploration and increases in the resource base. The degree of 
correlation may, in fact, be somewhat misleading by indicating 
a rapid response in the resource base to changes in exploration 
expenditures. This is brought about by the large share of the 
exploration expenditures devoted to development drilling, that 
is, drilling to prove up or extend resources after the 
discovery is made. Such drilling, much of which would be 
undertaken in response to high uranium price, leads to a faster 
build up of resources than the higher risk "grass roots" 
exploration. Thus, while it extends known deposits, it does 
not discover new uranium provinces.

4. FACTORS INFLUENCING RESOURCE BUILD-UP

The driving force behind the movement of uranium along 
the supply chain is demand, or rather projected demand, but the 
relationship is somewhat complex. A brief review of the 
interrelated factors influencing resource build-up helps to 
illustrate the relationship. The lead times from starting 
exploration to production are now so long that the industry 
must look at demand forecasts for at least ten years ahead. 
Therefore, the reactions of the industry during the 1970s to 
the historical projections of installed capacity and uranium 
demand for 1980 (Fig. 6) are presented. The uranium "spot 
market" Drices, in constant 1965 dollars are shown in 
Fig. 7

10 Only a small percentage of uranium exchanges hands in the 
"spot market". The actual selling price of uranium may 
be, and often is significantly different from the "spot 
price".
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During the late 1960s projections of future uranium 
requirements increased rapidly so that in 1969 the projection 
for 1980 demand was around 68 000 tonnes per annum. The 
cumulative demand for the period to 1980 was approximately 
equal to the total reserves. In spite of reduced demand 
forecasts in 1970, projected annual requirements for 1980 still 
exceeded production, then at a level of 19 000 tonnes, by a 
factor of three and the cumulative requirements, expected to be 
330 000 tonnes, were equal to more than half of the total 
reserves. Nuclear power was still forecast to grow at such a 
rate that all the reserves would be needed by 1984. It might 
have been expected that this would cause an exploration push, 
but this did not in fact occur until 1973, and it was not until
1975 or 1976 that the major efforts got under way. There are 
perhaps several reasons for this. The first is that the spot 
price of uranium was falling (it reached a low in terms of 
constant dollars in 1972), production far exceeded demand, and 
the lead times for exploration to production were not as long 
as they are today. In addition, much of the exploration effort 
was probably being put into less capital intensive 
reconnaissance studies rather than development work.

By 1973 the picture had changed very little, although 
there had been some interesting additions to the resource base 
through the discoveries in the Pine Creek Geosyncline in 
Australia and the Rossing deposit (Namibia). Production was 
still around 20 000 tonnes per annum, almost double the 
requirements, and the price of uranium was still low.

By 1975 changes were starting' to take place. The 
demand forecasts in the Red Book had been reduced and an annual 
requirement of 50 000 tonnes of uranium was projected for 
1980. Exploration was picking up fast and there had been major 
additions to the reserves, mainly from further discoveries in 
the Pine Creek Geosyncline. Production was still around 20 000 
tonnes per annum and the production capability, of just over 
25 000 tonnes, was only half of what was expected would be 
required in 1980. Possibly because of a potential shortfall in 
production by the end of the 1970s, the spot market price for 
uranium had started to increase in 1974 and had doubled from 
its 1974 level by mid-1975.

By 1977 the uranium boom was in full swing.
Exploration expenditures were five times higher than they had 
been in 1972 and still rising, there had been large additions 
to the resource base, production and production capability had 
increased, and had re-opened the gap between supply and demand 
which had narrowed in 1975. The spot price of uranium was 
holding its record heights of the previous year. Demand
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projections had, however, been reduced for 1980 to a little 
over 40 000 tonnes per annum. Longer term estimates had also 
been reduced.

By 1979 exploration had reached a record high, 
although the increase over the previous year was relatively 
small. The build-up of reserves had continued, but at a 
slightly reduced rate. Production also had reached a record of 
38 000 tonnes U per annum and the capability was close to
45 000 tonnes. Actual demand for that year was less than
25 000 tonnes and the latest projection for 1980 was now below 
30 000 tonnes. The spot market price, which had slipped a
little in 1978, was now falling faster and the boom was almost
over.

One year later, with the price still falling, cutbacks 
in exploration had started. Production, however, had reached a 
new record high and the capabiity was there to meet the demands 
which had been projected earlier in the 1970s. Unfortunately, 
actual demand was significantly less, and supply exceeded 
requirements by 17 000 tonnes per annum. Partly because of the 
record levels of production and partly because of increased 
costs, the level of reserves, reported at the end of the year, 
showed the first decrease in twelve years and the greatest 
decrease since the first Red Book had been published.

5. SUPPLY IN THE FUTURE

A simple way of looking at the supply and demand 
situation is to sub-divide the future into short (present - 
1990), medium (1991 - 2000) and long (post-2000) term. It 
should be noted that, for this global analysis, we have equated 
supply with production, i.e. we have assumed that consumers and 
producers will have an equally unrestricted access to uranium 
markets, which in the past has not always been the case.

5.1 Short Term

At the present time uranium is in oversupply. The
degree of oversupply can be expected to change in the next year
or so as requirements increase and production in some countries 
is reduced. However, planned production capabilities are 
likely to continue to exceed demand at least for the remainder 
of this decade (see Fig. 8 ).

It is interesting to note that actual production from
1965 to 1981 exceeded 400 000 tonnes U, while requirements for
that period were around 225 000 tonnes U. It is likely that
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much of the difference between these two amounts is being held 
by consumers or producers in stockpiles. Some'of the pre-1965' 
production (246 000 tonnes), not used for defence purposes, 
could also have found its way into these stockpiles. Whatever 
the exact size of the stocks, they will almost certainly exceed 
three times any one year's requirement until beyond the end of 
this decade. Any possible shortfall in production is therefore 
very well covered.

5.2 Medium Term

The projected requirements for the early years of the 
1990s do not exceed the planned production capability expected 
to be in place by the end of the present decade. Later in the 
1990s we need to use another indicator of possible supply and 
in the past we have used "Maximum Technically Attainable 
Production Capability". Basically this is an estimate of what 
could be produced from RAR and EAR, at less than $130/kg U, 
given the needs and the incentives to do so. The relationship 
between this indicator and projected requirements is shown in 
Fig. 8 .

There have been many criticisms of this curve as an 
indicator of potential supply. Some people believe that the 
large gap between the curve and actual requirements in the 
short and medium term gives the impression of a continuing and 
large oversupply of uranium while the ever-increasing distance 
between the falling curve and increasing requirements in the 
longer term indicates a major shortfall in production. Such 
interpretations are not correct. Undue emphasis has also been 
placed on the "crossover" point as being the date at which the 
change from oversupply to shortfall would occur. To avoid any 
such misinterpretations in the future a different approach will 
be made to projections of production capability in the next Red 
Book. However, what the existing curve does tell us is that, 
if required, an annual production capability of around 130 000 
tonnes could be available well before the end of this century, 
but that if such a rapid drawdown on the resources took place, 
new discoveries would be required on which to base production, 
to meet demand at some time early in the next century.

Sufficient uranium can be produced to meet any 
credible level of requirements for the remainder of this 
century. It is, however, unlikely that all such production 
could come from the current reserve category. This means 
either that work must be done to move more resources into this 
category or that production will take place from a higher cost 
category.
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The maximum technically attainable production curve 
gives a clear indication that sufficient uranium could be 
produced from present day resources to meet demand through the 
first decade of the next century. Furthermore, it requires 
very little interpretative skill to see that as the high levels 
of production which are technically possible will not be 
required this century, then the production from today's 
resources could continue to meet demand for several years 
beyond 2010.

Viewed from the uranium industry side, this thirty or 
more years of forward supply seems very great, and gives little 
incentive for greater exploration efforts. For the energy 
planners it is one reactor lifetime. Unless it can be extended 
well beyond 2010, some of the reactors now being built, or even 
in operation, could find themselves short of fuel before the 
end of their useful life. The problem is how to accommodate 
these two different views of the supply situation in such a way 
as to encourage an orderly market development.

5.3 Longer Term

5.4 Future Resources and Production

In 1976 the NEA together with the IAEA sponsored a 
major programme known as the International Uranium Resources 
Evaluation Project (IUREP). The work was undertaken by the 
Steering Group on Uranium Resources together with consultants 
from many countries and was the first such international 
evaluation of a mineral resource. In 1978 the Group completed 
and published the report "World Uranium Potential : An 
International Evaluation" which covered the first phase of the 
project. This report, based on detailed studies of 185 
countries, reviewed the world's potentially favourable uranium 
areas, past exploration, uranium occurrences and past 
production, present status of exploration and potential for new 
discoveries. The estimates of Speculative Resources ranged 
from 6 .6 to 14.8 million tonnes U for WOCA and 3.3 to 7.3 for 
CPEA. There has been a great deal of discussion as to what 
these numbers might mean and as to the existence of the 
resources. Speculative Resources do exist. Also, they can, by 
definition, be discovered and produced using present day 
technology at a cost (in 1978 dollars) of less than $130/kg U. 
The exact size of these resources cannot be known, as once they 
are discovered they cease to be Speculative Resources but it is 
extremely unlikely that they are less than the lower value of 
the quoted range.
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In order to better define the location of some of 
these resources, and to encourage the exploration for them, the 
IUREP Orientation Phase was set up in 1979-*--*-. This takes the 
form of visits to selected countries by two or three uranium 
experts to discuss with local specialists and others concerned 
all the factors relating to uranium resource potential and its 
evaluation within the countries. To date, thirteen countries 
have been visited and plans have been made to visit a further 
seven or eight before the end of this phase of the project. In 
general, the estimates of Speculative Resources made by the 
members of the missions have supported, sometimes increased and 
often refined, those made by the Steering Group on Uranium 
Resources during the first phase of the project.

Assessment of undiscovered resources will continue to 
be made as part of the activities of the Steering Group, and 
will be reported on in future editions of the Red Book.
However, what is also important from the uranium consumer's 
viewpoint is the rate at which these resources could be 
discovered, produced and made available. In order to study the 
production possibilities from what are now Speculative 
Resources, the US Department of Energy developed a computer 
model, the Resource and Production Projection (RAPP) model.

The preliminary results from the model were reported 
to the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) and 
were received with some scepticism, in particular by consuming 
countries. However, more recent appraisals of the model have 
lead to general agreement that it is a useful tool for 
predicting possible future production, and because of this, the 
NEA and IAEA are following its development very closely. The 
most recent status of the study will be reported by DeVergie in 
these proceedings and this will give an indication as to how 
far into the future, production from Speculative Resources 
could extend the supply of uranium.

5.5 Alternative Reactor Strategies

At the beginning of this paper we noted that a 
possible shortfall in uranium supply had been used by some as 
an argument for the early large scale introduction of the

The IUREP Orientation Phase was set up with the direct 
support of organizations from six countries (France, 
Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, the 
Netherlands, the USA) and the Commission of the European 
Communities.
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breeder reactor. This reactor could effectively remove any 
possible uranium supply restraint to nuclear power growth.
From our studies of the global uranium supply situation it is 
clear that there is now no urgent need for such an early 
transition to breeder reactors, especially as thermal reactors 
produce electricity more economically. Eventually, if nuclear 
power continues to grow, the more fuel efficient reactor 
systems will be required to conserve the finite uranium 
resource base and, in fact, the introduction would need to 
start some time before cumulative supply fell short of 
cumulative demand, in order to preserve an orderly uranium 
market.

A regional view of the uranium supply situation may 
see this question in a different light. Countries with limited 
or no internal uranium supply possibilities may wish to develop 
and introduce the breeder reactor for reasons of national 
energy security. Apart from the obvious benefits to the 
countries concerned, such programmes would also benefit the 
nuclear industry at large. They would allow the rational 
development of a new technology without the pressures which 
could lead to mistakes, and the accumulation of years of 
operating experience before large-scale introduction is 
required. They would demonstrate the relatively unlimited 
potential of nuclear power and, of course, the possible 
independence of electricity generating costs from uranium 
prices. However, because of the potential uranium supply 
situation and reactor economics, we do not expect the breeder 
reactor to have a significant impact on uranium demand until 
well into the next century. This means that as uranium 
requirements will continue to grow in most countries there will 
be an increasing world trade in uranium and an increasing 
interdependence between producers and consumers.

6 . OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

It was shown earlier in this paper that low cost 
resources have been built up at the rate of around 150,000 
tonnes per annum. Production of around 20 000 tonnes per 
annum, most of which will have come from the reserve category, 
can be added to this to show that the average discovery rate of 
the industry since 1965 has been 170 000 tonnes.per annum.
This is a considerable achievement, especially when nearly two- 
thirds of the resources have been added to the reserve 
category. Furthermore, it was shown that production more than 
doubled in the five-year period, 1975 to 1980, from levels of 
below 20 000 per annum to over 40 000 per annum. Such a rate 
of increase is equal to or greater than any increase in demand
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likely to arise until well into the next century. There is 
thus every reason for confidence that uranium supply could meet 
demand for at least forty to fifty years into the future. 
However, there are several problems facing the uranium industry 
and these should not be forgotten.

Under present market conditions, the incentive to 
explore for and develop uranium provinces is decreasing. This 
incentive will only return when companies are confident that 
deposits discovered will be mined and the uranium sold at a 
profit. With the long lead times from start of exploration to 
first production from a successful discovery there is the 
possibility that, without market incentives to encourage timely 
exploration and development work, long-term production 
increases could lag behind long-term demand. The fact that it 
will become more difficult to discover the resources which 
remain to be found, partly because the easiest deposits to find 
are usually the first to be discovered, should also be taken 
into consideration. An increasing percentage of the deposits 
remaining to be discovered will be "blind", that is, they will 
have no surface expression. In addition to needing more 
exploration funds to discover the same amount of uranium (the 
average since 1965 has been around $2250 (1982) per tonne of 
uranium discovered), industry will need new or improved 
technology. At a time of falling exploration expenditures, R&D 
into such technology is reduced to a minimum and this, because 
of the long lead times involved from starting research to a 
finished product, could seriously retard the necessary 
development and hamper future exploration efforts. To make the 
best use of the limited funds available there should be 
increased co-operation, both at national and international 
level, between the organizations involved in the research. For 
this reason the NEA and IAEA are continuing to sponsor the 
international collaborative efforts on R&D in Uranium 
Exploration Techniques and much remains to be done in this 
field.

The major problem facing the uranium industry at the 
present time is the oversupply situation and the associated 
falling price of uranium. Oversupply is not uncommon in the 
mineral industry. It has happened before with uranium, and 
other sectors of the nuclear industry are also experiencing 
this problem. However, the fact that it is not a unique 
situation does not lessen its significance. It has occurred at 
a time of steadily rising costs of production and has caused 
several producers to stop exploitation of some deposits and to 
selectively mine others.
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The effects of this situation will be most noticeable 
in those mining areas where the majority of the ore is of 
marginal economic value, most frequently in lower grade 
deposits. Selective mining, by leaving behind lower grade 
parts of ore bodies, can lead to a substantial reduction in the 
resource base. This can, in turn, lead to a lowering of 
attainable production levels. The magnitude of the loss will 
vary considerably depending on the size and geologic type of 
the ore body. The large, high grade deposits, such as those in 
Australia and Canada, will be least affected, while others, 
such as those in parts of France and the United States, could 
lose a substanital part of their reserves.

The decision to close or continue to produce from an 
uneconomic deposit is not always taken on economic grounds. In
some countries it may be politically preferable to operate at a
loss rather than to decrease national production, increase 
dependence on foreign suppliers or increase local 
unemployment. Producers can be encouraged to continue 
production by a government guaranteed uranium price, possibly 
above market price, or by restricting the access of lower cost 
producers to their established markets usually by means of 
limiting imports. Such steps, which are nothing less than 
protectionism, do have short-term local benefits, and can in 
some instances reduce the losses from the resource base, but
they do not help either the national or the global economic
prospects. In the short term, they have a disturbing effect on 
the world market by further depressing the uranium price and 
reducing production from economic deposits in other areas. In 
the longer term they prevent structural market adjustments and 
the best use of economic resources.

Governmental involvement in the uranium market can 
also take the form of export controls which are used, in some 
instances, to try to keep the price of uranium from falling. 
While such moves can have apparent benefits, both for the 
countries applying the restrictions and the uranium producers, 
they can also have some unwanted effects. They can prevent 
local producers from being competitive with those from other 
countries, partly through higher prices and partly through 
fears of future supply interruptions, and result in uranium 
consumers moving to other, often non-traditional suppliers. 
While such diversification can, under ideal conditions, reduce 
the possibilities of supply interruptions, it may have adverse 
effects on established producers and may not have the desired 
effect on market stability.
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Recent experiences in the area of fuel supply have 
resulted in both consumers and producers having' concerns about 
curtailments and interruptions of uranium markets and 
supplies. This has led to an understandable hesitation in 
placing too much reliance on others to cover a consumer's 
uranium requirements or to use a supplier's uranium 
production. The hesitation needs tq be overcome as it is only 
increased international co-operation and trade that can lead to 
greater market stability and the necessary assurances of supply 
and demand. Governments have a major role to play by - 
encouraging the development of the international uranium 
market. Restriction of access to uranium supplies and markets 
can have short-term benefits for the minority but adverse 
effects on the majority of the industry and on market stability 
in the longer term.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Our main conclusions are as follows:

(a) Sufficient uranium resources have been discovered, and
the uranium industry could produce uranium from these to meet 
any likely reactor requirements until at least 2010

(b) Sufficient uranium resources remain to be discovered, 
and could, given the appropriate incentives of demand and 
price, be discovered and produced by the uranium industry to 
ensure that supply continues to cover requirements for many 
years beyond 2010

(c) While the development and operation of the fuel 
efficient breeder reactor must continue, there is no global 
need for its large-scale introduction until well into the next 
century

(d) With growing uranium requirements, there will be 
increased interdependence between producers and consumers. 
Increased international co-operation and trade can help a 
stable market to develop which would be of benefit to all 
concerned. On the other hand, supply and market restrictions 
generally lead to instability.
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Abstract

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND FUTURE TRENDS IN THE URANIUM INDUSTRY 
AND PRICES.

The historical development of the uranium industry in general and of uranium prices in 
particular over the last 30 years is reviewed with the aim of defining: how the industry has 
evolved into its present position, how the industry responds to various market conditions, and 
implications for the assurance of future supplies. The industry’s early history and the com
mercial market that began in the late 1960s are reviewed. A price history is shown in constant 
dollars and in year-of-delivery dollars. Since the beginning of the commercial market the 
uranium market has experienced large price variations. The specific causes for the cycles are 
discussed, including normal market responses of buyers and sellers and the impact of govern
ment policies. Expected market conditions and price levels for the next decade are presented. 
Current market conditions and price levels reflect the bottom of a downward price cycle. 
Although world-wide reserves are more than adequate to  meet estimated uranium demand for the 
remainder of the century, prices will have to approach mid-1970 levels in constant-dollar terms 
to ensure the timely availability of production capability in the late 1980s. An upward price 
cycle should begin by the mid-1980s as buyers seek additional contract commitments and 
supply expands from currently reduced levels.

1. INTRODUCTION

The uranium industry has historically exhibited supply and 
demand responses typical of a competitive market. Price cycles 
have been evident that are similar to those in other mineral 
industries. Since 1952 two price cycles have occurred. Current 
market conditions and price levels reflect the bottom of a down
ward price cycle. When will the next upward cycle begin? Will 
the uranium industry continue to reflect cyclic behavior? These 
and other questions are addressed in this paper.

2. EARLY HISTORY

The uranium industry developed and grew in the early 1940s and 
and 1950s for the sole purpose of supplying uranium for the weapons

333
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programs of the United States and United Kingdom. It remained de
pendent on these programs, especially the much larger U.S. prog
ram, until the mid-1960s. In the late 1940s, the known U.S. and 
non-U.S. production capability could provide only a small part 
of the estimated total U.S. military needs. To assure U.S. supply, 
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) provided a guaranteed 
market and offered incentive pricing, stimulating further uranium 
discoveries and production by the late 1950s.

Based on the priority demand for weapons material, the AEC 
initially paid high incentive prices from 1948 to 1957. In 1958, 
the AEC limited its new purchase commitments to uranium from U.S. 
ore reserves developed prior to November 1958. Subsequently, 
through 1968, an oversupply situation existed, exploration de
clined rapidly, and reserves declined. Having satisfied immediate 
strategic requirements, the AEC price was reduced to the pegged 
level of $8.00 per pound U3O8, which remained through 1968. During
1969 and 1970, the average price paid dropped into the range of 
$5.50 to $6.00 per pound. Figure 1 presents historic AEC prices 
in both actual (year-of-delivery) and constant 1982 dollars.

Since the AEC was the dominant world purchaser prior to 1964, 
the pattern of production outside the U.S. was similar to that 
inside the U.S. During the time the AEC was encouraging produc
tion, producers in Canada, South Africa, and what is now Zaire 
expanded production. When the AEC began to cut back its purchases,
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non-U.S. production also fell. Canada was particularly hurt by 
the AEC decision to limit purchases. To lessen the impact of this 
decline, the Canadian government participated in a series of three 
government-sponsored stockpiling programs from 1963 through 1974.

In the late 1960s to early 1970s, the uranium industry was con
solidated to match production to the reduced AEC purchase level 
and small levels of private demand. The industry, however, was 
awaiting the coming commercial boom with optimism, even though 
the spot-market price was around $6.00 per pound or less.

3. COMMERCIAL MARKET AND PRICE CYCLES

Figure 1 shows the history of uranium prices from 1952 through 
the first quarter of 1982, both in year-of-delivery dollars and 
in inflation-adjusted (constant 1982) dollars. AEC prices through
1970 and commercial prices beginning in 1969 are reflected. Price 
cycles are evident, particularly in constant dollars, in both 
time periods with the low point in a cycle corresponding to the 
transition from the AEC to the commercial market.

Price cycles are essentially the result of actual or perceived 
imbalances between uranium supply and demand and the associated 
responses of buyers and sellers. Typically, an increase in per
ceived urani um demand, accompanied by a perceived shortage of supply, 
is followed by an increase in uranium prices as buyers compete 
for available supply. Buyer perceptions of supply shortages result 
in early purchasing and increased inventories. The rise in price 
leads to increased exploration and the development of new uranium 
mine/mill complexes to meet demand. In the period of rising prices, 
sellers tend to defer sales in anticipation of even higher prices.
As supply and demand become more balanced, the price climb ends 
and price levels off at the higher value. Historically, even when 
demand softens and decreases noticeably the supply base continues 
its expansion (due to the high price level), and an oversupply 
situation results. This leads to competition for sales and an 
eventual reduction in price. The reduction in demand and price 
induces suppliers to cut back production and/or production plans 
until a reasonable supply and demand balance is again achieved.
At this point, the price decline should end and the price should 
stabilize at a new low level.

In the AEC pricing period (Figure 1), the price decrease from 
the mid-1950s to 1970 was a direct result of the reduction in 
the urgency of demand created by the AEC, as discussed previously.
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A summary of the price cycle reflected during the commercial pri
cing period is provided in the following discussion.

Prior to 1973, market factors were against producers, holding 
prices down and discouraging investment in exploration and in new 
production capacity. Only the expectation of the coming commercial 
market prevented the price from dropping further at the end of 
the AEC procurement period. In 1973 the following events influ
enced an increase in uranium demand and a market turnaround:

The change in U.S. government enrichment contracting from 
requirements-type to fixed-commitment contracts with an 
initial 10-year firm delivery period

The oil embargo, which increased attention to security of 
supply and the need for nuclear power

The record rate of reactor orders, adding an influx of new 
buyers to the market

The Australian labor government's decision to halt develop
ment and marketing of their large reserves.

By early 1974,a uranium capacity shortage appeared possible, and 
by mid-to-late 1974 several major producers had sold all their 
known reserves. Clearly, prices would need to rise significantly 
to justify development of new facilities. Prices started an 
exponential growth in 1974, increasing to $15 per pound by the 
end of the year. As prices increased, exploration drilling also 
increased. However, the rising prices caused utilities to be con
cerned about supply, and there was a rush to the market, resulting 
in increased demand.

At the beginning of 1975, the availability of near-term un
committed supply had virtually disappeared. A major market dis
ruption occurred in 1975 with the Westinghouse contract abrogation, 
involving over 60 million pounds of uranium. This immediately 
brought the affected utilities into the market and caused at 
least a $ 10-per-pound step increase in price. The price reached 
$ 35 per pound by the end of 1975, and the market began to stabi
lize above $ 40 per pound in 1976. The higher prices resulted in 
additional new capacity being developed.

Reactor delays had actually been ongoing since 1974, and in
1976 new orders ceased, the short-term panic began to ease, and 
spot-delivery prices stopped their exponential growth. The price
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FIG.2. Trend in world-wide MW(e) projections (utility-announced).

remained fairly stable during 1977, and in 1978 price softening 
was evident in inflation-adjusted dollars, due to a decrease in 
uranium demand projections. However, the existing price levels 
allowed exploration and development programs to continue.

Many factors (e.g., litigation, general economic constraints, 
licensing delays, and the Carter administration's nonprolifera
tion policy) contributed to the downward trend in demand that 
had started to be realized by the end of 1978. Figure 2 illu
strates how worldwide utility-announced megawatt projections 
for nuclear power have decreased since 1976. Also in 1978, the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) introduced the Adjustable Fixed- 
Commitment (AFC) enrichment contract that switched to only a 
five-year firm delivery period (with flexibilities), resulting 
in lower uranium demand and the accumulation of uranium inven
tories. The uranium industry was headed toward a long-term over
supply situation, particularly with the development of Australian 
and Saskatchewan deposits, which had occurred during the period 
of high prices.

In 1979 the Three Mile Island incident occurred, causing 
further reactor operation delays. The price began to drop rapidly 
in 1980 and continued downward to $ 27 per pound by December 1980. 
As a result of reduced demand and competition from lower-cost non- 
U.S. producers, the U.S. supply industry canceled expansion plans 
and reduced operations. The price decrease was influenced further
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by the presence of U.S. utilities as sellers (of inventory) in 
the market, causing a drop in the spot-market price to the $ 22 - 
to $ 23-per-pound level by early 1982. U.S. producers continued 
consolidation through 1981 and into 1982.

As shown in Figure 1, when viewed in terms of constant 1982 
dollars, commercial spot prices reached a peak of about $ 60 per 
pound in 1976. It should be noted that the uranium production 
peaks in 1959 and 1981 lag the price peaks by about five years. 
By early 1982, the commercial price declined to about 37 percent 
of the 1976 value in constant dollars. The decline in uranium 
spot prices has reached levels that are currently about equal 
to the prevailing AEC prices in the early to mid-1960s in con
stant 1982 dollars.

4. CURRENT INDUSTRY STATUS

Additional reactor delays and deferrals, over-reaction by 
buyers and sellers to price declines, large inventories held by 
buyers, and minimal near-term uncommitted demand have resulted 
in the current depressed condition of the uranium market. Cur
rent spot-market prices are lower than the production costs of 
many uranium producers, especially in the U.S. It is estimated 
that about 85 percent of U.S. producers have production costs 
higher than current spot-market prices. Supplier production 
cutbacks and deferrals have been due to the discrepancy between 
production costs and low market prices. The U.S. industry has 
been affected to a greater extent than the non-U.S. industry 
due to higher average U.S. production costs. The following items 
give an indication of the contraction that has occurred in the 
U.S. industry:

Since January 1980, about 36 percent of the U.S. uranium 
industry workforce has been laid off

Nine production facilities have been shut down or placed 
on standby during the last two years

Fourteen projects that had been planned at the beginning 
of 1980 have been indefinitely deferred

U.S. uranium production in 1981 declined about 12 percent 
from the 1980 record level.

Adjustments to non-U.S. production operations and start-up dates 
for planned facilities have also been made but not as extensively 
as in the U.S. The timing of some large non-U.S. deposits, such
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FIG.3. Annual supply and demand.

as Koongarra and Yeelirrie in Australia, are being re-evaluated 
now due to reduced demand projections. Some major non-U.S. pro
ducers, such as COGEMA in France and NUFCOR in South Africa, 
have reduced output in response to the decrease in market 
prices. However, material from Key Lake in Canada and Jabiluka 
in Australia is being actively marketed. Relatively low production 
costs allow deposits such as Key Lake to make attractive offers 
even in the current market. Competition between non-U.S. pro
ducers for the available uncommitted demand is another factor 
that contributes to the lack of upward pressure on price levels.

5. EXPECTED MARKET CONDITIONS
\

Figure 3 presents our current view of worldwide and U.S. supply 
and demand balances through the end of the decade. The Reasonable 
Case Demand curve reflects annual uranium demand based on antici
pated delays and deferrals to utility-announced reactor commer
cial operation dates. The cumulative 1990 worldwide and U.S. GWe 
values on which the demand projections are based are 87 GWe and 
297 GWe, respectively. The demand projections take into account 
the constraints of AFC enrichment contracts, and uranium feed nec
essary to meet enrichment contract commitments associated with 
non-U.S. enrichment supply. Individual enrichment contract flexi
bilities were assumed to be exercised, where possible.
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Two supply projections are shown in Figure 3. The Production 
With Cutbacks curve represents production capability incorpora
ting the effects of announced production cutbacks and deferrals. 
All operating and firmly planned production centers are included 
in this supply projection, but facilities that have been shut 
down or indefinitely deferred are not included. The Production 
Capability curve reflects levels that could be achieved if pro
duction centers that have announced cutbacks were to operate 
at normal levels, and if projects on standby or indefinitely 
deferred were reactivated. These two supply curves provide a 
likely bandwidth within which actual production could fall.

Based on the Production With Cutbacks curve, worldwide supply 
and demand is in reasonable balance for the next two years. Beyond
1983, however, supply exceeds demand due to additional non-U.S. 
supply capability that is planned for operation in the mid-1980s. 
Additional delays to currently planned start-up dates for some 
non-U.S. production centers will be needed to bring worldwide 
supply and demand into more reasonable balance in the mid-1980s. 
Adequate worldwide supply capability exists, based on operating 
and firmly announced production centers, to meet worldwide de
mand through the end of the decade. In the U.S., however, the 
effects of production cutbacks and deferrals have caused supply 
capability to fall below demand. The near-term short-fall is 
being met by utilization of inventories. Current U.S. buyer 
inventories are over three times actual need. As inventories 
begin to decline in the mid-1980s, however, the U.S. shortfall 
between supply (including cutbacks) and demand can be met in 
two ways :

Imports from non-U.S. suppliers

Additions to U.S. production capability by reactivating pro
duction centers on standby, resumption of normal operations 
at production centers that have had cutbacks, and /or rein
statement of indefinitely deferred projects.

An inherent preference for domestic uranium by U.S. buyers would 
stimulate the need for increased U.S. supply. Because of the 
higher average production costs associated with U.S. supply, 
market prices would have to increase to support additional U.S. 
production capability. However, lower average non-U.S. production 
costs would probably enable U.S. buyers to import material at 
prices lower than those associated with additional U.S. supply.
The worldwide overcapacity situation would place added importance 
on the need for non-U.S. suppliers to obtain a portion of the 
U.S. market. Competition among non-U.S. producers for the UTS.
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market would also contribute to the availability of imported 
material at lower prices. The extent to which U.S. buyers im
port uranium will depend on U.S. buyer preferences for domestic 
uranium for supply assurance reasons and on the associated 
tradeoffs between supply assurance and possible lower prices 
for non-U.S. material.

At the end of 1981, a survey was conducted of U.S. utilities 
to measure import preferences. Utilities were asked to designate 
the percentage of unfilled requirements they would anticipate 
meeting with imports, given that certain discounts from market 
prices were available from non-U.S. suppliers. The survey results 
indicated that the import percentage would be dependent on price 
differentials offered by non-U.S. suppliers. The great majority 
of the respondents, however, indicated that they would be re
luctant to import more than 25 percent of their uncommitted de
mand through 1990.

6. PROJECTED PRICE LEVELS

In projecting future price levels, competitive market theory 
was used which assumes that price is equal to the minimum sales 
price of the last increment of supply needed to meet demand. By 
considering future expenditures and required return on invest
ment, a marginal production cost, or minimum sales price, was

YEAR

FIG.4. Annual world-wide uncommitted supply and deliveries needed.
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FIG. 5. Projected uranium price levels.

calculated for each production center that would provide the 
incentive for the center to continue production or more toward 
production. Figure 4 shows potential worldwide uncommitted 
supply by increments of marginal cost compared with buyer un
filled purchase requirements, designated as Deliveries Needed.

To produce price trend curves for various scenarios based on 
marginal cost increments the potential uncommitted supply was 
adjusted to exactly match buyer unfilled requirements. Projected 
price levels were generated by applying lead times producers 
would need to be able to bring additional production capacity 
into operation when needed. Figure 5 presents the probable boun
daries of worldwide uranium price levels over the next 10 years 
in constant 1982 dollars. The upper boundary of the price band 
refers to the U.S. where buyers prefer domestic supply such that 
imports meet no more than 25 percent of U.S. uncommitted demand. 
The lower boundary reflects a homogeneous worldwide market in 
which buyers are assumed to be completely indifferent to the 
source of supply.

If U.S. buyers have a continued preference for domestic supply 
such that imports are limited to 25 percent of uncommitted de
mand, general price levels should tend towards the upper boun
dary of the price range shown in Figure 5. If U.S. buyers had no 
preference for domestic supply, the general price level should
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tend towards the lower boundary. It is felt that higher-cost 
U.S. supply should establish price levels due to U.S. buyer pre
ference for domestic uranium. Non-U.S. producer price levels would 
tend to follow U.S. price trends to maximize revenue but remain 
slightly below U.S. prices to capture a portion of the market. 
Based on this, prices are expected to remain at current levels 
in constant-dollar terms over the next year. Prices will begin 
to strengthen by 1984 as buyers enter the market in larger num
bers to cover future uncommitted demand. By 1986, prices should 
begin to increase at a more rapid rate to justify higher-cost 
production needed to meet demand. The rate at which prices in
crease will be dependent, to a large extent, on U.S. buyer pre
ferences.

The price increases in the mid-to-late 1980s will stimulate 
additional exploration and development. It is likely that the 
supply capability will expand too rapidly in relation to demand 
in a manner similar to the mid-1970s. This excess supply will re
sult in a stabilization of price levels by the late 1980s. As in
dicated in Figure 5, a downward price cycle is expected to begin 
in the early 1990s.

7. CONCLUSION

Additions to reserves that followed price increases in the mid- 
1970s have ensured that uranium resources are more than adequate 
to meet future demand. Worldwide,! 30-per-pound reasonably assured 
reserves are almost double the estimate of cumulative uranium de
mand through the year 2000. Current spot-market-prices, however, 
are not representative of price levels needed by producers under 
long-term contracts. Prices will have to approach mid-1970 levels 
in constant-dollar terms to assure the future availability of 
supply. An upward price cycle should begin by the mid-1980s as 
buyers seek additional contract commitments and supply expands 
from current reduced levels.
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AVAILABILITY OF URANIUM
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Data Systems and Analysis Division,
Grand Junction Area Office,
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Grand Junction, Colorado,
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Abstract

SOME ASPECTS OF LONG-TERM AVAILABILITY OF URANIUM.
A computer-based model called RAPP (Reserves and Potential Projection) has been 

utilized to determine reasonable limits to future production available from estimated potential 
uranium resources. The model structure incorporates a breakdown of the sequence of events 
from exploration through production. Initial assumptions are made for the geologic type of 
resource occurrence, rate of conversion of the potential resources to reserves, and exploration 
and production lead times and constraints. Sensitivity studies have been carried out on pro
duction capability projections from the International Uranium Resource Evaluation Program 
(IUREP) speculative resources. Variations in assumptions for production expansion constraints and 
resource development rates cause the most significant changes in projected uranium production. 
The modelling studies conducted to date on the IUREP speculative resources indicate that, 
even using very conservative factors for resource discovery and development rates and production 
lead times, such resources can make a significant contribution to uranium supply over the next 
several decades.

1. INTRODUCTION

During 1978, a computer-based model was developed in order to 
aid in evaluating reasonable limits to possible production from 
the speculative uranium resources estimated through the 
International Uranium Resource Evaluation Program (IUREP). Such 
limits were compared with various uranium demand cases projected 
for the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) and 
were presented in Appendix 8 of the INFCE Working Group I report. 
The model, called RAPP (Reserves and Potential Projection), was 
developed to project future production from estimated uranium 
resources under given assumptions for lead times and production 
parameters. The computer program was written in FORTRAN and was 
designed for use on the IBM-370; it has since been converted to 
the CDC-6600. A discussion of the model was included in the 
proceedings of the February 1980 workshop, "Methodology for 
Forecasting Uranium Availability," held in Grand Junction, 
Colorado, U.S.A. Tables I to V of that report are included herein

345
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TABLE I. LEAD TIMES AND MAXIMUM PRODUCTION INCREASE 
BY ECONOMIC CATEGORY OF COUNTRIES®

Economic Category 
of Country 

(annual GNP per 
capita income)6

Economic
Code

(a) 
Present 
to First 

Exploration 
(years)

<b)
First Explor. 

to First 
Discovery 

(years)

(e)
Reserves

to
Production

(years)

(f)
Max. Increase 

in Annual 
Production 
Capability

(tU/a)
Industrialized 1 4 6 7 150 0

Developing:
High (over $2500) 2 5 7 8 1 1 5 0

Upper Middle
($ 113 6 -2 5 0 0 ) 3 5 7 8 770

Intermediate Middle
( $ 5 5 1 -1 1 3 5 ) 4 5 7 8 770

Lower Middle
($ 28 1-5 5 0 ) 5 6 8 10 380

Low ($280 or less) 6 6 8 10 380
eThese lead times are for those countries that have uranium exploration experience; Table III lists factors for other 

exploration categories.

^From World Bank studies{1977).

TABLE II. IUREP RESOURCES BY GEOLOGIC TYPE OF DEPOSIT

Geologic Type 
of Deposit

WOCA IUREP Resources 
(thousands of tU)

Code Low High

Proterozoic Unconformity Related PU 1399 2400
Óuartz-Pebble Conglomerate PC 736 1490
Sandstone ss 1882.5 4515
Disseminated Magmatic, in 

Igneous and Metamorphic Rocks DM 749.5 2204.5
Vein VN 700 1737.5
Alkalic Rock AR 103 220
Calcrete CL 361 937.5
Phosphate By-Product PH 26.5 60.5
Carbonatite CR 62.5 157.5
Monazite Placer MP 6.5 32.5
Volcanic VL 137 260
Phosphatic Limestone PL 9 45
Undefined XX 46 410

Totals 6 218.5 14 470
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TABLE III. PERCENTAGE INCREASE TO TABLE I LEAD TIMES

347

Country Exploration Applied to Table 1 Factors
Status (a) (b) (e)

Limited Exploration 50 50 25

No Uranium Exploration 100 100 50

TABLE IV. ADDITIONAL INCREASE TO TABLE I LEAD TIMES
Extreme Condition Percentage Applied

Isolation 100
Geographic 50

Climatic 50

TABLE V. TIME FOR CONVERSION OF IUREP SPECULATIVE RESOURCES TO RESERVES. 
MINIMUM-PRODUCTION RATE. AND FACILITY LIFE BY 
GEOLOGIC CLASSIFICATION

Geologic Type Years
to

Develop 
First 5 0 %

(c)
Base

Additional 
Years to 
Develop 

Second 50 %

(d) 
Minimum 

Production Rate 
of a Production 

Center 
(tU/a)

(d)
Minimum

Facility
Life

(years)

Sandstone 1 0 - 1 7 1 5 -2 3 380 15

Quartz-Pebble
Conglomerate 10 15 770 20

Proterozoic 
Unconformity Related 20 30 150 15

Disseminated Magmatic, 
in Igneous and 
Metamorphic Rocks 15 20 770 25

Vein 20 25 15 0 15

Phosphate Rock 10 10 15 0 20
Alkaline Rock 15 20 770 20
Calcrete 15 20 15 0 15

Carbonatite 15 20 380 15

Monazite Placer 15 25 15 0 20
Volcanic 20 25 15 0 15

Phosphoric Limestone 15 20 15 0 15
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for reference purposes. Since completion of the INFCE study, 
there have been numerous questions regarding the RAPP model 
structure and whether assumptions different from the ones 
originally used would result in considerably different 
projections. Accordingly, additional studies have been conducted 
to evaluate the effects of varying some of the more critical 
assumptions.

There is some diversity of opinion concerning the merits of 
projecting production from estimated mineral resources, as well as 
using a generalized computer model to carry out the projections. 
However, mineral resource estimates in themselves are insufficient 
as a guide for evaluating supply/demand relationships.
Projections of possible future supply are useful even for resource 
estimates subject to considerable uncertainty. The uncertainties 
must be outlined as well as possible, and any assumptions made 
must be clearly stated. Of particular value in assessing the 
impact of resource estimates on future supply are sensitivity 
studies wherein variations are made on the initial assumptions and 
the effect of such variations are compared. A macro-model such as 
RAPP can evaluate a large number of resource entities. The 
relative simplicity and standardization of the constraints and 
assumptions may facilitate the understanding of the effects of 
changing these assumptions. Sowever, considerable studies on the 
geology and grade distribution of individual deposits, economics 
of production facilities, and local socio-economic conditions must 
first be carried out to arrive at feasible assumptions for the 
model. A brief review of the main elements of the RAPP model is 
presented here, along with examples of the results of some 
sensitivity studies on the IUREP data.

2. MODEL STRUCTURE

The RAPP model breaks down the sequence of events and time 
spans leading to production from a given potential resource entity 
as follows:
(1) Beginning of exploration
(2) First discovery leading to significant reserves development
(3) Time interval for gradual development of reserves, once the 

initial discovery has been made
(4) Decision to construct mine and mill facilities, once 

sufficient reserves have been developed
(5) Time interval for environmental review, engineering studies, 

access preparation, and facility construction
(6) Start of production from a given production center
(7) End of production from a given production center.

Figure 1 gives an example of this sequence using a hypo
thetical locality with in-place resource estimated to be 64000 
short tons ^Og or 49230 tonnes U.
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Exploration and Production Parameters 
Total Resource: 64 000t и3Ов 
Production Center Life: 15 Years 
Mill Output: 10 0 0 1 U3O8 Per Year 
Recovery: 94%
Forward Reserve Needed To Justify: 16 000 t U3Oe
Reserves Development Rate: 50 %  of Potential in 10 Years; Remainder in 16 Years

Time Spans and Events
ф  —Starting Time of Projection
$  —Start of Exploration (5 years from time 0)
Ф  —First Discovery (10 years from start of exploration)
Ф  —Period of Reserves Development 
%  —Decision to Produce
®  —Time for Environmental Review and Facility Construction (7 years)
“î) & *Ъ —Beginning and End of Each Production Center's Operation

Annual Production

1st Production Center 
г///л 2nd Production Center 
Е2Э 3rd Production Center 
IÏÏTA 4th Production Center

TIM E (years)

FJG.l. Example o f  development o f  potential resource fin this figure f t ) refers to short tons).
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The basic data for the model consist of potential uranium 
resource estimates for each 1 locality1 in a given set of 
localities. The localities may be regions, geologic provinces, 
countries, or any other resource categorization desired. Up to 
three values for estimated uranium quantities can be entered for 
each locality. This provides an option for dealing with 
uncertainty of estimates by using a 'low,' 'mid,1 and 'high' case 
approach. Uranium quantities are entered in tonnes U, either as 
in-place or recoverable resources. The uranium potential resource 
estimate for each locality is characterized by the expected 
geologic environment of uranium occurrence. Where more than one 
type of environment is postulated within a locality, the estimated 
percentage of each type is noted. Up to ten such geologic 
designations may be assigned to each locality. The number of 
localities which may be included in a given set of data is 
essentially limited only by the data-filing capacity of the 
available computer facility. Data for about 170 countries were 
utilized in the INFCE study; the more than 700 localities with 
potential resource estimates in the United States are easily 
evaluated on the CDC-6600.

3 .  RESOURCE DATA

4. DATA CHARACTERIZATION AND CONSTRAINTS

The model constraints to resource development and production 
relate to characteristics of either the localities or the geologic 
type of occurrence. Base assumptions entered are those most 
favorable for eventual production; other factors may modify the 
base assumptions.

4.1. Constraints affected by locality

Each locality is characterized by a primary code relating to 
general relative favorability for mineral discovery, development 
and production. Such relative favorability may be due to 
differences in economic conditions, tax laws, environmental 
restrictions, or other applicable prevailing conditions. Six 
different favorability characterization codes may be used in any 
given analysis. Each code references a set of lead times (in 
years) for exploration start-up, time to first discovery, time for 
facility construction, and limits to which production expansion 
may take place.

Localities are secondarily characterized by the extent to 
which uranium exploration and development have already taken 
place, and by the relative difficulty of access and operating 
conditions. These factors are used to modify the primary 
favorability factors.
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Table VI. Relation of Generalized Grade Distribution 
to Production Cost Levels

Production 
cost level 

(U.S. í/lb. u3o8)

Proterozoic 
Unconformed (Type 2) Sandstonei (Type 1 )

% of total Average grade 
resources (% U3 O3 )

X of total 
resources

Average grade
«  u3o8)

1 0 28.2 0.369 2 2 . 6 0.282
2 0 48.4 0.242 42.1 0.181
30 60.2 0.199 54.2 0.143
40 68.5 0.170 62.7 0 . 1 2 1

50 75.0 0.150 69.3 0.106
60 80.3 0.135 74.7 0.094
70 84.7 0.123 79.3 0.085
80 88.7 0.113 83.2 0.078
90 92.1 0.104 86.7 0.072

1 0 0 95.2 0.097 89.9 0.066

In the INFCE study, the individual localities were each of 
the included countries, and the favorability for mineral develop
ment (Table I) reflected the degree of each country's industrial 
growth, based on gross national product. The degree of 
exploration in a country was classified as reserves already 
developed, limited exploration but no reserves, or no exploration 
(Table III). Factors were also applied for the degree of 
isolation, harshness of climate, and ruggedness of topography 
(Table IV).

4.2. Constraints affected by geologic type

The geologic type (Table V) is used to determine the rate at 
which reserves can be developed from the potential, the grade 
distribution of the potential resources, the mining plant life, 
and estimated average size of production of facilities and the 
processing recoveries. The model allows up to fifty different 
geologic types.

The reserves development rates for each geologic type are
expressed as the cumulative per cent of uranium which could be
developed as a function of time. Such a function is, in reality,
difficult to estimate and could be very complex. For the sake of
simplicity, it has been reduced to two straight line functions, 
the number of years to develop the first 50 per cent of the 
reserves and the number of years to develop the last 50 per cent. 
Estimates for these times have been based on a review of historic 
average uranium development rates in the United States and in 
other countries.
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Because the IUREP potential resources were expressed only as 
total uranium content, a method was developed to estimate tonnes 
of ore and estimated average grade by developing 'typical' 
generalized grade distributions for each geologic type and 
relating these to production cost levels. The examples presented 
in Table VI are based on 1980 costs; processing recoveries were 
also estimated for each geologic type.

5. SENSITIVITY STUDIES

Sensitivity studies were carried out on the RAPP model to 
determine the effect of varying some of the assumptions used in the 
INFCE study as presented in the February 1980 paper (Tables I-V). 
The year 1981 was chosen as the starting year of the projections 
and comparisons were made of differing cumulative production levels 
through the year 2020. The IUREP 'high' and 'low' resource 
estimates were both evaluated. In the explanation of the various 
cases, only deviations from the base assumptions are specifically 
addressed, and it may be assumed that all other parameters remain 
as originally specified. The assumptions for resource development 
considered as "accelerated" in the INFCE study are used herein as 
the "base" development rates. It should be noted that the IUREP 
potential uranium resources were estimated to be available at a 
forward production cost of ¿50 per pound UgOg in 1977 and 
1978. They are most likely no longer all available at that cost 
level in view of rising production costs over the past several 
years.

Two modifications to the model have resulted in different 
values for the projections made in this study compared with those 
in the INFCE study. First, it was assumed originally that the 
IUREP potential resources were estimated as being recoverable. The 
model now treats these as "in-place" resources with subsequent 
downward adjustment for processing losses assigned to each geologic 
type of occurrence. The projected quantities of producible uranium 
have therefore been reduced. Second, in the original model, some 
resources were essentially lost at the end of a projected 
production schedule for a given geologic type within a given 
locality (country). For example, if the average 
rate-times-lifetime requirement was 10000 tonnes and a resource 
consisted of 25000 tonnes, two production centers would be 
generated to produce 10000 tonnes each, but production was 
sometimes not projected for the remaining 5000 tonnes. This was 
due to a programming error which has since been corrected, 
resulting in generally higher production in the later years of the 
projections.

In this study, total available speculative resources, based 
on the IUREP study, were 14.5 and 6.2 million tonnes for the
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YEAR

YEAR
FIG.2. Projected cumulative uranium production capability from  IUREP resources, RAPP  
sensitivity studies (production expansion constraints).
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YEA R

FIG.3. Projected annual uranium production capability from IUREP resources, RAPP 
sensitivity studies (resource development constraints).

'high' and 'low' estimates, respectively. Cumulative production 
for all countries through 2020, using base assumptions, resulted 
in 2.9 and 1.675 million tonnes for the 'high' and 'low'
estimates, about 20 per cent of the corresponding total resources.

5.1. Changes in constraints to production capacity increase

Production capability for each country was limited by the 
amount by which production could annually be increased (Table I). 
Raising these limits by a factor of 2 under the base case 
condition resulted in an increase of 44 per cent in cumulative 
production for the 'high' resources and 22 per cent for the 'low' 
resources. Lowering the limits by 50 per cent decreased
cumulative production by 39 per cent for the 'high' resources and
34 per cent for the 'low' resources. Figure 2 (Cases 1, 2, and 3) 
shows the cumulative production under the base case assumptions 
compared with that projected for the changes in production 
constraints.
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YEAR

FIG.4. Projected annual uranium production capability from  IUREP resources, RAPP  
sensitivity studies (additional resource development constraints).

5.2. Decreases in the resource development rate

Several situations were examined to evaluate the consequences 
of lengthening the time required to convert potential resources 
into reserves or, in effect, reducing the reserves development 
rates. In Figure 2, Case 4 shows the additional decrease in 
projected cumulative production when the limits to annual 
production increase are reduced by 50 per cent and the reserves 
development rates for all geologic environments are also reduced 
by 50 per cent. This results in a 55 per cent decrease in 
cumulative production from the base case by the year 2020 for both 
'high' and 'low' resources.

Because a larger portion (31 per cent) of the IUREP resources 
was estimated to occur in sandstone environments than in any other 
given geologic environment, there was reasonable concern that the 
resource development rates for sandstone ores might significantly 
affect the total projection. The effect on annual projected 
production of reducing the development rates for sandstone ores is 
shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 compares annual projections made by
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Y EA R

CASE
®  -  Base Case
© -  Development Rate for Sandstone Reduced by 5 0 %  
®  -  Development Rate for Sandstone Reduced by 7 5 %

Y EA R

FIG. 5. Projected annual uranium production capability from  IUREP resources, RAPP  
sensitivity studies (resource development constraints on sandstone environments only).

reducing all the development rates by 50 per cent, and then 
further reducing the rate for development of sandstone ores only. 
Halving the development rates for all geologic environments causes 
a 30 per cent decrease in cumulative production through the year 
2020 for the 'high' resources and a 39 per cent decrease for the 
'low' resources. If the development rates for sandstone ores are 
further reduced by a third, additional decreases of 8 to 15 per 
cent occur in projected cumulative production4. Reduction of the 
sandstone rates by one-half results in decreases of 13 to 23 per 
cent.

Figure 5 isolates the effect of reduced ore development r.ates 
on cumulative uranium production from sandstone environments 
only. Development rates are reduced by 50 per cent and 75 per 
cent of the base rates. The latter case implies that it would 
take up to 160 years to completely develop the quantities of 
uranium estimated by the IUREP study to occur in sandstone 
environments.
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YEAR

FIG. 6. P ro jec ted  annual uranium p ro d u ctio n  ca pab ility  fro m  IU R E P  resources, R A P P  
se n s itiv ity  s tu d ies (m in im um  p ro d u ctio n  capacity  constrain ts).

5.3. Percentage of resources actually discovered

In the INFCE study, it was assumed that all the IUREP 
resources would eventually be discovered and developed. In this 
study, projections were also made under the assumptions that only 
80 per cent or 60 per cent of the 'high' resources either exist or 
would ever be found. For the 80 per cent discovery assumptions, 
there would be reductions from the base case of 11 per cent for 
thé 'high' resources through the year 2020; for the 60 per cent 
discovery assumptions, reductions would be 24 per cent.
Projections of cumulative production from the 'low' IUREP resource 
estimates (which are about 40 per cent of the 'high' resources) 
are about 42 per cent lower than those from the 'high' resources.

5.4. Production capacities

Minimum annual production rates were assigned to the 
different geologic types in conjunction with minimum facility
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From High Resources (base case =  2.90 million t U through 2020) 
I I From Low Resources (base case =  1.68 million t U through 2020)

CASE PERCENT DECREASE FROM BASE CASE
I------1------ 1-------1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1“

100 80 60 40

80% of High Resources Discovered 

60% of High Resources Discovered

60% of High Resources Discovered; Resource Development Rate 
Reduced by X  0.5

Resource Development Rate X 0.5

Resource Development Rate X  0.5; Sandstone Ores Further 
Reduced by X 0.5

Sandstone Ores Only; Resource Development Rate X 0.5 

Sandstone Ores Only; Resource Development Rate X  0.25 

Constraints to Construction Expansion Tightened by X 0.5

Constraints to Production Expansion X  0.5; Resource 
Development Rate X  0.5

Minimum Production Rates Lengthened X  2.0

All Exploration and Production Lead Times Lengthened X  1.5 601-

Minimum Production Rates Lengthened X  2.0; Only 80% of High 
Resources Discovered

Minimum Production Rates Lengthened X  2.0; Resource 
Development Rate X 0.5; Only 60% of High Resources 551
Discovered

FIG. 7. E ffec ts  o f  varying R A P P  m o d el assum ptions.

lives (Table V). In Figure 6, the base case is compared with a 
case where the annual production rates have been doubled. This 
causes loss of some of the smaller resource quantities and 
flattens the production peaks.

5.5. Comparison

Figure 7 shows summary results of the sensitivity studies for 
the 'high' and 'low' resources. For each study, the per cent
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difference from the base case is indicated. As would be expected, 
the amount of resource expected to be discovered directly affects 
the amount of projected production. For any given resource 
quantity, the rate of resource development and the constraints to 
annual increase in production capacity are the most significant 
factors. The production constraints 'become less important as the 
rate of resource development decreases.

Other changes, such as increasing minimum mill capacity and 
lengthening individual lead times for facility construction and 
exploration, cause some delay of production and flattening out of 
production peaks. However, if all lead times are increased by a 
factor of 1.5, a reduction of about 60 per cent occurs in 
cumulative production through 2020.

6. ADDITIONAL STUDIES

The development and application of RAPP have provided some 
insight into the problems of evaluating the limits to production 
from U.S. potential resources estimated through the National 
Uranium Resource Evaluation (NURE) program. The model is 
currently being modified to include parameters for estimating 
exploration and production costs as well as manpower 
requirements. It is hoped that RAPP may be of some use in 
providing ideas' or caveats for future designs of more 
sophisticated models.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The modeling studies conducted to date on the IUREP 
speculative resouces indicate that, even using very conservative 
factors for resource discovery and development rates and 
production lead times, such resources can make a significant 
contribution to uranium supply over the next several decades. For 
the low-range resource estimate, production levels of around 
125000 tonnes uranium per year are achievable in the year 2025 
from these resources alone, after which there would be a reduction 
in the production levels. If severe changes in the pessimistic 
direction were made to the resource development rate assumptions, 
the peak levels would reduce to around 70000 to 80000 tonnes 
uranium per year, also around 2025. However, as less of the 
speculative resources would have been used, the peak level of 
production could be held for a longer period of time than in the 
base case.

For the case considering the high IUREP speculative resources 
and reasonable resource development assumptions, attainable levels 
of capacity would be around 275000 tonnes uranium per year in 
2030. With severe changes to assumptions, the peak levels would 
drop to around 175000 to 200000 tonpes per year in the year 2040.
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Again, the drop-off in peak production levels after that time 
would be much flatter.

These production levels are based only on the use of 
speculative resources. In terms of total attainable production, 
it should be noted here that during the next 20 to 30 years there 
would be a significant contribution to production from current 
Reasonable Assured and Estimated Additional Resources.

There are obviously a number of uncertainties about the 
actual extent of world uranium resources and the rate at which 
they will be identified and developed for production, just as 
there are a number of uncertainties about the future growth of 
nuclear energy and related uranium requirements. However, this 
analysis, using the best information currently available, 
indicates that there is good potential for substantial future 
growth in uranium production levels, and that this growth can 
continue well beyond the end of the century. Actual future growth 
will, of course, require continued diligent exploration and 
development efforts, as well as a growth in demand for uranium and 
prices that justify the work.
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DESARROLLO Y PRODUCCION DE 
MATERIAS PRIMAS NUCLEARES 
EN LA ARGENTINA

R.E. COSTARELLI, A.E. BELLUCO,
R.C. COPPA
Comisión Nacional de Energía Atómica,
Buenos Aires,
Argentina

Abstract-Resumen

DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION OF NUCLEAR RAW MATERIALS IN ARGENTINA.
Since 1952, the Argentine National Atomic Energy Commission has taken a number of 

progressive steps towards the development of uranium prospecting, exploration and production 
technology in Argentina. The results obtained may be summarized by saying that a high level 
of capability has been achieved in the methods applied at various stages, good use being made 
of human, technical and infrastructural resources; this has made it possible to establish that 
Argentina has almost 1 000 000 km 2  of terrain geologically favourable for the occurrence of 
uranium. Prospecting has covered only a limited part of this area. Nevertheless, the uranium 
resources determined so far are sufficient to meet the requirements of the Argentine Nuclear 
Plan for supplying the nuclear power plants foreseen under that Plan. At the same time 
technologies have been developed for application to underground and open-face mining and 
to the construction and operation of uranium concentrate (yellow cake) production plants, 
of which two are in operation, two temporarily out of service, two under construction and 
one in the planning and bidding stage. It should be noted that so far 80% of the installed 
production capacity has been based on the application of the pile leaching technique. In 
addition to this raw materials mining phase, advances have been made towards acquiring 
technologies for the nuclear purification of concentrates and their conversion into ceramic- 
grade uranium dioxide, including establishment of a suitable industrial production complex 
which will meet the U 0 2  needs of the first nuclear power plants. At the same time, specifically 
Argentine technologies have been developed for nuclear purification and ceramic-grade (J0 2  

production from ammonium uranyl tricarbonate; this has reached the demonstration plant 
stage.

DESARROLLO Y PRODUCCION DE MATERIAS PRIMAS NUCLEARES EN LA.ARGENTINA.
La Comisión Nacional de Energía Atómica (CNEA) de la Argentina ha cubierto desde 1952 

hasta la fecha, una serie de definidas etapas evolutivas en el desarrollo de tecnologías aplicadas a 
la prospección, exploración y producción de uranio en el país. Los resultados obtenidos pueden 
sintetizarse consignando que se ha logrado un elevado nivel de capacitación en las metodologías 
aplicadas en las diversas etapas con una buena implementación de recursos humanos, técnicos 
y de infraestructura, lo que ha permitido establecer que el país posee un importante grado de 
favorabilidad geológico-uranífera sobre casi 1 000 000 de km2. Solamente se ha cubierto con 
prospección un limitado ámbito de dicha superficie. No obstante, los recursos de uranio 
cubicados a la fecha cubren los requerimientos del Plan Nuclear Argentino para el abastecimiento
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de las centrales nucleares previstas en el mismo. Paralelamente se han desarrollado las tecnologías 
de aplicación a la explotación minera subterránea y a cielo abierto como asimismo a la construc
ción y operación de plantas de producción de concentrados de uranio (“yellow cake” ) que 
suman 2  en operación, 2  temporalmente fuera de servicio, 2  en construcción y otra en etapa de 
proyecto y licitación. Se destaca que, hasta la fecha, el 80% de la capacidad de producción 
instalada está basada en la aplicación de la técnica de lixiviación en pilas. Completando esta 
fase de elaboración de materias primas, se ha avanzado en la obtención de tecnologías para la 
purificación nuclear de los concentrados y la conversión a dióxido de uranio grado cerámico, 
disponiéndose del correspondiente complejo industrial de producción, que atenderá los requeri
mientos de UOí de las primeras centrales. Simultáneamente, se han desarrollado tecnologías 
propias de purificación nuclear y obtención de U 0 2  grado cerámico a partir de uranil tricar- 
bonato de amonio, con desarrollo al estado de planta de demonstración.

1. DESARROLLO GEOLOGICO-MINERO DE LOS RECURSOS
URANIFEROS ARGENTINOS

1.1. Favorabilidad geológico-uranífera

Las etapas de investigación geológica y las tareas de prospección, exploración 
y evaluación, desarrolladas por la Comisión Nacional de Energía Atómica (CNEA) 
desde 1952, permiten clasificar a la Argentina como uno de los países del mundo 
que posee un elevado Indice de Favorabilidad Geológico-Uranífera (IFGU).

Dentro de los 2 795 700 km2 de superficie que cubre su territorio continental 
e insular, se ha delimitado un ámbito de 1 000 000 km2, que constituye una de 
las más importantes unidades metalogénicas dentro de la provincia uranífera 
sudamericana.

Integran esa unidad dos ámbitos geológicos generalizados:

— Las áreas cratonizadas de las Sierras Pampeanas y de la Plataforma Patagónica, 
caracterizadas por su estabilidad tectónica y la presencia de una variada secuencia 
litoestratigráfica que cubre desde el Precámbrico al Cuaternario.

— El orógeno de la Cadena de Los Andes, donde se desarrollan fajas móviles que 
afectaron las secuencias fanerozoicas con diastrofismos en el Paleozoico, 
Mesozoico y Terciario.

La favorabilidad uranífera de esas regiones se estableció mediante la aplicación 
de metodologías de investigación propias (Fig. 1 ) y la extrapolación a sus cuadros 
geológicos de los parámetros que rigen las distintas fases del ciclo geoquímico del 
uranio y los factores geológicos que controlan la yacencia de sus modelos metalo- 
génicos mundiales.

Con la aplicación de esos parámetros se buscó definir la presencia por la 
cupla básica que rige la existencia de todo yacimiento uranífero según: “áreas 
de aporte fértiles en uranio” y “áreas de recepción favorables a la precipitación 
del ión uranilo” .
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Esos objetivos se alcanzaron mediante la delimitación de entidades donde 
predominaban determinadas unidades líticas.

— Rocas sedimentarias. Con discriminación de su origen: continentales, marinas; 
y condiciones de formación: clásticas, químicas, etc.

— Rocas ígneas. Con definición de su condición de emplazamiento: efusivas, 
intrusivas, etc., y de su quimismo: ácidas, mesosilíceas y básicas.

— Rocas metamórficas. Con definiciones sobre grado y características de su 
metamorfismo: térmico, tectónico, anatéctico, etc.

Con estos antecedentes se logró delimitar 21 “ Ambientes regionales” , cuantificar 
sus respectivos IFGU y ordenar sus importancias y prioridades, a los fines de la 
planificación de su prospección.

Surgió de esta delimitación que el país posee:

— Unidades litoestratigráficas favorables para la presencia de definidos modelos 
metalogénicos uraníferos que van desde el Proterozoico al Cuaternario. Dentro 
de esos modelos predominan los de “uranio en areniscas” , “uranio diseminado 
intramagmático, etc.” y “uranio de hábito filoniano” .

— Una evolución geotectónica que incluye varias épocas metalogénicas fértiles 
en uranio, especialmente las ligadas a los ciclos orogénicos: Caledónico,
Hercínico, Cimérico Superior y Andino.

1.2. Prospección

Entre 1952 y 1959, la CNEA se ocupó de equipar sus distintos laboratorios 
y secciones operativas, mientras organizaba y capacitaba sus cuadros profesionales 
hasta integrar una estructura científico-tecnológica adecuada para desarrollar los 
recursos uraníferos nacionales.

A partir de 1960 se inicia la ejecución de programas sistemáticos de prospección 
aplicando las siguientes técnicas:

— Radimetría. Gamma total y luego espectrometría, en programas de prospección 
aérea, autoportada y pedestre.

— Geoquímica. En programas sistemáticos de muestreos de agua, sedimentos, 
suelos y rocas.

— Geofísica. Con relevamientos y emanometría; resistividad; perfilaje gamma, 
potencial espontáneo, etc.

— Geología. Levantamientos regionales y detallados de litoestratigrafía; geo
tectónica, metalogénesis, etc., apoyados con estudios especiales de petrografía, 
mineralogía, sedimentología, etc.
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La CNEA mantiene una permanente adecuación de estos métodos y del 
instrumental correspondiente, acorde con el avance y evolución de estas tecnologías 
en el ámbito mundial.

Hasta 1979, la CNEA desarrolló la mayor parte de los programas de prospección 
por su propia cuenta y reguló su ejecución en función principal de la demanda 
interna de uranio. A partir de ese año, nuevas legislaciones preven junto al accionar 
de la CNEA, la participación de terceros nacionales y extranjeros para abastecer el 
Plan Nuclear Argentino (6 centrales con 3445 MW(e) en 1997) y desarrollar recursos 
uraníferos comerciales no comprometidos.

Estas condiciones hicieron que a la fecha se hayan cumplido tareas de 
prospección sistemática en un número limitado de los ambientes de elevada 
favorabilidad del país, no superándose con esas actividades la cobertura de 
250 000 km2 (Fig. 2).

Como resultado de las tareas de prospección se logró el descubrimiento de 
unas tres mil anomalías que fueron integradas en un Registro Nacional de Indicios, 
Yacimientos y Distritos uraníferos del país, en base a un sistema normalizado de 
archivo de datos técnicos.

La revisión preliminar de esas anomalías, en base a estrictas normas evaluativas, 
permitieron identificar sus modelos metalogénicos y el interés individual de cada 
indicio, el de sus agrupamientos y el de sus entornos geológicos, estableciendo una 
clasificación de sus importancias a los fines de su exploración (Fig. 3).

De ese ordenamiento surge el interés prioritario de 500 indicios, reunidos 
luego en aproximadamente 50 distritos uraníferos.

1.3. Exploración — evaluación

Estas tareas se concentraron en una docena de los principales distritos uraní
feros del país, y en sus ámbitos se desarrollaron estudios geológicos integrales 
para lograr la mejor planificación de sus exploraciones.

Esos programas totalizaron 360 000 m de perforación y 30 000 m de labores 
mineras subterráneas, que permitieron conocer los factores geológicos que rigen 
la yacencia del uranio, las posiciones especiales de sus cuerpos y sus parámetros 
físicos para evaluar sus reservas y economicidad.

Los programas de sondeo se ejecutan con tecnologías de avanzada utilizando 
modernos métodos de perforación a percusión con aire, espuma, etc., y perfilajes 
múltiples con sondas ajustadas en centrales propias de calibración.

A su vez, los clásicos métodos evaluativos se complementan con estudios 
estadísticos y geoestadísticos y se apoyan en programas de computación que 
permiten optimizar la preparación de los planes de exploración y la elaboración 
de sus resultados.

Las tareas de evaluación han permitido estimar la presencia de 30 000 t U30 8 
como recursos razonablemente asegurados.
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Los más importantes distritos uraníferos argentinos se ubican principalmente
en las regiones cratonizadas y accesoriamente en las áreas orogénicas andinas.

En las regiones estabilizadas los distritos se asocian a:

— Los granitos eopaleozoicos (100 000 km2) y las cubetas intermontáneas 
terciarias donde se ubican los distritos: “ Los Gigantes” , con uranio en modelo 
diseminado (4000 t U30 8); “Cosquín” , con uranio en “paleocalcretes”
(3000 t U30 8), etc.

— Las cubetas continentales molásicas del Carbónico y Pérmico Paganzo 
(100 000 km2); “ Sierra Pintada” (10 000 km2), etc., donde se emplazan los 
distritos: “ Los Colorados” (500 t U30 8); “ Sierra Pintada” (20 000 t U30 8), 
etc., con mineralización restringida al modelo metalogénico uranio en areniscas.

— Las cubetas continentales molásicas del Cretácico en la región extrandina de 
Mendoza-Neuquén y de la Patagonia con los distritos de “Malargue” (1000 t 
U30 8); “ Los Chihuidos” ; “ Sierra Pichiñan” (5000 t U30 8), donde la 
mineralización yace en el modelo uranio en areniscas.

En las áreas orogénicas los distritos uraníferos son menos importantes y sus
hábitos de yacencia se corresponden con:

— Modelos filonianos con rocas de caja ígneas, metamórficas y sedimentarias 
fanerozoicas. Distritos: “ Sta. Victoria” , “Carrizal” “Talampaya” , “ Sañogasta” , 
etc.

— Modelo uranio en areniscas en cuencas molásicas carbónicas y pérmicas muy 
deformadas tectónicamente. Distritos: “Guandacol” , “Tinogasta” , “Jachal” , 
etc.

— Modelo peneconcordante en cuenca marina cretácica con sedimentos marginales. 
Distrito “Tonco — Amblayo” (4000 t de U30 8).

2. PRODUCCION DE MATERIAS PRIMAS NUCLEARES: CONCENTRADOS
DE URANIO

2.1. Antecedentes

Los primeros intentos exploratorios en el campo de la producción de concen
trados de uranio en el país se remontan al año 1952, procesando minerales de la 
provincia de Mendoza en una planta piloto ubicada en Córdoba. Con el correr del 
tiempo, y a fin de cubrir los requerimientos de CNEA y merced al desarrollo de 
tecnologías adecuadas se fueron construyendo plantas industriales de mayor 
capacidad, siendo la primera la de Malargue, provincia de Mendoza. Con posteriori
dad, se instalaron otras plantas, gracias a la disponibilidad de nuevos yacimientos
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CUADRO I. RECURSOS URANIFEROS DE LA ARGENTINA

Categoría Costos
dóls./kg U3 Oe tu3o8

Recursos 'i hasta 1 0 0 30 050
razonablemente l 100-150 6  2 0 0

asegurados J > 150 3 100

Recursos 1 hasta 1 0 0 4 500
adicionales > 100-150 11 350
estimados J > 150 8  500

Totales 63 600

tales como “Huemul” , “Cerro Mirano” en Mendoza, “ Don Otto” y “Los Berthos” 
en Salta y “ Los Adobes” y “Cerro Cóndor” en Chubut. De explotación más 
reciente son los cuerpos “Tigre III”, “Tigre I” y “ Los Gauchos” , del distrito 
Sierra Pintada en Mendoza.

La explotación minera de este yacimiento fue efectuada inicialmente por 
la propia CNEA, derivándose luego a la actividad privada por contratos, aplicándose 
técnicas de explotación subterránea (“Don O tto” y “Huemul” ) y a cielo abierto 
(“ Los Adobes” , “Cerro Cóndor” , “Tigre III” , “Tigre I” y “ Los Gauchos” ).

En lo referente a las tecnologías de beneficio de minerales, las mismas han 
sufrido la evolución acorde con el grado de conocimiento y el incremento de la 
producción. El desarrollo de su aplicación ha sido realizado sin recurrir a la 
utilización de patentes ni al pago de regalías de origen foráneo.

2.2. Recursos uraníferos

En el Cuadro I se han clasificado los recursos según las categorías del 
Organismo Internacional de Energía Atómica.

En la categoría “recursos razonablemente asegurados” (RRA), considerando 
un costo de producción de hasta dóls. 100/kg U30 8, se registran 30 050 t U30 8, 
suficientes para sostener la demanda del Plan Nuclear Argentino por varios lustros.

Adicionando los recursos RRA disponibles a mayores costos y los recursos 
adicionales posibles (RAP) se totalizan 63 600 t U30 8.

2.3. Requerimientos del Plan Nuclear Argentino

En el Cuadro II se resumen las necesidades estimadas de uranio de la Argentina 
hasta 1992, destinadas fundamentalmente a la producción de combustible nuclear 
para sus centrales nucleoeléctricas de acuerdo al Plan Nuclear Argentino.
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CUADRO II. REQUERIMIENTOS DEL PLAN NUCLEAR ARGENTINO 
EN t DE U30 8

Año 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Anual 150 184 184 186 335 250

Acumulado 150 336 518 702 1037 1287

Año 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Anual 284 284 436 350 384 535

Acumulado 1571 1855 2291 2641 3025 3560

2.4. Producción de concentrados

La CNEA dispone actualmente de cuatro complejos minero fabriles de su 
propiedad y que operan por su cuenta:

— Complejo minero fabril “ San Rafael” ,
— Complejo fabril “Malargue” ,
— Complejo minero fabril “ Don O tto” ,
— Complejo minero fabril “Pichiñan” .

Los dos citados en último término se encuentran paralizados en razón de la 
no rentabilidad de la explotación (“ Don O tto” ) y de haberse agotado las reservas 
de mineral (“Pichiñan” ).

Próximamente entrará en operación el complejo minero fabril “Los Gigantes” , 
operado por una empresa privada.

2.4.1. Distrito “Sierra Pintada”

Se encuentra ubicado a 35 km de la ciudad de San Rafael, en la provincia 
de Mendoza, y formado por dos depósitos principales: “ Dr. Baulíes” y “ Los 
Reyunos” . En el primero de éstos se destacan los cuerpos “Tigre II” y “Tigre III” , 
“ Los Gauchos” , “ Los Chañares” y “ Tigre I” . Este último cuerpo, junto con el 
denominado “ La Terraza” (de “ Los Reyunos” ), conforman las reservas destinadas 
al futuro complejo, en etapa de licitación para ser explotado por la actividad 
privada. Todo este distrito dispone de una reserva superior a 20 000 t U30 8 en la 
categoría RRA, a un costo por debajo de dóls. 100/kg U30 8.

Se trata de un yacimiento sedimentario donde se han identificado los 
siguientes minerales: uraninita, coffinita, uranofano, brannerita y liebigita. El
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contenido en uranio varía entre el 0,8 y el 2,5% o  U30 8 en los niveles ricos, en 
tanto que, considerando el total, la ley media se encuentra en el orden del \ % o
u3o8.

La producción minera se clasifica en dos categorías según su ley en U30 8, 
de tal manera que la fracción de ley mayor (media del l,2%c U30 8 ) es transportada 
al complejo fabril Malargue, en tanto que la fracción de menor ley (media del
0,7%o U30 8) es beneficiada en el mismo lugar en la planta San Rafael.

En esta última planta, la lixiviación del mineral se efectúa por el sistema de 
lixiviación en pilas (“heap leaching” ), que opera con un conjunto de varias pilas 
que trabajan según una secuencia preestablecida, manteniéndose en operación un 
volumen del orden de 180 000 t de mineral, lo que dado el tiempo de tratamiento 
equivale a unas 500 t mineral por día. Se utiliza ácido sulfúrico a pH 1,2, siendo 
el consumo promedio del orden de 85 kg/t mineral. La ley media del mineral es 
del orden del 0,7%o U3Og, en tanto que el contenido final de los residuos se ubica 
en un 0,12% o  U30 8. La concentración media de las soluciones oscila entre 0,3 y
0,5 g U3Og/L, las cuales son tratadas en una planta de intercambio iónico, 
obteniéndose finalmente un concentrado de diuranato de amonio con un contenido 
superior al 75% U3Og.

La capacidad nominal de esta planta es del orden de 100 t U30 8/año, en 
función de la ley de mineral.

La fracción de mineral de mayor ley de este yacimiento es remitido al 
complejo fabril Malargue, ubicado a 180 km al suroeste.

Este planta opera con el sistema de lixiviación convencional, con una capacidad 
de 250 t mineral/día. El mineral se muele a <20 M. Tyler, se lixivia con ácido 
sulfúrico en tanques con agitación mecánica, separación sólido/líquido por espesa
miento (CCD), recuperación por dos líneas paralelas: solventes aminados y resina 
de intercambio iónico, obteniéndose un concentrado de ley superior al 76% U3Og 
al estado de diuranato de amonio. La capacidad nominal es del orden de 85 t 
U30 8/a.

2.4.2. Distrito “Los Gigantes” (Pcia. de Córdoba) — Complejo minero fabril 
"Los Gigantes”

Este distrito se caracteriza por ser su basamento granítico-metamórfico 
paleozoico, con un sistema regional de fallas longitudinales con fracturas trans
versales, siendo sus depósitos principales “ Schlagintweit” , “ Don Goyo” y 
“Dr. Olsacher” . Las reservas se han estimado en 1600 t U30 8 con ley media del 
orden del 0,3%o U30 8. Es explotado por contrato por una empresa privada, 
con una capacidad de 100 t U30 8/año, produciendo un concentrado (diuranato 
de amonio) con una ley superior al 70% U30 8.
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2.4.3. Yacimiento “La Estela” — Pcia. de San Luis

Se está construyendo un complejo minero fabril por cuenta y propiedad 
de una empresa privada de una capacidad de 30 t U30 8/a.

2.4.4. Proyecto “Sierra Pintada”

Está en curso de licitación la construcción de un complejo con una capacidad 
de 470 t UjOg/a, cuya puesta en marcha se prevé para 1985.

2.5. Consideraciones sobre la lixiviación en pilas

El 80% de la capacidad de producción de concentrados instalada en el país 
está basada en este sistema de lixiviación en pilas. Ello ha permitido alcanzar un 
excelente grado de optimización de todas las operaciones y materiales utilizados, 
lográndose un proceso bien controlado y pudiéndose afirmar que, para el caso de 
ciertos minerales, este sistema es competitivo con el de lixiviación por agitación 
(convencional).

Efectivamente, para el mismo mineral de San Rafael, el consumo de ácido 
es similar en las plantas de lixiviación en pilas y en Malargue (convencional). El 
contenido final de los residuos, si bien es ligeramente superior en la primera, la 
diferencia (50 ppm U30 8) está compensada con la simplicidad del proceso, que 
reduce la inversión inicial, como lo demuestra el hecho que toda la instalación de 
lixiviación en pilas, hasta obtener las soluciones de alimentación a planta de IX, 
representa el 13% de la inversión total. En cuanto a los gastos operativos de esta 
sección, sólo basta decir que la mayor incidencia corresponde al ácido sulfúrico, 
a sea un 73%, siguiendo luego el personal con un 13% del gasto total.

3. PURIFICACION NUCLEAR DE CONCENTRADOS Y CONVERSION
A U 0 2

A partir de un concentrado standard de uranio se llega a obtener combustiblei
nuclear, identificado como polvo de U 02 de grado cerámico, es decir apto para 
ser compactado en forma de pastillas y sinterizado por tratamiento térmico bajo 
atmósfera controlada, mediante dos etapas: a) purificación nuclear, y b) conversión 
a U 02.

Desde el año 1960 se introduce el uranil carbonato de amonio como producto 
intermedio y apto para conversión directa a U 0 2, de calidad elevada, consistente en 
su aptitud para el compactado directo del polvo y obtención de “pellets” sinteri- 
zados de elevada densidad, sin acondicionamiento previo.
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El uranil carbonato de amonio (AUC) es susceptible de ser obtenido a partir 
de dos materias primas definidas, siguiendo dos caminos bien diferenciados:

1 ) a partir de solución de nitrato de uranio (UNH), con una concentración de 
400 g U/L, aplicando un método de precipitación química convencional 
con C 02 y NH3 ;

2) A partir de un medio orgánico (amina terciaria en “white spirit” ), con uranio 
hexavalente fijado en forma de complejo sulfatado, utilizando un procedi
miento simultáneo de cambio de fase y precipitación (elución precipitante).

La CNEA ha elegido ambas líneas, enlazada la primera con un procedimiento 
del conversión del AUC a U 02 en un horno vertical según el principio de lecho 
fluidificado, con hidrógeno como agente reductor; sobre la segunda existe la 
opción de utilizar hornos de lecho fijo (estáticos) u hornos de lecho móvil.

Asimismo es posible una combinación de líneas empleando el AUC “ex- 
orgánico” como material de alimentación en la operación con lecho fluidificado.

3.1. Purificación nuclear

3.1.1. Línea de extracción con tributil fosfato

El ataque del concentrado de uranio, titulando aproximadamente un 65% 
de U, se lleva a cabo con ácido nítrico concentrado. La solución obtenida per
manece en “standing” hasta maduración de la sílice; parcialmente diluida, se 
separan los coágulos de sílice en filtro rotativo a “pre-capa” de tierra de diatomeas, 
resultando después del lavado una solución con una concentración de 300 g U/L.

El solvente, que actúa como “fase orgánica” en la etapa de extracción, está 
constituido por una solución de tributilfosfato (TBP) en “white-spirit” . A la etapa 
de extracción sigue un lavado de fase orgánica con escasa agua acidulada a fin de 
evitar el arrastre de gotas de la solución inicial impura. Finalmente, la etapa de 
reextracción se lleva a cabo con agua desmineralizada, alcalinizada débilmente con . 
amoníaco. Para ambos casos, extracción y reextracción, se opera en contracorriente 
y en sistema continuo.

El resultado de este proceso es una solución de UNH con una concentración 
de 100 g U/L y pureza de grado nuclear. Para estar en condiciones de obtener 
cristales de AUC, es preciso elevar esta concentración hasta 400 g U/L, para lo cual 
se intercala una etapa de evaporación de la solución diluida.

El AUC es precipitado a partir de la solución concentrada como partículas 
monocristalinas perfectamente estequiométricas, con una geometría modificada 
más o menos esférica.
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3.1.2. Línea de extracción con amina terciaria

El concentrado standard de uranio es disuelto mediante ataque con ácido 
sulfúrico diluido, obteniéndose una solución impura que titula 100 g U/L. Es 
preciso asegurar que todo el uranio se encuentre en forma oxidada U6 .

Previa filtración, la solución anterior es diluida hasta 20 g U/L y calentada 
hasta 40°C. En estas condiciones entra a una batería de extracción, puesta en 
contacto con una fase orgánica constituida por solución de amina terciaria en 
“white-spirit” ; el uranio presente es fijado como complejo-sulfato.

Se debe intercalar una etapa de saturación de fase orgánica, en'forma inde
pendiente, mediante el contacto con solución de sulfato de uranilo puro, para 
asegurar la presencia de un complejo “amina-uranio-sulfato” con una concentración 
siempre constante en uranio, fundamental para mantener estables los parámetros 
de la etapa siguiente.

La “elución precipitante” es un proceso mixto que involucra un cambio de 
fase y precipitación simultáneos bajo forma de AUC; constituye además una 
etapa de purificación química adicional, en la que son disminuidas en forma 
drástica todas las impurezas presentes, incluso el sulfato. Al mismo tiempo deben 
controlarse las propiedades físicas del AUC: forma (policristales o cristales 
simples), tamaño de partículas y distribución de las mismas, parámetros geo
métricos (relación base-altura), densidad aparente y resistencia mecánica de los 
cristales.

La masa cristalina es separada por filtración al vacío, lavada y secada con 
metanol.

3.2. Conversión a U 0 2

3.2.1. Por horno a lecho fluidificado

El AUC es reducido a U 02 al reaccionar con hidrógeno en un horno de 
lecho fluidificado. En esta etapa el complejo AUC es descompuesto y el uranio 
U6 es reducido a U4 al estado de U 02.

La estequiometría del polvo es levemente reoxidada, sin destruir la red 
cúbica cristalina del U 02. La reacción es cumplida con vapor sobrecalentado 
como medio de sostén, al que se agrega hidrógeno como agente reductor. 
Completada la reducción, se detiene la admisión de hidrógeno y la temperatura 
se incrementa desde 550°C a 650°C; el flúor residual se elimina por pirohidrólisis.

Durante las etapas de descomposición y reducción de AUC a U 02 se genera 
un amplio margen de porosidad abierta en el polvo con la formación de canales 
a través de los cuales los productos gaseosos de la reacción son desalojados.
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El polvo de U 0 2 es descargado en recipientes enfriados. Mediante inyección 
controlada de aire, la estequiometría del polvo es oxidada parcialmente, estabili
zándolo en atmósfera de C 0 2, cesando de ser pirofórico.

Una destacable característica de este polvo es la “ fluidez libre”, propiedad 
muy importante para la posterior fabricación de pellets, compactados directamente.

Las características físicas del polvo de U 02 son:

3.2.2. Por horno a lecho fijo o a lecho móvil

Con la incorporación de tecnología propia para obtención de AUC “ex- 
orgánico” , la CNEA pretende continuar la etapa de conversión mediante equipa
miento de orden convencional (hornos estáticos o rotativos).

La conversión puede ser efectuada en una o dos etapas: en el primer caso, 
descomposición y reducción directa del AUC y, en el segundo, calcinación previa 
del AUC a U 0 3 a baja temperatura, para mejor control de la exagerada generación 
de gases (C 02, NH3 y vapor de agua) en la descomposición térmica del AUC.

Los resultados obtenidos hasta la fecha son altamente positivos y alientan 
a la CNEA a continuar con el afinamiento de los procedimientos tendientes a 
asimilar las características del polvo de U 0 2 a la del obtenido por vía de lecho 
fluidificado; el parámetro final a dominar es la densidad final del “pellet” sin- 
terizado (entre 10,40 y 10,60 g/cm3) utilizando presiones más bajas en el compactado 
del “green pellet” , comparables a las empleadas para el procedimiento señalado en 
la Sección 2.1.

Uranio contenido........ ;.................
Relación 0 :U  ...............................
Contenido de hum edad................
Densidad apéente  (bulk density)
Superficie específica (B E T )........
Fluidez ...........................................
Tamaño de partícula....................

>87% U
2.07 a 2,17
0,1 a 0,5% H20
1.8 a 2,6 g/cm3 
4,5 a 7,0 m2/g 
<3 s/20 g 
<100  tim
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Abstract

URANIUM -  RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND AVAILABILITY.
Australia possesses a major portion of the world’s low cost uranium and it is confidently 

expected that further exploration will delineate yet more reserves. The level o f such exploration 
and the rate of development of new production will remain critically dependent on world 
market developments. For the foreseeable future all development will be dedicated to 
supplying the export market. Australian government policies for uranium take account of 
both domestic and international concerns. With Australia, the policies act to protect the 
interests of the Aboriginal people affected by uranium production. In response to national 
interests and concerns, foreign investment in uranium production ventures is regulated in a 
manner which requires Australian control but allows a measure of foreign equity. Environmental 
concerns are recognized and projects may only be approved after comprehensive environmental 
protection procedures have been complied with. Without these policies public acceptability, 
which provides the foundations for long-term stability of the industry, would be prejudiced.
On the world scene, Australia’s safeguards policy serves to  support international nuclear 
safeguards and, in particular, to honour its obligations under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty . Export policy requires that reasonable sales contract conditions apply and that fair 
negotiated market prices are obtained for Australia’s uranium. Australia’s recent re-emergence 
as a major producer and exporter of uranium is convincing testimony to  the success of these 
policies.

INTRODUCTION

Australia is now recognized as one of the world’s main potential suppliers of 
uranium. Major new discoveries in the last two decades have identified in 
Australia ore reserves containing close to one-fifth of WOCA’s supplies of low 
cost uranium .2 Under the umbrella of government policy designed to foster 
public acceptability of uranium mining and to ensure compliance with safeguards 
and nuclear non-proliferation objectives, the Australian uranium mining industry 
is currently in a phase of rapid development. Major new mines have recently 
begun production or are in the process of development, and Australia’s yellow

World outside centrally planned economies area.
i
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cake production capacity is planned to expand to levels comparable with those 
of the largest producers in the world today. Whether or not even greater production 
potential is realized will depend on future trends in the world’s nuclear power 
industry and on the future of the world market for uranium.

The objective here is to briefly review the development and potential 
of Australia’s uranium industry. First, a look is taken at the resource base and 
then comments are made on the present Australian policy on mining development 
and export. Finally, uranium production and exports are referred to, and the 
dependence of Australian industry on the international uranium market and 
the contribution of policy to project development are highlighted.

RESOURCE BASE

Uranium was discovered in Australia in 1894 but a ¡systematic search for 
uranium ores did not get under way until the second half of the 1940s. After 
this time, however, and following some early exploration successes, there was a 
period of quite rapid growth and development. Significant mining and ore 
processing activities commenced in 1954 and in the following ten years some 
8000 t of yellow cake was produced, mostly for export for the United Kingdom 
and the United States of America.

In the mid-1960s, however, industry activity almost came to a standstill in 
the face of restricted export opportunities. Private exploration was seriously 
depressed, most mines curtailed or reduced production and exports fell sharply. 
The industry became victim to falling market needs and had a foretaste of future 
market experience when it became evident that demand forecasts for power 
generation were over-optimistic.

In 1967 a new export policy aimed at encouraging exploration to augment 
the then small reserves gave some impetus to further exploration. But it was the 
widely anticipated upturn in demand which gave the major boost to exploration 
in the late 1960s and 1970s and paved the way for the very substantial discoveries 
that have followed. Almost every year since 1970 major new reserves have been 
added to Australia’s known resources of low cost uranium. New finds have 
included rich ore bodies in areas and geological formations previously not 
considered prospective for uranium. Australia has now established that it possesses 
some 19% of WOCA’s reasonably assured resources of uranium, recoverable at 
costs of up to US $80/kg U (value as of 30 June 1981). Australia’s reasonably 
assured resources and estimated additional resources recoverable at costs of up 
to US $80/kg U total about 558 000 t of uranium. Moreover, it is clear that 
there is considerable potential for further discoveries in large areas favourable for 
uranium mineralization but as yet not explored in detail (see Fig.l).
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TABLE I. COMPANY ANNOUNCED RESERVES
(September 1982)

U30 8 (t)

Jabiluka 207 000 Mary Kathleen 2  0 0 0

Ranger 124 700 Honeymoon 3 400

Yeelirrie 47 000 Lake Way 4 000

Nabarlek 1 2  0 0 0 Beverley 15 900

Koongarra 13 300 Ben Lomond 6  400

FIG .l. Australia: major uranium deposits and areas favourable for uranium mineralization.
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TABLE II. RECOVERABLE RESOURCES OF LOW COST URANIUM 
(in 103 tonnes of uranium)

Year Reasonably assured 
resources

Estimated additional 
resources

Total estimated 
resources

1971 17 5 2 2

1972 * * 71

1973 107 37 145

1974 130 44 174

1975 184 34 218

1976 227 37 264

1977 289 44 333

1978 290 47 337

1979 292 127 419

1980 299 208 507

1981 294 264 558

*

Not available.

Table I shows uranium reserves as announced by companies for some of the 
larger Australian uranium deposits. The project names refer to those mentioned 
in Fig. 1.

Firm ore reserves for the Olympic Dam deposit at Roxby Downs in South 
Australia cannot be established until further intensive drilling is completed. 
Preliminary indications of the resources at Olympic Dam are of the order of 
1.2 million tonnes of uranium.

The very rapid expansion in Australia’s uranium resource base over the 
last decade should be seen in the context of a vigorous but, by world standards, 
modest exploration programme. Further exploration will undoubtedly identify 
further resources and also will progressively convert estimated additional resources 
into reasonably assured resources. Further exploration will, however, only 
occur if there is firm demand evidence by a willingness on the part of consumers 
to enter long-term uranium supply contracts on reasonable terms.

Table II details the increase in known (i.e. reasonably assured and estimated 
additional) uranium resources in Australia over the decade to 1981.

POLICY FRAMEWORK

Exploration continued throughout the 1970s, encouraged by a succession of 
new finds, and the bullish perceptions of the nuclear power industry. There was,
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however, no new mine development until late in the decade after the announcement 
of the present government policy on uranium mining. Following receipt of 
detailed reports on environmental aspects of uranium mining, the government 
announced in August 1977 that it would allow further development of the 
rapidly expanding resources under strictly controlled circumstances. The policy 
confirmed that industry development would remain in the hands of the private 
sector working within a carefully considered policy framework designed to 
advance and, as necessary, protect the perceived national interest while giving 
due weight and consideration to all parties and interests involved. The policy 
takes full cognizance of the need to foster and maintain public support for 
uranium mining while recognizing the interests of producers and consumers and 
the commercial realities of the world market for uranium.

There are three major elements in the policy, relating to mine development, 
uranium exports, and non-proliferation and safeguards.

Before a new uranium project may proceed to production or marketing 
it must be accorded development approval by the government. This ensures 
that three key social objectives are met by the project: environmental protection; 
that the proposed development is consistent with Australia’s foreign investment 
policies; and, where applicable, protection of the interests of Aboriginal peoples.

Before development approval can be obtained, companies must comply 
with both federal government and state environmental procedures.

Additionally, in the Northern Territory, in conformity with Aboriginal 
land rights legislation, where mining is planned on Aboriginal land, companies 
must negotiate and agree with Aboriginal representatives on the terms and 
conditions upon which development and mining may proceed.

Australia’s foreign investment policy does not involve any equity restraints 
at the stage of exploration for minerals, including uranium. At the development 
stage, the objective for uranium is 75% Australian equity and control. In special 
cirumstances a new uranium project may be permitted to proceed with less than 
75% Australian equity. In such cases it would need to be clearly demonstrated 
that: 75% Australian equity is unavailable; the project is of significant economic 
benefit to Australia; there would be at least 50% Australian equity; and Australians 
would have the major role in determining the policy of the project. Arrangements 
may also be required to increase Australian participation within an agreed period.

As with a number of important mineral commodities in Australia, uranium 
is subject to export control. The objective is to ensure that Australia receives 
world market prices under fair contract conditions.

In exercising its export powers, the government is not seeking to become 
directly involved in or hamper normal commercial negotiations, or to set the 
world market prices for uranium. Rather, the objective is to offset world 
market distortions and to seek to ensure that the prices obtained represent a fair 
market return to producers. Australia is aware that a viable domestic uranium
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industry must remain competitive in the international market. Direct government 
interferences to dictate terms or to defy world market trends would not be in 
the interests of sustaining a vigorous and competitive industry.

A company which has attained development approval for a mine may make 
firm offers or enter contractual commitments with overseas customers for the 
sale of the mine output subject to minimum terms and conditions, predetermined 
by the government, relating to commercial matters such as the duration of the 
contract, quantity of uranium involved, pricing and payment mechanisms.

Export control powers are also used to support the third main element of 
Australia’s uranium policy, namely nuclear safeguards policy. Australia is a party 
to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (ÑPT) and has a 
nuclear safeguards policy directed at reducing the risks of nuclear weapons 
proliferation by permitting the use of Australian uranium only for peaceful non
explosive purposes under strict non-proliferation conditions. The key elements 
of this policy are:

(a) The government retains the right to be selective in the choice of countries 
to which uranium exports will be permitted

(b) The minimum conditions for eligibility to purchase Australian uranium 
include, in the case of non-niiclear weapon states, that sales will be made 
only to countries which are parties to the NPT and have concluded a safe
guards agreement with the IAEA

(c) Nuclear weapon states wishing to purchase Australian uranium must under
take that supplied nuclear material will be used only for peaceful non
explosive purposes and accept that it will be covered by IAEA safeguards

(d) The government also required the prior conclusion of bilateral agreements 
with countries wishing to import Australian uranium. These agreements 
must provide, inter alia, for the application of: IAEA safeguards, fallback 
safeguards, prior Australian consent for retransfer, high enrichment, 
reprocessing, and adequate physical protection arrangements.

In November 1980 the government announced its policy on conditions 
for consent to reprocessing of the Australian-origin nuclear material. This policy, 
the programme approach, provides for consent in advance to reprocessing of 
Australian-origin nuclear material within specific nuclear fuel cycle programmes 
for energy use or management of spent nuclear fuel.

Under this programme approach, approval of reprocessing arrangements 
is subjected to a detailed examination by Australia of individual customer 
countries’ nuclear fuel cycle programmes and the applicable controls thereon.

The conditions of the programme approach, which supplement all existing 
Australian nuclear safeguards requirements, satisfy the government’s non-pro
liferation concerns in relation to reprocessing and plutonium use and recognize
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the need of consumer countries for the predictable application of non-proliferation 
conditions.

Recognition by Australia, through its nuclear safeguards agreements, of the 
nature and requirements of individual countries’ fuel cycles, particularly in 
respect of the reliance on third country facilities to provide fuel cycle services, 
is a major development in bilateral nuclear relations. The flexibility provided, 
on a long-term and predictable basis, in respect of transfers of Australian-origin 
nuclear material within a particular fuel cycle provides a new level of commercial 
confidence for consumers.

Australia has concluded, so far, ten bilateral nuclear safeguards agreements 
covering seventeen countries, including the ten member states of Euratom. The 
agreements with France, Sweden, Euratom and Japan include settlements on 
reprocessing.

In line with the objectives of a general policy of encouraging the upgrading and 
processing of Australian raw material before export, the government has encouraged 
commercial interests to evaluate the establishment of a commercial uranium 
enrichment facility in Australia. This is a logical development given the level 
of reserves and production of uranium in Australia, even though at present 
there are no plans to develop a nuclear power industry in Australia. Depending 
on the results of the initial feasibility study, it is anticipated that an enrichment 
facility might well be operating by the beginning of the next decade.

PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS

Australia has no domestic nuclear power industry, and at present has no 
plans for establishing one. Development of the uranium mining industry has 
been and will continue to be inextricably tied to developments in the world 
uranium industry. Changes in the world nuclear industry and in the international 
uranium market have been mirrored by periods or growth and contraction in 
Australian uranium mining.

Mine production in the 1950s and early 1960s was tied directly to contracts 
with the Combined Development Agency and the Atomic Energy Authority in the 
United Kingdom, and until 1964 the great bulk of production was exported 
to these bodies.

However, during the 1960s exports and production fell sharply as the 
world market contracted and as the US adopted measures to protect its 
uranium industry. After 1964 access was denied to the US market, which at 
that time constituted some 70% of total world demand, and US producers 
continued to sell outside the US in competition with foreign supplies. World 
commercial markets inevitably became severely disrupted, with consequences 
that are only too well known to all in the world’s nuclear industry.
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The more optimistic outlook for nuclear power that emerged late in the 
1960s and which received a major boost with the energy crisis and rising energy , 
prices of the last decade all contributed to the renewed interest in exploration 
over this period that was referred to earlier. Nevertheless it is important to 
record that phasing out of the US restrictions and anticipation of the normalization 
of the US market by 1984 were also very important elements in the more recent 
industry expansion.

There was no new mine development in Australia through the late 1960s 
and 1970s until after the announcement in 1977 of the government policy on 
mining referred to earlier. One mine, Mary Kathleen, which had operated between 
1958 and 1963, was, however, reopened in 1976 to supply export contracts written 
earlier in the decade with customers in the US, Japan and the Federal Republic 
of Germany.

After the 1977 policy announcement there were immediate moves to 
develop two of the deposits in the Northern Territory (Nabarlek and Ranger) 
and in the interim the government provided the owners of these mines access 
to the government stockpile of yellow cake to fulfil early deliveries unde contracts 
entered into some years earlier, until such time as they were able to make 
deliveries from their own production. These contracts covered some 5900 t 
for delivery to Japan by 1986.

Since this time both Nabarlek and Ranger have come into production. 
Nabarlek began mining and stockpiling ore in November 1979 and produced 
its first yellow cake in June 1980. Ranger commenced production of yellow cake 
in 1981. In the first half of 1982 these two mines, together with Mary Kathleen, 
were producing at an annual rate of around 5000 t of U30 8.

In the past 3 years Ranger and Nabarlek have signed export contracts to 
supply some 44 000 t of yellow cake to users in the US, the Federal Republic of 
Germany, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Sweden, Belgium, Finland and France. 
Other contracts are under negotiation.

Reserves at Mary Kathleen are nearly exhausted and this mine is due to 
shut down at the end of 1982. At the same time a number of other mines have 
development approval and are working towards commencing production in the 
first half of this present decade. These projects include Jabiluka, Yeelirrie, 
Honeymoon and Lake Way, which have a combined planned production of 
8000 t of U3Og per annum. Other projects, including Koongarra, Ben Lomond, 
Beverly and Olympic Dam (Roxby Downs), have yet to receive development 
approval.

Projects approved to date, including those in operation, will have a capacity 
to produce 12 000 t of U30 8 per year by 1986. If other planned projects, 
including those mentioned above, come into production this decade, total 
production capacity by 1990 could exceed 15 000 t of yellow cake per year -  
all of which it can be anticipated would be available for sale and export to 
consumers around the world.
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Such production levels, when seen in the context of today’s market 
situation, are very substantial and one must question whether they will be attained. 
In all probability they will not, at least in the time frame of the 8 to 10 years.
It is, nevertheless, valid to refer to them to emphasize that Australia has the 
uranium reserves and the capability and economic resources to develop them. 
Whether or not such production and export levels are achieved will depend on 
the conclusion of satisfactory sales contracts with users around the world.

Many of Australia’s mineral developments, and uranium is no exception, 
require substantial forward commitments on behalf of government and 
companies for mine and mill development and for infrastructure support 
services, including frequently the establishment of completely new towns and 
support facilities in remote locations. These investments will not be made on 
the basis of expectations without the assurance that predicted market requirements 
will emerge. Thus, unless there is confidence in demand as expressed by the 
willingness of consumers to enter into future purchase commitments, there will be 
little exploration, few new resources developed, and consequently a more 
limited supply.

Mineral resource development in Australia is closely linked to the writing of 
long-term sales contracts required to secure finance, or to justify investment. Long
term contracts are, therefore, of fundamental importance to the future development 
of mineral resources,.particularly uranium, in Australia. The corollary is that pre
dictability of supply, often raised by consuming countries as a matter of major 
concern, is very much in the hands of user countries themselves. The realization 
of Australia’s major potential capability to supply uranium will be determined 
by the firm demand response to that supply availability.

Against this background, it is clear that reliability of supply can only be 
achieved if the laws, regulations or policies influencing the conduct of foreign 
commerce are such as to provide confidence to producers in the future workings 
of the world market, in predictability of market access and in the inviolability 
of contracts.

Once again in 1982 the question of restriction of access to the major uranium 
market in the US has re-emerged as a m atter for concern. Adoption of new 
restriction measures would unavoidably have a major impact on the worlds’s 
commercial uranium industry and greatly influence future plans and the develop
ment of resources in supplier countries such as Australia.

Australia’s support for nuclear non-proliferation and its requirement for 
adequate nuclear safeguards arrangements as a prerequisite for uranium exports 
are also relevant to the question of supply assurance. The network of bilateral 
safeguards agreements that Australia has developed with a wide range of user 
countries is expanding to include new countries with existing or proposed future 
uranium needs. For the great majority of countries who are adherents to the 
NPT and meet the basic requirements of Australia’s policy these agreements 
establish a mechanism to facilitate rather than hinder trade.
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The policy has been established on a practical and predictable basis and 
has been welcomed by commercial interests. In so far as the goals of the NPT 
are shared by all its signatories, in no sense can the arrengements sought by 
Australia be seen other than as encouraging and facilitating trade. It is only in 
a situation where a customer does not accept such non-proliferation goals that 
the policy interposes on normal commercial trading considerations.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Australia possesses a major portion of the world’s low cost uranium. In 
recent years, Australia’s known resources have grown rapidly, reaching 558 000 t 
in 1981. It is confidently expected that further exploration will delineate yet 
more reserves; however, the level of such exploration and the rate of development 
of new production will remain critically dependent on world market developments. 
For the foreseeable future all development will be dedicated to supplying the 
export market.

In formulating and applying policies for uranium production and export 
the government has been at pains to act responsibly both domestically and 
internationally.

Within Australia, the government has demonstrated its resolve to protect 
the interests of Aboriginal people affected by uranium production. In response 
to national interests and concerns, foreign investment in uranium production 
ventures is regulated in a manner which requires Australian control but allows 
a measure of foreign equity in projects. Environmental concerns are recognized 
and projects may only be approved after comprehensive environmental protection 
procedures have been complied with. Without these policies public acceptability, 
which provides the foundations for long-term stability of the industry, would be 
prejudiced.

On the world scene, Australia’s safeguards policy serves to support interna
tional nuclear safeguards and in particular to honour its obligations under the 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. The export policy requires that reasonable 
sales contract conditions apply and that fair negotiated market prices are 
obtained for Australia’s uranium. Australia’s interests in promoting processing 
of its mineral exports are recognized in the government’s interest in enrichment.

The government has had to balance policies to ensure they are acceptable 
generally to the Australian public, and to uranium consumers, while at the 
same time recognizing Australia’s treaty obligations and its obligation to make 
available as a stable supplier resources to an energy hungry world. Australia’s 
recent re-emergence as a major producer and exporter of uranium is convincing 
testimony to the success of these policies.
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Abstract

CANADA’S URANIUM FUTURE, BASED ON FORTY YEARS OF DEVELOPMENT.
Canada’s role as a major supplier of uranium has matured through the cyclical markets 

of the past forty years. Present resource estimates would support a potential production 
capability by the late 1980s 50 per cent greater than the peak production of 12 200 tonnes 
uranium in 1959. New and improved exploration techniques are being developed as uranium 
deposits become more difficult to discover. Radiometric prospecting of glacial boulder fields 
and use of improved airborne and ground geophysical methods have contributed significantly 
to recent discoveries in Saskatchewan. Advances have also been made in the use of airborne 
radiometric reconnaissance, borehole logging, emanometry (radon and helium gas) and 
multi-element regional geochemistry techniques. Higher productivity in uranium mining has 
been achieved through automation and mechanization, while improved ventilation systems 
in conjunction with underground environmental monitoring have contributed to worker health 
and safety. Improved efficiency is being achieved in all phases of ore processing. Factors 
contributing to the increased time required to develop uranium mines and.mills from a minimum 
of three years in the 1950s to the ten years typical of today are discussed. The ability of 
Canada’s uranium refinery to manufacture ceramic grade U 0 2  powder to consistent standards 
has been a major factor in the successful development of high density natural uranium fuel for 
the CANDU (CANada Deuterium Uranium) reactor. Over 400 000 fuel assemblies have been 
manufactured by three companies. The refinery is undertaking a major expansion of its capacity. 
During the past decade, increased concern for social and environmental issues gave rise to a 
number of public inquiries that have examined every phase of the uranium industry. As a 
result, conditions under which uranium exploration, mining and refining can proceed safely 
have been established.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The major development of Canada's uranium industry began 
forty years ago with the reopening in the Northwest Territories of 
the Port Radium mine, in response to the demand for uranium by the 
United States and British governments. At the same time, the 
radium plant at Port Hope in Ontario was converted to produce 
nuclear-pure uranium trioxide (UO3). With government incentives 
and strong demand, the industry developed quickly and by 1959 
twenty-three mines with nineteen ore-processing plants were in 
operation in five mining districts. Production in that year 
(Fig. 1) reached 12 200 tonnes uranium, equivalent to 37 per cent 
of the WOCA 1 total [1].

The early uranium discoveries relied to a large extent on the 
surface expression of the ore body, since at present there is no 
technique that can directly detect uranium more than a short 
distance from mineralization. However, the Canadian industry has 
developed a wide variety of exploration technologies, which when 
used in combination with painstaking data analysis have been 
responsible for finding some of the recent uranium ore bodies in 
Saskatchewan that can occur at depth or beneath excessive 
thicknesses of overburden.

Canadian production facilities have attained a high level of 
efficiency. Several are large capacity operations and all have 
successfully achieved successively higher standards of worker 
health and safety. Following the initial development of ore 
processing and refining technologies, research and development 
efforts have been directed towards the introduction of cost-saving 
efficiencies and the implementation of modifications that will 
reduce the environmental impact of production.

This high degree of uranium exploration and mining activity 
has attracted a great deal of public attention. Over an eight 
year period, there have been fourteen public inquiries in Canada 
into all phases of the uranium industry. The overwhelming 
conclusion of these public examinations has been that it is in the 
public interest and benefit to proceed with uranium exploration 
and mining provided that state-of-the-art technologies are used.

2. PRODUCTION POTENTIAL

The first major commercial sales of Canadian uranium were 
made in 1966, although nuclear power programs did not develop as

1 World outside centrally planned economies area.
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FIG.l. Canadian uranium production history.

rapidly as anticipated, and it was not until 1973 that the 
industry showed true signs of revival from the decline of the 
1960s [1,2]. Despite this uneasy transition from government 
purchases to the commercial era, Canada's industry continued to be 
a major supplier of uranium to the world market. Second only to 
the United States, Canada has accounted for almost 20 per cent of 
the world's production for the past 15 years.

With the advent of the sellers' market in 1974, Canadian 
exploration activity increased dramatically. By 1976, exploration 
expenditures had risen to $43 million2, a 10-fold increase over 
levels of activity recorded in 1971 and 1972. Expenditures 
continued to rise to almost $130 million in both 1980 and 1981. 
This activity has led to several important discoveries in northern 
Saskatchewan, which have contributed to increases in estimates of 
Canada's uranium resources. According to the most recent 
assessment of world uranium supply, prepared jointly by the 
Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of OECD and the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA), Canada currently possesses a sizeable

2 Current Canadian dollars.
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P l a n t L o c a t i o n
N o m in a l D a i l y  

C a p a c i t y  
( t o n n e s  o f  o r e )

A .  O p e r a t i n g

A g n e w  L a k e  M in e s  L i m i t e d A g n e w  L a k e , .  O n t a r i o NAa

C l u f f  M i n in g  (A m o k  L t d . / SMDC) C l u f f  L a k e ,  S a s k a tc h e w a n 1 3 6 0 b

D e n is o n  M in e s  L i m i t e d E l l i o t  L a k e ,  O n t a r i o 13  6 1 0 c

E ld o r a d o  N u c le a r  L i m i t e d E ld o r a d o ,  S a s k a tc h e w a n 1 6 3 0 d

G u l f  M i n e r a l s  C a n a d a  L i m i t e d R a b b i t  L a k e ,  S a s k a tc h e w a n 1 5 0 0 e

M a d a w a s k a  M in e s  L i m i t e d B a n c r o f t ,  O n t a r i o 1 3 6 0

R io  A lg o m  L i m i t e d
-  Q u i r k e  M i l l E l l i o t  L a k e ,  O n t a r i o 6  3 5 0
-  P a n e l  M i l l E l l i o t  L a k e ,  O n t a r i o 2  9 90

B . C o m m i t te d

K e y  L a k e  M i n in g  C o r p o r a t i o n K e y  L a k e ,  S a s k a tc h e w a n 5 0 0 - 7 0 0 f

R io  A lg o ra  L i m i t e d
-  S t a n l e i g h  M i l l E l l i o t  L a k e ,  O n t a r i o 4 5 4 0 8

a N A : N o t  A p p l i c a b l e .  A l t h o u g h  t h e r e  i s  n o  a c t i v e  m i n i n g ,  u r a n iu m  i s  b e in g  e x t r a c t e d
u s in g  a n  u n d e r g r o u n d  a n d  s u r f a c e  h e a p - l e a c h in g  t e c h n iq u e .

^ P a r t n e r s h i p  w i t h  S a s k a tc h e w a n  M i n in g  D e v e lo p m e n t  C o r p o r a t i o n :  a  t w o - s t a g e  p r o g r a m ,  
t h e  f i r s t  p h a s e  o f  w h ic h  w a s  c o m p le t e d  i n  1 9 8 0 .  

c P l a n t  e x p a n d e d  i n  1 9 8 1  t o  s u p p o r t  r e h a b i l i t a t i o n  o f  a d j o i n i n g  S ta n r o c k /C a n m e t  
p r o p e r t y ,  s c h e d u le d  f o r  c o m p le t i o n  b y  1 9 8 5 .

^ O p e r a t e d  a t  p a r t i a l  c a p a c i t y ;  w i l l  c e a s e  p r o d u c t i o n  i n  J u n e  1 9 8 2 .  
e A j o i n t  v e n t u r e  w i t h  U r a n e r z  C a n a d a  L i m i t e d .
^ P r o d u c t i o n  e x p e c t e d  b y  J u l y  1 9 8 3 .
^ R e h a b i l i t a t i o n  t o  b e  c o m p le t e d  1 9 8 3 - 8 4 .

portion of the world's urafiium resources [3], that is, almost 12 
per cent of the Reasonably Assured Resources and 28 per cent of the 
world's Estimated Additional Resources [3].

In 1981, Canada had eight uranium operations, all located in 
Ontario and Saskatchewan, which produced a total of 7 800 tonnes 
uranium (Table 1) . In addition, two production centres were under 
construction and expected to be in production by 1984, at which 
time Canada's annual uranium production capability will approach 
15 000 tonnes uranium. Several other prospective production 
centres exist that could increase Canada's supply capability still 
further, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Actual achievement of ttie
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FIG.2. Canadian uranium production capability versus estimated domestic requirements.

levels of production envisaged under these production-capability 
scenarios, however, will be dependent on market development 
[A, 5] .

3. EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY

Considerable experience was gained by the Canadian mineral 
industry in the field of uranium exploration technology during the 
boom years of the 1940s and 1950s. However, since virtually no 
exploration for uranium was carried out in Canada between 1956 and 
1966, most of the specialized development in uranium exploration 
technology has occurred over the past 15 years. The discovery of 
Saskatchewan's Rabbit Lake deposit in 1968 marked the beginning of 
a major exploration effort, which has resulted in a number of 
important discoveries, all associated with the unconformity at the 
base of the Athabasca Sandstone. More than half of Canada's total 
uranium exploration expenditures in recent years has been in this 
area, and this effort has been a major contributing factor to the 
development and application of new and improved exploration 
techniques.

In contrast to deposits of other economic minerals, uranium 
is commonly not directly detectable by techniques known at present 
for more than a short distance from mineralization. Deposits 
occurring at depth, for example, or beneath excessive thicknesses 
of overburden or permafrost are not readily detectable. There is
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no specific exploration technique with universal application and a 
wide variety of methods are commonly required, often in 
combination, depending on the particular geographical and 
geological conditions. The importance of determining favourable 
areas, before selecting the detailed exploration techniques to be 
used, has been demonstrated in the case of a number of 
discoveries, as has the importance of the re-interpretation of 
previously available data [6].

The exploration program that led to the discovery of the Key 
Lake deposits in 1975 and 1976 is one of several well-documented 
Canadian cases, where a wide variety of geological, geophysical 
and geochemical techniques were used. Over 40 different 
exploration methods were employed, together with some 2 400 drill 
holes, before the deposits were fully delineated [7]. A variety 
of methods were also used in the program that led to the Midwest 
Lake discovery in 1977, several of them designed to help determine 
the thickness of sandstone over the pre-Athabasca unconformity.
In common with Key Lake, Rabbit Lake, and Cluff Lake, the Midwest 
Lake area has been subjected to continental glaciation, and 
boulder-tracing techniques proved very useful in narrowing the 
search. Ultimately the availability of geological knowledge about 
other discoveries in the area resulted in the re-interpretation of 
geological and geophysical data and a subsequent deep drilling 
program that led to the Midwest Lake discovery at a depth of 200 
metres [8].

Canadian industry has been in the forefront of developing new 
and improved geophysical techniques and its expertise in this 
field has gained worldwide recognition. Fixed-wing airborne 
magnetic, electromagnetic and radiometric systems, used for 
reconnaissance exploration and geological mapping, have attained a 
high degree of sophistication, and helicopter-borne systems are 
now being routinely employed in more detailed prospecting 
programs. Significant strides continue to be made in the area of 
computerized data processing, interpretive and presentation 
systems, more recently with the incorporation of microprocessors 
and memory modules into ground geophysical (and geochemical) 
equipment, leading to increased automation and cost-effectiveness. 
Sophisticated gradiometer/magnetometer and electromagnetic systems 
are being developed to attain greater capabilities for depth 
penetration and increased use is being made of advanced borehole 
logging techniques with similar objectives. Many of these 
techniques have been used successfully in the Athabasca Basin
m -

In the field of geochemistry, significant improvements have 
been achieved in the design of equipment and techniques for 
measuring radon concentrations in soils and for the systematic
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sampling of lake and stream sediments and lake, stream and 
subsurface waters. The latter developments have been a spin-off 
from Canada's Uranium Reconnaissance Program (URP), conducted 
jointly by the federal and provincial governments from 1975 to 
1979. URP has provided useful regional radiometric and 
geochemical data for large areas of Canada, and is now being 
used routinely by the industry for reconnaissance-stage uranium 
exploration [4,9].

4. MINING TECHNOLOGY

In the 1950s, the federal government through its Crown 
Corporation, now known as Eldorado Nuclear Limited, was the sole 
purchaser of uranium concentrates for upgrading and resale to the 
United States and British governments. It provided fixed price 
contracts with firm delivery schedules out to 1963 [2]. Ontario's 
new Elliot Lake mining companies were under great pressure to 
bring their mines into operation and start delivering uranium 
concentrates. Under these circumstances, 18 months was the 
average time from initial design to first production from a 
mine-mill complex [10]. There was no time for a phased 
development so the mines came into operation at their maximum 
design capacity [11].

Elliot Lake ore is mined at depths of up to 1 000 metres with 
an average uranium grade of about one kilogram per tonne. Under 
these conditions, plants were designed to extract and process from 
3 000 to almost 6 000 tonnes of ore per day. Most companies opted 
for load-haul-dump, trackless mining methods because the ore 
bodies were sufficiently thick and shallow-dipping. Some 
companies had difficulty achieving high efficiencies with these 
mining techniques and reverted, at great expense, to more 
conventional slusher-stoping operations with track haulage [12].
In recent years, a shortage of experienced miners has caused a 
shift back to trackless mining and increased automation and 
mechanization. These developments, together with expanded ore 
handling capacities, have made the large tonnage Elliot Lake 
operations highly efficient.

Initially, underground ventilation in uranium mines was 
typical of that in the Canadian hard rock mining industry, that 
is, 57 000 cubic metres a minute with an efficiency of 30%, 
increasing as the workings expanded away from the shaft [13]. The 
uranium mine atmosphere presents quite a challenge. In addition 
to radon emanations, there are aldehydes in diesel exhaust fumes, 
silica dust and the chemical products resulting from blasting. As 
the international limits for exposure to radon daughter products 
were progressively lowered from 12 working level months (WLM) to 4
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WLM, mine ventilation was increased ten-fold and efficiency 
increased to 60%. Today, for example, ventilation accounts for 
15% of the operating cost of an Elliot Lake mine with 14 tonnes of 
fresh air being required for every tonne of ore recovered [12].
All companies now undertake extensive environmental monitoring to 
protect the health of the underground workers and some have 
eliminated the hazard from diesel fumes by converting to electric 
powered equipment.

During the 1970s, the uranium mines in the Athabasca Basin of 
Northern Saskatchewan were developed under very different 
circumstances from those existing twenty years earlier at Elliot 
Lake. In thé intervening years, Canadian Government policy had 
changed, so that it required a peaceful end use for the Canadian 
uranium as fuel for the world's nuclear power reactors. This 
commercial market did not have an unlimited demand so that the 
various mines were developed in a phased manner with expanding 
markets.

The industry's success in responding to unique and 
challenging situations has been recently illustrated with the 
start-up of Saskatchewan's Cluff Lake mining operation. The "D" 
ore body at Cluff Lake was unique among the high grade ore bodies 
of the Athabasca region [14] and the open-pit mining of the ore 
body presented a new set of problems in terms of radiation 
protection of the miners. With the exception of the bench being 
worked, a thick cover of non-radioactive overburden was maintained 
over the ore at all times to serve as radiation shielding. The 
ore was mined using earth movers whose cabs were pressurized with 
filtered air to protect the operators. The trucks transporting 
the ore to the nearby mill passed through a special external 
washing procedure each time they left the pit in order to prevent 
environmental contamination. The "D" ore body, containing over 
5 000 tonnes of uranium, was completely mined out in two summers 
of operations although the mill is still processing stockpiled 
ore. The new developments in the Athabasca Basin are also of a 
different character than Canada's established producing 
operations; the deposits are of higher grade and amenable to 
open-pit exploitation, thus contributing to lower costs of 
production.

5. ORE PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY

With the exception of Eldorado's plant near Uranium City,' 
Saskatchewan, which uses an alkaline leaching process, all 
Canadian uranium mills have used an acid leaching process to 
extract uranium from the ore. This process was developed by the 
laboratories of Canada's Department of Energy, Mines and Resources
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based on prior experience in South Africa. With minor 
modifications, this extraction technology was used in all 11 mines 
in the Elliot Lake district. Although there have been 
improvements in the process over the years aimed at improving 
efficiency and decreasing costs, the technology remains the 
mainstay of the industry as demonstrated by its continued use in 
Elliot Lake's three operating plants.

In this process, the ore is crushed and ground to a 200 mesh 
size pulp. Initially, this was achieved by grinding in rod and
ball mills, which have now been replaced by semi-autogenous
grinding followed by pebble milling. The water and solids are 
separated in neutral thickeners and disc filters with the solids 
being resuspended in sulphuric acid in rubber-lined steel pachucas 
where they are heated by steam to a temperature of 75°C for a 
period of 48 hours. This treatment extracts some 97% of the 
uranium from the ore. The pregnant solution, containing the 
uranium following separation from the solids by filtration, is 
loaded onto ion exchange columns while the solids are neutralized 
with limestone and sent to the tailings disposal area. The
uranium is eluted from the ion exchange columns with nitric acid
and precipitated with ammonia. The resulting ammonium dluranate 
or yellowcake is dried and packaged for shipment to the Eldorado 
refinery.

A significant departure from this generally used process has 
been made at the Cluff Lake operation, because of the extremely 
high grade of the ore in the "D" ore body [14]. High grade ore 
(greater than 30%) is mixed with the high grade output (45%) from 
gravity separation of medium grade ores. This mixture is 
subjected to acid leaching, followed by two direct precipitation 
steps to produce yellowcake, thus eliminating an ion-exchange or 
solvent extraction purification stage. The low grade fraction 
from the pre-concentration still contains appreciable quantities 
of uranium and is stockpiled for processing by more conventional 
extraction techniques when the property's lower grade ore bodies 
are exploited in the future.

In the early days of the industry, uranium mill tailings were 
treated in the same manner as tailings from any base metal 
operation. In recent years, increasing societal concerns about 
the slow release of radioactivity from tailings has led to 
increased regulatory controls that have produced many changes in 
the design and management of tailings areas. Containment now 
takes place behind engineered impervious structures and greater 
care is taken with the treatment of effluents before they are 
discharged into local water-ways. Re-vegetation of abandoned 
tailings areas is undertaken whenever possible.
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REFINING TO UO3

FIG.3. Refining and conversion processes.
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Much of Canada's research and development in the ore 
processing area is directed towards the modification of the 
milling processes to produce tailings that are more 
environmentally benign [15]. In a wider context, detailed 
consideration is being given to the conditions that will ensure 
that tailings areas will not present a hazard to future 
generations.

6. REFINING AND CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY

The uranium refining [16] and conversion processes currently 
in use at Eldorado's Port Hope refinery have been developed from 
more than twenty years of operating experience. Twenty per cent 
of the refinery output is in the form of natural uranium, ceramic 
uranium dioxide (UO2) powder to fuel CANDU (CANada Deuterium 
Uranium) reactors, while the remaining 80% is exported as 
uranium hexafluoride (UF^) to fuel light-water reactors. The 
processes have progressed from small, batch-scale quantities of a 
few hundred kilograms, developed in the 1950s, to continuous 
production processes of tonnage quantities in the 1980s. Based 
upon this experience, Eldorado is expanding its UO2 production 
capacity to 2 500 tonnes uranium per annum in 1982 and 
constructing a new refinery with 18 000 tonnes uranium per annum 
capacity for operation in 1983.

Although the refining and conversion of UO2 fuels is a 
single continuous process, there are two distinct operations, 
refining and conversion. In the refining operation, uranium mine 
concentrates or yellowcake are dissolved in nitric acid and the 
uranium is separated from impurities by solvent extraction, 
producing a purified uranyl nitrate solution. In the conversion 
operation, the uranyl nitrate solution is contacted with aqueous 
ammonia to precipitate ammonium diuranate that is separated, dried 
and chemically reduced with hydrogen at 600°C to UO2 powder.
The hot UO2 powder is cooled and conditioned under a low oxygen 
atmosphere to produce a stabilized UO2 product.

Simplified schematics of the refining and conversion 
processes are shown in Fig. 3.

The development of the refining process from small 
batch-scale operations to larger-scale continuous operations has 
been brought about by improved knowledge of the chemical 
parameters and closer control of the process variables. Control 
of the solvent extraction operation, the single most important 
unit operation in the refining process, has required the 
development of methods to determine the effect and interaction of 
impurities on the separation of uranium. As the volume of
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production increased, so did the need for the control of other 
process variables such as temperature, acidity, energy input, and 
solvent and solution flowrates. The development of reliable 
process instrumentation greatly assisted in improved control and 
increased efficiency in the solvent extraction operation.

Similar advances have been made in the UO2 conversion 
process, particularly in the hydrogen reduction process used to 
produce UO2 powder. Successively larger size rotary kilns have 
been developed up to the present 75 cm diameter kiln, which has a 
1 200 tonne uranium per annum capacity, to replace the original 
batch-reduction furnaces. The development has required the 
controlling of temperatures and kiln conditions within a narrow 
range to produce the special physical properties of UO2 powder 
required for the manufacture of CANDU fuel.

Increasingly stringent regulatory requirements for 
occupational health, safety and control of emissions to the 
environment have necessitated increased recycling within the plant 
and the development of improved emission control systems. 
Installation of recycle and chemical recovery systems have 
increased the complexity of the process and imposed additional 
control requirements.

The increased ventilation requirements within the operating 
plants have required the use of large air filtration systems, 
usually with secondary or back-up systems installed in series with 
the primary system.

The disposal of chemical and low-level radioactive wastes 
from uranium refining and conversion operations has been an 
increasingly difficult problem. In 1980, after some five years 
in the development, approval was received to recycle liquid 
refinery wastes to uranium mills for recovery of residual uranium, 
not extracted in the refining process. This recycle system has 
proven to be both economically and environmentally attractive.

A second liquid waste, ammonium nitrate, produced in the 
UO2 conversion process has been approved for use as liquid 
fertilizer. Currently, 1 million litres per annum of this 
material are being distributed for agricultural use.

Historically, the cost of uranium refining and conversion has 
been less than 10 per cent of the finished cost for CANDU fuel. 
Labour, chemicals, energy and maintenance costs are the major 
components of these refining and conversion costs.

Future developments will continue the trend of increasing 
automation of uranium refining and conversion processes. Recycle
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and recovery systems will be used to offset the rising costs of 
energy and chemicals and to minimize the generation of wastes in 
the process. New plants will be essentially pollution free and 
isolated from the environment.

7. FUEL FABRICATION

CANDU fuel is designed to maximize uranium content and 
minimize neutron absorbing material, so that each 24 kg fuel 
bundle contains more than 90 per cent uranium dioxide. The rapid 
development of fuel was greatly assisted by the availability of 
three experimental reactors capable of simulating power reactor 
conditions. Our understanding of fuel performance leading to 
improved designs was helped by the features of CANDU, which permit 
on-line detection of defective fuel and its prompt removal by the 
on-power refuelling system. The majority of the early defects 
were caused by reactor power ramps and these were eliminated by 
changing the fuelling schemes and through the introduction of 
graphite-CANLUB coatings on the inside of the Zircaloy sheath.
Over 99.8% of the fuel bundles irradiated have performed as 
intended [17].

In addition to the early development program jointly 
conducted by Eldorado and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), 
the successful development of natural uranium fuel for CANDU 
reactors has required the coordinated efforts of the main user of 
the CANDU system, Ontario Hydro, and the fuel fabricators,
Canadian General Electric Company Limited, Combustion Engineering 
Superheater Limited and Westinghouse Canada Limited. These three 
companies have fabricated over 400 000 fuel assemblies in total. 
The fabrication of the fuel, and the associated quality assurance 
program are described by Gacesa et al. [18].

8. THE PUBLIC PROCESS

Formal public evaluation of uranium projects has become a 
regular feature at every stage of development of the Canadian 
uranium industry. The following commissions of inquiry have 
deliberated during the past eight years.

1974 - Ham Commission - Ontario [19].
1975 - Environmental Assessment and Review Process for Port

Granby, Blind River, Dill Township, Hope Township and
Warman [20].

1976 - Environmental Assessment for Elliot Lake Expansion
[21 ] .
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1977 - Bayda Inquiry - Saskatchewan [22].
1979 - Bates Commission - British Columbia [23].
1979 - Environmental Assessment - Labrador [24].
1979 - Key Lake Inquiry - Saskatchewan [25].
1980 - Select Committee on Ontario Hydro Affairs [26].
1981 - Northwest Territories Uranium Inquiry [27].
1982 - McCleave Commission - Nova Scotia [28].

The style of these hearings has varied widely, from royal 
commissions of inquiry to select committess of provincial 
legislatures to environmental assessment boards. In general, 
these hearings have found that it is in the public interest to 
proceed with the projects provided that state-of-the-art 
technologies are utilized.

There is no doubt that societal concerns have increased the 
number of regulatory requirements on the uranium industry. For 
example, in the expansion of the Elliot Lake mines, the Ontario 
Government empowered the Environmental Assessment Board to 
publicly scrutinize every phase of the proposals. The Board 
hearings extended over a three-year period and resulted in short- 
and long-term recommendations, primarily affecting the usage of 
water and process chemicals in the mills and the management of 
tailings and their effluents.

When the Elliot Lake mines first opened in the 1950s they 
were regulated primarily by the Ontario Mining Act. The federal 
government's Atomic Energy Control Act had the ultimate authority, 
but at that time contained very few mining regulations. In marked 
contrast, the present expansion or re-opening of each facility 
requires federal government approval under the much extended 
regulations of the Atomic Energy Control Act together with some 30 
provincial approvals.

In an environment of heightened public interest, the 
Saskatchewan government was anxious to resolve whether or not 
uranium exploration and mining should be permitted in the 
province. Toward this end, the Cluff Lake Board of Inquiry was 
established early in 1977. Following the release of the Board's 
recommendations in mid-1978, the provincial government approved 
the start-up of the Cluff Lake mining operations [22] and the 
continuance of uranium exploration and mining in Saskatchewan.

In addition to the requirement that 50% of the mine workers 
be northern residents and that business opportunities for 
northerners be available in each project, the developers of the 
Cluff Lake project made an additional social decision in not 
building a permanent mine site community. Following the lead
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taken earlier with the development of the Rabbit Lake deposit, the 
company established a fly-in-fly-out schedule for all employees, 
one week on - one week off, with a two-shift a day, seven-day, 
work week. This has helped to reduce the social cost, which had 
contributed to the high cost of production at Eldorado's Uranium 
City operation in Northern Saskatchewan.

To ensure greater public participation in provincial resource 
development and an orderly start-up schedule for the proposed 
uranium mines, the Saskatchewan Mining Development Corporation was 
created. This public company may purchase up to 50% participation 
in any uranium exploration or mining venture in the province. Ten 
years is approximately the time required to bring a Canadian 
uranium mine complex into production in the 1980s. This is about 
five times longer than it took to open an uranium mine in the 
early 1950s. Many factors have contributed to this change. For 
example, the uranium market has changed from one in which 
governments would buy every kilogram of uranium that could be 
mined to one that is very sensitive to the changing expansion 
plans of the nuclear power industry. Responding under these 
latter circumstances requires careful planning and phasing of each 
new uranium operation. Each new uranium facility generates its 
own public hearing process. While many generic issues have been 
settled by previous inquiries, there are still many local issues 
surrounding each proposal and time is required for an adequate 
public participation. All of these factors combine to stretch out 
the time required to bring a facility into production and result 
in major increases in the overall cost. Currently, it appears 
that most uranium mining issues have been addressed, with future 
changes being of degree, not of substance. The one outstanding 
issue relates to the requirements for the abandonment and 
close-out of uranium tailings areas. Governments and the industry 
are working together in an effort to resolve this complex issue.

9. CONCLUSIONS

Canada's uranium industry is in a strong position to meet the 
future needs of the uranium market. Most of the output from 
Ontario's underground mines is committed to the year 2020, while 
Saskatchewan's high grade open-pit operations should be 
competitive in any market. With this strong base, the development 
of many other promising deposits, which are scattered from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific and north of the Arctic Circle, will be 
entirely dependent on the future growth in demand for uranium.

Canada's strong research capabilities in both exploration and 
production technology will contirtue to be great assests to the 
industry. New and improved exploration techniques are being
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developed that will aid in efforts to realize Canada's significant 
additional uranium potential. Continued efforts to increase the 
productivity of uranium production can be expected and the 
evolution of advanced ore processing, refining and conversion 
processes should reduce dramatically the environmental impact of 
associated operations. Obviously, the implementation of any such 
developments will be extremely sensitive to the future development 
of nuclear power.
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Abstract

URANIUM RESOURCES, PRODUCTION AND FUEL FABRICATION.
Almost all the known disseminated and vein-type uranium deposits in India are located 

in the Precambrian igneous and metamorphic complexes in the Peninsular Shield; the most 
significant reserves occur in the Singhbhum Thrust Belt of Bihar. Adequate resources of 
uranium to meet the country’s fuel requirements for the nuclear power programme have been 
established. The Uranium Corporation of India has been operating commercially an under
ground uranium mine and a mill at Jaduguda (Bihar) since 1968. The uranium ore body is 
mined by the cut-and-fill method. The present mine workings, 530 m below ground level, 
comprise many innovative features, namely, a tower-mounted Koepe winder system, skip- 
loading with an underground crushing system, concrete headframe, etc. Surveillance, control 
and monitoring systems, especially required in the mining of low grade uranium ores, have 
been successfully introduced. The uranium mill adjacent to the mine uses the acid leach and 
ion-exchange processes of recovery. The effluents are suitably treated in a specially designed 
tailings pond. Other accessory economic minerals, namely chalcopyrite, molybdenite and 
magnetite, are profitably recovered as by-products. Fuel fabrication commenced in India with 
the manufacture of aluminium-clad metallic uranium fuel for the CIR reactor. Power reactor 
oxide fuel manufacture has been carried out initially at Trombay for the Rajasthan Power 
Reactor I (RAPP-I). For transferring the technology developed, industrial-scale plants have 
been set up in the Nuclear Fuel Complex (NFC) at Hyderabad for the manufacture of zirconium- 
clad natural uranium fuel for PHWRs and low enrichment uranium fuel for the BWR Tarapur 
Power Station. Plants are in operation at NFC for processing zirconium sand to zirconium 
sponge and all subsequent operations for the production of Zircaloy products for fuel and 
construction components. Fuel irradiation performance in both BWR and PHWR reactors has 
been very satisfactory. In a developing country such as India, the user and the producer of 
technology operating under a common umbrella have led to a very purposeful interaction 
between research and its commercial application, and this experience has indeed been 
very rewarding.

The Atomic Minerals Division (AMD) of the Department of Atomic Energy 
began its systematic search for uranium in India more than three decades ago 
with the definite objective of establishing self-sufficiency in uranium and other 
nuclear raw materials.

During the surveys that followed, a major uranium anomaly at Jaduguda 
was discovered in the Singhbhum Thrust Belt of Bihar in 1951 which, now, after 
full development, is the first non-ferrous mine to go into production since
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independence, with a capacity of 1000 t of ore per day. This discovery boosted 
the exploration activity of this division greatly, not only in the Singhbhum Thrust 
Belt of Bihar but also in other geologically favourable terrains in India. The 
present instrumentation exploration and techniques developed through experience, 
laboratory support and trained manpower are comparable with those in the 
advanced countries in the world and are appropriate and suited to local conditions.

An important aspect connected with AMD’s prospecting and exploration 
activities is the indigenous development of instrumentation required at various 
stages of exploration. Apart from development and fabrication of portable 
radiation meters, sensitive scintillometers, uranium/thorium discriminators, radon 
measuring equipment and several kinds of logging probes, AMD has successfully 
fabricated a gamma-ray spectrometer with a multi-channel analyser and a 
magnetometer for use during airborne surveys. The entire set-up is equipped with 
the most sensitive data acquisition system in analog as well as digital form recorded 
on computer compatible tapes. Airborne surveys are supplemented by a wide 
variety of remote sensing applications and techniques comprising study of 
aerial photographs, Landsat imageries, multi-spectral scanning and study of infra-red 
photographs, etc., as well as other ground geochemical and geophysical 
investigations.

AMD’s exploration efforts and achievements made to date are entirely due 
to a multi-pronged exploration strategy, namely speedy completion of 
investigations of known deposits, intensive investigations and evaluation drilling 
to prove the extensions of the ore bodies in partly explored target areas, and 
identification of new geologically favourable areas for detailed investigations. In 
this process, efforts are directed towards development and maximum utilization 
of improved and continuously refined exploration techniques and the required 
instrumentation, identification and application of indirect geological data, and study 
of critical favourability factors governing the formation of uranium deposits.

While all the major vein-or disseminated-type uranium deposits are located 
in the Precambrian metamorphic complexes in the Singhbhum Thrust Belt of Bihar 
and a few smaller ones in Rajasthan, exploration and prospecting carried out 
during recent years have brought to light several new uranium provinces in 
various parts of India, the most significant ones being those of Bodal and Jajawal in 
the Rajnandgaon and Sarguja districts, respectively, of Madhya Pradesh and in 
some parts of Himachal Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh.

Among sedimentary-type deposits, extensive proterozoic pyritiferrous 
oligomictic quartz-pebble conglomerates in northern Karnataka in South India, 
cretaceous sandstones in parts of Meghalaya, and tertiary Siwalik sandstones in 
Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh have shown noteworthy 
uranium-bearing horizons, some of which are currently under intensive investigation 
by exploratory drilling and/or underground development. Uranium in significant 
tonnage also occurs in association with large exploitable deposits of copper in
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the Singhbhum Thrust Belt of Bihar and some phosphate deposits in Uttar 
Pradesh. It is being recovered as a by-product of copper. There are also 
possibilities of striking calcrete-type deposits in arid parts of western Rajasthan.

India has established adequate resources of uranium to meet the country’s 
requirements for its nuclear power programme, and the reasonably assured and 
estimated additional resources currently stand at 67 000 t of U30 8, apart from 
some 13 000 t of U30 8 contained in the monazite sands occurring along the 
beaches and inland placer deposits. India’s thorium resources are estimated at 
363 000 t of T h02-

On the basis of the already known deposits of uranium occurring in various 
geologically favourable host rocks, which typify nearly all the recognized types 
of deposits in the world, and in view of a large part of the country with favourable 
host rocks still remaining to be fully investigated, India has an excellent potential 
for discovering new additional resources of uranium.

AMD’s exploration activities are closely linked and intertwined with those 
of the Uranium Corporation of India Ltd. (UCIL), the Nuclear Fuel Complex (NFC) 
and other units of the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC).

The UCIL, a wholly government owned undertaking, has been set up to 
exploit commercially the uranium resources of the country. The company takes 
over from the AMD after an uranium deposit has been explored, prospected and 
evaluated and undertakes commercial mining and production of yellowcake.

UCIL has been operating an underground uranium mine and a mill 
at Jaduguda since 1968. The uranium ore body is lenticular in shape and the 
main method of mining is by the cut-and-fill method, the ‘fill’ material being 
classified as mill tailings. The main workings have now reached a depth of 
530 m. Jaduguda was one of the first underground non-ferrous mines to be 
established in India after independence. The mine has a tower-mounted 
Koepe winder system, skip-loading with an underground crushing system, concrete 
headframe, etc. The mine was initially opened to a depth of 310 m and has 
subsequently been deepened to 640 m. The most modern and efficient systems 
of surveillance and control required in the mining of uranium ore, particularly in 
respect of mine safety, protection from radioactive pollution, adequate ventilation 
etc., have been successfully introduced and are in operation.

The uranium mill is located adjacent to the mine and uses the acid leach 
and ion-exchange processes for recovery of uranium from the ore. The ore is 
ground to 50% — 200 mesh in rod and pebble mills working in closed circuit.
It is then leached in Pachukas and filtered, using a string-discharged rotary drum 
and pre-coat filters. The effluents are suitably treated, during which time the 
fine fraction of tailings are impounded in a specially designed tailings pond.

To maintain economic viability of the mining and milling of available ore 
grades, special control and monitoring systems have been introduced in the 
mine and the mill. Minerals such as chalcopyrite, molybdenite, Millerite magnetite,
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etc. occurring in association with uranium ore are recovered in a by-product 
plant, which has enabled the company to make a handsome contribution to 
their earnings.

The company has plans to expand and open two more deposits at Narwapahar 
and Turamdih, which are located in the same mineralized belt, known as the 
Singhbhum Thrust Belt, under a similar geological setting. Feasibility studies for 
the opening up of deposits have been completed and detailed development designs 
are under formulation.

Experience gained in operating the mine and the mill at Jaduguda will be 
used to design an improved layout and to reduce the lead times between mining 
and milling. The company will open yet another deposit at Bodal in Madhya 
Pradesh to meet the increased uranium requirements for India’s nuclear power 
programme.

In the copper mines of the Singhbhum Thrust Belt, uranium in small 
percentages occurs in association with copper lodes. Sufficient know-how has 
been developed for the recovery of uranium as a by-product of copper. After 
establishing the economic feasibility for its recovery, a uranium plant has been set 
up adjacent to the copper mine. It is proposed that similar plants be set up at 
other copper mines.

Fuel fabrication activities in India commenced with the casting of uranium 
ingot in the first half of 1959 to make natural uranium fuel elements for the 
research reactor CIR. The uranium was obtained from IRE as UF4, which was 
converted to uranium metal by calcium reduction. CIR uses Al-clad, natural 
uranium metal as fuel elements. The uranium metal is vacuum melted and cast, 
rolled to the required size and, centreless, ground to the finished dimension. The 
uranium rods are ultrasonic eddy current tested and canned with 1 S Al 
tubes. As per agreement with Canada, the fuel elements required for CIR for 
the initial core were to be made in both India and Canada (1:1). The uranium 
metal elements were made and specially flown to Canada for irradiation 
in the NRX reactor. In the words of the then Chairman of the Atomic Energy 
of Canada, Ltd. (AECL) “ the two Indian fuel elements were the best ever loaded 
in NRX”. This was a tremendous boost for a beginner who had just entered 
the nuclear fabrication field almost without knowing anything about either 
uranium or fuel fabrication processes. At about the same time a few power 
reactors were commissioned elsewhere in the world, the fuel being uranium oxide 
(instead of uranium). Work was simultaneously started at the BARC also to 
develop ceramic grade uranium oxide powder and uranium oxide fuel elements 
clad in Al and Zircaloy. After making about 2 t of Al-clad uranium oxide fuel 
for the ZERLINA research reactor, Trombay, sufficient experience was gained in 
making this fuel. According to the agreement with AECL, half of the initial 
charge required for the Rajasthan Power Reactor I (RAPP-I) was to be made in 
India and the other half in Canada. Handling Zircaloy for fuel-cladding applications
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was taken up at this time and the required tubes were imported. After purchasing 
the required equipment for making fuel about 30 t of Zircaloy-clad, natural 
uranium oxide fuel were made for the RAPP reactor.

With the decision of the government of India to build a series of power reactors, 
planning was started on establishing production facilities at Hyderabad to 
manufacture Zircaloy and uranium oxide fuel assemblies for power reactors. The 
experience gained at the BARC on the Zirconium and uranium oxide fuel 
fabrication lines was successfully translated on a much larger scale to the pro
duction plants in Hyderabad. Today, the natural uranium oxide fuel bundles 
for the PHWRs at Kota in Rajasthan (RAPS) and at Kalpakkam in Madras 
(MAPP) are being made from the production plants at NFC. In addition, structural 
material such as Zircaloy calandria tubes and coolant tubes, to meet the require
ments of MAPP and the subsequent power reactors under erection at Narora 
near Delhi (NAPP) and other reactors, are also made at NFC. After the initial core 
fuel was imported as per the agreement with General Electric Co., USA, 
the TAPS reactors ordered the reload fuel requirements from NFC from 1973 
onwards. The reload fuel requirements of TAPS reactors at Tarapur are being 
met from NFC, starting from enriched UF6 supplied by the United States 
of America.

Today the NFC produces about 100 t of natural uranium fuel and about 20 t 
of enriched uranium fuel to meet the (existing) reactor requirements and plans are 
on hand to establish additional production facilities to meet the requirements 
of reactors under erection/commissioning. Perhaps NFC is a unique facility 
as Zircaloy tubing and structural materials as well as uranium oxide fuel 
assemblies are made at one place, starting from zircon sand and uranium concent
rates. The fuel produced at NFC has been in use in reactors for the past 8 years 
and the performance in both BWRs and PHWRs is very satisfactory.

To the production plants at NFC has recently been added a fuel and structural 
assembly facility to meet the requirements of FBTR, which is being commissioned 
at the Reactor Research Centre, Kalpakkam. The NFC has supplied already 
the stainless steel and nickel reflector assemblies for this reactor and facilities have 
been established to make the radial and axial blanket assemblies.

The Quality Control Laboratory and the inspection facilities, which were 
not aware of the precision analytical and inspection standards demanded by nuclear 
fuel about a decade ago, can now boast of having sophisticated facilities to analyse 
and certify the products to the stringent nuclear and reactor standards. The very 
fact that the fuel produced here has met international standards, and even 
surpassed them in some cases, bears testimony to the high quality of production 
and inspection standards established and being met on a continuous basis.
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Abstract-Resumen

THIRTY YEARS OF ORE PROCESSING IN SPAIN.
Spain’s experience with the processing of uranium ores covers pegmatitic ores, vein-type 

deposits, sandstone ores, enrichments in metamorphic sediments, radioactive coals and non- 
conventional sources such as phosphoric acid and copper waters. Studies have also been 
conducted for the treatment of very poor ores, such as palaeozoic quartzites. The recovery 
of by-products (copper) is included in this experience. The technologies employed range from 
physical concentration, combustion and calcination to conventional treatment with acids and 
alkalis and leaching under pressure, static leaching and bacterial leaching. Special attention 
has been devoted to the recovery of uranium from liquids and the development of equipment 
for this purpose (especially for solvent extraction and continuous ion-exchange techniques). 
This activity has not been limited to conventional-size plants of 500—3000 t/d . Interest in 
the development of small or remote mines has led to the creation of transportable and re-usable 
modular plants. Reducing the environmental impact is another aspect of interest. The puri
fication of uranium concentrates and the manufacture of products of nuclear purity, both by 
wet (nitric acid — TBP) and by dry processes (fluidized beds), is another field in which Spain 
has made progress. The experience acquired in these 30 years of research and industrial 
practice and the innovative projects set up for the future could well serve as a good basis for 
other medium-sized countries wishing to establish a uranium industry. A description of the 
Spanish experience, indicating what is worth pursuing and what should be avoided, may help 
new countries to join the circle of uranium producers.

TREINTA AÑOS DE PROCESAMIENTO DE MINERALES EN ESPAÑA.
La experiencia española en el tratamiento de minerales de uranio comprende minerales 

de tipo pegmatítico, filonianos, areniscas, enriquecimientos en sedimentos metamórficos, 
carbones radiactivos y fuentes no convencionales como ácido fosfórico y aguas de cobre. 
También se han realizado estudios para el beneficio de minerales muy pobres, del tipo de 
cuarcitas paleozoicas. La recuperación de subproductos (cobre) se incluye en esta experiencia. 
Las tecnologías cubiertas se refieren a la concentración física, a la combustión y calcinación, 
al tratamiento convencional alcalino y ácido, a la lixiviación a presión, a la lixiviación estática 
y bacteriana. La recuperación del uranio de los líquidos y el desarrollo de equipo para la 
misma (especialmente en extracción con disolventes y cambio de ión continuo) han sido 
objeto de especial atención. La preocupación no se ha limitado a las fábricas de tamaño 
convencional, 500—3000 t/d . El interés por el beneficio de minas pequeñas o en áreas remotas 
ha llevado al desarrollo de plantas modulares transportables y recuperables. La reducción del 
impacto ambiental es otro aspecto de interés. La purificación de concentrados de uranio y 
la obtención de productos de pureza nuclear, tanto por vía húmeda (ácido nítrico-TBP), como 
por vía seca (lechos fluidizados), es otro de los aspectos que comprende la experiencia española.
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La esencia de estos 30 años de estudios y práctica industrial, así como las proyecciones inno
vadoras hacia el futuro, pueden constituir una buena base para países de tipo medio que se 
incorporan a la industria del uranio. La consideración de la experiencia española, señalando 
lo que vale la pena seguir y lo que hay que evitar, puede facilitar la incorporación de nuevos 
países al concierto productor de uranio.

1. INTRODUCCION

El estudio del beneficio de los minerales de uranio en España empezó en 
1948, incluso dos años antes de la creación de la Junta de Energía Nuclear (JEN). 
Los científicos y autoridades de aquella época pensaron que si España quería 
beneficiarse de la energía de origen nuclear, deberían asegurarse el suministro 
de uranio. En la década de los 30, el radio se había extraido de yacimientos 
españoles de uranio, esto parecía indicar la existencia de reservas uraníferas 
propias y justificar un esfuerzo en el aprovechamiento de las mismas. Se 
establecieron cuatro líneas de trabajo: exploración, beneficio, química y física 
de núcleo.

La rama del beneficio o procesamiento se constituyó en seguida en una 
División de Materiales que ha permanecido a lo largo del tiempo. Su cometido 
fue el desarrollo de procesos adecuados para el beneficio de los minerales de 
uranio (y torio), así como el de equipos específicos y los proyectos de las plantas 
e instalaciones industriales necesarias. Además, también estaba encargada del 
estudio de otros materiales nucleares (grafito y agua pesada). A lo largo de los 
años se ocupó igualmente de otras actividades (reprocesamiento, tratamiento y 
acondicionamiento de residuos radiactivos, etc.) que dieron origen a otras divi
siones en la JEN. Por otra parte, también constituyó un núcleo de conocimientos 
tecnológicos que se transfirieron a la industria no-nuclear española, en los campos 
de fertilizantes, química inorgánica, metalurgia extractiva y defensa del medio 
ambiente.

La JEN también desarrolló actividades de producción de uranio (minería 
y beneficio), que en los últimos años (1973 y 1981) transfirió a la Empresa 
Nacional del Uranio, S.A. (ENUSA).

Las investigaciones y desarrollos en este campo se originaban, por lo general, 
por un problema concreto que había que resolver. La programación se apoyaba 
en el establecimiento de una hipótesis directa para la resolución del mismo. Luego 
venía la comprobación o modificación experimental de la hipótesis. En estudios 
previos de factibilidad se intentaba determinar las etapas de mayor peso, bien 
por el condicionamiento del proceso, bien por su repercusión sobre resultados 
y/o sobre costes; a ellos se daba la mayor atención. Luego, en los desarrollos 
experimentales se trataba de optimizar condiciones y establecer sus entornos de 
variación. Estos desarrollos señalaban también las áreas en las que convenía 
mayor trabajo, y también los caminos para innovaciones y nuevos desarrollos.
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En todos los estudios se tenía siempre en mente la planta industrial que iba 
a explotar los resultados. El proyecto, puesta en marcha y operación de las 
plantas industriales, así como la asistencia técnica a las mismas, es una fuente 
inestimable de información para la planeación de nuevos desarrollos. La cola
boración con grupos afines (mineralogía, química analítica, etc.) facilitó los 
desarrollos.

Esta filosofía de trabajo ha conducido en estos treinta años:

a) Al desarrollo, proyecto, puesta en marcha (1959) y operación de la planta 
de Andújar, que estuvo funcionando hasta julio de 1981.

b) Al desarrollo, proyecto y puesta en marcha (1975) de la planta de Saelices 
el Chico.

c) Al desarrollo, proyecto y puesta en marcha (1978) de la planta de La Haba.
d) Al diseño y construcción (1961) de una planta de refino de concentrados.
e) Al desarrollo, diseño, construcción y operación (1963 — 1973) de plantas 

de lechos fluidos para U 0 3, U 0 2 y UF4 de pureza nuclear.
f) Al desarrollo, y proyecto en curso, de la nueva planta Quercus de Saelices 

el Chico (3000 t/d).
g) Al desarrollo y construcción de dos plantas modulares de extracción con 

disolventes para uranio.
h) Al desarrollo y proyecto de dos plantas de recuperación de uranio del 

ácido fosfórico.
i) Al proyecto y montaje de una planta de recuperación de indio por extrac

ción con disolventes, puesta en marcha en 1981.
j) Al desarrollo y proyecto, ahora en construcción, de una planta para 

recuperar oro y plata de “gossans” , 
к) A la exportación de tecnología sobre la recuperación de uranio de sus 

minerales.
1) Al proyecto, montaje y operación de varias plantas piloto (JEN-SNEN, 

1956; Caridad, 1960; La Carretona, 1963; SX-Fua, 1966; ELE-CR,
1969; LOBO-E, 1970; La Gaviota, 1973; FBC-Lignitos, 1978; etc.), que 
han aportado un capital tecnológico a la JEN, al mismo tiempo que han 
permitido el desarrollo de los proyectos citados previamente, 

m) Al desarrollo y acumulación de un capital de conocimientos tecnológicos 
dispuestos para su explotación.

El esquema actual de este tema en España es el de:

i) Grupos de investigación y desarrollo (en la JEN y fuera de ella) para el 
desarrollo de procesos que llegan normalmente hasta el “Libro de proceso” 
(Black Book).

ii) Sociedades de ingeniería que siguen con el proyecto, y
iii) Sociedades comerciales dedicadas a la producción.
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El potencial humano de ENUSA y la JEN, dedicado a este campo, es de 
370 personas, de las que 37 son técnicos superiores [1 ].

La producción de concentrados de uranio en España hasta finales del 81 
ha sido de 1650 t U3Og. La capacidad de producción disponible actualmente 
asciende a 270 t U30 8/a, mientras que los proyectos en desarrollo, para puesta 
en explotación en el 84—85, representan unas 1200 t U3Os /a.

En lo que resta de memoria se habla: de los minerales españoles como 
sujetos de la tecnología, de algunos ejemplos característicos de la experiencia 
española, del desafío que tenemos en este momento, y se termina con unas 
consideraciones sobre el enfoque de esta actividad en países de medios limitados 
y que se inicien en ella ahora.

2. RESERVAS ESPAÑOLAS DE URANIO

El inventario oficial de reservas españolas de uranio según la última edición 
del Libro Rojo [2] asciende a:

a) 12 450 t U de Reservas Razonablemente Aseguradas (RRA) en el intervalo 
de costes inferiores a dois. 80/kg U,

b) 3900 t U de RRA en el intervalo de costes de dóls. 80—130/kg U, y
c) 8500 t U de Reservas Adicionales Estimadas (RAE) en el intervalo de 

costes inferiores a dóls. 80/kg U.

El Cuadro I es una lista no oficial de reservas hecha desde el punto de vista 
de los tipos de yacimientos y el tratamiento metalúrgico. En la actualidad, más 
del 63% de las reservas españolas de la clase RRA-I pertenecen al tipo de yaci
mientos de diseminaciones (o enriquecimientos) en metasedimentos precámbricos. 
Son los únicos en explotación en la actualidad [3] y también serán la alimenta
ción para las nuevas plantas. Además hay buenas perspectivas para la exploración 
en este tipo de formaciones. La mena de uranio es convencional a base funda
mentalmente de pecblenda y cofinita, pero hay zonas oxidadas en las que parte 
del uranio (15%) está en las limonitas y es inaccesible al ácido, a menos que el 
mineral se someta a una calcinación a baja temperatura [4].

En los yacimientos del tipo de areniscas se ha hecho un gran esfuerzo de 
exploración pero los resultados (21% de las reservas) no se han correspondido 
con él. No obstante, es un área en que se sigue trabajando. El beneficio de este 
tipo lo hemos estudiado [5] con varios diagramas alternativos y se puede pasar 
a su explotación cuando la demanda lo requiera.

Los yacimientos en filones se han explotado durante varios años [6] pero 
la mayoría de ellos son pequeños y muchos están agotados. Hay que señalar no 
obstante que los índices radiactivos en ellos son muy numerosos.
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CUADRO I. RESERVAS ESPAÑOLAS DE URANIO POR TIPOS DE 
YACIMIENTO (kt U)

Tipo de yacimiento RRAa ' RAEa

I II I II III

Areniscas 3,0 n.e.c n.e.c n.e.c -

Conglomerados de cuarzo - - n.e.c n.e.c —

Diseminaciones en metasedimentos 9,0 3,9 8,5 n.e. —

Filones intragraníticos 0,5 - - -

Carbones (lignitos) - 40 - 60

Cuarcitas paleozoicas - - - 102
Acido fosfórico*5 1,8 - - -

Aguas de cobre - - - n.e.c -

2 I: umbral de dóls. 80/kg U; II: intervalo de dóls. 80 a 130/kg U; III: nivel inferior a
dóls. 130/kgU.

k Uranio contenido en 10 años de producción de ácido fosfórico a la capacidad de 1980. 
c No estimado.

Los carbones o lignitos radiactivos son una reserva de alto coste y cuyo 
tratamiento es difícil, por lo que oficialmente no se incluyen todavía en el 
inventario español. Nuestra principal actividad de investigación actual se centra 
en ellos [7, 8]. La meta es lograr un proceso que recupere el uranio y el contenido 
energético de la materia orgánica. Además intentamos eliminar el impacto 
ambiental que resultaría de su elevado contenido en azufre.

Las cuarcitas paleozoicas de Sierra Morena podrían ser una reserva enorme 
de uranio (100000 t U30 8) y otros metales (torio, circonio y titanio). Su 
beneficio se estudió en los años 64—66 [9], pero las perspectivas fueron pobres. 
Recientemente hemos vuelto sobre ellas con el objeto de confirmar la natura
leza y cantidad de las reservas, así como desarrollar el proceso metalúrgico que 
lleve al aprovechamiento integral de los metales contenidos.

La capacidad de producción de ácido fosfórico en España es de 
500 000 t P2Os /a. Cada año se solubilizan en él más de 200 toneladas de uranio. 
La JEN estudió la recuperación de este uranio en 1969 y en la década de los 
setenta [10]. Actualmente [11] está en desarrollo el proyecto de la primera 
planta del suroeste español (Huelva).

Las aguas de cobre de las antiguas minas de Río Tinto tienen uranio 
(6—10 ppm). El cobre de estas aguas se recupera por cementación. A comienzo
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de los setenta la JEN hizo un muestreo amplio de las diferentes minas y estudió 
la recuperación de su uranio por cambio de ión. El proyecto era prometedor 
aunque no se llegó a continuar hasta la fase industrial.

3. DIAGRAMAS CONVENCIONALES

La mayoría de los minerales españoles son susceptibles de tratamiento ácido. 
El proceso alcalino se ha aplicado a un mineral simple de uranio [12] y a una 
mena polimetálica de uranio, vanadio y cobre con carbonatos [13].

La primera planta española (Andújar) [14] adoptó un circuito convencional 
de: trituración, molienda húmeda, espesamiento neutro y lixiviación ácida; la 
separación sólido-líquido se hace en un circuito doble de espesadores y ciclones.
La solución fértil se clarificaba y se trataba por cambio de ión en lecho fijo (FIX) 
para recuperar el uranio; en 1970 esta instalación se substituyó por extracción 
con aminas (SX) en mezcladores-sedimentadores de diseño JEN.

El concentrado de uranio a partir de eluidos de FIX se obtenía por neutra
lización en dos etapas para obtener uranato sódico. En el caso de extracción, 
los extractos acuosos se neutralizan con amoníaco acuoso en una etapa para 
tener diuranato amónico. Los efluentes se neutralizan con lechada de cal y el 
radio se fija por adición de cloruro de bario y coprécipitation. Un aspecto no 
corriente es la calcinación de minerales limoníticos en un horno rotatorio. 
También ha estado equipada para el tratamiento de menas dobles de uranio y 
cobre [15].

La capacidad de la planta es de 220 t/d de mineral y unas 8 0 -9 0  t U3Og/a. 
El rendimiento es algo superior al 90% y los concentrados con el 80—84%
U30 8 están dentro de especificaciones comerciales. Los costes directos (minería 
y tratamiento) son inferiores a dóls. 30/lb U30 8 y la participación del procesa
miento en estos costes es alta (62%) pues se trata de una fábrica pequeña. En 
los costes de la planta, la partida mayor fué la mano de obra (55%), seguida de 
la de reactivos (21%), materiales para entretenimiento (9%), energía eléctrica (6%) 
y combustibles (5%).

Otra planta con circuito ácido, actualmente en desarrollo, es el proyecto 
Quercus para 3000 t/d de mineral y 800 t U3Og/a [16]. El diagrama es con
vencional de lixiviación ácida, decantación en contracorriente y extracción con 
disolventes. Un aspecto no corriente es el ataque a baja acidez (pH 1,8—2,0) 
en presencia de hierro 3 kg Fe3+/m 3 [17], para evitar el consumo de ácido por 
una roca muy reactiva. También hay que señalar el elevado reciclado (60—70%) 
de efluentes de extracción con disolventes al lavado en contracorriente y la 
recuperación del hierro de los efluentes para recircularlo a lixiviación.
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La pérdida de uranio por agua a partir de minerales almacenados o de 
canteras fué una preocupación en España [18]. Igualmente lo fué el aprovecha
miento de minas pequeñas aisladas o de las fracciones de ley baja. Todo ello se 
podía relacionar por una operación común como era la de lixiviación estática.
Esto llevó a la construcción y operación de plantas piloto de lixiviación estática 
en cuatro minas diferentes: La Carretona, Caridad, Lobo-E y Fe. La recupera
ción del uranio de los líquidos se realizó por precipitación cálcica en unos, cambio 
de ión en lecho fijo en otros y extracción con disolventes en otros. Actualmente 
hay dos instalaciones industriales que operan sobre esta base. Además se desa
rrollaron [19] unas plantas modulares de lixiviación estática-extracción con 
disolventes, con una capacidad de producción de 50 t U30 8/a y adecuados para 
minas pequeñas pues el equipo se puede recuperar al final de la operación.

La mayor aportación (165 t U30 8/a) a la producción española actual la 
hace la Planta Elefante de ENUSA en Saelices el Chico [20]. El diagrama (Fig. 1) 
consta de trituración en una sola etapa hasta el 100% inferior a 150 mm. El 
mineral triturado se coloca en eras cuya base esté impermeabilizada con lámina 
de polietileno. Luego se riega, con una solución ácida (4—10 g H2S04/L) 
formada por efluentes de extracción (60%), agua nueva y ácido. El reciclado 
de colas de extracción aporta hierro (4—8 Fe3+/L) que favorece la lixiviación. 
También la acción bacteriana [21 ] presente en el mineral favorece la disolución 
del uranio y hace que todo el hierro disuelto salga en forma férrica. El rendi
miento de lixiviación es del 80%. Una fracción marginal (~  400 ppm U30 8) se 
lixivia aparte con resultado más bajo, 48—55% de solubilización de uranio.

Los efluentes de lixiviación (pH 1,8—2,2) se ajustan en acidez (3—4 g 
H2S04/L) y sin clarificar se alimentan a extracción. La extracción se hace con 
aminas terciarias y mezcladores-sedimentadores. La reextracción se hace con 
NaCl (1 M) en medio ácido (0,05 M), los extractos tienen de 25 a 30 g U3Og/L.
De ellos se precipita con amoniaco-aire el concentrado de uranio; la temperatura 
aquí es de 30—33 °C, un compromiso para tener leyes aceptables y buenas 
características físicas. El concentrado se lava en dos decantadores, se filtra y 
se seca a 250—300 °C. El producto final tiene leyes del 86% U30 8, 2% S04 ,
0,8% Fe y 0,3% СГ.

Los estériles sólidos de mineral se dejan sobre el propio terreno impermea
bilizado. En ocasiones se construyen nuevas pilas sobre ellos sin más que 
separarlos con nuevas láminas impermeables. Recientemente, las eras más 
antiguas se han empezado a cubrir con arcilla y tierra vegetal. Los líquidos 
estériles de extracción no reciclados se neutralizan con lechada de cal y se 
almacenan en diques donde decanta la torta de yesos rojos. El radio de los 
líquidos se coprecipita con BaCl2. Los líquidos claros y controlados vuelven 
al río con los condicionamientos de que no pueden incrementar en más de 
1 pCi/L su actividad ni superar la cantidad de 5 Ci/a.

4. CIRCUITOS CON LIXIVIACION ESTATICA
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La explotación de la cantera está contratada. En ella intervienen 34 personas. 
La dotación de la planta es de 33. En el centro minero hay en total 175 personas, 
pero gran parte de ellas pertenecen a Exploración. Al control de impacto ambiental 
dedican bastante atención. El coste directo de producción es inferior a dóls.
30/lb U30 8. A él contribuyen con un 58% la mina (en ampliación), la planta 
con el 35% y seguridad e impacto ambiental con el 8%.

Otra planta que hace uso de la lixiviación estática es la de La Haba [22].
Tiene un circuito complejo, pues después de la trituración hay una separación 
de finos y gruesos. Estos van a lixiviación estática. Los finos se atacan en un 
circuito ácido con agitación. La pulpa se lava en ciclones y el uranio de la pulpa 
de lamas se recupera por cambio de ión en pulpa (RIP) mediante un circuito de 
pachuca-tamices automático de diseño JEN. Los eluidos sulfúricos se juntan con 
los líquidos de lixiviación estática y se tratan por extracción con aminas. Del 
extracto se precipita el uranio con amoniaco-aire de forma análoga a como se 
hace en la planta Elefante. Los efluentes ácidos y las pulpas se neutralizan con 
cal y se almacenan en un dique sin vertido al exterior. En él se evaporan los 
líquidos. La planta es pequeña (200 t/d) y es un paso intermedio para otra 
mayor que tratará el mineral tan alterado de la zona.

5. RECUPERACION DEL URANIO DEL ACIDO FOSFORICO

Ya se ha indicado que en España se solubilizan unas 200 t U30 8/a en la 
producción de ácido fosfórico. La JEN estudió este tema y desarrolló [23] un 
proceso de recuperación que operó en planta piloto en los años 73—75 con ácido 
recién producido en la fábrica de fosfórico. El proceso consta de acondiciona
miento del fosfórico (enfriamiento y clarificación), recuperación del uranio por 
extracción con la mezcla sinergística de D2EHPA-TOPO y reextracción reductora 
para lograr un extracto con 10—12 g U3Og/L y que solo supone el 1 — 1,2% del 
fosfórico original. Este extracto se oxida, se vuelve a extraer con la misma mezcla 
pero más diluida, se lava la fase orgánica y el concentrado de uranio se obtiene 
por reextracción precipitante. Una vez filtrado se calcina a 450 °C y se tiene un 
concentrado con más del 95% U30 8 y muy pocas impurezas.

Actualmente se están desarrollando dos proyectos para 300 000 y 
400 000 t P2O5 /a. Uno de ellos es para un productor español y otro para el 
extranjero. La inversión para una planta de 120-150 t U30 8/a es de unos 
20 millones de dólares, y los costes directos de fabricación son inferiores a 
dóls. 20/lb U30 8.
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6. REFINO DE CONCENTRADOS Y PRODUCTOS DE 
PUREZA NUCLEAR

La obtención de productos de pureza nuclear fué una preocupación de la 
JEN desde su fundación. Iniciálmente siguió la línea de purificación con 
éter [24] pero a mediados de los 50 cambió a la más segura del fosfato de 
tributilo (TBP) [25]. En la década de los sesenta la línea se completó hasta la 
obtención de tetrafluoruro nuclearmente puro a una escala semicomercial 
mediante lechos fluidizados [26], que produjeron más de 100 t UF4 para uranio 
metal. Esta línea de trabajo está actualmente en reserva aunque en estado 
operatorio.

\ La capacidad de producción (t U3Og/d) de las diferentes secciones son: 
refino con TBP, una; producción de U 0 3 por desnitración, 0,85; producción 
de U 0 2 por reducción con NH3 craquizado, 0,56 y producción de UF4 por 
hidrofluoruración, 0,37. Por último, había un cuarto horno para producir exa- 
fluoruro; este marchó satisfactoriamente y el único problema de consideración 
fué la celda electrolítica de generación de flúor. Otro horno de lecho fluidizado 
que está también en este programa de desarrollo es uno para la reducción del 
exafluoruro e hidrólisis con agua para producir U 02 en una sóla etapa [27].

Investigaciones paralelas de preparación de tetrafluoruro de uranio han 
seguido la vía húmeda. La reducción electrolítica se estudió para obtener en las 
plantas de tratamiento de minerales productos más avanzados en el ciclo que los 
uranatos u óxidos de uranio. Los resultados [28,29] fueron muy prometedores, 
pero se interrumpió esta línea a falta de aceptación comercial de la torta verde 
(UF4).

7. DESAFIO ACTUAL

Aparte de la explotación de la tecnología desarrollada, la JEN tiene plan
teados actualmente retos tecnológicos para su aplicación inmediata o en un 
futuro medio o remoto. Las cuatro áreas más importantes son:

a) Carbones uraníferos. Ya se ha citado al caso de los lignitos uraníferos de 
Calaf, que representan una cantidad de uranio de 40 000 t U30 8. Además 
de esta cuenca existen otras que pueden representar más de 60 000 t 
U30 8. Todos ellos tienen unas características comunes: leyes bajas, 
150—400 ppm U30 8 ; cenizas altas, 30—40%; potencia calorífica, 
2500-4000 kcal/kg; azufre, 8-12%  S. Las metas de las investigaciones 
se dirigen: a la combustión a temperatura controlada (~  800 °C) para 
aprovechar el equivalente energético y no insolubilizar el uranio; a fijar 
el azufre para evitar el impacto ambiental y a disolver el uranio de las 
cenizas para recuperar el uranio de ellas. La línea en que más trabajo
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estamos realizando [8] es en la de combustion en lechos fluidizados. Hay 
aspectos difíciles de compaginar, como son la caliza residual de los pro
ductos de combustión y la lixiviación ácida de los mismos.

b) Cuarcitas paleozoicas. Representan un potencial enorme de uranio, torio, 
circonio y titanio. Son unos materiales de leyes bajas (80—200 ppm) en 
componentes radiactivos, y leyes muy apreciables en los otros metales. Las 
dificultades de su tratamiento se deben a su baja ley y a que la mitad del 
uranio está incorporado a la red del circón. El interés de su beneficio se 
aumenta con la recuperación de los otros metales (Ti y Zr), en los que 
España es totalmente deficitaria.

c) Desarrollos tecnológicos. Sin relación directa con minerales particulares
se sigue trabajando en: lixiviación bacteriana [30], cambio de ión continuo 
[31 ] y mejora de los equipos de extracción con disolventes [32].

d) Impacto ambiental. Es un apartado que hemos separado del anterior para 
recalar su importancia. Problemas que tenemos en este momento se refieren 
a los diques de estériles acumulados en la fábrica de Andújar, al confina
miento de escombreras de minas, y a modificar o desarrollar diagramas de 
tratamiento de manera que reduzcan al mínimo al impacto ambiental.

8. CONSIDERACIONES FINALES

Se ha expuesto el panorama retrospectivo de 30 años del procesamiento 
de minerales en España. Sin embargo querríamos agregar algo más, algo no sujeto 
a un desarrollo histórico tan temprano. Posiblemente países del nivel de desa
rrollo español y que se están incorporando ahora al ciclo del combustible harían 
la pregunta de ¿Qué harían Vds. si fuese ahora, y no en 1948, cuando iniciasen 
su programa uranífero?

Es evidente que ni la situación española, ni el contexto internacional, son 
los mismos que en el 48. Actualmente se dispone de mucha más información 
técnica que en aquella época. Por otra parte hay una situación de mercado 
difícil para los productores. Si se deja de lado este aspecto con sus implicaciones 
económicas y políticas, se podría idealizar la situación de partida como la de 
un país de:

— nivel medio de desarrollo, pero con no demasiados recursos económicos;
— que tiene posibilidades de reservas uraníferas;
— que está decidido a iniciar y llevar adelante un programa nuclear;
— que tiene una industria extractiva de metales actual, o en perspectiva, 

interesante.

En primer lugar estaría el programa de exploración. Este exige unos servicios 
analíticos y mineralógicos que además podrían ser el embrión para el procesa
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miento. Además, las etapas siguientes de investigación y evaluación no se deben 
limitar a dar una cantidad de uranio sino también su calidad, es decir, qué 
perspectivas tiene de recuperación. Por ello, los geólogos y minerálogos de 
exploración deben tener en mente [33] que el uranio que descubran hay que 
recuperarlo, es decir, hay que destruir el yacimiento para convertirlo en con
centrado. Es una preocupación adicional a la de la génesis o formación del 
yacimiento.

Tal vez sería entonces el momento de organizar un grupo o equipo para el 
estudio del procesamiento. En principio podría limitarse a un minerálogo 
con experiencia en un metal básico. Aunque la hidrometalurgia del uranio es 
muy rica y debería estar capacitado para entrar en ella, recoger lo más funda
mental de la información técnica, organizar un laboratorio de lixiviación y, 
apoyado en el grupo analítico, avanzar en las perspectivas de la factibilidad del 
procesamiento serían las actividades más importantes.

El objetivo en este momento sería completar la información geológica del 
yacimiento con unas esperanzas metalúrgicas, basadas en un mínimo de experi
mentación y en un mucho de estudio y de especulación y todo ello, además, 
teniendo en cuenta la infraestructura del país. Tal vez en esta fase fuese el 
momento de contactar con organismos internacionales (OIEA, p.ej.) o con las 
instituciones especializadas con las que el propio país tenga acuerdos.

La etapa siguiente podría ser la del lanzamiento del grupo. Desde un punto 
de economía de medios, podría estar encuadrado en un centro de investigaciones 
geológicas o metalúrgicas. A pesar de que esto no es la práctica, tiene la ventaja 
de un comienzo rápido, de la economía de medios y de la fácil absorción o recon
versión del grupo a otras metalurgias al final de su vida. En esta etapa se debe 
realizar la experimentación metalúrgica, a escala de laboratorio, de todas las 
etapas del posible diagrama. Hay que tener muy en cuenta la heterogeneidad 
del yacimiento respecto al procesamiento. Con los resultados se debe hacer una 
tentativa de diagrama con condiciones de operación y resultados a esperar. Esto 
se completará con un ejercicio de costes e implicaciones y la puntualización de 
las etapas de mayor repercusión. El tamaño del grupo metalúrgico en esta fase 
podría ser de cinco técnicos superiores y diez auxiliares.

Supuesta la decisión de continuar hasta la planta industrial, surge el tema de 
los ensayos en planta piloto. Esta solo está justificada, si el problema es nuevo, 
si se preveen problemas de acumulación, si hay que entrenar personal, o si la 
inversión y el riesgo son muy grandes. A veces basta con hacer un circuito parcial 
de ensayo en las operaciones más problemáticas. Además se pueden contactar 
con los suministradores de equipo (que de todas formas exigirán hacer pruebas si 
tienen que dar garantías), o bien recurrir a alguna organización que tenga una 
instalación en la que se pueda probar el diagrama problema. Al final de esta 
etapa, bien solos o auxiliados por alguna ingeniería local, se podrá elaborar el 
manual de proceso, con el que el explotador pueda contratar el proyecto y la 
planta.
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En las fases de proyecto, montaje, puesta en marcha y operación de la planta 
es interesante mantener lazos de unión con el grupo de desarrollo de proceso. 
Este aporta conocimientos adicionales y enriquece con una experiencia industrial 
que permite programar los desarrollos futuros en base a lo que es factible en la 
planta. Parte del personal de desarrollo se podría incorporar a las plantas de 
producción.

Supuesta la realización de varias plantas, a las que el grupo sigue prestando 
asistencia, se está en un período de menor demanda que se puede aprovechar 
en nuevos desarrollos y jo en transferir la tecnología del uranio a otros metales. 
De ahí la importancia de que el grupo esté integrado en un Centro no exclusivo 
de uranio.

Hay que señalar también que la tecnología del procesamiento de minerales 
de uranio es tan rica y de aspectos tan variados que es un magnífico entrena
miento para otras etapas del ciclo del combustible, a las que se puede ir trans
firiendo los técnicos que empezaron como minerálogos del uranio.
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Abstract

URANIUM PROCUREMENT IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
The United States Department of Energy conducts surveys of US uranium marketing 

activity. The results of this year’s survey compared with last year’s.survey indicate that 
delivery commitments of US uranium producers to US uranium users have decreased in the 
early part of this decade, but have increased in the latter part of the decade. Unfilled uranium 
requirements are nearly the same through 1986 in both surveys, but in the 1987-1990 
period this year’s unfilled requirements are lower than those reported last year. Non-US 
purchase commitments by US utilities are somewhat greater than those reported last year. 
Non-US purchase commitments by US reactor manufacturers and producers have increased 
significantly over the past year; about two-thirds of these purchase commitments resulted 
from the settlement of litigation with non-US suppliers. The attitude of US utilities as to their 
use of non-US uranium has remained the same over the past year. Although some of the 
utilities were uncertain about future non-US uranium purchases, many of them indicated 
that they would possibly purchase non-US uranium. Natural uranium inventories of US 
reactor manufacturers and utilities have increased over the past year, and now amount to 
about 3 years of forward coverage. The enriched uranium inventories held by these users 
have decreased over the past year, and now amount to less than 1 year’s forward coverage.

1. INTRODUCTION

The US Department of Energy (DOE) conducts two surveys each 
year of uranium marketing activity in the United States of 
America. Although DOE and its predecessor agencies have fol
lowed the activities of the US uranium industry through infor
mal contacts beginning in the mid-1950s, formal surveys of ura
nium marketing activities began in 1968. Since 1976, two sur
veys have been conducted each year. Survey questionnaires are 
sent each year in January and request current and future data 
as of the 1st of January of that year. Follow-up question
naires, sent in July, request data as of the 1st of July of 
that year. The January survey requests information on all 
aspects of uranium marketing in the United States, including
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purchase commitments, uranium exports and imports (including 
the policies and plans of US companies to procure non-US ura
nium), unfilled uranium requirements, inventories of uranium, 
uncommitted uranium available for sale by producers, sales and 
loans of uranium by users, and prices under existing contracts 
between primary producers and users. The July survey asks for 
updated information on delivery commitments and uranium prices. 
The information in this paper was developed from responses to 
the January 1982 survey.

The uranium marketing surveys are conducted because DOE has 
an obligation to assess the viability of the US uranium produc
ing industry. However, in carrying out this obligation, DOE did 
not seek legal authority to require mandatory compliance with 
the surveys. Rather, DOE relies on voluntary responses to the 
surveys.

DOE sends survey questionnaires to US utilities with nuclear 
reactor projects, US reactor manufacturers, and US uranium pro
ducers. Over the years, only a couple of companies have not 
responded to each survey. This excellent response can be at
tributed to DOE's pledge to keep all individual company informa
tion in strict confidence and to publish combined information. 
Since the combined information is useful to the uranium indus
try, it has been beneficial for the industry to respond to these 
surveys.

All data presented in this paper assume an enrichment plant 
tails assay of 0.20% U-235 and no recycle of uranium or pluto
nium. The uranium quantities'wil1 be presented in short tons 
of U308.

2. US URANIUM DELIVERY COMMITMENTS

US uranium users (i.e. utilities and reactor manufacturers) 
are asked to provide the quantity of their purchase commitments 
from US uranium producers, and whether the purchase commitments 
are "firm", to be delivered from "captive" sources, to be pro
cured under an "optional" purchase arrangement, or are under 
litigation. The "firm" category includes those commitments that 
the uranium users believe are most likely to be delivered under 
contractual provisions. However, some contracts under the 
"firm" category contain clauses which permit their cancellation 
by either the user or the uranium producer if the cost of pro
duction or price does not meet certain conditions. The "cap
tive" category includes those delivery commitments from proper
ties under the control of uranium users. An "optional" purchase 
arrangement is used to distinguish those commitments which can
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Year o f Delivery

F IG .l, Uranium delivery  co m m itm en ts. US uranium produ cers to  US uranium users.

Year o f Delivery

FIG. 2. Com parison o f  uranium de livery  co m m itm en ts. US uranium produ cers to  US 
uranium users.

TABLE I. Comparison of Market Surveys 
(in Thousands of Short Tons U^Og)

Survey Fi rm Captive Optional
Under

litigation Total

Jan 1981 86 .1 2 0 .0 4.0 8 . 2 118.3
July 1981 82.4 17.0 2.4 10.4 112.2
Difference -3.7 -3.0 - 1 . 6 +2.2 - 6 . 1

July 1981 82.4 17.0 2.4 10.4 112.2
Jan 1982 82.2 12.5 12.1 7.3 114.1
Di fference - 0 / 2 - 4 . 5 +9.7 - 3 . 1 +1.9
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be firmed up at the user's or seller's option. Delivery commit
ments for contracts "under litigation" are included unless it 
appears that the uranium has not been or clearly will not be 
delivered.

For these four categories, Fig. 1 shows the annual uranium 
delivery commitments over the 1981-1990 period of US uranium 
producers to US uranium users as of January 1982. The delivery 
commitments decrease with time because users have not firmed up 
commitments in the later years. This pattern has been seen in 
the results of every survey in the past, and one may be confi
dent that delivery commitments will increase in the later years.

Fig. 2 presents the actual uranium delivered from US uranium 
producers to US uranium users over the 1975-1981 period and 
compares the annual delivery commitments from US producers to 
US users for the 1982-1990 period for the January 1981, July 
1981, and January 1982 surveys. The actual deliveries for 1981 
were lower than the 1980 deliveries. Although the 1981 deliv
eries were about the same as the 1979 deliveries, it was the 
first time that deliveries decreased from one year to the next. 
This downturn is not unexpected, considering the large inven
tories of uranium in the hands of users and the general 
decrease in requirements for nuclear fuel as compared to that 
projected just a few years ago. Indeed, this decrease could be 
a sign that commitments (and, thus, production) are in the 
process of becoming better balanced with uranium requirements.

Through 1984, there has been a steady drop in the annual 
delivery commitments for the three surveys shown in Fig. 2. In 
the 1986-1990 period, delivery commitments have increased in 
the January 1982 survey, as compared to the January 1981 and 
July 1981 surveys. This may be a sign that the US uranium 
requirements have reversed the decreasing trend seen over the 
past few years.

Table I compares the individual categories for the 1981- 
1990 period for the three surveys presented in Fig. 2. Captive 
production has decreased as four utilities have reduced or 
closed down operations over the past year in properties under 
their control; although two utilities increased commitments in 
operations under their control, these commitments were more 
than offset by the reductions in the other "captive" commit
ments. In the last half of 1981, optional purchase arrange
ments increased significantly, more than offsetting reductions 
in the other three categories. Because of the uncertainty in 
optional purchase arrangements, this category will need to be 
followed carefully in the future. Over the past year, settle
ment of some of the long-standing litigation suits has resulted 
in cancellation or reduction of certain deliveries.
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Unfilled requirements are that portion of utilities' total 
uranium requirements remaining after their procurement arrange
ments and use of their uranium inventories are considered.
Fig. 3 depicts the unfilled requirements for reactors in opera
tion, under construction or on order that US utilities reported 
in the January 1981 and January 1982 surveys. Cumulative un
filled requirements for the 1982-1990 period totalled 42 100 
tons U~0R as of January 1982; these unfilled requirements were 
reported by 38 US utilities. Over this same period, the un
filled requirements have decreased by 12 300 tons U3OQ since 
the January 1981 survey, which was due to rescheduling the 
operation or start-up dates of reactors and revising feed 
deliveries. Through 1986, unfilled requirements are virtually 
the same in both surveys. However, in the 1981 survey, users 
reported higher unfilled requirements in the 1987-1990 period 
than they reported in this year's survey.

3. UNFILLED US URANIUM REQUIREMENTS

4. NON-US URANIUM PURCHASE COMMITMENTS

Fig. 4 portrays annual deliveries of non-US uranium to US 
purchasers (i.e. imports) for commercial uses in the 1982-1990 
period as of January 1982. The figure also shows the portion 
of the imports which is under purchase commitments with US 
utilities and the portion under purchase commitments with US 
reactor manufacturers and US uranium producers. Compared with 
last year's survey, the purchase commitment for US utilities is

Year

FIG.3. U nfilled US uranium  requ irem en ts as re p o rted  b y  US uranium users.
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TABLE II. US Civilian Nuclear Power Growth Projections 
(in Electrical Gigawatts)

End of
Year Low Mid High
1981 54 54 54
1985 80 90 99
1990 117 122 126
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about 1900 tons IL0R greater in this year's survey. The pur
chase commitments for the reactor manufacturers and uranium 
producers are about 9000 tons greater this year. About one- 
third of the total 1982-1990 commitments resulted from settle
ment of litigation with non-US suppliers.

5. USE OF NON-US URANIUM IN THE UNITED STATES

US utilities were queried as to their use of non-US ura
nium. Seven utilities said it was unlikely that they would 
purchase non-US uranium, 7 utilities were uncertain about 
future purchases, 42 indicated possible future purchases, and 2 
said their current plans include non-US purchases of uranium. 
However, non-US uranium has had a limited role in the US 
through 1981. Because of past import restrictions on the use 
of non-US uranium in US reactors, an average of 22 per cent of 
US utilities' uranium requirements could have been from non-US 
sources, whereas 8 per cent was actually used.

6. US URANIUM REQUIREMENTS

6.1. Based on Market Survey Information

The apparent future US uranium requirements as reported by 
uranium users can be determined by adding data from Figs 1, 3 
and 4. Adding the annual US delivery commitments (from Fig. 1) 
and unfilled requirements (from Fig. 3) to the US utilities' 
foreign purchase commitments (from Fig. 4) results in the appar
ent US uranium requirements as shown in Fig. 5. The combined 
data show total requirements increasing from 15 000 tons U,0g 
in 1982 to 17 000 tons in 1988, at which time the total require
ments increase to about 20 000 tons.

6.2. Based on Nuclear Power Growth Projections

The Department of Energy's Office of Uranium Enrichment 
and Assessment (UEA) develops civilian nuclear power growth 
projections for US reactors. Each reactor licensed to operate 
is reviewed to determine if it will remain in operation, if an 
extended shutdown is planned, or if permanent shutdown or 
decommissioning is being considered. The status of reactors 
under construction is determined and used in models based on 
historical construction data to determine an early, medium, 
or late date for project completion. Commercial operating 
plans for reactors in the announced and planned categories are 
also reviewed to obtain reasonable projections.

The US civilian nuclear power growth through 1990, based on 
our latest projections, is shown in Table II.
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UEA Projections:

Year

FIG. 6. US uranium requirements based on nuclear power growth projections.

UEA Projections:

Year

FIG. 7. Comparison o f US uranium requirements.

The gigawatt nuclear power growth projections are trans
lated into natural uranium requirements at uranium mills 
using computer models that simulate the operation of pressur
ized- and boiling-water reactors. The computer codes reflect 
the flexibility limitations unique to each DOE enrichment con
tract type, lead times based on DOE enrichment customers' 
historical withdrawals, and both pressurized-and boiling-water 
reactor fuel characteristics for 12-month and 18-month refu
eling intervals. The models use equivalent capacity factors of
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FIG.8. Uranium inventories held by US users.

about 61 per cent for reactors on the 12-month cycle and 66 
per cent for those on the 18-month cycle.

Since the natural uranium required by US reactors must be 
enriched in a uranium enrichment plant, the enrichment services 
contracts between DOE and its customers will significantly 
influence uranium requirements, especially through 1987. Until 
that date, the terms of the DOE contract will determine a large 
portion of the requirements for natural uranium. In addition, 
UEA recognizes the enriched uranium inventories in the hands of 
US utilities and adjusts the enriched uranium required by the 
reactors to reflect potential utilization of these inventories.

Fig. 6 shows the annual US uranium requirements over the 
1982-1990 period to meet the enrichment services requirements 
for the nuclear power growth projections presented in Table II.

6.3. Comparison of US Uranium Requirements

The US uranium requirements presented in Figs 5 and 6 are 
compared in Fig. 7. On a cumulative basis through 1986, the 
UEA low growth projection is almost exactly the same as the 
apparent requirements from the market survey. The year-by-year 
requirements could be different because of different assumptions 
regarding how inventories are used. Over the 1987-1990 period, 
the UEA projections are greater. Although a recent incomplete 
examination of the gigawatt growth projections by the UEA staff 
would indicate some slippage in the start-up dates of some 
reactors now under construction, the requirements would not be 
as low as that indicated by the market survey. The quantities
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from the market survey may be lower because some utility fuel 
managers may not have scheduled their fuel needs through the 
end of the decade.

7. INVENTORIES

7.1. From Market Survey Responses

Fig. 8 illustrates the enriched and natural uranium inven
tories held by US utility and reactor manufacturers for the 
1972-1981 period. Prior to the 1979 survey, data on the en
riched uranium inventories held by these users were not re
quested, and there is no basis for providing any information 
on the amount of these inventories.

Prior to this year's survey, the questionnaire requested 
the u 30 8 and natural UF6 inventories and the inventory of 
enriched uranium not yet inserted in a reactor to which a 
company had title. We always intended that respondents 
include material on-hand, in off-site storage, at conversion 
plants, and in storage at DOE and elsewhere. To clarify 
our intent, this year's questionnaire specifically requested 
that uranium in. inventory at all of these sites be included 
in the response. Thus, the inventories shown for the end of 
1981 may include uranium -- especially natural uranium -- 
that was not reported in answers to previous surveys.

As seen on Fig. 8, natural uranium inventories have grown 
steadily since 1972. Much of this growth is to be expected 
since the number of operating nuclear power reactors has grown 
since then. At the end of 1981, the natural uranium inventory 
amounted to 51 200 tons of equivalent U~0„ —  about 3 years of 
forward coverage.

The end of 1981 enriched uranium inventory amounted to 
11 200 tons of equivalent U 30 8 , which is a reduction of 7100 
tons from the beginning of 1981. Part of this reduction may 
have caused the reduction in 1981 delivery commitments shown in 
Fig. 2. The 11 200 tons is less than 1 year's forward coverage.

7.2. Desired Inventory Levels

This year's survey asked uranium users to indicate whether 
their inventory levels were excessive, about right, or less than 
desirable. Of those uranium users who responded to this part 
of the questionnaire, an average of 17 said their natural ura
nium inventories were excessive, 11 said they were about right,
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and 1 said its inventories were low. DOE sponsored a study in 
1980 that reported the desired inventory levels of US utili
ties [1]. In terms of months of forward coverage of equivalent 
U30„, the utilities reported that they desired about 13 months 
от natural uranium inventory, which is considerably less than 
the current 3 years of forward coverage.

Regarding enriched uranium inventories, 5 utilities 
responded to the DOE survey that their inventories were 
excessive, 16 said they were about right, and no utility said 
that its inventories were low. The 1980 DOE-sponsored study 
reported a desired enriched uranium inventory level of about 
10 months, which is in good agreement with the enriched 
uranium forward coverage indicated by the DOE market survey.

REFERENCE

[1] NUCLEAR RESOURCES INTERNATIONAL, Nuclear Fuel Inventory 
Policies, Atlanta, Georgia (October 1980).
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Abstract-Аннотация

MINING AND PROCESSING OF URANIUM ORES IN THE USSR.
Experience gained in uranium ore mining by modern methods in combination with under

ground and heap leaching is summarized. More intensive processing of low-grade ores has been 
achieved through the use of autoclave leaching, sorptive treatment of thick pulps, extractive 
separation of pure uranium compounds, automated continuous sorption devices of high efficiency 
for processing the underground- and heap-leaching liquors, natural and mine water, and recovery 
of molybdenum, vanadium, scandium, rare earths and phosphate fertilizers from low-grade ores. 
Production of ion-exchangers and extractants has been developed and processes for concomitant 
recovery of copper, gold, ionium, tungsten, caesium, zirconium, tantalum, nickel and cobalt 
have been designed.

Д О Б Ы Ч А  И  П Е Р Е Р А Б О Т К А  У Р А Н О В Ы Х  Р У Д  В СССР.

О б о б щ е н  опыт добычи урановых руд современными горнотехническими методами в 

сочетании с п о д з е м н ы м  и к у ч н ы м  выщелачиванием. Интенсификация переработки бедных 

урановых руд достигнута за счет использования автоклавного выщелачивания, сорбционной 

переработки плотных пульп, экстракционного выделения чистых соединений урана, создания 

высокопроизводительных автоматизированных сорбционных аппаратов непрерывного действия 

для переработки растворов подземного и кучного выщелачивания, природных и шах т н ы х  вод, 

выделения из бедных руд молибдена, ванадия, скандия, редкоземельных элементов, фосфат

н ы х  удобрений. Создано производство ионитов и экстрагентов и отработаны схемы попутного 

выделения меди, золота, иония, вольфрама, цезия, циркония, тантала, никеля и кобальта.

1. РАЗРАБОТКА УРАНОВЫХ МЕСТОРОЖДЕНИЙ

Разнообразные по условиям локализации урановые месторождения СССР по 
генезису практически приурочены к двум классам — гидротермальным и гидроген
ным, многие из которых представлены рудами, содержащими помимо урана ряд 
других элементов, комплексное извлечение которых значительно повышает рента
бельность переработки.

Добыча урановых руд — это сравнительно новая отрасль горной промышленности, 
где успешно решены многие неординарные задачи эксплуатации месторождений ра
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диоактивных руд, вытекающие из их технологических особенностей: ограниченности 
концентрированных запасов в недрах, сложной морфологии большинства разраба
тываемых рудных залежей, отсутствия больших обнажений рудных массивов и 
скопления в очистном пространстве значительных запасов отбитых руд по факторам 
радоновыделения. В разработку вынужденно вовлекаются бедные и беднейшие руды, 
эффективности извлечения которых достигают лишь при условии применения прог
рессивных технологических процессов их добычи и комплексной переработки, 
высокой степени селективности добычи руд, полевой подготовки месторождений 
и обеспечения высокой скорости понижения горных работ с обеспечением комфор
тных условий труда горнорабочих в высокотемпературных забоях на глубоких 
горизонтах (1200-1700 м), в массивах, потенциально опасных по горным ударам.

1.1. Открытые горные работы

При открытой разработке гидрогенных месторождений широко применяют 
эффективную поточную технологию вскрышных работ с использованием роторных 
комплексов производительностью от 1000 до 5000 м3/ч при работе на внутренние 
и внешние отвалы, что позволило вести рентабельную добычу урановых руд при 
коэффициенте вскрыши до 50-60 м3/т и выше. При разработке крепких вмещаю
щих пород применено их предварительное взрывное рыхление, что повысило произ
водительность комплексов по сравнению с экскавацией неразрыхленных пород в 
1,4-1,9 раза при снижении себестоимости на 20-60%. Эффективным средством 
снижения стоимости транспортирования при вскрытии и разработке глубоких гори
зонтов на таких карьерах явилось применение насыпных транспортно-отвальных 
перемычек, возводимых перпендикулярно фронту очистных работ и соединяющих 
вскрышные и добычные уступы с ярусами внутренних отвалов. Это снизило стои
мость транспортирования на 25 -40%.

При открытой разработке гидротермальных месторождений эффективно ис
пользование на глубоких горизонтах комбинированного автомобильно-конвеерного 
или автомобильно-железнодорожного транспорта, когда себестоимость транспорти
рования по отношению к чисто автомобильному транспортированию снижается на 
20-25%. Эффективным решением по концентрации горных работ является повыше
ние высоты обуриваемых уступов до 25-30 м при разделении их во время экскава
ции после взрывания на подуступы с установкой оборудования на взорванной гор
ной массе.

Особую переходную область горных работ на урановых месторождениях пред
ставляет собой совмещение открытых и подземных горных работ, успешно осу
ществляемое на ряде месторождений при высочайшей концентрации производства.

1.2. Подземные горные работы

При подземных работах на гидрогенных месторождениях широкое примене
ние нашли щитовые способы проходки шахтных стволов, горно-капитальных и горно
подготовительных выработок при предварительном осушении месторождений с ис-
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пользованием специальных дренажных горизонтов. На очистных работах успешно 
внедрены механизированные и гидрофицированные комплексы, в том числе с актив
ным поддержанием "ложной” кровли, бурошнековые и струговые агрегаты, обору
дованные радиометрическими устройствами для ведения рабочих органов по грани
це пластов.

Особую область исследований и технических решений составила проблема отра
ботки прочных включений - карбонатных и песчаных отложений, которая успешно 
решена на основе применения механических рабочих органов шарошечного типа.

Высокая концентрация горных работ на стадиях вскрытия рудников достигну
та за счет одновременного многокаскадного вскрытия месторождений с организа
цией на экономически целесообразных отметках концентрационных горизонтов при 
независимом ведении работ в каждом из каскадов, укрупнения шахтных полей, 
группового вскрытия и подготовки этажей, увеличения высоты этажей с 45-60 м 
до 90-120 м и других технических решений. Ведение работ в каскаде снизу-вверх 
с захоронением в выработанном пространстве нижних горизонтов пустых пород, 
забалансовых руд и хвостов обогащения, продуцируемых при разработке верхних 
горизонтов, создало условия для безотходного производства.

Учитывая сложноструктурный характер гидротермальных урановых месторож
дений, их разработку почти повсеместно ведут системами с твердеющей закладкой 
подэтажных штреков или ортов, подэтажного маганизирования, что резко снижает 
потери и разубоживание руд, ограничивая деформацию вмещающих пород и рудных 
массивов и как следствие этого — снижается радоновыделение. Применение этих систем, 
обеспечивающих высокую полноту извлечения урана, создает условия для наиболее 
полной механизации основных и вспомогательных производственных процессов при 
максимальной безопасности труда горнорабочих и высокой скорости понижения горных 
работ. Достигнута высокая степень механизации работ на поверхности рудников, где 
широко применяют автоматизированные и механизированные комплексы обмена ва
гонеток, улучшены объемно-планировочные решения компоновки поверхности рудни
ков. Применение радиометрических датчиков на кузовах самоходных погрузочно- 
доставочных машин с разделением потоков товарных руд, руд забалансовых и пустых 
пород еще в забоях на самых ранних стадиях их перемешивания уменьшило потери и 
разубоживание руд.

1.3. Подземное и кучное выщелачивание урана
Подземное выщелачивание урана на гидрогенных месторождениях — наиболее 

эффективный способ разработки бедных урановых руд, залегающих в сложных 
горно-геологических условиях. Не требуя создания значительной инфраструктуры, 
специального транспорта, перерабатывающих комплексов, хвостохранилищ, 
применение подземного выщелачивания таких руд создало условия для высоко
рентабельной разработки самых бедных, но крупных по запасам месторождений 
при снижении в 2-3 раза капитальных затрат и повышении производительности 
труда по готовой продукции в 3 раза.
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Особенностью развития подземного выщелачивания гидрогенных месторожде
ний в последние годы явилось вовлечение в разработку сравнительно глубокозале- 
гающих узких протяженных залежей, сосредоточенных в слабопроницаемых породах. 
Использование высокопроизводительных погружных электронасосов для откачки 
растворов, совершенствование гидродинамических режимов их откачки-закачки, 
оптимизация сети разведочных и эксплуатационных скважин, применение пульсирую
щих режимов их работы, создание вертикальных и горизонтальных противофильтрацион- 
ных завес, развитие искусственной трещиноватости с использованием различных тех
нических средств в слабопроницаемых рудах, увеличение диаметра прифилировых 
зон, создание и внедрение новых технических средств — полиэтиленовых и стекло
пластиковых труб, дисковых фильтров, технологии беструбного раствороподъема — 
все это способствовало дальнейшему повышению эффективности подземного выще
лачивания урановых руд в СССР.

Подземное выщелачивание на гидротермальных месторождениях урановых 
руд СССР применяют главным образом в сочетании с обычными горными работами 
на стадиях освоения месторождений, разработки фланговых и забалансовых участ
ков в период основных горных работ и при доработке месторождений. Имеются 
лишь частные примеры самостоятельного применения подземного выщелачивания 
для отработки месторождений в целом. Применение при подземном выщелачивании 
гидротермальных месторождений обычной системы вскрытия и подготовки рудных 
залежей обуславливает эффективность лишь на стадии нарезки и подготовки блоков, 
когда большую часть руды оставляют на месте без ее выдачи на поверхность. Со
вершенствование технологии подготовки рудных тел при безблоковой выемке, 
оптимизация параметров и технологии буровзрывных работ, обеспечение высокой 
степени дробления руд и оптимальной фильтрационной однородности отбитых рудных 
масс позволило достичь извлечения урана на уровне 70%, а применение повторных 
взрывных работ повысило извлечение до 90%, что в соответствующих условиях 
ставит подземное выщелачивание на одну ступень с обычными горными работами, 
а в отдельных случаях и на более высокую.

2. ПЕРЕРАБОТКА МОНОМЕТАЛЛИЧЕСКИХ УРАНОВЫХ РУД

2.1. Выщелачивание урана
Для силикатных и алюмосиликатных руд основным является метод выщела

чивания раствором серной кислоты с окислителями (пиролюзитом, хлоратами нат
рия или калия, ионами трехвалентного железа).

При сернокислотном выщелачивании большую роль в окислении минералов 
четырехвалентного урана играют ионы трехвалентного железа. Систематическое 
изучение поведения урановых минералов и сопутствующих минералов пустой породы 
при сернокислотном выщелачивании с использованием различных окислителей поз-
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волило определить характер действия окислителей, способы их наиболее рациональ
ного применения и пути сокращения расхода реагентов.

Совершенствование аппаратурного оформления процесса кислотного выще
лачивания при атмосферном давлении проходило в направлении создания аппаратов 
большой производительности для сокращения числа технологических цепочек, умень
шения затрат электроэнергии на перемешивание пульпы и расхода пара на поддержа
ние заданной температуры. Разработана аппаратура для выщелачивания методом 
замеса при минимальном количестве жидкой фазы.

Выщелачивание руд с высоким содержанием кислотоемких компонентов (кар
бонатов) проводят растворами карбоната и бикарбоната натрия. При этом минералы 
четырехвалентного урана окисляют в карбонатном растворе наиболее дешевым окисли
телем — кислородом воздуха. Усовершенствование этого процесса проводилось в 
направлении улучшения диспергирования воздуха, применения технического кис
лорода, подбора катализаторов окисления, рационального использования и рекупери
рования тепла.

Перспективным способом извлечения урана из бедных, упорных и комплексных 
руд является автоклавное выщелачивание при температурах 100°С и выше, что обес
печивает повышение скорости протекания полезных реакций, идущих при низких 
температурах с неприемлемой для практики скоростью. Использование в автоклавах 
кислорода или воздуха в качестве окислителя позволило совместить процессы вы
щелачивания урана и получения серной кислоты за счет окисления пирита, присутст
вующего в руде, позволило окислить сульфиды других ценных металлов с переводом 
их в раствор.

Положительными качествами кислорода или воздуха как окислителей является 
их доступность и отсутствие в продуктах реакции вредных газообразных и растворен
ных веществ, загрязняющих окружающую среду. Применение процессов автоклав
ного выщелачивания ведет к экономии химикатов, сокращению энергетических затрат.

Одним из ценных компонентов урановых руд является молибден. Перевод в 
сернокислый раствор молибдена, присутствующего в виде молибденита, связан с 
определенными трудностями, так как обычно применяемые при выщелачивании 
урановых руд окислители неэффективны по отношению к молибдену. Выщела
чивание раствором серной кислоты в автоклавах под давлением кислорода ( или 
воздуха) с добавкой небольшого количества азотной кислоты или нитратов позволи
ло эффективно растворить молибденит.

Использование процесса кислотного автоклавного выщелачивания облегчило 
создание замкнутой технологической схемы переработки руды и позволило предупре
дить образование жидких и газообразных сбросов, загрязняющих окружающую среду.

Основным преимуществом автоклавного карбонатного выщелачивания с ис
пользованием воздуха в качестве окислителя является повышение извлечения ценных 
компонентов и сокращение энергетических затрат (пар, сжатый воздух), за счет 
интенсификации процесса и рекуперации тепла.
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Карбонатное выщелачивание в автоклавах под давлением воздуха позволяет 
полностью окислить тионаты и политионаты, которые способны отравлять ионооб
менные смолы.

Экономический эффект от применения автоклавов обеспечивает окупаемость 
капитальных затрат на оборудование в течение 1,5-2 лет.

Применение при повышенных температурах и давлениях наиболее дешевого 
и чистого из окислителей — кислорода воздуха позволило эффективно переработать 
различные типы бедных, упорных и комплексных урановых руд и получить высокое 
извлечение ценных компонентов при сокращении расхода реагентов и энергии.

В СССР разработаны, серийно изготовляются и успешно применяются в промыш
ленности различные типы автоклавов.

В отечественной практике для выщелачивания урановых руд получили распростра
нение автоклавы двух типов — горизонтальные четырехкамерные с механическими 
перемешивающими устройствами и вертикальные с пневматическим перемешиванием 
пульп.

Перемешивающие устройства — двухступенчатые турбинные мешалки-аэраторы 
консольного типа. Каждое перемешивающее устройство засасывает и диспергирует 
около 300 м3 газа на 1 м3 пульпы. Мощность индивидуального электропривода —
75 кВт.

Как показала практика работы горизонтальных автоклавов, турбинная мешалка- 
аэратор является эффективным перемешивающим устройством, обеспечивающим вы
сокий коэффициент использования кислорода.

Вертикальный автоклав с пневматическим перемешиванием пульпы представля
ет собой пачук объемом 100-200 м3, рассчитанный на работу при повышенных тем
пературах (до 180° С) и давлениеях (до 16 атм.). Автоклав полезным объемом 100 м3 
имеет следующие размеры: диаметр — 3 м, высота — 18 м. По центральной оси аппа
рата расположена аэролифтная труба, служащая для циркуляции пульпы. Воздух 
поступает снизу через распределительное устройство (перфорированную плиту с 
колпачками), установленное под аэролифтной трубой. Наружная поверхность корпу
са автоклава для снижения теплопотерь имеет изоляцию.

2.2. Сорбционно-экстракционное извлечение урана
В начальный период развития урановой промышленности рудное сырье перера

батывали традиционными методами, используя такие операции, как фильтрование, 
декантацию, многократное осаждение и растворение урана. Для труднофильтруемых 
урановых руд глинистого типа наиболее трудо- и энергоемкими были операции отделе
ния урансодержащего раствора от основной массы выщелоченной руды. Многократ
ное фильтрование или противоточная декантация приводили к большим потерям вы
щелоченного урана с влагой отфильтрованного или сгущенного рудного остатка и 
дополнительным затратам на обезвреживание радиоактивных стоков.

Для преодоления указанных недостатков в 1953 г. был разработан бесфильтра- 
ционно-сорбционный метод переработки плотных и вязких пульп, который в настоя-
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щее время составляет основу промышленных способов извлечения урана и ценных 
сопутствующих компонентов из руд и концентратов.

Процесс сорбции из пульп позволил совместить отделение ионита от рудной 
массы с концентрированием урана и очисткой его от примесей. Внедрение процесса 
сорбции урана из пульп позволило снизить энергозатраты, повысить производитель
ность труда, сэкономить миллионы квадратных метров фильтрующих тканей и сотни 
тонн кислот, щелочей и других химических материалов, в несколько раз увеличить 
мощность предприятий. Осуществление процесса сорбции из пульп вызвало пересмотр 
требований к добываемым рудам, и на ряде месторождений в результате снижения 
бортового содержания урана были увеличены реально используемые запасы.

Разработанный процесс сорбции урана из пульп по интенсивности превосходит 
традиционные фильтрационные и декантационные методы в сотни, а в некоторых 
случаях и в тысячи раз.

Эффективность процесса сорбции из пульп значительно возрастает при совме
щении процессов сорбции и выщелачивания. Введение ионита на стадии выщелачи
вания повышает извлечение урана, существенно сокращает общее время обработки 
рудного материала, подавляет высокие сорбционные свойства таких рудных минералов, 
как сланец, уголь, бентонит, монтмориллонит и цеолиты, из-за чего для удержания 
урана в растворе поддерживают высокую концентрацию выщелачивающего реагента.

Для сорбции урана на первом этапе широко применяли карбоксильный катио
нит СГ-1, сорбирующий уран за счет комплексообразования. Начиная с 1948 г. в СССР 
проводили работы по изучению специфики сорбции урана из сернокислых и карбонат
ных растворов, а также из азотнокислых, солянокислых, фосфорнокислых и фторид- 
ных сред. Это позволило на втором этапе развития ионообменной технологии шире 
использовать аниониты, амфолиты и комплекситы. Обобщая полученные результаты, 
можно отметить явную зависимость между основностью ионита и его сродством к 
различным комплексам урана. В подавляющем большинстве случаев сильноосновные 
аниониты макропористого типа обладают преимуществами по кинетике сорбции и 
десорбции урана в сравнении с анионитами гелевой структуры.

Исходя из физико-химических и сорбционных свойств известных ионообменных 
смол можно определить оптимальные области их применения:

— сильноосновные аниониты AM, АМП, ВП-1Ап — для извлечения урана из слабо
солевых сернокислых сред в области pH 1-3, а также для сорбции урана из карбонат
ных сред при pH 10,5. Для этих целей также перспективно применение фосфониевых
и арсониевых оснований;

— слабоосновные аниониты АН-2Ф, ЭДЭ- 10п, АМ-3 и ВП- 1п, а также азотфосфор- 
содержащие комплекситы типа АФИ — при работе с растворами, имеющими высокое 
содержание сульфатов и большую остаточную кислотность (30-150 г/л серной кислоты). 
Аналогичные данные получены и для фосфорно-сернокислых растворов с содержанием 
фосфорной кислоты 150-350 г/л;

- специфический анионит AM - ЮХп — для извлечения урана из природных вод с 
содержанием урана 20-60 мг/мэ (табл. I).
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ТАБЛИЦА I. ЭФФЕКТИВНОСТЬ СОРБЦИОННОГО ПОГЛОЩЕНИЯ УРАНА ИЗ 
ПРИРОДНОЙ ВОДЫ С СОДЕРЖАНИЕМ СОЛЕЙ ОКОЛО 6 г/л И КОНЦЕНТРАЦИЕЙ 
УРАНА 60 мг/мэ ПРИ pH = 8,4 - 8,7 И ПРОДОЛЖИТЕЛЬНОСТИ ЦИКЛОВ 
СОРБЦИИ И ДЕСОРБЦИИ 48 ч И 6 ч, СООТВЕТСТВЕННО

Сорбент
Зернение

мм

Е м кость сорбента по урану 
м г/г

П орош ковы е сорбенты

А лю могель -0 ,1 0 0,20
Т итаногель -0 ,1 0 0 ,2 2 -0 ,30

Фосфата кальц ия гель -0 ,1 0 0,20

Зеролит ФФ + 0 ,20-0 ,40 0,21

А м берлит И РА -410 + 0 ,20-0 ,63 0,54
Анионит AM- ЮХп + 0 ,056-0 ,16 5,3
Анионит A M -ЮХп + 0 ,16-0 ,25 5,0
Анионит A M -ЮХп + 0 ,25-0 ,40 3,0 -4 ,8

К рупногранульны е сорбенты

Анионит АМП + 0 ,63-1 ,6 0 ,45 -0 ,8

Варион АП + 0 ,63-1 ,6 0,5 -0 ,7
Анионит АМ -10п + 0 ,63-1 ,0 2,0-2,5

Анионит AM - ЮХп + 1,0-1,6 1,5-2,0

Процесс сорбции осуществлен в промышленном масштабе в различном аппара
турном оформлении как на стадии сорбции, так и десорбции. К наиболее распрост
раненным типам аппаратов относятся :

— реакторы с механическим перемешиванием стандартного образца, которые 
монтируют в виде каскадов из 3 и 6 аппаратов;

— колонны со взвешенным слоем ионита объемом до 150 м3 для переработки 
разбавленных пульп плотностью 1,05-1,10 г/см3 ;

— аппараты с пневматическим перемешиванием типа пачук объемом от 0,3 м3 
до 500 м3 для переработки плотных пульп вплоть до Т:Ж = 1:1 ;

— колонны со свободно движущимся слоем ионита (КДС) для отмывки от 
илов и регенерации урансодержащего сорбента;

— колонны непрерывной сорбции-десорбции с пневматической разгрузкой 
(КНСПР), напорные сорбционные колонны (СНК) и противоточные ионообменные 
колонны (ПИК-1), эффективность десорбции урана с ионита в которых убывает в , 
ряду: ПИК-1, СНК > КНСПР> КДС.

Имеющийся ассортимент доступных экстрагентов типа триалкиламинов (ТАА) , 
трибутилфосфата (ТБФ) , ди-2-этилгексилфосфорной кислоты (Д-2-ЭГФК) позволяет
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их широко использовать как для очистки урана от примесей при переработке товар
ных элюатов, так и при извлечении урана из рудных растворов. Успешно применяют 
для этих целей синергетные смеси кислых экстрагентов с нейтральными органичес
кими соединениями.

Экстракционный метод извлечения и очистки урана эксплуатируется на протя
жении 25 лет. В качестве экстракторов на большинстве заводов используют горизон
тальные смесительно-отстойные аппараты ящичного типа с турбинными мешалками 
производительностью 1000-2000 м3/сут, пришедшие на смену аппаратам колонного 
типа. Модернизацией смесителя-отстойника можно снизить объем используемого 
экстрагента в пожароопасном разбавителе (керосине). Однако большего эффекта 
можно достичь при использовании центробежных экстракторов и осветителей исход
ных растворов, промышленная отработка конструкции которых позволит в ближай
шие годы перейти на процессы с интенсифицированным разделением фаз.

Перспективные разработки направлены на создание еще более эффективных 
веществ класса суперэкстрагентов, к которым можно отнести фосфиноксиды, 
амиды фосфорных кислот, циклотрифосфазотриены и краун-эфиры. В СССР нала
жено опытно-промышленное производство этих экстрагентов.

Хорошие результаты получены при применении селективных азотфосфорсодер- 
жащих экстрагентов для экстракции урана из нитратных и азотнокислых сред. Сре
ди этих веществ обнаружены необычайно сильные комплексообразователи актинидов, 
например, гексабутил трисамид фосфорной кислоты и циклотрифосфазотриены, 
эффективные константы экстракции урана для которых достигают 106 -107.

В последние годы проявляется интерес к новому типу поглотителей — импрег- 
нированным сорбентам (ИС), часто называемых и твердыми экстрагентами (ТВЭКС). 
Их получают введением в гранулы пористого сополимера экстрагентов определенного 
типа. Полученный таким образом поглотитель можно рекомендовать для экстракции 
из растворов сложного солевого состава.

Практический интерес представляет процесс экстракционной десорбции, при ко
тором эмульсии экстрагентов в растворах минеральных кислот, например трибутил- 
фосфата или триалкиламина в керосине, эмульгированных в 3%-ной серной кислоте, 
рекомендуют для процесса десорбции урана с сильноосновных анионитов. Процесс 
проводят в аппаратах типа смесителя-отстойника с погружной или выносной камерой 
при соотношении объемов анионита, раствора и экстрагента, равном 1:1:5. Перемеши
вание проводят в течение 1 ч на каждой ступени, после чего ионит отделяют от эмуль
сии на сите в течение 2-3 мин и проводят расслаивание эмульсии в отстойнике в те
чение 5-10 мин. Этим методом удается оуществить десорбцию урана с анионита 
АМП до остаточной емкости 0,25% от исходного содержания за 7-8 ступеней обра
ботки при насыщении экстрагента ураном до содержания 6-7 г/л. При экстракционной 
десорбции обеспечивается эффективный массоперенос, в результате чего процесс 
десорбции завершается быстрее, чем в обычных условиях. Аналогичным образом 
за 4 ступени десорбции можно элюировать трехвалентное железо с катионита СГ-1 
эмульсией керосинового раствора монолаурилфосфорной кислоты в 30%-ной H2SD4,
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ТАБЛИЦА II. ЭФФЕКТИВНОСТЬ ГИДРОМЕТАЛЛУРГИЧЕСКОЙ ПЕРЕРАБОТКИ 
МОНОМЕТАЛЛИЧЕСКИХ УРАНОВЫХ РУД

Годы
эксплуатации

О тносительное 

содержание урана

%

Относительная
стоимость

переработки

%

Извлечение урана по сравнению 

с периодом  1952-57 гг.

%

1952-57 100 100 100
1961-65 100 80 106

1966-70 90 70 109

1971-72 75 70 111

а также десорбировать молибден с анионита АМП керосиновым раствором смеси 
Д2ЭГФК с ТБФ или ТАА.

Широкое внедрение бесфильтрационных сорбционно-экстракционных процессов 
позволило обеспечить непрерывное снижение относительной стоимости переработки 
сырья и повышение извлечения урана из руды при постепенном снижении содержа
ния его в сырье (табл. II).

3. КОМПЛЕКСНАЯ ПЕРЕРАБОТКА УРАНОВЫХ РУД

Сопутствующие урану ценные компоненты обычно' извлекают вместе с ураном 
на стадии выщелачивания и затем выделяют на стадиях сорбции, десорбции или экстрак
ции, а реже методами химического осаждения и кристаллизации.

Молибден. В Советском Союзе накоплен большой промышленный опыт по сов
местной и раздельной сорбции урана и молибдена из кислых и карбонатных пульп 
сильноосновными анионитами AM, АМП и ВП-1Ап. В кислых растворах молибден 
легко гидролизуется и полимеризуется, поэтому процесс его сорбции особенно чув
ствителен к структурным и стехиометрическим факторам. Так, сорбционная емкость ' 
высокопористого аниона ВП-1Ап в 5,5 раза выше, чем гелевого аниона АМП. Из кис
лых пульп максимальное разделение компонентов достигается при двухступенчатом 
сорбционном процессе с извлечением молибдена при сравнительно высокой кислотнос
ти и последующей сорбции урана из пульп, нейтрализованных до pH 1,5-3,5.

Ванадий. Поведение ванадия при сорбции во многом сходно с молибденом. 
Однако депрессирующее воздействие сульфатов выражено сильнее. Особое внимание 
уделяется величине окислительного потенциала с целью предупреждения образова
ния плохо сорбируемых анионитами ионов четырехвалентного ванадия, существую
щих в растворах с ЭДС менее 500 мВ. При ЭДС раствора свыше 700 мВ ванадий 
находится в пятивалентном состоянии. В реальных растворах после выщелачивания 
урановых руд концентрация ванадия составляет 1,5-6,3 г/л. Полезные емкости по
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ванадию для таких растворов достигают 420, 330 и 110 мг/г для ионитов ВП-1Ап,
ВП-1п и ВПК соответственно.

Медь. При переработке ураномедных руд методом кислотного выщелачивания 
урана медь переходит в раствор сравнительно легко. Ее можно сорбировать совмест
но с ураном или отдельно после удаления урана селективным ионитом. Наиболее 
высокие емкости сорбентов по меди достигают при pH 4, равные 60-80 мг/г для ио
нитов СГ-1, АН-2Ф, ЭДЭ-Юп и 100-140 мг/г для амфолитов АНКБ-1 АМК, и АНКБ-10. 
Существует класс специфических сорбентов, позволяющих извлекать медь из более 
кислых растворов с емкостью 100-150 мг/г при pH 1-2. Это амфолиты ВПК и АНКБ-2.

Рений. Для сорбции перренат-ионов можно использовать активированные угли, 
располагающиеся в ряд в соответствии со способностью поглощать рений: АГ-Н,
АГ-3, АГ-5 > КАД-йодный > АР-3, БАУ, СКТ. Уголь насыщается рением до содержа
ния 1-2%.

Больших результатов можно достичь, применяя органические сорбенты при 
pH 5-6, так как повышение кислотности до 5-15 г/л в области малых равновесных 
концентраций рения приводит к понижению емкости ионитов в 8-10 раз. Эффектив
ность ионитов при поглощении рения убывает в следующем ряду: ВП- In > АМ-3, 
АН-21 > AM, амберлит ИРА-400 > угли.

Цирконий. После сульфатизации силикатных и автоклавирования карбонатных 
уранциркониевых руд в растворы переходит до 3 -15 г/л циркония. В водных раст
ворах ионы циркония и гафния подвержены гидролизу и полимеризации, что услож
няет картину ионного состояния и разнообразит возможности использования ион
нообменных материалов. Так, для растворов с содержанием циркония 0,5 г/л и 
pH 1,8-2,0 можно получить практически приемлемое насыщение ионитов, %:

пористый сульфокатионит КУ - 23 ........................... 8-11
пористый карбоксиальный катионит КМ-2п ....................6,0
пористые аниониты АМ-2Б, ВП- 1п .......................... 2,3-2,6
пористые иониты АЭ-14, ВПК ............................. 3,3-4,0
Добавлением фторидов в сернокислые растворы можно усилить поглощение 

циркония анионитами до насыщения, %:

Тантал и ниобий. При выщелачивании урановых танталониобатов сульфатиза- 
цией в растворы переходит до 1 -10 г/л тантала и ниобия в пересчете на окислы. Их 
можно извлечь пористыми анионитами АМ-п и АМП-п с суммарной емкостью до 
50 мг/г. Как и в случае с цирконием, поглощение тантала и ниобия можно усилить 
в 3-4 раза за счет введения анионов фтора в количестве 2-8 молей на сумму молей 
тантала и ниобия. В целом можно отметить следующие специфические особенности 
сорбции тантала и ниобия:

1. При одинаковой матрице сильноосновные аниониты по способности сорби
ровать тантал могут быть расположены в такой последовательности: АМП > AM > 
АМ-2Б > АМ-3 > АМ-4.

АМ-п, АНФ-2, ВП- 1Ап, СФ-5....
АМП, ВП-1п,ВП-15п, ВПК .....
АМ-2Б, ВПГ, КУ-2, КУ-23, ЭДЭ-Юп

4-8
10-12

2-4
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ТАБЛИЦА III. ЭФФЕКТИВНОСТЬ НАСЫЩЕНИЯ ИОНИТОВ ЗОЛОТОМ ИЗ 
ЦИАНИДНЫХ ПУЛЬП ПОСЛЕ ВЫЩЕЛАЧИВАНИЯ РУДЫ С СОДЕРЖАНИЕМ 
ЗОЛОТА 2-5 г/т

Е м кость сорбента Д оля золота
М арка м г/г в сумме

Золото Железо + 3 Цинк Н икель Медь ком понентов

А М -2Б 15,3 1,3 3,1 3,5 4,7 0,55
АМ-п 8,1 13,5 4,3 5,5 25,6 0,17

2. При одинаковой основности функциональной группы большей емкостью 
по танталу обладают аниониты стиролдивинилбензольного типа (АМП > ВП-1 Ап) .

3. Пористые иониты имеют более высокую емкость по танталу чем гелевые, 
в то время как на сорбцию ниобия пористость не влияет.

4. Анионит АМП-п характеризуется максимальным коэффициентом разделе
ния тантала и ниобия.

Золото. Из золотосодержащих урановых руд золото получают методом сорбцион
ного выщелачивания цианидами щелочных металлов до или после извлечения урана.
Для выделения золота из пульпы используют бифункциональный анионит АМ-2Б, 
отличающийся высокой емкостью и повышенной селективностью (табл. III).

Насыщенный анионит регенерируют растворами тиомочевины. Из полученных 
элюатов после экстракционной очистки выделяют черновое золото, электролитичес
ким рафинированием которого получают слитки с содержанием золота 99,99%.

Цезий. В процессе сернокислотного выщелачивания урановых руд в растворы из 
разрушенных гидрослюд, хлоридов и некоторых других минералов переходит до 
5 мг/л цезия и до 12 мг/л рубидия. Попутное растворение цезия и рубидия увеличи
вается при использовании процессов автоклавного выщелачивания урановых руд. 
Растворенные редкие щелочные металлы можно извлечь из пульпы с одновременным 
концентрированием более чем в 2000 раз по цезию с помощью органоминерального 
сорбента цезиит-7. Для этого в противоточном режиме достаточно 1 пачука в цикле 
сорбции с загрузкой сорбента по объему 10% и времени пребывания пульпы в нем 1 ч. 
Емкость насыщенного сорбента находится в пределах 12,7-14,0 мг/г.

Торий, скандий, редкоземельные элементы и фосфатные удобрения. В СССР 
перерабатывают глинистые урано-фосфорно-редкоземельно-скандиевые руды со 
значительным количеством мельчайшего пирита (мельниковита) и урано-фосфорно- 
ториевые руды, содержащие некоторое количество карбонатов и глин. Предварительно 
эти руды подвергают механическому обогащению ввиду низкого содержания таких 
ценных компонентов как пятиокись фосфора (4-12%), торий (0,03%), редкоземель
ные элементы (0,2%). Для этого применяют двухступенчатую дезинтеграцию и много
ступенчатую классификацию в гидроциклонах по классу + 0,02 мм: нижний продукт
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гидроциклонов — это франколитовый концентрат с достаточно высоким содержани
ем всех ценных компонентов и высоким извлечением (90%), а слив — диспергирован
ная глина и мельчайшие зерна мельниковита. Разработана технология выделения из 
хвостов в батарейных гидроциклонах пиритного концентрата, пригодного для получе
ния серной кислоты, необходимой для последующего выщелачивания урано-фосфорно- 
редкоземельного концентрата. Последний вскрывают смесью серной и азотной кислот, 
практически полностью переводя в раствор ценные компоненты и связывая до поло
вины кальция в виде гипса, с которым соосаждается основное количество радиоак
тивных элементов (в основном 226 Ra и 230 Th). Получаемые затем удобрения содер
жат фосфор поровну в водо- и цитратнорастворимых формах.

Из раствора фосфорной кислоты после восстановления железа осаждают кол
лективный химический концентрат урана, редких земель и остальную часть Ас и 230 Th, 
затем его растворяют в азотной кислоте, извлекают уран экстракцией с последующим 
его выделением на стадии реэкстракции в виде уранилтрикарбоната, оставляя редкие 
земли в маточние экстракции. В зависимости от потребления редкоземельные маточ
ники переочищают сорбцией или экстракцией, осаждают карбонаты, после прокалки 
которых получают чистые оксиды суммы РЗЭ и Y. Последние перерабатывают с вы
делением чистых окисей Y и Eu для люминофоров, лигатур и катализаторов.

Из азотно-фосфорных растворов после выделения коллективного концентрата 
аммонизацией, упаркой и грануляцией получают азотно-фосфорные удобрения типа 
нитрофоса, содержащие в сухом виде до 40% питательных веществ.

Концентрат обогащения можно перерабатывать по упрощенной схеме без 
извлечения редких земель, вскрывая серной кислотой, фильтруя на карусельных 
фильтрах, экстрагируя U и Sc из раствора с последующим получением чистых сое
динений U и Sc (окисей). После аммонизации, упаривания и грануляции получают 
азотно-фосфорное удобрение типа аммофоса.

Урано-фосфорно-ториевые руды перерабатывают также с разложением концент
рата серной кислотой, экстракцией U и Th из растворов и раздельной реэкстракцией 
U и Th. Урановый реэкстракт подвергают дополнительной экстракционной очистке 
с последующим получением чистых кристаллов аммонийуранилтрикарбоната, а из 
ториевого реэкстракта получают химический концентрат.

Таким образом из бедных, промышленных руд сложного состава с хорошими 
экономическими показателями извлекаются уран и многие сопутствующие ценные 
компоненты с одновременной утилизацией затрачиваемых химикатов в попутно- 
получаемые азотно-фосфорные аммонийные удобрения. Реализация попутно полу
чаемых продуктов снижает себестоимость выделения урана.





DISCUSSION

(Summary of discussion held on the papers in Technical Session 3.1)

There were inquiries to speakers from Australia and Canada (papers 
IAEA-CN-42/98 and 142) on whether there were other minerals in the uranium 
deposits that had a significant impact on the economics of the uranium production. 
It was explained that while there were certain deposits that had nickel, gold or 
vanadium in them, these metals were of minor economic importance. There are 
no plans at present to recover the nickle and vanadium. In the case of the large 
Roxby Downs deposit, which is not yet included in Australian uranium reserve 
estimates, production would depend on the recovery of associated copper.

It was observed that the conclusion from paper IAEA-CN-42/60 (that there 
was no feed for early large-scale introduction of FBRs in view of the adequate 
uranium supply outlook) varied from the conclusions of other analysts using the 
same resource data (that there was a need for expeditious development of 
uranium saving technologies in both existing and new reactor systems). It was 
explained that the low cost uranium supply, considering estimated resources and 
discovery rates, appears adequate to fuel the lifetime needs of reactors projected 
to be on line by around the year 2025 without plutonium recycle. Therefore, 
in general, plutonium recycle would be an option during this period. However, 
countries dependent on imported uranium might wish to employ plutonium-based 
systems more rapidly.
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Abstract-Résumé

EURODIF: DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION FOR URANIUM 
ENRICHMENT.

After a thorough evaluation of the feasibility and timeliness of building a large uranium 
enrichment plant, the Eurodif partners decided at the end of 1973 to set up such a multi
national enterprise. In spite of its size, the project was realized eight years later when the 
Tricastin plant was completed on schedule and at a cost within the original estimate. This 
success was due to an organization specially created for implementing such an industrial 
project, to the ability and capacity of industry in the countries participating in Eurodif, and 
to the reliability of the gaseous diffusion process developed by the French Atomic Energy 
Commission. Accounting for 30% of world capacity, Eurodif is now well established as a 
dependable and competitive supplier of uranium enrichment services and is going ahead 
confidently with further development projects.

EURODIF: DEVELOPPEMENT D’UNE COOPERATION INTERNATIONALE POUR 
L’ENRICHISSEMENT DE L’URANIUM.

Après avoir procédé en commun à une étude approfondie sur l’opportunité de réaliser 
une grande usine d’enrichissement de l’uranium, les partenaires d’Eurodif ont décidé, fin 
1973, la création de cette entreprise plurinationale. Huit ansplus tard, en dépit de son 
ampleur, le projet se concrétise par l’achèvement de l’usine du Tricastin dans les conditions 
de délai et de prix qui aveient été fixées au départ. C’est le résultat d’une organisation bien 
adaptée à une réalisation industrielle, d’une bonne adéquation des ressources de l’industrie 
dans les pays représentés au sein d’Eurodif, enfin d’une grande fiabilité du procédé de 
diffusion gazeuse mis au point par le Commissariat à l’énergie atomique. Désormais, avec 
30% de la capacité mondiale, Eurodif se présente comme un fournisseur fiable et compétitif 
de services d’enrichissement de l’uranium et peut poursuivre avec confiance ses projets de 
développement.

De Genève en 1955 à Vienne cette année, en passant par Genève encore, 
puis Salzbourg, de l’«atome pour la paix» à «l’expérience acquise dans le domaine 
nucléo-énergétique», les conférences tenues sous les auspices de l’Agence inter
nationale de l’énergie atomique prétendaient à une double ambition: encourager 
la coopération et les échanges internationaux d’une part, favoriser le développe
ment industriel d’une source d’énergie considérable d’autre part. C’est une grande
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REVETEM ENT DE SURFACE

FIG .l. Répartition du capital d ’Eurodif S.A.

satisfaction de pouvoir aujourd’hui présenter une réalisation répondant aussi 
parfaitement à ce double objectif: Eurodif.

Dès l’origine, en effet, Eurodif est le fruit d’une réflexion commune conduite 
par plusieurs pays européens qui ont décidé ensuite de s’associer étroitement 
dans une entreprise industrielle de grande envergure. Aujourd’hui, Eurodif est 
parvenue à l’achèvement de son ambitieux projet et prend place parmi les plus 
grands producteurs mondiaux avec plus du quart de la capacité totale d’enrichis
sement de l’uranium.

C’est ce double aspect, coopération internationale et puissance industrielle, 
que cet exposé voudrait développer, éclairer, commenter.

L’histoire d’Eurodif commence avec la décennie 1970.
A cette époque, pas très lointaine, ne l’oublions pas, la démonstration 

technique était faite dans plusieurs pays que l’énergie nucléaire était capable de 
contribuer à la production d’électricité au moyen de plusieurs systèmes de 
génération. Parmi eux, les systèmes à eau naturelle, mais à uranium enrichi, 
semblaient prévaloir au plan économique et allaient rapidement s’imposer comme 
filière industrielle. L’uranium enrichi était produit en grande quantité aux 
Etats-Unis, et aux Etats-Unis seulement. Il n’est pas surprenant, dès lors, de 
constater que c’est également aux Etats-Unis que les réacteurs à eau légère 
connaissaient les plus grands développements.

L’industrie de la séparation isotopique, permettant d’atteindre l’enrichis
sement de l’uranium, était parfaitement inconnue avant l’avènement de l’ère 
nucléaire. Avant d’atteindre le stade industriel, il fallait donc déployer un effort 
considérable de recherche et de développement et y consacrer le temps et l’argent 
correspondants.
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A cette même époque, après les Etats-Unis, le Royaume-Uni et l’URSS, la 
France venait de mettre en service une usine d’enrichissement pour des applica
tions militaires dont les performances s’avéraient, après quelques années de 
fonctionnement, tout à fait satisfaisantes.

La conjonction de ces deux certitudes, l’avenir prometteur des réacteurs à 
uranium enrichi et la maîtrise de la technologie de l’enrichissement, incitait la 
France à proposer aux pays européens de s’associer dans un projet multinational. 
Ainsi naquit en 1972 le Groupement d’intérêt économique Eurodif, réunissant 
des participants de sept pays, pour étudier ensemble les aspects techniques, écono
miques et politiques d’un tel projet.

En moins de deux ans, décision était prise par quatre partenaires de constituer 
entre eux la Société Eurodif S.A., dont le capital, après quelques aménagements, 
était réparti entre ses partenaires selon le schéma de la figure 1 .

L’objectif assigné à Eurodif était de réaliser une usine de 9 millions 
d’UTS/an (les Etats-Unis disposaient à l’époque de 17 millions d’UTS/an), 
capacité qui fut portée peu après à 10,8 millions d’UTS/an. Le coût de 
l’investissement prévu était de 9,5 milliards de francs et son achèvement devait 
intervenir à la fin de 1981 selon le programme indiqué en figure 2.

En 1982, ce triple objectif est atteint: capacité, prix, délai.
Eurodif apparaît donc, à la fois, comme une réalisation industrielle dans 

le domaine nucléaire tout à fait remarquable et comme le symbole d’une 
coopération internationale parfaitement réussie. Cela peut surprendre au 
premier abord et il convient donc d’examiner plus attentivement les raisons de 
ce succès.

Avant-projet
Décision de 

construire
Choix du site
Aménagement 
du site
Ateliers 

Auxiliaires 

Poste électrique

Annexe de 
procédé

1i2bat.
Cascade

3»4 bat.

'72 '73 ’74 ’75 '76 ’77 ’78 '79 ’80 ’81

FIG.2. Usine Eurodif du Tricastin. Programme de construction.
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La première d’entre elles était certainement la motivation exceptionnelle 
des partenaires. Le premier choc pétrolier venait de frapper de plein fouet 
l’Europe, plus que tout autre région du globe. La maturité naissante de 
l’industrie nucléaire offrait aux pays européens une réponse, au moins partielle, 
à l’angoisse du moment. Mais il leur manquait ce maillon crucial qu’est l’enri
chissement de l’uranium, et les Etats-Unis se voyaient contraints de fermer le 
livre des commandes étrangères pour satisfaire une demande nationale en pleine 
expansion.

La nécessité de disposer d’une source d’approvisionnement dont ils auraient 
la maîtrise apparut aux partenaires d’Eurodif comme une condition du libre 
choix de leur développement.

Corrélativement, l’exigence de la réussite conduisait ces mêmes partenaires 
à se doter de structures industrielles très opérationnelles, tout en préservant 
la motivation première de leur démarche qui était le besoin d’indépendance.
Ainsi fut-il décidé de faire d’Eurodif une société anonyme dotée d’un directoire 
et d’un conseil de surveillance, instances auxquelles chacun participait étroite
ment, sans nuire en aucune manière à l’efficacité de gestion de telles structures. 
Les règles de conduite politiques sont dictées par une convention entre les 
gouvernements, qui manifestent ainsi leur volonté et leur soutien à l’entreprise 
commune. Mais les décisions des organes de direction relèvent des seuls critères 
de gestion efficace.

La fiabilité de l’apport technologique du CEA constitue une seconde raison 
importante de succès. Depuis une dizaine d’années, l’usine de Pierrelatte fonc
tionnait de façon remarquable et les essais d’extrapolation conduits pendant 
plusieurs années à grande échelle avaient déjà permis de définir les choix essen
tiels. Les équipes de recherche et développement du CEA, aussi bien que celles 
d’ingénierie d’USSI (Société pour la construction d’usines de séparation 
isotopique) qui avaient réalisé l’usine de Pierrelatte et les moyens d’essais, 
maîtrisaient parfaitement les paramètres de mise en oeuvre du procédé. Ce 
procédé, la diffusion gazeuse, avait également fait preuve de sa maturité 
industrielle aux Etats-Unis, au Royaume-Uni et en URSS. Un procédé sûr et 
une technologie éprouvée constituent un atout majeur pour réussir une 
entreprise collective.

Troisième facteur favorable: la capacité de l’industrie des pays concernés 
par Eurodif a permis un large recours à l’appel d’offre international. Un petit 
nombre de composants très spécifiques et de haute technologie, les barrières de 
séparation et les garnitures d’étanchéité, ont été naturellement fabriqués par les 
industriels français spécialement formés à cet effet. Mais la majeure partie des 
fournitures pouvaient parfaitement être réalisées dans l’un ou l’autre des quatre 
pays, Belgique, Espagne, France ou Italie, dont les niveaux industriels sont 
assez comparables.
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1. CASCADE

2. ANNEXE DE PROCEDE

3. POSTE DE COMMANDE

4. POSTE ELECTRIQUE

5. REFRIGERANTS ATMOSPHERIQUES

6. AUXILIAIRES

7. ATELIERS

8. ZONE REC
FIG.3. Usine du Tricastin. Plan de masse.

FIG.4. Estimations relatives à la puissance nucléaire installée dans le monde d ’économie 
de marché.
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TABLEAU I. BESOINS ANNUELS ET PROJECTIONS 
RELATIVES AUX BESOINS ANNUELS EN TRAVAIL DE 
SEPARATION DANS LE MONDE D’ECONOMIE DE MARCHE*

1980 1985 1990 1995

O C O E. EUROPE 7 11-12 14-16 19-25
O C D E. AMERIQUE 8 11-13 15-16 15-18
O C D E. PACIFIQUE 2 4-4 6-7 8-11
O C D E. TOTAL 17 26-29 35-39 42-54
PAYS EN VOIE DE DEVELOPPEMENT 1 2-2 4-5 7 -9
DU MEM

MEM 18 28-31 39-44 49-63

* Hypothèse faible-forte; teneur de rejet: 0,2%; en millions d’UTS. 
Source: OCDE.

Ainsi, le recours à l’appel d’offre international fut la règle. Chacun y trouva 
son intérêt, Eurodif bénéficiant de conditions économiques avantageuses et les 
industriels réalisant un chiffre d’affaires substantiel et, pour beaucoup d’entre 
eux, accédant à la référence nucléaire.

Enfin, dernier atout, le choix du site du Tricastin (fig.3), dans un environne
ment déjà très familiarisé avec le nucléaire et facilitant le concours indispensable 
et combien précieux d’Electricité de France (EDF). Parallèlement à la construc
tion d’Eurodif, EDF réalisait et mettait en service les quatre tranches de 900 MW 
constituant la centrale du Tricastin, assurant ainsi l’alimentation électrique de 
l’usine d’enrichissement en temps voulu.

La première étape d’Eurodif s’achève bien aujourd’hui avec les rendez-vous 
tel qu’il était fixé dès 1973. Sa capacité d’alimenter une centaine de réacteurs 
de 900 MW chacun équivaut à l’économie de près de 150 millions de tonnes de 
pétrole par an. Ses performances économiques étant désormais confirmées et 
satisfaisantes, Eurodif constitue pour ses partenaires et ses clients un instrument 
de politique énergétique de première importance. Comment sera-t-il utilisé et 
devra-t-il être encore développé? Telles sont les questions du présent et du 
futur qui méritent quelques réflexions.

Il est sans doute superflu de vanter les mérites de l’option nucléaire devant 
un auditoire rassemblé sous l’égide de l’Agence internationale de l’énergie 
atomique. D’autres personnalités beaucoup plus qualifiées l’ont fait et le feront 
encore avec beaucoup de conviction. Mais il faut bien constater que cette convic
tion n’est pas assez partagée. Il est même paradoxal de constater que, pour
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l’ensemble du monde, le rythme d’accroissement de la puissance électronucléaire 
en projet diminue au fur et à mesure que le parc de centrales en fonctionnement 
s’accroît et que les espérances de fiabilité et de rentabilité se confirment (fig.4).

C’est un fait, un double fait: l’industrie électronucléaire a atteint une taille 
respectable (l’équivalent, aujourd’hui, de 250 millions de tonnes de pétrole par 
an et bientôt de 500 millions) mais les prévisions de puissance installée en 1990 
sont réduites au tiers de ce qu’elles étaient en 1974.

Dans le même temps, cela va de soi, la prévision de consommation 
d’uranium enrichi a été divisée par trois et la crainte de la pénurie a fait place 
à une situation de surabondance durable.

Pendant les dix années à venir, au niveau mondial, l’excédent de capacité de 
production sera en moyenne de 10 millions d’UTS par an, conduisant, soit à un 
sous-emploi important des installations, soit à l’accumulation de stocks dépassant 
largement le niveau supportable.

Toutefois, le marché de l’enrichissement se présente de façon très 
contrastée selon les régions de notre planète, comme l’indiquent le tableau I 
(source: OCDE) et les figures 5 et 6.

Les zones européennes et du reste du monde connaîtront une croissance 
plus forte que celle des Etats-Unis. Cette constatation peut naturellement 
conduire Eurodif à une situation plus favorable que ne le laisserait croire 
l’examen des perspectives mondiales.

A l’époque où les prévisions étaient infiniment plus optimistes qu’à présent, 
Eurodif avait déjà créé la structure appropriée à son développement, Coredif, 
dont l’objectif final est le doublement de la capacité. Compte tenu de l’évolu
tion du marché, c’est probablement par incréments successifs qu’opérera 
Coredif, ce qui, grâce au couplage avec Eurodif, conduit à une économie tout 
à fait acceptable.

Les conclusions que je souhaiterais soumettre à la fin de cet exposé 
concernent bien évidemment Eurodif mais, aussi, l’industrie dé l’enrichissement 
toute entière, laissant à la sagacité des éminents orateurs qui vont me succéder 
le soin de compléter, corriger ou confirmer.

Pour de longues années encore, les producteurs d’électricité ont toutes 
raisons d’être confiants dans leur approvisionnement en combustible nucléaire.
Le maillon le plus crucial, l’enrichissement, est techniquement tout à fait 
maîtrisé; la fiabilité de son économie et la sécurité d’approvisionnement sont 
maintenant garanties par une certaine pluralité de fournisseurs, dont la capacité 
sera longtemps excédentaire. Pour l’avenir plus lointain, et pour autant que 
l’option des réacteurs à eau ordinaire demeure au-delà de l’an 2000, il suffira 
d’accroître de 50% les capacités existant aujourd’hui, ce qui représente un 
rythme de croissance extrêmement faible et ne nécessitant aucun effort 
particulier de la part de ces producteurs.
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On pourrait ajouter, mais cela est une autre affaire, que les pays dépourvus 
de ressources énergétiques peuvent, sans crainte de pénurie, accroître sensible
ment leurs ambitions nucléaires.

Eurodif a joué un rôle capital dans l’émergence d’une situation aussi 
favorable. Par son poids, d’abord, ou plutôt son contrepoids à une situation 
de monopole de fait. Par son économie ensuite, sa réalisation ayant été en tous 
points conformes aux prévisions, ce qui a permis d’offrir des services à prix 
fermes. Par sa capacité, enfin, d’assurer à ses partenaires surtout, mais aussi 
à ses clients, les moyens de leur politique et de leur développement avec le 
maximum de souplesse.
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Abstract

DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL UNDERTAKINGS FOR URANIUM ENRICHMENT: 
URENCO EXPERIENCE.

In this paper the so-called ‘Troika co-operation’ is outlined from the point of view of the 
three governments involved, namely the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and 
the Netherlands. Their uranium enrichment co-operation is based on the Treaty of Almelo, which 
entered into force in 1971. Construction and operation of pilot and demonstration plants in 
the middle of the seventies led to activities on an industrial scale and shortly there will be an 
expansion to 2000 t SWU/a. This capacity is matched to actual demand secured by contracts 
inside and outside the Troika countries. Research and development has been carried out 
independently in each of the three countries and intensive co-operation and exchange of ideas 
has proved to be very stimulating and fruitful. The gas centrifuge enrichment process has 
several economic advantages. These relate to opportunities for improvements in productivity, 
to energy consumption and to the commitment of capital. Moreover, the built-in flexibility of 
this technology makes it possible for supply and demand to be precisely matched. The project 
is operated by industry (Urenco and its share-holders). However, the governments supervise 
and, in particular, exercise responsibilities touching upon the political, industrial and commercial 
aspects of the collaboration. Despite differences of opinion and divergent interests it has always 
been possible to find solutions and to take the necessary decisions. The three governments have 
therefore every reason to be satisfied with the project as it has developed and they see no need 
to introduce substantial modifications to the original concept. Their co-operation proved the 
idea of the operation of sensitive nuclear technology on a multinational basis to be feasible. 
Furthermore, they believe that Urenco makes an important contribution to the essential principle 
of assured supply.

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim in this paper is to give a survey of the uranium enrichment project 
which has been developed and brought to maturity during the last decade by the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Federal Republic of

* The Netherlands Member of the Joint Committee in the framework of the gas 
centrifuge co-operation between the Federal Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom and 
the Netherlands.
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Germany and the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Although the title refers to 
‘Urenco Experience’, the Troika co-operation as it is known, involving not only 
the joint industrial enterprise ‘Urenco’ but many more institutions in the three 
countries will be considered first and foremost from the point of view of the 
three governments concerned.

2. HISTORY

July 1981 marked the tenth anniversary of the entry into force of the 
Treaty of Almelo and thus of the joint uranium enrichment project based on the 
gas centrifuge process. However, the origins of the project reach back further 
into the past. In the early sixties research and development work on the gas 
centrifuge process was carried out independently in each of the three countries.
It was obviously wise to investigate thoroughly the possibility of combining these 
national efforts and setting up a joint project. On 25 November 1968, ministers 
from the three countries met for the first time in The Hague. It was acknowledged 
that from the industrial and commercial point of view there could be considerable 
advantages in harmonizing the countries’ R&D efforts as a means of setting up 
an enrichment project on an industrial scale. There were also important political 
arguments for the multinational operation of a uranium enrichment plant. 
Although the concept of the multinational operation of sensitive nuclear tech
nology had not yet come into prominence, the reasons for opting for that concept 
were as valid then as they are now: to strengthen international co-operation in 
technology and research, and to reinforce non-proliferation assurances through 
international involvement in the utilization of advanced nuclear technology.

After intensive negotiations, a treaty was signed at Almelo on 4 March 1970. 
After ratification by Parliaments, the Treaty of Almelo entered into force in 
the summer of 1971.

3. TECHNICAL, ECONOMIC AND COMMERCIAL ASPECTS

Soon after the conclusion of the Almelo Treaty it was decided to build 
enrichment installations. Pilot plants in the range of 20 t SWU/a for each of 
the governments started production in 1972—73. Because of the satisfactory 
state of centrifuge development and because of the great interest shown by 
utilities in obtaining supplies from Urenco, the partners decided to build two 
plants each of 200 t SWU/a, with the dual purpose of demonstrating the tech
nology and supplying enrichment to commercial customers.

There are now plans for considerable expansion of capacity, made necessary 
by the success of Urenco in obtaining orders for enrichment in centrifuge plants. 
By 1987/88 the total capacity is expected to have grown to 2000 t SWU/a.
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Each of the partners participates on an equal basis. Centres of production 
are at present concentrated in Capenhurst (UK) and Almelo (NL). A third 
production centre is under construction in Gronau (FRG) and is planned to come 
into operation in 1985.

The modular nature of the gas centrifuge technology has enabled this 
expansion to be achieved gradually in accordance with the delivery commitments 
of Urenco. Moreover, this expansion is keeping pace with the manufacture of gas 
centrifuges. The build-up of the new commercial 1000 t plants started in 
1981-1982 in Capenhurst and Almelo, where there will be production capacities 
of 750 and 1000 t SWU/a with respect to the 2000 t programme: The capacity 
planned for Gronau is 400 t SWU/a and can gradually be expanded to 10001 SWU/a. 
During this gradual build-up, centrifuge design and manufacturing are continuously 
being developed, improved and integrated. On the basis of previous research and 
development work done independently in the Troika countries, each initially 
had its own ideas about the essential specifications for centrifuges such as speed, 
diameter and length. The pilot plants showed that these national concepts were 
viable and revealed remarkable similarities between them so that an increasing 
integration of the national concepts has been possible, while at the same time they 
have been extended by the further research and development of the centrifuge 
machines themselves. '

Such integration is based on the Treaty, which created the conditions for 
intensive co-operation and exchange of ideas. The Treaty provides for free access 
for the co-operating parties to the technology developed within the three countries. 
Furthermore, there are provisions for co-ordinated research and development 
programmes.

Co-operation has had a very stimulating and fruitful impact on research.
As a consequence there has been a succession of types of centrifuge, each 
generation showing substantial improvement over the preceding one. An indication 
of this can be found in the failure rate of the centrifuges. This rate was very low 
for the first centrifuges (less than 1%) but has been reduced to less than 0.1% 
for the new types.

The specific investment costs per separation unit are another important 
indicator of improvement. Centrifuge development has significantly decreased 
these costs. Taking investment costs for the present first unit of the commercial 
plants as 100, investment costs for the pilot plants were in the range of 
300-400; in the present estimate for the second and third units, to be installed 
in 1983-1986, investment costs will have been reduced by some 20%, and 
perhaps more. This means that separation work can now be done three to four 
times more efficiently than at the beginning of the seventies and even greater 
efficiencies will have been achieved by the mid-eighties.

Further improvements are envisaged. A number of development laboratories 
in the three countries are participating in Urenco-Centec centrifuge development 
work, and their programmes are fully integrated. Although each of the earlier
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national concepts had its own advantages, there has been much mutual design 
and technical interaction. Moreover, while the companies have not yet chosen 
to manufacture and instal a single type of centrifuge, convergence is nevertheless 
well advanced and it is expected that common designs will be in use by the middle 
of this decade. The consequent improvements in productivity can be expected 
to have a favourable impact on the economic aspects of the centrifuge process.
Other factors such as energy costs are also important. Power consumption in the 
gas centrifuge production plant contrasts favourably with that of other technologies. 
For example, the power consumption of a gas centrifuge is only 4% of that involved 
in gas diffusion. A further important point is that the technology has built-in 
flexibility, so that production can be increased gradually and every addition to 
capacity can be built between the signing of an enrichment contract and the 
delivery of the material contracted.

Technical improvements can be introduced into new production capacity 
quickly and exert their influence immediately. Production can be matched to 
the needs of the recipients, which in turn means important savings in capital 
investment: capital can be committed gradually in the amounts required in the 
short term, and the amount of capital needed will be reduced by early returns on 
investment.

This flexibility offers the recipient a high degree of supply assurance. The 
gradual build-up of capacity and the short time within which capacity can be 
expanded make it possible to match supply and demand with some precision.
There is also a redundancy in plant design, which means that failure of a single 
component does not interfere with continued operation of the total plant; for 
this reason technical problems will not cause interruption in deliveries. Assurances 
of continuous supply are reinforced further by decentralized production in the 
UK and the Netherlands and, in future, in the Federal Republic.

All this has its consequences for Urenco’s position on the world enrichment 
market. The prospects for the market itself are actually fairly bleak. At the end 
of the seventies estimates of the nuclear generating capacity in the WOCA 
countries amounted to some 500 GW(e) in 1990. INFCE figures are lower, but 
still indicate a capacity of more than 400 GW(e) in the medium range. However, 
recent IAEA figures make it clear that the total capacity at that time will not be 
more than 376 GW(e). This evolution has had a depressing effect on the need 
for enrichment services. On the other hand, world enrichment capacity available 
for peaceful purposes has grown significantly during the last decade and is now 
quite in excess of demand. Competition from other enrichment enterprises is 
therefore substantial. Nevertheless, Urenco has been successful in obtaining 
contracts. Present delivery commitments build up to an annual rate of about 
2000 t SWU/a. Of this contract volume only 15% pertain to reactors not yet 
completed or whose construction has yet to begin. The rest is made up of fixed 
contracts, contracts with reactors already in operation, or contracts with reactors
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where first delivery has already been notified. The capacity needed for this 
contract volume is 2000 t /а. With this capacity Urenco will have a market share 
of approximately 5% in 1990 when related to the above-mentioned INFCE and 
IAEA figures.

Most contracts have been concluded with power plants in the Troika 
countries, but Urenco also has a number of contracts outside the Troika countries, 
notably in Brazil and Switzerland.

4. INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS

The main objective of the signatories to the Treaty of Almelo was to establish 
a structure for co-operation which would form a sound basis for harmonious 
relations between industry and governments and between the governments them
selves. It was intended to entrust industry with the commercial, financial and 
economic implementation of the project, to which end the three governments 
agreed “to promote the establishment and operation of joint industrial enterprises 
to build the enrichment plants and to operate such plants and otherwise exploit 
that process” on a commercial basis. Those joint enterprises were also to conduct 
an integrated R&D programme.

R&D activities on designing and manufacturing centrifuges and designing 
and building enrichment plants were to be the task of one joint enterprise called 
CENTEC GmbH, located at Bensberg in the Federal Republic of Germany. On the 
other hand, the general operation of the project and marketing activities would be 
the main function of Urenco Ltd, which was to be established in Marlow in the 
United Kingdom.

The day-to-day operation of the plants was entrusted to national subsidiaries 
of Urenco, of which three now exist, namely Urenco UK, Urenco Nederland and 
Urenco Deutschland. Since uranium enrichment has many important political 
aspects, the three governments have reserved for themselves the supervision of the 
collaboration. To this end a Joint Committee has been established, composed 
of one representative from each country, which takes all its decisions by unanimous 
vote. Because of the thoroughly new concept of this co-operation, it was neces
sarily of an experimental character. Nevertheless, the original basic concept has 
so far been maintained with only minor changes.

Article II of the Treaty enumerates the powers of the Joint Committee, 
which relate among other things to safeguards, classification arrangements and 
security procedures. Furthermore, all transfers outside the three countries of 
information, equipment and material developed, produced or processed in collabo
ration have to be approved by the Joint Committee. The Joint Committee has 
also the task of advising the governments on possible collaboration agreements 
with other states.
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All these functions are of a political character, related in particular to 
non-proliferation. They are clearly defined in such a way as to provide the 
minimum possible interference with the commercial decisions of the companies, 
while consistent with maintaining the international obligations of the three 
governments. In addition, the Committee has been empowered to take decisions 
on matters which affect the industrial and commercial aspects of the collaboration: 
for example, the instruments establishing the joint industrial enterprises, the siting 
of major installations, new technical or economic developments which are likely 
to affect the project significantly, and certain matters regarding royalties and the 
financing of joint R&D work. Thus, the Joint Committee has extensive powers, 
which touch upon all important aspects of the co-operation. The Committee 
normally meets several times a year to take the necessary decisions and to exchange 
views. The meetings are being prepared by a secretariat, which is held in turn by 
each contracting party for a period of one year, analogous to the arrangements 
for the chairmanship of the Joint Committee provided for in the Treaty. This 
system avoids a heavy bureaucratic structure and has proved to be flexible and 
efficient.

It must, however, be realized that despite the striking advantages of setting 
up a multinational enrichment project, it was a difficult decision for the three 
governments to give up part of their autonomy in this very political and important 
field. The Treaty therefore provides for extensive arbitration procedures, but — 
and this should be stressed — there has never been any need to apply them.
Of course, there are sometimes differences of opinion and diverging interests, 
which lead to intensive discussions in the Joint Committee, but it has always 
been possible to achieve solutions and take the necessary decisions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The three governments are very satisfied with the project as it has developed 
and they do not see any reason to make substantial modifications to the original 
concept. From a technical point of view the gas centrifuge method has proved to 
be successful. Close Troika co-operation has led to continuous improvement of 
the original designs. The competitive position of Urenco has been greatly improved 
as a result and there is steady expansion of Urenco’s market share.

Of course, there have been problems as well. The development of an enrich
ment industry on a multinational basis is more complex than an independent 
development on an autonomous national basis. However, by co-operating closely, 
the three countries have always found solutions and the three governments are 
maintaining their full support for the project. Such co-operation is even more 
important because sensitive nuclear technology is involved. The example of 
Urenco indicates that a multinational approach of this kind -  involving not only
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financial, but also technical, economic and political co-operation — is viable. 
Non-proliferation is closely connected with the principle of assured supply. The 
flexibility of the technology employed, the decentralization of production and 
a consistent and predictable export policy help to give assurance of supply.

In conclusion, therefore, the three governments can only support the 
relevant INFCE recommendation which observes that the co-operation between 
the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands in the field of uranium enrichment might be considered as the 
sole true example of multinational operation of sensitive nuclear installations. 
For this reason the three Troika governments share the opinion that the model 
of co-operation chosen and developed by them has not only provided their 
industry with a competitive position on the world market, but also clearly 
contributed to an effective international supply of enrichment services in 
harmony with non-proliferation principles.
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Abstract

GASEOUS DIFFUSION ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME IN THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA.

The United States Government owns and operates three gaseous diffusion plants for 
enriching uranium. These plants are located at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, Paducah, Kentucky, 
and Portsmouth, Ohio, and were built over a 13-year period from 1943 to 1956. Experience 
in operating these facilities is highlighted, noting that the plants have produced more than 
349 million separative work units over the past four decades. The reliability of the gaseous 
diffusion process is emphasized, reflecting the cumulative on-stream availability of better 
than 99% that has been achieved. In addition to an enviable on-stream availability, the plants 
have a very favourable health and safety record, which exceeds that of all other industry in 
the United States of America by at least a factor of twenty-five. Imbalance between supply 
and demand for separative work in recent years has resulted in electric power purchases for 
the plants at levels well below design levels. The recent operating power loads were established 
following a comprehensive study of alternatives available to the Department of Energy (DOE) 
to satisfy demands for enrichment services. The ability to operate at low power loads and the 
experience gained operating under these conditions has provided new insight into the reliability 
and flexibility of the United States gaseous diffusion complex. The programme to expand the 
capacity of the gaseous diffusion complex is essentially complete. The Cascade Improvement 
Program (CIP) and Cascade Uprating Program (CUP) were completed at Oak Ridge and 
Paducah in September 1981 and are scheduled for completion at Portsmouth in 1983. These 
two programmes, costing almost US$ 1.5 X 109, will have increased the capacity of the diffusion 
complex by 10.1 million separative work units per year, or about a 60% increase in the capacity 
of the three diffusion plants. Key milestones established early in the CIP/CUP are compared 
with the expected achievements of the programmes. Technical support for the gaseous 
diffusion plants and customer service are also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The uranium enrichment c a p a b i l i t y  a t  the three  U.S. Government-owned 
gaseous d i f fu s io n  p lan ts  supports the commercial nuclear power option  
in  the United S ta te s  and, indeed, throughout much o f  the w o c a . The 
United S ta te s  has been in the enrichment business  fo r  almost 40 y ears  and has 
accumulated su b sta n t ia l  experience  in uranium enrichment operations  and UF, 
sa fe ty  and handling.
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The enrichment p lan ts  were o r ig i n a l l y  constructed  fo r  m i l i ta r y  purposes  
between 1943 and 1956. Construction o f  the f i r s t  gaseous d i f fu s io n  p la n t ,  a t  
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, was begun in 1943. I n i t i a l  operation  o f  the p lant  
began in e a r ly  1945. Expansion o f  the Oak Ridge f a c i l i t y  was completed in 
1954. The second p lan t  was constructed  near Paducah, Kentucky. I n i t i a l  
co n stru ct ion  began in 1951 and the p lant was completed in 1954. The p lan t  a t  
Paducah in c lu d es  only the la r g e r  s i z e s  o f  process equipment and i s  designed  
to  produce p a r t i a l l y  enriched uranium which can be fed to the o ther  two 
p lan ts  fo r  further  en r ich in g .  The th ird  p lan t ,  b u i l t  near Portsmouth, Ohio, 
was begun in 1953 and completed in 1956. The Portsmouth p la n t  i s  cu rren tly  
the only one o f  the three  gaseous d i f fu s io n  p lan ts  producing f u l l y  enriched  
uranium. The three  p lan ts  are shown in Figure 1.

In the 1960 's  production was s h i f t e d  almost e n t i r e ly  from m i l i ta r y  programs 
to  providing material for  l i g h t  water nuclear power r e a c to r s .  Today, the United 
S ta te s  i s  the l a r g e s t  su p p l ier  o f  enriched uranium in the world market, a 
market th a t  i s  becoming in cr ea s in g ly  com p et i t iv e .  This p resen ta t ion  w i l l  g ive  
a s ta tu s  report on the U.S. gaseous d i f fu s io n  program.

2. PLANT OPERATIONS

Through August 1982, the three  gaseous d i f fu s io n  p lan ts  have produced in 
ex cess  o f  349 m i l l io n  sepa ra t iv e  work u n i t s  (SWU). This i s  eq u iv a len t  to  
about 81 000 m etric tons o f  UF, enriched to 3 percent ( a t  a t a i l s  assay  
o f  0 .20  p e rcen t) .  In terms o f  the standard 1000 megawatt l i g h t  water rea c to r ,  
the cumulative production from the gaseous d i f fu s io n  complex would provide  
the i n i t i a l  cores  and nine years o f  reload cores  for  about 300 r e a c to r s .

Over the y e a r s ,  the complex operation  has been such th a t  high q u a li ty  
product has c o n s i s t e n t ly  been d e l iv e red  on t im e. The high le v e l  o f  s o p h i s t i 
c a t io n ,  automation, r e l i a b i l i t y ,  and experience  make the p lan ts  very easy to  
control and monitor with remarkably few operating personnel .  The p lan ts  
have operated with a cumulative on-stream a v a i l a b i l i t y  o f  b e t t e r  than 99.6  
p ercen t.  A major con tr ib u to r  to t h i s  e x c e l l e n t  on-stream a v a i l a b i l i t y  i s  the  
high r e l i a b i l i t y  o f  the process components. For example, the ax ia l  flow  
compressors have a demonstrated mean time between f a i lu r e s  (MTBF) o f  30 
y ea rs;  the co n v e r te r s ,  which conta in  the b arr ier  and gas c o o le r s ,  have 
an MTBF o f  300 yea rs;  the process  motors have an MTBF o f  60 yea rs;  
the gas c o o ler s  have an MTBF o f  400 years;  and the compressor sh a f t  
s e a l s  have an MTBF o f  9 y e a r s .

Maintenance o f  t h i s  high r e l i a b i l i t y  r e c e iv e s  q u ite  a b i t  o f  a t t e n t io n .
An ongoing R e l i a b i l i t y  Study Program a t  the p lan ts  has as i t s  goal the 
ev a lu a t io n  o f  production systems and f a c i l i t i e s  to  e s t a b l i s h  p r i o r i t i e s  for  
c o r r e c t iv e  a c t io n s  and/or equipment replacement. The R e l i a b i l i t y  Study data 
i s  a l s o  used to develop the necessary budget j u s t i f i c a t i o n s  to  assure  th a t  
the recommended equipment m o d if ica t io n s  or replacements are performed in a 
t im ely  manner. To date the  program has uncovered no major su r p r i se s .  As 
expected a large  number o f  systems and f a c i l i t i e s  have been found to be in 
good to e x c e l l e n t  c o n d it io n .  About 80 percent o f  the c o r r e c t iv e  a c t io n s  
id e n t i f i e d  have been budgeted f o r ,  and the remainder w i l l  be included in 
budgets over the next several y e a r s .  The present R e l i a b i l i t y  Study Program 
w il l  be completed in 1985. A fter  1985, there  w i l l  be a continu ing  r e l i a b i l i t y  
program but a t  a reduced le v e l  o f  e f f o r t  to  update and maintain the equipment 
r e l i a b i l i t y  data as required . As a r e s u l t  o f  the R e l i a b i l i t y  Study Program 
we f u l l y  expect  the gaseous d i f fu s io n  p lan ts  to  maintain t h e i r  high le v e l  o f  
performance in to  the next century .
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FIG. 1. Gaseous diffusion plan ts.

The Department o f  Energy conducts e x te n s iv e  an a lyses  o f  uranium 
enrichment serv ices*  supply and demand, economics and ca p ac ity  expansion  
op tion s  from which i s  derived a long-term enrichment s t ra te g y  to  achieve  
the program g o a ls .  This s t r a te g y  reco gn iz es  near-term demand reductions as  
well as longer-term demand in c r e a s e s ,  and seeks to  optim ize  the Department's  
production and expansion planning to  achieve  a balanced and economically
a t t r a c t iv e  program p lan . Our recen t  operating  loads a t  the gaseous d i f fu s io n
p lants  were e s ta b l i s h e d  fo l lo w in g  a comprehensive study o f  a l t e r n a t iv e s  
a v a i la b le  to the Department to  s a t i s f y  demands fo r  enrichment s e r v i c e s .

Since October 1980, the gaseous d i f fu s io n  complex has operated a t  a
power load o f  2 585 megawatts. This le v e l  o f  operation  i s  about 35
percent o f  the  complex design power load (7380 megawatts) and operation  
a t  t h i s  le v e l  w i l l  continue through 1983. Operation a t  the reduced power 
load i s  accomplished by p lac in g  b locks o f  process  equipment in  standby.

I n i t i a l l y ,  th ere  was concern about the a b i l i t y  to  maintain adequate  
contro l o f  the cascades a t  the reduced power load . However, m o d if ica t io n s  
to  the complex's instrum entation  and contro l systems have been made to  
ensure s u f f i c i e n t  operating  contro l a t  reduced power lo a d s .  As a r e s u l t  o f  
th ese  m o d if ica t ion s  and o th er  a c t io n s  taken, the complex has so fa r  e x p er i
enced only minor equipment f a i l u r e s  or cascade contro l in c id e n ts  th a t  can 
be d i r e c t ly  a t t r ib u ta b le  to low power op era t io n .
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Another major concern was the p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  b arr ier  degradation when 
p rocess  equipment i s  shutdown and placed in standby a t  low power loads for  
prolonged p er iod s .

The procedures for  p lacing equipment in standby and for  monitoring the 
equipment were reviewed and changes were made to assure th a t  degradation  
would not take p la c e .  A monitoring and t e s t in g  program has been underway 
to  a s s e s s  any changes in  the sep a ra t ive  cap acity  o f  the standby equipment.
The r e s u l t s  o f  the program in d ic a te  th a t  no b arr ier  degradation has occurred  
w h ile  the  equipment has been in the standby mode. As a r e s u l t ,  we a n t ic ip a te  
no reduction in the sep ara t ive  capacity  or the  r e l i a b i l i t y  o f  the gaseous 
d i f fu s io n  complex as a r e s u l t  o f  low power o p era t io n s .

3. CAPACITY EXPANSION PROGRAMS

The Department o f  Energy has almost completed the two major expansion  
programs to  in crease  the sep a ra t ive  ca p a c ity  o f  the gaseous d i f fu s io n  complex; 
namely, the Cascade Improvement Program (CIP) and the Cascade Uprating 
Program (CUP). These programs were completed on schedule a t  the  Oak Ridge 
and Paducah p lan ts  in 1981 and w i l l  be completed a t  Portsmouth w ith in  the  
next 6 months. The programs were delayed a t  Portsmouth due to several pro
longed labor s t r i k e s .

The CIP and CUP w i l l  in crease  the sep a ra t iv e  cap a c ity  o f  the gaseous  
d if f u s io n  p lan ts  by about 60 percen t,  from 17 .2  m i l l io n  SWU per year to  
27 .3  m i l l io n  SWU per year a t  a to ta l  c o s t  o f  about $1 .5  b i l l i o n 1 (us$ rate 
at mid-1982).

When the c a p ita l  c o s t  for  the CIP i s  amortized over 25 years  a t  an 
annual i n t e r e s t  ra te  o f  10 p ercent ,  the average c o s t  o f  sep ara t ive  work from 
the CIP i s  p rojected  to be about $21 per SWU. Using the same am ortization  
c r i t e r i a  and a c o s t  o f  30 m i l l s  per k ilow att-hour fo r  the  addit iona l 1 315 
megawatts required fo r  the CUP, the c o s t  o f  sep ara t ive  work from the CUP i s  
p rojected  to be about $85 per SWU.

The CIP, which began in 1971, incorporates in to  the e x i s t in g  gaseous  
d i f fu s io n  p la n ts  the most r ecen t  advances in d i f fu s io n  technology .  The 
in creased  process e f f i c i e n c y  from t h i s  technology w i l l  in crease  sep ara t iv e  
work cap acity  by 5 .5  m i l l io n  SWU per year without requir ing  any in crease  in 
power consumption over the complex power load o f  6 065 megawatts. This i s  
being accomplished by i n s t a l l i n g  new, improved barr ier  and by modifying other  
major components in  approximately 90 percent o f  the la rg er  s tag es  in  the  
p la n t s .  New b a rr ier  w i l l  be in s t a l l e d  in about 3 200 s t a g e s ,  and 4,100  
compressors and con verters  w i l l  be modified to improve th e i r  operating  
e f f i c i e n c y .  Through August 1982, 3 127 o f  the new b arr ier  s tag es  had 
been i n s t a l l e d .  This rep resen ts  99 percent o f  the planned s ta g e s .

The CUP, which began in 1974, w i l l  uprate the CIP-improved p la n ts  to  
permit e f f i c i e n t  operation  a t  a power load o f  7 ,380 megawatts which further  
in crea se s  sep a r a t iv e  ca p a c ity  by 4 .6  m i l l io n  SWU per y ear .  This i s  accom
p l i sh ed  by rewinding motors, uprating e l e c t r i c a l  switchgear and d is t r ib u t io n  
system s, modifying co o lin g  system s, e t c .  The CUP in v o lv es  approximately 4 100 
s t a g e s .  Through August 1982, 4 047 o f  the s ta g es  had been uprated. This  
rep resen ts  98 percent o f  the planned s ta g e s .

 ̂ One US billion = one thousand millions.
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF CIP/CUP MILESTONES WITH EXPECTED 
ACHIEVEMENTS

MILESTONE ACHIEVEMENT

TOTAL COST OF CIP/CUP ($ MILLIONS) 1 556 1 479

NUMBER OF STAGES IMPROVED WITH 
NEW BARRIER 3 167 3 167

NUMBER OF STAGES UPRATED 4 140 4 140

SEPARATIVE CAPACITY ADDED •
(MILLIONS SWU/YEAR) 10.1-10.5 10.1

COMPLETION DATE SEPTEMBER MARCH
1981 1983

I would l i k e  to summarize my remarks on the CIP and CUP by comparing 
the expected r e s u l t s  with the o r ig in a l  m ile s to n e s  on which the programs 
were approved. Table 1 shows th a t  the m i le s to n es  fo r  c o s t ,  number o f  c e l l s  
improved and uprated, and sep a ra t ive  cap a c ity  added have a l l  been met. Only 
the scheduled completion date a t  the Portsmouth p lan t has s l ip p e d ,  and t h i s  has 
been due to  two prolonged labor s t r ik e s  a t  the Portsmouth p la n t .

4. TECHNICAL SUPPORT

I would now l i k e  to  d is c u ss  b r i e f ly  the many tech n ica l  improvements 
incorporated in to  the gaseous d i f fu s io n  p lan ts  over the past  three  decades.

H i s t o r i c a l l y ,  the r o le  o f  gaseous d i f fu s io n  tech n ica l  support has been 
one o f  technology generation  and implementation. The most r ecen t  examples o f  
t h i s  are the CIP and CUP. Under th ese  programs production ca p ac ity  o f  10.1 
m il l io n  SWU per year  has been added to the Department's gaseous d i f fu s io n  
p la n ts  without in t e r fe r in g  with our o b l ig a t io n s  to  supply sep a ra t iv e  work to  
our customers.

The gaseous d i f f u s io n  te ch n ica l  support program has a long record o f  
su c c e s s .  I f  the o r ig in a l  p lan t o f  the l a t e  1940‘ s i s  considered  to have a 
normalized e f f i c i e n c y ,  or power u t i l i z a t i o n  index , o f  1 .0 ,  to d a y 's  modified  
and improved p la n ts  have an e f f i c i e n c y  o f  about 4 . 5 .  The power u t i l i z a t i o n  
index i s  simply a measure o f  the production c a p a b i l i t y  o f  the p la n ts  expressed  
in terms o f  sep a ra t iv e  work u n i t s  per megawatt-day. This in crease  i s  a r e s u l t  
o f  30 years  o f  technology improvement. Major areas o f  improvement include  
the b a r r ie r ,  where gains in sep a ra t iv e  c a p a b i l i t y  and improvements in b arr ier  
manufacturing have been r e a l i z e d ;  compressors, where more e f f i c i e n t  and 
r e l i a b le  design improvements have been developed; and advances in gaseous 
d if f u s io n  theory which have le d  to changes in operating  co n d it io n s  which 
have improved both sep a ra t iv e  c a p a b i l i t y  and the r e l i a b i l i t y  o f  the p rocess .
The curve shown in Figure 2 p resen ts  the remarkable progress made in improving 
the gaseous d i f fu s io n  technology s in ce  the ea r ly  1 95 0 's .
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FIG. 2. Progress o f  gaseous diffusion technology.

A s i g n i f i c a n t  example o f  the  type o f  improvements generated by the  
tech n ica l  support program can be drawn from the CIP/CUP. The s p e c i f i c  
power, th a t  i s ,  the k i low att-h ou rs  per sep a ra t iv e  work u n it  o f  the  
pre-CIP/CUP p lan ts  was 3 090 k i low att-h ou rs  per SWU. Following completion  
o f  the CIP/CUP, the s p e c i f i c  power w i l l  be 2 370 k i low att-h ou rs  per SWU.

This rep resen ts  a 23 percent reduction in the power required to produce 
a SWU. Stated another way, i f  t h i s  improvement in s p e c i f i c  power had not  
been r e a l i z e d  and the CIP/CUP cap acity  had been added a t  the o r ig in a l  
s p e c i f i c  power, then , a t  the  f u l l  production cap acity  o f  27 .3  m i l l io n  SWU 
per y e a r ,  the p la n ts  would require  9 630 megawatts o f  e l e c t r i c  power. This  
would be an in crease  o f  2 250 megawatts over the actual CUP production power 
load o f  7 380 megawatts.

Based on the  expected  production l e v e l s  in the current operating  plan,  
the a d d it ion a l power requirements a lone would have increased  the p r ice  o f  
s ep a r a t iv e  work under an a d ju s tab le  f ix e d  commitment c o n tr a c t  by about $19 
per SWU.

As mentioned e a r l i e r ,  the r o le  o f  tech n ica l  support h i s t o r i c a l l y  has 
been one o f  technology generation  and implementation. With the completion  
o f  CIP/CUP in  s i g h t ,  t h i s  r o le  has changed. The r o le  i s  now one o f  
supplying the co n t in u a l ly  needed technica l support to  maintain the  
sep a ra t ive  cap a c ity  o f  the p la n ts  a t  the 27 .3  m i l l io n  SWU per year le v e l  
for  as long as t h i s  c a p a b i l i t y  i s  needed and to support day-to-day p lan t  
op eration s  a t  whatever production l e v e l s  are required .
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While reporting  on the  production and technology achievements o f  the  
gaseous d i f fu s io n  program, we o f ten  overlook the  h e a l th ,  s a f e t y ,  and en
vironmental record o f  the  U.S. gaseous d i f fu s io n  program. We are eq u a lly  
proud o f  the f i n e  record the gaseous d i f fu s io n  p lan ts  have developed in t h i s  
area.

The outstanding s a fe ty  record o f  the gaseous d i f fu s io n  p lan ts  was 
continued in 1981. The a cc id en t  ra te  was l e s s  than one d is a b l in g  injury per 
1 000 employees. This was fa r  b e t t e r  than the  U.S. industry  average o f  one 
d is a b l in g  injury fo r  each 36 employees.

The three  p la n ts  rece ived  numerous awards during the past  year from the  
National Safety  C ouncil,  DOE, and the parent co rp ora t io n s .  The Oak Ridge 
Gaseous D if fu s io n  P lant was the only Union Carbide Corporation f a c i l i t y  
to  r e c e iv e  the "Outstanding S afety  Performance Award" fo r  more than 12 
m il l io n  employee-hours worked w ithout a l o s t  workday a cc id en t .

In a d d it ion  to  the s a f e ty  record, the p lan ts  a ls o  had outstanding  
records fo r  the  p ro tec t io n  o f  p lan t  property during 1981. The three  
p lan ts  are cu rren t ly  valued a t  more than $16 b i l l i o n  and property lo s s  
due to f i r e s  and a cc id en ts  was l e s s  than three-thousandths o f  1 percent.

Based on published ra d ia t io n  exposure data fo r  the l a t e s t  reporting  
period - 1980, the average dose e q u iv a le n t  per in d iv idua l due to working 
in  a gaseous d i f fu s io n  p lan t  was 83 m i l l ir em . This i s  l e s s  than 2 percent  
o f  the annual whole body dose commitment standard o f  f i v e  rem. To put t h i s  
in  p e r sp e c t iv e ,  a person l i v i n g  in the U.S. r e c e iv e s  an average dose o f  
about 180 m ill irem  per year  from a l l  natural and man-made rad ia t ion  
sou rces .

5. HEALTH, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENTAL RECORD

6. CUSTOMER SERVICE

The b asic  DOE customer se r v ic e  philosophy i s  fo r  the United S ta te s  to  
be a s a f e ,  r e l i a b l e ,  and economical long-term su p p l ier  o f  enrichment 
s e r v ic e s  and to take a continu ing  and ser io u s  i n t e r e s t  in the concerns o f  
i t s  presen t and fu ture  customers.

The economic balance between su p p l ier  and user needs i s  the respons
i b i l i t y  and concern o f  enrichment b u s in ess  op e ra t io n s .  Because the charge  
for  enrichment s e r v ic e s  i s  f ix e d  by law as "the recovery o f  government 
c o s t s  over a reasonable period o f  time,"  much e f f o r t  i s  devoted to keeping  
c o s t s  low. But there  i s  more to  b u s in ess  operations  than p r ice  consid era
t io n s  a lo n e .  D0EJs program i s  designed and conducted to meet i t s  customers* 
changing needs. For example, DOE long-term c o n tra c t s  are n e c e s s a r i ly  
i n t r i c a t e  documents, and i t  i s  easy to  overlook some o f  t h e i r  inherent  
f l e x i b i l i t i e s .  DOE works with i t s  customers to  b e t t e r  match commitments 
to  actual needs. One dev ice  i s  re ferred  to as "pooling" where enrichment 
s e r v ic e s  scheduled fo r  one ad ju s ta b le  fixed-commitment c o n tra c t  are used 
by another s im ila r  c o n tr a c t .  Pooling enables  DOE customers to  b e t t e r  
manage th e i r  fuel in v e n to r ie s  and provides the f l e x i b i l i t y  to  handle 
ind iv idua l f a c i l i t y  su rp lu ses  and shortages on a y e a r - to -y e a r  b a s i s .  DOE 
w i l l  continue to  improve i t s  c o n tr a c ts  to  make sure they r e f l e c t  customer 
needs and current market c o n d it io n s .
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DOE a ls o  a s s i s t s  customers with feed  d e l iv e r y  problems, makes s torage  
a v a i la b le  fo r  product which i s  not immediately required , and exp lores  long-  
range needs to  b e t t e r  judge the cap acity  required to meet them. The DOE 
s t a f f  v i s i t s  p ro sp ec t iv e  customers abroad and p a r t i c ip a te s  in major 
gatherings o f  the industry  in order to  f o s t e r  the  d ia logue needed for  
fu ture  su cces s .

To enhance customer s e r v i c e ,  DOE has r e cen t ly  completed an expansion o f  
i t s  t o l l  enrichment f a c i l i t i e s .  At Oak Ridge the  e x i s t in g  t o l l  t ra n s fe r  and 
sampling f a c i l i t y  has been expanded, and three a ddit iona l a u to c la v es ,  handling 
equipment and truck loading f a c i l i t i e s  were added. At Portsmouth, new handling  
equipment has been in s t a l l e d  and the parking area has been improved.

At Paducah, a new t o l l  t r a n s fer  and sampling f a c i l i t y  has been con
s tru cted  and four new a utoc laves  i n s t a l l e d .  I t  serv es  as the centra l  
rece iv in g  and shipping p o in t  fo r  the p lan t .  P rov is ion s  have been made a t  
Paducah as well as a t  Portsmouth and Oak Ridge to  a llow  customer represen
t a t i v e s  and o ther  v i s i t o r s  to  gain ac cess  during working hours without  
se c u r i ty  c lear ances  or e s c o r t s  to  w itness  weighing and sampling o f  feed  
and product UFg .

DOE's record fo r  supplying enriched uranium i s  e x c e l l e n t .  Vie have 
always met our d e l iv ery  schedules with a q u a l i ty  product. S ince the  
in cep t io n  o f  the Toll Enrichment Program in 1969, the number o f  shipments 
has s t e a d i ly  increased  and in 1981 over 2 000 product c y l in d e r s  were 
shipped in over 500 truck shipments.

7. SUMMARY

To summarize I would l i k e  to  make the fo l low in g  p o in ts:

-  the U.S. gaseous d i f fu s io n  p lan ts  have proven to  be extremely  
r e l i a b le  and f l e x i b l e  over a wide range o f  operating l e v e l s

-  based on the ongoing R e l i a b i l i t y  Study, DOE i s  co n f id en t  th a t  the  
e x i s t in g  gaseous d i f fu s io n  p lan ts  w i l l  continue to  operate r e l i a b ly  a t  
the  required power loads well in to  the next century

- the actual power loads o f  the gaseous d i f fu s io n  p lan ts  w i l l  be based 
upon the long-term enrichment s tra teg y  th a t  b es t  serves  the customer 
and DOE i n t e r e s t s .
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Abstract

GAS CENTRIFUGE URANIUM ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME IN THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA.

The technology of uranium enrichment using the gas centrifuge is fully proven as a result 
of over twenty years o f research. The high performance of the centrifuge has been confirmed, 
and its reliability established, through detailed evaluation of a series of centrifuge designs. The 
baseline centrifuge for the Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant (GCEP) is now in commercial 
production by three qualified manufacturers. It will be ready for installation in GCEP on 
schedule. The GCEP construction is also on schedule, with two process buildings expected to 
start operation in 1988 and 1989. Development and demonstration of the Set IV advanced gas 
centrifuge is under way and it is expected to be ready for installation in Process Building 3 in 
early 1989.

INTRODUCTION

Gas Centrifuge technology in the United States evolved from 
preliminary research by the Standard Oil Development Company 
of New Jersey in the early 1940‘s. The purpose was to enrich 
uranium in the fissionable isotope U-235. Individual centri
fuges were developed, built and operated successfully. However, 
the materials then available were not strong enough to with
stand the high speeds necessary for a practical enriching 
process. This approach was therefore abandoned in favor of 
other technologies.

The former Atomic Energy Commission provided funds to the 
University of Virginiacin the mid-1950's to conduct 
research and development on centrifuge technology. Promising 
results led to an expansion of the program in the early 
1960's, intended primarily to define process economics.

Progress has been impressive since the first cascade of 
35 centrifuges was operated successfully at Oak Ridge, Tennessee,

481
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in 1961, demonstrating technical feasibility. In the following 
years, a succession of machines of ever increasing separative 
performance was developed. A subsequent cascade, the Component 
Test Facility, was operated with production-scale centrifuges 
in 1975 and proved the long-term reliability of large centri
fuges typical of modern generation machines. It also demon
strated the ability to produce approximately 50 000 separative 
work units of enrichment per year with a modest number of 
centri fuges*- .

Based on its proven capability, gas centrifuge technology will 
provide the next expansion of the United States' enrichment 
capacity. Deployment of this technology will be at the Gas 
Centrifuge Enrichment Plant (GCEP) in Portsmouth, Ohio. The 
producibility, constructibility, and operability of the 
equipment designs to be employed in GCEP will be demonstrated 
in the Centrifuge Plant Demonstration Facility (CPDF) at Oak 
Ridge, Tennessee^j The CPDF is equivalent to a unit 
cascade of GCEP and is scheduled for start-up in late 1982.

This paper will describe the essential features of the U.S. 
gas centrifuge enrichment program, with particular emphasis 
on the technical features of the centrifuges that influenced 
the chosen development path. Key elements of the U.S. program 
are classified. Thus, they will be described only in qualitative 
terms. Any description that would reveal actual operating 
regimes or centrifuge specifications will be omitted.

RATIONALE FOR BASELINE TECHNOLOGY

The unit capacity of individual centrifuges has increased 
several orders of magnitude over early models as the develop
ment program has progressed. Total hours of operation have 
been substantial. Centrifuges of all models have accumu
lated over 2 000 machine-years, using uranium hexafluoride 
process gas.

Separative work per unit time for a gas centrifuge is 
proportional to the rotor length and to the fourth power of 
the peripheral velocity. This has led to development of 
centrifuges with rotors longer than 25 feet, and operating 
in a supercritical regime to attain a high peripheral velocity. 
Construction of such centrifuges necessitated the parallel 
development of sophisticated techniques for precision balancing 
of rotors, as well as detailed understanding of mechanical and 
gas dynamics encountered in rotors.

Rotor length was ultimately limited by a number of practical 
considerations. These include the cost of tooling necessary
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Design Variable Increasing

FIG.l. Effects o f  design and speed on centrifuge production cost.

to manufacture the long, large diameter rotors, ease of trans
porting the rotors from manufacturing sites, and the increasing 
cost of process buildings tall enough to accommodate the 
height of the rotor and its casing. This is illustrated 
schematically in Figure 1, which illustrates the general 
lowering in SWU cost with increased rotor length, finally 
reaching a practical lower limit.

Rotor diameter also increased with the evolution of successive 
generations of rotors. The baseline rotor diameter for GCEP 
exceeds one foot, and the casing for the vacuum containment of 
the rotor exceeds two feet. Practical limitations were 
imposed by rotor flexibility and the need for handling the 
rotor subsequent to manufacture. Economics is another con
straint, since the vacuum casing is an important cost element, 
and its diameter and thickness are a direct function of rotor 
diameter and the need for safety under routine and accident 
conditions.

Figure 1 also illustrates the general influence of diameter 
increase on the separative work cost. The ultimate rotor 
design is thus a function of parametric analyses of the 
effects of diameter, length, and speed on cost of separative 
work. These lead to the selection of a combination of the 
dimensions and speed that are a trade-off between machine 
cost, construction cost, and centrifuge reliability.
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Calendar Year

FIG.2. Centrifuge separative capacity.

Figure 2 illustrates capacity growth with time for successive 
centrifuge sets. As each model with improved capacity was 
developed, we analyzed enrichment economics to verify a 
lowering of SWU cost per unit time. Thus, when the Set III 
model was selected as the basis for GCEP, we were assured that 
this would be the most cost-effective means of adding new 
enrichment capacity to the U.S. production base.

PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

The Department of Energy has begun the development of an 
Advanced Gas Centrifuge to replace the baseline centrifuge 
scheduled for early installation in GCEP. The improved model, 
designated Set IV, will have a separative capacity 50 percent 
greater than the current design. It will be compatible with 
the existing casing mounts and control equipment, hence the 
rotor length and diameter will be comparable to the baseline 
centrifuge dimensions.

Improved performance of the advanced centrifuge will be 
accomplished by a combination of two performance characteristics. 
The speed may be adjusted upward to benefit from the exponential 
effect of separative performance with speed. Improvements to 
the internal gas flow within the rotor will provide the
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balance of the improvement. The large diameter rotor provides 
ample space within which specific techniques for flow enhance
ment may be tested. The most promising features will be 
employed in the full-scale centrifuges scheduled for operation 
in 1983. Figure 2 illustrates the range of improvement we 
project for the Set IV and successive generations of even 
higher performance centrifuges.

ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS

The economics of the gas centrifuge depend upon both performance 
and long-term durability. Ideally, we would want a very high 
performance centrifuge with a correspondingly long lifetime. We 
have achieved the performance through high speed and large size 
and have accepted the related failures associated with straining 
the machine.

Depending upon the mode of failure, centrifuges will be reworked 
and recycled to the GCEP. There is thus a recycle/assembly (R/A) 
building at GCEP with the ability to repair centrifuges that have 
failed. The R/A building is an important economic feature of our 
enrichment plant.

The baseline and advanced centrifuges are high-performance 
mechanical engineering devices. High performance is achieved 
through use of well-engineered components. Most important of 
all is the rotor, which must withstand the mechanical and chemical 
stresses imposed by long-term operation.

Other key components include the following:

(1) Casing and Vacuum Pump--The casing maintains the vacuum 
established by the vacuum pump, which is necessary to elimi
nate the effects of an atmosphere on the centrifuge rotor, 
both drag and vibration. It also keeps the rotating com
ponents and support systems in alignment, serves as a ground 
for damping the rotor, aids in controlling the desired 
temperature gradient of the rotor, and protects personnel 
and equipment in the event of rotor failure.

(2) Upper Suspension--A magnet in the upper suspension provides 
a frictionless axial support for part of the rotor weight, 
which relieves the thrust load on the lower bearing. It 
helps control the rotor during start-up. The mounting hard
ware and motor drive provide the means of maintaining the 
proper spacing between rotor and magnet.

(3) Lower Suspension— The lower suspension motor drives the rotor 
to operating speed and maintains it there. The bearing
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EM TBF (Years)

FIG. 3. SWU cost as a function o f  effective mean time between failure (EMTBFj.

maintains the rotor axial load not sustained by the upper 
suspension, and the radial loads imposed by negotiation 
of flexural criticáis. The lower suspension controls runout 
during startup and stabilizes steady-state operation.

(4) Column and Attachments--The column provides the means of 
introducing uranium hexafluoride into the rotor during con
tinuous operation, and removing the enriched and depleted 
streams. Scoops mounted on the column provide the means 
of extracting the enriched and depleted streams of process 
gas.

These various components have evolved over the life of the U.S. 
gas centrifuge program. They have a high degree of reliability 
necessary to make the enrichment plant operation economical. 
Certain components are being developed further, both as a cost- 
reduction measure and to improve total gas centrifuge performance.

GAS CENTRIFUGE RELIABILITY

Reliability is a key element in the operating cost of the 
GCEP. The steady growth in reliability with time has resulted 
in a diminished need for scheduled centrifuge repair or replace
ment. Figure 3 illustrates separative work cost as a function of 
effective mean time between failures (EMTBF). Present costs are 
based on a total SWU cost of $81 at an effective mean time 
between failures of 3.8 years! Figure 3 shows that gains

1983 f i s c a l  year US$.
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ai mi nish with increase in the EMTBF, so there is a practical 
cutoff in any attempts to improve centrifuge performance. For 
example, a one-year improvement reduces the SWU cost by only 
about $3. Further reliability gains may not be cost effective.

Gas centrifuge reliability is a key factor in the computation 
of overall GCEP economics. It dictates the trade-off between 
gas centrifuge life and the size and operating schedule of the 
recycle/assembly (R/A) building. Improved reliability results 
in lower machine throughput to the R/A building, but may also 
result in a higher cost for the more reliable centrifuge. 
Assessment of repair cost is complex. Centrifuges may in some 
instances have repairs conducted in-place. Or, they may be 
removed from service for major repairs for a number of reasons, 
the most severe being a complete failure of the rotor.
However, there is a wide variety of failure mechanisms that 
we have identified, and an attendant wide range of costs to 
repair. Parametric analyses of failure modes and costs led to 
the design and operating strategy for the R/A building.

The following operating costs for GCEP are functions of 
centrifuge reliability:

(1) 40 percent of GCEP labor and materials other than 
centrifuge replacement parts; and

(2) 100 percent of centrifuge replacement parts.

Based on current GCEP operating costs using the baseline (Set 
III) centrifuge, the above implies that 66 percent of GCEP 
operating costs are a function of centrifuge reliability.
All other SWU cost components including capital and interest 
amortization are not affected by changes in the effective mean 
time between failures. We believe we have optimized the balance 
between high performance and an acceptable failure rate. Removal 
of failed centrifuges provides the opportunity to introduce 
improved designs.

CASCADE AND PRODUCTION PLANT OPERATION

The largest gas centrifuge cascade operated to date in the 
United States was the Component Test Facility (CTF). This 
operated with production-scale centrifuges from both Union 
Carbide Corporation-Nuclear Division and AiResearch Manufac
turing Company of California. The operation proved the 
long-term reliability of large centrifuges typical of the 
modern generation machines. Operation in the CTF was termi
nated in 1981, since the program test objectives had been 
attained.
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The baseline gas centrifuge has been established for the GCEP 
ana is being manufactured by three commercial firms. These 
are Boeing Engineering and Construction, The Garrett Corpora
tion, and Goodyear Aerospace Corporation. This centrifuge, 
designated Set III, successfully completed design qualification 
tests in 1981. Additionally, several centrifuges from each of 
the three manufacturers operated over 2 000 hours as required 
to demonstrate that these corporations could fabricate centri
fuges to U.S. Government specifications. These centrifuges 
are now undergoing extended life testing.

Reliability testing of centrifuges is in progress in the 
Advanced Equipment Test Facility (AETF). Thirty centrifuges 
are operating with uranium hexafluoride process gas, of which 
twenty have been operating in the cascade mode since February 
198¿. On-line experience with the Set III centrifuge is 
already extensive. As of April 30, 1982, Set III centrifuges 
have operated a total of 434 830 hours, of which 350 542 hours 
were on uranium hexafl uorioe.

Substantial numbers of Set III centrifuges will operate in 
the Centrifuge Plant Demonstration Facility (CPDF), which is 
scheduled for startup in late 1982. The CPDF is a basic 
building block of the GCEP, since it is a unit cascade and 
will use essentially the same support facilities planned for 
GCEP. Experience gained from the CPDF construction and 
operation will verify that centrifuges manufactured by the 
three commercial suppliers will meet GCEP operational require
ments and will demonstrate design, construction, and operating 
criteria for the GCEP. We will also gain experience in the 
methodology for the training of GCEP operating personnel.

Full operation of the CPDF is expected to be on schedule.
Since it contains a large number of Set III centrifuges, the 
total Set III operating hours will increase dramatically once 
the cascade is in operation. This will contribute significantly 
to the reliability experience and the accrual of high-confidence- 
level reliability data.

THE GAS CENTRIFUGE ENRICHMENT PLANT

The Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant is being built next to the 
gaseous diffusion plant located near Portsmouth, Ohio. Two 
process buildings will begin full operation in 1988 and 1989 
respectively. The estimated cost for GCEP, in 1983 dollars, 
is $6.95 billion, of which about 40 percent is for the centri
fuges.

1 US billion = one thousand millions.2
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Construction of the first two GCEP buildings is on schedule. 
These will initially produce 2.2 million SWU per year utilizing 
the Set III centrifuge. Fabrication of the Set III centrifuges 
is under way for the CPDF cascade testing, and for part of the 
initial fill of Process Building 1. Production in Process 
Buildings 1 and 2 will rise to a combined 3.3 million SWU per 
year when the buildings are retrofitted with advanced gas 
centrifuges[3].

The advanced centrifuges, designated Set IV, are presently 
under development. We expect to instal them in GCEP beginning 
with Process Building 3, and use them as replacements for 
failed machines in buildings 1 and 2. Set IV concepts are 
presently being evaluated. Separative performance improvement 
is expected to result from a combination of higher centrifuge 
speed and improved flow management. Economic gains will also 
be realized from design changes to improve reliability and 
reduce manufacturing costs, as well as improvements in the 
balance-of-plant equipment. We anticipate that Set IV in 
production operation will result in a production unit cost of 
$81 per SWU in 1983 dollars, compared with $122 per SWU for 
the initial Set III centrifuge. These costs assume full 
8-building operation.

By the end of 1982 we will have selected the Set IV 
configuration for verification tests, which will be conducted 
during 1983. Reliability testing will begin in 1985.
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Abstract

URANIUM ENRICHMENT BY CENTRIFUGE IN JAPAN.
The promotion of nuclear power generation is one of the most important tasks in Japan’s 

energy policy. The uranium enrichment services necessary for the nation’s nuclear power 
generation are at present located entirely overseas. In 1972, the Japan Atomic Energy 
Commission (JAEC) took up research and development of the centrifuge uranium enrichment 
process as a national project and decided seriously to promote it in order to  start uranium 
enrichment in Japan. The Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) 
took a leading part in the subsequent research and development work on centrifuge uranium 
enrichment technology. The resultant pilot plant entered into full-scale operation in March 1982. 
The paper summarizes the construction and operation of the pilot plant and outlines the steps 
involved in establishing a uranium enrichment enterprise in Japan.

1. CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE PILOT PLANT

1.1. General

With the PNC Ningyo-Toge Works chosen as the pilot plant construction site, 
preparation work started in August 1977. The site, which has an area of about 
40000 m2, is situated in the semi-highlands, about 700 m above sea level near 
the border of the Okayama and Tottori prefectures.

In April 1978, construction work started on the first operation unit (OP-1). 
The equipment began to be installed from autumn of the same year, and the 
first stage was completed late in July 1979. Unit OP-1, with about 1000 centri
fuges, came into partial operation in mid-September.
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The second-stage work, involving the installation of about 3000 additional 
centrifuges in OP-1, started in October 1979, and ended in May 1980. In October
1980, the system was put into full-scale operation with the full number of about 
4000 centrifuges connected to the existing equipment.

Building extensions began in April 1980, the third stage of construction of 
the second operational unit OP-2 consisting of about 3000 centrifuges independent 
of OP-1. Installation of the equipment started about October 1980, and was 
completed late in October 1981. It was put into operation in March 1982. The 
pilot plant, constructed at a cost of 58 billion yen1, thus came into full-scale 
operation about four and a half years after site preparation in August 1977.

The operation records obtained so far demonstrate that the design charac
teristics have been almost fully met. The centrifuges of OP-1 are estimated from 
these records to have a high reliability, with less than 0.2% annual fault factor.
The results of reliability tests on the centrifuges of OP-2, which has been put 
into operation only recently, show that they have good characteristics and a high 
reliability. Further operational data are now being accumulated.

1.2. Comparison between OP-1 and OP-2

Unit OP-2 has several advantages over OP-1. The performance of the 
centrifuges has been improved and their installation density has been raised through 
progress in grouping so that its output per unit area has increased by three times. 
Further effects of these two factors are a decrease in the number of installation 
man-hours and a reduction in the length of the cascade piping.

When the blending equipment was being installed, various improved tech
niques were adopted in connection with the equipment for recovering enriched 
and depleted uranium hexafluoride. These also contribute to the safety procedure 
for the plant.

Moreover, the high-frequency power supply equipment, instrumentation 
equipment and utility equipment of OP-2 have also been improved on the basis 
of the operational experience with OP-1.

2. PROMOTION OF A CENTRIFUGE URANIUM ENRICHMENT 
ENTERPRISE IN JAPAN

In November 1980, after the completion of the pilot plant, JAEC established 
a Committee on Domestic Uranium Enrichment and instructed it to study the 
implementation of uranium enrichment in Japan.

1 1 US billion is one thousand millions; actual cost in yen over the period 1977 to 1981.
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The committee’s report is summarized below. It considers the basic concept 
of uranium enrichment in Japan. The organizations concerned are now studying 
the concrete measures to be taken in line with this concept.

2.1. Demand and supply of uranium enrichment services

The future demand for uranium enrichment services in Japan is expected to 
grow as the scale of nuclear power generation increases. Electric companies’ 
estimates of the demand for uranium enrichment services per year amount to 
about 8 million SWU for 1990, 10 million SWU for 1995 and 12 million SWU 
for the year 2000.

On the other hand, the companies have secured uranium enrichment services 
for a total of 51 GW nuclear power generation — about 6 million SWU per year — 
under contract with the US Department of Energy and for about 9 GW over a 
ten-year period from 1980 to 1989 — about 1 million SWU per year — under 
contract with Eurodif, France.

Japan will therefore remain adequately supplied with uranium enrichment 
services until 1985 or so under these contracts. The undersupply expected there
after will depend on the holdings of excess enriched uranium but is forecast to 
exceed 5 million SWU per year for the year 2000, for example.

2.2. The significance of domestic uranium enrichment

At present, Japan depends entirely on overseas enterprises for uranium 
enrichment services. As a country advanced in the peaceful uses of atomic 
power and with a large-scale nuclear power generation plan, Japan is anxious to 
develop the domestic production of enriched uranium in order to ensure a 
steady supply, to secure its independence in this field, to enhance the recycling 
of recovered uranium and to help promote the atomic industry.

2.3. Evaluation of centrifuge uranium enrichment technology

In view of the research and development results that have already been 
obtained in connection with the construction and operation of the pilot plant, 
the nation’s centrifuge uranium enrichment technology can be considered as 
being firmly established in terms of both performance and reliability.

From the economic point of view, on the other hand, further technological 
development is necessary. The development of internationally competitive 
commercial uranium enrichment plants, reliable and economical in all respects, is 
a technological problem which has to be solved in order to reduce costs, to
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attain an increase in scale and to improve the efficiency of plant units and equip
ment. In addition, it is important to further improve the performance of the 
centrifuges in order to keep up with foreign technological development.

2.4. Targets of the domestic uranium enrichment programme

In the light of its significance, as outlined above, it would seem desirable to 
start domestic uranium enrichment as early as possible after the technology for 
constructing commercial uranium enrichment plants has been established.

The following targets would seem reasonable for the implementation of the 
domestic uranium enrichment programme, taking into consideration the tech
nological problems awaiting solution, predicted balance between supply and 
demand of enriched uranium, centrifuge manufacturing capability and so forth.
A commercial uranium enrichment plant should be put into operation during the 
period 1985 — 1990 and enriched uranium production should be increased to a 
minimum of 1 million SWU per year during late 1990—1995 and to 3 million SWU 
per year by the year 2000.

2.5. Measures for establishing the domestic uranium enrichment programme

For the purposes of management efficiency and relationships with the other 
nuclear fuel cycle enterprises it is considered that the uranium enrichment 
enterprise should be of a non-governmental nature.

Because of the sensitivity of the technology, on the other hand, there are 
many problems with regard to international relations, information control, 
safeguards and so forth which have to be solved on a governmental basis. The 
Government should take responsibility for these and, if necessary, afford financial 
assistance towards the sound development of the uranium enrichment and 
relevant enterprises on a non-governmental basis. Close co-operation between 
the Government and non-governmental bodies is essential for the effective applica
tion of safeguards.

The smooth transfer of the technology accumulated by PNC to non
governmental uranium enrichment enterprises is a key step in the implementation 
of domestic uranium enrichment. Special consideration should therefore be 
given to this matter.

It is considered necessary for the implementation of a domestic uranium 
enrichment capability to continue the development of the technology for the 
mass-production of centrifuges and to carry out the construction and operation of 
a demonstration plant before commencing with commercial plants.

The demonstration plant programme should be started early for the purposes 
of: ( 1 ) developing the mass-production technology for centrifugal separators and
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forecasting manufacturing cost reductions, (2) increasing the scale and improving 
the efficiency of plant units and equipment for developing commercial plants, and
(3) establishing an optimally reliable and economic system for the construction 
and operation of the plants. Since PNC is engaged in technological development 
it is appropriate that it should for the time being take charge of the construction 
and operation of the demonstration plant in collaboration with the non
governmental bodies which will later be concerned with the commercial plants.
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Abstract-Résumé

STATUS OF THE CHEMICAL EXCHANGE URANIUM ENRICHMENT PROCESS (CHEMEX).
Five years ago the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) unveiled a new chemical 

exchange uranium isotope enrichment process at the Salzburg Conference organized by the 
International Atomic Energy Agency. This process had a high enrichment factor, its energy 
consumption was low and its application required only conventional techniques available 
in the chemical industry. Other information was released subsequently: exchange is achieved 
by means of two liquid phases, one organic, the other aqueous, which are allowed to interact 
inside large pulsed columns. These columns are arranged in series in such a way as to  constitute 
enrichment cascades linked in a unique scheme offering modular industrial structures and 
hence flexibility in response to market needs. The progress made since the Salzburg annouce- 
ment is remarkable. One figure will suffice: the annual separative work output obtained per 
cubic metre of phases has trebled. As a result, the absolute cost per separative work unit has 
dropped significantly and the attractiveness of the process from the economic point of view 
is now well established, particularly for small facilities. The characteristics of chemical 
enrichment developed by the CEA are reviewed in greater detail in the paper. Analysis shows 
that, while remaining resistant to proliferation, the process is one of the most attractive developed 
to date.

ETAT D’AVANCEMENT DU PROCEDE D’ENRICHISSEMENT DE L’URANIUM PAR 
ECHANGE CHIMIQUE (CHEMEX).

Voici cinq ans, le Commissariat à l’énergie atomique révélait au cours de la Conférence 
de Salzbourg organisée par l’AIEA l’existence d’un nouveau procédé d’enrichissement 
isotopique de l’uranium par échange chimique. Ce procédé possédait un coefficient 
d’enrichissement élevé, sa consommation d’énergie était faible et sa mise en oeuvre ne faisait 
appel qu’aux techniques conventionnelles de l’industrie chimique. D’autres précisions 
furent apportées par la suite: il s’agit d’un échange réalisé au moyen de deux phases liquides, 
l’une aqueuse, l’autre organique, amenées à interagir dans des colonnes puisées de grande 
taille. Ces colonnes sont disposées en série de manière à constituer des cascades d’enrichissement
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interconnectées selon un schéma original qui permet de concevoir des assemblages industriels 
modulaires et ajustables en fonction des besoins du marché. Les progrès réalisés depuis 
l’annonce de Salzbourg sont remarquables. Pour ne citer qu’un chiffre, la puissance de 
séparation délivrée annuellement par mètre cube de phases a été triplée. Ainsi, la valeur 
absolue du coût de l’UTS a été notablement diminuée et l’intérêt économique du procédé 
est désormais amplement confirmé, tout particulièrement dans le cas des usines de petite 
capacité. Les caractéristiques de l’enrichissement par échange chimique développé par 
le CEA sont présentées plus en détail dans ce mémoire. Il résulte de cette analyse que le 
procédé, tou t en restant impropre à la prolifération, est l’un des plus séduisants parmi ceux 
que ont été développés à ce jour.

INTRODUCTION

Voici près d'un demi-siècle que fut découverte

l'existence d'un effet isotopique lorsqu'une réaction chimique

réversible intervient entre deux composés d'un même élément*-1 ̂ .

Cet effet isotopique résulte de légères différences introduites

dans la réactivité chimique de l'élément par des noyaux de
г o 1

structures voisines mais non identiques . L'effet isotopique 

observé est d'autant plus marqué et facilement utilisable que 

les éléments considérés ont un nombre atomique faible et voici 

longtemps que furent séparés les isotopes de l'hydrogène et du 

lithium par cette méthode. Moins connue peut être que l'usine 

d'eau lourde de Mazingarbe, une usine de séparation isotopique 

du lithium par échange chimique a été construite en France au 

début des années 60 et fonctionne depuis lors dans d'excellentes 

conditions.

En ce qui concerne la séparation isotopique de 

l'uranium, le sujet a été longtemps étudié aux Etats-Unis^ et
ГЬ" |

au Japon1- mais sans parvenir à une conclusion positive concer

nant l'intérêt industriel de la méthode. Il est nécessaire en 

effet de réunir plusieurs conditions favorables pour qu'un tel 

procédé puisse être considéré comme viable*-5-'^ _ Pourtant, une 

première percée devait être réalisée en France en 1968 grâce à 

la découverte d'une réaction présentant un effet isotopique
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important, et une deuxième technique devait se dessiner au Japon 

au cours de la décennie 70 due notamment, semble-t-il, à la mise 

au point d'une résine échangeuse d'ions particulièrement effica

ce ̂  . L'existence du procédé français fut révélée à Salzbourg 

en 1977 lors de la précédente réunion internationale organisée
ГО]

par VAIEA , et nous allons essayer de situer ci-après l'exacte 

mesure des progrès réalisés depuis lors et l'intérêt que présente 

le procédé dans le contexte actuel.

Nous examinerons successivement :

1. Les principales caractéristiques du procédé.

2. Les étapes de son développement et les résultats obtenus 

depuis Salzbourg.

3. Certains aspects techniques de sa mise en oeuvre industrielle.

4. Ses caractéristiques industrielles et commerciales.

5. Ses caractéristiques économiques.

6. Ses perspectives futures.

1. DESCRIPTION DU PROCEDE

Dans son essence, le procédé repose sur un effet iso-
Г91topique obtenu â l'occasion d'un échange entre deux formes 

ioniques de l'uranium ид et Ug. Il s'établit un équilibre 

thermodynamique entre les espèces isotopiques en présence :

235.. + 238 ---- * 238.. + 235
A B «----  A B

dont on démontre aisément que la constante d'équilibre 

caractérise le facteur de séparation isotopique habituellement 

désigné par le symbole a . On notera seulement que le facteur 

de séparation ainsi obtenu s'applique au rapport des richesses
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en isotope 235 des fractions enrichies et appauvries issues 

du mélange initial1 :

a = R 1 = N'/l - N'

R" N"/1 - N"

et qu'il correspond de ce fait à 1 + 2 e où e désigne le 

coefficient d ’enrichissement habituellement utilisé en théorie 

des cascades^1 1 ̂ .

L'une des originalités du procédé français réside dans 

le choix des composés interactifs de l'uranium qui permettent 

d'obtenir un coefficient d'enrichissement environ deux fois plus 

élevé que dans le cas d'un échange entre les ions tétra et hexa- 

valents. Il s'ensuit que;compte tenu de la relation qui existe

entre la puissance de séparation et le coefficient d'enrichisse-
1 2ment ( 6U = L e ), l'échange utilisé est potentiellement 

quatre fois plus performant que l'échange IV/VI.

Les fractions enrichie et appauvrie issues de la réac

tion doivent être séparées avant d'être respectivement engagées 

dans de nouvelles réactions. Ce résultat est obtenu au moyen de 

deux phases non miscibles susceptibles de fixer préférentiellement 

les composés uranifères en présence. Dans le cas du procédé 

français,on utilise deux phases liquides, l'une aqueuse, l'autre 

organique, qui circulent à contre-courant à une vitesse adaptée 

à la cinétique de l'échange isotopique. Cette cinétique est elle- 

même la somme de deux termes : une cinétique chimique qui dépend 

de la réaction d'échange elle-même et une cinétique d'interface 

qui se rapporte aux opérations de mise en contact et de séparation 

des deux phases.

1 Les symboles utilisés sont tirés de [10].
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FIG.Î. Schéma de principe du procédé CHEMEX.

Г 1 21Le schéma de principe d'une cascade CHEMEX présente 

une analogie certaine avec le procédé de distillation fraction

née On remarquera (voir Figure 1) la présence de boucles

latérales destinées à recycler totalement les phases aqueuse et 

organique. Quant à la boucle centrale qui illustre le chemin suivi 

par l'uranium, elle comporte en ses extrémités haute et basse deux 

réactions chimiques irréversibles consistant à transformer Ug en 

Уд dans le reflux de tête et Uд en Ug dans le reflux de pied.
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2. LES ETAPES DU DEVELOPPEMENT. RESULTATS OBTENUS DEPUIS 
SALZBOURG

Depuis la découverte de la réaction de base en 1968, 

le procédé a fait l'objet d'un effort permanent de recherche 

et de développement. Les mois qui suivirent la découverte 

furent consacrés à la confirmation et à l'exploration des 

paramètres directeurs de l'effet isotopique élémentaire. La 

première unité expérimentale fut construite à Grenoble à partir 

de 1970 pour devenir la principale installation expérimentale 

en ce qui concerne la définition du procédé lui-même. Un second 

ensemble à caractère plus technologique fut construit à 

Pierrelatte en 1972. C'est là notamment que des contacteurs 

de grande taille furent montés et essayés. Enfin, une série 

de programmes d'appoint et en particulier des études de projets 

industriels et les évaluations économiques correspondantes 

furent accomplies et régulièrement tenues à jour.

On peut discerner trois périodes principales dans les 

travaux de développement du procédé et il est curieux de cons

tater que les époques de transition correspondantes coïncident 

approximativement avec ces grandes réunions quinquennales or

ganisées par 1 'AIEA dont Tun e  d'elles nous rassemble aujour

d'hui. C'est ainsi qu'avant Salzbourg, l'effort avait porté 

principalement sur la baisse de consommation en énergie du 

procédé. La préférence avait été accordée aux contacteurs de 

type colonne puisée, faibles consommateurs en énergie, et un 

travail de développement technologique de haute qualité avait 

permis de réduire de moitié environ la consommation en énergie 

des reflux. C'est après avoir obtenu ces améliorations que le 

chiffre approximatif de 600 kW.h/UTS était indiqué à Salzbourg 

en 1977. De nouvelles améliorations ont été obtenues depuis 

lors, et vous constaterez ci-après que nous utilisons actuel

lement des chiffres plus bas ; toutefois, ce n'est pas là que
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FIG.2. Evolution de l'efficacité volumique des colonnes puisées observée depuis 1975.

se trouvent les plus gros progrès réalisés depuis cinq ans mais 

dans l'amélioration des performances des contacteurs isotopiques.

A cet égard, nous avons pour habitude de chiffrer 

nos améliorations en utilisant comme indicateur de performances 

le travail de séparation délivré annuellement par mètre cube 

de phases, quanti'té que nous dénommons "puissance de séparation 

volumique" et que nous désignons par 6UQ . Cette quantité 

n'est pas utilisable pour comparer des procédés différents
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mais elle convient bien lorsqu'il s'agit de situer les progrès 

réalisés par un procédé particulier appliqué dans une version 

technologique bien définie. Ainsi, cette grandeur dont les 

valeurs sont reportées sur la Figure 2 a triplé depuis Salzbourg 

passant d'environ 70 UTS/m3/an à 215 UTS/m3/an à la fin 

de l'année 1981. La rétention spécifique en uranium, c'est-à- 

dire la quantité d'uranium immobilisée dans la cascade par 

UTS/an installée, diminuait de manière corrélative à l'augmen

tation de puissance de séparation volumique pour atteindre une 

valeur environ cinq fois supérieure à celle de la diffusion 

gazeuse.

4
Comme nous le verrons par la suite, ces progrès ont 

eu pour conséquences d'abaisser très notablement les coûts 

afférents à la zone d'échange isotopique et d'orienter nos 

programmes actuels vers une amélioration systématique des 

reflux, annexes et auxiliaires.

3. ASPECTS TECHNIQUES D E  LA MISE EN Œ U V R E  INDUSTRIELLE 
D U  P R O C E D E

Voyons maintenant de quelle manière le choix du contac- 

teur d'une part, l'existence de fonctions de reflux importantes 

d'autre part, ont conduit à adopter une configuration d'usine 

très particulière.

Les contacteurs utilisés sont des colonnes puisées 

de grande hauteur qui contiennent chacune plus d'une centaine 

de plateaux théoriques ou étages de séparation isotopique.

Ceux-ci sont bien évidemment de taille constante et disposés 

en série. Le raccordement direct (c'est-à-dire sans fonctions 

de reflux intermédiaires) de telles colonnes conduit à consti

tuer une cascade de largeur constante, dite cascade "carrée", 

intéressante du point de vue constructif car elle ne fait appel
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FIG.3. Description du module industriel de base ayant une capacité d'enrichissement de 
500 000 UTS/a.

qu'à un contacteur unique, mais pénalisante du point de vue 

opératoire car elle est le siège de mélanges isotopiques 

internes. Il est possible toutefois de limiter ce dernier 

inconvénient en associant deux cascades carrées côte à côte, 

chacune possédant un système de reflux autonome, et inter

connectées de manière à réduire les mélanges internes. C'est 

cette combinaison qui a été finalement adoptée {voir Figure 3) 

et qui permet de disposer de modules d'enrichissement offrant,
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comme nous le verrons par la suite, une souplesse d'utilisation 

exceptionnelle.

Fondées sur les travaux de développement accomplis 

à ce jour, les colonnes puisées en projet sont des éléments

de 1600 mm de diamètre et 30 m de hauteur utile ayant une

puissance de séparation unitaire de Tordre de 15 000 UTS/an.

20 colonnes de ce type équiperaient chacune des deux cascades 

du module industriel dont la capacité totale, une fois déduites 

les pertes par mélanges internes, serait de Tordre de 

500 000 UTS/an. Il est tout à fait remarquable de constater 

que :

- un seul type de contacteur est utilisé,

- ce contacteur relève du génie chimique classique,

- ce contacteur a une puissance de séparation

comparable à celle des plus gros étages de 

diffusion gazeuse réalisés à ce jour,

- et, néanmoins, ce contacteur peut équiper une

usine de petite capacité, 20 fois moindre par

exemple que celle du Tricastin.

Bien entendu, des contacteurs plus petits peuvent 

également être utilisés et nous avons réalisé par exemple des

colonnes de 1200 mm de diamètre et de 24 m de hauteur utile

dont la puissance de séparation serait environ moitié moindre.

4. CARACTERISTIQUES INDUSTRIELLES ET COMMERCIALES DU 
PROCEDE

Ces caractéristiques découlent de la configuration 

d'usine que nous venons de décrire et qui consiste à juxtaposer 

des modules capables d'enrichir individuellement l'uranium 

naturel aux teneurs requises pour les réacteurs de la filière 

à eau.
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La première de ces caractéristiques est bien évidem

ment l'aspect modulaire des installations qui permet

d'ajuster très exactement la capacité d'enrichissement instal

lée en fonction des besoins d'un programme électronucléaire 

déterminé. Dans le cas d'un programme électronucléaire important, 

les incréments de capacité pourront être de 500 000 UTS/an, 

mais des modules de capacité moindre pourront être conçus pour 

répondre à n'importe quelle courbe de besoins. On notera que 

dans tous les cas, la durée de construction des modules est 

inférieure à celle des centrales électronucléaires ce qui 

permet de décider de construire les tranches d'enrichissement 

en bonne connaissance de cause.

Une seconde caractéristique est liée au fait que le 

coût des sections d'échange isotopique est relativement faible 

comparé à celui des fonctions de reflux, annexes et auxiliaires. 

Il s'ensuit qu'un accroissement de la longueur des cascades 

est relativement peu coûteux et que l'économie du procédé est 

d'autant plus favorable, dans certaines limites du moins, que 

le gradient de concentration recherché est élevé. Il est déjà 

tenu compte de ce phénomène en adoptant une teneur de rejet 

optimale nettement inférieure à celle des autres procédés ce 

qui entraîne une meilleure utilisation de l'uranium naturel, 

mais d'autres cas d'application peuvent se présenter tels la 

tendance à utiliser des combustibles électronucléaires à plus 

forte teneur isotopique que les combustibles actuels. Si besoin 

était, il n'y aurait aucune difficulté à introduire des 

colonnes supplémentaires dans une cascade déjà existante.

Enfin, une dernière caractéristique, peut être la 

plus importante de toutes, est offerte par la juxtaposition des 

deux cascades constitutives d'un module. En effet, cette 

disposition permet par un simple changement des points d'inter

connexion de modifier à volonté la longueur du module. Grâce à



ce concept des cascades "glissantes" l-15  ̂ il est possible à 

1 ‘enrichisseur d'optimiser à tout moment le coût de sa produc

tion en uranium enrichi et ceci quelles que soient les fluctua

tions pouvant intervenir sur les cours de l'uranium naturel.

5. CARACTERISTIQUE ECONOMIQUES

Il est bien connu que la taille d'une application 

industrielle peut rejaillir très sensiblement et très spéci

fiquement sur l'économie que l'on peut en attendre et des 

exemples le montrent clairement. Ainsi, l'usine de diffusion 

gazeuse du Tricastin est une installation de grande capacité 

(10,7 M.UTS/an). De même, on peut remarquer que le coût pros

pectif de 70 $ /UTS du projet d'usine d'ultracentrifugation 

de Portsmouth (USA) se rapporte à une usine de 13,2 M.UTS/an*" .

Par contre, dans le cas de CHEMEX, l'effet de taille est rela

tivement faible et n'introduit guère de contrainte sur l'écono

mie du projet. Il est ainsi permis d ’envisager dans un cadre 

spécifiquement économique des projets de petite capacité, 

comprise entre 0,5 et 3 millions d'UTS/an.

La première caractéristique économique importante 

est la consommation en énergie. En progrès par rapport à la 

valeur donnée à Salzbourg voici cinq ans, la consommation 

spécifique totale en énergie du procédé est à présent de 

l'ordre de 300 kW.h sous forme électrique et 500 thermies à 

140°C par UTS.

L'investissement spécifique direct est faible, 

inférieur à 1.500 Francs par UTS installée et â 2.000 Francs 

par UTS/an produite, mais il faut tenir compte également des 

frais indirects (frais de remplissage et de démarrage,intérêts 

intercalaires, ingêniérie, provisions ...) qui remontent le
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coût spécifique au niveau de celui d'une usine de diffusion 

gazeuse de grande taille.

L'immobilisation en uranium est relativement impor

tante comparée aux procédés en phase gazeuse ; enfin, les frais 

d'exploitation hors énergie demeurent modestes.

Au total, le coût du travail de séparation délivré 

par une usine CHEMEX de 3 millions d'UTS/an devrait être de 

l'ordre de 100 $ par UTS aux conditions économiques actuelles.

Il est remarquable que lorsqu'on analyse la décomposition de 

ce coût, on constate que moins du quart de la dépense provient 

de la zone d'échange isotopique ce qui indique clairement dans 

quelle direction il convient de poursuivre l'amélioration du 

procédé.

6. PERSPECTIVES FUTURES

Plusieurs tâches restent à accomplir et il convient, 

pour commencer, de continuer à améliorer le procédé. Comme nous 

l'avons vu un effort particulier est nécessaire pour réduire 

les coûts des fonctions annexes et des auxiliaires, installa

tions qui n'offrent pas de difficultés techniques considérables 

mais qui doivent faire l'objet d'une étude de "pertinence" 

économique (cost effectiveness) systématique. D'autres études 

sont également prévues, d'ordre principalement technologique : 

connaissance et emploi des matériaux, appareils prototypes. 

Enfin, les essais d'endurance des composants et matériaux 

entrepris depuis plusieurs années seront poursuivis.

En ce qui concerne les possibilités d'application, 

CHEMEX se présente comme l'une des solutions possibles pour 

accroître en temps voulu la capacité française d'enrichissement 

dont la valeur correspond actuellement à un peu plus de 50 %
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de la capacité du Tricastin. L'extrême souplesse d'utilisation 

industrielle du procédé et la possibilité de réenrichir de 

l'uranium de retraitement en font un élément important dans la 

stratégie française de l'enrichissement. En outre, les mêmes 

qualités d'utilisation industrielle peuvent séduire des parte

naires étrangers.

Par sa souplesse, son excellente économie à moyenne et 

faible échelle, et le caractère classique de la technologie mise 

en oeuvre, le procédé CHEMEX se démarque nettement des procédés 

d'enrichissement de l'uranium utilisés à ce jour. Il apporte une 

excellente réponse aux perspectives de marché actuelles et cons

titue, avec l'étude des procédés utilisant des techniques avancées 

telles que laser ou plasma, l'essentiel de la contribution 

française au développement des techniques de séparation isotopique 

de 1 'uranium.
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Abstract

URANIUM ENRICHMENT BY THE SEPARATION NOZZLE PROCESS.
The separation nozzle process developed by the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre 

is based on the centrifugal force in a curved je t consisting of uranium hexafluoride and a 
light auxiliary gas. It is applied on a technical scale in Brazil,where a cascade section 
consisting of 24 separation stages is being constructed which will be extended in two steps 
into a demonstration plant with a capacity of roughly 300 000 SWU/a. To produce separation 
nozzle systems with extremely small characteristic dimensions permitting plant operation at 
atmospheric pressure, a manufacturing process is being developed which relies on combined 
X-ray lithography and microgalvanic deposition (LIGA process). By applying this technology 
the prototype separation stages under construction at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre 
should lead to commercial separation nozzle plants with capacities between one and four 
million SWU/a. Less than 300 separation stages are required for cascades with a product 
assay of 3.2% and a tails assay of 0.25% 2 3 SU. A cost evaluation is given for such plants.

1. INTRODUCTION

The separation nozzle process developed by the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research 
Centre is based on the centrifugal force in a curved jet consisting of uranium 
hexafluoride and a light auxiliary gas [ 1 ]. Its relatively high separation factor 
in combination with a high throughput permits the construction of commercial 
enrichment plants at attractively low specific investment costs. The economically 
favourable production of enriched uranium is ensured, in particular if cheap 
electrical power is available.

Since 1970 the STEAG company, Essen, has participated in developing the 
separation nozzle process for industrial application. In 1975 Brazil decided to 
use the separation nozzle process for enriching its uranium resources [2]. Since 
a considerable demand for nuclear fuel is not to be expected until the end of this 
decade, it was decided to implement the process in Brazil by constructing a 
relatively small demonstration plant and, in parallel, to further advance the
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separation nozzle technology for commercial application by joint efforts. The 
Brazilian partner in this collaboration is Nuclebras [2], while on the German side 
INTER ATOM, Bensberg, has joined the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre 
and the STEAG company.

Since 1979, the First Cascade consisting of 24 separation nozzle stages has 
been under construction in Brazil; this will be extended to form the demonstration 
plant. Parallel to the work going on in Brazil, two prototypes of larger scale 
separation nozzle stages are being tested in Karlsruhe with a view to constructing 
commercial plants.

The following sections describe the technical implementation and the 
further development of the separation nozzle method. Particular emphasis is 
laid on the description of the advanced separation nozzle technology to be applied 
in commercial plants. In addition, a cost evaluation is given for such plants.

2. FIRST CASCADE AND DEMONSTRATION PLANT

Figure 1 shows the principle of the separation nozzle system with single 
jet deflection as used in the First Cascade. A mixture of gaseous uranium 
hexafluoride and hydrogen flows along a curved wall at high velocity. At the end 
of deflection the gas jet is split up by a knife into a light fraction and a heavy 
fraction which are withdrawn separately. The addition of hydrogen considerably 
improves the separation of the uranium isotopes; this is due mainly to the 
increase in flow velocity of the mixture associated with the reduction in the 
mean molecular weight. To enable the highest possible gas pressure to be applied, 
the smallest possible dimensions of the separation nozzle system are selected.

The separation nozzle systems are installed in gas distribution tubes. A 
considerable number of such separation element tubes are operated in parallel 
in a tank which, together with a radial compressor and a cooler, makes up one 
separation nozzle stage. Figure 2 shows the prototype of the separation nozzle 
stages used in the First Cascade with a compressor suction capacity of 
33 000 m 3/h (SR 33).

Figure 3 shows the flowsheet of the First Cascade. The 24 stages are 
arranged in two groups which can be operated individually or in series. The 
separation of UF6 and auxiliary gas required at the top of the cascade is brought 
about by a special separation nozzle stage combined with a system of counter- 
current cryoseparators operating in a cyclic mode (UF6-recycle facility) [1]. To 
test the enrichment operation, the cascade is equipped with devices for controlled feed 
and withdrawal of UF6. The total separation capacity of the stages is 6000 SWU/a. 
Since the enrichment factor of the First Cascade is too small for practical purposes, 
the product and waste streams are recombined in normal test runs.
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FIG. I. Principle o f  the separation n ozz le  sy s tem  with single j e t  deflection as used in the  
First  Cascade.

FIG.2. P r o to ty p e  o f  the separation nozz le  stage SR 3 3  with a compressor suction capacity  
o f  3 3  ООО m 3 /h. The d iam eter  o f  the stage is 1.5 m.
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FIG.3. F low shee t  o f  the First  Cascade.

Figure 4 shows the central building of the demonstration plant at Resende, 
a town situated on the highway between Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. This 
building will accommodate the basic infrastructure of the plant in addition 
to the First Cascade. Extension to the demonstration plant will take place in 
two steps which are expected to be on line in 1986 and 1988, respectively. The 
full production capacity will be about 300 000 SWU/a.

3. SEPARATION NOZZLE SYSTEMS FOR COMMERCIAL PLANTS

For commercial separation nozzle plants separation nozzle systems with 
double jet deflection will be provided, as shown in Fig.5. In the double deflection 
system the heavy fraction of a conventional separation nozzle is split up once 
more in a directly connected second system so that three fractions are produced 
in total. The intermediate fraction is recycled within the separation stage to the 
suction side of the compressor. Production and recycling of an intermediate 
fraction improve the separation effect as well as the optimum cut of the stage 
so that the number of stages required for a given enrichment factor is reduced 
by about 40%. Although the effective UF6 throughput of the stage is decreased 
by recycling the intermediate fraction, the separative capacity of the stage becomes 
about 10% higher.

The most economical way of further increasing the production capacity 
of the separation nozzle process is to raise the optimum operating pressure. In 
this case, the expenditure for the compressors, pipework, valves and control 
devices remains almost unchanged; however, the separative capacity of the 
enrichment plant increases proportional to the operating pressure. Since the 
UF6 is highly diluted by the light auxiliary gas, the separation nozzle can be 
operated at an inlet pressure of about 1.5 bar without risk of UF6 condensation.
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FIG.4. Central building o f  the separation nozz le  dem onstra t ion  p lant a ccom m oda tin g  the 
First Cascade and the basic infrastructure a t  R esen de  (Brazil).

In the separation nozzle process the optimum operating pressure is inversely 
proportional to the characteristic dimensions of the separation nozzle systems. 
The methods currently used for the mass production of separation nozzle systems 
are based either on machining with diamond tools1 or on stacking photoetched 
metal foils2. For these methods the mean radius of the deflection grooves is 
about 50 mm . The corresponding inlet pressure of the nozzle system is about
0.5 bar.

For an inlet pressure of 1.5 bar the mean radius of the deflection grooves 
is about 17 jum and the size of the smallest openings is about 3 д т .  Separation 
nozzle systems with such extremely small dimensions can hardly be fabricated 
by the methods available at present. Therefore, for commercial plants, a new 
fabrication method has been developed by the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre 
in co-operation with Siemens AG, Munich, and the Fraunhofer-Institut fiir 
Festkôrpertechnologie, Munich [3]. This is based on the lithographic generation 
of separation nozzle structures in polymer layers, which serve as moulds for the 
galvanoplastie fabrication of metallic separation nozzles (“LIGA” method).

1 Messerschmitt-Bólkow-Blohm GmbH, Munich.
2  Siemens AG, Munich.
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FIG.5. Principle o f  the separation nozzle system with double jet deflection provided for 
commercial separation nozzle plants.

FIG.6. Double deflection separation nozzle system produced by the LIGA technique with 
mean radii o f  the deflection grooves o f  20 and 10 fim. The material is nickel.
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FIG .7. Part o f  a separation nozzle chip assembly (right). The nozzles together with the 
ducts for the feed  gas and the heavy fractions are arranged alternately on a line as shown 
at the left.

Most favourable results have been achieved by X-ray lithography using synchrotron 
radiation, which is superior to ordinary X-rays because of the combination of 
high intensity and small divergence.

Figure 6 shows a double deflection separation nozzle system produced by 
the LIGA technique with the proper size for an optimum inlet pressure of 1.5 bar. 
The material is nickel. The roughness of the walls of the nozzle is less than 0.1 fxm.

As illustrated in Fig.7, the nozzles together with the ducts for the feed gas 
and the heavy fractions are arranged alternately on a line, so that each duct is 
connected to two nozzle systems. The nozzle lines are arranged in a zigzag manner 
between two cover plates with openings for the feed gas and the heavy fractions, 
respectively. The light fractions are collected alternately in the V-shaped ducts 
formed by the zigzag line. A nozzle arrangement together with the cover plates 
is called a separation nozzle chip. A great number of such chips is arranged in 
parallel as a chip assembly so that gas ducts are formed between adjacent chips 
alternately for the feed gas and the heavy fractions. The light and intermediate 
fractions are withdrawn from the V-shaped ducts in opposite directions perpen
dicular to the large surfaces of the chip assembly.

About 50 chip assemblies, each of them comprising about 40 chips, are 
mounted as a star-shaped arrangement between two flanges (Fig.8). This 
configuration allows a space-saving installation of the chip assemblies as well as 
a simple gas distribution in a separation nozzle stage.

With the results now available technical-scale application of the LIGA 
technique can be expected in 1985. Therefore, current plans for erecting 
commercial separation nozzle plants are based on this technology.
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FIG.8. Arrangement o f  LIGA-type separation nozzle chip assemblies in a separation stage.

FIG.9. Prototype o f the separation nozzle stage SR 100 with a compressor suction capacity 
o f  100 000 m^/h. Diameter 2.5 m. Provided with LIGA separation elements it will have a 
separative capacity o f  7200 SWU/a.
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FIG.10. Prototype o f  the separation nozzle stage SR 300 with a compressor suction capacity 
o f  300 ООО m^/h. Diameter 4.0 m. Provided with LIGA separation elements it will have a 
separative capacity o f  22 ООО SWU/a.

4. DESIGN AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF COMMERCIAL PLANTS

Besides separation stages with compressor suction capacities of 33 000 m 3/h 
(Fig.2), stages with compressor suction capacities of 100 000 and 300 000 m 3/h 
are being developed at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre in co-operation 
with the German-Brazilian company NUSTEP (SR 100 and SR 300).

Figure 9 shows the stage SR 100 with a diameter of 2.5 m. Provided with 
LIGA separation elements, it will have a separative capacity of 7200 SWU/a.
The stage SR 300, shown in Fig. 10, has a diameter of 4.0 m. With LIGA 
separation elements, its separative capacity will amount to about 22 000 SWU/a.

In commercial separation nozzle plant designs only two types of stages will 
normally be used in order to simplify the design of the cascades. This allows a 
cascade efficiency of about 90%.

In Table I the data have been compiled of two commercial separation nozzle 
plants which can be realized by combination of two of each of the stage types 
available, provided that LIGA type separation elements are used. To obtain a 
product assay of 3.2% and a tails assay of 0.25% 235U, 96 each of the smaller
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TABLE I. DATA OF TWO COMMERCIAL SEPARATION NOZZLE PLANTS 
WHICH CAN BE REALIZED BY COMBINATION OF TWO OF EACH OF THE 
SEPARATION NOZZLE STAGES AVAILABLE, IF LIGA TYPE SEPARATION 
ELEMENTS ARE USED

Small plant Large plant

Product assay, % 235U 3.2 3.3

Tails assay, % 23SU 0.25 0.25

Number of small stages (SR 33) 96 -

Number of medium-sized stages (SR 100) 160 96

Number of large stages (SR 300) - 160

Production capacity, SWU/a 1 257 000 3 776 000

Total power supply, MW 443 1 322

Specific energy consumption, kW’h/SWU 3 084 3 063

Feed requirements, million kg uranium/a 1.9 5.7

Uranium inventory, kg 2 400 7 500

TABLE II. DETERMINATION OF THE SEPARATIVE WORK COSTS OF
THE TWO COMMERCIAL SEPARATION NOZZLE PLANTS

Small plant Large plant

Investment costs for the plant inclusive of buildings, 
million US$ 431 865

Contingency and engineering costs, million US$ 128 193

Owners’ costs during construction, million US$ 50 70

Interest during construction, million US$ 92 169

Total investment costs, million US$ 701 1 297

Production capacity, SWU/a 1 257 000 3 776 000

Specific total investment costs, US$/SWU/a 560 350

Specific fixed costs = 20% of the specific total 
investment costs with 95% plant availability, 
USS/SWU 118 74

Specific power costs based on US$ 0.015 per 
kW-h, USS/SWU 46 46

Separative work costs, USS/SWU 164 120
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and 160 each of the larger stages are required. The two plants have separation 
work capacities of about 1 200 000 and 3 700 000 SWU/a. Their specific energy 
consumption of slightly more than 3000 kW'h/SWU corresponds to a consumption 
of roughly 4.5% of electricity generated with the product in light-water reactors.

Table II shows a breakdown of the separative work costs for both plants.
The investment costs were extrapolated to late 1981 on the basis of earlier 
quotations for components. With the usual extras for engineering, contingencies, 
costs incurred by the plant operator and interest during construction, total 
investment costs for both plants of approximately US $700 and 1300 million 
(Dec. 1981 US$), respectively, are calculated. This corresponds to specific total 
investment costs of US $560 and US $350 per SWU/a, respectively. The 
calculation of the product costs is based on the assumption that the annuity and 
the annual expenses for handling, maintenance and repair amount to 20% of 
the total investment costs. Power costs of US mills 15 per kW’h have been assumed 
because it can be rightly supposed that the plant will be built where power costs 
are relatively low. This results in costs per unit of separative work of US $164 
for the small plant and of US $120 for the large plant.

It is evident from the estimate that at least the large plant will be capable 
of yielding a profit. It is remarkable that reactor fuel can be produced economically 
with a capital investment of about one billion US$3.

A conceptual design of a large commercial separation nozzle plant is shown 
in Fig. 11.

5. LICENSING AND SAFEGUARDS

Besides hydrogen, helium can be used as the light auxiliary gas in the 
separation nozzle process4 . Its absolute chemical neutrality offers essential 
advantages; however, the specific energy consumption increases by about 25%.
The specific investment costs calculated for helium and hydrogen are approximately 
equal. With the cost structure shown in Table II this implies an increase in the 
product costs of 7.5 and 10%, respectively. On the other hand, if helium is used, 
quite a number of safety requirements can be dispensed with, which simplifies 
licensing considerably. Therefore, the question of whether hydrogen or helium 
is better suited must be examined in each individual case, with the power costs 
playing a major role in the decision.

The licensing procedure is facilitated by the fact that the separating cas
cades of the commercial plants work at slightly below atmospheric pressure.

3 1 US billion = one thousand million.
4  The cost of helium is negligible in considerations relating to economy, since the 

amount is relatively small and the gas is recirculated.
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FIG.11. Conceptual design o f  a commercial separation nozzle plant with a capacity o f  about 
3 700 000 SWU/a.

Overpressure occurs only in the interconnections of the compressor and the 
separation elements, which will be surrounded by low-pressure zones. Therefore, 
there is no danger of UF6 release.

In commercial separation nozzle plants the separation of UF6 and auxiliary 
gas at the top and the shoulder of the cascade will be carried out completely by 
specially designed separation nozzle stages [4]. On elimination of the cryo- 
separators used in the demonstration plant the uranium inventory drops to some 
metric tonnes (cf. Table I).

The application of the separation nozzle method in Brazil is subject to the 
International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards. The task of this organization is 
facilitated by the fact that no restrictions due to classification have been imposed 
on the development and application of the separation nozzle method since it 
cannot be misused in a clandestine facility. The short equilibrium time of the 
plants permits accurate surveillance and control of the production rate, which 
will be advantageous for safeguards as well as for economy and plant operation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An increase in the elementary separation effect for given operating conditions 
constitutes one of the most attractive goals of development work, since all specific
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expenditures and, hence, the separative work costs are inversely proportional to 
the square of this quantity.

The single deflection system, the principle of which is shown in Fig.l, 
is the result of extensive optimization, but, because of the multitude of parameters 
to be varied, the optimization cannot be considered as final. This applies even 
more to the double deflection system shown in Fig.5, which involves many more 
parameters.

For the separation nozzle process no technically relevant lower limit can be 
stated for the specific energy consumption. This expenditure can be decreased 
to the extent that further reductions in interfering secondary processes, above 
all those due to viscous effects, can be achieved. There is still substantial develop
ment potential in this field [5].

Up to now no major efforts have been made to reduce the costs by developing 
special fabrication techniques for the components of separation nozzle plants.
For example, all cost assessments have been based on the assumption that the 
aluminium alloys used in the demonstration plant will also be used in the 
commercial plants. Cost reductions can be expected from the use of nickel- 
plated steel, which is standard in gaseous diffusion plants.

In summary, it can be stated that the separation nozzle process has a good 
chance of contributing significantly to the production of enriched uranium in 
the future.
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Abstract

CANDU FUEL: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE.
The direction of CANDU (CANada Deuterium Uranium) fuel development was set in 

1957 with the decision to build pressure tube reactors. Short — 50 cm long — rodded bundles 
of natural U 0 2 clad in Zircaloy were adopted to facilitate on-power fuelling to improve 
uranium utilization. Progressive improvements were made during 25 years of development, 
involving 650 man-years and 180 million dollars. Thermalhydraulic studies showed that more 
power could be extracted by increasing the number of fuel rods to the present 37. Mixing 
between coolant subchannels, originally promoted by a spiral wire wrap, was found to be 
satisfactory if brazed spacers were inserted to maintain rod-to-rod spacing. The latter change, 
combined with the use of resistance force-welds, rather than fusion-welding, to attach end caps, 
reduced the amount of zirconium and led to manufacturing economies. Today’s CANDU bundle 
is based on the knowledge gained from extensive irradiation testing and experience in power 
reactors. Over 1000 individual rods, some highly instrumented, and 400 bundles were irradiated 
and inspected. Pioneering achievements were made in defining U 0 2  operating temperatures,
U 0 2 structural changes, fission gas release, rod dimensional changes, Zircaloy corrosion and 
hydriding, and the mechanisms and prevention of power ramping defects. The latter led to the 
present CANLUB design that features a thin graphite layer between cladding and pellet. Fuel 
performance in power reactors has been excellent; less than 0 .2 % of the bundles irradiated have 
had defects. Extensive measurements of fission gas release and pressure showed that fission gas 
plenums were unnecessary. During postulated accidents, sheath temperatures could rise and the 
external restraint fall. To assess the resulting cladding strain (ballooning) and the probability 
of failure, a comprehensive understanding of the factors affecting Zircaloy strength has been 
developed. This knowledge is incorporated in predictive codes and used to assess the conse
quences of hypothetical accidents. The main thrust of future development is to demonstrate 
that the present bundle is suitable, with minor modifications, for thorium fuels.

1. INTRODUCTION

Our paper reviews the evolution of the present CANDU fuel 
bundle design through research on basic phenomena, irradiation 
testing, monitoring of power reactor performance, engineering

527
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development and manufacturing Improvements. Reference to the more 
significant papers will acknowledge the important contributions 
made by many of the individuals involved in the program and 
suggest material for further reading. Future development will be 
indicated by description of on-going programs.

2. EVOLUTION OF FUEL DESIGN

Lewis' perception that economic nuclear power depends on low 
fuelling cost and hence on strict neutron economy, set the stage 
for the evolution of CANDU fuel [1]. The original fuel charge for 
the first CANDU, a 22 MW(e) Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) 
reactor, consisted of "wire-wrapped", 7-rod bundles [2] in the 
outer zone and 19-rod, wire-wrapped bundles in the centre of the 
core (Fig. 1). Using the performance feedback obtained on NPD, 
the 19-rod, wire-wrapped bundle was modified for the 200 MW(e) 
Douglas Point Reactor to improve the bundle's thermal performance. 
Subsequently, the spiral wire wrap, which promoted coolant mixing 
between subchannels, was replaced by brazed spacers and bearing 
pads with no effect on thermal efficiency. The Pickering bundle 
utilizes the same rod size as the Douglas Point bundle, but 
produces significantly more power in a 28-rod configuration. 
Finally, the Bruce and Gentilly 2 reactor bundles have the same 
overall dimensions (10 cm diameter, 50 cm long) as the Pickering 
bundle, but with 37-rods of reduced diameter are capable of 
producing up to 1 MW(th) each.

More power has been obtained from a unit volume of the
reactor core by employing larger diameter bundles and 
progressively smaller rod diameters, but at some expense to the 
uranium-to-Zircaloy ratio (Fig. 1). We are trying to redress the 
latter by the use of thinner wall cladding and a bundle with
variable diameter rods. (See Graded bundle in Fig. 1.)

Prominent features of the CANDU bundle are:

1) thin-walled collapsible cladding which ensures good 
fuel-to-clad contact conduction and minimizes fuel 
temperatures,

2) high-density U0£ Pellets which contribute to the 
dimensional stability needed for remote, on-power 
handling of fuel,

3) natural UO2 with a U02-to-Zircaloy mass ratio greater 
than 9.4:1 to promote neutron economy,

4) absence of plenums, and
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Reactor
Number of Rods/Bundle 
Rod Diameter mm 
Nominal Bundle Power kW 
Mass Ratio UCh/Zircaloy

N.P.D.
7

25.4
220
11.1

N.P.D. & DOUGLAS PT.
19 19

15 .2 2
420
10.1

15 .25
221
10.2

Reactor
Number of Rods/Bundle 
Rod Diameter mm 
Nominal Bundle Power kW 
Mass Ratio U02/Zircaloy

PICKERING
28

15 .19
640
11 . 1

BRUCE & GENTILLY 2
37

13.08
900
9.4

37
13.08
800
9.4

GRADED
33

13.0 8 /14 .48

10.6

FIG .l. Cross sections o f  CANDU power reactor fuel bundles. Future development may 
include the use o f  thinner tubing in the 37-rod design and ‘graded’ rod sizes in, for example, 
a 33-rod configuration. The Douglas Point bundle shows end plate and spacer configuration.

5) simple bundle structure since the pressure tube supports 
the fuel bundle and all reactivity control mechanisms are 
external to the fuel channel.

Fabrication developments proceeded in parallel with the 
design evolution [2]. The original core load for NPD utilized 
inert gas fusion welding for both rod closure and bundle assembly. 
All subsequent fuel was manufactured using resistance welding for 
both end-cap to clad and end-plate to end-cap joints. This method 
of welding is fast, inexpensive, and lends itself to automation. 
Spacers and bearing pads are brazed in place. The emphasis is on 
improved productivity and process control through the use of 
automation and advances in machine control technology, such as 
microprocessors [3].

Design development requires testing of full scale assemblies 
to minimize the hydraulic resistance of the bundle as well as fuel 
vibration that could lead to fretting wear [2]. The design limits 
for heat removal are based on critical heat flux tests in high 
pressure steam and water loops. A recent study by Ahmad et al. 
used an electrically heated, 6 m long bundle to simulate a CANDU 
fuel channel [4].
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As a result of designing to minimize parasitic neutron 
absorption, and developing efficient fabrication processes, the 
Canadian fuel industry reduced fuelling costs below "the 
1 mill/kW-h barrier" in the decade 1966 to 1976 as predicted by 
Mooradian and Robertson [5]. The current fuelling costs of the 
Ontario Hydro Pickering and Bruce reactors, which are about 
2.5 mill/kW-h (I9 8I Can.S), reflect both the increase in price of 
uranium and inflation. The fabrication experience is extensive as 
Canadian industry had fabricated 395 000 bundles by the end of
1981.

3. DEVELOPMENT IN SUPPORT OF FUEL DESIGN

The CANDU fuel design is based on extensive irradiation 
testing of over 1 000 individual rods, some highly instrumented, 
and 400 bundles, some with demountable outer rods. The 
development over a 25 year period involved 650 professional 
man-years and 180 million dollars. Each professional is assisted, 
on average, by two technicians and two individuals from workshops 
and reactor operations.

The principles of fuel behaviour were quickly established by 
a semi-empirical approach that relied on simple models, realistic 
test results and an understanding of the physical mechanisms. 
Equally important was the synergetic association of the engineers, 
who did the irradiation work, and the scientists, who studied the 
underlying mechanisms.

3.1 UO2 operating temperature

The dominant variable that affects UO2 behaviour is 
temperature, 0 , which is a function of thermal conductivity, 
Robertson et al. [6 ] showed how irradiation experiments could best 
be compared by calculation of the parameter "integrated thermal 
conductivity", /Лd0, from fuel power. Our better current 
understanding of A and the factors that affect it, have enabled us 
to derive computer models to calculate temperatures more 
precisely.

Calculation of fuel-to-clad heat transfer was based for many 
years on the classical relations developed by Ross and Stoute [7] 
in a laboratory study. Campbell et al. [8 ] devised an ingenious 
method of repeating the measurements in-reactor and confirmed 
their result when there was a gap between fuel and sheath, but 
showed that contact conductance was greater in-reactor than had 
been found in the laboratory.
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3.2 Fuel expansion

CANDU fuel is designed with small clearances and UÛ£ 
diametral expansion is intended to close the pellet-to-clad gap at 
partial power so that there is some elastic strain in the Zircaloy 
on reaching full power. This promotes good fuel-to-clad heat 
transfer.

Notley et al. [9] provided the first mechanistic model for 
UC>2 expansion on recognizing that the high temperature core of 
the pellet behaved plastically and interacted with the sheath 
through an elastic cracked region. The rate of power ramping was 
found to be important, since rapid ramps gave larger expansion as 
plastic flow and elimination of sintering porosity was reduced. 
Robertson et al. [10] made the first use of end-face dishes to 
minimize axial expansion.

Ross [11] was the first to demonstrate irradiation enhanced 
elimination of fine sintering porosity, a phenomenon that became 
important later when fuel densification caused some temporary 
operating restrictions in Light Water Reactors.

These phenomena are modelled in the one-dimensional fuel 
code, ELESIM [12], and the two-dimensional fuel code, ELESTRES
[13]. Continuous in-reactor measurements of fuel dimensional 
changes [14] have shown that the expansion during first start-up 
is well understood, but that initial densification is rapid 
(Fig. 2). Relocation (ratchetting) of fuel fragments produces 
additional strain when the clad becomes freestanding.

3.3 Fission gas release

Lewis et al. provided many of the initial concepts that 
present theories encompass, such as irradiation induced trapping 
and resolution of fission gas [15]. Our current pragmatic 
approach is to use a single migration constant to calculate the 
rate of movement of gas from the centre of a grain to bubbles at a 
grain boundary [12]. The bubbles remain at the boundary growing 
until they touch or interlink to form tunnels. During power 
changes gas is released, presumably by cracks intersecting grain 
boundary pores or tunnels [16].

Gas release is thus dependent on grain size, on grain 
boundary sweeping that accompanies grain growth and on burnup 
(saturation of boundaries with bubbles). The model incorporates 
grain growth equations determined by measurements on UO2 typical 
of current production. Comparison of model predictions with a 
large library of fission gas release measurements on experimental 
and power reactor fuel irradiations shows good agreement [12]
(Fig. 3).
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ROD P O W E R  (k W /m )

FIG.2. Comparison o f  diameter increases predicted by ELESTRES with those measured 
in-reactor for standard density (10.6 Mg/m*), Zircaloy-clad, U 02 fuel-rod [14].

m<

сл<о

10 2 0  3 0  4 0

PR E D IC TE D  G AS RELEASE (%)

FIG.3. Measured fission product gas release compared with predictions o f  ELESIM. The 
comparison is for both power reactor and experimental fuel data.
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CANDU fuel rods do not contain a plenum void. The gas is 
contained in unfilled end-face dishing, radial cracks in the fuel 
and any residual axial clearance.

Fission product release to reactor containment is a 
potential concern, so. current emphasis is on measurement of the 
release from failed fuel during normal operation or a temperature 
transient. MacDonald et al. [17] have studied the kinetics of the 
former by making accurate gamma spectrum analysis of the coolant 
flowing past failed rods. Hastings et al. [18] have studied 
intact fuel where the gases released from the UC>2 have been 
flushed from the rod with a helium sweep gas and conveyed to a 
gamma spectrometer for measurement. The release for xenons, 
kryptons and by inference for iodines was diffusion controlled in 
the linear power range, 45 to 60 kW/m. Transient effects on 
stable gas release were measured in a power ramp test [19], and 
measurements of radioactive release during a temperature transient 
are being assessed in a "sweep gas" test [20]. Comparison of 
results to a model based on physical phenomena suggests that the 
amount of grain boundary surface exposed by edge tunnels must be 
larger than expected to explain the large release of short-lived 
noble gases.

3.4 Corrosion and hydriding

Corrosion and hydriding of Zircaloy during irradiations in 
high temperature water is strongly dependent on the oxygen 
concentration in the water. Corrosion tests in the NRX and NRU 
reactors have demonstrated the importance of water chemistry in 
maintaining Zircaloy corrosion and hydriding within acceptable 
limits. Bain and LeSurf [21] showed that increasing the deuterium 
content in the primary coolant to greater than
5 cm^ Ü2/kg D2O suppressed the dissolved oxygen and reduced 
Zircaloy corrosion. Patch type corrosion is avoided and low 
corrosion assured by maintaining high pH at normal reducing 
conditions (5 to 10 cm^ D2 /kg D2®* 02^8 D2°> Рн > 10
with LiOD). Deuterium absorption under these conditions is less 
than 200 mg D/kg Zr in about 500 days, which causes no problem 
[ 2 2 ] .

CANDU reactors use carbon steel piping to connect the 
individual fuel channels to the boilers. The above coolant 
conditions were shown to minimize corrosion and correspond to a 
low solubility of magnetite. Under these conditions, the fuel 
surface remains clean, since magnetite deposition on the fuel 
surface is minimized, and heat transfer is unimpeded.
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3.5 Fuel performance: criteria and remedial measures

The causes of fuel defects have been reviewed by Robertson
[23]. Defects in CANDU fuel have been caused by power ramping, 
foreign body fretting and porosity in end caps or welds. However, 
99.8% of the 280 000 bundles irradiated in CANDU reactors have 
performed satisfactorily (no defects). Most of the defects we 
experienced occurred in 1969-1972 at Douglas Point and Pickering 
Unit 1 and were attributed to power ramping. The defects either 
occurred during on-power fuelling or were due to incorrect 
sequencing of absorber rod movements in a region of the core 
having unusually high peak neutron flux. Analysis of the 
operational data from defective and intact fuel bundles led to 
FUELOGRAMS [24] which define defect thresholds and bundle defect 
probabilities in terms of the ramped power, power increase, burnup 
and dwell time.

Investigations of fuel defect mechanisms included laboratory 
studies of iodine stress-corrosion cracking (SCC) of Zircaloy 
cladding [25] and an in-reactor ramp test with previously 
irradiated cladding and new TC>2 Pellets to minimize fission 
products [26]. The experimental evidence, although 
circumstantial, convinced us that the most likely defect mechanism 
was fission-product induced stress-corrosion cracking.

The effects of pellet shape, length-to-diameter ratio and 
end-face dishing, were studied by Carter [27]. He found that 
although cladding strains could be significantly reduced by 
changes in geometry, power ramp defects could still occur in rods 
with little overall strain.

CANLUB fuel has a thin coating of graphite or siloxane on the 
inside of the clad or on the pellet surface. Experimental 
irradiations of over 1 000 uncoated rods, 400 graphite CANLUB rods 
and 200 siloxane CANLUB rods showed that the CANLUB coatings 
increased power ramp thresholds by 5-35 kW/m depending on burnup. 
Other possible remedial measures tested [23] were less effective. 
Resistance to defects was optimized with graphite coatings greater 
than 3 Pm [28]. Figure 4 indicates the defect threshold for 
DAG-154 type graphite CANLUB fuel rods and the fractions of fuel 
rods failed when power was ramped above the thresholds. The 
performance of siloxane CANLUB rods is at least as good as for 
thick graphite CANLUB. Graphite acts as a lubricant in-service 
(reducing peripheral cracking of UO2) but its marginal effect on 
stress intensity in the Zircaloy cladding means that protection 
against fission product attack [25] outweighs lubrication effects
[29]. All current production fuel uses CANLUB, and power reactor 
performance has been excellent [30].
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ROD BURNUP MW h/kg U

FIG.4. The results o f  power ramp testing o f  45 7 thin, graphite, CANLUB, fuel rods in the 
N RU  loops. The regions between the dashed lines indicate possible locations o f  defect 
thresholds.

4. ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES

Advanced, uranium-conserving fuel cycles including (U,Pu)C>2 > 
(Th,U)02> (Th,Pu)02 and (Th,U,Pu)C>2 are appropriate to 
neutron-economic CANDU reactors and will ensure long-term energy 
supply without the need to assimilate fast breeder technology
[31]. We have built a recycle fuel fabrication laboratory and 
developed and qualified equipment and methods for the safe pro
duction of plutonium-containing fuels in appreciable quantities. 
For example, in 1980 we produced 540 (U-0.5 wt% Pu)Û2 fuel rods, 
some of which have been fabricated into bundles and irradiated 
successfully in the NRU reactor.

Over the past 16 years we have irradiated 108 fuel bundles and 
220 single rods of thoria-urania and urania-plutonia fuels [32].
A thoria version of the ELESIM fuel performance code predicts the 
observations satisfactorily.
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Fission product gases accumulating in cracks and the 
fuel-to-clad gap would provide a driving force for cladding strain 
during an accident. The release of both stable and radioactive 
fission products is discussed in an earlier section.

5.1 Mechanical properties and failure characteristics of
Zircaloy

The attachment of appendages by brazing results in three 
zones of different structures and mechanical properties in the 
clad. Over 700 mechanical tests have provided data from which a 
microstructurally-based creep model has been derived. This work 
is summarized in a forthcoming paper [33] . Oxidation affects 
strain both by the strengthening of alpha-Zr by oxygen solution 
and the formation and cracking of the ZrÛ2 layer. The rate of 
oxidation is presently calculated using parabolic laws for 
ramp-and-hold type temperature histories, but a more elaborate 
model [34] can be used to account for oxide precipitation during 
cooling cycles. Failure criteria have also been derived, based on 
strain localization (including that from oxide cracking), 
beryllium braze penetration, mechanical instability, etc. The 
codes are integrated into a fuel element model, ELOCA [35], and 
used to predict clad stress and strain during an accident.

5.2 Fuel element performance under accident conditions

The time-to-defecting of Zircaloy clad fuel elements operated 
at sheath temperatures between 500 and 1600°C has been defined in 
a series of experiments [36] performed under dryout and 
superheated steam conditions at pressures above 6 MPa (Fig. 5).
The causes of failure appeared to be oxidation and embrittlement; 
some elements had a molten core of UO2 which did not interact
with the Zircaloy clad.

Out-reactor experiments using simulated fuel rods with an
internal electrical heater have been used to study the potential
effects of gravity on a horizontal rod (sag), and the effects of 
rod-to-rod mechanical interaction. The phenomenon of channel 
blockage by со-planar ballooning is also being studied.

High temperature accidents, where U02~Zircaloy interaction 
and heat production due to Zr-Ü20 reaction would become 
important, are discussed in another paper at this conference
[37].

In-reactor tests under depressurization (blowdown) conditions 
have been done using a vertical, water-cooled loop in NRX to

5. FUEL SAFETY RELATED STUDIES
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FIG.5. Clad temperature versus time to defect. Rods operated at conditions below the shaded 
band did not defect.

develop the necessary instrumentation and experimental techniques 
to be used in a new steam-cooled loop. This will be capable of 
depressurization, and will be able to retain all the fission 
product inventory from one rod. We will therefore be able to 
research fuel behaviour and validate codes under conditions which 
could lead to severe fuel damage.

5.3 Modelling fuel performance

Our objective is to predict when fuel would fail during an 
accident and how much activity would be released. Individual 
physical phenomena that dictate the performance of a single fuel 
rod are modelled in codes such as ELESIM [12] and ELOCA [35].
These single rod codes are then interacted with a 
thermalhydraulics code so as to consider the fuel channel as a 
whole, and to assess the effects of coolant flow on rod 
temperature, rod deformation, and on radial and axial 
non-uniformities in temperature within the channel. The approach 
we have adopted [38] is to link existing codes into a single large 
structure. Since this is expensive to use, we are also developing 
a code with program logic so that only critical regions need be 
modelled in great detail, and the rest of the channel can be 
treated more simply.
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The demonstrated performance of CANDU fuel has been excellent 
with more than 99.8% of the 280 000 irradiated bundles performing 
satisfactorily. Canadian fuel fabricators have exploited the 
simple bundle design to achieve very low fabrication costs in 
producing over 395 000 bundles.

The proven design was based on an extensive irradiation 
testing and development program. Present programs will provide 
more comprehensive information on fuel behaviour during 
hypothetical accidents. Future development will focus on the 
fabrication and performance of thorium fuels.

6. SUMMARY
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Abstract

EXPERIENCE WITH FUEL FOR WATER-COOLED POWER REACTORS.
Because of its background and its current activities in design, manufacturing and the 

provision of services, KWU is in a unique position to  cover the whole spectrum of fuel 
for water-cooled power reactors. In accordance with the early nuclear programmes of the 
Federal Republic of Germany development work started with fuel for heavy water reactors 
which required low parasitic design and materials. On the basis of that experience, the following 
step to PWR fuel was characterized by the use of Zircaloy for the fuel rod cladding from the 
very beginning. The first BWRs in the Federal Republic of Germany also used Zircaloy.
The recycling of plutonium was investigated and demonstrated in all these thermal reactor 
systems in addition to  the standard use of natural and enriched uranium. The paper presents 
KWU’s manufacturing and performance experience and the development work aimed at 
increased plant power, increased burnup, improved economy and reliability. This evolution 
was accomplished by continuous feed-back from large experimental and surveillance activities 
to the design work and the manufacturing processes. In this respect the existence of an 
experienced service organization plays an important role. Close co-operation with KWU’s 
customers has been very important. Technology transfer in the field of the nuclear fuel cycle 
is one prominent example of co-operation aimed at establishing domestic capacity of partner 
countries.

1. EVOLUTION OF FUEL DESIGN IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC
OF GERMANY

For almost a decade, water-cooled reactor fuel has been a highly standardized 
industrial product. Table I gives a brief survey of the evolution of this technology 
in the Federal Republic of Germany. In accordance with the programmes of the 
Federal Republic, national work started with the heavy-water reactor MZFR, 
Karlsruhe, and the use of natural uranium. This led to an all-Zircaloy fuel 
assembly from the beginning and facilitated the later implementation of Zircaloy 
cladding for the first PWR fuel assemblies. The PWR assembly design started right 
away with the rod cluster control (RCC) concept, which was available under an 
agreement with a partner in the USA. In the same way, the basic BWR core design 
features, using channelled fuel bundles and cruciform control blades, were 
implemented for the LWR line.
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T he PWR fu e l assem bly design was adapted to  th e  various reactor pow er  
classes by  increasing the active length  in com b in ation  w ith  an increased num ber 
o f  rods per assem bly and an increased num ber o f  assem blies in the core. The rod 
diam eter (1 0 .7  m m ) and cladding w all th ickness (0 .7  m m ) w ere k ep t constan t for a 
long tim e. T he rod d iam eter has been  changed to  9 .5  m m  for th e  new  1 8 X 1 8  
assem bly design. Pre-pressurization o f  th e  fuel rods was standardized w ith  the  
first KWO reload (1 9 7 0 ).

T he early PWR assem blies used stainless steel for the guide tubes and Inconel 
for th e  spacer grids. A  low  parasitic design w ith  Z ircaloy guide tubes and optim ized  
spacers (less w eigh t) was in itiated  in  1974  w ith  th e  insertion  o f  lead test assem blies. 
T he tim e fram e for its in trod u ction  in th e Federal R epublic was m ainly determ ined  
by safety  considerations related to  hyp oth etica l design basis accidents. Satisfactory  
so lu tion s to  problem s o f  norm al operation  were readily obtained. A further 
im provem ent in  design was the use o f  Z ircaloy grids in th e  active region. Lead test  
assem blies w ere loaded in  early 1 980 , and this m odern tech n o logy  is now  available 
for reloads in KWU and third-party plants.

T he new  PWRs in the Federal R epublic (K onvoi projects) w ill use an 
1 8 X 1 8  assem bly from  th e beginning. Lead test assem blies o f  th is con cep t have 
been already loaded in to  the B iblis plant. E xperience w ith  rods o f  the correspond
ing diam eter (9 .5  m m ) is also available from  routine operation o f  reload fuel 
supplied to  foreign partners.

As in  the U SA , the 8 X 8  assem bly ty p e  has b ecom e standard BWR fuel in 
the Federal R epublic. KWU has d eveloped , how ever, an alternative 9 X 9  design  
w ith a further reduced linear heat generation rate as a counterpart to  the 1 8 X 1 8  
PWR assem bly typ e. Lead test assem blies in  the Isar plant have show n good  
perform ance; a larger am ount o f  th is fuel w ill be loaded in to  the first cores o f  
the new  G undrem m ingen reactor plants. The rod d iam eter and the U 0 2 pellet 
dim ensions correspond exactly  to  th e  PWR standard fuel rod o f  10.7 m m  outer  
diam eter.

In the fuel design for PHW Rs, the step  from  M ZFR to  Atucha-1 reflects  
a large increase in reactor pow er; local pow er peaking is elim inated by introducing  
a fu ll length bund le w ith  an active length o f  5 .3  m  instead o f  tw o  shorter bundles  
coupled  to  each other. T he A tucha-2 fuel bundle is a further im provem ent, 
especially  w ith  respect to  design op tim ization  and overall fuel cyc le  econom ics.

2. M A N U FA C T U R IN G  A N D  PER FO R M AN CE EXPERIENCE

A  b rief sum m ary o f  KW U’s fuel experience including fuel for heavy water 
reactors and for third-party PWRs is presented in Table II. The total num ber o f  
fuel rods delivered by  KWU is over 1.2 m illion . T he num ber o f  m ixed-oxide  
( U 0 2/P u 0 2 ) rods am ounts to  m ore than ten  thousand. The experience w ith
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Reactor type/Power class 
(year of commissioning)

Assembly
type

Active
length
(m)

Number of 
assemblies 
per core

PWRs

Obrigheim (1968) 340 MW 14 X 14 -1 6 2.65 1 2 1

Stade (1972) 600 MW 15 X 15 -2 0 2.98 157

Biblis (1974) 1300 MW 16 X 16 -2 0 3.90 193

Konvoi (1987) 1300 MW 18 X 18 -2 4 3.90 193

BWRs

Kahl (1961) 16 MW 6 X 6 1.52 8 8

Wiirgassen (1972) 670 MW 7 X 7  (8 X 8 ) 3.66 444

Isar (1977) 900 MW 8  X 8  (9 X 9) 3.71 592

Gundremmingen II (1984) 1300 MW 8  X 8 , 9 X 9 3.71 784

PHWRs

MZFR (1965) 
(Karlsruhe)

60 MW 37 rods 1.80 242

Atucha-1 (1973) 360 MW 36 rods 5.30 253

Atucha-2 (1988) 750 MW 37 rods 5.30 451

pluton ium  recycling in therm al reactors covers all three w ater-cooled  reactor 
system s in th e  Federal R epublic. A  broad range o f  operating con d ition s has 
been realized up to  a core average linear heat generation  rate (L H G R ) o f  about 
2 3 0  W /cm  and to  a peak pellet burnup o f  52  GW -d/t U . E xperim ental fuel rods 
as w ell as several standard fuel rods and assem blies have been  operated beyond  
their norm al d u ty  range (pow er and burnup) in order to  extend  the data base and 
to  verify th e  m eth od s used for design cod es and perform ance m odelling.

T he d efect levels o f  KWU fuel rods have alw ays been  rather low , and fuel 
defects have never led to  any loss o f  p lant capacity nor to  any delay in the restart 
o f  a plant after refuelling. H ow ever, it m ust be conceded  that w orldw ide a 
num ber o f  previously unkn ow n  effects  tem porarily caused som e concern during  
the early period o f  LWR fuel tech n o logy . T he m ost im portant phenom ena were 
localized  hydriding o f  Z ircaloy cladding tubes (k now n as th e  ‘sunburst’ d efect), 
U 0 2 in-pile den sifica tion , fretting corrosion  b etw een  rods and spacers due to
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T ABLE II. KWU F U E L  EXPERIENCE  
(Status o f  May 1982)

Type
(number of 
plants)

Rod dia. 
(mm)

Av. LHGR 
(W/cm)

Max. peak- 
pellet burnup 
(GW-d/t U)

Number of 

Assemblies Fuel rods

KWU PWRs (9) 10.7 52 3715 787 181a
and 1 62 -226

Other PWRs (5) 9.5 50 541 106 324

KWU BWRs (7) 14.3/ 125-233 44 4 163 205 896b
12.5/
10.7

KWU PHWRs (2) 11.9/ 1 4 9 -2 3 2 2 0 4 530 165 000c
11.7

Total (23) 12 948 1 264408

Including: a 6957 MOX rods; b 3692 MOX rods; c 296 MOX rods.

excessive vibration, and the pellet/c lad  in teraction  (PCI) m echanism . With the  
excep tion  o f  PCI, all problem s cou ld  be solved by  im proving th e  specifications, 
quality con tro l and m ethods o f  fuel fabrication. With respect to  PCI, recom m enda
tions are given b y  the fuel vendors for plant operation  to  avoid excessive stress 
loading o f  the cladding tubes during restart after refuelling and during other  
special operational events. T he use o f  advanced fuel con cep ts (18  X 18, 9 X 9 
assem blies) or th e  application  o f  barrier tubing should rem ove also these existing  
deficiencies, w hich , how ever, are on ly  o f  im portance for BWRs.

The corrective action  taken against th e  causes o f  fuel d efects has led to  a 
very h igh fuel reliability , w ith  fractions on  the order o f  on ly  1СГ5 to  10"4 for 
leaking fuel rods per operational cycle  (usually  1 year). A s show n in  F ig .l ,  all 
operational cycles w ith  PWR fuel m anufactured after m id 1977 and w ith  BWR 8 X 8  
fuel have been  com p leted  w ith  fuel rod d efect rates b elow  0.04%  per cycle  
(corresponding to  4  X 10'4 ), the m ajority o f  cycles show ing zero fuel rod leakage. 
Higher failure rates in  the past cou ld  in all cases b e attributed to  special 
occurrences, as ind icated  in the diagram.

N um erous non-destructive m easurem ents on our fuel assem blies and on single 
rods w ithdraw n from  the bundles have been  perform ed in  the fuel p o o ls  o f  the  
various plants. In addition , m ore than 7 0 0  rods from  PWRs and BWRs have been  
th oroughly  investigated in  the KWU h ot cells during th e  past 14 years. M any fuel
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FIG .l. KWU fuel performance statistics (PWR and BWR, April 1982j.

rods and assem blies had been  exten sively  tested  prior to  insertion . T he variables 
investigated include design m od ifica tion s as w ell as m anufacturing and m aterial 
m odifications.

T he m ain ob jectives o f  th e  fuel perform ance investigations and the overall 
results are briefly  sum m arized in T able III. T hese ob jectives are also th ose  exp ected  
to  b ecom e im portant for further increases in the discharge burnup. M ost o f  them , 
such as fission  gas release or linear grow th , can b e solved by  proper design changes, 
but others, such  as w aterside corrosion  and U 0 2 sw elling, seem  to  present m ore  
basic problem s.

In a PWR environm ent the in-reactor corrosion  rate (i.e . th e  rate o f  the  
form ation  o f  an adherent zircon ium -oxide layer on th e  surface) is m ainly contro lled  
by th e  tem perature at th e  true m etal surface behind the o x id e  layer. A s a con se
quen ce, the actual corrosion  rate o f  a PWR fuel rod depends on th e  heat flux  and 
accelerates w ith  b u m u p . It is very im portant that the o x id e  was found  to  keep  
its proper structural con sisten cy  w ith  a high d ensity  and a high therm al con d u ctiv ity  
close to  that o f  unirradiated bulk Z r 0 2 even for high burnups. The investigation  
o f  th e  in-reactor corrosion  behaviour, especially  in term s o f  pow er h istory , plant 
therm ohydraulics and w ater chem istry , rem ains a task for further fuel perform ance 
evaluation program m es.



TABLE III. SURVEY OF MOST IMPORTANT LWR FUEL PERFORMANCE DATA

Objectives Results

Waterside corrosion PWR: Similar to  ex-reactor behaviour with slight irradiation enhancement o f corrosion rate. Oxide structure
highly integral with high thermal conductivity. Influence of temperature level and heat transfer 
coefficient.

BWR: Mainly neutron flux controlled. Nodular corrosion to variable extent without consequences for
operation.

General: Pick-up of corrosion hydrogen not important.

U 02-swelling Initial shrinkage (2 — 3%, due to in-pile resintering, later swelling at a rate of < 0.1% per GW-d/t U. No ‘creep-down
reversal’ of cladding tubes observed.

Fission gas release Strongly temperature dependent, slightly burnup dependent, therefore influence of the power history. End-of-life
(relative) release normally <5% . Strong increase in the event of power transients beyond about 400 W/cm.

PCI defect mechanism No failure risk below certain power thresholds which decrease with increasing burnup to  a lower boundary:
~  420 W/cm for PWR fuel rods, ~  380 W/cm for BWR fuel rods (conditioning level ~  250 W/cm).

Linear growth Linear with fast fluence, ~  0.75% elongation at end-of-life. At high burnup, additional effect from axial
pellet/clad interaction found.

Spring relaxation Relaxation of spacer springs at in-core positions without consequences. Hold-down springs and upper and lower 
spacer springs only slightly affected.
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D uring th e  in itial period o f  irradiation th e  shrinkage o f  residual sintering  
pores in the U 0 2 pellets dom inates the m atrix sw elling e ffec t attributed  to  the  
accum ulation  o f  fission  products. B eyond  a burnup o f  about 15 GW- d /t  U  a steady  
volum e increase is observed, and at about 35 GW • d /t  U  the in itial vo lu m e is 
reached again. S im ultaneously , th e  cladding diam eter decreases by  fast flux  
induced creep under the external overpressure. T herefore, late-in-life c lose con tact 
b etw een  p ellets and cladding is achieved, leading eventually to  the reversal o f  
diam etrical creep-dow n and to  axial p ellet/c lad  interaction  effects. A lthou gh  these  
effects  m ust be carefully investigated at the higher burnups, th ey  are n ot believed  
to  lim it the burnup capability  since the U 0 2 has an inherent p lastic ity  w hich  
relaxes its reaction  forces against the cladding w all, and also the cladding m aterial 
retains a rather high du ctility  in sp ite o f  irradiation dam age and hydrogen  uptake.

In sum m ary, w e can con clude, first, that th e  early failure probability  o f  the  
fuel has been  reduced to  very low  levels by  im proved specifications, quality  contro l 
and fabrication  m ethods and b y  increased experience, and, secon d ly , that the fuel 
is still far from  its system atic  w ear-out phase at the present discharge burnups.
From  the p oin t o f  view  o f  PCI a few  recom m endations (m ainly BWRs) should be 
observed, and w ith  respect to  external cladding corrosion  the reactor w ater  
chem istry has to  fu lfil w ell-know n requirem ents. Furtherm ore, it should be 
m entioned  that fuel handling, i.e . loading and unloading o f  the core, w ith  KWU 
fuel assem blies, has alw ays been  perform ed w ith ou t d ifficu lty . T he outstanding  
high fuel reliability  and th e present broad data base provide a sound foun dation  
for KW U’s further fuel developm ent activities.

3. FU E L  SERVICE

The need for fuel service activ ities was recognized in the early six ties by  
the KWU engineers during com m ission ing o f  the first reactor in the Federal R epublic, 
the M ZFR . Since th en , surveillance o f  production  fuel for its perform ance evaluation  

and o f  lead test assem blies for the testing and dem onstration  o f  innovations has 
b ecom e the major source o f  th e  necessary feed-back to  design and fabrication. 
Furtherm ore, id en tifica tion  o f  poten tia lly  leaking fuel assem blies by sipping, 
if  requested , and their repair and recon stitu tion  have show n  to  be a valuable to o l 
for overall dose reduction  and for avoiding econ om ic losses. Increased fuel 
reliability has dim inished the im portance o f  repairs, b u t un exp ected  events cou ld  
also arise outside the area o f  fuel engineering, such as the occasionally  observed  
fuel d efects through baffle jettin g , w hich  cou ld  still require service action . Sipping  
equipm ent is also requested by the storage facilities for routine testing o f  incom ing  
spent fuel.

A  b rief survey o f  th e  main fuel service techniques applied by  KWU is given in 
Table IV. N on-destructive single rod m easurem ents m ay be perform ed at interm ediate



TABLE IV . SU R V E Y  O F TEC H N IQ UES APPLIED BY KWU F U E L  SERVICE
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Objectives Techniques

Leak tightness, Sipping test, in-core or pool-site. TV-inspection. Visual
integrity check inspection. Neutron radiography (BWR control blades).

Assembly reconstitution Handling and inspection tools, cans for waste 
disposal.

Dimensions, rod-profilometry, Mechanical and electromechanical methods adapted
bow, spring-relaxation for under-water use.

Cladding defects Encircling eddy-current testing. Surface replication.

Oxide thickness Eddy-current film thickness probe.

Crud layers Brushing, sampling, weighing and radiochemical 
analyses.

Fission gas release, gas pressure Hot cell puncturing and volumetry of rods, 
isotope analyses.

Material properties Destructive mechanical property tests (strength,
(hot cells) ductility). Microstructural examinations. 

Hg-pycnometry (U 0 2 -density). 7 -scanning. 
Absolute burnup analyses. Micro-sampling. Special 
investigations (SEM, X-ray ...).

or final burnups o f  assem blies. Special recon stitu tion  equipm ent and an 
easy-reconstitu tab le assem bly design is th e  basis o f  easy access to  the fuel rods o f  
PWR or BWR assem blies; th is is m uch less im portant for PHWR fuel bundles 
because o f  their sm aller inventory o f  fissile m aterial. A ll non-destructive p o o l site  
m easurem ents are supplem ented  by detailed h o t cell exam inations o f  a smaller 
num ber o f  rods, also m en tion ed  in  the table. Fuel sipping and reconstitu tion  
equipm ent and m easuring devices have reached a high standard o f  p erfection  tod ay  
and can be adapted to  all typ es o f  p oo l facilities.

F uel in sp ection  and surveillance also p lays a k ey  role in developm ental 
w ork, especially  for increased discharge burnups. F uel assem bly recon stitu tion  in 
the course o f  advanced core m anagem ent schem es m ay b ecom e an interesting  
exten sion  o f  th e  present objectives. Under th e  broader aspects o f  fuel cycle  
econom ics, com pacting  o f  spent fuel assem blies for storage ( ‘rod con so lid ation ’) 
is another activ ity  that can b en efit from  th e experience accum ulated.
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4. A C T U A L  KWU F U E L  SPECTRUM  A N D  C U R R E N T  EVO LU TIO N  T R E N D S

T he evo lu tion  o f  d om estic  and foreign PWR system s has led  to  an appreciable  
diversification  in to d a y ’s KWU fuel supply spectrum , as show n  in Table V .
N aturally, th e  basic com p on en t design and the m anufacturing processes are w idely  
the sam e, as far as this is possible.

The im proved lo w  parasitic design (Z ircaloy guide tubes and spacers), and the  
reduced heat rating design such as th e 1 8 X 1 8  and th e  9 X 9  fuel con cep ts are the  
major recent steps in LWR fuel evo lu tion . T he m ain incentives w ere reduced  
parasitic absorption  in the first case and increased margins for operational flex i
b ility  and an increased burnup p oten tia l in  th e  second  case. T he reduced linear 
heat generation  rate also facilita tes th e realization o f  further evolu tion  resulting  
from  considerations o f  integral fuel cyc le  econ om ics. T he respective tasks 
besides an increase in burnup are th e  ‘ 18-m onth  cy c le ’ and ‘in -in -out’ fuel m anage
m ent. Their relative econ om ic poten tia l is show n in  F ig .2 .

The increase in th e  costs related to  fuel reprocessing and in term ediate or 
final storage has sh ifted  th e  econ om ic optim um  to  significantly higher average 
discharge burnups, for instance to  th e  range o f  5 0  GW • d /t  U  instead o f  
33 GW • d /t  U  for PWR system s. H ow ever, in  KWU’s experience four con d ition s  
have to  be m et: (1 ) the fuel reliability  m ust be un affected , (2 )  th e  fuel m ust 

rem ain fu lly  com p atib le  w ith  th e  plant layou t (e.g . the therm ohydraulic parameters),
(3 ) the safety  aspects m ay n ot be changed, (4 ) on ly  m odest design m od ification s  
are a llow ed . Several program m es in co-operation  w ith  various Federal Germ an  
and foreign  u tilities are now  in  progress for th e stepw ise realization o f  the new  
burnup targets. T he insertion  o f  PWR standard fuel assem blies for four operational 
cycles (years) is qu ite com m on  tod ay and has been  em p loyed  for altogether  
27 6  fuel assem blies in several plants so far.

The 18-m on th  refuelling cyc le  also prom ises significant econ om ic benefits  
and is therefore o f  interest for certain u tilities. From  basic physical considerations  
a m ore inh om ogen eou s loading o f  th e  core leads to  a certain cost penalty . T here
fore, in  a typ ica l 13 0 0  MW PWR there is a break-even p o in t o f  about seven days 
shutdow n  tim e per year. T he increased cy c le  length probably also requires G d20 3 
burnable p o ison  in th e  PWR fuel; con seq u en tly  part o f  our high burnup  
program m es also relates to  th is aspect. Previous efforts for fabrication and 
irradiation testing o f  U 0 2-G d2 0 3 fuel w ith  higher Gd con ten ts than usual for the  
present BWR application  have been  very successful.

The in-in-out fuel shuffling schem e has a sm all b u t d efin ite  advantage in 
neutron physics over th e  usual ou t-ou t-in  schem e since it reduces neutron loss.
It also o ffers poten tia l im provem ents for the fu el rod m echanical design i f  properly  
used, for exam ple decreasing linear heat generation  rate and surface heat flux w ith  
tim e. It m eans, how ever, a slightly  increased radial peak-to-m ean pow er ratio 
w ith  a p o ten tia l increase in th e probability  o f  PCI effects.
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Reactor type Assembly
type

Rod dia. 
(mm)

Design characteristics

PWR 14 X 1 4 -1 6 10.7 (a) Early PWR design:

(First cores and 
reload fuel for 
KWU plants)

IS X 1 5 -2 0 10.7

Stainless steel guide tubes, 
Inconel spacer grids

(a) SS guide tubes,
Inconel grids

(b) Low parasitic:

Zircaloy guide tubes, 
improved Inconel grids

16X 1 6 -2 0 10.7 (c) Improved low parasitic: 

Zircaloy spacer grids

18 X 1 8 -2 4 9.5 (d) PWR fuel design for new 
plants with increased 
burnup potential

PWR 14X 1 4 -2 1 10.7 (a) and b) as above

(Reload fuel for 
third-party plants) 15 X 1 5 -2 1 10.7 (b) and c) as above

16X 1 6 -2 1 9.5 (b) as above

17X 1 7 -2 5 9.5 (b) as above, c) in advanced 
stage of development

BWR 8 X 8 12.5/12.3 Current BWR standard fuel 
(pre-pressurized rods)

9 X 9 10.7 Alternate BWR fuel design for 
increased burnup potential and 
improved operational flexibility

PHWR 37 11.7 Early PHWR fuel design (MZFR) 
( 2  bundles per channel)

3 7 -1 11.9 Full length bundle (Atucha-1)

37 12.9 Improved PHWR fuel 
(Atucha-2 type, under 
development)
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FIG.2. Relative economic potential o f  main current fuel development activities.

Increased discharge burnup targets, im proved plant flex ib ility , and the op tion  
for alternate fuel shuffling schem es are n o t con trad ictory . M odern designs w ith  
an increased num ber o f  fuel rods and reduced linear heat generation  rates relax  
the fu el rod layou t param eters w ith  respect to  th e  U 0 2 central tem perature, clad  
straining, therm al load and so  on . T hese advanced assem bly typ es therefore pro
vide a good  basis for LWR fuel in the late 19 8 0 s. T hey m ay provide an opportun ity  
to  increase th e  core pow er d ensity  in future reactor generations.

5. CO -O PERATIO N WITH P A R T N E R  C O U N TR IES

Fuel design and m anufacturing is also an im portant field  for co-operation  
b etw een  various countries including agreem ents w ith  partners w ho w ish to  
establish  their ow n  d om estic  capabilities. KWU and its fuel m anufacturing plant 
RBU (R eaktor B rennelem ent U n ion  G m bH , H anau) play an active role in 
international co-operation  and tech n o logy  transfer, o ften  supported b y  agree
m ents b etw een  governm ents and national research centres. A s an exam ple, 
the co-operation  betw een  the Federal R epublic o f  G erm any and Brazil and 
betw een  th e  Federal R epublic o f  G erm any and A rgentina m ay be m en tioned .

The Brazilian N uclebras fuel m anufacturing plant in  R esende has been  built 
on  the basis o f  Federal Germ an tech n o logy  and w ith  the active support o f  KWU
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and R BU . This included  basic and detailed engineering and the supply o f  hardware 
as w ell as qualification  and in itial fabrication supervision services b y  k ey  personnel. 
A n exten sive training program m e for th e  Brazilian s ta ff  was held in th e  Federal 
R epublic o f  G erm any covering all design and m anufacturing aspects. As a result, 
N uclebras’ fuel fabrication p lant is now  ready to  start fuel rod m anufacture and 
assem bly for th e first reload o f  th e  Angra-1 pow er plant.

T he A rgentinian fuel m anufacturing plant has been recently  com p leted  and 
is now  supplying reload fuel for A tucha-1. A rgentinian engineers w ere dispatched  
to  KWU during th e  design o f  that fuel and this continued  through all phases o f  
m anufacturing. T he developm ent o f  th e  further optim ized  fuel assem blies for  
A tucha-2 has been  in itiated  from  the very beginning under the fram ework o f  a 
jo in t developm ent agreem ent.
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Abstract

FABRICATION OF URANIUM OXIDE FUEL PELLETS USING THE IDR POWDER PROCESS.
The British Nuclear Fuels Limited (BNFL) IDR powder route is now well established 

and several papers have been published describing this short one-stage process, which has been 
operated at BNFL’s Springfields Works, United Kingdom, for over ten years and has been 
licensed to other major fuel manufacturers. The IDR technique consists, in brief, of feeding 
UF 6 vapour with steam through a jet to form a plume of U 0 2 F2  powder which is then ejected 
into a rotating kiln where it meets a counter-current flow of hydrogen and steam. The product 
U 0 2  of high reactivity and fine particle size is discharged from the end of the kiln through 
check-hoppers into product containers. IDR powder has been used for both AGR and LWR 
fuel programmes. To date over 3000 t uranium of fuel has been fabricated using this powder.
The consistent quality of the powder has been shown by its use for binder and binderless 
pelleting routes using both multi-punch hydraulic presses and multi-station rotary presses, 
and the versatility of the powder has been demonstrated by its ability to be used with additives 
for pellet density control, burnable poison fuel, and pellet grain refinement. The extensive use 
of IDR powder to  make LWR fuel has enabled much irradiation proving to be logged, supported 
by post-irradiation examination. This has shown fuel performance in line with predictions.
Over half a million fuel rods are under irradiation and several batches have completed full life 
burnup before discharge.

1. INTRODUCTION

The BNFL IDR powder route is now well established and 
earlier published papers have described this short 
one-stage process from UFg to ceramic grade UO^. This 
paper reviews over 10 years of development and operation 
of the process together with the subsequent pellet 
fabrication experience.

Production in the UK of oxide powder by this route has 
mounted to over 4000 t U, about two-thirds of which has
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been fabricated, for the most part by overseas customers, 
into LWR fuel. The remainder has been fabricated in the 
UK at BNFL’s Springfields Nuclear Fuels Works, near 
Preston, England,mainly into fuel for UK reactors of the 
advanced gas-cooled reactor type.

Manufacturing licences for the IDR Process have been 
granted to major fuel fabricators in France and the USA. 
In the case of the French Fuel Plant (FBFC), significant 
quantities of powder have now been produced under 
licence, providing further experience of the process.

2. THE IDR PROCESS

The Integrated Dry Route is a process for converting UFg 
directly into UO2 in a single rotary kiln which operates 
at a relatively high temperature.

In the process, UFg from a standard 30 inch UF6 transport 
cylinder is vaporised and metered into the IDR kiln where 
it reacts with steam and hydrogen to form ceramic grade 
uranium dioxide. The uranium dioxide product is 
discharged into intermediate storage containers which are 
check weighed for product weight. The off-gases from the 
kiln, consisting of excess hydrogen, purge nitrogen, 
hydrogen fluoride gas and steam, are filtered to remove 
any contained uranium dioxide. The hydrogen fluoride in 
the off-gases is condensed and utilised for sale or local 
use. After removal of the residuum of hydrogen fluoride 
by absorption in a caustic soda or ammonium scrubber, the 
gases are released to atmosphere through a flame trap.
The effluent arisings from the process are therefore very 
low and amount to approximately 0.1 m3 of alkaline 
liquor per t U of product. Figure 1 shows the arrangement 
of the IDR kiln.

The uranium dioxide product from the kiln is homogenised 
in 2 tonne batches to reduce the number of batch samples 
and associated analysis costs. If required, a 
pore-forming additive may be added at the homogenising 
stage.

Analysis of the uranium dioxide powder has shown that the 
pick up of impurities from the materials of construction 
is extremely small (totalling less than 200 ppm). Plant 
losses are minimal and uranium accountability is 
excellent; known losses and material unaccounted for
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FIG .l. Integrated Dry Route (IDR) -  UF6  to U 02 conversion.

(including weighing errors) amount to 0.3% or less of 
throughput, with a product yield close to 99%.

BNFL has developed two sizes of kiln - a 12 inch diameter 
unit with a nominal capacity of 125 t U per year and a 16 
inch diameter unit with a nominal capacity of 250 t U per 
year. Development work is in hand to increase further 
the throughputs of both units by modifications and 
improvements to the internal details of the kilns. At 
throughput levels already well established, capital and 
operating costs per unit of product are already at a low 
level.

3. THE U02 PRODUCT

The simplicity of the IDR process results in the 
production of powder of consistent quality and reliable 
purity which can be readily adjusted on a closely 
controlled basis to accord with a variety of pelleting 
conditions and techniques as well as to the requirements 
of fuel specifications for different reactor systems eg 
high density pellets for the advance gas-cooled reactor 
system and, using the pore forming/control porosity 
techniques developed by BNFL in parallel with the IDR 
process, lower density pellets for LWR's.

З.1 Purity

As regards purity, BNFL's experience based on the 
analysis of thousands of tonnes of IDR powder for 
power reactor fuel fabrication is that the majority 
of impurities are below the level of the limits of 
detection, and the mean total equivalent boron 
absorption cross section is less than 0.5 ppm.
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TABLE I. IDR U 0 2 POWDER PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
MEAN S DEV

Specific Surface Area 2.62 0.19
Pour Density 0.73 0.044
Tap Density 1.75 0.086

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
MEAN S DEV

O/U 2.05 0.005
H2O (wt/S) 0.15 0.027
U (wt£) 87.78 0.039

SIGNIFICANT IMPURITY LEVELS (PPM ON A U BASIS)
MEAN S DEV

Fluorine 12 47
Carbon 28 11

Nitrogen 6 3
Iron 11 3

IMPURITY LEVELS WHICH COINCIDE WITH THE LIMITS OF DETECTION 
(PPM ON A U BASIS)

Nickel 
Chromium 
Boron

MAXIMUM DETECTED AND LOD 
5 
5
0.05
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FIG. 2. Variation o f  p e lle t  d en sity  w ith in  a typ ica l 25  t  cam paign. *  are the m eans o f  
~ 2  t  batches.

3.2 Consistency

Table 1 and Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate the 
extremely consistent high quality of the powder 
which enables adequate quality control procedures to 
be carried out at low sampling rates and gives rise 
to high efficiencies as well as allowing any 
drifting of fuel production parameters to be rapidly 
detected and eliminated. This consistency of 
quality can also be used to advantage by fuel 
designers in their optimisation of fuel designs 
because it reduces considerably the allowances which 
need to be made for variability of pellet quality in 
the evaluation of in-reactor performance.
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3.3 Control of Powder Quality

The activity of the powder can be controlled within 
close limits by varying the kiln operating 
parameters, and specific surface areas within the 
range 1.5-3.3 m^/g can be obtained as required to 
suit the pelleting process.

3*4 Treatment and Blending of Product

At the homogenisation stage uranium dioxide of 
differing enrichments may be dry blended to produce 
any required intermediate enrichment and a 
homogeneity specification of + 1/5 relative "’u on a 
bulk sample is easily achieved. It also provides a 
good base for the manufacture of mixed oxide when 
blended with PuO^.

IDR U02 powder is an active powder which sinters to 
a high density. A typical sintered density 
achievable is 9&% theoretical density (TD) after 
sintering in hydrogen for two hours at 1700°C. A 
"Conpor" pore-forming additive may be added at the 
homogenisation stage if required which, by producing 
pores of a controlled size within the high density 
pellet matrix, makes it possible to produce pellets 
of stable density at the lower densities currently 
specified for LWR fuel.
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U30g or other addback materials may also be added at 
this stage to produce an homogenised powder batch 
for subsequent granulation and pelleting. BNFL 
experience is that up to 18% U3O3 can be blended 
into virgin IDR powder if necessary without 
significant deterioration of the final pellet 
quality.

The powder can also be used for making burnable 
poison oxide fuel by blending in a pre-determined 
quantity of gadolinium oxide. For well understood 
reasons it is most desirable to segregate gadolinia 
fuel manufacture from normal oxide fuel operations 
and for this purpose a small separate experimental 
fuel facility is employed at Springfields.

3.5 Stability

As produced, IDR powder has a moisture content of
0.1 to 0.2$ by weight. Under normal storage 
conditions this level is stable and the powder can 
be safely stored for long periods without 
significant change.

Ц. PELLETING OF IDR POWDER

BNFL has experience of pelleting IDR powder for use in 
AGR’s, PWR's, BWR's and SGHWR's with the majority of this 
experience being with the AGR system. On the other hand 
the many tonnes of overseas experience has been mainly 
with the PWR system.

4.1 Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor Pellets

The design of oxide pellets for the British advanced 
gas reactor fuel is based on a number of established 
parameters which have been well defined by means of 
experimental measurement of significant properties, 
by computer based predictive procedures and by trial 
irradiations in the prototype Windscale AGR. The 
fuel design requirements are as follows:

The fuel specification requires pellets which are 
dimensionally precise, which do not show surface or 
end damage such as chips and cracks (other than 
extremely small defects) and which possess a high 
sintered density (greater than 97.2% TD). The
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pellets must also exhibit a good and consistent 
micro-structure when samples are sectioned and 
examined microscopically. They should also possess 
a resistance to further densification of less than 
1/5 of TD after heating for 24 hours at 1700°C.

IDR powder has been used in the UK for 10 years for 
producing AGR fuel pellets. The route employed for 
producing AGR pellets is based on the original fuel 
route which was used with an earlier ADU route oxide 
powder and requires the micronising and spraying of 
a slurry of UO2 powder in a solvent containing an 
organic binder. Very free flowing uniformly sized 
granules of consistent density are produced and 
these give very strong green pellets which is 
important for the relatively large annular AGR 
pellets and their tight chip specification.

The granules are pressed in multi-punch hydraulic 
presses and, following a debonding treatment, the 
pellets are sintered in continuous sintering 
furnaces at temperatures around 175CPC. Over 800 
tonnes have been made by this method.

As a large scale continuous granulation process the 
spray drying technique shows a number of advantages 
in giving a reliable product the quality of which 
can be specified and controlled by in-process 
parameters to yield extremely consistent granules.
As a method it is at its best when used to produce 
large batches amounting to several tens of tonnes at 
a given enrichment. For small batches however the 
frequency of enrichment clean-outs compels 
consideration of the alternative binderless 
slug-compaction, sieve-granulation route. Since the 
UK programme of 7 AGR power stations now requires 
smaller batch quantities of reload fuel there could 
be a move in the future to the binderless route for 
AGR fuel.

4.2 Light-Water Reactor Pellets

In addition to the fuel produced at Springfields for 
various LWR reactors, and experimental LWR uses, 
large tonnages of IDR powder have been produced and 
shipped to other fuel producers, all of whom employ 
the binderless granulation route in one or other of 
its various forms. The amount thus converted into 
fuel now exceeds 2500 tonnes uranium. The IDR
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process and product have been qualified by a number 
of overseas customers as an acceptable (and indeed 
desirable) UO2 powder route.

To meet the requirement for LWR fuel fabrication at 
Springfields, a purpose built 150 t и/a binderless 
granulation module was designed and installed.
This is a self-contained unit designed to be 
particularly effective in limiting the spread of 
air-borne dust contamination. In this it has been 
so effective that air sampling immediately outside 
the module conforms to a BNFL working limit of not 
greater than 50 dis/min/m3 with a control value of 
15 dis/min/m3. The granules produced can be 
compacted easily at low pressures (4-6 t/cm2) into 
reproducible quality green pellets.

Thus for LWR fuel applications the production route 
adopted both at Springfields and overseas is the 
binderless granulation route with pelleting carried 
out using either multi-punch hydraulic presses or 
multiple station rotary presses. Die lubrication 
may be provided by direct wall lubrication or by dry 
blending zinc stearate powder with the granules.

The quality and reproducibility of the IDR UO2 
powder enable high pelleting efficiencies to be 
achieved minimising the amount of in-process float 
required for each enrichment.

Pellets made from IDR powder are densification 
resistant, non-porous, having low absorbed gas (less 
than 2 йтЗ/g U02) and moisture (less than 1 jig/g 
UO2) and require only simple drying techniques for 2 
minutes at 120°C after wet grinding.

5. IRRADIATION PERFORMANCE

The irradiation experience of AGR fuel made from IDR 
powder has been consistent and acceptable, although high 
burn-ups have not been reached except in the Windscale 
prototype. Targets of up to 30 000 MWD/tU are foreseen 
for the present fuel concept; current levels of 14 000 
MWD/tU have been achieved in the AGR stations. 1

MWD/tU = MW-d/t uranium.
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The concept of Conpor fuel which utilises a high density 
matrix of sintered UO2 containing an array of large 
closed pores of controlled size has been shown to provide 
satisfactory performance in several different reactor 
systems based on a high level of resistance to in-reactor 
densification. Detailed PIE has shown no increase in 
fuel rod diameters even after 42 500 MWD/tU burn up in a 
PWR.

Irradiation performance relating to the use of IDR fuel 
in pressurised water reactors was given in a joint ANS 
paper (1) and this has subsequently been updated in a 
recent Fragema bulletin. These show that the performance 
of fuel rods supplied by Framatome in EDF power reactors 
is exemplary. As of mid-1981 some 20 EDF pressurised 
water reactors loaded with IDR Conpor derived fuel 
totalling some 1 million fuel rods were in operation. 
Third cycle irradiations have been successfully completed 
with some of the fuel, with peak pellet b u m  ups of 
42 000 MWD/tU and a lead assembly average burn up of 
37 000 MWD/tU being achieved. Seme fuel has been 
operated for the last half of its third cycle under 
fluctuating local power levels at local burn ups in 
excess of 40 000 MWD/tU with no failure. Failure rates 
overall have been very low as shown by the coolant 
activity levels and a fuel rod defect level of less than 
5 x 10~5 per completed reactor cycle has been achieved.

Experimental irradiations in a PWR up to 55 000 MWD/tU 
burn up have been successfully completed and there is 
every reason to expect that the IDR Conpor fuel concept 
is capable of achieving still higher burn-ups 
satisfactorily. Irradiation tests underway will take IDR 
Conpor fuel to bum-ups in the range 70 000 to 80 000 
MWD/tU. The achievement of such high burn-ups in power 
reactors should lead to a substantial reduction in fuel 
cycle costs.

6. THE FUTURE

One important method of obtaining higher burn-ups is the 
use of large grain fuel and work has been carried out 
demonstrating IDR powder's suitability for this type of 
structure. Production routes used at Springfields for 
the manufacture of such fuel have included dopant and 
other methods thus allowing the realisation of the 
advantages claimed for this type of fuel.
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Other principal lines of development now being pursued 
are all essentially linked to production aspects of the 
present oxide and granulation and pelleting plants. Thus 
the IDR kilns have been developed by optimisation of the 
UPg/steam jets, by re-modelling internal features of the 
kilns and by improving controls over reagent flows and 
kiln temperature, to give higher throughput for each kiln 
whilst still maintaining consistent oxide powder.

Pelleting developments will largely hinge on the 
continuing development of multi-punch pressing with some 
investigation of alternative pressing machinery. For PWR 
fuel an 8-punch tool set has been used successfully with 
the 60 t hydraulic presses and a 12-punch tool set is 
under investigation for smaller diameter pellets.

With a powder of such proven consistency it seems 
possible that the new plant will be able after some 
further development to achieve pellet dimensional control 
without resort to grinding. The normal diameter 
tolerance of about + 0.013 mm is considered achievable by 
the use of IDR powder when manufacturing PWR fuel. In 
addition to the more obvious advantages of eliminating 
recycle generated by grinding and the operational control 
required for the grinding operation, the production of 
dimensionally controlled pellets will eliminate the 
pellet washing and drying operations (though IDR pellets 
show no interconnected porosity and are therefore easy to 
dry).

7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1 The Integrated Dry Route UO2 powder production 
process has been in operation for ten successful 
years during which period throughputs have been 
increased by a factor of nearly three and 
development work in hand will increase the 
throughput still further.

7.2 IDR powder is of consistent quality and reliably low 
impurity level. Its physical properties can be 
readily adjusted and controlled to suit the 
pelleting process. These properties are also of 
significant assistance in fuel design. The powder 
can be readily treated or blended to meet a variety 
of specification requirements.
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7.3 Pelleting routes have been developed which exploit 
the consistent properties of the powder to produce 
low cost pellets for a variety of reactor systems. 
There is still further potential for improvement in 
pelleting technology yet to be exploited.

7.4 There is considerable and satisfactory experience 
from a number of fuel fabricators with the 
performance of fuel made from IDR powder.

Reference
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DISCUSSION

(Summary of discussion held on the papers in Technical Session 3.2)

W ith regard to  papers IA E A -C N -42/14  and 2 5 8 , it was asked i f  there were 
differences b etw een  the energy costs o f  th e U nited  States and F rench gaseous 
diffusion  plants. It was the op in ion  o f  the speakers th at there is little  d ifference, 
although com parison  o f  costs is d ifficu lt unless th e sam e cost basis is used. There 
were queries as to  h ow  the long com p on en t lifetim es q u oted  in paper 
IA E A -C N -42 /258  were determ ined, and it was exp la ined  th at th ey  were estim ates  
based on analyses o f  actual operating experience for the sp ecific  com ponents.

T o  clarify the separative w ork un it (SW U) cost o f  US $81 for the US 
centrifuge plant (paper IA E A -C N -42 /259), it was exp lained  that the costs are for 
the plant n ow  under construction  w ith  Set IV m achines operating at 13 m illion  
SW U/a capacity. C oncerning a q u estion  o f  the com parative separative w ork costs  
betw een  the centrifuge and gaseous d iffusion  plants, it was stated  that the  
U S S81/SW U  cost for the centrifuges com pares w ith  a marginal cost o f  
US S88/SW U  for th e largely am ortized  gaseous d iffusion  plant operating at the 
same 13 m illion  SW U/a capacity. On the subject o f  m achine failures (paper 
IA E A -C N -42 /259), it was exp lained  that the 3 .8-year effective  m ean tim e 
betw een  failures refers to  random  and w ear-out failures, som e o f  w hich involve  
sm all repairs whereas others w ould involve entire m achine replacem ent.

Regarding enrichm ent levels attainable w ith  the C hem ex process (paper 
IA E A -C N -42 /168), it was p o in ted  ou t that it w ould  be possible to  enrich to  the 
sam e iso to p ic  levels as w ith other processes, but that there are practical problem s 
above the enrichm ent level o f  20%. T here w ould  be n o  d ifficu lty , and perhaps 
w ould be eco n o m ic  advantages, in enriching to  a level o f  5%. W ith regard to  the 
need  to  have fine droplets o f  so lu tion  for e ffec tive  ex ecu tio n  o f  the process, it 
was confirm ed  that this is necessary and is accom plished  by using pulsed colum ns  
and perforated  plates. T he question  o f  safety  and m aterial concerns from  the use 
o f  hydrogen in  the B ecker process (paper IA E A -C N -42 /382) was raised. The 
response was that there is n o  technical problem  in the use o f  hydrogen, but to  
sim plify  licensing it  m ay be advantageous to  use helium , a lthough this causes the  
specific pow er con su m p tion  to  increase by  25%.

It was observed that data on ID R  fu el (paper IA E A -C N -42 /124) reveal sm all 
variations in density  b etw een  batches, bu t the speaker n oted  that in fact these  
differences are very sm all and that the product is very uniform . In form ation  was 
sought on the line o f  research to  be fo llo w ed  in developing high burnup fuel 
pellets. T he approach w ill be to  develop  large-sized fu el grains and im proved pore 
size d istribution.
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On the m atter o f  MgO in fuel it was n oted  that this material had adversely 
affected  U 0 2 fu el and was questioned  w hether there was a m axim um  specified  
con ten t. It was exp lained  that MgO had been used  in fuel for a stainless steel 
clad A G R  for  w hich a ‘s t iff’ ox id e  was im portant. H ow ever, m etallic dopants 
are better le ft  ou t because o f  the reprocessing problem s th ey  create.
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Abstract

EXPERIENCE IN FORECASTING FUEL PERFORMANCE BY MODELLING METHODS.
At three IAEA Specialist Meetings (1978, 1980, 1982), chaired by one of the authors, 

the status of work on the modelling of fuel performance was presented and reviewed. The 
conclusions reached are highlighted here. Complex computer models have now been developed 
that permit the behaviour of fuel during normal operation, during transients and in accidents 
to  be forecast. Models for both thermal and fast reactor fuel elements exist, which have been 
compared with data from experiments on nuclear fuel elements in-reactor and out-of-reactor. 
Two special themes are the modelling of pellet/cladding interaction (a source of clad failures) 
and the modelling of behaviour during a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). The interaction 
of pellet and clad is known to cause ridges to form in the cladding, which takes on the 
appearance of bamboo (although the ridges are very small). Computer models have been 
developed to the stage where they are able to forecast the existence and magnitude of this 
effect, as well as the conditions of stress and strain that ultimately cause the deformed 
cladding to fracture. In a LOCA it is predicted that the clad will distend or balloon and this 
has been observed in both in-reactor and out-of-reactor LOCA simulation experiments. 
Balloning in a PWR LOCA is due to the rise in fuel rod temperature, which weakens the clad 
and causes the contained gas to expand, plus the fall in coolant pressure. Modem computer 
models predict the magnitude and extent of ballooning with good accuracy. The effects of 
the ballooned geometry upon heat transfer are also modelled; this is a developing field.

1.INTRODUCTION

The behaviour of fuel during the normal running of reactors 
and in accidents is assessed by means of complex computer codes.

The more complex performance codes use finite element and 
finite difference procedures to deduce the time-dependent changes 
in stress tensor, temperature field and crack size. They show

569
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excellent agreement in a number of cases, not only with failure- 
frequency determination, but also with measurements of the changes 
in rod measurement and internal pressure. Examples of highly 
developed performance codes include SLEUTH-SEER and COMETHE. 
Transient versions of performance codes (HOTROD, COMETHE) have 
been developed, some to examine fuel behaviour in power/cooling 
mismatch conditions, reactivity-initiated accidents, anticipated 
transients without SCRAM and operational transients. Computer 
models (MABEL, FRAP-T5) have been developed which predict the 
magnitude and extent of clad ballooning during a Loss of Coolant 
Accident. A recent development is the emergence of codes aimed at 
predicting severe core damage, the type of condition which is 
believed to have been produced in the accident at Three Mile 
Island.

The modelling of fuel behaviour is considered, both under 
normal operating conditions (with special emphasis on pellet/ 
cladding interaction (PCI) failure) and under accident conditions 
(emphasizing LOCA codes).

2. NORMAL OPERATION: PCI FAILURES

The basis of fuel element technology is arguably the actual 
performance of fuel rods in service and a clear pattern emerges 
insofar as the facts about fuel failure are concerned [1 ,2 ]. 
Setting aside the early failures due to hydriding and pellet 
densification, mechanisms which are no longer the source of 
significant failures following the success of remedial measures, 
there remain the PCI failures. These are positively associated 
with a mechanical interaction of the expanding pellet with the 
cladding, and they tend to impose limits on the permissible 
rating, power increase at a ramp, rate of change of power, and 
period at reduced power.

PCI failures take the form of cracks that penetrate the 
cladding without much evidence of ductile deformation having 
occurred, and they are believed to originate from stress corrosion 
cracking (SCC) due to aggressive fission products. Iodine is the 
prime, though not the only, suspect.

A variety of remedies for PCI emerges from a review of power 
reactor experience and the intensive work carried out in test 
facilities [1,2]. These include:

(a) Helium pre-pressurization. It is thought that this owes its 
effect to the fact that it both delays creep-down of the cladding
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on to the pellet and improves the pellet/cladding gap conductance, 
thereby reducing the pellet temperature (and, hence, pellet 
expansion) and fission product release.

(b) Interfacial lubricants. As the centre of the pellet expands 
during a power ramp, radial cracks gape open at its surface and 
may propagate into the contacting cladding. If lubricating the 
sliding of the fragments can prevent this strong strain 
concentration, then the stress on the cladding is reduced and with 
it the probability of failure. The lubricant may also stop 
aggressive fission products from reaching the cladding, giving a 
barrier effect.

(c) Vipac. Vipac is U0£ which has been introduced into the 
cladding as small particles and packed down by vibration. Its 
apparent superiority from the failure standpoint probably stems 
from the many interfaces which spread the strain imposed on the 
cladding when the fuel expands.

(d) Slow ramping. A slow ramp imposes a low strain on the pellet 
and cladding. The stress induced in the cladding may be low 
enough to avoid rupture, even in the presence of aggressive 
fission products.

(e) Low ramps at high burnup. To avoid failure, reduction of 
the magnitude of the ramp suffered by a fuel rod in proportion to 
its burnup might be attempted (when the power output of a reactor 
is raised the high burnup rods, which are operating at low 
ratings, suffer the smallest power ramps).

This brief summary of possible remedies for PCI is intended to 
give an outline of the effects that a fuel performance code must 
be capable of modelling.

3. PERFORMANCE CODES FOR NORMAL OPERATION

In this section various examples of performance codes are 
selected and details are given of the modelling assumptions, 
together with the predictions that the codes have been used to 
make.

Although no attempt is made to present an exhaustive review, 
the examples chosen illustrate many typical features of such 
codes.
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3.1. Mechanistic codes

3.1.1. COMETHE

This is one of the better known performance codes and was 
extensively described at the first Blackpool meeting [3-5].
COMETHE is one of the most highly developed codes; it has the 
ability to deal with both Zircaloy and stainless steel cladding, 
and with pressurized water, boiling water, sodium, NaK, helium and 
CO2 coolants. Development of the sub-models is continuing [6 ].

In its latest form the code considers the fuel swelling, 
plasticity, gas release by the formation of grain-boundary 
tunnels, fuel/cladding interaction and SCC models. It is found 
that failure predictions require the whole set of these sub
models, particularly the one that demonstrates the effect of 
ridging [7].

The effect of fission gas release during a power ramp, which 
reduces the gap conductance and so accelerates the rise in pellet 
centre temperature, is modelled in detail; Hoppe calls this the 
'Maine Yankee effect1 because it is believed that this interaction 
can explain the PCI failures that occurred in Maine Yankee at less 
than 300 W/cm linear rating.

Van Vliet and Hoppe use COMETHE to study the theoretical 
effect of pore formers on PCI [8 ]. A fuel with finely distributed 
porosity is predicted to be the best because the fine pores can 
accommodate much more swelling than can the coarse, isolated 
porosity of the fuel-containing pore formers. Hoppe and Van Vliet 
have also predicted the effects of fuel structure on fission gas 
release [9], drawing attention to the fact that the amount of open 
porosity, which is rarely determined or reported, can have an 
overriding effect on gas release.

As a result of a comparison of fuel performance codes 
sponsored by EPRI, COMETHE was selected for use in an exercise to 
develop a fast running code for use in helping to explain and 
avoid PCI failures. The fast code SPEAR, version ALPHA, uses data 
on PCI failures to form an alternative prediction of the 
likelihood of PCI failure.

3.1.2. SLEUTH-SEER

The SEER code [10] used a pellet with a bridging annulus and 
it calculated the circumferential variation of hoop stress in the 
cladding near radial pellet cracks. The SLEUTH code is 
essentially a pellet model and uses mean conditions in the
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cladding to arrive at the normal pressure, which acts to reduce 
the sizes of the fission gas bubbles in the pellet and aids 
densification [11]. They have been combined to produce a code of 
extreme sophistication, and Misfeldt [12] describes its 
application to the analysis of an SGHWR ramp experiment.

PCI failures are not limited to Zircaloy-clad fuel, and Howl 
and Raven [13] concluded that the failures of fuel rods in the 
Haddam Neck reactor were due to PCI, despite the fact that the 
cladding was cold-worked Type 304 stainless steel. Using the 
SLEUTH-SEER computer model they calculated the stress produced by 
a power manoeuvre in the cladding and concluded that it was 
probably the cause of the failures. Their predictions for the 
fuel rod diameter at the end of life agree well with measurements 
taken at the reactor pool and later in the hot cells.

3.2. Probabilistic and statistical codes

3.2.1. FRP

Misfeldt [12] presents an analysis in which a probabilistic 
code, FRP, was used in combination with the deterministic fuel 
models FFRS and SLEUTH-SEER. The statistical method employed in 
FRP are Monte Carlo simulation or a low order Taylor 
approximation. The fast-running simplistic code, FFRS, was used 
for the deterministic simulations and this code in its turn was 
verified by using SLEUTH-SEER. Good agreement was found between 
FFRS and SLEUTH-SEER and both showed the same trend in centre 
temperature prediction, the maximum difference being 100°C. 
Agreement about the maximum stress put on the cladding by the ramp 
in SGHWR was also good, but different rates of subsequent stress 
relaxation were predicted, probably because of differences in the 
modelling of gas-bubble swelling and hot pressing.

The statistical analysis was performed using the 
probabilistic model FRP. Analysis yields the distribution of the 
important performance parameters, as well as the failure 
probability for each of the groups into which the rods from the 
SGHWR experiment had been divided.

The probability of failure as computed by FRP agreed with the
number of failures, although the difference in failure probability
between the groups that failed and the survivors is far too small 
to explain why the survivors did not fail (or the failures 
survive). With the mean values of the peak stress given (based on
the Monte Carlo simulations) the likelihood of the experimental
result is found to be as low as 0.0009.
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Of the various explanations that have been advanced for this 
remarkable conclusions the two most likely are that:

(a) The gap behaviour is not correctly modelled (the scatter in
the predicted stress is very sensitive to gap parameters in
this and similar analyses)

(b) The failure of one rod can cause failure of its neighbour.

No firm mechanism can yet be postulated for this process of 
failure propagation from one rod to the next. It has been noted 
that failure propagation is suspected in REBEKA [14], although the 
conditions of high internal pressure of the REBEKA tests, which 
led to a stream of gas from a failed rod impinging on and 
insulating a neighbouring rod which heated up, do not obtain in 
the SGHWR ramp experiments.

FRP has also been used to calculate the uncertainties in 
fission gas release for a Danish ramp experiment [15].

3.2.2. PROFIT

PROFIT stands for Probability of Failure in Transients. The 
code is the result of the application of standard statistical 
regression methods to all the available PCI fuel failure data, and 
an analysis of the environmental and strain rate dependent 
stress/strain properties of the Zircaloy cladding.

The probability of failure is computed as a function of the 
strain energy absorption to failure and of mean power increase, 
which cause failure. As the probability of failure in a power 
reactor is in any case very low, it is more useful to be able to 
predict failure probability than to concentrate attention on the 
mean behaviour.

4. ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

A range of special purpose fuel element codes is being 
developed for the modelling of fuel rod behaviour in accidents. 
Some of the performance codes described previously can be used 
without adaptation for some kinds of accidental transient (such as 
the anticipated transient without SCRAM) and some of the operating 
transients. In the case of the Loss of Coolant Accident, however, 
it is usual to provide a special purpose fuel code and it is with 
certain of these that this section is mainly concerned.

In a LOCA, a substantial part of the fuel rod length may dry 
out. The cladding is then blanketed by steam and higher wall
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temperatures are found than in the upstream, wetted region.
Forced convection to steam is the main heat transfer process.

A key question is whether the fuel rods retain a coolable 
geometry during the refill regimes of a LOCA. The temperature of 
the cladding and the internal pressure of helium and fission gases 
may make the cladding tubes swell by a process of creep, and this 
may reduce their coolability by the ECCS. Many studies aimed at 
resolving this issue are in progress, and a useful review has 
recently been published [16].

Single-rod tests out-of-reactor form the bulk of published 
results [17] and these have largely served to elucidate the 
controlling factors described in the preceding section. The 
actual strains found in single-rod tests, however, cannot be taken 
as representative of those occurring in an assembly, since the 
effects of neighbouring rods, direct or indirect, are not 
present. The main series of multi-rod out-of-reactor tests have 
been at ORNL [18], KfK [19] and JAERI [20]. Relatively few data 
exist at the moment from true in-reactor experiments. Among the 
experiments that have been done are single-rod in-reactor tests in 
the Karlsruhe FR-2 reactor [21], work at Grenoble [22] and post 
dry-out experiments on CANDU fuel [23].

The series of experiments in the NRU reactor at AECL Chalk 
River, which is underway at present, is the only source of multi
rod in-reactor data. Others are planned at Cadarache (PHEBUS) and 
Ispra (SUPER-SARA). The first two tests of the NRU series (MT-1, 
MT-2) have been carried out on behalf of the US NRC and rupture 
occurred during single-phase steam cooling. The third test (MT-3) 
was a UK I test where deformation and rupture occurred during
reflooding. All tests produced substantial 'carrot' shaped
balloons. These tests use full length PWR fuel rods, which are 
about two feet longer than the core of the reactor, so that the 
bottom one-and-a-half intergrid lengths and the top one-half of an 
intergrid length are not in the neutron flux. A maximum of twelve
rods can be pressurized so that they can bulge and rupture. These
are arranged in a cruciform shape and surrounded by guard rods 
that do not deform. The results of the third test where 
deformation occurred over a greater time in two-phase flow cooling 
were similar to MT-1 and MT-2, with maximum strains reaching 
90% [16].

Mohr and Hesson [24] summarized the results of these tests at 
the Preston meeting, noting that although individual rods strained 
to high levels, peak average bundle strains were never greater 
than 37%.
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4.1. LOCA codes

4.1.1. Transient versions of performance codes

4.1.1.1. Transient version of COMETHE

Van Vliet et al. and Van Vliet and Billaux [25, 26] describe 
a version of COMETHE that can be used to model transients. The 
transient temperature variation is computed by the Lebon- 
Lamberment restricted variational principle with polynomial trial 
functions, and this is in good agreement with exact calculations 
for both transient and steady-state conditions, so that there is 
full consistency between the transient and steady-state versions.

4.1.1.2. Transient version of HOTROD

Raven and Baylis [27] describe a transient version of the 
performance code, HOTROD, where the general heat conduction 
equation is solved by the Crank-Nicholson implicit finite- 
difference formula. Heat generation during a LOCA is largely due 
to decay heating in the pellet and to oxidation of the Zircaloy 
cladding, and the code computes both of these.

The authors compare the temperatures predicted by HOTROD for 
a PWR double-ended cold-leg break with those given in RESAR-3S, 
and show there to be good agreement. They go on to make 
predictions of the axial variation of cladding temperature during 
such an accident. In the form described the code did not analyse 
fully the cladding deformation process.

4.1.2. Specialized LOCA codes

4.1.2.1. MABEL-2

Bowring et al. [28] describe the code MABEL-2, which analyses 
the behaviour of PWR rods in a LOCA and which takes account of the 
effect of deformation on the calculated heat transfer from rod to 
coolant. The main features of MABEL-2 are as follows:

(a) Calculations are made on a single fuel rod that is divided 
into axial, radial and azimuthal nodes. The rod is surrounded by 
eight other 'slave' rods on the square lattice on a PWR fuel 
assembly.

(b) A sub-channel is used to produce the feedback of strain on 
heat transfer to evaluate the effect of partially blocked sub
channels. The fluid is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium.
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(c) The temperatures in the pellet, gap and cladding are 
calculated by a two-dimensional (r; theta) conduction model that 
includes radiation across the gap; the heated pellet can be placed 
eccentrically in the cladding.

(d) Cladding deformation is modelled using CANSWEL-2 [29]. Haste 
has recently reported improvements in the mechanical restraint 
model of CANSWEL [30].

(e) Radial cracks in the pellets, total fission gas release 
before the start of the transient, movement of the wetting front, 
etc. are specified via the input data.

(f) The axial nodes are coupled for internal pressure, axial heat 
flux profile, and differential axial expansion of the fuel.

The two-dimensional (r; theta) model of MABEL-2 allows the 
effects of azimuthal variations to be investigated for pellet 
eccentricity, flux tilt, proximity to a control rod, can thickness 
perturbation, etc. These are considered important because they 
may determine whether the cladding will rupture or form long 
deformations.

The MABEL-2 code has an option that assumed that the 
anisotropy of the Zircaloy cladding tube will make it behave in 
the way observed in the REBEKA tests. Specifically, if one of the 
generators of the tube is hotter than the rest of the tube (i.e. 
the tube has a hot side), then this generator is assumed to remain 
in a straight line during deformation of the tube. This 'hot side 
straight' assumption means that, although most of the 
circumferential extension occurs on the hot side, the bulge 
appears on the cold side. Matthews and Tripp are working to 
provide a theoretical justification of this hypothesis [31], and 
confirm that cladding tends not to bulge away at hot spots but 
instead thins locally.

Gibson and Coddington [32] discussed the use of MABEL to 
predict the results of the NRU test MT-3. Thermalhydraulic 
modelling of the test loop was carried out with RELAP 4 Mod 6. 
Uncertainty in external factors (thermalhydraulic conditions) was 
the major factor in predicting cladding deformation and in order 
to ensure that the rods would, at some stage, enter the high alpha 
region and stay there for a significant time, a rising transient 
was defined. The transient obtained during the actual test was 
very close to the target transient. After the test, simulation 
calculations were carried out using RELAP and MABEL. The reflood 
sequence used in RELAP was modified to give an improved fit to the 
observed temperature transient. The overall extent of the
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ballooning was predicted very well, with the prominent discrepancy 
being the region immediately downstream of the grids.

4.1.2.2. FRAP-T5

Siefken et al. [33] describe the code FRAP-T5, which has been 
developed as part of the US NRC's Water Reactor Safety Research 
Programme. The code is a highly developed one and has automated 
uncertainty analysis capabilities which are described by Peck 
[34]. A FRAP-T analysis of a hypothetical PWR LOCA was chosen as 
the example problem. The nominal case was a PWR fuel rod 
subjected to thermalhydraulic conditions resulting from a 200% 
cold-leg break at 100% power. The thermalhydraulic boundary 
conditions were supplied by RELAP4, another US NRC code, and the 
thermalhydraulic conditions from blowdown through reflood were 
calculated by FRAP-T, The nominal calculations predicted that the 
rod would not fail during the 250 seconds of the transient. 
Emphasis of the uncertainty analysis was on variables thought to 
affect significantly the fuel rod behaviour during reflood. The 
variables chosen were core reflooding rate, coolant channel flow 
blockage, FLECHT heat transfer coefficient, moisture carry-over 
fraction, and the ANS decay heat curve. Two additional variables 
were included because of their known importance to rod behaviour 
during blowdown; the gap heat transfer coefficient and fuel 
thermal conductivity. Near the start of the history, heat 
transfer across the gap had the greatest effect on the estimated 
variance of the cladding surface temperature, but at the end of 
the transient flooding rate had become the most important. The 
moisture carry-out fraction and coolant channel flow blockage were 
comparatively unimportant insofar as their effects on the 
uncertainty of cladding temperature were concerned.

4.1.2.3. SSYST

SSYST is a fast running code used to analyse the transient 
behaviour of single fuel rods under conditions of hypothetical 
accidents and of rod simulators in safety research experiments 
(the REBEKA programme).

Borgwaldt and Gulden have discussed the SSYST-3 code [35].
The model is basically axisymmetric, with a flexible and wide 
choice of sub-models. A limited degree of modelling of aximuthal 
non-uniformities is possible using the AZI sub-code, which 
considers wall thickness and temperature non-uniformity. The 'hot 
side straight' effect can be modelled by specifying pellet 
eccentricity. A great strength of the code lies in its use in 
parametric surveys, including probabilistic analysis, made 
possible by the short running times. The SSYST-3 version will
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contain the package of statistical routines used for performing a 
probabilistic LOCA analysis.

4.1.2.4. COBRA-PASSIVE

COBRA-PASSIVE has been described by Sills and Allen [36]. It 
is designed to calculate multi-phase flow conditions, heat 
conduction and cladding deformation in a LOCA (CANDU reactor). It 
consists of an easily adaptable structure to link available 
modules (COBRA-IV, ELESIM and ELOCA), providing very detailed 
models that are involved sequentially at each timestep: there is 
no iteration for self-consistency, which would be excessively 
expensive, so that a careful choice of timestep length is 
required.

4.2 Severe core damage

A relatively recent feature of fuel modelling is the 
introduction of codes investigating the fuel rod and bundle 
behaviour under severe core damage conditions. The modular 
programme system EXMEL based on the RSYST data management system 
has been described by Bisanz et al. [37]. It contains separate 
modules for the heat production, fuel/clad heat transfer, clad 
oxidation, the determination of boundary conditions and the rod 
deformation by thermal strains. Particular attention was paid to 
the modelling of the melting and rupture of the rod material and 
the refreezing. The code was also applied to predict the TM1-2 
fuel rod behaviour. The melting process due to the dissolution of 
UO2 and Zr is modelled by a diffusion type formulation with 
measured diffusion coefficients. The fuel/clad interaction is 
described as a function of time and temperature. Experiments have 
shown that the molten material leaving the rod refroze within an 
interval of 5-10 cm below the failure location. All comparisons 
of the model with experimental results indicate a reasonably good 
agreement.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The technology of water reactor fuel elements is highly 
developed. It is now possible to envisage what the totality of 
knowledge in this area will comprise when the programmes wind 
down, since much of what is needed now exists as a result of the 
massive efforts that have already been made.

In all these studies computer models play an ever-increasing 
role. Codes for predicting fuel behaviour in ordinary running 
conditions are well developed and codes for LOCA analysis are also 
available; here, the main uncertainties are concerned with heat
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transfer. Models of the severe fuel damage process are now being 
prepared and these promise to be very complex. It could be argued 
that their dèvelopment will complete the main tasks involved in 
the evolution of water reactor fuel technology.

6. REFERENCES (Nomenclature)

In some of the references a shorthand nomenclature has been 
adopted as follows:

(a) IWGFPT: The International Working Group on Fuel Performance 
and Technology for Water Reactors. Documents describing 
Specialists' Meetings organized for or by this body are 
referred to as IWGFPT/(etc.) and can be obtained from the 
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna.

(b) Ris¿ Meeting: IAEA (IWGFPT) Specialists' Meeting on Pellet 
Clad Interaction in Water Reactors, Ris¿, Denmark,
22-26 September 1980.

(c) Blackpool Meeting: IAEA (IWGFPT) Specialists' Meeting on Fuel 
Element Performance Computer Modelling, Blackpool, United 
Kingdom, 17-21 March 1980. Summary Report, IAEA, Oct. 1980.

(d) Preston Meeting: IAEA (IWGFPT) Specialists' Meeting on Fuel 
Element Performance Computer Modelling, Preston, United 
Kingdom, 15-19 March 1982.

(e) SMiRT 1979: Transactions of the 5th International Conference 
on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology, Berlin,
13-17 August 1979, North Holland Publishing Company.

(f) IAEA/CSNI Meeting: IAEA/CSNI Specialists' Meeting on Safety 
Aspects of Fuel Behaviour in Off-normal and Accident 
Conditions, Espool, Helsinki, Finland, 1-4 September 1980.
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Abstract
LWR FUEL PERFORMANCE IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: A USER’S 
PERSPECTIVE.

The history of commercial LWR fuel is traced over the past two decades to today’s 
highly reliable performance from the perspective of the fuel user, the utility. Commercial 
power plant operation in the United States of America has resulted in a fuel experience 
data base of gigantic proportion, over five million fuel rods. This experience has shown 
that the main aspects of fuel performance, which impact the plant availability and capacity 
factor, are: (a) reliability and mechanical integrity, and (b) the margin between fuel operating 
limits and fuel damage limits (i.e. thermal margin), which is established to ensure acceptable fuel 
conditions under normal operations as well as during postulated accident events. In the 1960s and 
1970s fuel failure epidemics due to hydriding and pellet/ cladding interaction, respectively, each 
contributed to  significant plant capacity factor losses, as high as 8 % for some plants. During 
this same period other fuel problems, such as densification and clad collapse and fuel rod 
bow, contributed almost as much-through their effect on thermal margin. Concerted industry 
efforts to provide an understanding of the phenomena and to  develop remedies have been 
largely successful and operation of today’s fuel yields much lower capacity losses, typically 
2 to 3% for BWRs and ~ l/2 %  for PWRs. These capacity losses do not arise from fuel failures, 
however, but from fuel failure avoidance tactics employed by utilities. It is this less-than-optimal 
operation that provides the incentive to  further improve fuel reliability and to develop a truly 
forgiving fuel design. US utilities, fuel vendors and the government are co-operating to 
achieve this goal.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

Performance of Zircaloy-clad U02 nuclear fuel in United 
States light-water reactors (LWRs) has generally been more 
than adequate to meet design goals, although somewhat 
variable. In some plants early displacement of certain 
batches of fuel has been necessary, and, conversely, fuel in 
other plants has performed flawlessly, even beyond design 
expectations [1-4].

For the first decade of LWR operation, attention centred 
on achieving design power and burnup of the fuel without 
breaching the cladding and releasing radioactive fission 
products into the primary coolant and the off-gas systems. If 
the fuel achieved this goal, it had fulfilled its role in 
providing the power generation costs projected for the power 
plant portion of the fuel cycle. However, during the second 
decade and particularly the last five years, fuel has also had 
to be designed to perform acceptably under even more restric
tive operating limits and under an increasing number of postu
lated accidents.

To meet the two goals of operating reliability and safety 
under abnormal conditions, fuel designs have regularly been 
modified, with a trend towards increasing conservatism and 
design standardization. This paper surveys the evolution of 
the US LWR fuel rod and assembly to today's highly reliable 
designs, describes past successful efforts to eliminate fuel 
performance problems, and finally, discusses current trends in 
the US.

2. IRRADIATION EXPERIENCE BASE

2.1 PWR Fuel

The current experience base of about 4 x 1 0 ®  rods, shewn 
in Fig. 1, encompasses a wide range of performance parameters 
and designs. The duty of the fuel rods ranges from 130 to 
425 W/cm up to burnups of 38 GWd/t, equivalent to batch 
average burnups of 33 GWd/t. Operation up to a maximum pcwer 
of 560 W/cm and with lower power rods, burnups up to 60 GWd/t 
have also been attained successfully in limited numbers.

Several significant changes in the fuel design have 
increased fuel rod integrity from the 99.7% of pre-1972, 
unpressurized, densifying fuel designs, to 99.98% for modern, 
pressurized designs. Part of this increase was due to modest 
operating restrictions, primarily limiting the rate of power 
increase at startup. The change from the higher pcwer, larger
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Burnup (GW'd/t)

FIG .l. PWR fuel experience base in US power plants (fuel manufactured by four US vendors).

diameter fuel rods (10.7 to 11.2 mm) in 14 x 14 to 15 x 15 
arrays, to the lcwer pcwer, smaller diameter rods (9.1 to 
9.7 mm) in 1 6 x 1 6  to 1 7 x 1 7  arrays was made to meet LOCA 
criteria, which also resulted in more conservative operating 
conditions for the fuel. While fuel failures still occur, the 
rates for both types of fuel are generally below 0.01%.

2.2 BWR Fuel

The current experience base of the 7 x 7  and 8 x 8 arrays 
is 0.6 and 1.1 x 10 rods, respectively. The 8 x 8 array 
represents a reduction in rod diameter from 14.3 mm to 12.5 mm 
and average linear power from 230 W/cm to 180 W/cm. The typi
cal power range for 8 x 8 fuel rods is 100 to 360 W/cm up to 
burnups of 34 GWd/t, representing 28 GWd/t batch average 
burnup. While, the overall burnup experience is lcwer than 
for PWRs, a limited number of 8 x 8 fuel rods have success
fully reached burnups of 45 GWd/t in a commercial reactor.
All of the older 7 x 7  fuel is expected to reach target burn
ups and be replaced by 8 x 8 fuel in 1 983.
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A significant increase in fuel rod integrity from 98.90% 
to 99.98% was obtained by the change to 8 x 8 fuel, owing to 
the reduced fuel duty, improved manufacturing techniques, and 
other design improvements. As in the case of PWRs, the per
formance of current design fuel is excellent, generally less 
than 0.01% fuel rod failures, with the exception of isolated 
occurrences. In the recent past, two such occurrences were 
related to copper crud formation on fuel clad, clad oxidation, 
and preferential failure of gadolinia rods as discussed in 
Section 3.2. Heat-treated cladding with improved corrosion 
resistance is under demonstration, and is expected to have an 
increased tolerance to unusual events.

Operating recommendations restricting rates of pcwer 
increase and the establishment of clad preconditioning methods 
were also effective in reducing failure rates in both fuel 
types. The resulting reductions in capacity factor are being 
regained by further changes in fuel design and operating 
methods.

The original 8 x 8 fuel array with 64 unpressurized fuel 
rods was modified to increase the assembly reactivity, 
increase thermal margin, and decrease the fuel cycle cost by 
addition of - axial blankets and unvoided water (water rods, 
increased spacing between channels, and decreased rod 
diameter). A subsequent change to pressurized fuel rods is 
ejected to improve thermal-mechanical performance. Currently 
available statistics do not show significant differences in 
the performance of the different 8 x 8 fuel types.

3. FUEL PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS

Table I summarizes the main factors that have limited LWR 
fuel rod and assembly performance and also lists remedies 
where available.

3.1 PWRs

For PWRs, perhaps the most significant generic problem 
was the fuel densification-clad collapse issue of the early 
1970s. Fuel densification inpacted both fuel performance and 
reactor operating margins because it caused the fuel rods to 
contain more stored energy, decreased the heat transfer capa
bility of the fuel rods through a larger diametrical gap, and 
created the potential (if axial gaps formed in the fuel 
column) for local power spikes due to cladding collapse.

Reactors containing lew density U02 pellets in 
unpressurized rods were obviously most impacted by
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T a b le  I .

M a in  F a c t o r s  T h a t  H ave L im it e d  F u e l  A s s e m b ly  
P e r f o r m a n c e  and R e m e d ie s

L i m i t i n g  F a c t o r s R e m e d ie s

H y d r i d i n g  o f  Z r R e d u c t io n  o f  m o is t u r e  d u r in g  
f a b r i c a t i o n  p r o c e s s .  A d d i 
t i o n  o f  g e t t e r s

C r u d / S c a l e  d e p o s i t i o n E l i m i n a t i o n  o f  c o p p e r  t u b in g  
fro m  fe e d w a t e r  h e a t e r s

E n r ic h m e n t  e r r o r s Gamma s c a n n in g  a l l  r o d s  
p r i o r  to  f i n a l  a s s e m b ly

C l a d  c o l l a p s e P r e p r e s s u r i z e d  c l a d d i n g ,  
s t a b l e  p e l l e t s

P e l l e t  d e n s i f i c a t i o n  X X

O t h e r  m a n u f a c t u r in g  X X
a n d  h a n d l i n g  d e f e c t s  
( e . g .  f a u l t y  w e ld s )

C l a d  f r e t t i n g  X

S t a b le  p e l l e t  m ic r o s t r u c t u r e

Im p ro v e d  q u a l i t y  c o n t r o l  
(now c o n s t i t u t e  < 5 %  o f  f u e l  
d e f e c t s  fo u n d  i n  r e a c t o r )

R a r e ;  c o n t r o l  o f  c l a d  d im e n 
s i o n s  and s p a c e r  d e s ig n

F u e l  r o d / f u e l  a s s e m -  X 
b l y  g ro w th  an d  b o w in g

C o n t r o l  o f  t e x t u r e  c l a d d i n g  
e c c e n t r i c i t y  ; a x i a l  
c l e a r a n c e s ;  s p a c e r  d e s ig n

P e l l e t / c l a d  X

i n t e r a c t i o n  ( P C I )

C l a d d in g  c o r r o s i o n  X

B u r n a b le  p o is o n  r o d  X 
f a i l u r e

1 .  S lo w  po w er r i s e  (PWR 
an d  BWR)

2 .  P lu s  l o c a l  po w er s h a p e  
c o n t r o l  (BWR)

3 .  P lu s  f u e l  p r e c o n d i t i o n 
in g  p h a s e s  (BWR and PWR)

4 .  P lu s  f u e l  ro d  d e s ig n  
c h a n g e s  (BWR an d  PWR)

5 .  C o n t r o l  C e l l  C o r e  (BWR)

1 .  Im p ro v e d  c o o la n t  
c h e m is t r y  c o n t r o l

2 .  C o r r o s io n  r e s i s t a n t  
c la d d i n g

PWR -  L im it e d  to  o n e f u e l  
d e s ig n

Im p ro v e d  A ^ O ^ - B ^ c  p e l l e t  
m a n u f a c t u r in g

BWR -  E x a c t  c a u s e  u n k n o w n . 
Im p ro v e d  C o r r o s i o n -  
r e s i s t a n t  c l a d d i n g  
s u g g e s t e d  a s  re m e d y

G u id e  T u b e  W ear

C h a n n e l c o r r o s i o n  
a n d / o r  b u lg i n g

I n s e r t i o n  o f  s le e v e  i n  u p p e r  
en d  o f  g u id e  tu b e  i n  one 
v e n d o r ' s  d e s ig n

R e d u c t io n  an d  o r i e n t a t i o n  o f  
a s - f a b r i c a t e d  bow ; u s e  o f  
t h i c k e r  w a l l  c h a n n e ls ,  
c o n t r o l  o f  r e s i d u a l  s t r e s s ;  
an d  c o r r o s i o n - r e s i s t a n t  
Z i r c a l o y  (6  q u e n c h )
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densification and resulting cladding collapse. Fortunately, 
there were only a few regions of this fuel, and so reduced 
power operation (80 to 95%) was ordered in these units, until 
the susceptible fuel could be replaced. In units with low 
density UOj in pressurized rods, a variety of responses were 
available to ensure design limits were maintained. As the 
densification phenomenon became better understood and inproved 
analytical models were developed, power level limits imposed 
initially were replaced by more stringent operating limits and 
more frequent core surveillance. Reactor power capability was 
potentially limited by LOCA, overpower transients, and by DNB 
limits. Only the LOCA requirements limited reactor power at 
beginning of life. With fuel burnup and consequental cladding 
creepdown the LOCA became less limiting and power was allowed 
to increase to rated levels within about 5 GWd/t. An average 
capacity loss equivalent to about 6 effective full power days 
(EFPDs) in the first cycle was experienced in the affected 
plants.

A joint utility-vendor research programme started in 1973 
helped solve this problem by demonstrating that UO2 pellets 
with a large pore size (>4цп) were stable during irradia
tion [5]. Other research efforts by fuel vendors showed equal 
fuel stability could be achieved by using high density pellets 
and/or controlled morphology microstructures. Stable fuels 
are now used in all fuel reloads and no US reactors operate 
with densification limits today.

Another generic issue in PWRs that caused much concern in 
the late 1970s was fuel rod bow. Bowing of fuel rods has been 
observed in most PWR fuel assembly designs. Early designs, 
using stainless steel guide tubes and Zircaloy-clad fuel, 
experienced an interaction-induced bow resulting from inter
ference between fuel rods and the upper nozzle caused by dif
ferent thermal expansion rates. This effect was eliminated by 
greater physical clearances and use of Zircaloy for the guide 
tubes.

A noninterference-related bow has been observed during 
visual examinations of irradiated fuel assemblies. The fre
quency of significant bow of this type is small, generally 
region dependent, and skewed in magnitude toward the bottom of 
the fuel assembly. No failures have been observed due to rod 
bowing even in locations in which rod-to-rod contact was 
likely during operation.

The following factors have been postulated to contribute 
to rod bow [6 ]: temperature and neutron flux gradients, grid-
rod interaction, grid spacing, eccentricity, clad thickness,
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creep and growth characteristics of cladding, and pellet chip 
hold up. No one mechanism has been demonstrated to be the 
unique cause of rod bow. In fact, bow may be produced by a 
combination of factors which produce compressive loads on the 
rods. Clad creep to relieve these loads results in a magnifi
cation of initial as-built bow.

Conservative projections of fuel channel closure as a 
function of exposure and the fuel rod moment-of-inertia have 
been developed for licensing purposes. Potential safety con
siderations associated with rod bow are the possibility of a 
reduced flow effect on Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio 
(DNBR) and power increases in adjacent rods. These effects 
have been treated analytically and factored into system safety 
settings, with the result that no significant amount of plant 
capacity is lost as a result of rod bow. Further, current 
fuel rod/assembly desiqns have also been optimized with 
respect to cladding tube strength, eccentricity and assembly 
spacers so that the maximum average channel closures remain at 
20% or below.

Other concerns in PWRs appear to be more reactor or fuel 
assembly design specific. Guide tube wear has been experi
enced in PWRs as a result of fretting by partially inserted 
control rods [7]. Flow-induced vibratory motion of the con
trol rod tips causes rubbing against the inner diameter of the 
guide tubes. The degree of wear, observed primarily in the 
upper sections of the tubes, ranges from negligible in most 
cases, to penetration through the guide tube wall in a few 
specific designs. The excessive through-wall wear could com
promise guide tube and assembly mechanical integrity, limiting 
the useful life of the fuel assembly in the reactor. For such 
cases, inserting a chromium-plated stainless steel sleeve in 
the upper end of the guide tube has essentially eliminated 
wear. The remedy has been used on both irradiated fuel and 
new fuel.

Hydriding failures that plagued UC^-Zircaloy fuel perfor
mance in the late 1960s returned in the late 1970s, but this 
time in burnable poison rods of one PWR fuel assembly 
design. During the initial cycle of the St. Lucie Unit 1, 
certain anomalies in physics parameters were noted. The fresh 
core exhibited a pronounced power tilt which increased with 
burnup. The measured axial power distribution was more peaked 
than predicted and a gain in reactivity with exposure was 
noted. The unit was shutdown after 0.78 GWd/t of operation 
and fuel assemblies were visually inspected. It was deter
mined that a significant number of nonfuel containing burnable 
poison rods in the center of the core contained hydride-type 
blisters.
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Detailed hot cell and reactivity measurements on poison 
rods revealed that the presence of excessive moisture in the 
А£2°з“в4с pellets had been the cause of clad failure due to 
internal hydriding [7]. The introduction of primary coolant 
into the rod had caused some of the boron to dissolve and 
relocate. All the poison rods were replaced on site and the 
unit returned to operation. A total of 150 EFPD capacity was 
lost owing to the poison rod failures. Inproved poison pellet 
manufacturing specifications have prevented further occurrence 
of this type of failure.

Finally, baffle jetting fuel failures have occurred in 
several Westinghouse PWRs, but this is not considered a fuel 
design problem, but rather a particular reactor design weak
ness that is being remedied rapidly.

3.2 BWRs

Internal hydriding was the major source of fuel failure 
in BWRs during the late 1960s and early 1970s. Hydriding was 
largely elminated by improvements in fuel manufacturing 
processes, mainly UO2 drying procedures, which reduced the 
residual hydrogen content of the fuel pellets [8]. Since most 
US BWRs operated without power ramp-rate restrictions during 
this early period, pellet/cladding interaction (PCI) undoubt
edly also contributed to the high fuel failure rates.

Starting in 1972 pellet/cladding interaction (PCI) was 
recognized as a major factor in limiting fuel performance. We 
now know [9] that failures due to PCI, which occur during 
rapid local power increases after extended exposure at low 
power, are due to the combined effects of stress on the clad
ding exerted by the expanding fuel pellet, and volatile fis
sion products.

As a result of extensive fuel failures due to PCI, in 
some cases over 100 failures in a single cycle, starting in
1 973, BWR fuel suppliers recommended that above a certain 
power level ("threshold power”) utilities restrict the rate of 
further pcwer increases. For 7 x 7  design fuel, these operat
ing recommendations limited the allowable fuel ramp rate to 
approximately 0.5% per hour. Thus, as reported by Tennessee 
Valley Authority (TVA) [10], it could take as long as seven 
days to achieve full power after reactor startup. Utility 
operators quickly adapted these recommendations to reduce the 
inpact of fuel failures on plant operation, although 
conformance to these recommendations initially was not uniform 
throughout the industry.
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Since the fuel-related operating recommendations reduced 
the allowable rate of reactor power increase, these recommen
dations resulted in a significant reduction in plant operating 
capacity factor. For example, the impact of the operating 
recommendations for 7 x 7  fuel was evaluated for Dresden 2 
Cycle 5 in early 1978 and it was established that the recom
mended operating restrictions resulted in a reduction in 
operating capacity factor of 7.9% throughout the cycle. Fuel- 
related events that contributed to the capacity factor loss 
included rod pattern optimization, preconditioning rod pattern 
shortfall, control rod sequence changes, and the effect of the 
recommended ramp rate restrictions. Other utilities that 
carried out detailed analysés reported similar capacity factor 
losses for plants with 7 x 7  fuel.

In addition to operating under the so-called "precondi
tioning guidelines,” reload design options were also utilized 
to reduce PCI-related capacity factor losses. For example, in 
Quad Cities 1 and 2 and Dresden 2, the original 7 x 7  design 
fuel was loaded on the periphery of the core to minimize its 
inpact on load recovery rate, and to reduce the probability of 
fuel failure durinq operation [11]. By following the recom
mended operating restrictions, fuel failure rates in 7 x 7 
fuel decreased significantly throughout the latter half of the 
1970s, but at a hiqh cost in terms of replacement power costs 
(e.g. US $150 million for 1979 [12]).

Starting in 1973, 8 x 8 design fuel was introduced as a 
replacement for 7 x 7  fuel. With 8 x 8 fuel the maximum peak 
linear heat generation rate is reduced from 470 W/cm to 
360 W/cm. Since the UOj fuel operates at a lcwer tenperature, 
which results in less thermal expansion of the pellets and 
less volatile fission product release, PCI failure rates are 
substantially reduced. Accordingly, as 8 x 8 design fuel 
replaced 7 x 7  fuel in the core, the recommended precondition
ing ramp rates were slightly increased.

Starting in 1980, several utilities began utilizing the 
control cell core (CCC) loading strategy for BWR operation. 
This strategy allowed further improvements in capacity factor 
by eliminating major control rod sequence exchanges, reducing 
the frequency and magnitude of preconditioning envelope exten
sion ramps, and by allowing more flexibility in control rod 
maneuvers. As a result of these improvements, the current 
capacity factor loss due to PCI-related operating restrictions 
is about 2-3%. It is expected that, as control cell core 
operation is adopted throughout the industry, by 1985 capacity 
factor losses will be further reduced to 1-2%. With whole 
cores of pressurized 8 x 8 fuel and inproved operating
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strateqy, capacity factor losses due to fuel-related restric
tions may decrease to an industry average of about 1%.
However, without an inprovement in basic fuel design, the 
projected increase in load following operation by BWRs might 
result in average capacity factor losses greater than 1%.

Early BWRs experienced deposition of extensive crud on 
fuel surfaces, which consisted of Fe2C>3, combined with sig
nificant amounts of copper. Most forms of РвзОд crud have a 
low density and a relatively high thermal conductivity.
Copper as an impurity tends to sinter the iron crud into a 
denser layer, which tends to have cracks perpendicular to the 
heat path, and acts as a thermal barrier. The increased 
Zircaloy/crud interface tenperature increases the Zircaloy 
oxidation rate, which can weaken the clad and cause fuel 
failure. The prime sources of copper in the early failures 
were feedwater heater tubes, located after the demineral
izers. A change was made to stainless steels, eliminating the 
problem.

More recently, instances of copper crud have recurred, 
resulting in fuel failures in Vermont Yankee (1?79) and 
Hatch 1 (1981), not unlike those observed previously [13].
The current source of copper is the condenser tubing which was 
not expected to be a source of the problem, because it is 
located before the demineralizers and operates at a signifi
cantly lcwer tenperature than the feedwater heaters. Another 
significant observation is that the failures occurred predomi
nately in U02~Gd2C>3 burnable poison rods. The exact role of 
the thermal and nuclear properties of UC>2-Gd203 in the failure, 
mechanism is not clear. The failures in both Vermont Yankee 
and Hatch 1 reactors are believed to be the result of the 
combined effects of variable fuel cladding properties and 
copper inpurities in the reactor coolant. The recurrence of 
this problem should increase the already existing trend tcwàrd 
titanium condenser tubes, and should be an incentive for 
inproved design and operation of demineralizers and on-line 
coolant chemistry monitoring.

4. CURRENT TRENDS

The PWR designs continue to evolve to improve reliability 
and reduce fuel cycle costs. New commercial designs include 
axial blankets, higher H/U with smaller diameter fuel rods, 
and increased volume in the fuel rods for fission gas. Annu
lar pellets and graphite-coated clad are being developed. All 
of these design changes have resulted in some improvements in 
fuel performance. As a result, many US utilities are planning 
(or have implemented) 18-month cycles in combination with
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extended burnup, moving progressively towards 40-45 GWd/t 
assembly average burnup at discharge. For high burnup fuel 
assemblies, a change in burnable poison may be necessary. The 
substitution of UC>2-Gd203 for boron containing poisons is of 
increasing interest to PWRs, as well as modified boron 
designs.

For BWRs, new designs being offered, or under develop
ment, include the zirconium barrier clad fuel and 9 x 9  arrays 
to minimize or eliminate operating restrictions, reduce PCI, 
and to extend burnup capability. The former concept, namely a 
thin layer of relatively pure zirconium (<1000 ppm oxygen), 
approximately 7 5 pm thick, metallurgically bonded to the inner 
Zircaloy cladding diameter, has behaved very well in severe 
power ramp tests in test reactor [14]. Currently, a large- 
scale demonstration of 144 Zirconium barrier fuel assemblies 
is underway in Quad Cities 2.

A recent addition is a new concept with unvoided water in 
the shape of a cross dividing the assembly into four 4 x 4  
arrays, which is designed to reduce fuel cycle costs, increase 
thermal margins, and operating flexibility.

Corrosion-resistant channels are also being offered and, 
shortly, corrosion-resistant cladding should be available.

In conclusion, the fuel experience to date, when combined 
with the comprehensive surveillance programmes supported by 
utilities and suppliers, points to increasing high fuel reli
ability, combined with increasing operational flexibility and 
performance.
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Abstract-Résumé

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF PWR FUEL DEVELOPED UNDER THE FRENCH 
NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMME: EXPERIENCE, PROGRESS AND PROSPECTS.

As a result of the size of and degree of standardization in, the French nuclear power 
programme, a great deal of data has been collected on the fabrication of standard 1 7 X1 7  
fuel assembly designed by Fragéma and on its behaviour when irradiated. Over a million 
fuel pins of this type have been irradiated and, by 1 September 1982, four fuel batches had 
completed their third irradiation cycle. The evaluation obtained from monitoring the radio
activity of the primary water and from examining fuel assemblies or pins on site or in hot cells 
has demonstrated the reliability of the standard design. Because the operator of the French 
nuclear power plant network has to match power output to grid requirements by operating 
some plants on scheduled load follow, the standard fuel has been tested to determine whether 
it meets this type of requirement. This has been done on a joint basis by the Commissariat 
à l’énergie atomique (CEA), Electricité de France (EDF) and Fragéma, first by means of 
an irradiation campaign in an experimental reactor (CAP) where system load requirements were 
simulated and, second by means of remote control and load follow tests of limited duration 
in a power reactor (Fessenheim, Tricastin). Long-term research and development programmes 
have been carried out for several years within the framework of close co-operation by Fragéma 
and the CEA for the purpose of studying designs which would satisfy better the overall 
aims of the operator, namely reliability, flexible operation, improved utilization of uranium, 
lower fuel cycle costs, etc. These programmes include analytical experiments performed 
either outside the reactor or inside a research reactor, irradiation of fuel pins at high burn-up 
fractions under PWR conditions, study of burnable poisons, irradiation of demonstration fuel 
pins and assemblies in power reactors to study slight variations in different designs for oxide, 
cladding, grids and structural components, and refuelling of a number of assemblies for a
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fourth or even fifth cycle. In the first stage, an advanced fuel assembly (AFA) was developed 
which permitted the use of composite grids (with Zircaloy plates and Inconel springs) and 
allowed the assembly to be dismantled from the top or the bottom . Industrial production 
of this type of assembly was begun and four of them have been irradiated since the start of 
1982. In the second stage, depending on the results of the R&D programmes in progress, 
it is planned to  introduce further design improvements which will make it possible, among 
other things, to increase discharge burn-up, reduce uranium input and incorporate burnable 
poisons in fuel.

CONCEPTION ET PERFORMANCES DES COMBUSTIBLES PWR DU PROGRAMME 
ELECTRONUCLEAIRE FRANÇAIS: EXPERIENCE ACQUISE, PROGRES ET 
PERSPECTIVES.

Le programme électronucléaire français a permis, grâce à son ampleur et à sa standardisation, 
l’accumulation d’une masse considérable de données concernant la fabrication et le comportement 
sous irradiation de l’assemblage de référence 17 X 17 de conception Fragéma. Plus d ’un 
million de crayons de ce type ont été irradiés et, à la date du 1er septembre 1982, quatre charges ont 
terminé leur troisième cycle d’irradiation. Le bilan obtenu, tant au niveau du suivi de l’activité 
de l’eau primaire que de l’examen sur site ou en cellule d’assemblages ou de crayons, a 
démontré la fiabilité de la conception de référence. La nécessité pour l’exploitant du parc 
nucléaire français d’adapter la puissance fournie aux besoins du réseau en faisant fonctionner 
une partie de ses réacteurs en suivi de charge et en téléréglage a conduit à qualifier également 
le combustible de référence à ce type de sollicitations: d’une part, dans le cadre d’une 
collaboration entre CEA, EDF et Fragéma, par une campagne d’irradiation en réacteur 
expérimental (CAP) simulant le suivi de réseau, d’autre part, par des essais de téléréglage et 
de suivi de charge de durée limitée en réacteur de puissance (Fessenheim, Tricastin). Compte 
tenu des objectifs généraux de l’exploitant (fiabilité, souplesse d’exploitation, meilleure 
utilisation de l’uranium, réduction du coût de cycle, etc.), des programmes à long terme de 
recherche et développement sont entrepris depuis plusieurs années en étroite collaboration 
entre Fragéma et le CEA, pour étudier des conceptions susceptibles de mieux répondre à 
ces objectifs: expériences analytiques hors-pile ou en réacteur de recherche, irradiation de 
crayons à forts taux d’épuisement en conditions PWR, étude de poisons consommables, 
irradiations de crayons ou d’assemblages de démonstration en réacteurs de puissance portant 
sur différentes nuances ou conceptions d’oxyde, de gaines, de grilles, de structures, rechargement 
de quelques assemblages pour un quatrième, voire un cinquième cycle. Dans une première 
phase, un assemblage avancé (AFA) a été mis au point, qui intègre, d’une part, l’utilisation 
de grilles mixtes, à plaquettes en zircaloy et ressorts en inconel, et d’autre part, la possibilité 
de démonter l’assemblage par le haut et par le bas; l’industrialisation de cet assemblage a été 
commencée et quatre assemblages de ce type sont irradiés depuis le début de cette année. Dans 
une deuxième phase, selon les résultats des programmes de R&D entrepris, des améliorations 
de conception sont encore envisagées, permettant notamment d’augmenter l’épuisement de 
décharge, de réduire l’investissement en uranium et d’intégrer les poisons consommables au 
combustible.

1. E XPERIEN CE ACQ UISE

La m ise en  service progressive d ’un nom bre im portant de réacteurs à eau 
pressurisée, largem ent standardisés, dans le vaste program m e électronucléaire
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FIG .l. Expérience Fragéma: nombre de crayons combustibles irradiés et nombre de crayons 
en service.

français, a été  le fait déterm inant dans Г acquisition  d ’une solide expérience  
sur le com p ortem en t sous irradiation des assem blages de com bustib le  Fragéma.
C ette expérience est aussi le fruit d ’une collaboration  perm anente entre les 
d ifférents partenaires publics et industriels français (C EA, E D F , Fragém a) 
agissant chacun dans le cadre de ses m issions et de ses com p éten ces propres, ce 
qui a perm is de couvrir com p lètem en t des activ ités aussi diverses que la recherche 
et dévelop pem en t, la co n cep tion , l ’assurance de qualité, la fabrication, la m anu
ten tion  et les transports, le  suivi du fon ction n em en t en réacteur, la sûreté, les 
exam ens après irradiation, le retraitem ent du com bustib le  et le stockage des 
déchets.

A la fin du prem ier trim estre de l’année 1982 , vingt et un réacteurs de puissance  
de typ e PWR 9 0 0  MWe, chargés de com bustib le  17 X 17, étaient en service 
industriel en France. C om m e indiqué à la figure 1, l ’expérience globale cum ulée, 
incluant le com bustib le  fourni à l ’exp orta tion  (tableau I), dépasse largem ent le 
m illion  de crayons. Plus sign ificatif encore est le fait que quatre charges de 
com bustib le  1 7 X 1 7  o n t achevé norm alem ent leur troisièm e cycle  et on t subi 
(des irradiations m axim ales de pastillés de 4 2  0 0 0  M W 'd/t. Ceci con stitu e  la 
báse statistique la plus im portante d isponib le aujourd’hui pour l ’irradiation de 
com bustib le  17 X 17 sur trois cycles (figure 2).

C ette expérience extrêm em ent satisfaisante a été principalem ent ob ten u e  
datis des con d ition s de fo n ction n em en t continu  à p leine puissance ; tou tefo is , 
le réacteur F essenheim  2 a fo n ction n é  suivant une procédure dé téléréglage dans 
la second e m o itié  de son troisièm e cycle  sans q ü ’aucun défaut d ’étanchéité  des



TABLEAU I. EXPERIENCE FRAGEMA DE CONCEPTIONS DIVERSES (JUIN 1982)

Réacteur Date de 
criticité

Cycle 
en cours

Dernier cycle 
chargé avec 
du
combustible FGA

Epuisement
maximal
assemblage
MW-d/ tU

Type de 
combustible

Doel 1 1974 8 8 26 100 1 4 X 1 4  Lopar

Tüiange 1 1975 6 4 37 000 15 X 15 Lopar

Doel 2 1975 7 7 22 100 14 X 14 Lopar

Biblis B 1976 5 5 20 800 1 6 X 1 6  avec 
tubes guides 
en zircaloy (4)
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FIG.2. Experience de forts taux de combustion (assemblages standards 17 X 17).

crayons n ’ait é té  d étecté  suite à cet essai. C eci confirm e la fiab ilité du com portem en t 
du com b ustib le  sou m is, durant plus d ’un dem i-cycle d ’irradiation, à des régim es 
de puissance locale variables et ayant attein t des ép u isem ents locaux aussi élevés 
que 4 2  0 0 0  M W 'd/t.

Il est en outre encourageant de constater que, à ce jour, l ’accroissem ent de 
l ’épu isem ent du com bustib le  n ’a pas con d u it à un accroissem ent parallèle de 
la fréquence de rupture des gaines. En effe t, tou tes les non-étanchéités con statées  
sur le com b u stib le  1 7 X 1 7  son t apparues durant le  prem ier ou le second cycle  
d ’irradiation des assem blages et aucune non-étanchéité  n ’a été  id en tifiée  pour  
des ép uisem ents m o y en s d ’assem blage supérieurs à 3 0  0 0 0  M W 'd /t, dans les 
con d ition s d ’u tilisation  actuelles, b ien que plus de 100 assem blages aient été  
irradiés à des épu isem en ts supérieurs ou égaux à 30  0 0 0  M W 'd/t.

Le fo n ction n em en t très satisfaisant du com bustib le  à des épu isem ents  
d ’assem blage voisins de 4 0  0 0 0  M W 'd /t est égalem ent dém ontré par les m esures 
d ’arcure e ffec tu ées après trois cyc les sur le com b ustib le  du réacteur F essenheim  2. 
L’accroissem ent de l’arcure des crayons con staté  entre la fin du d euxièm e et la 
fin du troisièm e cycle  est très faible.

Par ailleurs, la recherche d ’u ne augm entation  de l ’épu isem ent de décharge 
a condu it à poursuivre un program m e d ’irradiation p lus poussée sur quelques 
assem blages de référence [ 1 ] : quatre assem blages standards term inent actuellem ent 
un quatrièm e cycle  d ’irradiation dans F essenheim  2, tandis que le rechargem ent 
de l’un ou plusieurs d ’entre eux pour un cinquièm e cycle  est prévu à l ’au tom ne 1982. 
En outre, des assem blages précurseurs d ’enrichissem ent plus élevé (4,5%  235U) 
seront irradiés à partir de 1983 .

La grande fiab ilité du com p ortem en t du com bustib le  1 7 X 1 7  dans les 
réacteurs français de typ e PWR s’est m atérialisée par un très faible niveau
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d ’activité en produits de fission  du circuit primaire. Près de là m o itié  des cycles  
d’irradiation ont connu des activ ités stabilisées maxirhales en iod e 131 inférieures  
à 5 X 10-4 C i/t, ce qui correspond à un taux de fu ite  nul de com bustib le. G lo b a le  
m ent, l ’expérience acquise sur le com bustib le 17 X 17 à la fin du prem ier trim estre 
de l ’année 1982 con du it à un taux de non-étan ch éité  des crayons de ~ 6  X 10~5 .

E nfin , dans le co n tex te  du program m e français, caractérisé par une contri
bution  grandissante des centrales PWR à la production  nationale d ’électricité; 
une m en tion  particulière doit être faite de la dém onstration  de la capacité des 
centrales nucléaires à participer directem ent au suivi de la consom m ation  et 
à la com pensation  des aléas de p roduction , à savoir un suivi de charge selon  un 
rythm e journalier, avec des variations de large am plitude et à faible v itesse, et 
un réglage de fréquence, p erm ettant une adaptation  précise, en tem ps réel, à 
la puissance dem andée dans une plage de plus ou m oins 4% environ autour de 
la puissance m oyen n e. La vérification du bon com portem ent du com bustib le  
dans ces con d ition s particulières de fon ction n em en t s’est déroulée en plusieurs 
étapes, après q u ’eut été  effectu ée  une analyse des so llic itations locales im posées 
aux crayons de com bustib le  lors de variations représentatives de la puissance du 
réacteur:

1 ) On a procédé à une irradiation globale de quatre assem blages de com bustib le  
identiques, à la longueur (1 ,8 0  m ) et à l ’enrichissem ent (4 ,9 5  % en uranium 2 3 5 )  
près, aux assem blages des réacteurs de puissance, soum is à l ’action  conjugée d ’un 
suivi de charge journalier et d ’un signal de téléréglage superposé pendant 45%  
du tem ps [2 , 3 ]. C ette cam pagne d ’irradiation, réalisée dans le réacteur PWR 
CAP à Cadarache, s’est term inée le 6 mars 1981 après un nom bre total de cycles  
de suivi de charge de 3 0 4  d on t 136 avec téléréglage superposé, l’épu isem ent 
m oyen  de l ’assem blage le plus chargé atteignant 17 0 0 0  M W 'd/t. L ’excellen t 
d éroulem ent de ce tte  cam pagne, confirm é par les exam ens des assem blages, 
exécu tés sur site en fin de cycle  et par des exam ens post-irradiatoires détaillés 
sur quelques crayons caractérisés, a dém ontré l’aptitude des crayons de référence  
à subir de telles so llic ita tion s sans dom m age décelable. U ne deuxièm e cam pagne 
d’irradiation se déroule actuellem ent depuis le début de 1 982 , afin d’atteindre  
un épuisem ent m oyen  représentatif de celu i des réacteurs de puissance, cam pagne 
qui com prend en outre des assem blages neufs de technolog ie  A F A  (voir la partie 
suivante).

2 ) D es essais en réacteur de puissance on t été m enés depuis plusieurs années 
pour évaluer la souplesse et les lim ites des m odes de p ilotage utilisés; en outre,
un essai de fon ction n em en t en téléréglage a été  réalisé, en particulier à F essenheim  2, 
de janvier à, août 1981 , en plusieurs périodes, perm ettant de dém ontrer la Capacité 
de la centrale à participer sans d ifficu lté  au téléréglage à hauteur de 20  MWe, et 
le com portem en t sans défaillance du com bustib le.

3 ) D es études et essais analytiques perm ettant d ’analyser et de m odéliser  
les p h énom ènes associés aux so llic ita tions locales de crayons son t activem ent
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poursuivis dans le cadre des program m es de co llaboration  nationaux et inter
nationaux (voir la 3 e partie).

Ce bilan som m aire de l’expérience acquise sur le com b ustib le  de référence  
serait in com p let sans une m en tion  des m oyen s de suivi et d ’exam en qui perm etten t  
l ’acquisition  des résultats de fon ction n em en t et d’irradiation correspondants: 
ces m oyen s et ces résultats, décrits par ailleurs [4 —6], couvrent à la fo is des 
contrô les d’activ ité sur site, les d ispositifs d ’exam en d ’assem blages ou de crayons  
am ovibles sur site et l’ensem ble des équ ipem en ts en cellu le chaude perm ettant 
des m étro log ies précises et des analyses fines au niveau d ’assem blages com p lets  
et de crayons caractérisés.

En con clu sion , l’irradiation ex trêm em en t satisfaisante de p lus d ’un m illion  
de crayons de com bu stib le  dans vingt-cinq réacteurs de puissance (en  F rance et 
à l’étranger) et dans le réacteur expérim ental CAP, a perm is de constituer une  
banque de d onnées très com p lète  à partir de laquelle les d évelop pem en ts  
futurs du com bustib le  1 7 X 1 7  peuvent aujourd’hui être envisagés.

2. L’A SSEM BLAG E C OM BUSTIBLE A V A N C E  (A F A )

L ’analyse des besoins du m arché, qui m ontre en particulier un intérêt 
croissant pour une m eilleure u tilisation  de l ’uranium et une réduction  du coût  
du cy c le , a incité  Fragém a à entreprendre, en collaboration  avec le CEA, le 
développem ent d ’un assem blage de com bustib le  avancé (A F A ). U n tel assem blage 
doit évidem m ent conserver le m êm e niveau de fiab ilité, la m êm e souplesse  
vis-à-vis des régim es d ’ex p lo ita tion  des centrales décrits ci-dessus, et les m êm es  
possib ilités vis-à-vis d ’une augm entation  de la puissance des tranches.

Les m od ifica tion s principales apportées à l ’assem blage de com bu stib le  avancé 
par rapport à l ’assem blage standard sont les suivantes:

— le rem placem ent des grilles de m aintien  en incon el par des grilles en zircaloy  
avec ressorts en inconel, ce qui réduit n otab lem en t, d ’une part, l’absorption  
neutron ique, donc, à énergie fournie égale, le  niveau d ’enrichissem ent nécessaire
en 23SU (0,07%  environ) et d ’autre part, la quantité de cobalt rad ioactif relâché  
dans le circuit primaire (10%  environ).

-  l ’adaptation  apportée à certains élém ents (em b ou ts et liaisons inférieurs et 
supérieurs) p erm ettant à l ’assem blage d ’être d ém on té  et réparé et facilitant
les opérations de stockage et de retraitem ent ultérieurs du com bustib le.

Par contre, la con cep tion  du crayon de com bustib le  A F A  est m aintenue  
id entique à celle du crayon de référence, perm ettant de bénéficier de l’expérience  
déjà acquise sur ce typ e de crayon, en particulier en ce qui concerne sa capacité  
à atteindre des taux d ’épuisem ent élevés ou à subir les so llic itations im posées  
lors des cyclages de puissance dem andés par l ’exp lo itan t.
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Les caractéristiques de l ’assem blage A FA  se traduisent par deux principales 
innovations techniques.

Les grilles son t en e ffe t con stituées de p laquettes en zircaloy 4 , liées entre  
elles par soudure à chaque extrém ité du croisillon  d ’in tersection  (p laq u ettes internes) 
ou bord à bord (p laquettes externes); elles présentent des découpes perm ettant 
le m ontage des ressorts en Inconel 71 8  en form e d ’épingles dont les extrém ités  
sont soudées, par résistance, après m ontage. C ertaines grilles et p laquettes  
com p orten t des a ilettes, notam m ent les bords supérieurs des p laquettes externes, 
de façon  à m inim iser les risques d ’accrochage lors des m anutentions. E nfin , au 
niveau des cellu les de passage des tubes-gu ides, les p laquettes internes adjacentes 
com p orten t des languettes préform ées qui épousent la form e du tube-guide, sur 
lequel elles sont soudées d irectem ent par résistance.

En outre, les em bou ts inférieur et supérieur on t été  rendus dém ontab les en 
m énageant, autour des trous de tubes-guides, des usinages particuliers perm ettant 
l ’expansion  de viroles p ortées par les vis de fixa tion  des tubes-guides; ce tte  
expansion  assure alors un b locage tant axial q u ’en rotation  rendant la dou ille  
im perdable.

L ’in trodu ction  de ces nouveaux élém ents et leur d im ensionnem ent — 
n otam m ent l ’épaisseur des p laq uettes en zircaloy, le d iam ètre des tubes-guides, les 
dim ensions de la grille — o n t é té  faits en prenant en com p te  les propriétés 
particulières du zircaloy (en particulier, résistance m écanique et grandissem ent 
sous irradiation), de façon  à respecter les critères généraux de con cep tion  et 
de sûreté (en particulier les critères de séism e) et à dém ontrer la com patib ilité  
therm om écanique et therm ohydraulique de l’A F A  vis-à-vis de l’assem blage 
de référence.

U n program m e de qualification  sur les com posants et sur l ’assem blage com plet 
a été  entrepris et est en cours d ’exécu tion ; il com prend des m esures et des 
essais m écaniques et therm ohydrauliques (flu x  critique), allant notam m ent  
ju squ ’à des essais en boucle  d ’assem blages m aq uettes entièrem ent représentatifs.

E nfin  quatre assem blages de ce type on t été  introduits au début de l’année
1982 dans le réacteur PWR expérim ental CAP de Cadarache; ces assem blages, 
fabriqués avec les m atériaux, les procédés et suivant les program m es d ’assurance 
de qualité préfigurant en tièrem ent les futures réalisations industrielles, subissent 
actuellem ent une cam pagne d ’irradiation e ffec tu ée  suivant le  program m e de  
suivi de charge et téléréglage décrit p lus haut, vis-à-vis duquel les assem blages 
A F A  obtien d ron t d on c une prem ière qualification  jusq u’à une com b u stion  
m assique m o y en n e  d ’environ 13 0 0 0  M W 'd/t.

En parallèle, le développ em ent industriel des procédés de fabrication a été  
poursuivi, et se concrétise  par la m ise en place d ’une un ité de production  industrielle 
d ’une capacité de 5 0 0  t/a , créée dans le cadre de la con stitu tion  de la soc ié té  
CFC (C ogém a-F ram atom e-C om bustib le) et orien tée plus particulièrem ent vers la 
fabrication d ’assem blages com bu stib les de ce type. C ette usine, actuellem en t
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F îG .3 . A ssem blages avancés (A F A ): d éve lo p p em en t, au torisa tion  de  chargem ent, industrialisation.

dans une phase avancée de con stru ction , atteindra en 1984  la capacité nom inale  
de production  de sa prem ière phase, c ’est-à-dire à une époque com patib le  avec  
l’agrém ent, par les au torités de sûreté, de l ’ensem ble des dossiers de qualification , 
et les prem ières com m andes de recharge, perm ettant ainsi une in trod u ction  
progressive et systém atiqu e des assem blages A F A  dans les réacteurs de puissance  
(fig .3 ).

3 . LES PROGRAM M ES DE RECHERCHE ET DEVELOPPEM ENT

D epuis plusieurs années, le CEA et Fram atom e (m aintenant Fragém a) ont 
engagé un effort com m un de recherche et dévelop pem en t dans le dom aine du 
com bustib le , q u ’on peut caractériser som m airem ent par les principaux ob jectifs  
suivants:
— une connaissance aussi com p lète  que possib le du com portem ent sous irradiation  

des assem blages et com b ustib les de référence, dans tou tes les con d ition s de 
fon ction n em en t auxquelles ils peuvent être soum is, e t, en particulier, la 
déterm ination  de leurs lim ites de fon ction n em en t;

— l’analyse fine et la m od élisation  des phén om ènes physiques, m étallurgiques 
et m écaniques correspondants;

— la poursuite d’am éliorations et la recherche d ’innovations portant sur les 
m atériaux, les procédés, la con cep tion , e tc ., susceptib les d ’augm enter encore  
les perform ances et l’écon om ie  globales du com bustib le.
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N ou s nous bornerons dans ce qui suit à m entionner e t résum er les program m és 
ayant donné lieu aux développem ents et résultats les p lus m arquants ou les plus 
originaux dans chacun de ces rubriques.

3.1. Détermination des limites de fonctionnement

Un effort im portant a été consacré aux program m es dits de ram pes de 
puissance, visant à déterm iner les puissances linéaires ou variations de puissance 
linéaire m axim ales adm issibles, propres à éviter les ruptures de gaines par 

in teraction  pastille-gaine. D es ré-irradiations suivant des program m es im posés  
de variation de puissance on t été effectu ées dans les réacteurs expérim entaux  
Siloé (G renoble) et Osiris (Saclay) du CEA depuis 1978  sur plus de 25 crayons 
com portant un large éventail de con cep tion s (m atériaux, diam ètres, jeu x , e tc .) 
et de taux  de com b u stion . La plupart de ces crayons on t été préirradiés dans 
le réacteur B R 3, m ais un progrès considérable a été réalisé par la m ise au point 
et la qualification  (jusqu’à 4 0  0 0 0  MW-d /t)  d ’un procédé de refabrication en 
cellu le chaude de p etits crayons (c ’est-à-dire propres à des ré-irradiations ultérieures 
en réacteur expérim ental) à partir de crayons longs, de fabrication industrielle, 
préirradiés en réacteur de puissance. La qualification  de ce procédé [7 ] a donc  
ouvert la voie à des expérim entations représentatives des con d ition s de fo n ctio n 
nem ent en réacteur, pendant tou t l’historique du crayon et ju sq u’aux com b u stion s  
m assiques les plus élevées d isponib les [8] et perm is une ex ten sion  du dom aine  
d’application  des m odèles de calcul développés en parallèle pour rendre com p te  
de ces résultats. M entionnons enfin  l ’intérêt de la con fron tation  de ces résultats 
avec ceux issus de divers program m es internationaux (Inter R am p, Over Ramp, 
T ribulation, Super R am p) auxquels ont participé certains partenaires français.

R appelons que la qualification  du bon com portem en t du com bustib le  
soum is aux so llic ita tion s im posées par les cyclages de puissance a com porté  
(com m e indiqué dans la l ère partie) d ’une part l ’irradiation dans le réacteur CAP  
de quatre assem blages de référence, soum is au régim e de suivi de charge et  
téléréglage superposés pendant deux cam pagnes successives (d on t la dernière * 
est en cours) pour atteindre u ne com bustion  m assique finale voisine de 35  0 0 0  
M W 'd/t, d ’autre part, des essais de durée lim itée, de fon ction n em en t en  téléréglage 
et suivi de charge en réacteur de puissance, qui sont actuellem ent poursuivis.

La recherche d’une augm entation  des com b u stion s m assiques com p orte, 
outre la poursu ite d ’irradiations d ’assem blages en réacteur de puissance [ 1 ] ,  
l ’irradiation de crayons de d ifféren tes con cep tion s dans les réacteurs expérim entaux  
CAP et B R 3, qui perm ettront d ’atteindre en 1983 des com b ustion s m assiques 
m axim ales (crayons) de 45  0 0 0  et 55 0 0 0  M W ’d /t respectivem ent. C ette  
recherche s’accom pagne naturellem ent d ’études d ’optim isation  de la gestion  du 
com bustib le  et de la con cep tion  de poisons consom m ables [ 9 ] ,  notam m en t
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par une u tilisation  accrue de crayons de com bustib le  à base d ’U 0 2 -G d2 0 3 , pour 
lesquels ex iste  déjà une longue expérience de fabrication et d ’irradiation

E nfin , l ’étude du com p ortem en t du com bu stib le  en con d ition s anorm ales 
et accid en telles a fait l ’objet d ’un e ffort de longue haleine dans le dom aine  
de la sûreté qui a perm is l ’accum ulation  d’une expérience considérable notam m ent 
dans des dom aines aussi variés que le suivi et l ’analyse des incidents réels en 
réacteur de puissance, l ’étud e et la m odélisation  du relâchem ent des produits 
de fission , des essais analytiques, en pile et hors pile, sim ulant des accidents  
de perte de réfrigérant primaire ou d ’endom m agem ent sévère du cœ ur et la 
m od élisation  des p h énom ènes physiq ues correspondants et, en fin , l ’élaboration  
d’un code perm ettant de décrire l ’accident dans sa généralité [ 10].

3 .2 . A nalyse e t  m od élisation

L’analyse, la com préhension  et la m odélisation  des ph én om èn es intervenant 
dans les d ifférents aspects du com p ortem en t du com b u stib le  sous irradiation  
reposen t sur l’ex isten ce  d ’un ensem ble de m oyen s et de com p éten ces com p lé
m entaires, con stitu é  notam m ent, sur le plan expérim ental, par les laboratoires 
d ’essais de m atériaux, les bou cles therm ohydrauliques hors pile, les réacteurs 
expérim entaux, les m oyen s d ’exam en sur site, les laboratoires chauds, et la m ise  
en œ uvre de m od èles et cod es de calculs. C om pte tenu des tendances actu elles  
et des ob jectifs poursuivis, des e fforts particuliers on t été  consacrés à l’étude  
des propriétés m écaniques des gaines en zircaloy (fluage sous irradiation, 
com p ortem en t sous chargem ent alterné), du rattrapage de jeu entre le com b ustib le  
qt sa gaine [ 1 1 ] ,  de l’in teraction  pastille-gaine (rôle spécifique des produits de 
fission  [12 , 13] et m od élisation  [14 , 15]), du com portem en t à fortes com b u stion s  
m assiques [8, 16, 17] et n otam m ent du gon flem en t [18 ] et du dégagem ent des 
gaz de fission  [1 9 ,2 0 ] , des m écanism es de relâchem ent des gaz de fission  hors 
de crayons rom pus [21 ].

3 .3 . A m éliorations et innovation s

En con tin u ité  avec l ’çtude app rofondie du com bustib le  de référence et la 
m ise au p o in t de produits nouveaux, tels que l ’A F A , la recherche d ’am éliorations  
à plus long term e dem eure une tâche nécessaire, à laquelle peu t concourir  
l’évaluation  de produits et de con cep tion s sensib lem ent d ifférents [ 2 2 ] .  L ’attein te  
d’un o b jec tif aussi am bitieux que l ’augm entation  sim ultanée de la fiab ilité, de 
la souplesse d ’exp lo ita tio n  et de gestion , et des perform ances techniques et 
écon om iq u es du com bustib le , requiert une large expérience et une convergence  
d’efforts que les partenaires français o n t eu la chance de réunir et on t la 
vo lon té  de développer.
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Abstract-Аннотация

STATUS AND DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS FOR THE FABRICATION AND UTILIZATION 
OF NUCLEAR FUEL FOR WWER-TYPE REACTORS.

The USSR’s nuclear power development programme assigns an important role to water- 
cooled, moderated (WWER) reactors. For many years, WWER-440 reactors have been operated 
successfully in the Novovoronezh, Kola, Armenia, and other nuclear power plants. Further 
development of this type of reactor will lead to' an increase in their unit capacity, with a fuel 
burnup of up to 50 GW-d/t of uranium. Their unit capacity will be raised, apart from other 
ways, by substantially increasing (by a factor of about 1.5 over the WWER-440 reactor) the 
in-core power intensity. Unit 5 of the Novovoronezh nuclear power plant, which has a 
WWER-1000 reactor, was started up in 1980, and is now operating successfully. Several more 
nuclear power plants with 1000-MW reactors are to be put into service in the near future. A 
stable and fully-developed fabrication process for fuel elements and fuel assemblies, in con
junction with properly selected design solutions, ensures high reliability of the reactor cores 
in the nuclear power plants operating at present. Premature leaking of fuel elements is a rare 
occurrence now; the proportion of leaking fuel elements has been reduced to ~0.02%. The 
tougher operational conditions for fuel elements in WWER-1000 reactors and the substantial 
increase in the production scale demand new approaches to the mass production of fuel 
elements and assemblies. An im portant aspect associated with improving and introducing new- 
generation fuel fabrication is that of developing effective and high-speed automatic production 
and testing equipment with a view to reducing the test-process cycle and stabilizing the 
automatically controlled process conditions. In WWER reactors, which at present use an open 
U 0 2 fuel cycle, the thermal power production per tonne of natural uranium is fairly low, about 
4 to 5 GW-d/t U. By improving the open U 0 2  fuel cycle (e.g. by increasing the average burnup 
to ~ 50  GW-d/t U, modifying the overloading conditions, etc.) one can improve the natural 
uranium utilization efficiency by 25 to 30%. A more substantial reduction in the specific fuel 
consumption can be achieved by using closed U 0 2  fuel cycles or cycles involving uranium fuel 
of higher density or metallic thorium, without modifying the fuel assembly geometry, core 
design or operational conditions of WWER-type reactors. Further possibilities for enhancing 
natural uranium utilization efficiency include optimization of the fuel assembly in the case of 
metallic fuel (uranium, thorium) and relevant modification of the design and operating conditions
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of the reactor. In this case the natural uranium consumption for a single-component 
pattern of development can be reduced by a factor of 4 to 6 , compared with that for the 
open U 0 2  cycle, assuming a growth rate of 7% per year, and by a factor of 3.5 to 4.5 for a 
growth rate of 10% per year. As compared with the closed U 0 2  cycle, this reduction would 
be a factor of 2.5 to 3.5 for a growth rate of 1% per year and 2 to 2.5 for 10% per year.

С О С Т О Я Н И Е  И  П Е Р С П Е К Т И В Ы  Р А З В И Т И Я  П Р О И З В О Д С Т В А  И  И С П О Л Ь З О В А Н И Я  Я Д Е Р Н О Г О  

Т О П Л И В А  В  Р Е А К Т О Р А Х  Т И П А  ВВЭР.

В  программе развития атомной энергетики Советсткого Союза водо-водяным реакторам 

(ВВЭР) отводится значительная роль. На протяжении многих лет успешно эксплуатируются 

реакторы ВВЭР-440 на Нововоронежской, Кольской, А р м янской и других АЭС. Дальнейшее 

развитие реакторов этого типа предусматривает увеличение их единичной мощности с достиже

нием выгорания топлива до 50 ГВт сут/т урана. Увеличение единичной мощности реактора 

достигается в том числе и за счет существенного (приблизительно в 1,5 раза по сравнению с 

ВВЭР-440) по в ы ш е н и я  энергонапряженности в активной зоне. В  1980 г. п у щен и в настоящее 

время успешно эксплуатируется 5-й блок Н В А Э С  с реактором В В Э Р - 1000. В ближайшие годы 

планируется ввести в строй еще ряд блоков с реакторами единичной мощностью, равной 

1 млн. кВт. Стабильная, х о р о ш о  отработанная технология производства твэлов и ТВС, 

правильно выбранные конструктивные решения обеспечивают в ы с о к у ю  надежность актив

н ы х  зон реакторов действующих АЭС. Преждевременная разгерметизация твэлов стала 

редким явлением, и количество таких твэлов снизилось до уровня 0,02 %. Более жесткие 

условия эксплуатации твэлов в реакторах В В Э Р  - 1000 и существенное возрастание масшта

бов производства потребовали по-новому подойти к организации серийного производства твэлов 

и ТВС. Основная проблема, связанная с усовершенствованием и созданием производства твэлов 

нового поколения, состоит в разработке такого эффективного быстродействующего автомати

ческого технологического и контрольно-технологического оборудования, которое позволило б ы  

сократить контрольно-технологический цикл за счет стабилизации автоматически регулируемых 

технологических режимов. В  реакторах типа ВВЭР, использующих в настоящее время открытый 

топливный цикл с двуокисью урана, выработка тепловой энергии, отнесенной к  тонне природного 

урана, достаточно низка и составляет 4-5 ГВтсут/т урана. За счет совершенствования открытого 

топливного цикла с двуокисью урана (в том числе за счет увеличения средней глубины выгорания 

до 50 ГВт сут/т урана, изменения режима перегрузок и т.д.) м о ж н о  повысить эффективность 

использования природного урана на 25-30%. Более существенное сокращение удельных расходов 

топлива может быть реализовано при использовании замкнутых топливных циклов с двуокисью 

урана, а также с урановым топливом п о в ы шенной плотности и с металлическим торием без 

внесения каких-либо изменений в геометрию топливных кассет, в конструкцию активной зоны 

и р е ж и м  эксплуатации реакторов типа ВВЭР. Дальнейшие возможности п о в ышения эффективности 

использования природного урана могут быть осуществлены при оптимизации топливной кассеты 

применительно к  металлическому топливу (урану, торию) и при соответствующем изменении 

конструкции и режима эксплуатации реактора. В этом случае для однокомпонентной схемы 

развития расходы природного урана могут быть снижены по сравнению с о т к р ы т ы м  цикл о м  

на двуокиси урана в 4-6 раз при темпе роста ядерной энергетики 0,07 год или в 3,5-4,5 раза 

при темпе 0,10 год" 1. П о  сравнению с за м к н у т ы м  цик л о м  на двуокиси урана сокращение соот

ветственно составит в 2,5-3,5 раза при темпе 0,07 год"1 и в 2-2,5 раза при темпе 0,10 год"1.

В программе развития атомной энергетики Советского Союза водо-водяным 
реакторам (ВВЭР) отводится значительная роль. На протяжении многих лет успешно
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ТАБЛИЦА I. УСЛОВИЯ ЭКСПЛУАТАЦИИ И ХАРАКТЕРИСТИКИ ТВЭЛОВ 
РЕАКТОРОВ ВВЭР-440 И ВВЭР-1000 (5-й БЛОК НВАЭС)

Наименование параметра Размерность

Тип реактора

ВВЭР-440 В В Э Р - 1000 

( НВАЭС)

Н а р у ж н ы й  диаметр оболочки м м 9,1 9,1

Максимальные удельные нагрузки на твэл Вт/см 325 525

Давление теплоносителя в активной зоне кг/см2 125 160

Максимальная скорость теплоносителя м/сек 4 6

Температура теплоносителя на входе/выходе °С 270/300 290/322

Давление гелия под оболочкой твэла кг/см2 1 20-25

Максимальная температура оболочки твэла 

(наружной поверхности) “С 330 350

эксплуатируется на Нововоронежской, Кольской, Армянской и других АЭС реакторы 
ВВЭР-440, являющиеся серийными реакторами первого поколения.

Накопленный опыт эксплуатации этих АЭС подтвердил высокую надежность 
разработанных и внедренных в промышленность конструкций твэлов, что явилось 
фундаментом для создания реакторов нового поколения.

Дальнейшее развитие реакторов типа ВВЭР предусматривает увеличение их единичной 
мощности с достижением выгорания топлива до 50 ООО МВт-сут/т урана*. Увеличение 
единичной мощности реактора достигается в том числе и за счет существенного повы
шения эНергонапряженности в активной зоне (приблизительно в 1,5 раза по сравнению 
с ВВЭР-440).

В 1980 г. пущен и в настоящее время успешно эксплуатируется 5 -й блок 
НВАЭС с реактором ВВЭР-1000. В ближайшие годы планируется ввести в строй еще 
целый ряд блоков АЭС с реакторами единичной электрической мощностью, равной 
1000 МВт.

Условия работы твэлов в реакторах ВВЭР-400 и ВВЭР-1000 5-го блока НВАЭС 
представлены в табл.1 .

Из таблицы видно, что повышение единичной мощности реактора достигается 
за счет существенного увеличения тепловой нагрузки на твэлы, возрастания скорости 
и давления теплоносителя в активной зоне, повышения температуры оболочек твэлов.

Более жесткие условия эксплуатации твэлов в реакторе ВВЭР-1000 потребовали 
от разработчиков твэлов, с одной стороны, серьезных усовершенствований как  кон
струкции, так и технологии изготовления твэлов, с другой — проведения большого

* Среднее выгорание для максимально напряженного твэла.
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комплекса расчетных и экспериментальных работ для установления оптимальных 
эксплуатационных параметров твэлов, обеспечивающих надежную и безопасную ра
боту реакторной установки.

На первом этапе разработки твэлов для второго поколения реакторов типа ВВЭР 
решалась главная задача — создание надежной конструкции твэла. При этом, естест
венно, отдельные, наиболее важные требования, предъявляемые к исходным пара
метрам твэла, обеспечивались введением более строгого контроля как технологичес
кого процесса, так и готовой продукции.

Увеличение давления теплоносителя в активной зоне ВВЭР-1000 до 160 кг/см2 
потребовало более детального изучения явления возможного смятия оболочки твэла 
вследствие радиационной или термической ползучести материала оболочки. Исследо
вания показали, что устойчивость оболочек твэлов при выбранном диаметре обеспечи
вается при толщине стенки не менее 0,85 мм. Очевидно, что увеличение ’’жесткости” 
оболочки твэла за счет увеличения ее толщины не является оптимальным решением. 
Поэтому было рекомендовано заполнять твэлы гелием с исходным давлением до 
20-25 кг/см2. Такое решение позволило не только предотвратить смятие оболочки, 
но и явилось важным вкладом в стабилизацию термомеханических характеристик 
твэла, в том числе в переходных режимах эксплуатации. При этом, однако, конструк
ция стала более чувствительна к газовой неплотности и появился еще один важный 
исходный параметр твэла, который необходимо обеспечить при промышленном произ
водстве с высокой степенью надежности.

Повышение энергонапряженности и давления теплоносителя в активной зоне 
потребовало ужесточить требования к сплошности топливного столба в твэлах и к 
контролю твэла по этому параметру. Было установлено, что при разрыве топливного 
столба, превышающем 3-5 мм, заметным становится всплеск энерговыделения в твэлах, 
что приводило бы к некоторому увеличению средней температуры оболочки и топлива.

Другим важным обстоятельством, которое могло бы явиться в отдельных слу
чаях причиной выхода твэлов из строя, является локальное гидрирование внутренней 
поверхности оболочек с быстрым развитием сквозных трещин. Известно, что локаль
ные коррозионные повреждения такого рода происходят в результате воздействия 
остаточной и сорбируемой влаги и водорода в том числе в виде углеводородов, на
ходящихся в топливе и во внутреннем объеме твэла.

Установление нижнего предельного значения плотности топлива в твэле, рав
ного 10,4 г/см3, позволило уверенно выдерживать его в процессе изготовления в 
пределах 10,5-10,6 г/см3. Это обстоятельство дало возможность обеспечить общее 
содержание влаги в топливном сердечнике, как правило, в пределах 0,0003-0,0004 мас.%. 
В результате этого вероятность разрушения твэлов из-за локального гидрирования 
оболочек практически сведена к нулю.

В настоящее время стабильная, хорошо отработанная технология производства 
твэлов обеспечивает промышленный выпуск продукции с исходными характеристи
ками, представленными в табл.II.

Как уже было сказано выше, первый этап развития производства твэлов для 
реакторов нового поколения предусматривал создание и отработку надежной конст-
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Н аименование параметра Разм ерность
Значение параметра

по ТУ с р е д  н е с га ти с ти чс с к  о е

П лотность топлива г /с м 3 10,4-10,8 10,5-10,6

Содержание влаги мас.% 0,0007 0 ,0003-0 ,0004

Отношение вы соты  топливной
Таблетки к  диам етру - 1 ,2-1,5 1,2-1,4

Состав внутритвэльной среды: о б ъ е м .%
— содержание гелия 95 97-99
-  содержание примесей 5 1-3

Д авление гелия п од оболочкой к г /с м 2 20-25 20-25

Величина диам етрального зазора меж ду
топли вом  и оболочкой м м 0,19-0 ,32 0,25

рукции с гарантированным обеспечением требуемых характеристик твэла за счет 
достаточно большого по объему контрольного обеспечения выпускаемой продукции.

Существенное возрастание масштабов производства потребовало на следующем 
этапе совершенно по-иному подойти к организации серийного поточного производст
ва твэлов и тепловыделяющих сборок. Основная проблема, связанная с усовершен
ствованием и созданием производства твэлов нового поколения, заключается в раз
работке такого эффективного быстродействующего автоматизированного техноло
гического и контрольно-технологического оборудования, которое позволило бы 
Сократить контрольно-технологический цикл за счет стабилизации автоматически 
регулируемых технологических режимов. Проведенные в этом направлении работы 
позволили уже к настоящему времени практически полностью автоматизировать 
наиболее важные операции в процессе производства твэлов. В полностью автомати
зированном режиме осуществляются: сварка й снаряжение твэлов топливом. Ме
ханизированы: ультразвуковой контроль качества сварных соединений, контроль 
сплошности топливного столба, геометрических размеров твэла, плотности топливных 
таблеток и др. Разработанная технология с высокой степенью надежности обеспечи
вает такие важные параметры как плотность, геометрические размеры топливных 
таблеток и содержание в них примесей.

Достигнутые успехи и тщательный анализ производства позволили приступить 
к реализации принципиально новых автоматизированных технологических линий, 
что еще в большей степени должно повысить и стабилизировать качество выпускае
мой продукции. Ввод в строй таких линий запланирован на 1983-1984 гг.

Первые загрузки активных зон реакторов ВВЭР-1000 рассчитаны на двухгодич
ный режим эксплуатации при максимальном выгорании горючего до 40 ООО МВт сут/т
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урана**. Это первый этап освоения реактора и массовая проверка стойкости и работо
способности твэлов. Уже накопленный положительный опыт двухлетней эксплуата
ции пятого блока НВАЭС и комплекс работ, проведенных в исследовательских реак
торах, позволили приступить к созданию твэлов для трехгодичного цикла эксплуа
тации с обеспечением выгорания до 50 ООО МВт-сут/т урана**.

Перевод реакторов ВВЭР -1000 на трехгодичный цикл позволил заметно снизить 
расход природного урана, существенно уменьшить нагрузку на твэльные заводы, что 
благаприятно скажется на всей экономике топливного цикла.

Для достижения более высокого выгорания топлива потребуется провести 
усовершенствование существующей конструкции твэла как в части дальнейшего умень
шения допусков на отдельные исходные параметры твэла, так и в направлении опти
мизации номинальных значений таких параметров как исходное давление гелия под 
оболочкой, эффективная плотность горючего в твэле, плотность топливных таблеток 
и др.

Результаты расчетных и экспериментальных исследований показали, что в суще
ствующей конструкции твэла при трехгодичном цикле к концу кампании под оболоч
кой может развиваться суммарное давление гелия и осколочных газов до 240 кг/см2. 
Для оболочек из циркониевых сплавов это недопустимо, поскольку такие сплавы 
являются в коррозионном отношении, в том числе и в отношении коррозионного 
растрескивания, чрезвычайно чувствительными к длительному воздействию растягива
ющих напряжений.

Снизить давление гйзов в твэле можно либо за счет уменьшения эффективной 
плотности топлива, либо за счет увеличения величины газосборника в твэле. С нашей 
точки зрения применительно к твэлам, предназначенным для эксплуатации при глу
боких выгораниях до 50 000 МВт сут/т урана и выше, снижение эффективной плотнос
ти является более оптимальным решением и это подтверждено экспериментом. Умень
шение эффективной плотности достигается за счет некоторого увеличения центрального 
отверстия в топливной таблетке и использования таблеток с фасками. Естественно, 
что переводу реакторов ВВЭР-1000 на трехгодичный цикл эксплуатации предшествует 
комплекс исследований, включающий ресурсные испытания на 5-ом блоке НВАЭС.

В настоящее время такие работы продолжают проводиться и в частности пред
полагается выполнить первую подгрузку 5-го блока НВАЭС таким топливом в
1983 г.

Дальнейшее развитие реакторов ВВЭР-1000 предусматривает переход от базовых 
режимов их эксплуатации к маневренным. На первом этапе развития ядерной энер
гетики требования к режимному регулированию АЭС не предъявлялись ввиду их 
незначительной доли в общей энергосистеме страны. Однако, в связи с запланирован
ным резким увеличением мощностей, вырабатываемых на АЭС, особенно в европейс
кой части СССР, встает вопрос о необходимости перевода АЭС в режим регулирования 
нагрузок.

** Среднее выгорание для максимально напряженного твэла.
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Требования к маневренным характеристикам блоков АЭС формируются, в 
основном, исходя из нужд потребителя. Эти режимы должны обеспечить снижение 
и подъем мощности на блоках со скоростями 2% в минуту. Такие режимы работы 
реактора могут крайне отрицательно сказаться на работе твэлов. Наряду с резкими 
изменениями температур и тепловыделения при быстром увеличении мощности 
реакторной установки в оболочках твэла возникают растягивающие напряжения, 
обусловленные различием в термическом расширении топлива и оболочки. В насто
ящее время хорошо известно, что это обстоятельство является главной причиной 
наблюдаемого в последние годы преждевременного выхода твэлов из строя. Харак
тер развивающихся в этом случае окружных напряжений в оболочке иллюстрируется 
расчетными кривыми, предсталенными на рис. 1 и 2. Из сказанного следует, что 
конструкции твэлов, разработанные применительно к базовым режимам АЭС, будут 
в условиях маневренных режимов иметь пониженные запасы прочности. Очевидно, 
что проблема переходных режимов является актуальной как для маневренных АЭС, 
так и для АЭС с базовым режимом эксплуатации. Однако для базовых станций эта 
проблема решается за счет ограничения скорости повышения мощности реакторной 
установки.

Дальнейшее усовершенствование конструкций твэлов с целью повышения их 
работоспособности при переменных режимах в условиях маневренных АЭС составляет 
определенные трудности и требует проведения серьезных исследований, которые в 
настоящее время ведутся в Советском Союзе. Исследования предусматривают в пер
вую очередь определение критериев надежной работы твэла в условиях переходного 
режима. В этом отношении изучение предельного состояния оболочек, являющегося 
ответственным за процесс коррозионного растрескивания, становится определяющим 
фактором. Использование для оболочек твэлов пластичных сплавов с низким пределом 
текучести может оказаться оптимальным решением, поскольку при повышении наг
рузок на твэлы уровень растягивающих напряжений в оболочке будет ниже порого
вого напряжения коррозионного растрескивания (рис. 3). В случае, если определяю
щим фактором является пороговая скорость пластического деформирования, сле
дует применять для оболочек более прочные сплавы с высоким пределом текучести.

Создание надежной конструкции твэла для маневренных блоков АЭС потребует 
также оптимизации свойств и структуры топливного сердечника. В этом отношении 
принципиальным вопросом, требующим детального исследования, является связь 
структуры двуокиси урана с выходом из нее осколочных и летучих продуктов деле
ния. Нами рассматривается также перспектива разработки топливного сердечника с 
повышенной пластичностью.

В реакторах ВВЭР, использующих В настоящее время открытый топливный цикл 
с двуокисью урана, выработка тепловой энергии, отнесенная к тонне природного урана, 
невысока и составляет около 4-5 ГВт.сут/т [1]. За счет совершенствования откры
того топливного цикла с U02 (увеличение средней глубины выгорания, изменение 
режима перегрузок и т.д.) можно повысить эффективность использования природно
го урана в реакторах типа ВВЭР на 10-15% [2].
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Рис. 1. Окружные напряжения в оболочке твэлов при скачке мощности от 70% до 100% Whom. 
со скоростью 1%в минуту при выгорании 15 ООО мВт̂ сУ‘[ урана.
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Рис. 2. Окружные напряжения в оболочке твэлов при скачке мощности от 50% до 100% Whom . 
со скоростью 1%в минуту при выгорании 15 ООО —? Т̂ СУТ урана.
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Рис. 3. Разрушающее напряжение и напряжения в оболочке твэлов из сплава с высоким /1) и 
низким пределом текучести (2) при скачке мощности.

Более существенное сокращение удельных расходов топлива при использовании 
U02 может быть реализовано при переходе к замкнутым топливным циклам. Еще 
больший эффект достигается в результате прямой замены U02 на урановое топливо 
повышенной плотности и на металлический торий (без внесения каких-либо измене
ний в геометрию топливных кассет, в конструкцию активной зоны и в режим эксплуа
тации реакторов типа ВВЭР). В этом случае эффективность использования природно
го урана в реакторах ВВЭР может составить 7,5-15 ГВт-сут/т [1].

Дальнейшее снижение удельного расхода природного урана возможно в модер
низированных реакторах ВВЭР, в которых топливные кассеты и активная зона долж
ны быть оптимизированы применительно к использованию замкнутых циклов с ура
новым.топливом повышенной плотности и торием и в которых используется более 
совершенный режим перегрузки топлива.

Повышение эффективности использования природного урана можно реализо
вать при совместной работе модернизированных реакторов типа ВВЭР с улучшенным 
циклом и реакторов-размножителей на быстрых нейтронах.
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Abstract

IMPROVEMENTS IN LWR FUEL UTILIZATION.
Many different means of improving fuel utilization in BWRs and PWRs have been proposed 

and evaluated with respect to potential uranium savings, potential cost savings, effect on and 
relationship to the different parts of the external fuel cycle (separative work, fabrication, spent 
fuel generation, storage, shipment, and reprocessing), safety and licensing aspects, utility 
acceptability, development requirements, and time scale for implementation. Described here 
are the results of these assessments, together with the goals and results to date of development 
programmes under way to  achieve the improvements. The programmes focus on extended 
burnup as the largest single near-term method of improving fuel utilization. The technical 
issues being resolved for bumup extension are described. Burnups achieved with lead assemblies 
in power reactors are tabulated. A gradual increase in bumup is beginning to be implemented 
in power reactors in the United States of America, and many additional utilities are now 
seriously planning to extend burnup in their plants. The principal issues facing utilities in 
such implementation are discussed.

1. DESCRIPTION OF IMPROVEMENTS

The International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation [1] and the 
many national studies supporting it have identified a large 
potential for fuel cycle improvements which reduce uranium and 
separative work requirements and fuel cycle costs. Since these

621
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evaluations, good progress has been made In the United States 
in developing, demonstrating, and implementing many of these 
technologies. Efforts have focused on improvements which are 
retrofittable into LWRs currently in operation or under construc
tion. Improvements under active development or already in use 
are summarized in Table I. Shown in this table are estimates of 
the reduction in uranium requirements obtainable for near-term 
(once-through cycle) operation and the impacts of implementing 
these improvements in the longer term (operation with reprocessing 
and recycle). Each of these improvements is described and 
discussed, together with their associated development activities, 
in the following sections. Nonretrofittable improvements and 
some of the less promising retrofittable improvements are not 
discussed further, due to lack of serious interest in their 
development. A final section presents the status of utility 
implementation of the improvements.

1.1 Extended Burnup and Low Leakage Fuel Management

The single most effective method of improving uranium 
utilization in current design LWRs is to extend the discharge 
burnup of the fuel [1,2,3,4]. The historical design burnups of 
LWRs, 33 MWd/kg for PWRs and 28.4 MWd/kg for BWRs, are based on 
fuel supplier warranties and assurances of licensing and perform
ance, and do not represent the optimum with regard to either 
uranium utilization or fuel cycle cost. To achieve extended 
burnup, the initial enrichment of the fuel must generally be 
increased to provide the required increment in reactivity. With 
increased enrichment, the fuel management strategy of placing 
fresh fuel on the periphery of the core is less desirable, since 
higher enrichment results in higher assembly power levels which 
cause higher neutron leakage from the core. Low leakage fuel 
management (placing fresh fuel in the core interior and partly 
burned fuel on the periphery) therefore becomes a particularly 
attractive fuel management scheme as burnup increases. Placing 
fresh fuel in the interior of the core, in some cases next to 
very highly burned, low reactivity fuel, can introduce new fuel 
management difficulties; improved burnable absorbers would help 
to keep power peaking within acceptable limits while minimizing 
end-of-cycle residual absorber worth. Low leakage fuel management 
by itself brings savings on the order of 2 to 4% in uranium and 
separative work and consequently in fuel cycle cost. Because of 
its synergistic interaction with extended burnup, these two 
improvements are discussed together.

1.1.1 Benefits of Extended Burnup

The effect on uranium utilization of increasing discharge 
exposure is shown in Table I for both annual and 18-month.
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TABLE I. REDUCTION IN URANIUM REQUIREMENTS FOR IMPROVEMENTS 
UNDER DEVELOPMENT OR IN USE

REDUCTION IN  3 0 -Y E A R  
URANIUM R EQUIREM ENT, %

IMPROVEMENT
a  b 

ONCE-THROUGH RECYCLE

EXTENDED BURNUP, W ITH LOW LEAKAGE FUEL
MANAGEMENT AND IMPROVED BURNABLE ABSORBER

EXTENSION OF 17 MW-d/kg, ANNUAL R EFU ELIN G  
EXTENSION OF 17 MW-d/kg, 18-MONTH REFU ELIN G

1 3 - 1 6  - 2  
7 - 1 0  - 2

L A T T IC E  CHANGES

ANNULAR PE L L E T S OR REDUCED FUEL 
ROD DIAM ETER

2 - 3  0

AXIAL BLANKETS 4 1 - 2

ZIRCALOY SPACER G RID S 2 2

E N D -O F -C Y C L E  COASTDOWN 3 - 6  1 - 3

FUEL R E IN S E R T IO N 0 . 5 - 1  0

BWR SPECTRAL S H IF T 4 4

3  RELATIV E TO 3 3  MW-d/kg (PW R) OR 2 8 . 4  MW-d/kg (B W R ), ANNUAL R E FU E L IN G , 
ONCE-THROUGH

^R E L A T IV E  TO 3 3  MW-d/kg (PW R) OR 2 8 . 4  MW-d/kg (B W R ), ANNUAL R E FU E L IN G , 
RECYCLE

refueling cycles. For either cycle length, a substantial reduc
tion in uranium requirements can be realized by increasing 
discharge exposure. For example, uranium requirements may be 
reduced by about 15% when a discharge burnup of 50 MWd/kg and low 
leakage fuel management are achieved, as compared to a discharge 
exposure of 33 MWd/kg with conventional fuel management. Many 
utilities plan on taking advantage of extended burnup to lengthen 
their refueling cycles to 18 months. The incentive to use 
18-month cycles stems from an expected improvement in plant 
availability and the reduced need for replacement power, which 
results in reduced power generation costs. Other advantages of 
longer cycles include fewer licensing submittals, fewer refuelings 
to be conducted, and lower total radiation exposure to operating 
personnel. Extended burnup facilitates the use of longer operating
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cycles, particularly in PWRs, by reducing the fraction of the 
core replaced at each refueling, in comparison to lower burnups, 
and by avoiding the increase in fuel cycle cost which would occur 
if historical burnup levels are retained. In fact, as Table I 
shows, the fuel utilization for fully extended burnup 18-month 
cycles is improved over that of LWRs employing annual refueling 
and current burnup levels.

In addition to reducing uranium requirements, extended burnup 
brings with it other significant benefits. In particular, the 
requirements for fuel fabrication, spent fuel storage, and 
reprocessing or disposal are all inversely proportional to 
burnup; for example, increasing discharge burnup from 28 to 
45 MWd/kg would reduce the required amounts of all these fuel 
cycle services by 38%. Because of the amount of spent fuel 
accumulating in the spent fuel pools of nuclear plants, the 
reduction in spent fuel generation is particularly important.
The near-term environmental impact associated with the nuclear 
fuel cycle is also reduced, largely because of the reduced mining 
and milling operations resulting from the reduction in uranium 
requirements [5], while separative work unit (SWU) requirements 
are reduced by up to 3%, depending on the fuel cycle design 
employed.

These reductions in fuel cycle services, as well as the lower 
uranium requirements, are reflected in reduced fuel cycle cost. 
The magnitude of these savings is dependent upon the specific 
economics in each case and is generally evaluated to be very 
significant. For example, using current U.S. prices, fuel cycle 
costs for annual refueling are reduced by about 11%; this corres
ponds to an annual savings of approximately $4.7 M per 1000 MWe 
plant. With an 18-month cycle, nuclear fuel cycle cost savings 
are smaller, reflecting a smaller reduction in uranium and 
SWU usage than for annual cycles. A decrease in power generation 
cost of about 4% is typically obtained because of this nuclear 
fuel cost saving and the increase in plant capacity factor.

The total uranium requirement for an LWR operating with 
reprocessing and plutonium recycle is not significantly altered 
when using higher discharge exposures. Increasing discharge 
exposure tends to increase slightly uranium requirements in the 
recycle mode, by about 2%. Even so, economic incentives exist to 
use extended burnup in the recycle mode, since reprocessing and 
mixed-oxide fuel fabrication constitute a significant part of the 
cost of plutonium recycle. It is estimated that extended burnup 
fuel results in a 10% decrease in fuel cycle cost in the recycle 
mode, and that the price of uranium would have to rise well above 
$100/lb U Og before reductions in discharge burnup would be 
economically warranted [1].
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Target discharge batch average burnups giving minimum projected 
fuel cycle costs are generally accepted to be in the range of 45 
to 50 MWd/kg for PWRs on annual cycles. Target burnups for BWRs 
are about 5 MWd/kg lower. For 18-month cycles about 5 MWd/kg 
should be added.

1.1.2 Extended Burnup Technical Issues

The principal technical issues in extending burnup are the 
fuel design and performance issues of fission gas release and 
internal fuel rod pressure, cladding corrosion, fuel dimensional 
and structural changes (rod growth, bowing, grid spring relaxa
tion, etc.), and fuel integrity (resistance to pellet/clad 
interaction and other failure mechanisms). Also, when extended 
burnup, low leakage fuel management, and longer cycles are used, 
burnable absorbers are required. When boron burnable absorbers 
are employed in PWRs, they can result in a significant end-of- 
cycle reactivity residual due to unburned absorber, equivalent to 
approximately 1% in uranium requirements. The use of improved 
burnable absorber designs in PWRs can recover the majority of 
this reactivity penalty and achieve an improvement in uranium 
utilization. Another fuel management issue is the design of the 
transition from present burnups and fuel management schemes to 
extended burnup with low leakage fuel management, either with 
the same number of core regions if cycles are simultaneously 
lengthened, or with increased number of regions if cycle length 
is unchanged.

In view of the significant advantages, most U.S. utilities are 
expected to extend discharge exposure gradually and to introduce 
low leakage fuel management (if not already in use) as lead test 
assembly programs and full reload batches provide confirmation of 
extended burnup fuel performance and as increasing burnup levels 
gain approval by licensing authorities. In preparation for 
licensing extended burnup, several assessments of licensability 
of LWR fuel with batch average discharge burnups of up to 50 MWd/kg 
have been completed [6,7,8,9]. The technical disciplines add
ressed included nuclear design, fuel performance, safety-related 
reactor performance, and the excore fuel cycle process steps of 
fabrication, transportation, fuel handling, and storage. The 
evaluations concluded that there appear to be no significant 
current safety or licensing issues that preclude a gradual 
increase of discharge burnup levels. No major technical problems 
are anticipated as a result of irradiating LWR fuel to extended 
burnups; no discontinuous effects, limits, or major surprises 
have been observed to date, nor are any expected. The assessments 
also found that current research, design, and development projects 
address the major licensing considerations associated with the 
implementation of extended burnup fuel. Completion of the
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projects should therefore provide a confident basis for licensing. 
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has also initiated 
generic consideration of extended burnup, concluding that current 
licensing regulations remain applicable. The NRC has indicated 
that the primary needs are to review present analytical methods 
and safety analyses to ensure their validity over the burnup 
range of interest and to develop sufficient supporting data [10]. 
All U.S. fuel suppliers are providing topical reports to the NRC 
which address these questions. Licensing approvals of ongoing 
test irradiations and of initial partial extensions of burnup for 
larger quantities of fuel in power reactors confirm the licensa
bility of burnup extensions.

1.1.3 Extended Burnup Development Progress

In recent years, very significant progress has been made on 
the development of extended burnup technology in the United 
States. This progress has included research and development on 
all major fuel performance phenomena at higher burnup levels, 
test assembly irradiations of existing fuel to extended burnups, 
development and initial irradiation of fuel designs incorporating 
advanced features intended to improve high burnup performance, 
and the work required to support the utilities in extending 
burnup in steps for entire batches of reload fuel in their power 
reactors. An ever expanding data base on fuel performance 
phenomena at extended burnups is being generated, including data 
on steady-state and transient fission gas release, resistance to 
failure upon ramping, waterside corrosion, fuel rod and fuel 
assembly dimensional changes, and grid spring relaxation. In 
support of gadolinia burnable absorbers for extended burnup 
PWR application, an experimental project involving materials 
properties, criticality measurements, and lead test assembly 
irradiations has been initiated [11] for the high concentrations 
(typically 4 to 8% Cd2Û in UC^) needed for extended burnup 
and extended cycle length.

A large amount of fuel of current design has already been 
taken to extended burnup in many reactors, both BWRs and PWRs. 
Table II shows the present status and, for irradiations still in 
progress, target burnups and completion dates, for such fuel 
under various development projects. In addition, almost 200 
assemblies of PWR fuel have been irradiated to over 36 MWd/kg in 
commercial reactors apart from any development programs [12].
None of this fuel has exhibited any evidence of failure for 
burnups up to the values indicated. The absence of failures has 
been explained by the fact that failures are due either to 
"infant mortality effects" or to pellet/clad interaction (PCI). 
Extended burnup fuel has been effectively guarded against PCI in
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TABLE I I .  EXTENDED BURNUP IRRADIATIONS OF CURRENT DESIGN FUEL

U T IL IT Y /F U E L  VENDOR/REACTOR

CURRENT* 
NO. OF 

ASSEMBLIES 
(RODS)

AVERAGE
BURNUP

MW-d/t

STATUS OR TARGET 
BURNUP, M W -d/t, 

AND YEAR ACHIEVED

DUKE POWER/B&W/OCONEE 1 4 4 0  0 0 0 COMPLETED
1 4 2  8 0 0 5 0  0 0 0  BY 1 9 8 3

OMAHA PUBLIC POWER D IS T R IC T /C E / 20 33  0 0 0 COMPLETED
FORT CALHOUN 1 49  9 0 0 5 2  0 0 0  BY 1 9 8 2

BALTIMORE GAS & E L E C T R IC /C E / 1 4 3  0 0 0 COMPLETED
CALVERT C L IF F S  1 ( 8 ) 5 3  0 0 0 COMPLETED

ARKANSAS POWER & L IG H T /C E/A N O  2 1 2 4  2 0 0 4 4  0 0 0  BY 198 4

CAROLINA POWER & LIG HT/EX X O N / 3 4 0  3 0 0 COMPLETED
H .B .  ROBINSON 2 1 4 7  7 0 0 COMPLETED

JERSEY CENTRAL/EXXON/
OYSTER CREEK 4 32 10 0 33  5 0 0  BY 1 9 8 3

CONSUMERS POWER/EXXON/
BIG  ROCK POINT ( 5 9 ) 3 9  3 0 0 COMPLETED

NORTHERN STATES POW ER/GE/ 5 36  1 0 0 COMPLETED
MONTICELLO 2 42  0 0 0 42  5 0 0  BY 1 9 8 2

2 45  5 0 0 4 6  1 0 0  By 1 9 8 2

PH ILADELPHIA E L E C T R IC /G E / 2 35  0 0 0 COMPLETED
PEACH BOTTOM 2 2 3 6  3 0 0 4 2  0 0 0  BY 1 9 8 3

COMMONWEALTH E D IS O N /G E / 1 3 9  6 0 0 4 0  0 0 0  BY 1 9 8 2
QUAD C IT IE S  1

COMMONWEALTH ED ISO N /W / 4 5 6  1 00 COMPLETED
ZION 1 & 2

V IR G IN IA  ELECTRIC & POWER/W/ 1 4 2  5 0 0 COMPLETED
SURRY 2

( n o n e ) /W /B R - 3 ( 5 ) 57  0 0 0 COMPLETED

*AS OF AUGUST 1 ,  1 9 8 2

the developmental irradiations and is less subject to it at high 
burnup levels in power reactors because of its lower reactivity. 
No "wear-out" type of fuel failure mechanism has been encountered 
within the range of burnups achieved. Similarly, fission gas 
release, dimensional changes, and corrosion have generally been 
within acceptable limits in most of the developmental irradia
tions, although design changes to increase margins or burnup
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limits are desirable in specific instances. Similarly, design 
changes to increase resistance to PCI at all burnups are of 
interest. Development work under way on advanced designs 
includes: pure zirconium liner on the inside surface of the
cladding for PCI résistance; several other proposed PCI remedies 
such as graphite coatings, annular pellets, large grain size 
fuel, and sphere-pac fuel; changes in dimensions and materials to 
better accommodate fission gas release and fuel rod growth; and 
the previously mentioned high concentration gadolinia burnable 
absorber fuel for PWRs. The pure zirconium liner concept is now 
in an advanced stage of demonstration at Commonwealth Edison's 
Quad Cities 2 BWR plant; 144 assemblies incorporating this 
improvement were placed in the core during that plant's most 
recent refueling [13].

1.2 Lattice Changes

Modifications to some lattice designs can be made to increase 
the reactivity of the core and thereby decrease the fissile 
inventory requirement. Increasing the water-to-fuel ratio makes 
the fuel more reactive by softening the neutron spectrum. The 
water-to-fuel ratio can be increased in existing reactors by 
either decreasing fuel rod diameter or by utilizing annular fuel 
pellets, since both changes preserve the envelope dimensions of 
the fuel assembly.

Reducing fuel rod diameter is a relatively straightforward 
extension of current design practice. However, there is some 
reduction in heat transfer area, and discharge exposure should be 
further increased to compensate for the reduced fuel loading.
Two U.S. fuel suppliers are now offering fuel of reduced diameter 
commercially as one of several improvements in advanced fuel 
designs [14].

Annular fuel has the advantage of potentially improved 
extended burnup fuel performance relative to solid fuel pellets 
because it operates at lower temperature, provides more volume to 
accommodate released fission gas and swelling, and may provide 
some resistance to PCI. Its discharge exposure should also be 
increased for the reduced fuel loading. U.S. test experience 
with pellets of this type began in the early 60's and has included 
U0^ and mixed-oxide fuels with central hole sizes as large as 
20 to 30% of the pellet volume. A number of irradiation projects 
are now under way to confirm annular fuel performance at extended 
burnup [11,15,16].

1.3 Axial Blankets

The use of axial blankets consisting of natural uranium 
pellets in the top and bottom few inches of the fuel stack is
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common practice in BWRs and has been initiated in reload quanti
ties in PWRs. Improvements in uranium utilization result partly 
from the elimination of the higher enriched fuel at the ends of 
the fuel stack, which cannot be fully utilized because of the 
lower neutron flux at these locations, and partly from reduced 
axial neutron leakage. To maintain fuel burnup levels, a slight 
enrichment increase in the central fuel zone is necessary.

A 2 to 3% net reduction in both uranium and separative work 
requirements is typically obtained by using 6-inch natural 
uranium blankets in a PWR. The improvement is achieved at the 
expense of slightly increased peak linear heat rate caused 
by the reduced length of the higher enriched region. This can 
be accommodated when sufficient thermal operating margin is 
available.

The use of axial blankets is being demonstrated in the Rancho 
Seco PWR [17]. Four lead test assemblies using depleted uranium 
blankets were loaded in mid-1981. Full batches employing natural 
uranium blankets are scheduled for future reloads. In addition, 
lead assemblies and full reload quantities of fuel employing 
natural uranium blankets are under irradiation at Prairie Island.

1.4 Zircaloy Spacer Grids

PWR fuel assembly spacer grids have historically been made 
of a nickel-based alloy. The use of zircaloy for intermediate 
spacer grids improves uranium utilization and saves separative 
work and fuel cycle cost due to the lower neutron absorption of 
zircaloy. Savings on the order of 2% in each of these are 
possible. For spacer grids at the top and bottom, the nickel- 
based alloy may be retained with little penalty, because of the 
much lower neutron flux in which they operate. All U.S. fuel 
suppliers now have zircaloy spacers available or under development.

1.5 End-of-Cycle Coastdown

Uranium utilization can be improved if the utility routinely 
plans for end-of-cycle coastdown, a procedure in which the reactor 
is operated at reduced powers to gain additional reactivity just 
prior to refueling. Reducing feedwater temperature allows plants 
to coast down more slowly. For any specified cycle length, coast
down permits a reduction in the enrichment of the fuel being 
loaded and saves uranium and SWUs. The optimum coastdown period 
depends on uranium, SWU, and replacement power costs. Although 
there is a broad minimum in total energy coast, equilibrium cycle 
extensions of 8 to 14 days beyond the full power reactivity 
lifetime are optimum for replacement power costs ranging from 20 
to 40 mills/kWh for PWRs. Cycle extensions about twice as long
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are optimum for BWRs. Such coastdown reduces uranium requirements 
by about 3 to 5% and results in a 2% reduction in relative energy 
costs [ 18].

Coastdown has been employed often in the United States, but 
in some cases to extend operation to a scheduled refueling outage - 
rather than for fuel economy reasons. Thus, there is ample 
experience with coastdown and no development is required [19]. 
Preplanned coastdown as a method for reducing uranium requirements 
is sometimes limited by utilities preferring to reserve coastdown 
for controlling the timing of refueling outages. However, 
varying the amount of coastdown may be used for this purpose even 
if coastdown is preplanned and conducted for fuel economy 
reasons.

1.6 Fuel Reinsertion

Fuel batches of the initial core which are discharged after 
the first and second irradiation cycles achieve low burnup (8- 
24 MWd/kg). Although these batches have lower initial enrichment 
than do batches which achieve full burriup, the fuel still has 
significant residual reactivity at discharge. Reinsertion can be 
employed to reduce uranium requirements. Although the lifetime 
uranium saving is small (less than 1%), this fuel management 
process is attractive because no development is needed and 
because the savings can be obtained early in plant life. Initial 
core fuel has been reinserted for an additional cycle of irradia
tion in many U.S. reactors.

1.7 Fuel Assembly Reconstitution

Fuel assembly reconstitution, the removal and replacement of 
individual fuel rods in a fuel assembly, improves fuel utilization 
and fuel cycle cost when one or more rods are not suitable for 
further duty and must be replaced. This improvement takes place 
since only single rods rather than entire assemblies must then be 
removed from further service. The improvement in fuel utilization 
for unplanned replacement is not quantifiable, but has been 
decreasing as fuel rod reliability has improved. BWR fuel has 
been reconstituíable for many years, and PWR suppliers either 
have reconstitutable designs available or are developing such 
designs. The convenience of the reconstitution operation and the 
ability to conduct it with a minimum of personnel radiation 
exposure are important to make the operation acceptable to utilities

1.8 BWR Spectral Shift

A way to increase burnup without increasing initial enrichment 
in a BWR is to shift the neutron spectrum in the core by varying
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the flow or the axial power shape and thereby varying the steam 
volume fraction. Hardening the spectrum by lowering the flow or 
shifting power to th^^ottom early in the cycle results in more 
neutron captures in U rather than in control absorbers 
and thereby produces more plutonium. Softening the spectrum by 
increasing the flow or shifting power to the top toward the end 
of the cycle increases reactivity, allowing extension of burnup. 
In existing plants, the range of flow variation of the pumps and 
present license limits on allowable flow reduction at full power 
limit the amount of spectral shift achievable.

2. UTILITY IMPLEMENTATION OF IMPROVEMENTS

Many utilities in the United States are moving ahead with 
implementing the first step toward extended burnup in their power 
reactors; this step is typically an increase in the range of 3 to 
7 MWd/kgU. Increases of this size are now considered technologi
cally proven and readily licensable, even given the conservative 
perspective prevailing throughout the utility industry. The 
availability of these burnup increments is becoming a competitive 
factor in the purchase of reload fuel by utilities; consequently, 
fuel suppliers are generally prepared to provide significant 
increases in. fuel burnup. The increase is attractive to utilities 
for reasons of reduced power costs, reduced spent fuel storage 
requirements, and in some instances reactor vessel life extension 
due to reduced fast neutron fluence with extended burnup fuel on 
the edge of the core. Most utilities are expected to proceed tô 
implement extended burnup, in conjunction with low leakage fuel 
management and generally also 18-month operating cycles, as soon 
as satisfactory fuel performance is demonstrated and extended 
burnup operation is approved by the NRC to each successive level 
of burnup increase. It is estimated that implementation of 
burnup extensions for entire reload batches within the 3 to 7 
MWd/kg range indicated is now under way, or that firm decisions 
to implement such extensions have been made, for more than 
one-third of the operating utility power reactors in the United 
States. The NRC intends to complete its generic review of 
extended burnup by mid-1983; it is anticipated that approval will 
then be granted for burnups up to about 45 MWd/kg, and that 
approval to even higher burnups will depend on future results of 
ongoing extended burnup development projects. Most utilities 
will begin to implement extended burnup in the 1983-1985 time 
frame, and batch average discharge exposures of about 40-45 MWd/kg 
should become typical for orders being placed by the end of the 
decade. Some utilities may begin to implement even higher 
burnup levels in the late 1980s, and biirnups of 50 MWd/kg or 
beyond should become acceptable by the end of the next decade.
The values cited apply to PWRs; BWRs have generally been at
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burnups 5 MWd/kg lower than PWRs and that differential is expected 
to be maintained in the future.

Improvements other than extended burnup and low leakage fuel 
management are also finding good utility acceptance. Two U.S. 
fuel suppliers are now producing advanced PWR fuel designs that 
combine a wetter lattice, zircaloy intermediate spacer grids, 
and somewhat extended burnup. Several suppliers are offering 
axial blankets of natural uranium and several are offering 
zircaloy spacer grids. Many utilities are practicing reconstitu
tion, reinsertion of initial core fuel, and end-of-cycle coastdown.

3. CONCLUSION

The extension of burnup and a number of other uranium- and 
cost-saving improvements for LWRs are well under way in the 
United States, with excellent progress being achieved in research 
and development and appropriate implementation taking place in 
utility reactors. Continued advances in these areas are expected 
in the future.
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Abstract

HIGH BURNUP: STATUS AND EXPECTATIONS.
Consideration is being given by several countries to extending fuel burnup. The status 

in this field, concerning actual performance experience, observed limiting phenomena, effect 
of transients and abnormal operating conditions, and impact of extended burnup on the fuel 
cycle, is presented. The important problem of in-core fuel management and licensing of 
extended burnup cores is also reviewed. To complete the required data base, programmes 
addressing generic issues are being pursued in Belgium, Denmark, France, the Federal Republic 
of Germany, the United Kingdom, Japan, Spain, Switzerland, Sweden and the United States 
of America. The present prospects of introducing extended burnup policies in operating power 
plants can be estimated on this basis. Beyond these near-term activities, long-term concerns, 
namely development of advanced fuel designs for still more extended burnups and the potential 
perspectives of these developments, are outlined.

1. IN TRO DU CTIO N

Over the years, a general trend o f  extend ing  discharge burnups has been  
observed in all nuclear pow er plants: GCRs, LWRs and FBRs.

The driving forces are:

(a) T he increasing costs o f  fissile materials (U  ore and enrichm ent services) and 
the back-end o f  the fuel cyc le  (reprocessing and radioactive w aste disposal)

(b ) The decision  by  the U nited  States o f  A m erica to  defer reprocessing o f  its 
fuel, resulting in a general shortage o f  reprocessing capacity

(c ) The advantages o f  increasing reactor cycle  lengths to  im prove pow er plant 
availability and to  decrease personnel exposure.

There is a large incentive, under these circum stances, for LWRs to  increase 
the average discharge burnup, and for HWRs to  spike the natural U  fuel (burnup  
slightly increased) w ith  a few  low  enriched assem blies (burnup close to  LWR 
fuel). D evelop m en t and dem onstration  program m es are being carried ou t under 
b oth  national and international fram es to  assess th e  behaviour o f  fuel and the  
sa fety  related features lik ely  to  be in flu enced  by an increase o f  discharge burnups. 
As a result o f  these program m es, a progressive ex ten sion  o f  com m ercial fuel 
burnups has been observed over the past 17 years and is very likely  to  con tin u e at 
an accelerated rate in the years to  com e.
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FIG.l. History o f  fuel cycle cost components.

Owing to  length  lim itations, the present paper on ly  addresses LWR fuels.
It is m ainly based on  presentations m ade at three recent m eetings devoted  to  this 
top ic  [1 —3] and on  B elgonucléaire’s experience; it reflects, therefore, essentially  
the situ ation  in the U S and w estern Europe. It w ill review, in sequence, 
m otivations, problem s, data base and som e adaptations or im provem ents o f  the  
tech n o logy , and conclud es w ith  prospects on  the rate o f  im plem entation .

2. IN CEN TIVES

The progressive increase o f  discharge burnups observed over the past decades 
has been  m otivated  essentia lly  by com m ercial reasons. T he price o f  m ost o f  the  
com p on en ts o f  the fuel cyc le  co st has generally increased, as illustrated in 
Fig. 1, w hich  is a com p osite  o f  data from  various sources (e.g. R efs [3 —5]).
The actual data vary from  country  to  country because o f  flu ctu ations o f  the 
exchange rates betw een  national currencies (especia lly  since 1973), prevalent 
contract typ es ( ‘fixed  com m itm en t’, ‘requirem ent’ or ‘sp o t’), and th e  cost o f  
the m on ey  itse lf  (carrying charge and d iscount rate). It is, how ever, representative 
o f  w hat has been  perceived and has m otivated  activities to  p rom ote ex tend ed  
burnup.

In particular, in 1976 , w hen the US to o k  the politica l decision  to  
in d efin ite ly  defer reprocessing, the then rising prices o f  U ore justified  launching  
a broad d evelopm ent program m e to  im prove U  utilization . It was soon  
recognized  that, am ong the near-term im provem ents, increasing fuel burnup was 
presenting the largest p oten tia l for U saving [6]. The resultant program m e is
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TABLE I. ECONOMIC IN CEN TIVES TO E X T E N D  D ISCH AR G E B U R N U P  
BY 30% FO R  A  1000  MW(e) PWR PLANT

Cost item Reduction of quantities 
(% per year)

Cost increase (+ ) or saving (- )  
(US $ million per year)

Fuel Enriched U Pu Enriched U Pu

Fissile materials

Natural U -  1 0  "I 1.7 1
 ̂ -  23 I- -  0.3

Enrichment -  I *4  J -  0.4 I

Pu feed naa -  1 0 naa I
 ̂ 0Recovered U5 and Pu -  18 -  19 +  0.5 j

-  1.6 -  0.3

Fabrication -  23 -  23 -  Ù. 8  -  3

Spent fuel storage, -  23 -  23 -  3 -  4.5
transportation and
reprocessing

-  3.8 - 7.5

Total -  5.4 -  7.8

a na =  not available.

presented in another paper at this con feren ce [7]. M ost o f  its results w ill be 
available by  1986; this 10-year period  betw een  decision  to  launch the programm e 
and com pleting  it is typ ica l o f  the tim e required to  build  the necessary data 
base on  alm ost any fuel im provem ent. It is w orth  remarking that the price o f  
U  ore started to  drop in 1979  (Fig. 1) and that on e o f  the initial econ om ic  
m otivations o f  th is developm ent program m e was thereby becom ing questionable. 
But other concerns did soon  present stronger m otivations to  pursue and even  
to  in ten sify  the programm e.

By that tim e, it was b ecom ing gradually apparent that the price o f  the 
back-end o f  the fuel cycle  does n o t depend on the o p tion  considered: indefin ite  
storage or reprocessing and recycle. C osts related to  the reprocessing op tion  
(interim  storage, reprocessing and w aste disposal) were the earliest to  show  an 
increase, since com m ercial contracts were being negotiated  and signed (Fig. 1).
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Table I presents, for typ ical European con d itions, the econ om ic balance o f  
raising the discharge burnup by  30% (i.e. from  32  to  42  GW • d /t 1 ) for a 1000  MW(e) 
PWR pow er plant. It illustrates that the largest econ om ic benefit com es from  the  
back-end o f  the fuel cycle . These figures were derived taking in to  accou n t the 
likely  increase o f  unit prices (U S $ /k g ) w ith  increased burnup; such unit price 
increases are indeed to  be considered and can reasonably be predicted  for 
existing fabrication, storage and reprocessing facilities, on the assum ption that the  
characteristics o f  fuel still rem ain w ithin licensable lim its (see Section  8).

The sam e evaluation was perform ed w ith Pu recycle  assem blies (T able I) for  
the sam e energy o u tp u t (1 GW(e) • a). The to ta l econ om ic ben efit is even larger 
than that for U fuels; im proved fissile m aterial u tilization  is on ly  a marginal.part 
o f  the cost saving in  th is particular case. This results from  the fact that the  
low er Pu inventory  required in fresh fuel is balanced by  the low er value o f  the Pu 
recovered in spent fuel.

These results are based on the cost data presented by  J. van D ievoet at 
the International E N S/A N S C onference held in Brussels [8 ]. If other econom ic  
assum ptions are u tilized  (e.g. R efs [2, 9 , 10]), d ifferent figures are derived, but 

'the general conclu sion  is alw ays th e  same: each 10% increase o f  discharge burnup  
results in a 1% decrease o f  the generating costs for enriched U reloads, and m uch  
m ore for reloads incorporating recycled  Pu.

E xtended  burnup capability  facilitates the sw itch  from  the standard  
12-m onth  reactor cyc le  to  an 18-m onth cycle . This sw itch  has tw o  major 
advantages: it im proves the LWR plant capacity factor and thereby reduces the 
generating cost b y  an average o f  $7 m illion  per year for a 1000  MW(e) LWR, 
and it eases man-rem m anagem ent for pow er plant operators.

As w ill be indicated  in Section  8, m ost o f  the nuisances to  be taken care o f  
at the back-end o f  th e fuel cycle  are reduced for the sam e energy ou tp u t if  the 
discharge burnup is increased. This con stitu tes a big incentive to  ex ten d  burnup, 
n ot on ly  in countries that have n ot decided on  the final destination  o f  the discharged  
fuel, but also in the countries that have adopted  reprocessing.

It is w orth  quoting  conclusions from  a recent evaluation b y  the C om m ission  
o f  the European C om m unities [11]:

“T he quantitative analysis o f  forecast reprocessing requirem ents in  th e  C om m unity  
betw een  n ow  and the year 2 0 0 0  show s that there is a five-year delay in providing  
the industrial reprocessing capacity. ( ...)  This delay w ould  n ot be serious if  
it were to  increase no further. But because o f  the lengthy procedures for  
authorization  and because o f  public h ostility , ( ...)  respect for the tim etab les for  
con stru ction  and exp lo ita tion  o f  the reprocessing plants at present under 
construction  or planned is a long w ay from  being guaranteed.

1 Throughout this paper, kilograms and tonnes refer to  heavy metals (uranium and plutonium) 
contained in the fuel.
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The ( ...)  reprocessing industry ( ...)  considers that it is n ot able to  take on  further 
reprocessing contracts in view  o f  the exp ected  w ork involved in con n ection  w ith  
the installation  already in service or planned. In addition , the contracts that 
have already been  conclu ded  do n o t stipu late a fixed  period for reprocessing and 
con stitu te  a source o f  uncertain ty  for the clien ts.”

A nother source [1 2 ] has confirm ed  that “ the cum ulative reprocessing  
capabilities in E urope are about five to  seven years behind the cum ulative arisings” 
o f  spent fuel in Europe.

Taking in to  account that th e  European reprocessing capacity  is n o t  
scheduled  to  handle on ly  European fuel and that reprocessing experience is still 
lim ited , spent fuel discharged up to  the end o f  the century will have to  be 
stored for 10 years on  average before being reprocessed. Since E urope is the  
m ost privileged region in th is respect, concerns over spent fuel storage capacity  
are a m ajor incen tive to  increase burnups.

The radiological im pact o f  the nuclear fuel cycle  on the environm ent has 
been  show n to  be sm all for all scenarios [13 ] and m inim al if  Pu is elim inated  
from  the w astes by recycling [14]. In b o th  cases it is reduced by approxim ately  
3% for each 10% increase o f  discharge burnup.

In sum m ary, the historical trend to  increase progressively discharge burnup  
has been  in flu en ced  and som etim es accelerated by national p o licy  decisions  
concerning the back-end o f  the fuel cycle; it is, therefore, q uestioned  w henever  
the politica l situation  or the econ om ic con d ition s are changing or likely  to  
change. A lthough  the prices o f  fissile m aterials and fuel cycle  services have 
fluctu ated  over a broad range in th e  last ten years, the technical and econ om ic  
incentives to  increase discharge burnups are still outstanding.

Industrial nations can on ly  be com p etitive  i f  the cost o f  energy is reasonably  
low ; therefore, econ om ic  m otivation  is the m ain incentive to  prom ote ex tended  
burnup at national levels.

M ost o f  the u tilities transfer generating costs to  the ratepayers; therefore, 
their genuine incen tive to  ex ten d  burnup is essentially  the concern o f  poten tia l 
storage shortage for spent fuel and the advantages o f  th e 18-m onth  reactor cycles. 
It m ust, how ever, be m entioned  that alm ost all u tilities are conscious o f  being  
a national service and are th ereby also in terested  in decreasing the generating  
çosts.

For fuel vendors, ex ten d ed  burnups result in an increasing technical 
com p lex ity  and a decrease in fabrication throughput. Their on ly  incentive to  
contribute to  developm ent is to  m aintain their tech nologica l com petitiveness.

The reprocessing industry is in a sim ilar situation , ex cep t that, as m entioned  
in Section  2, no  com p etitive  m otivations are likely  to  be operational w ith in  the  
n ex t 10 years. R eprocessing high burnup fuel w ill, how ever, con stitu te  a fringe 
m arket lik ely  to  attract new com ers. A nyw ay, lack o f  incentive for the
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reprocessors in the near future is im m aterial, since high discharge burnup fuel 
need n o t be reprocessed before the year 2 0 0 0 , even i f  it is fabricated in 1983 , 
for the reasons outlined  in S ection  2.

3. CONCERNS

W hatever the m agnitude o f  an econ om ic incentive m ight be, im provem ent 
w ill on ly  be im plem ented  after factual evidence is presented o f  the absence o f  
any deleterious side effects.

For instance, at present the fuel failure rate is at a very low  level, typ ically
0 .0 0 4  to  0.005%  leaking rods per year [15 ], i.e. 0.015%  o f  the fuel discharged  
from  the pow er plants. If a 30% increase o f  discharge burnup o f  U  fuel were 
to  result in a quadrupling o f  the failure rate, all the econ om ic benefits m entioned  
in Table I w ould  be lost [16]. The sam e situation  w ould  arise for Pu fuel, i f  the  
failure rate were to  rise by a factor o f  5. A  prerequisite for com m ercial 
im p lem en tation  o f  ex ten ded  discharge burnup is therefore to  have either  
statistically  significant evidence o f  good  behaviour up to  the contem plated  
discharge burnup, or an adequate post-irradiation data base, proving that all 
failure-related param eters are know n, or a com bination  o f  b oth . T hese aspects 
w ill be review ed in S ections 4  and 5, respectively.

Since the fuel cycle  cost is on ly  quite a sm all portion  o f  the generating  
cost [15 ], fuel failure risk is n o t the on ly  criterion. Constraints on pow er plant 
operation  have a large econ om ic im pact. For instance [10 ], pow er  
m anoeuvering restrictions recom m ended  to  m inim ize PCI (p ellet/c ladd in g  
in teraction) failures result in a typical capacity  factor loss o f  2.1 to  3.1% for 
BWRs and 0 .2 3  to  0.3% for PWRs, representing 10 and 0 .9  m illion  dollars per 
year, respectively, fo ra  1000  MW(e) pow er plant, in a grid w here replacem ent 
pow er costs $ 7 0 0  000 /G W (e) • d. If, as a result o f  the presence o f  high burnup  
fuel in the core, the m anoeuvering restrictions need to  be reinforced, leading to  
an additional 1.7% loss o f  capacity factor, all the econ om ic benefits w ould be lost 
for the enriched U reloads analysed in Table I. The sam e w ould happen w ith  Pu 
reloads if  the capacity factor were a ffected  b y  2.4%. This aspect is being evaluated  
by experim ental program m es, w hich  are briefly  described in  S ections 5 and 6.

The sam e risk o f  reducing the capacity factor cou ld  result from  d ifficu lties  
or delays in obtain ing approval from  the licensing authorities. It w ould  on ly  take  
either a 1.7% derating over a year or a startup delay o f  5 days to  lo se  any benefit 
from  exten d in g  burnup. Since such a risk is n ot negligible, this aspect has been  
given m uch a tten tion  and is sum m arized in Section  6.

The u tility  m ust also be given the assurance that the fuel cycle  industry is 
equipped to  handle high burnup ty p e  fuel. Such fuel has indeed d ifferent 
characteristics than to d a y ’s fuel. S ections 7 and 8 are devoted  to  these 
considerations.
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TA B L E  II. HIGH B U R N U P  EXPERIEN CE IN POWER REACTO RS ON  
U  FU E L  (Status March 1982 )

Type of fuel Power plant Fuel
supplier

GW • d/t

Assayed Pellet

PWR BR 3 BN 55 69

14 X 14 BR 3 BNFL 35 41

15 X 15 BR 3 W 53 6 8

16X 16 Zorita W 58

KWO KWU 40 52

Forth Calhoen CE 45 48

HB Robinson 2 ENC 48 55

Calvert Cliffs 1 CE 43 50

Oconee 1 B&W 40 45

Zion 1 & 2 W 55 59

KWB A KWU 41 50

PWR BR 3 BN 52 71

17 X 17 BR 3 CEA 40 48

Surry 2 W 43 47

Fessenheim FGA 37 41

PWR BR 3 BN 41 58

19X 19

BWR Dodewáard BN na 37

6 X 6 Big Rock Point ENC 31 34

7 X 7 KWW KWU 34 42

Quad Cities GE 31 36

BWR Oskarshamn AA 35 39

8 X 8 Monticello GE 40 53

KWW KWU 36 50

Peach Bottom 2 and 3 GE 30 37
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TA B L E  III. HIGH B U R N U P EXPERIENCE IN POWER R EACTO RS ON  
Pu FU E L  (Status March 1982 )

Type of fuel Power plant Fuel
supplier

GW d/t

Assayed Pellet

PWR BR 3 BN 51 71

15 X 15 KWO KWU 33 41

PWR 

17 X 17

BR 3 BN 39 50

PWR 

19 X 19

BR 3 BN 39 48

BWR Dodewaard BN 34 37

Big Rock Point ENC 28 31

Quad Cities 1 GE 24 34

4. D EM O NSTR ATIO N  ASSEM BLIES

To dem onstrate, on statistical grounds on ly  and to  a 95% con fid en ce level, 
that the fuel failure rate w ill n ot exceed  0.01% o f  the rods per year, a total 
p op u lation  o f  2 4  0 0 0  rods o f  each d ifferent typ e should be tested  for any pow er  
history representing ‘norm al’ pow er p lant operation; this quantity  o f  rods m eans 
9 0  PWR fuel assem blies or 3 8 0  BWR fuel assem blies. It is therefore obvious that 
con fid en ce in the good  behaviour o f  fuel under novel con d ition s can never be 
achieved by a statistical approach; the am ount o f  fuel to  be incorporated in pow er  
plants is such that th e  u tilities w ould  already need to  have acquired con fid en ce  
to  accept such a q u an tity  o f  fuel.

Rather than relying on  statistics on  a representative popu lation  o f  fuel, the  
approach has usually  been  to  w ork on  a reduced quantity  o f  fuel and to  
com pensate for th e  lack o f  statistical support by  detailed in form ation  before, 
during and after irradiation. T hese fuel assem blies are called dem onstration  
assem blies ( ‘dem o assem bly’), or lead test assem blies ( ‘LTA’), or elem ents ( ‘LTE’). 
This fuel is w ell characterized in its as-fabricated state by a larger and m ore 
sophisticated  than norm al quality  contro l plan during its irradiation through an 
adequate surveillance program m e (including pool-side in spections) and afte.' 
irradiation (b y  h o t cell exam inations).
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TABLE IV. LIM ITING PHENO M ENA PO TENTIA LLY  A FF E C T E D  BY  
B U R N U P  OR R ESIDENC E TIME IN TH E REACTO R

Item Phenomenon Significance

Fuel rod Fission gas release Internal pressure criterion

Pellet/cladding interaction Cladding failure

Growth Interference with assembly end fittings

Coolant/cladding inter
action (hydriding, 
corrosion, crud deposits)

Cladding failure

Bow Reduced DNBR or CHFR

Spacer grids Growth Interferences with adjacent assemblies 
(PWRs), or channel (BWRs), or excessive 
clearances

Spring relaxation Cladding fretting corrosion

Hydriding Fragilization at room temperature

Assembly Growth Interferences with core plates (PWRs)

Twist and bow Same as spacer grid growth

Hydriding Fragilization at room temperature

Corrosion, wear ... Mechanical resistance

Spring relaxation Assembly vibrations

Som e o f  the outstanding achievem ents are indicated  in Table II. In each  
category, the reactors have been listed  in order o f  increasing plant pow er; the plants 
dow n th e list con stitu te , therefore, the m ost m odern com m ercial plants in each  
category. A lthough this list is n ot exhaustive, it show s that experience is w idespread  
and covers pow er plants from  11 MW(e) (B R 3) up to 1200  MW(e) (B iblis).

Fuel failures at high burnup have been  very few . T he cause o f  failure was 
alw ays attributable to  p henom ena operational at low  burnup, and n o t u n exp ected  
enhancem ent was discovered. E xperience even indicates a dow nw ard trend in 
fuel failure w ith  increasing burnup [2].

G lobally, fuel perform ance appears to  be m ore sensitive to  pow er level 
and irradiation h istory  than to  burnup levels.

A lthough less num erous than for U fuel, the results on  Pu fuel (T able III) 
are quite encouraging and confirm , in that range o f  burnup, the generally observed  
better behaviour o f  Pu fuel than U  fuel.
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L ife-lim iting features associated  w ith  irradiation and analysed to  check  design  
against criteria m ust be know n w ith  su ffic ien t accuracy to  neither increase the 
risk o f  fu el failure nor unduly  lim it plant perform ance. The required data base is 
built up from  the dem onstration  program m es described in Section  4  and th e  ex 
perim ental program m es ou tlined  in  Section  6. T he major phenom ena are listed  
in Table IV  and the current state o f  know ledge w ill be discussed hereafter. In 
th is d iscussion  (includ ing illustrative figures), on ly  general trends observed from  
published data [ 1 ,2 ,  e tc .] w ill be utilized. This is the on ly  possib le approach

5. LIMITING PHENOMENA

FIG.2. Fission gas release (FGR} after irradiation under normal operating conditions [2].
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FIG.3. Average cladding creepdown versus burnup [2].

w ithin the length  lim itations o f  this presentation , but it m ight suggest m isleading  
com parisons betw een  data from  different sources. It is therefore recom m ended  
n o t to  draw con clu sion s b eyon d  those ou tlin ed  in the present paper w ith ou t 
returning to  original and m ore detailed presentation  o f  the data.

5 .1 . F issio n gas release ( FG R )

As is illustrated in Fig. 2 [2], burnup enhancem ent is clearly visible for  
fuel operating above 1250°C ; it  corresponds to  progressive saturation o f  the fuel 
grains by  fission  atom s and poor, reten tion  o f  gases at the grain boundaries. At 
low er tem peratures d iffu sion  and m igration processes are slow er and burnup  
enhancem ent is less noticeab le. As a conclusion , FG R  is on ly  w eakly  d ependent 
on  burnup; the overriding factor is the operating tem perature o f  the fuel. This .. 
factor is in fluenced  by  th e  fuel and cladding characteristics, the fuel rod design  
(e.g . pre-pressurization level), th e  linear heat generation  rate (L H G R ) and the
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gr o w t h

pow er history. S ince LHGR is norm ally low  at the end o f  life  (EO L),
FG R  o ften  decreáses at high burnup. The total gas pressure does, therefore, n ot 
increase linearly w ith  burnup.

5.2. Pellet/cladding interaction  (PCI)

PCI failures occur either by d u ctility  exhaustion  or by  stress corrosion  
c ía ik in g  [1 7 ]. D u ctility  exhaustion  is an un likely  cause o f  fuel failure increase 
w ith  burnup, since th e  loss o f  du ctility  saturates early in life and remains 
constárit to  a't least 6 X 1021 n /c m 2 ( >  1 M eV). By far the m ost frequent cause 
Of PCI failure is stress corrosion  cracking.

Thé stress results from  m echanical interaction  (PCMI) as a consequence  
o f  swelli'ng o f  th e  fuel and creepdow n o f  the cladding. While m atrix sw elling  
resulting from  solid  fission  products is linear w ith  burnup, fission  gas induced  
sw elling is n ot; accom m od ation  o f  sw elling in to  the various voids (fu e l porosities, 
pellet dishes, diam etral gap and p lenum ) depends on the p lastic ity  o f  the fuel 
and therefore b oth  on  its as-fabricated characteristics and its burnup; th is burnup  
e ffec t is m ost lik ely  beneficia l due to  th e  in fluence o f  th e  increasing 0  potentia l. 
Clad creepdow n depends on the clad characteristics, the fuel rod design (e.g. 
pre-pressurizatiOn level) and the operating clad tem perature (as m ight be in fluenced  
b y LHGR, corrosion  and crud layers, etc .). A  data base on  th e  diam etral 
behaviour o f  w ell characterized fuel rods under know n irradiation con d ition s is 
therefore o f  im portance; such data are being co llected  on  ovality , ridging and 
m ean diam etral strain. As illustrated in  Fig. 3 [2 ], PCMI usually starts at
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FIG.5. Maximum corrosion layer thickness versus rod average burnup [2, 19 \

30  GW • d /t; ten sile  stresses at the cladding inner surface build  up as con tact 
pressure develops.

R elease o f  corrosive fission  products is tem perature-dependent and their  
transfer to  the cladding ID  requires a tem perature gradient; since high burnup fuel 
norm ally runs at a reduced LHGR, this fuel is in a less critical situation  than the  
highest rated fu el in the core. M oreover, the iod ine (th e  m ost likely  predom inant 
corrosive agent) inventory depends m ainly on  LHGR. F inally, the increasing  
0 p oten tia l w ith  burnup has also a gettering e ffect for m ost corrosive fission  
products. T hese are probably th e  reasons w hy the occurrence o f  PCI failures is 
very rare in high burnup fuel under norm al operating conditions.

5 .3 . F uel rod grow th

G row th has been  m easured to  fluences representative o f  high burnup fuel 
(F ig. 4  [2 , 18 ]); it usually fo llow s the stress^free grow th law, observed on  unfuelled
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F ractional channel closure

FIG. 6. Worst span channel closure at 95% level [2].

cladding, w ith  an in fluence o f  fuel after con tact pressure builds up. It is there
fore predictable from  earlier experience w ith  unpressurized fuel rods and can  
be accounted  for in the design o f  high burnup fuel.

5 .4 . C oolant/cladding interaction

The hydriding problem  resulted historically  from  absorption o f  alm ost all H 
present inside the cladding; it has been solved and proved to  be burnup- 
iridependent [ 1 ]. Free H in the coolant, resulting from  corrosion , and in PWRs 
from  the H overpressure, is also picked up at a rate w hich  depends on  th e  cladding  
tem perature. In a typ ica l PWR environm ent,- H pick-up varies from  30% o f  H 
generated by  corrosion  at BOL to  3% at EOL. Power plant exp erience show s  
the resulting H co n ten t to  be typ ically  120 ppm  after 1300  d at pow er, i.e. w ell 
b elow  the 4 0 0  to  50 0  ppm  threshold  for m aintaining room  tem perature ductility .

The corrosion  rate depends essentially  on the cladding tem perature. 
E xperim ental observations are sum m arized in  Fig. 5 [2 , 19]. T he large variability  
from  plant to  plant and even from  cycle  to  cycle  is due to  the e ffect o f  crud 
deposits and the corrosion  layer itse lf  on  clad tem perature. R esidence tim e at 
pow er m ight therefore be a lim iting feature, especially  in pow er plants w orking  
at high coo lan t tem peratures and high fu el rod heat fluxes.

Crud d eposit it se lf  is m ainly dependent on water chem istry and heat flux [20].
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FIG. 7. Fuel assembly growth versus fast fluence [2].

Further details on  this subject can be found  in an IA E A  publication  [21 ]. 
Z ircaloy corrosion  is one o f  the poten tia l life-lim iting phenom ena, but it can be 
contro lled  in current pow er plants b y  m aintaining a proper coo lan t chem istry.

5.5. Fuel rod b ow

R od b ow  is n o t a fuel behaviour but a licensing concern, w hich  m ay lim it 
fuel perform ance. A n adequate data base, sum m arized in Fig. 6 [2], is being  
accum ulated to  address th is issue. For proper interpretation  o f  this figure, these  
room  tem perature data should  be m ultip lied  by approxim ately  1.2 to  represent 
hot cond itions. R esulting lim itations at high burnup w ould  probably n o t restrict 
plant operation.

5 .6 . G row th o f  assem bly structure

Zircaloy is u tilized  as structural m aterial in spacer grids, PWR guide-thim bles 
and BWR spacer-capturing rods and tie  rods. While the latter generally behave 
like standard fu el rods (see Section  5), others are usually m ade from  annealed or 
partially annealed material. A vailable grow th  data on this m aterial (e.g. Fig. 7 [2 ]) 
can be incorporated  in the design.
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FIG.8. Rod extraction force versus fast fluence [2, 22].

5.7. Spring relaxation

The spring fu n ction  is im portant to  prevent vibration, wear and fretting  
corrosion. Spacer grid springs and assem bly hold-dow n or position ing  springs 
relax as a fu n ction  o f  fast fluence and m ust be designed accordingly.

The behaviour o f  the spacer grid spring is usually m easured by  the fuel rod 
extraction  force, w hich  is a fu n ction  o f  spring force and friction  coeffic ien ts. 
M ost published data are qualitative and on ly  m en tion  the adequate behaviour o f  
fuel cladding at the con tact p o in ts to  the grid up to  high residence tim es. Som e  
typ ica l quantitative results are given in Fig. 8 [2, 22].

A similar situation  ex ists for the assem bly hold-dow n springs. In PWRs 
evolu tion  o f  the hold-dow n force is clearly d ependent on w hether the guide- 
th im bles are stainless stee l or Zircaloy (Fig. 9 [2]).

5 .8 . Corrosion and hydriding o f  structural com p on en ts

The considerations expressed in Section  5 also apply to  the assem bly  
structure; corrosion  is even m ore critical, since both  surfaces o f  the structure are 
in con tact w ith  th e  coo lan t. H ow ever, the heat to  b e transferred (prim arily  
gam m a heating) is tw o  orders o f  m agnitude smaller; the tem perature increase 
and the resulting accelerated corrosion are therefore negligible.

The p ossib le life-lim iting feature is therefore H em brittlem ent, leading to  
handling problem s o f  spent assem blies. F ew  experim ental data have been  
published. Som e data [22 ] indicate that after 1700  days irradiation, b o th  under 
BWR and PWR con d ition s, th e  H con ten t is still below  th e  fragility threshold
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FIG.9. Assembly hold-down force versus burnup.

con ten t; the few  localized  spots w ith  higher H pick-up did n o t result in integrity  
problem s.

5 .9 . A ssem bly d im ensional envelope

N o occurrence o f  assem bly bow  or tw ist accelerating w ith burnup has been  
reported. Further experim ental data are being co llected , but no handling problem  
is likely  to  be en countered  due to  deterioration  o f  the assem bly envelope.

5 .1 0  Current situation

A dequate data bases are, or are becom ing, available up to  4 0  GW • d /t on  
BWR assem blies and 6 0  GW • d /t  on PWR assem blies to  dem onstrate th e  higher 
burnup capability  o f  to d a y ’s com m ercial fuel and to  provide the required design  
inputs. H ow ever, som e o f  th e data present quite a large scatter, w hich  is still to  
be adequately  exp lained  by th e  scatter in as-fabricated characteristics, or irradia
tion  con d ition s, or to  be reduced by  additional experim ental data. It does not, 
how ever, prevent a progressive increase o f  discharge burnups.

6. LIC EN SABILITY

Besides the ex isten ce  o f  an adequate data base resulting from  LTAs irradiated  
under norm al operating con d itions, safety  analyses required for licensing m ust 
also consider operational transients and ‘design basis accid en ts’, i.e . off-norm al 
operating con d ition s for w hich  design criteria are specified . Sim ilarly, operating  
recom m endations issued by  the fuel supplier to  m in im ize fuel failure cannot be 
retrieved as such from  L TA  irradiation experience.
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TA B L E  V. EXPERIM EN TAL PROGRAM M ES TO D E F IN E  F A IL U R E  
TH R ESH O LD  OR B EH A V IO U R  U N D E R  O FF-N O R M A L C O N DITIO NS FO R  

HIGH B U R N U P FU EL

Programmes Fuel Ultimate burnup 
(MW • d/kg)

References

Fission gas release 

BN-CEN PWR 80 [ 1 , 2 2 ]

CEA-FGA PWR 45 [2,23]

HBEP PWR 70 [2, 23]

HBEP BWR 36 [2, 23]

Ris0 Experimental 44 [2 ,23]

Load follow

ELF PWR 40 [24]

PCI failure threshold 
(ramping behaviour)

CEA-FGA PWR 42 [2 ,23]

Halden Experimental 45 [23]

JAERI BWR 25 [2 ]
KWU PWR 47 [ 2 ]
KWU-CE-DOE PWR 42 [2 ,23]

Over ramp PWR 31 [23]

Super ramp PWR 45 [2'„23]

Super ramp BWR 37 [2, 23]

Power transient

BWR transient BWR 30 [23]

PBF PWR 30 (- 50) [23, 25]

Trans ramp BWR 2 1 [23, 26]

TRIBULATION PWR 70 [2,'23, 25]

LOCA and PCM

PNS PWR 30 [27]
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FIG. 10. Fission gas release (FGR) prediction capabilities [2].

E xperim ental irradiations to  define thresholds, or to  measure som e  
characteristics required for benchm arking codes, or to  test fuel under off-norm al 
con d ition s are therefore a necessary com p lem en t to  the data base described in 
Section  5. Table V [1, 2 2 - 2 7 ]  presents an overview  o f  program m es addressing  
high burnup fuel.

FG R  data under various pow er h istories and overpow er con d ition s are 
gathered on  a broad basis. T hey com p lem en t the results discussed in Section  5 
and provide an adequate benchm arking basis for fuel rod m odelling codes under 
the fu ll range required for licensing, T h ey  w ill be com p leted  by  detailed experi
m ental data addressing load fo llow in g  operation.

The PCI failure threshold  o f  high burnup fuel is being investigated in various 
countries and through in ternational program m es. The general conclusion  is that 
reduction  in  pow er ramping capability  is com m ensurate w ith  reduction  in  LHGR  
achievable in pow er reactors at EOL in high burnup fuel (due to  fu el dep letion ).
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E xperim ents on  accident cond itions, i.e. sim ulating pow er excursions, or 
loss o f  coo lan t, or both , are also being perform ed or planned. The data base will 
include checks on the behaviour o f  fuel rods to  high burnup subsequent to  an 
accident b elow  failure threshold o f  the fuel [2 , 23 , 25 ].

The regulatory concern that “ there is m uch less data on fuel perform ance at 
high b um up under abnorm al or upset con d ition s o f  reactor operation” [2] 
is being addressed; the required results w ill be available in due tim e for extending  
discharge burnup o f  com m ercial fuel. In principle, therefore, no  problem  exists  
in applying or adapting ex istin g  design criteria to  ex ten d ed  burnups.

It m ust be dem onstrated  that the design m eth od o logy  is adapted to  high 
burnup fuel by  benchm arking it against the experim ental data base.

Regarding fuel behaviour, the fuel rod m odelling cod e m ust be validated in 
the ex ten d ed  burnup range. Published FG R  pred ictab ility  data [2, 28 ] on three  
representative codes are sum m arized in Fig. 10 [2 ] for an equivalent data base 
(includ ing fuel irradiated in pow er plants up to  45  to  50  GW • d /t and ramped  
fuel); the error margin is largest in the 10 to  30  GW • d /t  range and im proves 
thereafter w ith  increasing burnup. Based on  such checks, n o  problem  is envisaged  
in extend in g  fuel design and analysis m eth od o logy  to  ex tend ed  burnups.

The therm ohydraulic design is on ly  marginally affected  by  exten d ing  burnup  
and no additional validation  o f  the m eth od o logy  is required.

The nuclear design should  be benchm arked against high burnup data to  
validate its use and to  d efine uncertainty margins in that range. This is especially  
necessary in v iew  o f  the increased challenge to  core analytical m odels (see 
Section  7).

The U S N uclear R egulatory C om m ission  is proceeding through a generic 
review  o f  acceptance criteria (and the supporting data) and analytical m ethods  
to  assess their valid ity  over the burnup range o f  interest. It is being based on  
top ical reports prepared by  five U S A  fuel vendors and should be com p leted  by  
late 1983  [2].

Subsequent com m ercial application o f  validated m eth od o logy  and existing  
criteria seem s to  require on ly  m inor, if  any, m od ification  o f  the present fuel 
design to  ensure licensability .

7. N U C L E A R  D ESIG N

The m ost challenging issues are in the field  o f  nuclear design and core  
perform ance. T hey arise from  fuel changes w hich  im pact core behaviour: 
increased initial enrichm ent, increased reactivity m ism atch betw een  adjacent 
assem blies, decreased cold  shutdow n  margin, a ffected  reactivity coeffic ien ts, etc. 
The spreading ten d en cy  o f  increasing the cycle  length  from  12 to  18 m on ths w ill 
worsen th is challenge. In practice, use o f  burnable poisons w ill have to  be
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TABLE VI. EXAMPLES OF Gd UTILIZATION IN PWRs

Reactor Fuel
supplier

Year
loaded

Number of 
fresh Gd 
fuel rods 
(% core)

Composition of 
Gd fuel rods

%Gd2 0 3 U

BR 3 BN 1974 0.5 1.35 Depleted

BN 1976 6 3 Enriched

BBR-BN 1981 4.1 3 and 7 Enriched

KWO KWU 1971 0 . 1 2 and 4 Enriched

Prairie Island ENC 1981 1 4 Natural

HB Robinson 2 W 1973 0.15 1.85 Enriched

Palisade ENC 1978 0.07 1 Natural

Tihange 1 ENC 1982 0 . 1 4 Natural

TMI 2 B&W 1978 0.04 3 Enriched

Biblis В KWU 1979 0.07 4 Enriched

im plem ented  or augm ented in all fuel reloads. Gd is generally u tilized  in BWRs 
and is being introduced in PWRs; В is still u tilized  and is being further developed [3] 
for PWRs. A survey including burnable poisons has been published recen tly  [29 ].

Incorporating the burnable p o ison  in to  fuel affords m ore flex ib ility  for its 
proper loca tion  in the assem bly and does n ot reduce the total fu e l/co o la n t heat 
transfer area. These were the main reasons for early com m ercial application  o f  
Gd in BWRs and for grow ing interest in PWR applications, ind ication  o f  w hich  
is given in Table VI, based on R efs [2, 3, 30].

Ideally, Gd fuel should be enriched to  such a level as to  provide the sam e 
design margins as the adjacent fuel zon e w hen the Gd is depleted . D ifficu lties  
in calculating Gd d ep letion  have led in the past to  undesirable pow er m ism atches 
and even fuel deteriorations (w aterside corrosion, crudding, etc.). M ost o f  
tod a y ’s com m ercial applications are therefore prudently adopting an initial 
enrichm ent w ell b elow  this optim um ; in PWRs even natural U  is u tilized , w ith  the  
result that, at discharge, burnup o f  the Gd fuel rods is on ly  half the assem bly  
burnup and burnup o f  the other rods is increased by  2 to  5%. This situation  w ill 
disappear gradually w hen an adequate data base is available on the therm o
m echanical behaviour o f  Gd fuel and the dep letion  characteristics o f  Gd assem blies. 
Several national projects are building up parts o f  this data base [2, 3]; an 
international program m e [23 ] is also being in itiated  to  com plem en t these national 
projects. As an exam ple, burnups achieved in March 1982  are given in Table VII.
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TABLE VII. HIGH B U R N U P EXPERIENCE IN POWËR REACTO RS ON  
Gd FU E L  (Status March 1982 )

Type of fuel Power plant Fuel
supplier

GW d/t

Assayed Pellet

PWR BR 3 BN 46 17

15 X 15 KWO KWU 32 33

Prairie Island 1 ENC 31 15

KWB 1 KWU 42 50

PWR

17 X 17

BR 3 BN 43 61

BWR Dodewaard BN 34 41

Oskarshamn 1 AA 35 25

Oyster Creek ENC 32 35

Unspecified GE 30 33

KWW KWU 34 40

8. FU E L  CYCLE FACILITIES

Increasing discharge burnup by  30% typ ica lly  requires increasing enrichm ent 
o f  th e  fresh fuel by 18%. M ost front-end facilities o f  the fuel cycle  
(enrichm ent plant, m anufacturing plant, fresh fuel sh ipm ent and storage) could  
accom m od ate such enrichm ent increase w ith ou t technical or licensing problem s; 
equipm ent m od ifica tion s w ill usually n o t be required, or be marginal. The unit 
cost w ould  therefore be unaltered, excep t for a sm all increase in m anufacturing and 
sh ipm ent costs due to  the low er throughput.

Fuel design and core m anagem ent are m ore com plicated , especially  during 
the transition phase. With the added expenditures related to  validation  and 

licensing o f  the design tech n o logy , unit fabrication costs ($ /k g ) w ill therefore  
increase quite m arkedly, especially  during the first year.

At the pow er plant, som e technical specifications or operating instructions 
m ight need  to  be m odified , thereby increasing, tem porarily, the operating costs.

At the back-end o f  the fuel cycle , all unit costs ($ /k g ) w ill be increased, but 
there w ill be a decrease o f  the global cost for a given energy production  ($/M W (e) • a). 
Table VIII ind icates the relative variation o f  nuisances for each processing step  [2], 
for the sam e installed electrical pow er served by the reprocessing plant; a general
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TA B L E  VIII. R EL A TIV E  V A R IA T IO N  OF THE PRINCIPAL PAR AM ETERS  
IN FLU E N C IN G  THE BACK-END OF THE FU E L  CYCLE FO R  A  45% 
IN C R E A SE  IN PWR F U E L  D ISCH AR G E B U R N U P

Processing step parameter Relative variation per GW(e) • a 
(%)

Shipment, receiving and storage

Number of assemblies -  31

Initial enrichment + 28 ‘

Initial quantity of 2 3 5  U -  1 2

Residual power after 3 years -  6

0 activity 137Cs after 3 years -  2

0 activity 144Pr after 3 years -  29

/3 activity 106Rh after 3 years -  17

¡3 activity total after 3 years -  14

n emission after 3 years +  1 2 0

Disassembly, shearing and dissolution

Number of assemblies -  31

Crud ?

Zry fines +  ?

|3 activity 106Ru and 106Rh -  16

Solvent extraction

95Zr and 9 5  Nb ?

1 0 6  Ru - 16

Np + 17

Pu -  16

Am + 14

Cm + 1 1 0

Pu a activity +  40

Pu (3 activity -  9

Pu total activity -  7

Pu conversion

n emission -  8

Heat generation -  6

High-level waste vitrification

Volume of glass -  1 0
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reduction  can be observed. H ow ever, the increase o f  som e param eters m ay have 
im plications on  the process chem istry (m ore severe degradation o f  the solvent 
due to  alpha activ ity ) and personnel exposure (n em ission). Process or equipm ent 
m od ifica tion s m ight therefore be required.

Sim ilar considerations can be m ade for the throw -aw ay or indefin ite  storage 
scenarios.

G lobally, on such a basis, the m ost reasonable estim ate is a 3% cost ($/M W (e)-a) 
reduction  o f  the back-end com p on en t o f  the fuel cycle  co st for each 10% increase 
o f  discharge burnup.

9. A L T E R N A T IV E S A N D  IM PROVEM ENTS

9.1 . R equirem ents

C om m ercial fuel seem s capable o f  achieving higher burnups w ith m inor  
design m odifications.. In-core fuel m anagem ent w ill require m ore im portant 
changes com pared w ith  established practices (see Sections 6 and 7). Further 
poten tia l im provem ents are, how ever, considered and w ill be briefly  m entioned.

9 .2 . A dvanced fuel concepts

A lternative fuel concep ts reflect a concern for reducing the risk o f  in-reactor  
failure p oten tia lly  associated  w ith  high burnup duties. T hey include:

(a) A nnular or even duplex p ellets [2]
(b ) V ipac fu el [2]
(c ) Liners or barriers betw een  fuel and cladding [2]
(d) Sub-division o f  the assem bly: 18 X 18 in Kraftwerk U nion A .G . PWRs 

(equ ivalent to  17 X 17 in  B abcock and W ilcox Co. and W estinghouse Electric  
Corp. PWRs) and 9 X 9 in BWRs [2]

(e ) Claddings w ith im proved corrosion resistance [2, 21 ]
(f )  Incorporation  o f  additional w ater zon es w ith in  BWR assem blies [2 , 3].

9 .3 . Fuel m anagem ent

The n ecessity  to  reconsider fuel m anagem ent and to  incorporate burnable 
poison s and the incentive to  sw itch  to  18-m onth  cycles have prom oted  considera
tion  and assessm ent o f  various im provem ents including:

(a) R eshuffling strategies in PWRs: in-out-in or even in-in-out, instead o f  the  
standard out-in-in  (e.g. R efs [2, 5, 7 ])
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(b ) In BWRs [2], spectral sh ift by decreasing end-of-cycle  coo lan t tem perature  
(f lo w  con tro l), re-insertion o f  highest enriched fuel rods from  spent fuel 
assem blies, etc.

(c) In b oth , axial b lanket zones, cycle  stretch-out w ith  pow er coastdow n  
or w ith ou t (b y  coo lan t tem perature reduction ), etc.

10. HOW FA R ? HOW FAST?

This was the title  o f  the panel session o f  R ef. [2] and can adequately  be 
utilized  as the present conclusion  on the question  o f  increasing burnup.

The discharge burnup w ill progressively increase from  a current 28  GW • d /t  
for BWRs and 3 2  GW • d /t for PWRs to  45 and 48  GW • d /t , respectively, over 
the n ex t 10 years; it w ill m ost lik ely  stab ilize around 50 GW • d /t by  th e  year 2 0 0 0 . 

The reasons for increasing in sm all steps are im perative:

(a) L icensing requires pursuing the developm ent and dem onstration  program m es 
“ to  sh ow  that:
(1 ) the fuel retains margin to  failure during (and after) transient and 

accident con d ition s
(2 ) su ffic ien t data are available to  m od el fuel perform ance and to  qualify  

the analytical m odels to  ex ten d ed  burnup” [2]
(b) U tilities require evidence that “ the risks o f  fuel failures or added outage  

tim e do n o t increase w ith  ex ten d ed  burnup” [2]
(c ) “ Further develop m en t o f  burnable poisons is n eed ed ” [2].
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OPTIMIZING CYCLE LENGTH AND IMPROVING FUEL UTILIZATION.
Electricité de France (EDF) operates a network of power generating facilities consisting 

of hydroelectric, conventional thermal and nuclear thermal power plants. Pressurized-water 
units will soon constitute a major part of this network. PWR units require periodic shutdown 
so that part of their fuel can be renewed. It is therefore necessary to optimize the length of 
the cycles so that they can be fully integrated with the electricity production and transmis
sion system. The latter has to meet demand taking into account the constraints associated 
with energy transmission and the operation and maintenance of power units, and must be 
able to adapt to the uncertainties of consumption and plant availability. Until now, in order 
to minimize cycle costs, fuel performance on the one hand and the principle of an annual 
shutdown for refuelling on the other have led to a policy of refuelling one-third of the core 
at a time with 3.25% 23sU-enriched fuel. From the point of view of running the power plant 
system, this approach affords flexibility in selecting shutdown dates by enabling cycles to 
be shortened or extended (within certain limits) in relation to their theoretical duration. As 
a result of efforts to find ways of improving unit availability and easing the strain on equip
ment and manpower resources on site during refuelling operations, EDF has decided, in 
conjunction with Framatome and Fragéma, to extend the cycles. The increased cycle costs 
entailed by implementing this new approach, which should preserve the same operating 
flexibility as the existing one, will be limited to a level which is acceptable within the context 
of overall network operation. It presupposes the completion of studies and tests currently 
being carried out by EDF and Framatome regarding the burnup fraction, new burnable 
poisons, other refuelling policies and safety analyses.
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OPTIMISATION DE LA DUREE DES CYCLES ET AMELIORATION DE L’UTILISATION 
DU COMBUSTIBLE.

Electricité de France (EDF) exploite un ensemble de production composé d’unités 
hydrauliques, thermiques classiques et thermiques nucléaires. Dans cet ensemble, la parti
cipation des tranches à eau sous pression prendra une place rapidement prépondérante. Ces 
tranches doivent s’arrêter périodiquement pour renouveler une partie de leur combustible.
Il devient alors nécessaire d’optimiser la longueur des cycles de façon à les intégrer pleine
ment au système de production et de transport de l’électricité. Ce dernier doit satisfaire 
la demande en intégrant les contraintes liées au transport d’énergie, à l’exploitation et la 
maintenance des tranches et s’adapter aux aléas de consommation et de disponibilité des 
installations. Jusqu’à présent, les performances du combustible d’une part, le principe d’un 
arrêt annuel pour rechargement d’autre part ont conduit, dans le but de minimiser le coût 
de cycle, à utiliser une stratégie de renouvellement par tiers de coeur avec du combustible 
enrichi à 3,25% en 235U. Cette stratégie permet, au niveau de la gestion du parc, une souplesse 
dans le choix des dates d’arrêt, en autorisant à l’intérieur de certaines limites une anticipation 
ou une prolongation des cycles par rapport aux durées théoriques. La recherche de l’améliora
tion de la disponibilité des tranches et la réduction des contraintes matérielles et humaines 
sur site lors des opérations de rechargement ont amené EDF, en collaboration avec Framatome 
et Fragéma, à envisager l’allongement des cycles. Cette nouvelle stratégie, qui devra conserver 
la même souplesse d’exploitation que l’actuelle, sera mise en oeuvre en limitant l’augmenta
tion du coût de cycle à une valeur acceptable vis-à-vis de la gestion du parc. Elle suppose 
l’aboutissement des études et essais actuellement en cours à EDF et à Framatome concernant 
l’augmentation du taux de combustion, les nouveaux poisons consommables, d’autres politiques 
de rechargement et des analyses de sûreté.

1. PR E SE N T A TIO N  SOM M AIRE D U  PARC DE PRO DUCTIO N

1.1. C om position  et évo lu tion  du parc de centrales

E lectricité de France ex p lo ite  un ensem ble de production  com p osé d ’unités 
hydrauliques, therm iques classiques (fu el, charbon, gaz), therm iques nucléaires 
(eau lourde, uranium naturel, gaz-graphite, eau pressurisée, neutrons rapides).

L ’évo lu tion  de ce parc est actuellem ent orientée presque essentiellem ent  
vers la m ise en  service de tranches nucléaires: PWR 9 0 0  MW et PWR 1300  MW 
con stru ites par Fram atom e, le com bustib le étan t fourni par Fragéma.

1.2. Participation des centrales nucléaires au réglage du réseau

En fo n ctio n  de la dem ande en énergie, ce sont théoriquem ent les tranches 
qui produisent le kW ■ h le m oin s cher qui doivent être m ises en service en 
prem ier, la tranche produisant le kW • h le plus cher étant démarrée la dernière.

La figure 1 illustre l ’u tilisa tion  des centrales therm iques au cours des 
années 1 9 8 0 —81. Q uelle que so it la période de l ’année, les tranches nucléaires 
fon ction n aien t à leur p leine puissance possible.
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t e m p s  d e  pr o d u c t i  on  ( h e u r e s )  

FIG.l. Monotone thermique (années 1980-1981).

A partir de 1981 , la part du nucléaire cro ît rapidem ent. Elle devient rapide
m ent prépondérante vis-à-vis des autres sources et atteindra, en 1985 , près de 
65% de la produ ction  d ’électricité.

C ette situation  a pour con séq uence de m od ifier sensib lem ent la courbe  
d’u tilisation  annuelle des diverses tranches. E lle va se traduire, com m e l ’indique  
la figure 2, par une participation  de plus en plus im portante des tranches nuclé
aires au réglage du réseau: suivi de charge journalier, réglage primaire de fréquence  
et téléréglage.

C ette u tilisation  des tranches nucléaires PWR sera un paramètre im portant 
à considérer dans les études d ’op tim isation  des longueurs de cam pagne. (R appelons  
que la longueur d’une cam pagne correspond à l ’intervalle de tem ps entre deux  
arrêts pour le renouvellem ent du com bustib le).
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FIG.2. Monotone thermique (années 1 9 8 4 -1 9 8 5 ) .

2. AJUSTEMENT DES LONGUEURS DE CAMPAGNES

2.1. Arrêts des tranches

L’ensemble des tranches, quelle que soit leur nature, doit être mis périodique
ment à l’arrêt pour révision, entretien ou contrôle des différents matériels ou 
composants. Il devient alors nécessaire de répartir judicieusement ces arrêts au 
cours de l’année en tenant compte, notamment, des différences importantes de 
consommation entre les mois d’hiver et les mois d’été (de l’ordre de 50 à 60%).

Cette gestion du parc se complique par le fait que les tranches PWR doivent 
s’arrêter périodiquement pour renouveler leur combustible. Nous verrons plus 
loin qu’une certaine souplesse est possible, mais cette obligation reste une 
contrainte importante pour la réalisation du programme d’arrêt des tranches.

2.2. Programme de renouvellement théorique

La gestion actuelle du combustible des coeurs des tranches PWR conduit 
à des cadences annuelles de renouvellement.
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Les premières études concrètes sur ce sujet remontent au début des années 
1970. Le type de gestion retenu correspondait au coût de cycle minimum compte 
tenu d’un renouvellement par tiers de coeur et des performances contractuelles 
du combustible. Les études technico-économiques avaient alors montré qu’avec 
les hypothèses prises en compte, c’est ce mode de renouvellement qui satisfaisait 
le mieux les critères techniques associés au coeur.

Une réactualisation de ces études prenant en compte l’évolution des diffé
rents facteurs composant le coût du cycle du combustible a été refaite dans les 
années 1976—77 et a conduit à une réduction du taux moyen d’enrichissement 
des premiers coeurs des tranches à démarrer qui est passé, de 2,6 à 2,43%.

Cette légère modification avait pour principale conséquence de diminuer 
les dépenses d’investissement. Les conclusions initiales sur les caractéristiques 
de recharges n’ont pas été remises en question.

2.3. Adaptation des tranches PWR à la gestion du réseau

2.3.1. D éfin ition  du program m e d ’arrêts

Ainsi qu’il a été décrit précédemment, la place que les tranches PWR 
occupent et occuperont dans la production d’électricité conduit non seulement 
à rechercher à minimiser la part du combustible dans le prix du kW • h au niveau 
de chaque réacteur, mais aussi à ajuster la longueur réelle des campagnes dans le 
cadre de la gestion du parc.

Ainsi le choix des dates d’arrêt des tranches pour renouvellement du 
combustible ne sera plus seulement fonction des longueurs naturelles des 
campagnes mais devra prendre en compte notamment:
— l’équilibre entre production et consommation à l’échelon national et régional;
— les programmes de travaux sur le réseau de transport;
— la disponibilité des équipes d’entretien en intégrant les contraintes particulières 

aux centrales nucléaires: sûreté, doses intégrées par le personnel, utilisation 
d’équipements spéciaux.

Tous ces éléments vont, après une évaluation économique faisant intervenir 
toutes les tranches, conduire à l’établissement d’un programme prévisionnel 
d’arrêt.

Partant des constatations rappelées ci-dessus, il a été décidé d’examiner 
les possibilités d’espacer les arrêts pour renouvellement du combustible en 
minimisant le surcoût des recharges.

L’étude a été menée en deux étapes:
1) une étude technique préliminaire a permis de retenir des schémas de 

gestion réalisables. Seuls les surcoûts limités ont été retenus;
2) les résultats de cette étude technique ont été introduits dans une étude 

globale du parc de production.



TABLEAU I. ALLONGEMENT DES CAMPAGNES PWR 900. PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS

Campagnes Actuelles Longues Longues Allongées Allongées Longues

Combustible Actuel Actuel Actuel Actuel Actuel 1990

Poisons Sans Actuels 1985 Actuels 1985 1985

Taux de renouvellement (%) 33 50 50 41 41 33

Nombre d’assemblages neufs rechargés 52 78 78 64 64 52

Taux d’enrichissement (%) 3,25 3,5 3,5 3,5 3,5 4,5
Longueur des campagnes: JEPPa 294 405 430 360 371 397

mois 13,8 17,7 18,7 15,9 16,3 17,5

Surcoût de la recharge (%) référence 15 10 5 3 3

a JEPP: jours équivalents pleine puissance.
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L’étude technique a été menée en considérant que le coeur était constitué 
soit de composants existants, soit de composants qui raisonnablement doivent 
voir le jour dans les toutes prochaines années.

Les hypothèses retenues ont été les suivantes:
a) utilisation du combustible actuel jusqu’en 1990 en prévoyant la possi

bilité de recharger quelques assemblages dont le taux de combustion pourrait 
atteindre 39 000 MW • d/t;

b) utilisation après 1990 de combustible pouvant atteindre un taux de 
combustion de l’ordre de 45 000 MW • d/t;

c) chargement de poisons consommables du type intégré à partir de 1985;
d) souplesses d’anticipation et de prolongation de cycles conservées;
e) taux d’enrichissement limité à 3,5% pour les études avec le combustible 

actuel; la possibilité d’utiliser un combustible plus enrichi (4,5%) a été examinée 
dans le cas du combustible «après 1990».

Le tableau I résume, pour une tranche 900 MW, les principaux résultats 
des schémas retenus, et rappelle les caractéristiques du cycle actuel.

La durée de campagne tient compte d’un coefficient de disponibilité 
pendant la marche de 0,85 et de deux mois d’arrêt pour renouvellement du 
combustible.

Les résultats de l’étude citée ci-dessus sont alors introduits dans un calcul 
global de parc dans lequel interviennent notamment les contraintes de site et la 
valorisation de la puissance.

Les économies portent sur:
— la réduction de consommation du combustible fossile,
— la diminution des dépenses d’investissement complémentaire,
— les dépenses globales actualisées relatives aux opérations d’entretien et de 

rechargement.

2.3.2. R éa justem en t du program m e d ’arrêts

Le programme ainsi établi doit pouvoir s’adapter aux divers aléas qui peuvent 
apparaître au cours de sa réalisation comme par exemple:
— une consommation différente des prévisions;
— des pannes sur le système de production ou de transport;
— un retard dans la mise en exploitation de nouvelles tranches;
— un coefficient d’utilisation d’une ou plusieurs tranches différent des prévisions 

à cause, notamment, de la participation au suivi du réseau.

2.3.3. Conséq uences

Si une optimisation de longueur de campagne est facile en considérant une 
tranche isolée, les développements succincts que nous venons de faire montrent
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les difficultés qu’il y aura à optimiser au niveau d’un ensemble de centrales. En 
effet, cet optimuip, qui se traduit par le kW • h produit le moins cher possible, 
ne correspond pas forcément à l’optimum sur le coût du cycle.

Aussi trouverons-nous plusieurs stades dans cette optimisation:
— à moyen terme se fera la recherche d’une politique théorique mais 

réaliste de gestion conduisant essentiellement à définir les programmes d’appro
visionnement en uranium, UTS et assemblages;

— à court terme on cherchera à ajuster au mieux les caractéristiques de la 
recharge à mettre en réacteur en fonction des prévisions de production pour la 
campagne prochaine;

— face à l ’aléa, il faudra décider de décaler, dans les limites techniques 
possibles, l’arrêt de la tranche par rapport à sa longueur naturelle.

Cette recherche en vue d’atteindre le chargement optimum nous a conduit 
à approfondir les analyses et évaluations selon trois directions:
— la souplesse d’adaptation des longueurs de campagne,
— la gestion hybride,
— l’allongement des campagnes.

3. ADAPTATION DES LONGUEURS DE CAMPAGNES

3.1. Différentes situations

Afin de simplifier les opérations d’approvisionnement en UF6 enrichi et 
en assemblages, EDF a choisi pour les recharges un seul taux d’enrichissement 
par palier technique (3,25 pour le PWR 900, 3,1 pour le PWR 1300). Ce para
mètre ne peut donc pas être pris en compte pour des modifications de gestion 
à court terme.

Dans le cadre de l’adaptation des longueurs de campagne aux besoins du 
réseau deux situations peuvent se présenter:

1) la campagne considérée est la campagne N+ 1, la campagne N est en 
cours. Le nombre d’assemblages neufs à charger sera alors fixé en fonction de 
la longueur souhaitée pour la campagne N+ 1 et en tenant compte des critères 
de sûreté et des limites technologiques du combustible.

2) La campagne est en cours et le programme d’arrêt réactualisé impose 
que la tranche s’arrête en dehors de la date de passage à bore nul. Sans parler 
de la modulation de la charge si la date prévue est postérieure à la date d’arrêt 
naturel, deux possibilités restent envisageables: l’anticipation ou la prolongation 
de campagne.
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3.2. Anticipation

L’anticipation de l’arrêt d’une tranche consiste à l’arrêter pour renouveler 
son combustible avant la fin naturelle. Cette action se traduit par une augmenta
tion de la part combustible dans le prix du kW * h qu’il faudra comparer au gain 
au niveau du parc.

Afin de respecter les critères de sûreté pour la campagne suivante, le 
gestionnaire pourra être amené à ajuster le nombre des assemblages neufs dans 
la recharge.

3.3. Prolongation de campagne

Ce type d’exploitation consiste à continuer à faire fonctionner le réacteur 
bien que la teneur en bore dans le circuit primaire soit devenue nulle.

La réactivité nécessaire est libérée en abaissant la température moyenne 
du coeur.

Bien que ce fonctionnement se caractérise par une baisse progressive de 
la puissance, il est maintenant mis en oeuvre couramment.

4. ALLONGEMENT DES CAMPAGNES

4.1. Etude technico-économique

Ainsi que nous l’avons dit précédemment, les études qui ont conduit aux 
campagnes actuelles ne prenaient pas en compte l’environnement dans lequel 
sont placées les tranches.

Du fait de l’augmentation importante des tranches PWR, il apparaît 
aujourd’hui que la diminution du nombre d’arrêts par allongement des 
campagnes ne doit plus être négligée dans le cadre d’une recherche d’exploitation 
du parc la mieux adaptée aux situations présente et future.

Les pertes proviennent essentiellement de l’augmentation de la part du 
combustible.

La conséquence directe de l’allongement des campagnes est de diminuer 
le nombre des arrêts d’au moins 20% à l’horizon 1990.

Nous voyons deux aspects positifs à cette orientation: un aspect logistique 
et matériel, et un aspect humain.

Réduire le nombre d’arrêts devrait:
— alléger dans le temps les problèmes logistiques qui se posent à la centrale et 

aux entreprises;
— faciliter les placements des arrêts puisque moins de tranches s’arrêteraient 

chaque année;
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FIG.S. Gestion hybride: position des assemblages durant leurs trois cycles successifs.
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— diminuer les indisponibilités dues aux aléas en période de démarrage qui suit 
le rechargement.

Réduire le nombre des arrêts, c’est aussi réduire globalement les doses 
reçues par le personnel. Actuellement, ces doses sont évaluées à 300 homme-rem 
par arrêt. Dans ces conditions, choisir des campagnes moyennes conduirait à 
une économie de:
— 5500 homme-rem pour la période 1984—90,
— 10 800 homme-rem pour la période 1990—99.

4.2. Gestion hybride

L’utilisation des schémas de gestion classique, où le combustible neuf est 
chargé en périphérie du coeur, s’avère mal adaptée aux campagnes longues. Un 
schéma de gestion nouveau, dit hybride, a été développé.

La gestion «hybride» consiste à charger les assemblages neufs dans une 
position intermédiaire entre la périphérie et le centre du coeur. Les assemblages 
les plus épuisés sont placés en périphérie, surtout dans les angles du coeur, comme 
l’indique la figure 3. Ceci a pour objet de minimiser les fuites et permet un 
certain gain sur le coût du cycle ou sur l’enrichissement. L’aplatissement de la 
distribution de puissance est obtenu à l’aide de poisons consommables disposés 
dans les assemblages neufs, sous forme de grappes classiques (pyrex) ou de 
gadolinium mélangé au combustible. Le nombre de crayons empoisonnés 
nécessité par la gestion hybride elle-même n’est pas supérieur au nombre de 
crayons nécessité par les exigences dues aux campagnes longues, pour lesquelles 
elle se trouve particulièrement bien adaptée.

La gestion hybride permet, si on utilise des poisons ayant une plus faible 
pénalité résiduelle que les poisons actuels, une économie sur le coût du cycle.

D’autres avantages peuvent y être trouvés, tels que la réduction de l’irradia
tion de la cuve et l’augmentation de la marge d’anti-réactivité.

De plus, un gain important sur le coût du cycle peut être obtenu de façon 
transitoire lors du passage de la gestion classique à la gestion hybride. Ce gain 
est dû à une redistribution du flux vers les assemblages neufs. Une réduction 
de l’enrichissement de l’ordre de 0,2% peut ainsi être obtenue transitoirement.

4.3. Combustible au gadolinium

Ainsi qu’il a été évoqué plus haut, l’allongement des campagnes nécessite 
l’utilisation de poisons consommables.

Les poisons utilisés actuellement pour les premiers coeurs sont sous forme 
de grappes de crayons en pyrex boré. Lis présentent des inconvénients (anti
réactivité résiduelle, problèmes de manutention, évacuation, stockage) qui ont 
conduit à développer un poison du type intégré à l’uranium. C’est dans ce sens 
qu’est actuellement mise en oeuvre l’utilisation du gadolinium.
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Des essais de qualification du combustible gadolinium vont être entrepris.
Des assemblages expérimentaux seront chargés dans une centrale EDF dès 

1983. Fin 1982 et courant 1983, des expériences destinées à qualifier les 
méthodes de calculs des coeurs gadoliniés seront réalisées en liaison avec le CEA. 
Le problème associé à l’utilisation du gadolinium est en effet dû à sa très forte 
section efficace de capture. Il a tendance à disparaître trop vite, conduisant de 
ce fait à des perturbations dans les distributions de puissance. Deux solutions 
sont envisagées pour pallier à cette difficulté:

1) Concentration importante en gadolinium microdispersé dans les crayons. 
On s’oriente vers des concentrations de l’ordre de 6 à 8 g/cm3. Ceci aurait 
l’inconvénient de conduire à une pénalité résiduelle significative qu’il reste 
actuellement à chiffrer avec précision.

2) Mise au point de gadolinium auto-protégé. Celui-ci serait sous forme 
de grains de quelques centaines de д т  de diamètre, s’épuisant alors moins vite 
du fait de l’auto-protection du centre par la périphérie de chaque grain.

5. CONCLUSION

Avec l’arrivée massive des tranches PWR dans le parc français de produc
tion d’électricité, la notion d’optimisation du coût de cycle et, par voie de 
conséquence, de la longueur des campagnes a sensiblement évolué. Bien que 
la recherche d’un optimum économique au niveau de chaque réacteur reste 
importante, les impératifs liés à la gestion du parc prennent de plus en plus de 
place. Aussi recherche-t-on, d’une part, à réduire la fréquence des arrêts pour 
renouvellement du combustible, et d’autre part, à conserver la plus grande 
souplesse possible dans le placement de ces arrêts.

Ces différentes actions doivent être menées progressivement en fonction 
de l’évolution des combustibles et en s’assurant que la sûreté et la souplesse 
d’exploitation des tranches ne sont pas remises en cause.
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Abstract

CONCLUDING EXPERIMENTS IN THE WINDSCALE AGR.
During the last few months of operation of the Windscale Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor 

(WAGR), and more particularly during the 82 days after the formal reactor shutdown on 
3 April 1981, a series of concluding experiments was performed. These experiments covered 
the testing of both irradiated and unirradiated fuel pin clusters up to a cladding temperature 
of around 1300°C and the checking of the computer codes used in commercial AGR fault 
studies for large changes in power, temperature, reactivity and flow. Further measurements 
were also made on the plate-out of methyl iodide and particles in the reactor circuit, and on 
the release of caesium iodine and gaseous fission products from failed fuel as a function of 
time and temperature. These tests have provided further evidence of the good safety 
characteristics of the AGR and further confidence in the predictive methods used for 
fault studies.

1. INTRODUCTION

After a very successful 18-year research and development programme the 
prototype Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor [1] at Windscale (WAGR) was formally 
shut down by Sir Francis Tombs on 3 April 1981. However, as a result of previous 
arrangements with the Central Electricity Generating Board and the South of 
Scotland Electricity Board a series of safety-related ‘concluding experiments’ 
was completed over the final months of operation, and more particularly in the 
82 days following formal shutdown. The collaborative, jointly funded experimental 
programme was designed to verify satisfactory fuel pin behaviour by high clad 
temperature tests on Commercial Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (CAGR) type 
fuel pins, to extend the validation of reactor fault study computer models by 
large-scale transients of flow, reactivity and power in the reactor core, and to 
investigate features of fission product release and transport mechanisms by 
reactor measurements.

The tests were subjected to the same stringent standards of safety criteria 
that had been applied during the WAGR research and development programme,
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and the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate was continuously informed. All the 
experiments were protected by a full, and in some cases an augmented, array 
of automatic safety trips, the trip levels being individually chosen for each test.

Details are given here of the fuel pin cluster experiments in which transients 
up to clad temperatures of 1300°C were carried out, together with the results of 
the post-irradiation examination of the fuel pins after the transients.

2. HIGH CLAD TEMPERATURE EXPERIMENTS

The objective of this series of tests was to support the CAGR safety cases 
by a practical demonstration under appropriate reactor conditions that AGR fuel 
pins retain their coolable geometry at the high temperatures postulated to occur 
in some limiting CAGR faults (peak clad temperatures in the region of 1300°C). 
Since in these experiments there was a risk, albeit small, that some localized 
clad melting could occur, the tests were done in one of the WAGR experimental 
in-core loop facilities which allows fuel stringers to be irradiated within the reactor 
core but contained in separate pressure envelopes, each with its own coolant 
system.

The experiments were performed in one of the large loops that can 
accommodate a full channel of WAGR fuel. This consists of a fuel stringer made 
up of four fuel elements, each comprising a single ring of nine fuel pins arranged 
around a central graphite tube and enclosed within a graphite sleeve. Figures 1 
and 2 show sketches of a fuel element and a fuel stringer, respectively, with 
the position of the clad thermocouples indicated. WAGR fuel pins are very 
similar to those used in CAGR fuel assemblies. The first two tests used 
unirradiated fuel stringers which had been specially assembled for the purpose 
and were well instrumented with many fuel clad and gas thermocouples. For the 
third and fourth tests, whose purposes were to test irradiated fuel, WAGR fuel 
stringers previously employed for deposition monitoring were used since, while 
not extensively instrumented, they contained sufficient fuel clad thermocouples 
for control of the experiments.

Although the objective of these tests was to demonstrate adequate fuel 
behaviour in fault-like situations, the two experiments on unirradiated fuel 
also provided a substantial amount of data on temperature distributions, which 
are potentially valuable as a test of thermal hydraulic aspects of models at very 
high temperatures. Interesting aspects include the variation of cross pin 
temperature differences with temperature, especially when radiation becomes 
significant.

One difficulty which arose with the use of the loop was that, in order to 
guarantee the integrity of the loop pressure tube (and thus the isolation of the 
experiment from the reactor core), it was necessary to ensure that the pressure
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tube temperature did not exceed 700°C, in spite of the high gas outlet temperature 
of 950°C associated with clad temperatures of 1300°C. This was achieved by 
introducing a secondary flow of C02 coolant gas which bypassed a fuel stringer 
located in the loop, but mixed with and cooled the hotter primary coolant 
flow as it emerged from the stringer and before it impinged on to the pressure 
tube. Although this was simple in principle, it became necessary to modify the 
loop by discharging the irradiated loop liner tube and installing a replacement of 
larger dimensions so that sufficient bypass flow could be established. This 
difficult but essential replacement was carried out as one of the first moves in 
the programme and, having been successfully completed, the following experiments 
were carried out.

2.1. Experiment 1. New fuel; flow transient

The aim in this test was to raise peak clad temperature from the normal 
operating level of 800°C, by reducing coolant flow, up to the temperature 
region relevant for fault studies (around 1300°C).

To allow for the possibility of fuel pin bowing due to differential thermal 
expansion or any other phenomenon, the experiment was operated in such a 
way that even if pronounced bowing occurred such that a pin touched the 
central graphite tube, thus creating a localized ‘hot spot’, the highest temperature 
would be limited to 1320°C.

The fuel in this stringer consisted of four fuel elements of uniform enrich
ment, except for three instrumented pins in elements 2 and 3 whose enrichment 
was adjusted to achieve the same linear ratings as in standards pins. This 
particular experiment was designed not only to be of value in its own right, but 
also as a forerunner of the more difficult tests on irradiated fuel, which would 
be significantly less well instrumented. Nine thermocouples (three Nicrosil/Nisil, 
six Chromel/Alumel) were installed in the clad of three special thick-walled 
pins in element 3, and six (Chromel/Alumel) in three special thick-walled pins 
in element 2. Thermocouples were also installed to measure inlet and outlet 
gas temperatures.

The temperature transient was induced by reducing the main stringer coolant 
flow over a period of about 18 min, using a modified version of the ‘gag’ or flow 
control valve normally situated in the 35 ft long plug section of a WAGR 
stringer. The gas was mechanized and could be operated remotely from the 
reactor control room. Above the gag, on the outside of the plug stringer, an array 
of six thermocouples was sited to measure the coolant gas temperature after 
the bypass and main coolant flows had joined. One per cent CO was added to 
the C02 coolant to reduce graphite oxidation in this and all subsequent loop 
experiments. The experiment was terminated by reducing reactor power 
immediately after the target temperature had been achieved.
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FIG.3, Experiment 1. New fuel, flow  transient.

A selection of the temperatures measured during the experiment is shown 
in Fig.3, together with the estimated ‘hot spot’ temperature expected to occur, 
in the absence of bowing, under the brace near the top of standard pins in 
element 3. The estimated peak temperature reached was 1276°C (1320°C if 
bowing had occurred).

No thermocouple failures were detected in this 18-min transient, and the 
thermocouples indicated the same temperature under normal operating 
conditions both before and after.

Some difficulty was experienced in carrying out this and subsequent loop 
tests in producing the desired changes in gas flow, because in this abnormal 
operating condition the gag tended to continue closing after its electrical drive 
was switched off. This was due to differential thermal expansion of the gag 
shaft arising from the large temperature differences inherent in the design. It 
can be seen in Fig.3 that although the gag motor was stopped at 9 min into
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4' 4 n * '

FIG.4. High temperature element: top half.

FIG.5. High temperature element: bottom half.

the transient, the temperatures continued to rise and were still rising when the 
gag was restarted at 15 min.

The experimental programme was arranged so that following this first 
experiment the core transients (see Section 2.2) could be started, thus giving 
time for post-irradiation examination (PIE) of this stringer before deciding 
the temperatures for experiment 2. Results of this examination showed the fuel 
pins in the stringer to be in excellent condition, with no sign of local melting or 
excess oxidation and little or no indication of bowing. Figures 4 and 5 give some 
idea of the excellent condition of the pins.

2.2. Experiment 2. New fuel; power transient

The second experiment also employed an unirradiated stringer with a very 
similar thermocouple arrangement to the first, but with element 3 enriched to 
raise the peak rating from 12.5 MW/t (first experiment) to 21 MW/t and with 
the element 4 fuel pins removed to reduce the stringer gas outlet temperature.
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FIG.6. Experiment 2. New fuel, power transient.

As no fuel pin bowing had been observed in the first experiment it was 
decided to control this test such that the estimated peak clad temperature in 
an unbowed standard pin reached 1320°C (i.e. some 50°C hotter than in 
experiment 1), this temperature occurring under the top brace of element 3.
The transient was induced by raising reactor power at constant flow, thus 
simulating a reactivity rather than flow fault. To achieve these-high temperatures 
at constant coolant flow it was necessary to steadily open the gag during the 
transient to compensate for the rising coolant flow resistance (as the gas density 
decreased) with increasing temperature, and for the differential thermal expansion 
of the gag as already mentioned.

Figure 6 shows a selection of measured temperatures and the estimated 
peak ‘hot spot’ temperature under the brace which rose to 1340°C. Again, no 
thermocouple failures were detected during the transient.
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Activity releases into the loop circuit in both these and subsequent experiments 
were monitored by two sets of burst cartridge detection gear and continuous 
spectrometry monitoring of 89Kr and s6Mn as indicators of clad rupture and clad 
melting, respectively. The philosophy adopted was that an increase of around •
1000 above the background level of the burst fuel detection instrumentation 
(based on previous experience of large failures in loops) would be taken as an 
indication of local clad melting and lead to a manual trip of the reactor. No 
increase in any of the signals was obtained in this experiment, so that there 
was every confidence that the integrity as well as the coolable geometry of the 
pins in the stringer were maintained and this was subsequently confirmed by 
post-irradiation examination, the pins being in excellent condition, just as in 
Figs 4 and 5 of the first experiment.

2.3. Experiment 3. Irradiated fuel (5 GW-d/t)

Execution of similar high temperature experiments on irradiated pins 
required the availability of irradiated stringers fitted with suitable and still 
working thermocouples. Two such stringers were available in the core: the first, 
irradiated to a burnup of 5 GW-d/t, had four working clad thermocouples, two in 
element 3 (outer facing) and two in element 2 (outer facing), together with gas 
outlet and inlet thermocouples; the second, irradiated to a burnup of 15 GW-d/t, 
had four clad thermocouples in element 2 (both inner and outer facing), together 
with gas outlet and inlet thermocouples.

To use these stringers for high temperature experiments in the loop it was 
necessary to detach the fuel section of each stringer from its plug section without 
damaging the thermocouples, attach this fuel to the special plug section (which 
carried the necessary gag and the mixed gas outlet thermocouples) of one of 
the previous high temperature loop experiments, and then thread the rather 
brittle thermocouples through the plug and attach them to the appropriate 
connector at the top of the plug. The above procedure posed a difficult handling 
and instrumentation problem, which was successfully accomplished for both stringers.

Experiment 1 had been performed partly as a precursor for these two 
irradiated fuel experiments to give some confidence that the irradiated fuel 
experiments could be controlled satisfactorily, in spite of their limited instrumenta
tion and the uncertainties in high-temperature behaviour of burnt-up fuel. The 
control strategy for experiments 3 and 4 was therefore to copy the form of the 
transient in experiment 1 and to limit the measured clad temperatures to the 
values observed in equivalent positions at the peak of the experiment 1 transient, 
thus giving a ‘hot spot’ on a standard pin in element 3 of 1276°C.

Figure 7 shows the measured can temperature transients in the third 
experiment with dotted lines indicating the temperature limits derived from 
experiment 1. Temperatures were as expected under normal operating conditions,
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FIG.7. Experim ents. Irradiated fuel (5 GW-d/tJ.

both before and after the transient, but following completion of the experiment, 
a small signal, about twice the background level, was observed on the burst 
cartridge detection instrumentation and on the 89Kr monitor, suggesting a small 
failure. This signal was so small that it is extremely unlikely local clad melting 
occurred and that therefore certainly coolable geometry was maintained, and 
the pins are expected to be in excellent condition.

2.4. Experiment 4. Irradiated fuel (15 GW d/t)

This fuel was also subjected to a flow transient of the type of experiment 1. 
In this case, a stated previously, four clad thermocouples were available on 
element 2 only, and the philosophy was maintained of taking the peak measured 
temperature to the same level as the thermocouple in a similar position in 
experiment 1.
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FIG.8. Experiment 4. Irradiated fuel ( 15 GW-d/t).

Figure 8 shows graphs of the measured clad temperatures giving rise to a 
‘hot spot’ temperature in the standard pins of element 3 of 1276°C. The dotted 
lines, as before, indicate the limits derived from experiment 1. All the thermo
couples survived the transient and gave similar temperature readings under normal 
operating conditions after the test, as before, but there was an apparent failure 
of one clad thermocouple at 900°C, although this recovered when the temperature 
reached 990°C. No signs of increase in 89Kr activity release were observed on or 
after the transient, so again certainly coolable geometry of the pins in the assembly 
was preserved. There was, however, a significant rise in 59Mn activity due to oxide 
spalling after the transient was completed.

During its previous long irradiation in the reactor this fuel had received a 
significant, deliberately induced deposit of carbon, causing appreciable reduction 
in the heat-transfer coefficient, deduced from clad thermocouples measurement.
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FIG.9. High temperature irradiated element: bottom portion.

FIG. 10. High temperature irradiated element: top portion.

When the stringer was first loaded into the loop the heat-transfer coefficients 
deduced were similar to those previously observed on the fuel in the core.
Attempts were made to remove this deposit by operating for a short period at a 
modest peak temperature of 800°C but this was not successful. However, it was 
anticipated that this deposit would be rapidly removed at the high temperatures 
intended during the transient and the experiment was planned on this basis.

Indications are that much of this deposit was removed as the higher tempera
tures were reached in the transient. This is suggested by the reduction in spread 
of the measured temperatures seen in Fig.8. Curve 1, in particular, shows a 
thermocouple affected by deposit at the start but not unduly towards the end 
of the transient. This spread in temperature remained small on the return to 
normal operating temperatures and a check of clad temperatures at this stage under 
static conditions indicated that the fuel pins were free from deposit. It therefore 
seems probable that the deposit was removed at the thermocouple position by the 
end of the transient.

PIE (Figs 9 and 10) revealed that the stringer, as expected from the test 
results, had retained its coolable geometry. Its general condition was satisfactory
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and consistent with previous experience of stringers examined at this burnup, and 
no significant deterioration could be attributed solely to the high temperature 
transient. As the monitoring in core had indicated, the fuel pins in element 2 had 
been heavily deposited. A great deal of loose deposit was found in the element 
while the lower halves of the pins were still covered. In the clad thermocouple 
region small patches of deposit only remained.

3. DATA COLLECTION AND DISPLAY

The standard WAGR data collection and display system was not very 
suitable for monitoring experiments designed to simulate the rapid changes in 
power, temperature and flow occasioned by fault sequences. About 2000 analog 
inputs from the reactor are monitored but the cycle time is 90 s. It was decided 
therefore to construct a special logging and display system from available equip
ment, based as closely as possible on existing software. A data logger had been 
produced for the testing of the high-pressure loops several years before and this 
provided the basis for the new system. A PDP 11/20 computer to control the 
data logger equipment was also available.

Using two scan controllers, each driving two banks of 100 relays and 
controlling a pair of digital voltmeters, up to 400 data points could be scanned at 
a rate of 100 points/s. For these experiments (because of doubts about the 
ability of stainless steel sheathed mineral insulated Chromal-Alumel thermocouples 
to operate satisfactorily at the high temperatures around 1300°C, to which the 
experiments would be driven), it was necessary to perform detailed checks of the 
integrity of the thermocouples after every data scan. Thus, loop thermocouples 
were monitored for continuity and insulation resistance in addition to thermo
electric electromotive force. This resulted in some reduction in speed to allow 
time for the conductors to discharge after the resistance checks. Nevertheless, 
a cycle time of about 2.5 s was achieved.

Data were recorded on double-density floppy discs. The software devised to 
operate the PDP 11 /20 computer was in two parts. The first performed, under 
direct interrupt control, the process of data collection, recording and alarm 
checking. The second, a BASIC interpret program configured to support up to 
eight users, was employed to operate the BASIC partitions with immediate 
access to current data values. The partitions drove two sets of display units, one 
showing the essential information for the operational control of the experiment 
and the other showing more data of interest to the experimentalist. By this 
means it was possible to provide data displays, readily tailored to suit a particular 
experiment, without an unacceptable investment in programming effort. For 
example, in the case of the first two loop transient experiments, the control 
cladding temperature, in one case assumed due to excessive pin bowing and in the
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Abstract

DEVELOPMENT OF PLUTONIUM FUEL UTILIZATION IN A FUGEN-TYPE HWR.
The FUGEN Project was carried out to establish the technology of a FUGEN-type 

HWR (FUGEN HWR) in Japan. The FUGEN is a direct-cycle, boiling-light-water-cooled, 
heavy-water-moderated, pressure-tube-type reactor of 165 MW(e) output using plutonium 
mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel. Since the startup test, the plant performance and reactor characteris
tics have been very satisfactory. A total of 180 MOX and 228 UO2 fuel assemblies have been1 
loaded into the core. The maximum burnup of MOX fuel reached 14 000 MW'd/t and no 
fuels have failed. In this type of reactor use of plutonium makes the coolant void reactivity 
coefficient nearly zero, thereby providing good reactor stability. Exchange of control rod 
pattern is almost unnecessary due to flat power distribution. In parallel with the FUGEN 
Project, design work for a 600 MW(e) demonstration plant has been carried out since 1973. 
Important systems and components are essentially the same as those of the FUGEN. Some 
modifications have been made, however, taking account of the scaling-up of plant capacity 
from 165 MW(e) to 600 MW(e) and the experience obtained in the FUGEN and LWRs. The 
technology of plutonium utilization has been developed in the FUGEN Project and in the 
design of the 600 MW(e) demonstration plant. The effects of plutonium on the reactor 
physics characteristics have been clarified, using a heavy-water critical assembly (the 
Deuterium Critical Assembly, DCA). A test assembly of MOX fuel was irradiated to demonstrate 
the integrity of the FUGEN MOX fuel assembly. The 14 MW Heat Transfer Loop (HTL) 
test facility has clarified the thermal hydraulic characteristics of fuel assembly.

1. INTRODUCTION

The role of a FUGEN-type HWR (FUGEN HWR) -  the name ‘FUGEN’ is 
taken from the Buddhist God of Mercy — is considered to contribute to the 
national energy security of Japan. As with LWRs, it uses plutonium and depleted 
uranium extracted from LWRs’ spent fuel, thereby reducing the demand for 
natural uranium and enriched uranium. At the same time, a FUGEN HWR can 
adjust the plutonium stock by selecting fuels, plutonium or uranium, depending 
on the conditions.

687
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To establish the technology of a FUGEN HWR, the FUGEN Project has been 
carried out by the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation 
(PNC), which has taken responsibility for the Project, supported by the govern
ment, utilities, manufacturers, universities, research organizations, etc. [1 ]. The 
Project began in October 1967. Site construction began at Tsuruga in 
December 1970 and the plant went into commercial operation on 20 March 1979, 
using plutonium-topped natural uranium mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel assem
blies [2-4].

Plutonium for the MOX fuel assemblies, loaded into the core in 1981, was 
extracted from LWRs’ spent fuel at the PNC Tokai Reprocessing Plant.

In parallel with the FUGEN Project, design work for a 600 MW(e) FUGEN 
HWR demonstration plant has been carried out since 1973, using the experience 
of design, construction and operation obtained in the FUGEN and LWRs.

On 27 August 1982, the Japan Atomic Energy Commission reached a decision 
on the demonstration plant. The Electric Power Development Company 
(EPDC) would be responsible for construction and operation, with the support 
of the government, utilities and PNC, and R&D and MOX fuel fabrication would 
be carried out by PNC.

2. EXPERIENCE OF MOX FUEL UTILIZATION IN THE FUGEN PLANT [5]

2.1. Plant description

The FUGEN is a direct-cycle, boiling-light-water-cooled, heavy-water- 
moderated, pressure-tube-type reactor of 165 MW(e) output using MOX fuel. The 
main parameters are listed in Table I and a schematic flow diagram is shown 
in Fig. 1. The reactor has two independent coolant circuits, each consisting of 
a steam drum, an inlet header, two recirculation pumps and associated pipes.
Each of the 224 cluster-type fuel assemblies is loaded into a vertical Zr— 2.5% Nb 
alloy pressure tube.

At present, four kinds of standard fuel are used in the core: MOX fuel 
Type A and Type В of different fissile material content, U 02 fuel Type A and 
Type В of different enrichment. Besides these fuels, four special fuel assemblies 
(U 02 fuel) are also used, which contain specimens of the pressure tube material 
for irradiation tests. The fuel assembly, as shown in Fig.2, consists of 28 Zry-2-clad 
fuel rods, which are spaced by 12 Inconel spring-grid-type spacers.

A computer-controlled refuelling machine is so designed that either on- or 
off-power refuelling can be performed. At present, however, only the off-power 
refuelling scheme has been adopted to avoid the problem of pellet/cladding 
interaction, which would occur during on-power loading of fuel.
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Parameters FUGEN Demonstration
plant

Electric power MW(e) 165 600

Thermal power MW(th) 557 1 930

Reactor
Core diameter mm 4 053 6 951
Core height mm 3 700 3 700
No, of channels 224 648
Calandria diameter mm 7 950 9 750

Pressure tube
Material Zr-Nb Zr-Nb
Inside diameter mm 117.8 117.8

Fuel
No. of rods/assembly 28 36
Pellet diameter mm 14.4 12.4
Fissile content wt% 2.0 3.1
Burnup (average) MW-d/t 17 000 30 000
Clad thickness mm 0.88 0.90
Clad material Zry-2 Zry-2
Max. linear heat rating ■W/cm 574 492

Control rods
Boron carbide 49 76
Stainless steel 0 17

Primary cooling system
No. of loops 2 2
Recirculation flow rate t/h 7 600 22 600
Steam flow rate t/h 910 3 300
Steam drum pressure kg/cm2 68 69

During routine operations, the reactor thermal power is controlled to 
maintain the rated electric power. The electro-hydraulic control system controls 
the turbine control valves to maintain constant steam pressure and turbine speed. 
The water level in the steam drum of each loop is controlled by three-element 
signals of the main steam flow, the feedwater flow and the steam drum water level.

Core reactivity is controlled by 49 motor-driven control rods and a control 
system of liquid poison (10B) concentration in the moderator. Four of the control 
rods are automatic regulating rods, each of which is installed into the central 
position of each quadrant of the core. The liquid poison concentration is increased 
by injecting 10B into the dump tank of the heavy-water circuit, and reduced by 
passing the heavy water through strong basic ion-exchange beds.
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FIG. 1. Schematic flow  diagram o f  FUGEN.
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Parameter Fugen 600MW(e) demo, plant

No. of rods 28 36

Fuel length, mm 4 388 4 450

Bundle dia., mm 11 1.6 1 11.6

Clad o.d., mm 16.46 14.50

Clad wall 0.88 0.90thickness, mm

Pellet dia., mm 14.40 12.40

Pellet hight, mm 18 13

Fissile content*, MOX type A 1.3/1.5 Core inner region 
1.5/2 .7

(Outer rod/Mid & 
Inner rod), wt% UO2 type A 1 .5 /1.5 Core outer region 

1.9/2.7

* Initial loading

b
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600MW(e) demo, plant

FIG.2 Standard fuel assembly.
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2.2. Overall performance

As shown in Fig.3, the FUGEN has continuous, stable, full power operation, 
except during refuelling and scheduled maintenance shutdowns. The FUGEN 
has generated a total of more than 3 million megawatt-hours since it was first 
synchronized. Seventy-two per cent of the load factor was achieved in the fiscal 
year of 1979. The load factors for the fiscal years of 1980 and 1981, however, 
were 40% and 41 %, respectively, due to repair work for stress corrosion cracking 
Hence, the overall electrical load factor for the past 3 years (April 1979- 
March 1982) was 51 %.

The FUGEN has been operated for more than 21 000 hours, and no trouble 
has occurred in the main components (turbine generator, recirculation pumps, 
main isolation valves). No leakage of heavy water has as yet occurred.

2.3. Fuel performance

A total of 180 MOX and 228 U 02 fuel assemblies, including eight special t
ones, were loaded into the core, and 92 MOX and 92 U 02 fuel assemblies, including 
four special ones, have been discharged for refuelling. After the third refuelling, 
Type В fuel assemblies, which have higher fissile content, were loaded to reduce 
the fuel cost by. obtaining higher burnup. At present, the maximum burnup of 
MOX fuel is 14 000 MW-d/t, and no leaking fuel has been found for more than 
809 effective full power days of operation, i.e. up to the end of September 1982.

Some careful operation methods, such as adoption of off-power refuelling 
and slow power raising, have been applied to avoid any possibility of fuel failure. 
During operation of the plant, the primary coolant is sampled periodically from 
the steam drums and the amount of 1311 is radiochemically analysed to check 
fuel defects. After reactor shutdown, the primary coolant from every fuel channel 
is also sampled and analysed. Discharged fuel assemblies are inspected visually 
and dimensionally, using the spent fuel inspection instrument installed in a spent 
fuel storage pool. A small amount of crud deposition is observed on the fuel 
rods, but otherwise the external appearance remains unchanged. The dimensional 
inspection reveals no abnormal deformation of fuel rods [6]. This shows 
that the FUGEN fuel performance is satisfactory.

2.4. Characteristics of a MOX fuel loaded core

In the initial core, 96 MOX fuel assemblies were loaded into the central 
region, with 124 U 02 fuel assemblies loaded around them. Four special fuel 
assemblies were also loaded at the 3 X 3  fuel channel position of X-Y co-ordinates 
in each quadrant of the core. The scatter loading scheme, with a quadrant 
symmetry, was selected for refuelling patterns. One-fourth of the core will be 
refuelled annually in the equilibrium core.
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During the first half of the initial cycle, 8 of 49 control rods were 
inserted to suppress the radial power peaking at the central region of the core [7].
In the middle of the cycle, however, the inserted control rods were withdrawn to 
achieve uniform burnup of the core. During the latter half of the initial cycle, 
and throughout the second, third and fifth cycles, radial power distribution 
became so flat that control rod insertion was unnecessary. During the first half 
of the fourth cycle, during which 76 fresh fuel assemblies (MOX Type A: 24,
MOX Type B:20, U 02 Type A: 28, special fuel:4) were loaded, five control rods 
were inserted; they were withdrawn in the middle of the cycle, as in the initial 
cycle. The maximum linear heat generating rate (MLHGR) was controlled at 
below 495 W/cm throughout all these cycles.

While this type of heavy-water reactor tends to have a large positive void 
reactivity coefficient, it could be reduced to nearly zero by using MOX fuel [8].
The coolant void reactivity coefficient of the FUGEN is very small, due to the 
use of MOX fuel. This has been demonstrated in the FUGEN at a time of step-wise 
speed change of the recirculation pumps [9]. When the speed of the recirculation 
pumps changes from 450 to 900 rev/min at 40% power in the power raising process, 
the core void fraction decreases suddenly. Despite this sudden change of core 
void fraction, the power changes by only a few per cent of the full power.
This shows that the coolant void reactivity coefficient is small enough to give 
a stable response to the plant at a transient condition such as speed change 
of the recirculation pumps.

The power coefficients, measured in each cycle by reducing the power 
level by about 5%, are -4  X 10-5 ~ -9  X 10"s Дк/к/% power. These power 
coefficients are dominated by the negative fuel temperature coefficient, and the 
coolant void coefficient is too small to contribute to the power coefficient. As 
the negative power coefficient is almost unchanged with burnup, the reactor can 
be controlled satisfactorily by a simple automatic power control system.

2.5. MOX fuel handling in the FUGEN

MOX fuel assemblies manufactured at the PNC Tokai Works are packed in 
a B(U)-type fuel transport cask and transported to the site by land. Before 
taking the MOX fuel assemblies out of the cask in the fresh fuel handling room 
at the plant, the air in the cask is sampled and measured by an alpha counter to 
check if the MOX fuel has suffered any damage during transportation.

Before loading MOX fuel assemblies into the core, all are inspected for their 
visual and dimensional measurement, using a remote-control inspection instrument. 
This instrument is provided to reduce the inspectors’ exposure to radiation from 
the MOX fuel assembly.

The same measures are taken for physical protection of MOX fuel in 
storage. The storage room is under 24-hour surveillance. Employees who are
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permitted access to the storage building are issued special magnetic passes. 
Furthermore, a special permit is required to enter the storage room.

3. DESIGN OF 600 MW(e) DEMONSTRATION PLANT [10]

3.1. Design principle

In consideration of the role of a FUGEN HWR in Japan, the reactor has 
been designed mainly to use MOX fuel. Important systems and components, 
such as pressure tube assemblies and control rod drive mechanisms, are essentially 
the same as those of the FUGEN. Safety design features are also identical with 
those of the FUGEN. However, some improvements and modifications have been 
made, taking account of the scaling-up of plant capacity from 165 MW(e) to 
600 MW(e) and the experience obtained in the FUGEN and LWRs. The main 
parameters are shown in Table I.

3.2. Improvements and modifications

To make the calandria tank as small as possible, it was decided to reduce 
the number of pressure tube assemblies and to eliminate the heavy-water dump 
space around the core.

To achieve the former aim, the average channel power is raised to 120% 
of the FUGEN, remaining at almost the same value of maximum channel power 
as that of the FUGEN (3.9 MW). This design is achieved by adopting the fuel assembly 
with 36 fuel rods, and flattening the power distribution in the core. The fuel 
assembly, as shown in Fig.2, consists of 36 Zry-2-clad fuel rods and a centre tie 
rod, which are spaced by 12 Inconel spring^grid-type spacers. To flatten power 
distribution in the core, MOX fuel assemblies with less plutonium fissile content 
are loaded into the central region, with those containing more plutonium fissile 
content loaded around them. Consequently, the number of pressure tubes in the 
plant is 648, which is 2.9 times as many as those in the FUGEN, despite a 3.6 
times increase in electrical power.

To achieve the latter aim, a rapid poison injection system is introduced for 
a backup/shutdown system as a substitute for the heavy-water dump system 
of the FUGEN.

The plant is designed to be able to operate load following. The reactivity 
change due to the operation is controlled by 17 stainless steel control rods which 
can mitigate the amount of power change of fuel assemblies adjacent to the 
control rods so that the probability of fuel failure will be reduced. B4C control 
rods are also provided for shutdown and power distribution flattening.
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4.1. Reactor physics characteristics of the plutonium-fuelled core

From 1970, the reactor physics characteristics, especially coolant void 
reactivity, power distribution in a fuel assembly, etc., have been clarified at the 
heavy-water critical assembly (Deuterium Critical Assembly, DCA), Oarai 
Engineering Center, PNC.

Special attention was paid to the effect of plutonium isotope composition on 
the reactor physics of FUGEN MOX fuel. Three kinds of MOX fuel assemblies, 
changing plutonium fissile content and plutonium isotope composition were 
prepared for DCA experiments. The data of these MOX fuels showed that 239Pu 
and î41Pu have almost the same characteristics of thermal neutron reaction rates 
against their resonances and 240Pu may have little effect on the reaction rate 
when its content in a MOX fuel is low [11, 12].

Coolant void reactivity has been measured and analysed under the following 
conditions: in the clean lattice, in the lattice with heavy water containing boron, 
and in the lattice with control rods inserted. Results of the experiments have 
demonstrated that use of plutonium makes the coolant void reactivity small.

Development has been carried out to clarify the reactor physics characteristics 
of the fuel assembly, with 36 fuel rods, for the 600 MW(e) demonstration plant in 
the same manner as that of the FUGEN. Experiments have also been carried out to 
clarify the effects of a stainless steel control rod on the power distribution of the 
adjacent fuel assemblies for the load-following operation.

4.2. MOX fuel development

Several fuel irradiation tests were carried out to develop FUGEN fuel.
Short fuel rods were installed in capsules and irradiated in JMTR (Japan Atomic 
Energy Research Institute), and fuel rod bundles were irradiated in HBWR, Four 
full-scale fuel assemblies, including two uranium oxide ones, were irradiated in 
a SGHWR to confirm the stability and integrity of the FUGEN fuel assembly. 
FUGEN standard-type MOX fuel had been irradiated from October 1975 to 
April 1977 (360 effective full power days), experiencing about 30 power cycles, 
and achieved 2.91 MW peak bundle power, 490 W/cm peak heat rating,
6420 MW-d/t average burnup and 9860 MW-d/t pellet peak burnup. Visual 
examination, dimensional measurements, gamma scanning, plenum gas analysis, 
ceramography and other tests then followed at UKAEA Windscale from 
December 1977 to March 1979. As the result, the FUGEN MOX fuel design was 
confirmed as being adequate. Post-irradiation examination of MOX fuel used 
in the FUGEN with burnups of 12 000, 17 000 and 20 000 MW-d/t is planned.

4. PLUTONIUM UTILIZATION DEVELOPMENT
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Fuel assemblies for the 600 MW(e) demonstration plant are now scheduled 
to be irradiated in SGHWR and the FUGEN. One MOX fuel assembly is going 
to be irradiated (15 000 MW-d/t of the average burnup in SGHWR) to confirm 
its integrity from 1984. Several MOX fuel assemblies for the demonstration plant 
will be loaded into the FUGEN to confirm their integrity.

The 14 MW Heat Transfer Loop (HTL) in the Oarai Engineering Center has 
been used for tests and analyses, using full-scale fuel assembly mock-ups to 
determine the burnout heat flux characteristics, two-phase flow pressure drop 
characteristics, hydraulic instability in parallel channels, and heat removal 
characteristics at a recirculation pump trip.

A major finding obtained in these experiments was that the burnout heat 
flux increased by reducing the spacer pitch of the fuel assembly. From this 
result, and considering the pressure drop at the spacers, the pitch was made 
260 mm into the central region of the fuel assembly, where higher heat flux is 
expected in the reactor, and was made wider at both ends of the fuel assembly.
By adopting this design, the burnout heat flux was able to increase by about 
20% compared with a fuel assembly with a uniform 420 mm spacer pitch.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The potential of MOX fuel has been demonstrated successfully by operation 
of the FUGEN. A total of 180 MOX and 228 UOa fuel assemblies were loaded 
into the core during initial loading and three refuelling times. The maximum 
burnup of fuel has reached 14 000 MW-d/t and no fuel has failed. In this type 
of reactor, use of plutonium makes the coolant void reactivity coefficient nearly 
zero, thereby providing good reactor stability. Exchange of control rod pattern 
is almost unnecessary due to flat power distribution.

The plant has been operated at full power for three years and all operational 
experience has contributed effectively to the design work of the 600 MW(e) 
demonstration plant.

The success of plutonium fuel utilization in the FUGEN Project demonstrates 
effective utilization of nuclear fuel, such as adjustment of plutonium stock and 
reduction of demand for natural and enriched uranium.
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Abstract-Аннотация

USE OF DESTRUCTIVE AND NON-DESTRUCTIVE METHODS FOR ANALYSIS OF THE 
COMPOSITION AND BURNUP OF WWER REACTOR FUEL.

The authors consider methods of destructive and non-destructive analysis of spent fuel 
and their use to determine the bumup and isotopic composition of WWER reactor fuel. The 
potentialities and accuracy inherent in these techniques are discussed. The paper describes a 
semi-empirical method for determining fuel burnup and isotopic composition, which is based 
on solving burnup equations using non-destructive analysis data. Use of experimental data 
on the WWER fuel burnup and isotopic composition to correct calculation programmes is 
considered.

ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЕ РАЗРУШАЮЩИХ И НЕРАЗРУШАЮЩИХ МЕТОДОВ ДЛЯ АНАЛИЗА СОСТА
ВА И СТЕПЕНИ ВЫГОРАНИЯ ТОПЛИВА АЭС С РЕАКТОРАМИ ТИПА ВВЭР

Рассмотрены методы разрушающего и неразрушающего анализа отработавшего топлива и 
их использование для определения выгорания и изотопного состава топлива ВВЭР. Обсуждены 
возможности методов и погрешности получаемых с их помощью результатов. Описан экспери
ментально-расчетный метод определения выгорания и изотопного состава топлива, основанный на 
решении уравнений выгорания с использованием данных неразрушающего анализа. Рассмотрено 
использование экспериментальных данных о выгорании и изотопном составе топлива ВВЭР для 
корректировки расчетных программ.
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I- ВВЕДЕНИЕ

Изучение выгорания и изотопного состава отработавшего топлива ВВЭР прово
дится с целью проверки и корректировки программ расчета выгорания и изотопного 
состава топлива АЭС, сведения баланса делящихся материалов, оптимизации топлив
ного цикла, обеспечения технических средств контроля за соблюдением гарантий 
МАГАТЭ.

Получение сведений о составе отработавшего топлива целесообразно осуществ
лять путем сочетания разрушающих и неразрушающих методов анализа. В настоящее 
время наиболее точные результаты получаются путем использования разрушающих 
методов анализа. Однако эти методы не обладают необходимой экспрессностью, ко
торая часто требуется при решении широкого круга практических задач. Неразруша- 
ющие методы позволяют оперативно получать информацию о выгорании топлива и его 
распределении по длине и радиусу тепловыделяющей сборки, однако, для проверки 
и калибровки этих методов необходимо использование данных разрушающего анализа.

Более общий подход к  использованию информации, получаемой неразрушающи
ми методами, для определения выгорания и изотопного состава топлива ВВЭР может 
быть реализован в экспериментально-расчетном методе. Этот метод состоит в решении 
уравнений выгорания для изотопов урана, плутония и некоторых продуктов деления. Не
обходимые для решения уравнений данные получаются из результатов неразрушающего 

анализа исследуемых сборок. Очень важное значение данные разрушающего и нераз
рушающего анализа имеют для корректировки программ расчета длительности кам 
паний облучения топлива, выгорания и изотопного состава, а также для корректиров
ки наиболее важных эффективных сечений, используемых в расчетах.

2. РАДИОХИМИЧЕСКИЕ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЯ СОСТАВА ОТРАБОТАВШЕГО ТОПЛИ
ВА ВВЭР

Главным критерием выбора методов определения элементного и изотопного со
става растворов отработавшего топлива является возможность проведения прецизи
онных анализов на малом количестве анализируемого материала и, по возможности, 
без трудоемких операций отделения от мешаюших примесей. Можно проводить ана
лиз в защитных камерах на сравнительно большом количестве материала, но при этом 
неизбежны потери в точности.

Массовая доля урана определяется, как правило, методом масс-спектрометрии 
с изотопным разбавлением. В качестве изотопной метки применяется 233 U. Преиму
ществами масс-спектрометрии являются минимальные навески (5 мкг на одну загруз
ку) и высокая точность (S r ~  0,2 X 10"2) ,  а также одновременное получение данных 
об изотопном составе. Однако необходимость химической подготовки проб, сложность 
техники измерений и недостаточная производительность заставляют искать альтерна
тивные методы. В качестве таких методов экспериментальную проверку прошли
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метод потенциометрического титрования и метод дифференциальной спектрофотомет- 
рии. По исполнению наиболее простым является потенциометрический метод, требу
ющий, однако, отгонки технеция, присутствующего в растворах. По точности метод 

сравним с масс-спектрометрией (S r 0,2 X 10'2) . На одно определение требуется 
500 мкг урана, что несколько ограничивает возможности метода. Преимуществом 
дифференциальной спектрофотометрии с использованием арсеназо III является срав
нительно небольшая навеска (50 м кг на одно определение), а недостатком — несколь
ко меньшая точность (S r 0,3 X 10“2-  0,4 X 10“2) и более сложная процедура под
готовки пробы.

Несомненно перспективным методом является рентгенофлюоресцентный ана
лиз, обладающий большой экспрессностью и практически не требующий какой-ли
бо химической подготовки. В настоящее время применение этого метода сдержива
ется необходимостью использования сравнительно большой навески (Змг) и большей 
погрешностью (S r «  0,5 X 10~2) .

Для определения плутония набор возможных методов меньше и основным оста
ется масс-спектрометрический метод с изотопным разбавлением. Метка — 242Pu. На
веска — 1 мкг. Недостатком является необходимость введения дополнительной опе
рации изотопного смешения. Кроме того, для определения 238Pu необходима очень 
высокая очистка от урана или же использование альфа-спектрометрии. Альтернатив
ным методом является альфа-спектрометрический метод с изотопным разбавлением 
с использованием 238 Pu в качестве метки. Применение этого метода позволяет вдвое 
уменьшить число масс-спектрометрических измерений. Преимуществом метода яв
ляется также малая навеска (0,5 мкг) и возможность использования более дешевой 
метки. Метод, характеризуется погрешностью, равной Sr »  0,5 X 10-2 . При этом тре
буются очень точные измерения отношения активностей 238Pu/239+240Pu.

Изотопный состав, урана и плутония определяется масс-спектрометрическим 
методом, дающим наиболее точные значения изотопных отношений 
Sr 0,1 X 10-2 — 0,5 X Ю“2. В настоящее время рассматриваются возможности ис
пользования для этой цели гамма-спектрометрического метода. Однако, метод тре
бует больших количеств материала, менее точен и не позволяет определять 242Pu. Ме
тоды оптической спектроскопии не обеспечивают необходимой точности анализа.

Для определения массовых долей изотопов ТПЭ могут быть использованы пря
мые альфа-спектрометрические измерения, которые, однако, дают погрешность око
ло 10%. Это обусловлено недостаточно контролируемым выходом этих элементов 
в операциях их выделения и измерениями абсолютных активностей. Применение при
ема изотопного разбавления с масс-спектрометрическим (для А т ) и альфа-спектро
метрическим (для Cm) окончаниями позволяет существенно повысить точность оп
ределений. Массовая доля нептуния также определяется с использованием изотопно
го разбавления.

Наиболее точные данные о величине выгорания топлива можно получить, найдя 
отношение числа атомов мониторов выгорания -  продуктов деления к  числу атомов 
тяжелых элементов. Используются как  стабильные, так и радиоактивные мониторы



ТАБЛИЦА I. ИЗОТОПНЫЙ СОСТАВ УРАНА И ПЛУТОНИЯ В ОТРАБОТАВШЕМ ТОПЛИВЕ ВВЭР-440, ат. %

Выгорание к г / t U  

Содержание изотопов
ат. %

20,4 ± 0,8 22,4 ± 0,6 33,2 ± 1,3 33,8 ± 1,2 35,2 ± 1,3 35,8 ± 0,9

”4U 
335 U
2Ми
23»и

Общее содержание Pu 
« ' P u  

pu  
M°Pu
24, p u  

2«pu

0,02728 ± 0,0002 
1,8460 ± 0,0010 
0,3553 ± 0,0008 

97,771 ± 0,0018 
7,22 ± 0,08 
0,051 ± 0,005 
5,43 ± 0,05 
1,365 ± 0,013 
0,748 ± 0,007 
0,1292 ± 0,0013

0,0268 ± 0 , 0 0 0 2  

1,7198 ± 0,0008 
0,3471 ± 0,0005 

97,879 ± 0,008 
7,92 ± 0,04 
0,0578 ± 0,0003 
5,450 ± 0,027 
1,449 ± 0,007 
0,805 ± 0,004 
0,1537 ± 0,0009

0,0232 ± 0,0002 
1,1927 ± 0,0017 
0,4622 ± 0,0008 

98,322 ± 0,0020 
10,63 ± 0,10 
0,1505 ± 0,0015 
6,40 ± 0,06 
2,250 ± 0,022 
1,407 ± 0,014 
0,427 ± 0,004

0,0227 ± 0,0001 
0,1200 ± 0,0013 
0,4707 ± 0,0010 

98,3866 ± 0,0018 
10,71 ± 0,11 
0,1531 ±0,0015 
6,36 ± 0,06 
2,290 ± 0,023 
1,445 ± 0,014 
0,460 ± 0,005

0,0218 + 0 , 0 0 0 1  

1,0179 ± 0,0012 
0,4909 ± 0,0005 

98,4695 ± 0,003 
11,21 ± 0,11 
0,1950 ± 0,0019 
6,47 ± 0,06 
2,475 ± 0,025
1,535 ± 0,015 
0,536 ± 0,005

0,02166 ± 0 , 0 0 0 1  

0,9970 ± 0,0014 
0,4915 ± 0,0005 

98,4899 ± 0,0018
11,41 ± 0,07 

0,1980 ± 0,0014 
6,56 ± 0,04 
2,516 ± 0,016 
1,577 ± 0,010 
0,558 ± 0,004

702 
круглов 

и 
др.
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ТАБЛИЦА II. МАССОВЫЕ ДОЛИ ИЗОТОПОВ УРАНА И ТРАНСУРАНОВЫХ 
ЭЛЕМЕНТОВ НА КОНЕЦ ОБЛУЧЕНИЯ В ОБРАЗЦЕ ОТРАБОТАВШЕГО ТОПЛИВА 
РЕАКТОРА ВВЭР-440 С НАЧАЛЬНЫМ ОБОГАЩЕНИЕМ 3,6%, ОТНЕСЕННЫЕ К 
ИСХОДНОМУ УРАНУ. ВЫГОРАНИЕ -  33,8 кг/т

Изотоп Массовые доли 
кг/т

Изотоп Массовые доли 
кг/т

Изотоп Массовые доли 
кг/т

234 и 0,212 ± 0,001 « 9  p u 6,076 ± 0,004 243 Ат 0,065 ± 0,004
”SU 10,56 ± 0,013 140 р ц 2,187 ± 0,004 Стобщ 0,0407 ± 0,0008
136 и 4,267 + 0,010 2 4 . p u 1,380 ± 0,004 24S Ст 0,0164 ± 0,0004
1 3 .  и 939,885 + 0,018 141 p u 0,4403±0,0002 24$Ст (4 ± 2) X 10-4
237 Np 0,439 ± 0,020 Ап1общ 0,313 ± 0,018 244 Cm 0,0239 ± 0,0008

^иобщ 10,230 ± 0,011 141 Am 0,248 ± 0,018 24SCm (2,4 + 0,5) X 10-3
13*  р и 0,1461 ± 0,0004 MÎAm (6,9 ± 0,8) X 10" 4 246 Cm (1,9 ± 0,4) X W 4

выгорания. Наиболее удобным монитором для топлива ВВЭР является стабильный 
изотоп 14SNd, выход которого одинаков при делении 2ÎSU и 238Pu. Определение нео
дима проводится масс-спектрометрическим методом с изотопным разбавлением. В 
качестве метки используется 142 Nd.

Выгорание может быть рассчитано и по выходу радиоактивного 187Cs, опре
деляемого гамма-спектрометрическим методом. Этот метод экспериментально про
ще, но несколько менее точен.

В табл. I представлены результаты анализа некоторых образцов отработавшего 
топлива реактора ВВЭР-440 с начальным обогащением по 235 U 3,6%. В табл. II приве
ден состав отработавшего топлива ВВЭР с выгоранием 33,8 кг/т U на конец облучения 

Таким образом, в настоящее время имеется необходимый набор радиохимичес
ких методов, позволяющий получать достаточно точные данные по выгоранию, соста
ву отработавшего топлива и накоплению в топливе отдельных изотопов.

3. ГАММА-СПЕКТРОМЕТРИЧЕСКИЕ МЕТОДЫ ОПРЕДЕЛЕНИЯ ВЫГОРАНИЯ

Выбор топливных загрузок реакторов типа ВВЭР и прогнозирование выгорания 
топлива в этих реакторах производится на основе расчетных методов. Для оптимиза
ции топливных циклов необходима экспериментальная проверка и корректировка 
расчетных методов и программ,

Такая проверка и корректировка должны проводиться на достаточно большом 
экспериментальном материале. Отсюда, ввиду трудоемкости радиохимических ана
лизов, возникает необходимость разработки более простых и экспрессных методов 
анализа без разрушения образцов.
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ОТНОШЕНИЕ АКТИВНОСТЕЙ 134Cs/137Cs 

Рис. 1. К орреляция вы горания и отношения активностей 1MC s/137Cs.
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Методика неразрушающего определения выгорания топлива ВВЭР по концент
рациям 137Cs и 106 Ru описана в работе [1]. Этот метод в течение нескольких лет ис
пользуется на Нововоронежской АЭС для измерения выгорания топлива в кассетах ре
акторов ВВЭР-365 и ВВЭР-440. Измерения проводились в защитной камере. Что
бы исключить влияние коэффициента поглощения гамма-излучения в целых кассе
тах, а также для исследования радиального распределения выгорания кассеты пе
ред измерением разбирались на отдельные твэлы. В каждой кассете, состоящей из 
126 твэлов, исследовано 26 твэлов. В 10 точках по высоте этих твэлов (через 25 см) 
измерялись спектры продуктов деления. Погрешность определения выгорания в каж
дой точке по высоте составляет 3-5% для различных кассет. Измерения показали, что 
расчет дает систематическое завышение выгорания на концах кассет, достигающее 
30-40%, что связано, по-видимому, с погрешностью расчета логарифмических про
изводных плотностей потока замедляющихся нейтронов на границе топливо -  отра
жатель.

Была исследована корреляция между выгоранием и отношением активностей 
134 Cs/ 137 Cs. Основное преимущество определения выгорания этим методом состо
ит в том, что не нужно делать калибровку измерительной установки по абсолютной 
эффективности, а относительную эффективность можно определить по относитель
ным активностям гамма-линий продуктов деления ( 134Cs,106Ru,154E u ). Вместе с тем 
теоретические и экспериментальные исследования этой корреляции, выполненные 
в последние году для топлива реакторов на тепловых нейтронах, показали зависи
мость этой корреляции от истории облучения, обогащения топлива и спектра нейтро
нов. Кроме того, при измерении отношения активностей 134C s/137Cs в целых кассе
тах могут возникнуть дополнительные погрешности, связанные с различным распре
делением 134Cs и 137 Cs по сечению кассеты.

На рис. 1 приведены измеренные значения выгорания и отношения активностей 
134C s/137Cs для 7 кассет и 22 образцов твэлов. Образцы были растворены, и в алик
вотах растворов было измерено выгорание топлива гамма-спектрометрическим ме
тодом с погрешностью около 2% и отношение концентраций 134Cs/I37Cs с погрешно
стью 1,0-1,5%. Из рис. 1 видно, что экспериментальные точки для 6 кассет и всех 
образцов (начальное обогащение 3,0%; 3,3% и 3,6%) ложатся на общую прямую. 
Исключение составляет кассета РИ-2,4 №03 с начальным обогащением 2,4%, для ко
торой экспериментальные точки ложатся на отдельную прямую. Результаты анализа 
корреляционных прямых у = ах +  b показывают, что различие параметров а и b для 
кассет и образцов с обогащениями 3,0; 3,3 и 3,6% находятся в пределах погрешности 
определения этих величин. Поэтому для кассет с такими обогащениями можно исполь
зовать общую корреляционную прямую с параметрами а = 15,6 (2) и b =0,54 (16). 
Стандартные отклонения экспериментальных точек для кассет и образцов твэлов с 
такими обогащениями топлива составляют 4%. Для кассеты РИ-2,4 №03 проявляется 
зависимость этой корреляции от обогащения топлива. При меньшем обогащении 
(2,0%; 1,6% и 0,72%) корреляция выгорания и отношения активностей 134C s/137Cs 
исследовалась в работе [2] для топлива ВВЭР-70.
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С целью исследования влияния различного распределения 134 Cs и 137 Cs на резуль
таты определения выгорания, в 2 кассетах были измерены концентрации 137Cs и 134 Cs 
во всех 126 твэлах. Увеличение концентрации 137Cs и 134Cs в твэлах внешнего ряда 
по сравнению с центральными твэлами составляет соответственно 20 и 25%. Учет коэф
фициента самопоглощения приводит к  поправке, не превышающей 1,5%, за счет разли
чия в распределении концентраций 137Cs и 134 Cs по сечению кассет ВВЭР, которая не 
приводит к  существенному увеличению погрешности измерения отношения этих про
дуктов деления в целых кассетах.

4. ЭКСПЕРИМЕНТАЛЬНО-РАСЧЕТНЫЙ МЕТОД ОПРЕДЕЛЕНИЯ ВЫГОРАНИЯ И 

ИЗОТОПНОГО СОСТАВА ТОПЛИВА

Этот метод [3] состоит в решении уравнений выгорания для изотопов урана, 
плутония и некоторых продуктов деления в двухгрупповом приближении для спектра 
нейтронов. Необходимые для расчета значения плотности потока тепловых нейтронов 

и жесткости спектра нейтронов в данной точке по высоте твэла или кассеты на
ходятся по измеренным значениям концентраций 137Cs и 134Cs (N 137 и N 134) . Возмож
ность определения Фц, и а основана на существенно различной зависимости концент
рации 137Cs и 134Cs от этих величин [3].

В качестве входных данных используются тепловые сечения, резонансные интег
ралы, выходы продуктов деления и их постоянные распада, а также паспортные дан
ные о начальном обогащении топлива и истории облучения исследуемого твэла или 
кассеты (длительность каждой кампании облучения и относительная тепловая мощ
ность) . Уравнения выгорания решаются численным интегрированием. и а  на
ходятся с помощью подгонки расчетных значений N 137 и N 134 к  измеренным.

Проверка погрешности метода проводилась экспериментально на образцах твэ
лов. Для этого в образцах с начальным обогащением 3,0; 3,3 и 3,6% и выгоранием 
от 6 к г / t U  д о  40 к г / t U  были измерены концентрации ,34> 137Cs, 235 ,236,238U  и 
239(240,241,242рц разруШаюи1ИМИ методами с ПОГрец1НОСТЬЮ j _2% [4]. Измеренные

концентрации изотопов урана и плутония использовались также для коррекции четы
рех тепловых сечений о^35, а 235, сг239, о241 и двух резонансных интегралов 1с240 ; 1с133. 
Расчетные данные получены с помощью программы HIC [3] по измеренным концент
рациям 134 Cs и 137Cs. Среднее отклонение расчетных и экспериментальных концент
раций для различных изотопов урана и плутония находится в пределах 3-7%.

Рассмотрен также вариант экспериментально-расчетного метода, в котором в 
качестве экспериментальной информации можно использовать отношение 134N /137N и 
который не требует измерения абсолютных концентраций 134Cs и 137Cs. В этом слу
чае необходимо фиксировать значение a, a находить по отношению 134N /137N.

Ожидаемая погрешность определения содержания 235 U и 239Ри в целых кассетах 
может составить около 5% при условии измерения отношения 134N /137N с погрешностью 
не более 2%.
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8ЫГОРАНИЕ, кг/т

Рис. 2. Зависимость содержания 244 Cm в отработавшем топливе от вы горания.

5. КОРРЕЛЯЦИЯ ВЫГОРАНИЯ И НЕЙТРОННОГО ПОТОКА

Привлекательность метода определения выгорания, основанного на регистрации 
собственного нейтронного излучения топлива (нейтроны спонтанного деления и нейт
роны (а,п) — реакции на 18О) обусловлена следующими причинами:

1) высокая проникающая способность нейтронов существенно упрощает учет эф
фекта поглощения при прохождении нейтронов через вещество кассеты;

2) простота и надежность аппаратуры, используемой для регистрации нейтронов;
3) нейтронные измерения могут быть выполнены сразу после извлечения кассе

ты из реактора.
Аппаратура и результаты измерений собственного нейтронного излучения описаны в 

работах [5,6]. Исследовалась корреляция между выгоранием и величиной нейтронного 
потока для топлива реакторов ВВЭР-365 и ВВЭР-440. Чтобы исключить влияние эффек
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тов размножения и поглощения нейтронов в целых кассетах, кассеты разбирались на 
твэлы. Были измерены потоки нейтронов в 10 точках по высоте для 20 твэлов из каж
дой кассеты. Выгорание в этих твэлах измерялось гамма-спектрометрическим методом 
по концентрации 137Cs и 106Ru. По результатам измерения нейтронного потока N и вы
горания топлива В в 20 твэлах каждой кассеты определялись средние значения N и В по 
сечению кассеты в каждой точке по высоте. Эти измерения показывают, что эксперимен
тальную зависимость между потоком нейтронов и выгоранием трудно аппроксимиро
вать степенной функцией с постоянным показателем степени во всем исследуемом ди
апазоне выгорания (6-40 к г / t U )  . Это является следствием того, что при выгорании 
топлива менее 15 к г / t U  существенный вклад в полное число нейтронов дают изотопы 
Pu, Am, а при времени охлаждения менее 2-х лет и 242Cm. Накопление этих изотопов 
в зависимости от выгорания отличается от накопления ж С т , который практически 
целиком определяет нейтронный поток при выгорании больше 20 к г / t U  и времени ох
лаждения более 2-х лет. Если построить зависимость количества 244Cm в твэлах, 
следовательно, и связанный с ним поток нейтронов, от выгорания, то всю совокуп
ность полученных экспериментальных величин можно аппроксимировать степенной 
зависимостью (рис. 2)

N244 =  4,8 Х 1 0 12 В4*3 
Максимальное отклонение экспериментальных точек от кривой, выраженной этой 
зависимостью, с о ^ в л я е т  15%.

Была исследована зависимость величины нейтронного потока при фиксирован
ных выгораниях от начального обогащения топлива [6]. Отмечено хорошее согласие 
между данными расчета и эксперимента.

Наблюдаемая корреляция между потоком нейтронов и выгоранием послужила 
основой создания установок для экспрессной оценки выгорания в кассетах на АЭС.
Эти установки также могут быть использованы для идентификации кассет отработав
шего топлива в системе гарантий.

6. ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЕ РЕЗУЛЬТАТОВ РАЗРУШАЮЩИХ И НЕРАЗРУШАЮЩИХ 
ИЗМЕРЕНИЙ ДЛЯ КОРРЕКТИРОВКИ РАСЧЕТНЫХ ПРОГРАММ

Одной из основных задач исследований изотопного состава облученного топли
ва является повышение точности расчета изменения состава топлива в реальных усло
виях работы реактора. Это может быть достигнуто как корректировкой соответствующих 
расчетных программ, так и установлением эмпирических зависимостей между величинами, 
характеризующими степень облучения топлива (например, глубиной выгорания) и 
концентрацией различных изотопов.

Для реакторов типа ВВЭР-440 расчет пространственно-энергетического спектра 
нейтронов и изменения изотопного состава топлива производится в топливной ячей
ке, сохраняющей объемное отношение топливо — заменитель в данной кассете по че
тырехгрупповой программе POP [7] или ее усовершенствованной модификации 
УНИРАСОС [8]. Утечка нейтронов из ячейки в этих программах рассчитывается в 
асимптотическом приближении через материальный параметр ячейки. Форма энерге
тического спектра нейтронов характеризуется жесткостью спектра, то есть отношени
ем потока нейтронов в 3-х верхних группах (область энергий выше 0,625 эВ) к  потоку 
нейтронов в тепловой области. Кроме того, характер изменения изотопного состава
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топлива зависит от одногрупповых сечений поглощения и деления отдельных изото
пов, которые также можно рассматривать как  параметры расчетной модели.

Наконец, в качестве параметра используется абсолютное значение потока тепло
вых нейтронов в начальный момент облучения топлива. Способ получения пара
метров облучения топлива из результатов измерения концентраций изотопов при ма
лых отличиях параметров от их исходных расчетных значений является вариантом 
обычного метода наименьших квадратов. Структура расчетной модели в этом случае 
описывается матрицей коэффициентов чувствительности изменения концентрации от
дельных изотопов к изменению параметров расчетной модели.

Сечения поглощения и деления изотопов определяются по результатам разруша
ющих измерений. Эти сечения целесообразно использовать только для расчета изме
нения изотопного состава, а не для расчетов критичности. Исследование погрешнос
тей параметров модели и рассчитанных по ним концентраций изотопов было проведе
но при определении сечений поглощения и деления 235 U и 239 Pu сечений поглощения 
238 U и М0Ри и жесткости спектра нейтронов. Полученные выводы таковы: 1) пог
решность параметров и рассчитанных по ним концентраций на 50-80% определяется 
ошибкой в глубине выгорания; 2) погрешность определения сечений слабо зависит 
от увеличения количества измеренных изотопов, если помимо измерения концентра
ций изотопов U и Pu измерять также концентрации Np, Am, Сш. Однако погрешность ■ 
определения жесткости спектра в этом случае в 1,5-2 раза меньше; 3) полученный 
из эксперимента набор параметров нужно обязательно использовать в расчетах цели
ком, поскольку между параметрами имеется существенная корреляция.

Некоторые параметры, характеризующие процесс изменения изотопного соста
ва топлива, можно получить из результатов неразрушающих измерений, как  было по
казано выше при рассмотрении экспериментально-расчетного метода. Неразрушаю
щие измерения дают также возможность найти распределение жесткости спектра и 
глубины выгорания по высоте и сечению кассеты. Погрешность определения жест
кости спектра в отдельном образце топлива при измерении отношения активностей 
134C s/137Cs составляет 8-10%, а при использовании отношения активности 154E u/137Css 
погрешность составляет 6-7%. Однако погрешность в форме распределения жесткос
ти спектра по сечению кассеты за счет большого количества индивидуальных измере
ний уменьшается до 2-3%. Неразрушаюшие измерения позволяют также оценить пог
решность, возникающую при расчете изотопного состава топлива со средними по объ
ему кассеты глубиной выгорания и жесткостью спектра. Для кассеты с обогащением 
3,6% погрешность, возникающая из-за использования усредненных значений жесткости 
спектра нейтронов, составляет менее 0,5% для 235U и 237Np, менее 1% — для 238Pu и 
242 Cm, менее 1,5-2% — для делящихся изотопов Pu и менее 6% — для 244 Сш.

Для анализа результатов экспериментов по определению изотопного состава и 
разработки методики определения изотопного состава по измерениям концентраций 
отдельных изотопов широко используется метод изотопных корреляций. Он заклю
чается в установлении зависимости между концентрациями различных изотопов. Ос
новной проблемой является универсальность таких соотношений, то есть их чувстви
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тельность к  изменению параметров процесса выгорания. Для кассет реактора ВВЭР-440 
с данным обогащением изменение параметров выгорания проявляется в первую оче
редь в изменении жесткости спектра нейтронов. Поэтому для корреляционных соотно
шений нужно также выбирать изотопы, которые имеют близкие коэффициенты чувст
вительности к  изменению жесткости спектра, В первую очередь желательно использо
вать соотношения, аргументом которых являются величины, измеряемые в разрушаю
щих экспериментах, вследствие их большей точности. Для кассеты с обогащением 3,6% 
можно выбрать следующие соотношения: 237Np = f  ( 154E u /137Cs) ;
И9Ри/а *и =  f  ( l54E u/137Cs) ; 241 Pu/235U =  f  ( 134C s/137Cs) . При коэффициенте нерав
номерности жесткости спектра 1,15 в интервале глубин выгорания 20-40 МВт-сут/кг 
отличие значений этих функций, рассчитанных со средней жесткостью спектра, от не
посредственного расчета их по распределению жесткости спектра составляет в первом 
случае менее 1,5%, во втором случае — менее 3% и в третьем случае — менее 2,5%. За
дачей эксперимента является установление этих зависимостей по результатам разруша
ющих измерений.

Проведенные исследования показали, что существующие методы разрушающе
го и неразрушающего анализа позволяют получить данные, необходимые для коррек
тировки программ расчета выгорания и накопления изотопов тяжелых элементов. 
Представляется, что в перспективе точность неразрушающих методов будет повышать
ся, количество трудоемких химических определений сведется к необходимому мини- 
мому, а расчетные данные, основанные на скорректированных программах, обеспечат 
получение достаточно точных сведений о составе отработавшего топлива.
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Abstract

EXPERIENCE WITH PLUTONIUM AND URANIUM MIXED-OXIDE FUEL FABRICATION 
IN JAPAN.

Since 1966, fabrication of plutonium and uranium mixed-oxide fuel (MOX) in Japan has 
been carried out mainly by a government organization, the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel 
Development Corporation (PNC). Basic studies on fuel technology have been conducted in 
the Plutonium Fuel Development Facility (PFDF). Fuel fabrication for both ATR FUGEN and 
FBR JOYO has been carried out in the Plutonium Fuel Fabrication Facility (PFFF), and a fuel 
fabrication process has been established for both ATR and FBR fuels. As of January 1982, the 
accumulated amount of MOX fuel fabricated in PFDF and PFFF totalled 50 t of MOX fuel 
containing approximately 770 kg of Pu. In PFFF, the test facility of the co-conversion process 
by microwave heating was installed. With this facility plutonium nitrate solutions from the 
Tokai Reprocessing Plant are converted into MOX powder (Pu: U = 1:1), and approximately 
200 kg of Pu in the form of converted MOX powder was supplied for FUGEN fuel fabrication. 
Based on the experience with PFDF and PFFF, a third facility, the Plutonium Fuel Production 
Facility (PFPF), will be constructed for the production of the prototype FBR MONJU fuel. 
This facility will have a capacity of 5 t of MOX fuel anually with its advanced automation and 
mechanization. In addition to fuel fabrication, important related technologies have been 
developed for such processes as treatment of plutonium-contaminated waste and dismantling 
of used glove boxes. It is worth noting that these plutonium facilities have operated in 
a safe manner for the past 16 years, and that the dosage of external radiation to.personnel was 
less than 1 rem annually.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the early 1960s it was envisaged that the utilization of plutonium would 
play a key role in the development of nuclear energy in Japan. While basic 
chemical and physico-chemical studies on plutonium mixed-oxide and carbide 
were conducted at the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), another 
government organization, the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development

711
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Corporation (PNC), began a large-scale study on plutonium mixed-oxide (MOX) 
fuel. In November 1965, PNC constructed the first plutonium laboratory, the 
Plutonium Fuel Development Facility (PFDF), at Tokai-mura and initiated 
plutonium operations with 240 g of Pu02 powder on initial bases in January 1966. 
The primary objectives of PFDF are to study the basic properties of mixed-oxide 
fuel related to fuel design, to develop the fabrication technology of MOX fuel 
and to fabricate specimens for irradiation tests. The second plutonium laboratory, 
the Plutonium Fuel Fabrication Facility (PFFF), was constructed adjacent to 
PFDF in December 1971 and was designed based on the experience gained at PFDF. 
PFFF is a pilot fuel fabrication plant which produces MOX fuels for both the FBR 
and HWR projects of PNC. There are two separate fuel fabrication lines: one is 
the FBR fuel line for the JOYO experimental fast reactor, and the other is the 
ATR fuel line for the FUGEN prototype heavy-water reactor. Their annual 
production capacities are 1 t of MOX (50 assemblies) for FBR and 10 t of MOX 
(55 assemblies) for ATR. The accumulative amount of MOX fuel fabricated in 
PFDF and PFFF as of January 1982 is approximately 26 400 fuel pins with 50 t 
of MOX pellets containing approximately 770 kg of Pu, of which 35 t of MOX 
pellets were prepared with gas-cooled reactor Pu and 15 t of MOX pellets 
especially for the FUGEN reactor, with approximately 200 kg of LWR Pu from 
the Tokai Reprocessing Plant. Of note is that LWR Pu is converted to MOX 
powder at the co-conversion test facility installed at PFFF. The daily capacity of 
this facility is 2 kg of MOX by the microwave heating process of mixed Pu-U 
nitrate solution (Pu: U = 1:1). The successful results obtained at the test facility 
led to the construction of the large-scale co-conversion facility producing 10 kg 
of MOX per day. Construction of this facility is still in progress at Tokai-mura.

Construction of the third plutonium laboratory, the Plutonium Fuel 
Production Facility (PFPF) for production of the prototype FBR MONJU fuel, 
began in the middle of 1982. This facility will have the capacity to produce 5 t 
of MOX annually with its advanced automation and mechanization.

Besides fuel technology, PNC has conducted studies on the treatment of 
plutonium-contaminated waste, and has plans to construct the Plutonium Waste 
Treatment Facility (PWTF). In this facility, systematic R&D work will be carried 
out on the process of volume reduction and solidification of plutonium-contaminated 
solid wastes.

A summary is given of the evolution and accomplishments in the development 
of MOX fuel fabrication technology and related areas which have been achieved 
at PNC during the past 16 years [ 1 ].

2. DEVELOPMENT OF FUEL TECHNOLOGY AT PFDF

Since the start of operation, PFDF has played a major role in the development 
of fuel technology, and the results and experience have been applied to other
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facilities. Initially, the pellet preparation technique was studied by comparing 
the co-precipitation method and the mechanical powder blending method, together 
with vibration compaction of MOX particles processed by the sol-gel method.
The mechanical powder blending method was chosen for both thermal and fast 
reactor fuels, because it is a relatively simple process and has less fluctuation in 
plutonium content [2]. It was found that the optimized ball-milling condition 
in powder blending, together with the press and sintering condition, resulted in 
good homogeneity of plutonium as well as high density. For powder granulation, 
the wet process was replaced by the dry process, and it was also found that in the 
case of large-diameter LWR and ATR fuel pellets, the ball-milled powder was 
directly pressed, omitting the granulation step. Regarding density control and the 
0:M ratio of FBR pellets, pellets with an 0:M ratio of 1.90 to 1.94 are manufac
tured by strictly controlling the H20 :H 2 ratio of the sintering atmosphere, the 
humidity of storage atmosphere, and the pellet density with a very homogeneous 
texture. This was realized by using a selected organic compound as a microsphere 
pore-former, which has the same (or less) spring-back characteristic as that of 
matrix material. Dry recycling of the fabricated scrap of FBR fuel was studied 
with Рио.зЦ) 70 2.x sintered pellets (5.5 mm dia. X 8.5 mm high) and an optimum 
condition was established.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF FUEL TECHNOLOGY AT PFFF

Even after initiation of the PFFF operation, continued efforts were made to 
mechanize the process step in view of personnel radiation doses and quality 
control of products. Therefore, certain types of old original equipment were 
replaced or strengthened with new advanced equipment if they could be installed 
in the limited glove box space.

3.1. AT R fuel fabrica ti on

3.1.1. Deuterium Critical Assembly (DCA) fuel campaign

Initial operation in the ATR fuel line was the production of MOX fuels for 
DCA, which has a fuel design similar to that of the FUGEN since it was used for 
a study on nuclear physics for the FUGEN reactor. The campaign covered the 
period between March 1972 and February 1974 and resulted in the production of 
9.1 t of MOX fuels, providing useful experience and information for FUGEN fuel 
fabrication.
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FIG.I. Structure o f  fuel assembly.

3.1.2. FUGEN fuel campaign

3.1.2.1. Outline o f  the FUGEN fuel assembly

Figure 1 shows the assembly design. A fuel bundle consists of 28 fuel rods 
arranged in three rings. A fuel rod contains 95% theoretical density pellets with 
chamfers and dishes at both ends, and has a plenum at the upper and lower 
ends of the fuel stack. Plutonium fissile contents for the initial loading fuel were
0.55% for the outer row fuel rod and 0.8% for the inner and middle rows. These 
were increased to 1.13% and 1.56%, respectively, to obtain higher burnup, starting 
with the fourth fuel fabrication campaign.

3.1.2.2. Fabrication process

The pellet fabrication process is shown in Fig. 2. The batch size for pellet 
preparation is 30 kg of MOX. Powders are blended in two steps: by using the 
V-shape blender, and by ball milling. Then the ball-milling powder is mixed with 
the lubricating zinc stearate binder. All sintered pellets are ground with a centre- 
less grinder and dried in a vacuum furnace at 800°C. The fuel tubes loaded with 
pellets are set in an end-plug welding chamber where 24 fuel tubes can be mounted 
at one time. The fuel tubes are then evacuated and heated to 200°C for drying, 
and filled with He gas before end-plug welding.

Fuel assembling is carried out on a mechanized device. Twelve spacers are 
set together with a lower tie plate and four spacer tie rods on a horizontal support 
base. Each fuel rod is inserted from the top of the assembly, after inspection of 
the gap between the fuel rods.

3.1.2.3. MOX fuel for FUGEN

By March 1982, 196 MOX fuel assemblies had been fabricated. Since the 
FUGEN attained full power in November 1978, 168 MOX fuel assemblies have
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been loaded into the reactor and 92 assemblies have been withdrawn. No fuel 
defects have occurred. Maximum bumup was 10 000 MW - d/t at the end of 
1981 [3,4].

3.2, FBR fuel fabrication

3.2.1. JOYO MK-I and MK-II fuel campaigns

The initial core fuel (MK-I) of 119 assemblies was fabricated during the 
period between November 1972 and May 1975 as the first production campaign 
after completion of the installation of the FBR fuel fabrication line of PFFF. 
JOYO (MK-I core) reached first criticality in April 1977 and attained full power 
(75 MW(th)) in July 1979. The maximum burnup reached 49 000 MW-d/t for 
fuel pins. No defects have occurred in the fuel.
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TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS OF JOYO FUEL

Thermal power (MW)

Number of core fuel assembly

Core fuel assembly
Length of fuel assembly (mm)
Number of fuel pins/assembly 
Length of fuel pin (mm)
Diameter of fuel pin (mm)
Cladding material

Thickness of cladding (mm)
Stack length of core fuel pellets (mm) 
Outer path of wrapper tube (mm)

Core fuel pellet
Pellet material 
РиОг content (%)
Enriched uranium in total uranium (%) 
Pellet diameter (mm)
Pellet length (mm)
Pellet density (%)
0 :M ratio

a CW = cold worked.



MK-I MK-II

75 100

79 61

2 9 7 0 2 9 7 0
91 127

1910 1533
6.3 5.3

1 0 % C W 3 1 6 20% CW 3 1 6
stainless steel3 stainless steel3
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JOYO is to be modified into a high-power reactor (100 MW(th) MKTI core) 
by the end of 1982 for irradiation test use. The fabrication campaign for MK-II 
fuel was initiated in July 1980 after modification of several types of equipment. 
This modification was performed to adopt mechanization and to meet the 
specifications of MK-II fuel. By March 1982, 31 fuel assemblies had been 
fabricated.

3.2.1.1. Outline o f  J  OY О fuel assemblies

The characteristics of JOYO MK-I and MK-II fuels are listed in Table I. 
Compared with MK-I, MK-II has a larger number of fuel pins per assembly ( 127) 
with a smaller pin diameter (5.5 mm) and a higher plutonium oxide content 
(28.5%).

3.2.1.2. Fabrication process

Although the pellet fabrication process is similar to that of FUGEN fuel 
pellets, more mechanization was applied to prevent high personnel radiation doses, 
especially for MK-II fuel fabrication.

3.2.1.3. Powder preparation

For MK-II fuel, an integrated powder preparation system was installed in a 
glove box, in which ball milling, binder blending and powder granulation are done 
in sequence, following the programme determined on the remote operation 
console: A special cover was provided on the basket and storage hopper to 
prevent powder dispersion. Granulation is done by roll pressing and sieving 
(20 to 80 mesh).

3.2.1.4. Pellet inspection

Dimensional measurements, classification and density measurements have 
been carried out using automated equipment since MK-I fuel fabrication began. 
The appearance of sintered pellets was checked by visual inspection of MK-I fuel. 
For MK-II fuel, a type of automated pneumatic inspection method is being used 
that discriminates the chip size on the pellet by measuring the back pressure of 
air flow, thus automatically rejecting poor pellets.

Other processes that were specially modified or installed for MK-II fuel 
fabrication cover intermediate automatic pellet storage and the transfer system, 
pin fabrication, pin wire Wrapping, pin inspection and fuel assembling. They are 
all highly me chanize d [ 5—7 ].
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(T) M ixed s o lu tio n  tank (2) Fixed volume tank (3) O ve rflo w  tank

( £ )  M icrowave power units ( 5)  D é n itra tion  apparatus 

(6) Dénitration vessel (7) Condenser (s) S c ru b b e r  ( 9 )  O ff gos 
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®  C a lc in a t io n - r e d u c t io n  fu rn a ce  (R )  B a ll m il l

FIG.3. Schematic diagram o f  co-conversion test unit (2 kg o f  MOX per day).

3.3. Development of the co-conversion process

Co-conversion by the microwave heating method has been developed at 
PFFF for the proliferation resistance process. Figure 3 shows the process flow 
diagram of the test unit with a 2 kg MOX per day capacity. A constant volume 
(7 L) of Pu-U nitrate-mixed solution (280 g (Pu+U)/L) is fed into the denitration 
vessel and denitrated by microwave heating into Pu02-U03 powder, which is 
converted to Pu02-U02 powder by the calcination-reduction process. It was 
found that the process is simple and that the MOX powder product has good 
quality as a feed material. By the end of March 1982, 280 kg of Pu from the 
Tokai Reprocessing Plant had been converted and supplied for FUGEN fuel 
fabrication. Based on the results, the co-conversion plant, with a capacity of 
5 kg of Pu per day, is under construction at the Tokai Reprocessing Plant site [8].

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE

A fully documented system for quality assurance of MOX fuels was 
established before initiation of the fuel production campaign. In this programme 
as many as 160 documents were prepared to define clearly the responsibilities
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Rjwder Sintering Inspection
process process process

FIG.4. Average personnel exposure during a quarter-year period, related to the pellet 
fabrication processes o f  MK-I and MK-II.

of all the organizations and personnel, and the procedures for all the necessary 
actions for quality assurance. Inspection of fuel products, parts and intermediate 
products is carried out by three bodies. The first inspection is done by the 
Quality Control Section of the Fuel and Material Inspection Section, the second 
by the user, FBR or HWR projects, and the third by officials of the Japanese 
government.

All the data concerning quality control are entered in computer files, to be 
retrieved for future inquiry. Some of the data measured are recorded and 
controlled by lot, but those for important articles, such as fuel rods and assemblies, 
are recorded by individual numbers.

5. OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION EXPOSURE CONTROL

Control levels for external radiation doses are set individually in PNC as 
follows: 0,3 rem for the investigation level, 1.3 rem for the alarm level and 
3 rem for the work restriction level for a period of 3 months. External radiation 
doses have generally been controlled below 0.3 rem for 3 months and 1 rem for 
1 year by wide application of shielding, partial mechanization of processes and 
improvements in operation procedures. Figure 4 shows the average personnel 
exposure recorded during MK-I and MK-II pellet fabrication.
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6. DISMANTLING OF OLD GLOVE BOXES AND TREATMENT OF SOLID
ALPHA WASTE

Over the past several years many glove boxes have been dismantled for 
renovation, as well as the equipment housed in them, or for installation of new 
equipment. The glove boxes that were dismantled varied in size from small 
(1 m X 1 m X 1 m) to large (4 m X 4 m X 1 m), totalling about 310 m3 in volume. 
In the course of these dismantling operations safe and efficient procedures were 
developed; in addition, better protective devices and cutting tools were selected 
and the volume of general wastes accumulated during dismantling was reduced.

Approximately 2160 m3 of plutonium-contaminated solid waste had 
accumulated by March 1982, i.e. during the 16 years since the start of PFDF.
More accelerated accumulation is expected because of box dismantling and 
expanding activity. PNC has plans to construct the Plutonium Waste Treatment 
Facility (PWTF) in the near future to cope with this situation. In this facility, 
systematic treatment will be carried out on solid wastes by a series of volume 
reduction and solidification processes.

7. CONCLUSION

' Sixteen years of experience in plutonium handling and MOX fuel fabrication 
have resulted in the accumulation of considerable knowledge and know-how 
regarding plutonium fuel technology. During this period, more than 50 t of MOX 
fuel were fabricated, including 196 FUGEN fuel assemblies and 150 JOYO fuel 
assemblies, and related technologies such as treatment of plutonium-contaminated 
waste have been developed. Thus, confidence has been consolidated for the safe 
handling of large quantities of plutonium and for the production of MOX fuels. 
With this experience, an advanced fuel fabrication facility will be. cons true ted 
for FBR MONJU. This facility will be the basis for future industrial-scale 
facilities.
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Abstract

FUEL SCHEDULING AND MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE AT KANUPP.
A brief history of the fuel scheduling and management experience at the Karachi nuclear 

power plant (a CANDU type of reactor of 137 MW(e) output) is covered, from initial loading 
of the core until about 1080 full power days of operation when the core achieved an average 
burnup of 102.2 MW'h/kg U. The KANUPP core has reached an equilibrium state and the 
bundles now being discharged from the core have an average burnup of about 190 MW-h/kg U, 
which is about 92.5% of the design burnup. A few bundles that were defective, or suspected 
of being defective, were discharged from the core during the initial stages of plant operation.
The average exit burnup of all the fuel discharged from the core up to the end of 1981 was 
158 MW-h/kg U. Initially, fuel scheduling was carried out using the Canadian computer 
program STOKE. This program was later replaced by the locally developed Simplified Fuel 
Scheduling Programme (SIMFUP). Inputs to SIMFUP, which comprises group average channel 
factors, bundle position factors and irradiation, are now being calculated using the computer 
program PERIKAN instead of the earlier program FASP which originated in Canada. PERIKAN, 
which was developed in Pakistan, solves three-dimensional, two-group diffusion equations to 
determine neutron fluxes, bundle and channel powers, fuel irradiation and burnup, taking into 
account the absorber rod position and moderator level. SIMFUP predicts an efficient and 
economic fuelling schedule, based on the aggregate values of irradiation of a group of channels 
in the core and then simulating a bundle shift. The program has resulted in an appreciable 
amount of saving in terms of fuel costs by economizing on fuel for the same energy output.
The program is being carried out on a KANUPP GEPAC 4020 computer.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Karachi nuclear power plant (KANUPP), a CANDU type heavy-water- 
cooled and moderated reactor, has provided electricity to the Karachi grid for 
over a decade [ 1 — 3 ]. During this period the reactor has produced over 
41 000 billion British thermal units of heat and the turbo-generator has yielded 
3247 million KW h of electricity.
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An attempt has been made here to summarize the KANUPP fuelling 
experience gained during its entire operational period. The results presented are 
either actual numbers (e.g. fuel bundles added/discharged), or calculated figures 
(i.e. burnup, bundle and channel powers), extracted from fuel scheduling and 
management computer code simulation printouts. Results have been compiled 
up to the end of June 1981. The average exit burnup of discharged bundles 
during this period has steadily increased and now stands at 187 kW - h/kg U, and 
core burnup seems to have stabilized at 102 MW-h/kg U.

At KANUPP, fuel is added during on-power operation by inserting a fixed 
number of new fuel bundles into one end of a channel (there are 208 channels, 
each containing 11 fuel bundles) and by removing the same number from the 
other end [4]. The adjacent channel is fuelled in the opposite direction.

The second concept is to insert and push the fuel in opposite directions 
(bi-directional fuelling). Thus, fresh fuel in one end of the channel is directly 
adjacent to burned-up fuel in the nearest neighbouring channels. The bi-directional 
fuelling associated with bi-directional coolant flow results in uniform lattice 
characteristics and symmetrical axial power distribution.

Fuel management is a continuous operational requirement, and planning is 
fairly simple as it does not require high precision calculations, since only a small 
fraction of a channel is changed at one time.

Fuelling is planned a few days in advance and a specific lists of the channels 
to be fuelled is issued. Fuelling is governed by the following rules:

(1) Fuel is only inserted or recycled on reactivity considerations
(2) Channels with the highest burnup are fuelled
(3) Channel temperatures are checked to avoid hot spots
(4) Problems not related directly to fuel are also considered.

The status of the reactor core is updated after every 30 full power days of 
reactor operation, using the three-dimensional, two-group diffusion code 
.PERIKAN [5]. Channels are selected for fuelling on the basis of a priority list 
prepared by the Simplified Fuel Scheduling Programme (SIMFUP) [6].

1.1. Fuel management tools

In addition to fuel itself, the following reactivity control mechanisms are 
employed as fuel management tools:

(a) Moderator level variation in the calandria
(b) Booster and absorber rods (eight booster and four absorber rods are provided 

to assist in controlling the reactivity of the core)
(c) Injection of boron poison into the moderator heavy water.
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FIG.I. KANUPP core configuration.

1.2. Fuel management computer codes

Fuel scheduling and management at KANUPP was initially carried out using 
the computer codes FASP [7] and STOKE [8], and later by a combination of 
PERIKAN and SIMFUP. The first two computer codes are of Canadian origin, 
and the latter two have been developed locally.

Like its predecessor PERIGEE [9], PERIKAN solves three-dimensional, 
two-group neutron diffusion equations for the given KANUPP core geometry 
and any fuel conditions. Simulation of the reactor operational history and 
calculations of the time-dependent parameters were carried out by assuming that 
reactor operation is divided into a series of time steps of full power days. Neutron 
flux distribution at each time step is used to calculate bundle and channel powers, 
channel temperatures, irradiation and burnup.

PERIKAN, which has enabled Pakistan to become independent of external 
sources, has been in use since March 1976. Moreover, while it was not possible 
with FASP, special PERIKAN runs could be carried out to determine rapidly
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neutron and thermal properties for any postulated core conditions. The turnover 
time has been reduced from 4 months to 1 week. Thus, in the event of fuel failure, 
results can be made available the same day. In addition, invaluable experience has 
been gained in the physics of reactor lattice and computation techniques which 
were studied during the development of PERIKAN.

SIMFUP predicts an efficient and economic fuelling schedule based on first 
determining the aggregate values of irradiation of all the channels of the core from 
bundle positions 3 to 9. The channels have been grouped together to form rings 
containing a minimum of four and a maximum of eight channels (the 208 channels 
have been grouped into 29 rings). The group with the maximum aggregate value 
is taken for fuelling, provided the maximum bundle power limit is not exceeded.
If the ring selected exceeds the bundle power limit, the next channel with a high 
aggregate burnup is taken for fuelling. A group of channels selected for fuelling 
cannot be recalled for fuelling unless some other groups have been fuelled. A 
single bundle shift is carried out in the inner zone (68 channels), and a double 
bundle shift in the outer zone (140 channels). The inner and outer zones are 
shown in Fig. 1. The reactor is fuelled symmetrically around the cylindrical core 
axis. Axial symmetry is maintained by alternately fuelling the north and south 
fuel channels.

SIMFUP was developed because of the power demand of the Karachi 
Electric Supply Corporation (KESC) and also the Canadian embargo on the 
export of fuel to Pakistan. The scheme was aimed at increasing the discharge 
burnup of fuel by peaking the flux in the centre of the core. The average power 
density of the core decreased, with a consequent reduction in the thermal output 
of the core, which was reflected in the generator output. The peaking of the flux 
is limited to keep the maximum bundle power within the specified design limits 
of reducing the reactor output to 80% rated power.

SIMFUP helped to economize on fuel at a time when such considerations 
were of paramount importance.

1.3. Initial fuel loading

Initial fuel loading [10] of the core was carried out manually before adding 
heavy water coolant to the heat transport system. Two channels were left empty 
and six channels were fuelled after first criticality in August 1971. Four basic 
designs of fuel were used in loading the initial core, including depleted fuel.
The design difference was the location of bearing pads and the number of split 
spacers. The depleted bundles were loaded at axial position 5 of the central 
16 channels to provide flux flattening and to reduce excess core reactivity.
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1.4. Subsequent fuelling

After first criticality at KANUPP, the remaining empty channels were fuelled 
by the fuelling machine to test its various operations. After this loading, the 
reactor operated at various power levels, but below full power, to carry out various 
commissioning tests (excess reactivity of the fresh core was balanced by adding 
boron poison in the moderator). During approach to full power operation of the 
reactor, i.e. around 30 full power days, it was found, with the help of coolant 
channel temperatures, that the power was peaking in the centre of the core and 
that if the reactor was operated at full power some of the bundles would exceed 
the maximum design bundle power limit. Operation of the reactor resulted in 
the production of plutonium, which caused an increase in the excess reactivity 
of the core (the excess reactivity was 40 milli-k). At this juncture, because of 
power peaking in the centre of the core and to avoid fuel failure therefrom, eight 
more depleted fuel bundles were loaded at position 5 of the eight inner zone 
channels to flatten the flux and to operate at full power.

Excess reactivity started diminishing thereafter because of burnup of fissile 
atoms and accumulation of fission product poisons in the core. At about 
160 full power days, almost all the boron was removed from the core to keep 
the reactor critical. Based on the reactivity requirement1, further fuel changes 
were started. These included fuelling of fresh fuel bundles, as well as recycling 
of fuel which had a burnup below the recycling limit.

2. FUELLING EXPERIENCE

Routine fuelling was started after 160 full power days of operation. The 
fuelling order of the recommended fuel schedule of STOKE was followed. The 
timing of fuelling was, however, not exactly in accordance with the recommenda
tions of the STOKE schedule. As the plant was operating at low power, the 
available excess reactivity due to the power coefficient and low equilibrium 
xenon permitted delays in fuelling. FASP’s calculations up to 180 full power days 
showed that the actual excess reactivity at full power was much less than that 
predicted by STOKE, and if the plant had to be run at full power the actual 
fuelling rate had to be higher than that proposed by STOKE. Subsequently, the 
fuelling rate was increased and gradually actual fuelling was carried out ahead of 
the STOKE schedule, which resulted in power peaking in the central zone.

1 F uelling o f  the reactor is op tim ized  by taking into accou n t the fo llow in g  factors: 
fuel costs, operation  and m aintenance costs o f  fuelling m achines, adm inistrative costs and 
com p utational costs.
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FIG.2. Fuel bundle recycling as a function  o f  fu ll pow er days o f  operation.
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FULL POWER DAYS OF OPERATION 

FIG.3. Fuel bundles discharged in successive 60 fu ll pow er day steps.

However, as the plant could not be run at full power because of the constraints 
of the grid system, and very often daily load cycling was carried out, some 
difficulties were experienced due to the increased insertion of absorber rods and 
the addition or removal of boron in the moderator system. It was then decided 
to discontinue fuelling until such time as the excess reactivity had been consumed 
and the absorber rods had reached a manageable limit. A policy was formulated 
to limit the fuelling rate to such a value that the excess available reactivity in the 
core did not exceed 2.5—3.0 milli-k. This permitted an optimum plant 
manoeuvrability to cope with xenon changes associated with load cycling. By 
following this policy, the practical fuel schedule was almost in accordance with 
STOKE’s predictions.

2.1. Recycling of fuel bundles

To translate the sine curve bumup distribution (inherent in the fresh core) 
to the continuously increasing distribution, which is typical of equilibrium core, 
it is either necessary to use new bundles for refuelling, which involves discharging 
very low burnup bundles, or to improve the fuel economy by recycling the low 
burnup bundles. At KANUPP, fuel bundles with an irradiation of 0.8 n/kb were
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FULL POWER DAYS OF OPERATION

FIG.4. Cumulative num ber o f  fu e l bundles discharged in 60 fu ll pow er day steps.
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F U LL  POWER DAYS OF OPERATION

FIG.5. Average e x it burnup versus fu ll pow er days o f  operation.

recycled in the core, taking into account the fuel rating and the maximum tolerable 
irradiation.

A stated in Section 2, refuelling of KANUPP commenced after 160 full power 
days. In addition to employing fresh fuel, which could not be altogether avoided, 
partially burned-up bundles were recycled extensively (Fig. 2).

2.2. Fuel consumption

The fuel consumption rate can be measured simply by counting the number 
of bundles fed to the reactor. The quantity of fuel replaced at KANUPP is 
tabulated monthly. The actual consumption figures are shown plotted against 
full power days in Fig. 3. It is evident from examination of the figure, and as 
explained in sub-section 2.1, that the initial actual rate of fuel replacement 
exceeds the ‘ideal’ rate. The fuelling rate continued to mount, reaching a 
maximum between 180 and 210 full power days, followed by a gradual decrease, 
attaining uniformity around 800 full power days. Excessive fuelling was, in fact, 
performed in the inner zone during the initial refuelling period.
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FIG. 6.

FULL POWER DAYS OF OPERATION

I I INNER ZONE

Щ  OUTER ZONE

Discharge burnup o f  outer and inner zones as a function  o f  fu ll pow er days.
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BURNUP (M W h)

FIG. 7. D istribution o f  burnup in the inner zone.

The cummulative number of bundles discharged is plotted as a function 
of full power days in Fig. 4. Except for the initial period up to 400 full power 
days, the slope of the line is very close to the 45° line, representing a warranted 
discharge burnup of 197.2 MW h/kg U, corresponding to 8217 MW-d/t U.

2.3. Discharge burnup

Coupled with the high discharge rate, the average discharge burnup was low 
during the initial period referred to in sub-section 2.2. This is depicted in Fig. 5. 
It was observed that the average discharge burnup continued to increase with 
the decelerated fuelling rate. The average discharge burnup in the inner and 
outer zones of the core is compared in Fig. 6. It is seen to follow the same 
tendency of steady increase, although not at an identical rate in the two zones.
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B U R N U P  IMW h)

FIG.8. D istribution o f  burnup in the outer zone.

The comparison shows that the two rates are, in fact, opposite. After the initial 
quick rise, the average discharge bumup rose and then stabilized to a lower value 
in the inner zone. Decrease in burnup resulted because of the adoption of 
SIMFUP. Burnup in the outer zone is still rising, and will eventually attain the 
discharge burnup of the inner zone. The most probable average discharge burnup 
of bundles discharged from the inner zone is 3000 MW-h, while that of the outer 
zone has now increased to 2000 MW-h. Increase of the discharge burnup of outer 
zone bundles could be interpreted in terms of decreased fuelling frequency in this 
zone as a consequence of adoption of the SIMFUP fuelling scheme.

2.4. Burnup distribution

It has been observed that burnup distribution of the fuel bundles discharged 
from the inner zone had two distinct peaks, as shown in Fig. 7, The most probable 
discharge bumup is 3000 MW-h, while the other peak is due to premature discharge 
of bundles that could not be recycled because they exceeded the recycle limit.
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FULL POWER DAYS OF OPERATION 

F IG .10. KANUPP core burnupversus fu ll pow er days o f  operation .

Burnup distribution of bundles discharged from the outer zone is of a simple 
Gaussian type, as shown in Fig. 8. The most probable burnup is 2000 MW-h, the 
range extending from 800 to 3200 MW-h, With the passage of time the peak is 
expected to shift to a higher value. Comparison of discharge burnup at various 
times shows that discharge burnup falls into two distinct regions: the lower peak 
shows the most probable burnup from the outer zone, whereas the higher values 
show the most probable bumup from the inner zone (Fig. 9).

2.5. Core burnup

The average burnup of the KANUPP core is plotted against full power days 
in Fig. 10. From initially fresh core the burnup increased sharply, up to 200 full 
power days, with a gradual increase thereafter. The core burnup settled at about 
90 MW-h/kg U (discharge burnup 180 MW-h/kg U) around 800 full power days 
when SIMFUP was introduced and this further increased the bumup to
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FUEL BUNDLE AXIAL POSITION

(F R O M  TH E F U E L L IN G  END )

F I G .ll .  Outer zon e average axial burnup spread betw een  maxim um and minimum values 
a t 360  fu ll p ow er days.

102 MW-h/kg U. The core has now attained an average bumup of 102 MW-h/kg U. 
It is now expected that the average core burnup will oscillate around this figure. 
The irregularities in the core burnup profile are manifested due to the fact that 
predominantly fuelling is performed, either in the outer zone with a double bundle 
shift, or in the inner zone with a single bundle shift, depending on the reactivity 
requirement and the fuel schedule proposed by the computer codes. More fresh 
fuel in the core during a given period of time decreases the average burnup and, 
conversely, if the core contains a larger number of partially or fully spent fuel 
bundles burnup is increased.

2.6. Axial burnup distribution

Figures 11—14 show the average axial burnup distribution in both the inner 
and outer zones at 360 and 900 full power days. It is evident that at 360 full 
power days in both the inner and outer cores, due to considerable recycling, the 
pattern of the burnup profile exhibits deviations from the ideal distribution curve.
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FUEL BUNDLE AXIAL POSITION

(F R O M  THE F U E L L IN G  E N D )

FIG.12. Inner zone average axial burnup spread betw een m axim um and minimum values at 
360 fu ll p o w er days.

The shaded band, which indicates the maximum and minimum burnup values 
encountered at a given channel position, demonstrates npn-uniform burnup 
distribution in both the inner and outer cores.

The situation, however, seems to have improved considerably at 900 full 
power days. Distribution in both the inner and outer zones not only follows the 
ideal curve, but considerably minimizes deviations. At this juncture, the effects 
of recycling have been eliminated almost completely. Figure 15 shows the axial 
burnup distribution of a typical inner and outer ring of channels which do not 
contain recycle bundles.
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FUEL BUNDLE AXIAL POSITION 

¡ F R O M  T H E  F U E L L I N G  E N D )

FIG.13. Inner zone average axial burnup spread between maxim um and minimum values 
at 900 fu ll p ow er days.

3. FUEL PERFORMANCE

3.1. Maxin^m bundle power history

Figure 16 shows the history of maximum bundle power as a function of 
full power days of plant operation. The irregular nature of the curve arises from 
joining straight lines between the discrete points calculated with FASP/PERIKAN.

The objective of the fuel scheduling scheme is to maintain maximum bundle 
power within the shaded band and the data shows that, in general, this has been 
achieved. Some bundle failures occurred, as discussed in sub-section 3.2, when the 
maximum instantaneous limit was exceeded.
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F U E L B U N D LE  A X IA L  POSITION 

( F R O M  T H E  F U E L L I N G  E N D )

FIG.14. O uter zone average axial burnup spread betw een  maximum and minimum values 
a t 900  fu ll pow er days.

3.2. Experience with fuel bundle failure

At KANUPP two separate activity monitoring systems are used in the coolant 
for detecting failed fuel. The presence of failed fuel is determined by the gaseous 
fission product (GFP) monitor, which continuously measures the normal ratio ' 
of background activities due to 88Kr and 138Xe in the flowing samples of the 
primary heat transport system coolant. Location of failed fuel is determined by 
a delayed neutron activity monitoring system, which measures the delayed neutron 
activities from 137I and 87Br.

In November 1973, the GFP monitoring system detected an increase beyond
0.5 in the ratio of 88Kr to 138Xe (corresponding to 240 full power days), indicating 
cladding failure. The reactor was then shut down for maintenance and was 
restarted in February 1974. The reactor power was increased to 5% rated power.
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The GFP system indicated three channels containing the suspected fuel bundles. 
Éëlàyed neutron scanning [11] showed that defective fuel was resident in positions 
5 and 6 of these channels. After removing the defective bundles, it was found that 
the GFP signal had decreased by a factor of 6, indicating that the defective fuel 
had been correctly located and removed from the core. In March and April 1974, 
four more defective fuel bundles, again residing at central positions in the channels, 
were removed. In addition to the above-mentioned fuel failures in the inner zone, 
two mote fuel bundles were found to be defective in channels K9 and H10. These 
Were rèlrioved in April 1974. Between February and April 1974 a total of 13 fuel 
bundles were found to be defective and were removed from the core. This is the 
only experience of fuel failure at KANUPP, amounting to less than 0.3%.

The reason for defective fuel was investigated. It was found that FASP- 
calculated bundle powers had a much higher fuel rating than the original STOKE 
predictions. As the reactor power never reached 100% rated power the actual 
fuel rating never exceeded the design maximum, yet the rate of power increase 
was enough to cause sheath failure of some bundles as their rating exceeded a 
specified threshold fating for finite probability defect.

To avoid further fuel failure, the following steps were taken:

(1) Fuelling in the inner and outer zones was carried out according to the 
schedule suggested by SIMF UP

(2) The maximum reactor output was limited to 105 MW(e) (gross)
(3) Increase in reactor power (above 70 MW(e)) was made gradually
(4) Reactor power could be increased at any rate up to a gross electrical 

output of 70 MW(e).

4. CONCLUSIONS

'KANUPP fuel scheduling and management experience has been most 
satisfactory during its entire operational period. On only one occasion has fuel 
bundle failure occurred. Fuel scheduling performed on the basis of locally 
developed computer codes has demonstrated their usefulness from the economic 
viewpoint and their applicability in obtaining high discharge burnup and keeping 
the maximum bundle/channel powers within the limit.

The experience and confidence gained through fuelling locally fabricated 
fuel bundles have been considerable and represent an important milestone in the 
progress towards self-reliance in the development of nuclear power in Pakistah.
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D IS C U S S IO N

(Summary of discussion held on the papers in Technical Session 3.3)

The first group of inquiries dealt with fuel performance. To a question on 
paper IAEA-CN-42/48 about whether the data presented on fuel failure due to 
pellet cracking are experimental or theoretically calculated, the response was 
that only a very small number of fuel rods has failed using the pellet/cladding 
interaction (PCI) mechanism described and that the metallurgical and chemical 
processes involved in clad fracture are not fully understood.

Answers to questions on paper IAEA-CN-42/51 state that experience with 
reprocessed and refabricated fuel is limited and is not in the focus of current 
R&D programmes; interest in sphere-pac fuel as a PCI remedy is less than in high 
purity zirconium liner.

To questions on paper IAEA-CN-42/451 concerning an increase in the 
maximum linear heat generation rate, the maximum outer cladding temperature 
in WWER-1000 reactors and the improvements made for load following 
operation purposes, the answers were that results of research and calculations are 
in agreement with the use of higher linear heat flux and that improvements have 
been obtained by optimizing the effective density of the fuel, shortening the 
pellets and using rounded edges and high density fuel.

Questions concerning papers 1AEA-CN-42/264 and 429 gave rise to the 
following comments. Utilities in the United States of America will consider 
PCI-resistant fuel on a case by case basis, carefully assessing the cost benefits of 
improvements which will reduce manoeuvering limits. With respect to which 
remedy to select, the Zr barrier or the 9 X 9  design, there are now insufficient 
data to decide which is the best, but they are not mutually exclusive. A 9 X 9 
design could use a Zr barrier and this rod could be truly forgiving. In addition, 
the 18X18  and 9 X 9  BWR fuel concepts will also facilitate extended burnup 
development. The reduced linear heat generation rate reduces the U02 central 
temperature and also the cladding metal’s surface temperature, which means a 
lower fission gas release and a lower water-side corrosion rate. Furthermore, 
flexibility with respect to fuel shuffling schemes is increased.

Another series of questions was related to the conditions of work on the 
U-Pu mixed-oxide fabrication described in paper IAEA-CN-42/293. The following 
was assessed:
( 1) According to the measurement made with a drum scanner the approximate 

average concentration in the large amount of alpha wastes is likely to be 
<  0.1 to 0.5 g/drum

(2) Owing to the isotopic composition of Pu and the extent of the shielding, 
the personnel radiation exposures for MK-I and MK-II fabrication have 
been as indicated in Fig. 4
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(3) The co-precipitated mixed-oxide powder is used as a feed for mechanical 
blending of the final powder with addition of tJ0 2 powder

(4) The Vipac process has been abandoned, because of the difficulty of 
obtaining granules and, presumably, the bad effect on cladding.
During the last few months Of operation of the Windscale AGR, a series of 

concluding fuel experiments was performed (paper IAEA-CN-42/123). It 
appeared that there had not been special problems in making a safety case for 
these experiments since the multiple barriers (loop, vessel, containment) would 
prevent release of radioactivity.

Paper IAEA-CN-42/443 mentions the use of enriched uranium at a 4.5% 
rate in the 1990s. Is the rate accepted by enrichment and reprocessing plants? 
Are the extra costs for reloading related to all the fuel cycle costs or only to 
fabrication? It was determined that the 4.5% rate will be a maximum, likely 
4.2% should be sufficient, and in the 1990s the problems connected with the 
enrichment rate of the incoming fuel should be solved. The given costs concern 
all the fuel cycle.
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Abstract-Résumé

TECHNICAL A N D  ECONOMIC ASPECTS O F  IR R A D IA T E D  FU E L  REPROCESSING .
Since reprocessing o f  M agnox fu els m ay be regarded as a con ventional industrial activity, 

and since reprocessing o f  fast breeder reactor fuels has n o t y e t reached a large-scale plant level, 
the main top ic  discussed here is reprocessing o f  light-w ater fuels. T he experience gained in the 
various world centres w here fu els are reprocessed, the d ifficu lties encountered  and the necessary  
im provem ents in troduced  in to  the processes and tech n o logy  in the light o f  th is experience are 
review ed. The research and developm ent program m es and tech nologica l tests con d u cted  in 
d ifferen t countries w ith a v iew  to  ensuring the satisfactory operation  o f  future facilities are 
briefly  described. A  short analysis o f  the projects launched in  various countries, o f  their ch ie f  
characteristics and o f  the associated  techn olog ica l advances considered to  be o f  special 
im portance is o ffered .

ASPECTS TECHNIQ UES ET ECONOM IQUES DU R ETRAITEM ENT D ES COM BUSTIBLES  
IR R A D IES.

Le retraitem ent des com bustib les M agnox pouvant être considéré com m e une activité  
industrielle de caractère classique, et celu i des com bustib les surgénérateurs n ’en étant pas 
encore à un stade de l ’usine de grande taille, ce m ém oire porte essentiellem ent sur le retraite
m ent des com b ustib les à eau légère. U n bilan est établi des expériences acquises dans les 
différents centres m ondiaux qu i opèrent le retraitem ent de ces com bustib les, des d ifficu ltés  
rencontrées e t  des progrès qui son t apparus nécessaires à la lueur de ces expériences concernant 
le procédé et la tech n o log ie . On décrit rapidem ent les program m es de recherche et développ e
m ent e t les essais tech nologiques m enés dans d ifféren ts pays pour assurer le bon fon ction n em en t  
des futures usines. U ne brève analyse est fa ite des projets d ’usines lancés dans divers pays, 
de leurs principales caractéristiques et des progrès tech n o log iq u es associés considérés com m e  
particulièrem ent im portants.
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Quarante ans après sa naissance, l’industrie du retraitement reste une activité 
dont les techniques sont sujettes à évolution.

Les efforts de recherche considérables qui avaient été déployés entre 1943 
et 1960 aux Etats-Unis (plus de 1000 chercheurs), puis en Europe, sont certaine
ment à la base des bons résultats obtenus dans les usines de première génération, 
conçues pour traiter les éléments UNGG peu irradiés à Savannah et Windscale 
(1954), à Hanford (1956), à Marcoule (1958), puis dans les unités analogues 
utilisant le procédé Purex.

Ces efforts n’ont malheureusement pas été assez rapidement reportés sur 
le développement du traitement des combustibles des réacteurs à eau et le niveau 
technologique atteint pendant les années 1960 s’est révélé insuffisant lors de la mise 
en oeuvre des premières usines oxydes de NFS, d’Eurochemic et de Windscale.
Les difficultés techniques ont eu bien entendu pour corollaire des difficultés 
financières.

Dix ans environ après ces déconvenues, qui ont conduit à l’arrêt de ces 
usines, l’industrie du retraitement, en Europe occidentale et au Japon tout au 
moins, a tiré la leçon de ces batailles perdues et affirme sa confiance dans son 
avenir. Cette confiance est basée sur l’expérience acquise. Elle est démontrée 
par l’importance des programmes de recherche et développement qui sont en 
cours pour maîtriser la technologie et par l’ampleur des programmes d’investisse
ment en cours de réalisation ou décidés.

L’expérience acquise est en effet importante, en dehors de celle obtenue 
dans les premières unités maintenant à l’arrêt. En effet, 750 tonnes de combustibles 
à eau légère ont été retraitées au total dans l’atelier WAK de Karlsruhe, dans l’usine 
de Tokai Mura et dans l’usine UP2 à La Hague, dont les 2/3 dans cette dernière 
usine. Cette expérience permet d’affirmer que le procédé Purex est tout à fait 
adapté au retraitement des combustibles oxydes moyennant un certain nombre 
d’adaptations et pour des combustibles ayant un temps de refroidissement 
suffisant, trois ans par exemple pour un combustible PWR irradié à 33 000 MW- d/t.

C’est donc sur la base du procédé Purex que se développe dans plusieurs 
pays, et en particulier dans ceux qui opèrent ou ont opéré des usines de retraite
ment, l’effort de recherche qui trouvera son application dans les usines futures.
Ces travaux se développent autour des mêmes axes de recherches et visent les 
objectifs suivants:

1 ) Concevoir des usines avec des appareils fiables et des dispositifs de 
téléintervention permettant d’assurer une capacité de retraitement 
importante.

2) Minimiser le volume des déchets et les rejets dans l’environnement.
3) Assurer la sécurité des exploitants et le contrôle des matières fissiles.
4) Elaborer des techniques très sûres pour confiner les déchets.

1. GENERALITES '
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2. LA RECHERCHE ET LE DEVELOPPEMENT DANS LE DOMAINE 
DU RETRAITEMENT

Pour atteindre les objectifs précédents, les principales études portent sur 
le procédé de retraitement, sur la technologie associée et sur le traitement des 
déchets.

2.1. Etudes concernant le procédé de retraitement

L’expérience montre, nous l’avons dit, que les performances du procédé 
Purex restent satisfaisantes en traitant les combustibles oxydes.

De nombreuses études sont malgré tout encore réalisées pour perfectionner 
çe procédé et pour l’adapter aux contraintes imposées par l’augmentation du flux 
des matières et par la réduction des rejets dans l’environnement. Des recherches 
intéressent par ailleurs les analyses et tout ce qui concerne le contrôle du procédé 
et des matières traitées.

2.1.1. Adaptation du procédé à l’augmentation du flux de matières

L’irradiation élevée des combustibles par rapport aux combustibles UNGG 
et l’augmentation de la capacité des usines se traduisent par un accroissement du 
flux des matières qui a pour conséquences:
— de modifier le temps de séjour des réactifs dans les appareils, en particulier 

dans les appareils continus (dissolveur rotatif, colonnes puisées);
— d’accroître les réactions parasites de certains produits de fission dans le procédé;
— et d’augmenter les risques de criticité sur le circuit de purification et de 

traitement du plutonium.
Ces modifications justifient un ensemble d’études et d’essais concernant:

— les vitesses de dissolution;
— le comportement et l’élimination des produits de fission (PF) les plus gênants

au niveau de la dissolution (iode, PF insolubles) et dans le processus d’extraction 
(neptunium, technétium, ruthénium, zirconium);

— les cycles, d’extraction en colonnes puisées et en particulier les réextractions 
du Pu (étude de l’effet des impuretés, des réactions du nitrate uraneux et de 
l’hydroxylamine, développement des colonnes électrolytiques aux Etats-Unis 
et en République fédérale d’Allemagne (RFA), modélisation des opérations 
d’extraction, etc).

L’augmentation de la capacité justifie aussi en partie des études qui sont 
réalisées pour améliorer la conversion du nitrate de Pu en oxyde (précipitation 
oxalique, dénitration directe, procédé Solgel, procédé utilisant les micro-ondes 
comme au Japon).
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•  Gestion et traitement des liquides

Les réactifs liquides mis en jeu dans les usines actuelles sont en grande partie 
recyclés ou traités de manière à maintenir les rejets en-dessous des normes. Leurs 
recyclages incomplets (solvant) et leur épuration (régénération alcaline du solvant, 
épuration des solutions riches en sels par précipitation) laissent toutefois des 
déchets difficiles à traiter (boues alcalines chargées en émetteurs alpha, solvants 
usés, solutions sodiques) que l’on cherche à éviter par un ensemble d’investigations 
et de travaux actuellement avancés qui concernent:
— le recyclage des solvants (développement en France de la distillation sous vide 

du mélange TBP diluant);
— la minéralisation des résidus organiques (procédé belge Eurowatt);
— l’élimination des réactifs minéraux non recyclables dans le procédé («sait free 

process»):
a) remplacement des réactifs minéraux d’oxydo-réduction des nitrates et 

du Pu par des réactifs organiques éliminés sous forme de gaz tels que le 
nitrate d’hydroxylamine, l’hydrazine et les oxydes d’azote ou par des 
techniques électrolytiques;

b) remplacement des carbonates de sodium utilisés pour la régénération du 
solvant par du carbonate d’hydrazine (RFA).

La chasse au sodium, la distillation du solvant et la limitation des sels dans 
ce procédé sont des objectifs très importants dans le mesure où ils pourraient, 
permettre à court terme de recycler la quasi-totalité des liquides, de limiter les 
pertes de Pu et les rejets et de maintenir la quasi-totalité des PF et des transuraniens 
dans les solutions destinées à la vitrification.

•  Traitement des gaz

Des études de procédé et de technologie importantes sont aussi réalisées
dans ce domaine:
— pour améliorer les équipements de ventilation et les performances des filtres 

(tenue à l’humidité, aux oxydes d’azote, rétention des poussières de Pu02 , etc);
— pour développer des appareils étanches avep des évents dotés de dévésiculeurs 

ou de dispositifs de rétention des aérosols;
— pour améliorer le procédé de recombinaison des oxydes d’azote;
— pour mettre au point des pièges spécifiques de l’iode 129 (développement du 

procédé Pbl2 en France, du procédé Iodox aux Etats-Unis, du procédé Mercurex 
en Belgique et de divers absorbants solides imprégnés d’argent en particulier en 
RFA et aux Etats-Unis).
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Des budgets relativement élevés sont aussi consacrés à l’étude du piégeage 
et de l’immobilisation du krypton 85 (développement de procédés cryogéniques 
(RFA, Belgique, Japon, France), des procédés d’absorption sur les fréons (Etats- 
Unis, RFA), et des procédés d’adsorption sur matériaux inorganiques (Etats-Unis)).

Les procédés cryogéniques vont être éprouvés prochainement en actif et en 
ligne sur des usines pilotes au Japon et en RFA. L’immobilisation du krypton 
est étudiée en particulier en RFA (sous pression dans des conteneurs) et au 
Royaume-Uni (implantation dans les métaux).

On commence aussi à examiner le comportement et les moyens de rétention 
du tritium, du carbone 14 et du ruthénium volatil.

2.1.3. Contrôle du procédé et des matières

Dans le cadre des améliorations du procédé se développent aussi les études 
sur les méthodes d’analyses avec le souci d’augmenter leur précision, d’élaborer 
des dispositifs de mesure continus, de doser les très faibles quantités de radio
nucléides dans les déchets et les effluents et, enfin, de minimiser les déchets des 
laboratoires en mettant en oeuvre des techniques instrumentales utilisant la fibro- 
scopie optique, le laser, les ultrasons, les comptages neutroniques, etc.

Des méthodes d’analyses et de dispositifs de mesure de volume dans les cuves 
sont aussi développées pour améliorer le bilan du Pu dans les usines (France, Etats- 
Unis).

2.2. Développement de la technologie du retraitement

Les difficultés technologiques rencontrées jusqu’à présent dans les usines ont 
été dans la majorité des cas liées à des défauts des appareillages et, en particulier, 
des systèmes mécaniques utilisés pour le cisaillage des assemblages et pour les 
servitudes des appareils de tête de l’usine où les pannes et les interventions trop 
nombreuses entraînent des ruptures de charge. S’ajoutent généralement à ces 
problèmes mécaniques des interruptions de production dues à des bouchages de 
tuyauteries, à la lourdeur d’exploitation d’équipements fonctionnant en discontinu, 
à la corrosion des évaporateurs. Pour remédier à ces difficultés, des programmes 
de recherches et d’essais technologiques sont menés dans plusieurs pays avec 
l’objectif de concevoir des appareils:
— très performants sur le plan de la capacité (fonctionnement continu);
— fiables (simplification des mécanismes, recherche de matériaux résistants à 

la corrosion);
— adaptés pour la prévention des risques de criticité (par la géométrie ou la 

présence de matériaux neutrophages).
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On se préoccupe également de la façon dont ils seront implantés et inter
connectés pour les interventions à distance, pour leur contrôle et pour toutes les 
questions d’ergonomie.

Des travaux de recherche importants concernent aussi la technologie annexe, 
en particulier les robots et les dispositifs de téléintervention qui devraient à terme 
permettre d’éviter le dédoublement des chaînes d’appareils sensibles et d’obtenir 
un gain appréciable sur le génie civil, la sûreté et l’économie (Projet Remotex aux 
Etats-Unis et en RFA).

Les études qui ont été menées en France avec ces objectifs ont permis de 
mettre au point dans les halls de génie chimique de Marcoule et de Fontenay-aux- 
Roses la cisaille, le dissolveur continu rotatif, le rinceur à coques continu, la 
décanteuse pendulaire centrifuge DPC 900 et les colonnes puisées qui ont été 
retenus pour UP3 (voir le mémoire IAEA-CN-42/435, de P. Boutaud de la 
Combe et al., dans ce volume).

Des essais technologiques très importants sont aussi réalisés en RFA, au Japon 
et aux Etats-Unis.

2.3. Etudes concernant les procédés et la technologie de conditionnement des
déchets

Dans les déchets de retraitement, on a l’habitude de distinguer:
— les déchets de procédé, constitués par les concentrais de PF, les coques et les 

embouts, les fines de dissolution, les résidus résultant du traitement des déchets 
gazeux et liquides (boues, Pbl2, résines);

— les déchets technologiques (alpha et non alpha), constitués par les matériaux 
ou débris d’équipements qui ont été utilisés dans les zones actives (matériaux 
plastiques, métaux et composés minéraux divers).

Des travaux de R&D importants sont réalisés dans le monde pour définir 
le mode de confinement de ces déchets et il y a actuellement un consensus de 
plus en plus large pour adopter les procédés qui consistent à les immobiliser dans 
des matrices solides caractérisées par une grande inertie chimique et destinées à 
être stockées dans des structures en béton ou des sites géologiques stables.

Les matériaux d’immobilisation étudiés sont:
— les verres (borosilicates), les vitrocéramiques, des matériaux synthétiques à base 

de produits minéraux (synroc) et les céramiques pour les déchets riches en PF 
et en émetteurs alpha;

— les métaux, les ciments, les résines et le bitume pour les autres déchets.
On s’accorde généralement pour dire que les verres, les vitrocéramiques, les 

«synroc» et certaines céramiques ont des qualités de confinement à peu près 
équivalentes, mais seule l’élaboration des verres borosilicatés a atteint un stade 
industriel.
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La vitrification des PF a fait l’objet d’un effort de développement important 
dans plusieurs pays où ont été expérimentés les procédés de vitrification en une 
étape, en pot (France, Etats-Unis, Royaume-Uni, URSS), en four céramique à 
chauffage par effet Joule et alimentation directe (Etats-Unis, RFA, Japon) et les 
procédés en deux étapes, la calcination étant assurée par fluidisation (Etats-Unis, 
Japon, URSS), par pulvérisation en colonne chaude (Etats-Unis, RFA, Japon) 
ou par appareil rotatif (France).

Le procédé continu français associant un calcinateur rotatif et un four de 
fusion à vidange périodique est depuis 4 ans mis en oeuvre industriellement à 
l’atelier de vitrification de Marcoule (18 000 heures de fonctionnement et 250 t 
de verres produits) et un certain nombre de pays (France, Royaume-Uni, RFA, 
Belgique) se proposent de l’exploiter sur leurs centres de retraitement.

Pour les autres déchets, les procédés développés sont:
— la vitrification pour les fines de dissolution,
— l’enrobage dans le ciment ou le compactage par fusion pour les coques et les

embouts,
— le bitumage pour les boues résultant du traitement des déchets liquides et 

gazeux,
— l’incorporation dans les ciments, dans les résines ou dans les matrices métalliques 

des déchets technologiques.
Certains de ces procédés sont, comme la vitrification, opérationnels mais des 

efforts de R&D très importants sont encore nécessaires sur ce problème du confine
ment des déchets pour lequel il conviendrait d’apporter des réponses communes au 
niveau international.

Il s’agira en particulier au cours des prochaines années:
1 ) d’améliorer la gestion des PF et des émetteurs alpha dans le procédé et les

déchets pour réduire le volume des déchets alpha;
2) de minimiser les volumes en continuant de développer les techniques 

d’incinération des matériaux organiques et les techniques de compactage et 
en augmentant la fiabilité des équipements;

3) de poursuivre l’effort de développement des techniques de confinement 
parallèlement à la poursuite des études sur les conditions de stockage et en 
tenant compte des résultats des analyses de sûreté;

4) de développer des dispositifs pour évaluer la qualité des confinements pour 
mieux comprendre les mécanismes de leur déstructuration et pour appréhender 
leur comportement à long terme.

3. LES FUTURES USINES

Cet immense effort de R&D en cours doit aboutir au niveau des grandes' 
usines de retraitement des combustibles des réacteurs à eau légère, qui seront en
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service à la fin de la décennie 1980 et au début de la décennie 1990. On examinera 
dans ce qui suit les perspectives dans divers pays.

3.1. France

C’est en France que les projets sont les plus avancés puisque la construction 
de deux usines, UP3 et UP2-800, est en cours sur le site de La Hague. L’exploitant 
est la Compagnie générale des matières nucléaires (Cogéma), le maître d’oeuvre 
est la Société générale pour les techniques nouvelles (SGN).

L’usine UP3 est une usine d’une capacité de 800 t/a dont le début des essais 
actifs est prévu en 1987. Les travaux de génie civil ont effectivement commencé 
à la mi-82.

L’usine UP2-800 sera basée sur l’adjonction, à l’actuelle usine UP2 en 
exploitation à La Hague, d’ateliers nouveaux permettant de porter sa capacité 
effective à 800 tonnes de combustibles par an également. Les premiers ateliers 
nouveaux de cette usine (nouvelle concentration de produits de fission et atelier 
de vitrification notamment) sont en cours de réalisation, mais la construction 
d’une nouvelle tête de l’usine comprenant un atelier de cisaillage-dissolution et 
un atelier d’extraction de haute activité ne sera entreprise qu’ultérieurement.
Le début des essais actifs de l’ensemble est prévu pour s’effectuer 2 ans après 
celui d’UP3.

Ajoutons que les têtes des deux usines UP3 et UP2-800 seront interconnectées 
par un ensemble de piscines permettant le stockage de 8000 tonnes de combustibles 
irradiés. La première de ces piscines est en service depuis le début de 1981.

A cet ensemble sont associés une station de traitement des effluents, des 
ateliers de décontamination et de conditionnement des déchets, des entreposages 
de déchets conditionnés, etc.

Les principales caractéristiques techniques sont les suivantes:
— chaque tête d’usine comporte deux lignes parallèles utilisant une cisaille à 

magasin horizontal et un dissolveur rotatif continu;
— l’intervention sur les composants standards de l’usine (vannes, pompes, air-lifts, 

etc.) est basée sur des échanges sous enceintes de protection permettant de 
garder en permanence un double confinement;

— les déchets sont conditionnés en ligne, sans entreposage préalable, à l’exception 
des produits de fission qui doivent être stockés un an sous forme liquide avant 
d’être vitrifiés pour ceux provenant de combustibles PWR irradiés à
33 000 MW'd/t refroidis trois ans avant retraitement.

3.2. Royaume-Uni

Le retraiteur BNFL a été autorisé par le Gouvernement britannique a 
construire sur le site de Sellafield une grande usine, Thorp, d’une capacité de 
1200 t/a de combustibles oxydes.
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Le projet détaillé de l’usine est en cours et le début des opérations est prévu 
autour de 1990. Le projet est basé sur un temps de refroidissement minimum de 
cinq ans pour les combustibles à eau légère et de trois ans pour les combustibles AGR. 
Parmi les caractéristiques remarquables, on peut noter que la tête de l’usine 
comportera une cisaille à magasin horizontal et coupe verticale alimentant 
3 dissolveurs discontinus avec empoisonnement au gadolinium et l’utilisation 
éventuelle, pour la clarification, de la séparation par gradient magnétique.

La capacité des piscines de stockage de combustibles oxydes sera augmentée 
de son niveau actuel de 1550 tonnes jusqu’à 6400 tonnes en 1987 par adjonctions 
successives.

3.3. République fédérale d’Allemagne

Le programme du Gouvernement fédéral sur l’énergie, de novembre 1981, 
prévoit une capacité nucléaire installée de 40 000 MW en 1995. Ayant lié le 
fonctionnement des réacteurs de puissance avec la fermeture de la fin du cycle 
du combustible, ce gouvernement a établi le concept dit «Entsorgungskonzept» 
qui fixe les modalités suivant lesquelles l’industrie allemande a à traiter le problème 
des combustibles irradiés. Cette industrie a pris, pour faire face aux demandes 
gouvernementales, les mesures suivantes:
— deux stockages intérimaires de combustibles irradiés, chacun d’une capacité de 

1500 tonnes, sont en cours d’autorisation; l’un d’entre eux est déjà en 
construction;

— en ce qui concerne le retraitement, l’usine pilote de Karlsruhe reprendra son 
fonctionnement à la fin de cette année, après remplacement de son dissolveur;

— deux usines de retraitement, ayant chacune une capacité de 350 tonnes, sont 
à l’étude pour être implantées dans les états de Hesse et de Bavière. Les 
documents de demande d’autorisation ont été soumis aux autorités en charge 
par la compagnie DWK.

Par ailleurs, conformément au concept d’«Entsorgung», les déchets doivent 
être déposés dans des formations salines. Un dôme de sel, près de Gorleben, est 
en cours d’étude dans cet objectif et les premiers résultats sont encourageants.

En conclusion, bien que de nombreux obstacles restent à surmonter concer
nant, par exemple, les implantations des usines de retraitement, l’état des projets 
et des procédures d’autorisation permet de penser que la République fédérale 
d’Allemagne disposera d’un ensemble d’installations permettant de traiter le 
problème des combustibles irradiés en temps opportun et au niveau nécessaire.

3.4. Japon

Le 1er mars 1980 a été créée la compagnie Japan Nuclear Fuel Service (JNFS) 
qui sera le maître d’ouvrage et l’opérateur des futures usines.
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Son objectif est, dans un premier temps, de couvrir les besoins nationaux 
en retraitement à partir du début de la décennie 1990, ceux correspondant à la 
décennie 1980 étant couverts par l’usine de Tokai-Mura de PNC et les contrats 
conclus avec le retraiteur britannique BNFL et le retraiteur français Cogéma.
La capacité exacte et l’implantation de la ou des futures usines restent encore à 
fixer, mais les études préliminaires du projet sont poussées avec vigueur.

4. CONCLUSION: CONSIDERATIONS ECONOMIQUES

La dépression sur le marché de l’uranium, liée au retard des programmes 
de centrales dans la plupart des pays du monde, fait apparaître moins urgente 
aux yeux des électriciens, en ce début de la décennie 1980, la récupération de 
leur uranium retraité et du plutonium associé. Il n’en reste pas moins que les 
deux motivations essentielles de l’industrie du retraitement, le conditionnement 
des déchets sous une forme sûre et la récupération des matières fissiles, uranium 
et plutonium, restent plus que jamais à l’ordre du jour.

Beaucoup d’experts envisagent, compte tenu des programmes annoncés, 
la fin du marasme du marché de l’uranium vers la fin de la décennie 1980. C’est 
également l’époque où les grandes usines de retraitement commenceront à entrer 
en service et pourront exercer sur les cours de l’uranium un effet régulateur. Les 
compagnies d’électricité d’Europe occidentale et du Japon ne s’y sont pas trompées, 
qui, à travers les compagnies de retraitement, Cogéma, BNFL, DWK, JNFS, 
contribuent très largement au financement de la construction de ces futures 
usines.

4
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Abstract

PO ST-REACTO R N U C LE A R  FU E L  CYCLE EXPERIENCE A N D  ST A T U S IN THE U N ITED  
STATES OF AM ERICA.

Seventy-nine large com m ercial nuclear pow er reactors w ith  a to ta l generation  capacity  
o f about 60 GW (e) have been  built and operated in the U nited  States o f  A m erica and an 
additional seventy-eight reactors w ith  87 GW (e) capacity  are under constru ction  or on  order.
These reactors have generated over 8 0 0 0  ton n es o f  spent fuel. A lthough  m ost o f  this fuel is 
currently being stored in at-reactor w ater storage basins, approxim ately  2 5 0  tonnes o f  com m ercial 
pow er reactor fuel has been  reprocessed in on e o f  three large com m ercial fuel reprocessing plants 
in the U S. A pproxim ately  5 0 0  ton n es o f  spent fuel is in water storage facilities away from  
reactors at facilities originally intended  for fu e l reprocessing. T he experience gained in  the US 
in the m anagem ent o f  spent fu e l and the design, construction  and operation  o f  various p o s t 
reactor fuel cyc le  facilities can be o f  value to  any country w ith  a major nuclear pow er program m e. 
C onsideration and pursuit o f  a once-through  fu el cycle , LWR m ixed  ox id e  recycle , breeder system  
d ep loym ent and num erous oth er reactor/fuel cycle  system s have, at one tim e or another, been  
proposed w ith in  the U S. T he need for flex ib le  fu el cycle  facilities w ith  excess storage capacities 
has been  dem onstrated . Sound technical and econ om ic considerations m ust be applied in 
determ ining the fu el cycle  approach to  be selected , and the size and features o f  fuel cycle  
facilities. Current con cep ts being developed for spent fu el storage and fu el reprocessing are 
based upon past experience and will provide flex ib le  and eco n o m ic  fu el cyc le  services as 
additional LWRs are d ep loyed  and th e  breeder system  is dem onstrated  and com m ercialized .
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1. Introduction

Since the start up of the first commercial power reactor in 
the United States in 1959 over 8000 tonnes of spent fuel has been 
generated. Although it was originally planned that spent fuel 
from light water reactors would be promptly recycled to obtain 
the maximum utilization of uranium resources, we now know many 
additional factors must be considered. Spent fuel management 
is a relatively new term which encompasses not only the storage 
of spent fuel, but decisions regarding its reprocessing, waste 
disposal and ultimate use of Its energy potential. The economics 
of reprocessing and recycle, Including waste management costs must 
be considered as should long-range energy options. Therefore, 
although this paper reviews the post reactor fuel cycle experi
ence in the United States and can provide useful guidance for 
countries with similar large nuclear power programs, decisions 
on fuel cycles and long-range plans remain specific to the 
United States' energy programs.

2. Responsibilities

In order to appreciate U.S. post reactor fuel cycle 
experience, it is important to understand the roles of private 
industry and the Government. By the mid 1950's the development of 
nuclear power was a national objective. As a matter of policy 
major parts of the nuclear reactor and fuel cycle industry would 
be the responsibility of private industry including fuel storage, 
reprocessing and refabrication. The Government's role would 
primarily be for licensing, regulation and guidance for tech
nology development and démonstration. The Atomic Energy Act of 
1954 attempted to provide clear responsibilities for industry 
and Government plus provide a basis for regulation. The Atomic 
Energy Commission had responsibility for the development of 
nuclear power and its fuel cycle and, within a separate organi
zation in the AEC, licensing and regulation. Over the years, 
however, an independent organization for nuclear regulation, 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), was established, and 
additional regulatory functions were assigned to other regulatory 
institutions such as the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 
the Department of Transportation, and state and local regulatory 
bodies* As you will see, this growth of regulatory agencies and 
the establishment of additional and more restrictive regulations 
have led to problems in the closing of the fuel cycle in the 
United States.

Policy changes have also created serious problems for 
private fuel cycle development in the U.S. Up until 1976 it was 
always assumed that spent fuel would be reprocessed and recycled. 
In October, 1976 President Ford "decided that United States
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should no longer regard reprocessing of used nuclear fuel 
to produce plutonium as a necessary and inevitable step in the 
nuclear fuel cycle". In April, 1977, newly elected President 
Carter announced that he would "defer indefinitely the commercial 
reprocessing and recycling of the plutonium produced in the 
United States nuclear programs."

In October, 1981 President Reagan issued a major statement 
supporting nuclear power. He lifted "the indefinite ban which 
previous Administrations placed on commercial reprocessing 
activities in the United States." Also, in an effort to prevent 
recurrence of these problems, he announced an intent to "pursue 
consistent, long-term policies concerning reprocessing of spent 
fuel from nuclear power reactors and eliminate regulatory 
impediments to commercial interest in this technology, while 
ensuring adequate safeguards." He reaffirmed industry's role in 
providing reprocessing services and sought "to provide a stable 
market for private sector reprocessing."

Within this framework of private and Government roles and 
responsibilities and past changes in nuclear policy U.S. post 
reactor fuel cycle experience will be presented. Reprocessing 
will be discussed first, since its availability is key to spent 
fuel management decisions.

3. Power Reactor Fuel Reprocessing Experience

Previously classified information on the design and 
construction of fuel reprocessing facilities was first made 
available to private industry in the United States during the 
1950's. In January 1956, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) 
announced its intention to establish a program to support 
private industry in commercializing chemical reprocessing of 
irradiated fuels from power reactors. This program was to 
include making reprocessing technology available to private 
industry and assuring supplies of government spent fuel for 
commercial reprocessing until spent fuel from commercial 
power reactors became sufficient to support privately owned 
reprocessing operations. The AEC also announced in March 1957 
that power reactor fuels could be received in AEC facilities 
until commercial reprocessing facilities became available at 
reasonable costs. The costs for such services were based on a 
capital cost estimate for a conceptual multipurpose reprocessing 
plant* This estimate was based on several technical elements 
that had not been demonstrated in any AEC facilities. This 
also established a reprocessing services cost target ($15.3/kg 
in July 1956 dollars). No commercial fuels were processed in 
Government facilities under this agreement and later experience
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proved the price estimate to be unrealistic for commercial 
reprocessing plants.

3.1 NFS West Valley

The first commercial reprocessing plant in the United States 
was Nuclear Fuel Services located near West Valley, New York.

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (NFS) spent fuel reprocessing 
activities were initiated in 1959 when an organization called the 
Industrial Reprocessing Group (IRG) was formed for the purpose of 
investigating the technical and economic feasibility of design, 
construction, and operation of a privately owned facility for the 
chemical reprocessing of spent nuclear fuels. The IRG consisted 
of W. R. Grace & Co. (80 percent owners of NFS) and five utility 
companies: Consolidated Edison, Co. of New York, Commonwealth
Edison Co. of Chicago, Yankee Atomic Electric Co. of Boston, 
Northern States Power Co. of Minneapolis and Power Reactor 
Development Corp. of Detroit. A favorable conclusion to this 
study was reached in 1961; more detailed economic and design 
studies were conducted over the following 2-year period. In May 
1963, ground was broken for the construction of the $33 million 
spent fuel reprocessing plant with the Bechtel Corporation as 
the construction contractor. In February 1965, the construction 
contractor commenced turning over segments of the plant for 
operator training and for testing and shakedown purposes. This 
turnover of facilities continued into February 1966, at which 
time NFS effectively took possession of the plant. In May of 
1965 the first spent nuclear fuel was received at the plant for 
storage. On April 19, 1966, the operating license was received 
from the AEC; a cadre of AEC-licensed operators was on hand at 
the plant, permitting commercial radioactive operation to com
mence on April 20, 1966. The West Valley Plant operated until 
early 1972 when it was shut down for modification and expansion 
purposes. However, in 1976, NFS announced that it would not 
reopen the plant because of the high costs anticipated in 
meeting new seismic requirements imposed by the NRC, requiring 
significant upgrading of the capability of the reprocessing 
facility to withstand seismic events— which NFS concluded would 
render the plant uneconomical to operate in the then-prevailing 
reprocessing price environment.

The West Valley Plant was the first commercial venture into 
irradiated fuel processing in the world, and it was the first 
large scale demonstration of the processing of spent fuel from 
light water power reactors. This fuel differed from the Irradi
ated fuels which had been processed for many years in government 
facilities in that it was uranium oxide fuel and in that it had 
been exposed to reasonably high burnups and had a different
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cladding material. No prior experience existed on the overall 
shear—leach process with oxide fuels. Notwithstanding, the plant 
demonstrated a capability for

- recovering, on the average, 98.96 percent of the uranium 
and 97.42 percent of the plutonium present in the fuel,

- meeting with minimal difficulty, product purity 
specification on both uranium and plutonium,

operating with an on-stream (capacity) factor which 
varied from 16 percent to 94 percent, (average 
46 percent) depending on the fuel being processed, 
and at 56 percent of its design capacity, and

- operating within the AEC license limitations on aqueous 
and gaseous effluents.

The quantities and average burnup of fuel reprocessed by NFS 
are presented in Tables I and II.

During the 5-1/2 years of operation of the West Valley 
Plant, substantial quantities of high level waste were generated. 
There were

- approximately 600 000 gallons of neutralized wastes 
comprising the raffinates from the solvent extraction 
operations on uranium fuels,

- approximately 12 000 gallons of acidic, thorium - 
containing waste from processing of Indian Point-1 
Core A fuel,

approximately 90 000 cubic feet of high level solid 
waste, including damaged plant equipment and fuel 
assembly structural materials, and

- approximately 280 000 cubic feet of low level waste.

The liquid wastes are contained in tanks located in 
reinforced concrete vaults on the plant site; the high level 
solid wastes are buried in silty till inside the plant exclusion 
area fence; the low level wastes were buried in the commercial 
waste burial ground on the site.

DOE is currently conducting a demonstration program to 
solidify and remove high level waste from the site and clean up 
the site for permanent shutdown.
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Table I

Types of Fuel Processed by NFS

LAWRENCE and JOHNSON

Type of Fuel
Total 

t (U+Th)

NPR Fuel (Low enriched, zirconium clad uranium metal) 3 79.4

LWR Fuel (Low enrichment UO^) 245.1

LWR Fuel (High enrichment UO^-ThO^) 16.5

Total 641.0

Table II

Burnup of Fuel Processed by NFS*

Range of Average Burnup Total
(MW*d/t U) t (U+Th)

0 - 5 000 393.1
5 000 - 10 000 71.9
10 000 - 15 000 97-9
15 000 - 20 000 15.6
20 000 - 25 000 46.0

Total 624.5

♦Excludes 16.5t (U+Th) Indian Point fuel for which burnup is not 
available. (A burnup of 40 000 MW-d/t (U+Th)was reported by 
М. Т. Simnad in Fuel Element Experience in Nuclear Power 
Reactors, p. 288, Gordon and Breach, New York, 1971.)
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The radiation exposures of employees at the West Valley 
Plant were somewhat higher, on the average, than had been antici
pated prior to plant startup but did not exceed limits. The 
preponderance of the exposures came from general plant background 
and from contact maintenance work on cranes and manipulators.

Of major interest is major equipment performance. The plant 
employed a novel head end system in which the fuel bundles were 
partially disassembled, sheared, and the sheared fuel pieces 
leached in hot nitric acid. The saw used for disassembly was 
not well designed for remote maintenance, and was ultimately 
replaced. The shear gave some problems during the early period 
of operation of the plant but with experience and corrective 
action, performance generally improved.

Dissolver performance on LWR fuel was generally satisfactory, 
and in general, performance of the solvent extraction system was 
excellent. Two exceptions to this were:the partitioning column 
never completely provided the desired separation of uranium and 
plutonium and frequent plugs in lines were encountered.

Process performance of the low level waste evaporator was, 
however, inadequate, and created considerable difficulty in the 
acid recovery system due to frequent "burping", or transfer of 
highly radioactive liquid overhead into the lightly-shielded 
acid recovery cell.

Both the dissolver off-gas (DOG) system and the vessel 
off-gas (VOG) system gave problems during a great part of the 
operating period. Principal difficulty was short life of the 
filter elements, apparently due to loading with liquid aerosols 
and particulate. A study of possible sources of this material in 
the VOG system led to the conclusion that no single plant opera
tion contributed preponderantly to the particulate loading. Some 
changes in plant operations were made which reduced but did not 
eliminate the problem.

Finally, the building ventilation system was underdesigned 
for the service, and lacked several features such as filters at 
outlets from process cells and use of air locks which would have 
substantially reduced the problems with control of contamination 
and radiation levels in the plant.

In early 1972 NFS shut down for modifications to double its 
capacity and make modifications to correct problems noted above 
and to comply with new regulation. In addition a UF, conversion 
facility, a PuO^ conversion facility and high level liquid waste 
solidification and storage facility were to be added. It was 
estimated that this program would take 2 years to complete and
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would cost about $15 million. However, major generic changes 
in the regulatory criteria were made and NFS estimated that it 
would require over $600 million to proceed with the proposed 
expansion program. On September 22, 1976, NFS announced its 
decision to leave the reprocessing business.

3.2 GE Morris

In 1964, General Electric Company decided to try its own 
innovative approach to the reprocessing business, and in 1967 
obtained a construction permit from the AEC. The Midwest Fuel 
Recovery Plant, at Morris, Illinois, was based on an unproven 
process called the Aquaflor process, which was thought to be 
a less complex and costly process for a small one-ton-per-day 
reprocessing plant. The Morris plant was scheduled for operation 
in 1971; however, a number of technical problems precluded the 
operation of this plant. Three broad categories of fundamental 
technical problems were identified as follows: (1) Radioactivity
in the uranium nitrate process stream and fission product depo
sition in the uranium conversion and purification systems.
(2) Vital canyon equipment could not be operated and maintained 
remotely. (3) Plant configuration and close coupling of process 
equipment, with little or no storage between operations, was 
found to lead to very low operating efficiency. GE estimated 
these problems would limit plant capacity to 50-100 tonnes per 
year or less.

In July 1974, after having spent $65 million on the 
facility, GE announced that substantial modifications would be 
required for the facility to operate and thus decided the plant 
was not operable.

3.3 AGNS Barnwell

In 1968, Allied Chemical Corporation filed for a 
construction permit for a 1 500-tonne-per-year, single purpose 
(LWR fuel only) reprocessing plant. The Barnwell site in South 
Carolina, near the Savannah River Plant was selected. Allied 
Chemical formed a partnership first with Gulf Oil and then with 
General Atomic Company (a partnership of Gulf Oil and Royal Dutch 
Shell) and became Allied-General Nuclear Services (AGNS). The 
AEC issued a construction permit for the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel 
Plant (BNFP) in 1970 and construction commenced in early 1971.

The initial cost estimate for the plant was about $70 
million with commercial operation scheduled for 1974. Con
struction of the fuel receiving, storage, separations, and UF^ 
facilities was completed in 1975. Continued regulatory changes 
and uncertainty related to plutonium recycle, safety, safeguards,
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Estimated Capital Costs and Time Requirements for Completion

of AGNS Reprocessing Plant to Meet Current Regulatory Requirements

Capital Costs ($-Millions)

AGNS Time Required
Estimates From Go Ahead

Escalated to To Operation
Description 1982 (Years)

Separations/UFg Conversion $ 58 4-5

Krypton Recovery and Storage 104 5

High Level Waste Solidification 173 6.5

Plutonium Conversion 173 5.5

Solid Waste Management 156

Solid Waste Storage 3-4

GPT3 Volume Reduction 6.5

GPTa Assay 3-4

Safeguards/Site/Utilities/
Support Facilities 133 4-5

Total „$797

дGPT —  general process trash

waste packaging, waste form, and ultimate waste disposal made it 
impossible for AGNS to continue with the design of the plutonium 
processing facility and waste solidification facility. AGNS had 
already made capital expenditure of $342 million. BNFP could 
accept LWR spent fuel, produce uranium hexafluoride (UF^) and 
plutonium dioxide (PuO„) and solidified waste as output, for an 
additional capital outlay to complete the plant of approximately 
$800 million (1982). (See Table III.)
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BNFP was designed to reprocess spent fuel from current LWR 
reactors using the PUREX process. The fuel is assumed to be 
first cycle, low enriched uranium (LEU) fuel, irradiated to a 
burnup of approximately 33 000 MW'd/tt and containing approxi
mately 1 percent Pu. The Barnwell design performs three cycles 
of plutonium extraction before achieving a purified solution 
to concentrated plutonium nitrate as an intermediate product. 
There are two cycles of uranium extraction and filtration 
through silica gel before the intermediate uranium product, 
uranyl nitrate, is produced.

There are two other major facilities currently in place 
at Barnwell: the UFfi conversion plant for converting uranyl
nitrate to UF^, and the liquid waste storage facilities. In 
the liquid waste storage facility, intermediate level liquid 
waste (ILLW) and high level liquid waste (HLLW) can be stored 
in storage tanks.

In addition, there exists a variety of central systems for 
the servicing of BNFP, including ventilation, fire protection, 
electrical power, and laboratory services, among others.

The Barnwell plant was designed and constructed as a 
combination contact and remote maintenance facility for 
reprocessing spent light water reactor (LWR) fuel. The design 
utilizes technology to provide a high degree of assurance of 
maintenance-free operation. Three factors made this design 
practicable. First, the basic "Purex" process had been well 
established and proven. Second, the plant was designed to 
process only LWR fuel, there is less need for flexibility In 
equipment lay-out. Third, extensive operating experience in 
both remote and contact maintenance plants had demonstrated 
which types of equipment were subject to failure and which 
could be relied upon for life-of-the plant maintenance-free 
operation. Equipment which had a history of failure was care
fully analyzed and, where feasible, redesigned to eliminate the 
cause of such failure.

We are optimistic that the private sector can and will 
provide a domestic LWR reprocessing capability at Barnwell, 
provided certain Government actions are taken to create a more 
stable, less risky environment. For example, actions are 
necessary to financially protect a reprocessor against possible 
future policy changes, to resolve regulatory barriers, to 
assure a market for plutonium for the breeder program (and 
assure Government acceptance of any excess) and to resolve 
issues concerning the form and timing for Government acceptance 
of wastes. We expect to provide recommendations for specific 
actions in these and other areas within the next several months 
leading to private operation of Barnwell around 1990.
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3.4 Current Status of Reprocessing

Within the United States, there has been a continuing 
research and development activity and design effort on fuel 
reprocessing during the past few years by Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, Savannah River Laboratory, the Pacific Northwest 
Laboratory, other DOE contractors, BNFP, and by private indus
trial organizations. These efforts have resulted in many 
technological advances which provide increased assurances that 
operability, maintainability, safeguards, and environmental 
and radiation protection of future reprocessing plants will be 
superior to those of plants built in earlier years. Among the 
more important achievements are the following:

- Development of centrifugal solvent extraction equipment 
that minimizes solution residence time, resulting in 
reduced fissile inventory, reduced solvent degradation 
and reduced plant start up and shut down times.

- Development of equipment components with features to 
facilitate remote maintenance and development of remote 
manipulators to carry out this maintenance.

- Development and cold demonstration of systems for 
krypton-85 removal from reprocessing plant off-gas.

- Development and partial cold demonstration of a computer 
controlled process-monitoring/safeguards system for LWR 
reprocessing plants.

- Demonstration of borosilicate glass waste solidification 
processes using a small amount of irradiated LWR fuel 
including prototype off-gas treatment.

Breeder fuel reprocessing development has been given 
particular attention because of differences between LWR and LMFBR 
fuels. The higher fuel burnup and specific power for breeder 
fuel results in considerably higher radiation levels and heat 
generation rates than are present with LWR spent fuel and 
appropriate engineering allowances must be provided in fuel 
handling, dissolution, solvent extraction, and the product 
removal steps. Since LMFBR spent fuel also contains a larger 
fraction of plutonium than LWR spent fuel, more sophlsticted 
safeguards and criticality control techniques may be required.

A laser fuel disassembly machine and shear device have been 
designed for the higher heat generation and radioactivity levels. 
A continuous rotary dissolver has been fabricated and is being 
tested to assure high dissolution rates. High speed solvent
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extraction systems have been developed so that modified centri
fugal contactors will not only operate at higher radiation 
levels, but also will reduce the time for startup of the plant.

Equipment and systems developed for reprocessing of LMFBR 
fuels will be cold tested in the Integrated Equipment Test 
Facility (IET) at Oak Ridge to provide assurances of long-term 
operability, ease of maintenance, improved process integration, 
and good measurement control. Partial integrated process 
demonstration is expected about September 1982. Specific 
activities include the following:

- Engineering development of remotely operable and 
maintainable reprocessing systems, leading to integrated 
cold operations in FY 1985.

- Development of concept of total remote maintenance 
(REMOTEX), based on developments in equipment components 
with modular, remote maintenance features and electro
mechanical servomanipulators.

- Laboratory and hot cell fuel dissolution, feed 
clarification, and solvent extraction experimentation to 
extend data on fissile and fertile recovery and fission 
product decontamination.

- Design studies of an advanced head-end treatment 
facility, collocated with an existing LWR reprocessing 
facility, to provide for demonstration of breeder fuel 
reprocessing and backup capability for recovery of LWR 
fuels.

An early demonstration of LMFBR fuel reprocessing is 
essential to deployment of LMFBRs. Therefore, planning, develop
ment, and demonstration of technology and licensing for a LMFBR 
spent fuel Demonstration Reprocessing Plant (DRP) has been 
started, to be completed on a time scale consistent with the 
breeder deployment decision.

Nominal design capacity for the DRP has been set at 1/2 
metric ton of heavy metal per day (t HM/d), with the provision 
that it operate effectively down to 0.25 t  HM/d. Preliminary 
design concepts for the DRP have focused on both a "stand-alone" 
facility, and the alternative add-on "breeder head-end" to an 
existing LWR reprocessing plant. Final decision between them 
will consider cost, environmental impact, licensing implications, 
and importance of a reliable demonstration. Because the Clinch 
River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) discharges only a limited 
quantity of fuel, which is below the capacity of the DRP, it may
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be necessary to reprocess some LWR fuel if high on-stream time 
is necessary for successful demonstration.

The DRP and the existing reprocessing plant add-on options 
will be evaluated for a decision in the latter part of FY 1983,
with the focus on completing construction of the LMFBR spent
fuel reprocessing plant in 1995 and placing it in operation in
1996, about seven years after CRBRP is .planned to go critical.

4. Spent Fuel Storage Experience

From the early days of the nuclear power industry in the 
U.S., electric utilities planning to construct and operate light 
water nuclear power reactors contemplated that spent fuel dis
charged from the reactors would be stored in onsite fuel storage 
pools for a short period of time (to permit radioactive decay of 
short-lived radioisotopes contained within the fuel, as well as 
thermal decay) and periodically shipped off-site for reprocessingf 
Typically, space was provided in onsite storage pools for about 
1-1/3 full nuclear reactor cores. Assuming a 3 to 4 year reactor 
fuel reload cycle, the onsite storage pools were planned to hold 
an average of one year's discharge with sufficient remaining 
capacity to hold a complete core should unloading of all of the 
fuel from the reactor be necessary or desirable for normal main
tenance or because of operational difficulties. Under normal 
operating conditions, about 5 years' spent fuel discharge could 
be accommodated before the pools were filled.

By the mid 1970's it became apparent that commercial 
reprocessing plants would not be available in time to prevent 
a shortfall of spent fuel storage capacity. Based upon data 
supplied by utilities, the Government began studies to analyze 
the number of reactors that would be without sufficient spent 
fuel storage capacity to provide full core reserve unless 
additional storage capacity or reprocessing were available.
The first study conducted in 1974 estimated that as many as 14 
reactors could be without full core reserve by the end of 1975 
and up to 73 reactors by 1980. When the study was conducted 
the following year these numbers were reduced to 7 reactors in 
1975 and 30 reactors in 1980. This was due to the fact the 
utilities found it was possible to increase the amount of storage 
in existing reactor pools by factors of two to three because the 
aluminum racks originally used in these pools, while economical, 
were inefficient. The nuclear industry developed stainless 
steel racks, borated stainelss steel racks, and boral racks that 
allowed the amount of fuel stored In each square foot of pool 
to be increased from less than 0.25 t U to as much as 0.58 t U. 
Essentially all utilities have already replaced their storage 
racks (reracked), and some have reracked several times.
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One of the major considerations in compact storage is that 
the pool design including fuel assembly spacing must be such that 
the storage facility is always subcritical by a safe margin, even 
under accident conditions. The current U.S. requirement is that

must be 0.95 or less for spent fuel rack designs. Previous 
design practice used spacings which allowed calculated к f 
values of 0.90 or less, using less sophisticated computational 
techniques and hence a greater allowance. For example, with 
current computational design dependent techniques, it has been 
shown in the case of PWR plants that spacing can be reduced from 
about 20 inches to about 12 to 14 inches without exceeding the 
specified limit.

The fuel storage pool racks for BWR plants are spaced closer 
together than for PWR's because the BWR fuel elements are smaller 
and contain less fuel (about 1/2 that of the PWR). Further 
reduction of spacing in BWR pools would be more difficult. If 
the matrix of the BWR storage rack were brought closer together 
than the original design, the calculated к ^  would become 
greater than allowable. The only alternative left for closer 
packed arrays in BWR pools was the use of neutron absorbing 
materials as part of the rack construction.

Neutron absorber materials are also used in the construction 
of spent fuel racks for PWR plants. Spacing could be reduced 
to as close as 11 to 12 inches, giving as much as a threefold 
increase in capacity for PWR pools.

Spacing of racks for criticality control was not the only 
major consideration in planning for compact storage at existing 
plants. Other factors taken into account are maintenance of 
adequate pool water cooling capacity, radiation protection, and 
pool water cleanup capacity; meeting seismic design requirements 
with the new pool arrangement; and ensuring the protection of the 
public and workers during structural modifications of storage 
pools already containing spent fuel and during normal operating 
and credible accident conditions after pool modifications are 
completed. Based upon U.S. experience these potential problems 
can be overcome. Compact storage is a viable and economic option 
for increasing the storage capacities at most reactors.

There is still a limit on the amount of spent fuel that 
can be stored in a water basin even assuming the highest density 
storage, and structural constraints may limit the amount of 
fuel stored. The Department of Energy currently estimates that 
additional fuel storage capacity to maintain full core reserve 
will be required in 1985 even if maximum reracking for compact 
storage is assumed (Table IV). Operation without full core 
reserve (FCR) could provide an additional 2 to 3 years of opera-



Table IV

Spent Fuel Storage Requirements 
(Cumulative t U)
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Year
Current
Capacity

Maximum At- 
Reactor Capacity

Maximum Plus 
Transshipment

1982 0 0 0
1983 0 0 0
1984 13 13 0
1985 13 13 0
1986 120 90 8
1987 350 260 50
1988 690 500 110
1989 1 340 970 260
1990 1 960 1 420 400
1995 7 490 5 570 3 240
2000 18 190 14 490 11 320

tion before forced shutdown. Current U.S. regulations do not 
require that reactors maintain a full core reserve but such 
reserve is occasionally required to facilitate repairs or 
inspection. A conservative probability of experiencing a full 
core discharge is about 15 percent per year for boiling water 
reactors and 4 percent per year for pressurized water reactors. 
If a reactor does not have FCR, the reactor shutdown is extended 
while sufficient fuel is shipped elsewhere so that FCR is 
achieved. This results in a severe economic impact because the 
additional time the reactor is out of service requires the 
purchase of replacement power generated by fossil fuel at 
significantly increased costs.

U.S. utilities are also taking other measures to extend 
their operations without generating additional spent fuel. 
Operating cycles have been extended from 12 months to 18 months 
in many instances and higher burnups are being planned.
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T h r e e  P o t e n t i a l  A F R  S t o r a g e  F a c i l i t i e s

Facility Existing Available Capacity Reracked Capacity
(Tonnes) (Tonnes)

NFS - West Valley 85 1500
GE - Morris 350 350
AGNS - Barnwell 400 1750

Table VI

Federal Spent Fuel Costs and Fee
(1980 dollars)

Storage and
Storage______  Disposal _____Disposal

Dis Dis Dis
counted Unit counted Unit counted
Costs Cost Costs Cost Costs Fee

Cost Center ($ M) ($/kg U) ($ M) ($/kg U) ($ M) ($/кл U)
AFR 666 108 219a 13a 885 121
Transportation 50 8 23a Ia 73 9
Encapsulation - - 777 40 777 40
Repository (1997) - - 1 328 65 1 328 65
Research and

development 91 15 2 241 113 2 332 128
Government

overhead 35 6 37 2 72 8
842 137 4 625 234 5 467 371

gThough some limited disposal capacity will be available in
1997, some additional storage capacity is needed for several 
years.

Research and development for the disposal portion includes 
costs of multiple site qualification, engineering development 
and testing, and project management.
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Table VII

Comparison of At-Reactor and AFR Implementation 
Minimum Time and Costs for Spent Fuel Storage

Storage Mode

Storage
Require
ment
(t U/a)

Basin 
Capacity 

(t U) .

Imple
mentation 
Time (Years)

Total 
Unit Cost 3

(usf t / t  u)

Reracking reactor pool 25 . 400 3 16 000

New pool at the reactor 
Site Shared By:

Onë reactor 25 500 6 - 1 /2 320 000
Two reactors 56 1 100 6 - 1 / 2 185 000
Three reactors 96 1 900 6 - 1 /2 137 000

AFR pool 1 000 5 000 8b 130 000

Includes all construction and operating costs in 1979 dollars.

^Initial fuel receiving could begin about 8 years after start of 
final design (project start). An additional 12 to 15 months 
would be required to complete the facility.

Eventually, however, additional storage capacity will be 
required. As part of President Carter's nonproliferation initia
tives, in 1977 the U.S. Government proposed to provide Government 
owned away-from-reâctor (AFR) storage capacity to meet projected 
spent fuel storage requirements. Because of the projected need for 
additional storage in the early 1980's, the proven technique 
of water basin storage was assumed. After reviewing a number 
of possible facilities, three potential AFR's with a combined 
storage capacity of about 3600 tonnes were identified (Table V). 
The conceptual design for a new 5000 tonne AFR estimated to cost 
about $300 million was also completed.

A number of studies were performed to support the 
Government's plans to provide storage capacity. Federal spent 
fuel storage and disposal fees were calculated (Table VI) and 
economic analyses performed on the costs to rerack, use of new 
at-reactor water basins and away from reactor storage facilities 
(Table VII).
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Table VIII

Comparative Assessments.of Alternative Methods for

Dry Storage of Spent Fuel

Techno
logical

Unconsolidated Fuel Ranking

Licens
ability
Ranking

Cost Assessment

Ranking
Unit Cost 
(USS/kg U)

Water Pool Storage 4 1 13 345

Cask Storage 3 3 3 117

Drywell Storage
Canned in Reactor Pool 1 2 5 137
Canned in Separate Facility 2 2 10 257

Silo Storage
Canned in Reactor Pool 5 4 6 160
Canned in Separate Facility 7 4 9 251

Vault Storage
Canned in Reactor Pool 2 6 15 419
Canned in Separate Facility 6 6 .16 504

Consolidated Fuel 

Water Pool Storage 10 5 12 301

Cask Storage 11 9 1 110

Drywell Storage
Canned in Reactor Pool 8 7 2 112
Canned in Separate Facility 12 7 8 240

Silo Storage
Canned in Reactor Pool 9 8 4 131
Canned in Separate Facility 14 8 7 232

Vault Storage
Canned in Reactor Pool 13 10 11 300
Canned in Separate Facility 15 10 14 406

aLowest numerical ranking indicates most desirable method, 
highest numerical ranking represents least desirable method, 
and so on.
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4.1 Current Spent Fuel Storage Program

With President Reagan's lifting of the indefinite deferral 
of reprocessing it is projected that only a limited amount of 
additional storage capacity will be required until reprocessing 
and waste disposal facilities become available. The Government 
has reoriented its program for spent fuel storage to concentrate 
on the development of alternative technology to further increase 
utility storage capabilties (such as dry storage and fuel 
disassembly techniques.)

The results of a recent study were provided to all U.S. 
utilities with nuclear facilities; this study was directed toward 
the development of an assessment of the technology, licensability, 
implementation schedules, and costs for the following methods of 
dry storage of spent nuclear fuel when used to supplement existing 
water pool storage facilities at reactor facilities:

(1) storage casks (which may or may not be licensed for 
transportation over the road)

(2) drywells beneath grade

(3) concrete storage silos

(4) air-cooled vaults.

Factors taken into account in the technological assessment 
included the state of development and demonstration, and the 
requirements for availability of needed equipment.

In order to provide a base for comparison purposes, similar 
assessments were made on the use of additional water pool facili
ties at the reactor site to meet the added storage needs. The 
results of this study are summarized in Table VIII.

From this preliminary assessment of the alternative dry 
storage methods, for use in providing additional spent fuel 
storage capacity at reactor locations as a supplement to the 
spent fuel storage capacity of the reactor pool, the following 
was concluded:

- The consolidation of spent fuel for dry passive storage 
should not be seriously considered for general use by 
utility companies at the present time. Additional 
research, development and demonstration work Is necessary 
concerning (a) heat transfer characteristics and maximum 
fuel clad temperatures of consolidated fuel during such 
storage, (b) disassembly of spent fuel in the reactor
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pool and the containment required for any loss of integ
rity of fuel during disassembly, and (c) the method of 
disposition of end fittings and skeletal parts resulting 
from disassembly activities. Moreoever, based on present
knowledge, there does not appear to be a sufficient
prospective economic advantage for consolidation to risk 
the technical and licensing uncertainties currently 
involved.

Storage in an air-cooled concrete vault (or a water pool) 
requires a large initial capital investment in facilities 
which results in very high average unit costs for the 
storage of spent fuel ($300-500/kg U).

- Storage of spent fuel by modular methods (such as casks,
drywells, and silos) where storage capacity need be added 
only as required, results in the lowest unit costs for 
storage inasmuch as a minimum initial investment is 
required; in addition, the risk of installing more 
capacity than ultimately needed is eliminated.

If at all possible, canning (and disassembly, in the case 
of consolidated fuel storage) should be conducted in the 
reactor storage pool, otherwise storage of uncanned fuel 
in storage casks is the most attractive storage method.
The construction and operation of a separate canning 
facility requires a significant initial capital invest
ment which results in a large increase in the unit costs 
for storage (by $85-120/kg U) over that for canning of 
spent fuel in the reactor pool.

- Storage of spent fuel in drywells or in storage casks 
appear to represent the most desirable methods for storage 
at the present time and on balance are approximately 
equivalent. The cost of storage of unconsolidated fuel
in casks was estimated to be $117/kgUf and in drywells 
was estimated to be $137/kg U, but the uncertainties in 
capital cost of the casks and in their technical per
formance characteristics tend to offset this difference.

- At the present time, storage of spent fuel in concrete 
storage silos does not appear to be as attractive from 
an economic standpoint as storage in drywells or casks. 
This is due to the fact that silo storage is in its most 
economic form when the fuel is canned in the reactor 
pool— and this requires equipment for loading the silos 
with spent fuel, which is more complex and costly than 
for the other methods.
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- Additional research, development, and demonstration work 
should result in lower costs for storage of spent fuel by 
modular methods. However, it is our opinion that it is 
extremely doubtful that such work will be successful in 
reducing the unit costs below $100/kgU.

At the present time the Government is conducting cooperative 
programs with utilities to demonstrate rod consolidation and dry 
cask storage so that these options can be licensable and avail
able by 1986.

5. Other Post Reactor Fuel Cycle Operations

U.S. experience in interim and permanent waste management 
have been discussed in a separate paper on that subject. The 
U.S. also has developed the equipment and techniques necessary 
for high throughput refabrication operations with plutonium 
bearing fuel. To demonstrate and provide refabrication, 
reprocessing must be provided.

6. Conclusions

Stable nuclear energy policies and technology development 
programs are required in order to successfully close the nuclear 
fuel cycle.

The United States has the experience and technology to 
provide economic, efficient large scale post-reactor nuclear 
fuel cycle services and in many cases has demonstrated this 
capability. Past experience is being used to guide the 
development of new systems and approaches to ensuring stable 
policies are being sought which will enable these systems to 
be employed.
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Abstract- Аннотация

U SSR  EXPERIENCE IN THE H A N D L IN G  O F N U C LE A R  POWER PLA N T  SPENT FU E L , 
IN C L U D IN G  ST O R A G E  A N D  T R A N SPO R T .

The main lines o f  develop m ent w ork on  the storage, transport and reprocessing o f  spent 
fuel from  the WWER and RBMK therm al reactors are discussed. Spent fuel is scheduled for  
reprocessing after a three-year coo lin g  period. It is also planned to  build additional o ff-site  
storage facilities w hich  are designed to  receive the entire bulk o f  spent fu el over ten years.
The fu el is stored under w ater in containers w ith  a capacity for 3 0  WWER fu el assem blies.
Spent fuel is shipped from  the W W ER-440 pow er plants in trains com posed  o f  four to  eight 
TK -6  conta iner w agons and tw o  escort coaches. The T K -1 1 and T K -10 container w agons are 
being developed  for fuel sh ipm ent from  th e RBMK and W W ER-1000 reactors, respectively.
The TK - 6  is a 12-axle railway carrier equipped w ith  a special b od y  w hich  h olds the  
shielded container. T he bod y  is fitted  w ith  a ven tila tion  and heating un it w hich can heat or 
c o o l the cargo com partm ent. F u el w ith  a burnup o f  less than 24  G W -d/t is shipped in  gas- 
filled containers. In the case o f  higher burnups, the container has to be filled w ith w ater to  
ensure b io logical p ro tection  from  neutrons. T he reprocessing is carried ou t by an extraction  
process w ith  prelim inary ch opping o f  the fu el assem blies, fo llow ed  by d isso lu tion  in nitric acid. 
The extractant is a so lu tion  o f  tributyl phosphate in  a d iluent. Uranium and p lu ton ium  are 
separated in  the first ex traction  cy c le  by  reductive re-extraction , after w hich  the streams 
contain ing uranium  and p lu ton iu m  are fed to  their respective final purification  cyc le s  and for 
subsequent separation o f  solids. T he m ost developed apparatus for the extraction  process is 
the m ixer-settler. The reprocessing tech n o logy  w hich has been developed  envisages integrated  
reprocessing o f  fuel and production  o f rare-earth con cen trates and strontium , in  addition  to  
uranium  and p luton ium . The process is designed in such a w ay that there are three zon es and 
all equipm ent conta in ing  radioactive so lu tion s is located  in the first zon e behind the b iological 
shield. A  research and developm ent program m e for im provem ent o f  process schem es and 
equipm ent has been drawn up. T he S oviet U n ion ’s nuclear pow er d evelopm ent has been planned  
from  the very o u tset on the basis o f  a c losed  fu e l cycle , i.e . reprocessing o f  spent fu el and use o f  
accum ulated p lu ton iu m  in fast reactors. T he spent fuel from  nuclear pow er plants built in other  
countries w ith  Soviet assistance w ill also be reprocessed in the Soviet U n ion  so that it m ay  
be regarded as a regional fuel reprocessing centre. WWER nuclear pow er plant projects include  
storage facilities designed for coo lin g  fuel up  to  a period  o f  three years right n ex t to  the reactors. 
H ow ever, storage o f  fuel in  th is m anner is feasib le o n ly  w hen fast reactors begin to  be built on  
a large scale, since it is these reactors w hich  w ill m ake use o f  the p lu ton ium  representing the
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most valuable product in the spent fuel. In view of the delay in the batch production of fast 
reactors, construction of additional spent fuel storage facilities away from the reactor for about 
ten years of power plant operation is being considered. This option, however, does not dispense 
with the need for transport and reprocessing, but only slows down their rate of development.

ОПЫТ ОБРАЩЕНИЯ С ОТРАБОТАВШИМ ТОПЛИВОМ АЭС В СССР, ВКЛЮЧАЯ ХРАНЕНИЕ И 
ТРАНСПОРТИ РОВ А НИЕ.

В докладе излагаются основные направления разработок по хранению, транспортированию 
и регенерации отработавшего топлива АЭС с реакторами на тепловых нейтронах типа ВВЭР и РБМК. 
Отработавшее топливо намечено перерабатывать после трехлетней выдержки. Кроме того, преду
сматривается строительство дополнительных отдельно стоящих хранилищ на АЭС, рассчитанных 
на полный прием отработавшего топлива в течение 10 лет. Хранение топлива осуществляется под 
водой в чехлах, вмещающих 30 сборок ВВЭР. Транспортирование отработавшего топлива АЭС 
с реакторами ВВЭР-440 осуществляется поездами, состоящими из четырех-восьми вагонов-кон- 
тейнеров ТК-6 и двух вагонов сопровождения. Для транспортирования топлива от реакторов РБМК 
разрабатывается вагон-контейнер ТК-11, ВВЭР-1000 - ТК-10. Вагон - контейнер ТК представляет 
собой двенадцатиосный железнодорожный транспортер, оборудованный кузовом, внутри которого 
установлен защитный контейнер. В кузове имеется вентиляционно-нагревательная установка, с по
мощью которой грузовой отсек может нагреваться или охлаждаться. Транспортирование топлива 
с выгоранием менее 24 ГВт*сут/т производится в газозаполненных контейнерах. При большем вы
горании требуется заполнение контейнера водой для обеспечения биологической защиты от нейтро
нов. Для регенерации используется экстракционный процесс с предварительной рубкой сборок 
твэлов и растворением топлива в азотной кислоте. Экстрагент - раствор трибутилфосфата в разба
вителе. Разделение урана и плутония производится на первом экстракционном цикле с помощью 
восстановительной реэкстракции, после чего потоки, содержащие уран и плутоний, направляются 
на соответствующие циклы конечной очистки и последующее выделение твердых соединений. На
иболее отработанными аппаратами для проведения процессов экстракции являются смесители-от
стойники. Созданная технология регенерации топлива предусматривает его комплексную перера
ботку и получение наряду с ураном и плутонием также концентратов редкоземельных элементов 
и стронция. Принята трехзональная компоновка процесса регенерации, согласно которой все обо
рудование с радиоактивными растворами размещается в первой зоне за биологической защитой. 
Намечена программа НИОКР по усовершенствованию технологических схем и оборудования. Раз
витие атомной энергетики Советского Союза с самого начала планировалось с замкнутым топлив
ным циклом, т. е. с регенерацией отработавшего топлива и использованием наработанного плуто
ния в реакторах на быстрых нейтронах. Отработавшее топливо АЭС, построенных в других стра
нах при содействии СССР, будет также перерабатываться в нашей стране, поэтому СССР следует 
рассматривать как региональный центр регенерации топлива АЭС. В проектах атомных электро
станций с реакторами типа ВВЭР предусматриваются хранилища, рассчитанные на выдержку топ
лива в течение до трех лет непосредственно при реакторах. Однако, указанная выдержка топлива 
целесообразна только в тот период, когда начнется массовое строительство реакторов на быстрых 
нейтронах, в которых будет использоваться плутоний, представляющий основную ценность в от
работавшем топливе. Учитывая задержку серийного строительства реакторов на быстрых нейтро
нах, рассматривается вопрос о создании дополнительных отдельно стоящих хранилищ отработав
шего топлива, рассчитанных примерно на 10 лет работы АЭС. Однако, такое решение не исключа
ет необходимости транспортирования и регенерации отработавшего топлива, а только несколько 
снижает темпы их осуществления. В докладе излагаются основные направления разработок по 
хранению, транспортированию и регенерации отработавшего топлива АЭС.
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Х Р А Н Е Н И Е  О Т Р А Б О Т А В Ш Е Г О  Я Д Е Р Н О Г О  Т О П Л И В А

Хранение отработавш его ядерного топлива предусматривается непосредственно при ре

акторах В В Э Р -440 , В В Э Р -1000, 1 Р Б М К -1000 и Р Б М К - 1500 и в отдельно стоящ их зда

ниях при А Э С. Принципиальные реш ения по этим хранилищ ам  примерно одинаковые, 

поэтом у в докладе излагаются основные реш ения на примере типового проекта допол

нительного, отдельно стоящ его хранилищ а при АЭС с реакторам и В В Э Р -440 (см . рис. 1)

Дополнительное хранилищ е отработавш его топлива для АЭС с реакторны м и уста

н о в кам и  В В Э Р -440 разработано на основе опыта проектирования и эксплуатации ана

логичны х хранилищ  в СССР, а та кж е  опыта других стран. Это хранилищ е рассчитано 

на полный прием отработавш его топлива в течение 10 лет от четырех реакторов, что со

ставляет ~  5000  тепловы деляющ их сборок (Т В С ) или ~  6 0 0  т топлива.

К о м п о н о в ка , технологический процесс и оборудование решены с учетом  м акс и 

мального использования стандартного, типового и нестандартизированного оборудова

ния, прим еняем ого  в подобны х хранилищ ах для отработавш их сборок реакторны х уста

н о в о к  в СССР. Дополнительное хранилищ е отработавш его топлива состоит из отделения  

приема, п ер егрузки  и выдачи транспортны х контейнеров, отделения хранения топлива и 

отделения технологических систем и служб обеспечения условий хранения топлива.

Отделение приема и п ер егр узки  транспортны х контейнеров состоит из транспорт

ного  коридора и зала п ер егрузки . Транспортны й коридор раполагается под залом пе

р е гр у зк и  и соединен с н и м  закры ваем ы м  проем ом  для передачи контейнеров. В зале 

п ер егрузки  расположены: отсек п ер егр узки  контейнеров, отсек про м ы вки  и перегруз

к и  сборок твэлов, ш ахты  о б м ы в ки  и дезактивации контейнеров, ш ахты  хранения прис

пособлений и инструмента, а та к ж е  участок м ел кого  ремонта технологического оборудо  

вания. О тсеки  пер егрузки  и  п р о м ы в ки  соединены передаточным ко ро д о ро м  с отсека

м и хранения отработавш их сборок.

Зал п ер егрузки  оборудован кр ан о м  грузоподъемностью 125 т с дополнительны

м и пониженны м и скоростям и и другим и  устройствами для работы со спецоснасткой, 

стендами технологического  контроля загруженны х контейнеров, ко м п л ексо м  специ

альных устройств и оснастки, а та кж е  инструм ентом  для перегрузочны х работ.

Отделение хранения отработавш его топлива состоит из бассейна, заполненного  

водой, и транспортного зала. В бассейне имеется четыре отсека, в которы е устанавли

ваются на хранение чехлы с отработавш ими сборкам и, и передаточный коридор, соеди

няю щ ий отсеки  бассейна, а та кж е  отсеки  пер егрузки  и обм ы в ки  сборок.

О тсеки  бассейна имеют щелевое перекры тие, которое обеспечивает нормальные 

условия работы персонала. Щели перекры тия являются транспортны ми п утям и  раз

в о зки  чехлов с топливом и обеспечивают необходимый п о р яд ок расстановки чехлов 

в отсеках бассейна. Над бассейном располагается транспортный зал хранилищ а. Х р а

нение отработавш его топлива осущ ествляется без постоянного присутствия обслуж и

ваю щ его персонала. Н а щ ит одного из блоков АЭС выведены вторичные контрольные  

сигналы о состоянии основных технологических параметров, определяющих нормаль

ные условия хранения сборок: температура воды отсеков бассейна, уровень воды в 

о тсеках, информация о работе систем охлаждения и очистки, состояние воздуш ной
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Рис. I. Хранилище отработавшего топлива. Продольный разрез.

1 -  мостовой кран грузоподъемностью 125 т; 2 -  мостовой кран грузоподъемностью 15 т; 

3 -  чехол со сборками; 4 - вагон-контейнер.

среды бассейна. Хранение отработавш его топлива осуществляется под защ итны м  ело-, 

ем  воды ( ~  3 м  над активной частью Т В С ) .

Отделение технологических систем и служб обеспечения условий хранения отра

ботавш его топлива представляет собой пристройку, в ко то ро й  располагаются системы  

охлаждения и очистки воды бассейна, технологической и сантехнической вентиляции, 

электроснабжения, о бм ы в ки и дезактивации, а та кж е  пультовая, операторская, санпро

п у с к н и к , административные и другие помещения.

П еревозка топлива реакторны х блоков АЭС в хранилищ е осуществляется 

транспортны м контейнером  Т К - 6 ,  в которы й устанавливается транспортный чехол с 

30 отработавш им и сборкам и. Отработавшее топливо после трехлетней вы держ ки  в 

бассейне при реакторе загружается в контейнер, которы й перевозится специально обо

рудованны м трейлером в транспортный коридор хранилищ а. М остовы м  кр ан о м  зала 

п ер егр узки  контейнер поднимается в зал и устанавливается в заполненный водой отсек  

пер егрузки . М остовы м  кр ан о м  транспортного зала из контейнера извлекается транс

портны й чехол с отработавш ими сборкам и и перевозится в отсек бассейна и устанав

ливается на хранение. Контейнер передается из отсека пер егрузки  на о тм ы в ку  и дезак

тивацию, после чего в него устанавливается пустой чехол. Подготовленны й контейнер  

увозят в реакторны й б л о к для новой загр узки .



Рис. 2., Железнодорожный вагон-контейнер для перевозки отработавшего топлива АЭС с реакто

рами ВВЭР- 440.

1 — транспортер; 2 — вспомогательный отсек; 3 — грузовой отсек; 4 — контейнер; 5 -  система 

вентиляции и отопления.
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ТРАНСПОРТИРОВАНИЕ ОТРАБОТАВШЕГО ЯДЕРНОГО ТОПЛИВА АЭС

Транспортирование отработавшего топлива с АЭС с реакторами ВВЭР-440 осуществ
ляется поездом, состоящим из четырех - восьми вагонов - контейнеров Т К  -6 (см. рис. 2) 

и двух вагонов сопровождения: ВС-ТК-3 иВ С -ТК-4. Для транспортирования отработавше
го топлива реакторов РБМК разрабатывается вагон-контейнер Т К -1 1, ВВЭР-1000 -  ТК-10.

Вагон-контейнер Т К -6  представляет собой двенадцатиосный железнодорожный 

транспортер, оборудованный кузовом, внутри которого установлен защитный контей
нер. Контейнерный (грузовой) отсек кузова оснащен теплоизоляцией. В кузове име
ется вентиляционно-нагревательная установка, с помощью которой грузовой отсек 

может охлаждаться или обогреваться. С помощью перечисленных решений обеспечива
ется необходимый тепловой режим загруженного отработавшим топливом контей
нера при любых возможных условиях транспортирования.

Защитный контейнер с установленным в нем чехлом составляет транспортный 

упаковочный комплект. Государственным комитетом по использованию атомной 

энергии СССР выдан сертификат, согласно которому данный упаковочный комплект, 
загруженный тепловыделяющими сборками с выгоранием до 24ГВт- сут/т при заполнении 

внутренней полости контейнера газом, классифицируется в качестве упаковки типа 

В ( U ) . При этом максимальное тепловыделение отдельно взятой ТВС ограничено 

340 Вт, а суммарное тепловыделение контейнера — 8 кВт. Расчетами и испытаниями 

упаковочного комплекта показано, что при данном значении тепловыделения темпе
ратура газового теплоносителя в контейнере не превышает 1750 С, а температура оболо

чек твэлов -  200° С.
При транспортировании отработавшего топлива ВВЭР-440 с выгоранием более 

24 ГВт- сут/т в газонаполненных контейнерах требуется дополнительная биологическая 

зашита от нейтронного излучения. Она может быть выполнена снаружи (водяная ру
башка, водородсодержащие материалы). Защита от нейтронного излучения может 

быть осуществлена также путем заполнения контейнера водой.
На разных АЭС опробованы различные варианты загрузки отработавших ТВС 

в контейнер:
— ” сухая” загрузка чехла с тридцатью ТВС в контейнер, предварительно снятый с 

транспортного средства;
— ’’сухая” загрузка чехла с ТВС в контейнер без снятия его с вагона;

— ’’мокрая” поштучная загрузка ТВС в контейнер, установленный в бассейн выдержки; 
—’’мокрая” загрузка чехла с отработавшими ТВС в контейнер.

С точки зрения сокращения операций загрузки более целесообразной следует при
знать схему ’’сухой” загрузки. Несмотря на то, что приходится дополнительно исполь
зовать перегрузочный контейнер и затрачивать время на дополнительные операции, об
щее время загрузки оказывается меньшим, чем при ’’мокрой” загрузке. Поверхности 

контейнера при ’’мокрой” загрузке неизбежно загрязняются радиоактивными вещест
вами, находящимися в воде бассейна-хранилища. Сложная конфигурация поверхнос
ти контейнера (наличие ребер, арматуры и т. п .) и большое их количество делают де

зактивацию трудоемкой и длительной операцией. Максимальная продолжительность
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дезактивации составила около 24 часов на один контейнер. При этом общее время на
хождения железнодорожного эшелона на АЭС при ’’мокрой” загрузке существенно уве

личивается.
Контейнеры после загрузки сборками выдерживаются до стабилизации темпера

туры внутри контейнера. После проведения контрольных замеров уровней излучений, 
температуры среды внутри контейнера и других параметров оформляются сопроводи
тельные документы. Перевозка отработавшего топлива АЭС в СССР осуществляется 
с использованием только железнодорожного транспорта.

На практике опробованы различные схемы перевозок, в которых использовался, 
кроме железнодорожного, также автомобильный и водный транспорт.

Перевозки отработавшего топлива осуществляются в соответствии с ’’Правилами 
безопасной перевозки отработавшего ядерного топлива от атомных электростанций” 
и ’’Техническими условиями на сборки твэлов отработавшие” .

В целом все выполненные транспортировки отработавшего топлива прошли нор
мально, без происшествий и непредвиденных задержек. Параметры упаковочных ком
плектов соответствовали техническим условиям и инструкции по эксплуатации. Тем
пература была ниже допустимой.

РЕГЕНЕРАЦИЯ ОТРАБОТАВШЕГО ЯДЕРНОГО ТОПЛИВА

С атомных электростанций отработавшие твэлы транспортируются в приемное 
отделение (хранилище) установки регенерации, аналогичное по своим решениям храни
лищам при АЭС. Вагоны с контейнерами поочередно подаются в транспортный кори
дор. Принята схема разгрузки вагонов без снятия с них контейнеров.

Чехлы с твэлами передаются из хранилища в камеру, в которой производится 
комплектация партий топлива по содержанию делящихся материалов с использовани
ем способа недеструктивного контроля. Для этих целей применяются методы регистра
ции гамма-квантов осколков деления или нейтронов собственного излучения.

Скомплектованная партия отработавших твэлов в чехле передается в следующую 
камеру, где с помощью электродугового метода дисковой пилой отрезаются хвостовики 
сборок. Хвостовики направляются в могильник, активная зона сборки твэлов -  в агре
гат резки для измельчения. Куски топлива из агрегата резки поступают в раствори
тель.

Разработаны: вибрационный растворитель непрерывного действия и раствори
тель периодического действия с пневматической выгрузкой оболочек.

Для улавливания и локализации 129 J (~  130 мКи/т урана) из газовой фазы разработа
ны два технологических процесса: с использованием кремнийорганической жидкос
ти и щелочи. Последний способ позволяет одновременно с 129 J уловить и основную 
массу 14 С.

Образующийся в процессе работы реактора за счет тройного деления ядер 235 и  и 
239 Pu,241 Pu тритий, содержание которого в отработавшем топливе может достигать 
700 Ки на 1 т урана, при экстракционной переработке более чем на 95% остается в ра-
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финате и в процессе упаривания последнего распределяется между регенерированной 
азотной кислотой и конденсатом.

При таком оформлении технологического процесса одним из вариантов концен
трирования трития является возврат тритийсодержаших кислоты и конденсата в про
цесс с выводом части конденсата на захоронение (вариант ’’рецикл”) .

Другим методом локализации трития является метод термохимической обработ
ки вскрытого топлива в атмосфере кислорода или воздуха при температуре около 

723° К. Проведение этой операции перед растворением топлива позволяет в малых объ
емах сконцентрировать более 99% трития.

Для осветления полученного раствора ядерного топлива от твердых примесей 
разработаны патронные металлокерамические фильтры и центрифуги.

В основу технологии переработки ядерного топлива положен экстракционный 
процесс, в котором в качестве экстракционной смеси используется трибутилфосфат 
(ТБФ) в разбавителе. Выбор разбавителя определяется по результатам исследования 
его физикохимических свойств, радиационной и химической устойчивости, наличия 
примесей и их влияния на экстракционную способность ТБФ, температуры вспышки 
и плавления, вязкости, плотности и поверхностного натяжения.

В первом цикле экстракции извлекающиеся совместно уран и плутоний отделя
ют от основной массы радионуклидов -  продуктов деления и примесей, остающихся 
в водно-хвостовом растворе, который поступает на упарку и последующее извлече
ние ценных элементов. Затем из экстракта с помощью восстановительных реакций 
реэкстрагируют плутоний, после чего проводят также реэкстракцию урана разбавлен
ным раствором азотной кислоты.

Водные потоки, содержащие уран и плутоний, направляются на соответствую
щие циклы конечной очистки и последующее выделение твердых соединений.

В циклах конечной очистки плутония можно использовать рефлакс-процесс,что 
способствует повышению коэффициентов очистки при значительном дополнительном 
концентрировании ценных элементов.

Оптимизация проведения процесса экстракции осуществляется с помощью ма
тематического моделирования на ЭВМ. Цель автоматического регулирования — обес
печение условий, максимально благоприятствующих очистке и концентрированию 
ценных компонентов при гарантированном поддержании других показателей (напри
мер, извлечения) на требуемом уровне.

Для проведения процессов экстракции наиболее хорошо разработаны смесители- 
отстойники. Смесители-отстойники (аппараты, наиболее легко моделируемые и подда
ющиеся простым масштабным переходам при конструировании) обеспечивают стабиль
ную работу даже при периодических остановках процесса, позволяют выводить потоки 
растворов с любой ступени противоточной экстракции. Этими же достоинствами обла
дают центробежные экстракторы (Ц Б Э ), которые характеризуются малым временем 
пребывания растворов и небольшими объемами продукта и экстрагента в цикле, что 
повышает безопасность процесса и снижает объем незавершенного производства.
Вместе с тем сложность конструкции ЦБЭ повышает требования к качеству их изготов
ления, обслуживанию и ремонту.
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Перевод очищенного плутония из растворов в форму конечного твердого про
дукта можно осуществлять путем осаждения оксалата и прокаливания последнего до 
получения двуокиси. Уран можно осаждать в виде диураната аммония, а при необхо
димости получения смешанного уран-плутониевого топлива — в виде диураната аммо
ния — гидроокиси плутония (IV) с последующим прокаливанием и восстановлением 
до (U ,P u)02. Исследованы также процессы получения окислов (индивидуальных и 
смешанных) путем прямой термической денитрации реэкстрактов после их концент
рирования.

Требования, предъявляемые к  дальнейшему использованию конечных регенери
рованных продуктов, предполагают контроль за изотопным составом последних и, в 
частности, за содержанием нуклидов — источников дочерних элементов высокоактив
ных бета-излучателей.

Принята 3 -х зональная компоновка процесса регенерации, согласно которой все 
оборудование с радиоактивными растворами должно размещаться в 1 -й зоне за био
логической защитой. Ко 2-ой зоне относятся помещения, предназначенные для про
ведения ремонтных работ, к  3-ей зоне -  операторские, щитовые и т.п. Вентиляция 
1 -й, 2-ой и 3-ей зон осуществляется различными системами. Аппараты в каньонах 
размещаются группами.

Для обеспечения самотечного движения твердых и жидких продуктов применя
ется каскадное размещение оборудования.

Все оборудование с малым ресурсом работы должно резервироваться. Замена 
вышедших из строя контрольно-измерительных приборов, вентилей, дозаторов и т. п. 
должно осуществляться дистанционно, с помощью специальных механизмов без оста
новки процесса.

Созданная технология регенерации твэлов реакторов на тепловых нейтронах (РТН) 
предусматривает их комплексную переработку и получение наряду с ураном и плуто
нием также концентратов редкоземельных элементов (РЗЭ) и стронция. Для извле
чения этих элементов из воднохвостового раствора первого цикла, содержащего всю 
сумму продуктов деления, требуется его упаривание (с целью удаления азотной кис
лоты) и частично — нейтрализация.

Для выделения ценных элементов из упаренного рафината разработано два тех
нологических процесса, использующих в качестве экстрагента раствор трибутилфосфа- 
та или ди-(2-этилгексил)-фосфорной кислоты (Д2ЭГФК) в разбавителе. Эти схемы 
обеспечивают выход более чем 90% РЗЭ в концентраты, взаимное разделение в 20-30 
раз и очистку от других осколочных элементов более, чем в 100 раз. Использование 
Д2ЭГФК в качестве экстрагента позволяет также получить концентрат стронция с вы
ходом более 95% и очисткой от РЗЭ в 50-100 раз.

Необходимость снижения концентрации кислоты в растворах перед экстракцией 
требует специальных операций по отгонке или нейтрализации H N 03. Поэтому ведут
ся поиски экстрагентов, способных извлекать трехвалентные лантаноиды, стронций 
и цезий непосредственно из растворов 2-3 M HNO3. Хотя существуют технологичес
кие трудности, пока ограничивающие возможности практического применения най
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денных новых экстрагентов, установлено, что редкоземельные элементы хорошо из
влекаются из кислых растворов диокисями фосфинов и бидентатными экстрагента
ми, содержащими одновременно Р = 0 и С = 0 группы, а цезий и стронций извлекают
ся из 2-3 M H N 03 дикарболлидами — производными карборанов.

В перспективе по мере возникновения достаточного спроса в народном хозяйст
ве из рафинатов экстракционной схемы переработки твэлов можно извлекать также 
некоторые другие ценные элементы, например, технеций и палладий.

Основой дальнейшего усовершенствования технологии переработки твэлов РТН 
должны служить проводящиеся теоретические исследования в области кинетики экст
ракционных процессов, математического моделирования противоточной экстракции, 
прогнозирования свойств экстрагентов различного строения и разбавителей различной 
природы, работы по препаративной химии твердых соединений плутония и других ак
тиноидов. Успехи в исследованиях научных основ технологии регенерации топлива 
РТН являются также базой для создания технологической схемы переработки топли
ва реакторов на быстрых нейтронах, отвечающей современным требованиям.

Дальнейшие исследовательские работы по развитию технологии регенерации от
работавшего топлива направлены на создание процессов и аппаратов высокого быст
родействия с меньшим временем пребывания продуктов и с большей единичной мощ
ностью. Эти изыскания являются главным резервом повышения производительнос
ти труда персонала и производительности оборудования, сокращения капитальных и 
эксплуатационных затрат -  актуальной задачи в связи с неуклонным ростом мощнос
тей ядерной энергетики и, соответственно, увеличением потребности в регенерации топ
лива.
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Abstract

ENEL’S EXPERIENCE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF IRRADIATED FUEL: OLD AND NEW- 
PRÓBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY NUCLEAR STATION OPERATORS.

The experience acquired in recent years in the management of spent fuel discharged from 
ENEL’s reactors hás revealed a substantial change in the attitude of nuclear station operators in 
connection with the end of the fuel cycle downstream from the reactor (back-end). While in 
the past, after President Carter’s outline of US policy in April 1977, the utilities had to face great 
difficulty in reprocessing their fuel owing to inadequate capacity, today the same problem is 
regarded as a matter of cost-benefit analysis from an industrial standpoint and of appropriate 
planning for the utilization of the recovered fissile materials. Since the present technology 
allows spent fuel storage (dry or underwater) to be planned for rather long periods and plutonium 
utilization requires a Very stringent schedule, the present trend is to ensure medium-term storage 
of spent fuel and to seek a greater flexibility in the final reprocessing stages so as to render 
plutonium availability consistent with the programmes for its utilization. As a consequence, 
the solution to the problems posed by high-activity waste disposal is being delayed, thus allowing 
an exhaustive and detailed analysis of all the possible solutions to be made. The paper describes 
a number of solutions to the problems ENEL has encountered in the fuel cycle back-end.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fuel cycle downstream from the reactor, generally called the back-end 
of the cycle, covers storage, transport and processing of the irradiated fuel, as 
well as management of radioactive wastes. These phases are closely linked to one 
another and the problems they pose require a careful technico-economic evaluation 
to provide the best solution that will reflect the actual situation of nuclear energy 
ih each country.
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Three nuclear power plants are now in operation in Italy: Latina 160-MW(e)GCR, 
Trino Vercellese 250-MW(e) PWR,and Caorso <860-MW(e) BWR.

ENEL, the Italian electricity board, has acquired about 20 years of experience 
in the management of the fuel discharged from the aforesaid stations and from 
the 150-MW(e)BWR of the Garigliano station. The latter has been out of operation 
since August 1978 owing to a failure in one of the steam generators and ENEL’s 
Board of Directors has recently decided to deactivate it. This decision is justified 
by considerations concerning the residual plant life in relation to the time and 
costs of the plant and structural modifications required among others in the light 
of the Irpinia earthquake in 1980.

The first irradiated fuel assembly was unloaded from the Latina reactor at 
the beginning of 1964; since then about 1000 tonnes of metal-uranium fuel 
(Magnox) and about 150 tonnes of uranium-oxide and mixed uranium- and 
plutonium-oxide fuel (LWR) have been unloaded, of which 60 tonnes are from 
the Garigliano reactor and 90 tonnes from the Trino Vercellese reactor.

2. MAGNOX FUEL REPROCESSING

The low water resistance of the Magnox fuel clad requires reprocessing of the 
fuel within a short time from discharge. Thus, in 1964, ENEL entered into a 
ten-year contract with, the then UKAEA for transport and reprocessing of the 
fuel; the contract was later extended to 1979.

ENEL’s decision to recover the uranium and plutonium contained in the 
irradiated fuel was the first choice it made in the field of spent fuel management, 
since the UKAEA -  which also supplied the fresh fuel — had offered to purchase 
the first batches unloaded from the station, thus becoming the owner of the 
fissile materials they contained. In fact, the low reprocessing costs and the 
remarkable savings connected with LWR plutonium recycling made reprocessing 
competitive as regards the overall fuel cycle costs [ 1 ].

The above-mentioned contract was executed without any particular technical 
difficulties. However, it is worth mentioning that ENEL has provided, and still 
provides, for transport of the elements from the station to the nearby Anzio 
harbour, where a crane of adequate lifting capacity was installed to ensure loading 
of the containers onto the vessels for transport to Great Britain.

In 1979 a new ten-year contract was signed that will probably cover all the 
fuel discharged during the remaining plant life, including the last core. In the 
negotiation of this contract, a number of new facts have deeply altered the 
pre-existing situation, with heavy increases in the cost of the cycle back-end.

As regards transport, it was agreed with BNFL in the light of the Japanese 
control authority requirements that it was advisable to build a double-hull ship 
for transport of ENEL’s fuel. The decision to build a ship to very strict criteria
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stems from the possibility of not being able in the future to continue with the 
old vessels used for international transport of irradiated fuel.

The contract also included a clause for the return of radioactive residues 
from reprocessing.

Analysis of the 18-years’ experience acquired in the Magnox fuel cycle 
back-end reveals an increase in the costs in current money of the order of 
30 times, which exceeds any inflation rate in the industrialized countries over the 
above-mentioned period.

3. OXIDE FUEL REPROCESSING

In 1967 and 1968, ENEL signed two reprocessing contracts, one with 
Eurochemic for two fuel reloads of the Trino Vercellese PWR station, and the 
other with UKAEA for three reloads of the Garigliano BWR station.

The first contract was regularly completed and all the material recovered 
was returned to ENEL. Transport was by road in view of the geographical 
locations of the station in north-eastern Italy and of the Eurochemic plant at 
Mol, Belgium [ 1 ].

As regards the second contract, the shutdown of the Windscale oxide fuel 
reprocessing plant in 1973 prevented reprocessing of a certain amount of fuel 
and brought about some disagreement between ENEL and BNFL over the time 
for restitution of the recovered materials and the service costs.

In 1974, ENEL signed another reprocessing contract with BNFL, covering 
two reloads for the Trino Vercellese station. The delays in the Windscale plant 
startup have not allowed this fuel to be reprocessed within the schedule, though 
it was shipped in good time on the same vessel carrying the Latina irradiated 
elements. Therefore, in 1980, two amendments were prepared for the Garigliano 
and Trino Vercellese contracts, by which BNFL acknowledged ENEL’s rights, 
but the price for the services was adjusted to the new reality in the reprocessing 
sector.

Finally, in 1979, ENEL was faced with the problem of limited storage 
capacity at its LWR stations; thus, studies were carried out to find additional 
storing facilities. At the same time, to alleviate the storage situation in the 
Trino Vercellese pool — which would have become insufficient in a few years -  
a new, but limited, reprocessing contract was entered into with BNFL, allowing 
transport to England of about 20 tonnes of fuel. This contract completely 
follows the standard contracts signed by BNFL and Cogéma with the Base 
Load Customers, and thus, though limited to a small amount of fuel, gives 
ENEL access to the technico-economic information on the new BNFL oxide fuel 
reprocessing plant (THORP) and on the relating storage pools. The fuel was 
shipped to Great Britain from Anzio on the same vessel used for transport of the 
Latina irradiated fuel.
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In the period when the delay in the reprocessing activities seemed to be 
leading to severe consequences for the operation of LWR stations, ENEL made 
every effort to ensure adequate storage capacity for irradiated fuel. An increase in 
the storage capacity of the first generation stations (Garigliano and Trino 
Vercellese) by means of high-density racks did not appear feasible because the 
plant structures could not be easily adjusted to the latest design criteria of the 
control authorities. Therefore, it was decided to adapt as a spent fuel storage 
facility the structure of the Avogadro research pool reactor near Saluggia, which 
had been out of operation since 1972. The modifications to the plant are now 
practically completed and the facility will begin operation by the end of 1982, 
when a transport container suitable for the in-si tu lifting devices is available [2 ].

In 1978—1979, when work at the Avogadro plant was at a standstill because 
of delays in the issuance of the required authorizations, studies were carried out 
to find alternative solutions should such delays definitely compromise construc
tion of the storage facility. Work was started on the design of a buffer-pool to be 
built in the area of one of the two stations. Since construction of this pool 
required 4 to 5 years, a parallel system was developed to cover any initial non
availability of the selected storage systems; this consisted of storage of the 
irradiated fuel in dry containers similar to transport containers but with simpler 
characteristics. Thus, a twelve-assembly dry-storage container was designed for 
Trino Vercellese fuel to be located within the station area. The design was 
derived from that of the AGN-1 container, now under advanced construction at 
the Nuovo Pignone plants in Massa, by increasing its capacity but abandoning its 
transport qualifications. Because of the increased capacity and the problems 
posed by the lack of water, use was made of an additional shield consisting of a 
removable concrete housing.

The design has proved very flexible, economically valid and quite adequate in 
emergency conditions since construction and erection of the container require 
slightly over one year [3].

For the Caorso station fuel plans were made in good time to replace the 
standard racks with high-density racks, thus roughly trebling the present storage 
capacity and permitting unloading of the irradiated fuel for at least the next 
twelve years, always with the possibility of unloading the whole core if necessary.

The racks, now being manufactured at the Societa Zanon (Schio), make use 
of boraflex as a neutron absorber on account of its very good behaviour in water 
under gamma irradiation, its high stability at a relatively high temperature and 
its ductility. This material has already been used in several stations in the United 
States of America (for instance, Oconee 1&2, Point Beach 1&2, Nine Mile 
Point, etc.) as an alternative to the materials generally used, such as boral, boron 
steel, boron carbide and so on.

4. IRRADIATED FUEL STORAGE
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The racks will be installed in the Caorso station pool during the first reload 
shutdown scheduled for the beginning of 1983.

difficulties if a storage facility 
Pursuant to the contracts

The problem of final disp 
level before the first decades о

5. RAD WASTE MANAGEMENT

Within the framework of irradiated fuel reprocessing, management of the 
high-activity wastes separated during chemical treatment poses serious problems. 
Management of the medium- a id low-activity wastes should not present particular

is available.
all the radioactive wastes obtained so far from 

reprocessing have been left with the reprocessor. From 1990, all radioactive 
wastes relating to contracts sig ied after 1979 (Latina and Trino Vercellese) should 
be returned to ENEL.

The solution envisaged by ENEL for vitrified wastes is similar to that 
discussed in many other countries, that is, to store the wastes for a period of 
30 to 50 years in a retrievable surface facility under water, if possible. For this 
purpose, one of the alternatives could be to modify another decommissioned 
Italian research reactor of the pool type; a first estimate shows this would afford 
a more than adequate storage c apacity.

osal.will not have to be faced at the operational 
the next century.

The present trend of subjecting wastes to vitrification allows their controlled 
storage for several hundred уег rs, after which their activity levels will be compar
able to that of the uranium ore.

This consideration makes irradiated fuel reprocessing more attractive than 
its direct disposal; in fact, on ¡ he basis of a simple cost evaluation, disposal of 
irradiated fuel after an adequate stay in the pool might appear more economical 
than reprocessing, but in this case the time required for isolation from the biosphere 
increases by several orders of magnitude.

6 . CONSIDERATIONS ON THE PROBLEMS POSED BY IRRADIATED FUEL

Correct management of the irradiated fuel discharged from LWR entails first 
of all clear answers to the two main questions: to reprocess or not, and, if so, 
when to carry out reprocessing.

ENEL’s answers to these simple questions have been given in technico- 
economic terms, which we believe to be the only valid approach. However, 
world concern over the problem of nuclear weapons proliferation and the 
remarkable delays in the nuclear programmes of many countries have somewhat 
altered the terms of the problem.
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With regard to the first question, ENEL considers reprocessing a necessary 
step in the nuclear cycle downstream from the reactor, and this for two well- 
known reasons: to give the high-activity wastes the most adequate form for their 
subsequent final disposal and to recover the uranium and plutonium contained 
in the irradiated fuel so as to utilize their energy content [4].

This opinion is shared by all the industrialized countries, particularly by 
countries poor in primary energy sources. But concern about the advent of the 
so-called ‘plutonium economy’ might overcome pure energy considerations, 
especially in a period when the availability of enriched uranium poses neither 
economic nor supply problems.

The development of fast breeder reactors will enable a country to achieve 
energy autonomy, though only in regard to electric power generation. But to 
achieve this aim it is necessary to prove the technico-economic feasibility of fast 
breeder reactors and then build reprocessing plants of adequate capacity to feed 
them. The changes that have occurred in this field in recent years have altered 
the terms of the problem.

Important and highly positive achievements have been made in connection 
with the technical feasibility of fast breeders, in particular with the operation of 
the Phénix reactor in France, of the PFR in Great Britain and of the BN-350 and 
600 in the USSR, and with the almost completed 1200-MW(e) Creys-Malville 
station. However, commercial operation of this type of reactor is not realistically 
expected to occur before the end of the century. On the other hand, the con
struction of even a small reprocessing plant is only justified if it can be fed by a 
reasonable number of stations (on the order of ten 1000-MW(e) LWRs). Therefore, 
from an economic point of view, the construction of such a plant is appropriate 
in countries where quite a number of nuclear power stations are being built, or 
within the framework of a multinational enterprise. The latter solution has been 
impeded so far for many and complex reasons, of which the main is with no doubt 
the attitude of the US Goverment; The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 
March 1978, which was to the detriment of other countries, has also strengthened 
economically the position of the ‘nuclear weapons states’, which, by definition, 
do not represent an additional proliferation risk whatever action they take [4].

In short, today we observe remarkable delays in the construction of the few 
new reprocessing plants, as well as the abandoning by some countries of their 
projects in this field. At present, commercial reprocessing plants are under 
construction only in France and Great Britain; the capacity of La Hague — now 
operating on the basis of short reprocessing campaigns for LWRs — and of 
Windscale will reach about 2000 t /а after 1990. Thus, an adequate reprocessing 
capacity will be available only at the beginning of the next decade, which means 
a delay of about ten years in respect of the accumulated irradiated fuel. This 
has not only entailed the necessity of having recourse to temporary storage 
systems, the cost of which is borne by the utilities and thus by the users, but has
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also given rise to a lively anti-nuclear debate that might have been curtailed immediately 
by a timely closed cycle.

In brief, the demonstration of the technico-economic feasibility of plutonium 
fast breeder reactors is at an advanced phase, but plutonium production on an 
industrial scale is delayed and now controlled by the only plant for LWR fuel 
in commercial operation in the world, La Hague. However, for fast breeder 
reactors it is also necessary to provide for prompt conclusion of the fuel cycle, 
with the recovery of the plutonium generated. In fact, in our opinion, it would 
be unthinkable to plan for fast breeders without making sure their main charac
teristic is exploited, i.e. the production of an amount of fissile material greater 
than that burned. Furthermore, there is also a parallel technological aspect that 
might have disturbing consequences, even economic ones, for the utility: a rapid 
alteration in the plutonium oxide characteristics owing to americium build-up. 
Therefore it would be advisable to plan in good time for the use of the plutonium 
since, with present day fuel manufacturing techniques, it should be used within 
one year of production. Plutonium storage should be avoided so as not to incur 
further heavy expenses. On the other hand, to leave the plutonium in irradiated 
LWR fuel assemblies is neither particularly expensive nor technically difficult, and 
it might later on even render reprocessing simpler and more economic.

In the present situation, ENEL has provided for a storage capacity of over 
ten years — today considered an adequate operational reserve — for all the stations 
covered in the National Energy Plan. A national solution to the problem of 
irradiated fuel reprocessing is expected in the long term, when the internal market 
justifies it and when the penetration of fast breeder reactors has reached a certain 
consistency at least in highly industrialized countries.

At this point we have all the elements needed to answer the second question: 
when to reprocess. If the policy of plutonium recycling in thermal reactors is not 
pursued, reprocessing should be performed when immediate use of the plutonium 
in fast breeder reactors is possible. Thus, leaving out international studies such as 
the 1980 INFCE study, plutonium recycling in thermal reactors becomes merely an 
economic decision; its technical feasibility has been widely proven, especially 
in the European countries with the aid of the research and development programmes 
of the EEC.

As is known, since 1965, ENEL has started a demonstration programme in the 
Garigliano and Trino Vercellese reactors. This programme has entailed irradiation 
of 66 plutonium fuel assemblies (including a whole reload of the Garigliano 
reactor) [5].

The fuel behaviour was very good and always within expectations, as shown 
by the operating experience and by post-irradiation examinations. When the 
Garigliano reactor was shut down, 16 assemblies had reached 25 000 MW*d/t and 
the remaining over 9000 MW* d/t. The 8 prototype assemblies in the Trino 
Vercellese reactor have exceeded 23000 MW-d/t.
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Notwithstanding the very good results, ENEL has destined the plutonium 
recovered from Magnox fuel reprocessing for the Creys-Malville reactor. Further
more, the present economic conditions established by the LWR fuel reprocessors 
do not justify the further production of plutonium for thermal reactors.

These conclusions are also supported by the particularly depressed conditions 
of the natural uranium market and by the existence of numerous and substantial 
enriched uranium stocks which the utilities are trying to reduce to a minimum 
because of the high fixed capital costs they entail [6 ].
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Abstract

BACK-END FUEL CYCLE EFFICIENCIES WITH RESPECT TO IMPROVED URANIUM 
UTILIZATION.

The world-wide nuclear power plant (NPP) capacity is at present 160 GW(e). If one 
adds the power stations under construction and ordered, a plant capacity of approximately 
480 GW(e) is obtained for 1990, with the share of LWRs making up more than 80%. A 
modem LWR consumes in the open fuel cycle about 4400 metric tonnes of natural uranium 
per GW(e), assuming a lifetime of 30 years and a load factor of 70%. Considering the natural 
uranium reserves known at present and exploitable under economic conditions, it can be 
conveniently estimated that, with the present NPP capacity extension perspective, the natural 
uranium resources may be exhausted in a few decades. This trend can be counteracted in a 
flexible manner by various approaches in fuel cycle technology and strategy: (i) by steady 
further development of the established LWR technology the uranium consumption can be 
reduced by about 15%; (ii) closing the nuclear fuel cycle on the basis of LWRs (i.e. thermal 
uranium and plutonium recycling) implies up to 40% savings in natural uranium consumption; 
(iii) more recent considerations include the advanced pressurized water reactor (APWR). The 
APWR combines the proven PWR technology with a newly developed tight lattice core with 
greatly improved conversion characteristics (conversion ratio = 0.90 to 0.95). In terms of 
uranium utilization, the APWR has an efficiency three to five times higher than a PWR;
(iy) Commercial introduction of FBR systems results in an optimal utilization of uranium which, 
at the same time, guarantees the supply of nuclear fuel well beyond the present century. For a 
corresponding transition period an energy supply system can be conceived which relies essen
tially on extended back-end fuel cycle capacities. These would facilitate a symbiosis of PWR, 
APWR and FBR, characterized by high flexibility with respect to long-term developments on 
the energy market.

1. INTRODUCTION

Technologically, as shown in Fig.l, a nuclear fuel cycle may be subdivided 
into the following sections:

(a) The front-end, comprising uranium mining and milling, U30 8 conversion to 
UF6, fuel enrichment, and fuel element fabrication

(b) The middle part, reactor systems where the fuel is used
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(c) The back-end with interim spent fuel storage, fuel reprocessing and recycling, 
and radioactive waste disposal.

In some respects this subdivision is also appropriate for subject areas discussed 
from different points of view. The corresponding aspects are often derived from 
individual economic and socio-political boundary conditions, which may vary 
from country to country. So as not to start with too specific a viewpoint, let us 
begin with a more general perspective related to the expansion of nuclear power 
plant (NPP) capacities, the output of which is at the same time the input of the 
back-end of the fuel cycle.

Starting from the present situation, the development of technology and of 
the economic boundary conditions applicable to the power plants scheduled for 
commissioning by the end of this decade can be estimated relatively well, since 
most of the relevant data have been defined. Similarly, the perspectives up to 
the year 2000 are rather clear, at least from the technical point of view, since the 
construction of plants starting operation at that time will have to begin around 
1990 and the foreseeable modifications over the present state of the art are 
already reflected in present R&D programmes. To forecast the number of plants 
starting operation in the year 2000 is, however, more difficult, as economic and 
political developments are hardly foreseeable, especially if a geographic distribution 
is attempted. Forecasts beyond the year 2000 can for obvious reasons only be of 
a speculative nature.

Let us begin with a short survey of the present situation [ 1 ]: The world
wide total electricity generating capacity of the plants in operation in late 1981 
amounted to 159 GW(e), 36% thereof is generated in the USA and another 27% 
in the countries belonging to the European Community (Fig.2). More interesting 
from the technical point of view is a breakdown into types of reactors installed, 
which provides the following picture (see also Fig.2):

(1 ) Pressurized water reactors (PWRs): 89.3 GW(e) = 56%
(2) Boiling water reactors (BWRs) : 40.2 GW(e) = 25%
(3) Pressurized heavy-water reactors (PHWRs): 6 .8 GW(e)= 5%
(4) Gas-cooled reactors (GCRs): 10.9GW(e) = 7%
(5) Liquid metal-cooled fast breeder reactors (LMFBRs): 1.3 GW(e)= 1%
(6 ) Light-water-cooled, graphite-moderated reactors (LWGRs): 10.8 GW(e) = 6%

If one includes in the statistics the plants under construction or ordered, the 
following perspective for the current decade results: The total generating capacity 
will increase from a present 159 GW(e) to 480 GW(e) by approximately 1990, 
with the relative fraction of LWRs growing from 81 to 85% (see Fig.3). This 
means that, at present, the modern 900 to 1300 MW(e) LWRs dominate the 
scene and can be regarded as commercially proven industrial plants.

This scenario suggests that the fuel supply for the foreseeable period approxi
mately up to the year 2000 will mainly involve enriched natural uranium on the
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FIG.3. Nuclear capacity extension.

basis of LWRs. At present no bottlenecks in supply arising from possibly 
insufficient enriching capacities can be foreseen [2]. The long-term fuel supply
beyond the time-frame outlined above, must be linked with the problem of the 
general availability of uranium.

2. URANIUM RESOURCES AND LWR URANIUM UTILIZATION

The WQCA1 reserves of natural uranium, which can be extracted at costs up 
to US $ 130/kg U, are estimated at present to amount to some 5 million tonnes 
of uranium [3]. It should be mentioned in this connection that roughly 80% of 
the resources are situated in North America, Africa and Australia. The complement 
tary situation in consumption can be characterized as follows: A PWR of the 
present design consumes 4360 t of U^t.per GW(e) over a period of 30 years of 
operation at an average load factor of 70% in the once-through mode of 
operation [4]. If foreseeable technical improvements in the system are included 
in the calculation, this consumption is reduced to 3710 t of Unat.per GW(e). A 
rough estimate indicates that the uranium reserves mentioned above allow an 
accumulated PWR capacity of approximately 1150 to 1350 GW(e) to be operated 
over a period of 30 years. For a long-term perspective this is not very much.

This rather pessimistic assessment is mainly based on considerations of the 
front-end of the fuel cycle. It is supplemented by the following situation at the 
back-end. The consumption levels mentioned above are indicated in Unat. 
equivalents. In actual fact, a PWR is loaded with fuel approximately 3% enriched

1 WOCA = World outside centrally planned economies (CPE) area.
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in 23SU, which would make the 4360 t of Unat. per (GW(e)*30 a) correspond to an 
annual PWR fuel throughput of approximately 25 t of (initially) enriched fuel per 
GW(e) (load factor = 0.7, tails enrichment = 0.2% 235U). If this is combined with 
the LWR (=PWR+BWR) capacities in Fig.3, the following trend values are obtained 
with respect to the back-end of the fuel cycle: world-wide annual arisings of 
spent fuel in 1981 are 3200 t and in 1990 will be 10200 t. In this connection, 
the composition of spent fuel should briefly be recalled. After some three years 
of in-pile time in a PWR (approximately 33000 MW*d/t), the discharge fuel can 
be characterized as follows: 0.8% 23SU, 1% Pu (with 0.7% fissile 239Pu and 
241Pu isotopes), 3.5% radioactive fission products, and 94.7% 238U. If this 
is compared with natural uranium (23SU/238U = 0.7/99.3%) with respect to the 
fissionable fractions, it is seen that spent fuel actually need not be waste fuel.

The question this opens up with respect to spent fuel disposal or reproces
sing and fuel recycling is treated differently in different countries, depending 
on the individual boundary conditions prevailing [5]. Thus, in countries with 
large uranium resources the advantage of fuel recycling matters less than in 
those countries which need uranium imports to fuel their nuclear generating 
capacities. In the latter case, the interest in the optimal utilization of uranium 
is more pronounced.

3. POTENTIAL EFFICIENCIES OF THE BACK-END FUEL CYCLE

What is the contribution that the back-end fuel cycle can make towards 
optimal uranium utilization, potentially and specifically in the time-frame 
considered in this review? The potential is seen to exist in the recovery of 
re-usable fuel fractions from spent fuel. Quantitatively, this can be derived from 
the figures listed above by breaking down the spent fuel into its components.
The results of simple calculations (without reprocessing losses) are listed in 
Table I. The figures in the column on the left are based on the global data 
presented in the section above. The results in the column on the right are of 
more specific interest; they apply to the region of the European Community (EC) 
where, because of the low uranium resources, reprocessing technology is backed 
more strongly.

In terms of value, the recovered uranium roughly corresponds to natural 
uranium. If it is used as LWR fuel via recycling, the 2354 t of uranium 
reprocessed per annum represent roughly the annual requirement of a 15 GW(e) 
nuclear generating capacity (= 15% of the LWR capacity in the EC region). On 
the other hand, present reprocessing costs are clearly above the present favourable 
price of natural uranium(US $55—60/kg U3Os ),2 with the consequence that no

2 Spring 1982 US $.
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TABLE I. ANNUAL DISCHARGE LWR FUEL MASSES AND COMPONENTS 
(Assessment for 1990—92)

World-wide European Community(EC)

Total NPP capacity (GW(e) 480 116

Percentage LWR 85 85

LWR spent fuel (33 MW*d/kg HM) (t/a) 10 200 2465

LWR spent fuel components (t/a)

U-235 82 20

U-238 9659 2334

Uranium 9 741 2354

Pu-239/241 (fissile) 71 17

Plutonium 102 25

Radioactive waste 357 86

TABLE II. REPROCESSING PLANTS FOR SPENT LWR FUEL (WOCA)

Country Plant
designation

Utility
(Company)

Capacity 
(t U/a)

Start of operation/ 
Operation period

Quantity of LWR 
fuel reprocessed 
(tU )

GB Windscale II 
Thorp

BNFL
BNFL

400
1000

1970-1973 100

p UP 2, La Hague Coge'ma 800a 1976 (400 t U/a) 350
UP 3, La Hague Coge'ma 800a 1985 —

Fed. Rep. WAK, Karlsruhe WAK 35 a 1971 55
Germany Anlage Hessen DWK 350a 1993 —

В Mol Eurochemic 80 1966-1974 170

USA West Valley NFS 300 1966-1972 630
Barnwell AGNS 1500a blocked -

Tokai Mura PNC 210a 1977 110
J NN Nippon

Gennen
1100a 1990

a Perspective for 1990-92 :£  = 3300 to 4800 t U/a.
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economic incentive can be derived from the current situation. Besides this cost 
aspect, which is greatly influenced by changes on the uranium market, aspects of 
supply policy can also reinforce the trend towards recycling.

Plutonium is the other re-usable component of spent LWR fuel. The 2465 t/a 
of discharged fuel estimated for the early nineties in the EC region contain 25 t 
of Pu with a fraction of 17 t of Pu fissile • The possibilities for recycling plutonium 
will be outlined in greater detail below.

To what extent the fuel recycling potential is being utilized and can be 
utilized is a direct function of the availability of reprocessing capacity. Table II 
presents an overview of the reprocessing plants in operation and the plant projects 
currently under discussion [6 ]. According to this, the plant capacity for the early 
nineties can be estimated to amount to 3300 to 4800 t U/a (WOCA) and slightly 
less than 2000 t U/а (EC). If one compares these figures with the spent LWR fuel 
data (world-wide: 10200 t /а, EC:2465 t /а), a relatively strong trend to close 
the fuel cycle can be recognized in some countries within the EC region.

4. RECYCLE REACTOR SYSTEMS

The logical step following reprocessing is recycling the recovered fuel fractions 
into the reactor, i.e. closing the fuel cycle. For uranium, this means re-use in 
LWRs; but what does it mean for plutonium?

In the discussion on the use of plutonium, aspects of reactor strategy achieve 
greater weight. The alternative available is recycling in the thermal LWRs and/or 
intermediate storage and subsequent use in FBRs. In both cases plutonium is 
processed with depleted uranium, which has no inherent value of its own, to 
produce (U, Pu)02 mixed oxide (MOX), the plutonium concentration varying 
depending on the type of use and the reactor line. When used in a LWR 
(Pu burner), the PufjSS. replaces 235U as a fissile material. In this case approximate 
parity in terms of worth can be assumed to exist between uranium and plutonium. 
Plutonium becomes much more valuable when used in FBRs. Once it has been 
loaded with LWR-Pu for its first cycle, the breeder is self-sufficient with respect to 
its fissile material supply and, at the same, time, is a plutonium producer (breeding 
gain) for other facilities, which then need only be fed with depleted uranium. The 
benefit which can thus be achieved with respect to uranium utilization will be 
explained on the basis of the graph shown in Fig.4.

In Fig.4, the utilization of uranium has been plotted against the 238U-Pu 
conversion ratio of various reactor systems. On the left, the value of roughly 1% 
can be noted, which is typical of PWR plants; on the right, the optimum 
conditions (60%) are shown, which can be achieved by the use of FBRs. It is also 
evident from this figure that, in the transition zone, the rate of utilization can be 
improved by a factor of 3 to 5 (against PWR conditions), if we succeed in raising
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[ S ]  Uranium utilization

LWR — H f  -  HTGR A P W H -» H—  FBR — W

FIG.4. Uranium utilization versus conversion ratio.

PWR APWR

FIG. 5. APWR core in a pressure vessel o f  a modem PWR.
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the conversion ratio to some 0.9 to 0.95. Some older thinking along these lines [7] 
has recently been revived with a view to studying the technical and economic 
potential of a high converting PWR [8].

From the point of view of reactor physics such a system presupposes an 
improvement in neutron economy. For rather a long time is was argued that 
this could be achieved above all with 233U fuel (converted from thorium), which 
has a relatively high neutron yield in nuclear fission. However, more thorough 
investigations relating to a modified PWR have shown that similarly favourable, 
if not better, conditions can also be attained with the fissionable 239Pu and 24IPu 
isotopes, if one uses a harder (‘epithermal’) neutron spectrum. A decisive 
advantage is considered to lie in the fact that one remains in the same U-Pu fuel 
cycle to be introduced for fast breeder systems. If one pursues these con
siderations further on the basis of commercially proven PWR technology, this 
leads to a PWR with tight lattice fuel pin subassemblies, the APWR. The main 
characteristics of an APWR become apparent from a comparison with the PWR, 
as outlined in Fig.5. As a supplement, Table III contains some characteristic 
data. However, these data are not intended to convey the impression that an 
APWR system is already technically feasible.

The feasibility of such high conversion PWR systems still needs to be proved. 
Intensive experimental investigations are still necessary to solve problems, some 
of them of a fundamental nature. These problems relate to the void reactivity 
coefficient, cladding deformation and rupture behaviour under accident (LOCA) 
conditions and high burnup behaviour of the fuel. Only clarification of these 
problems, which will require a medium-term R&D effort, will permit a more 
precise estimate to be made of the technical and economic potential of an APWR.

Let us return to the fuel cycle. In sketching a number of variants of closing 
the fuel cycle, an attempt is made to highlight the benefits achievable in each 
case with respect to uranium consumption. The consumption figures are indicated 
in natural uranium equivalents and standardized to the annual operation (load 
factor = 0.7) of a 1 GW(e) reference plant (= 1 GW(e)*a). With respect to core 
loading, the systems are assumed to be in a state of equilibrium. Five variants are 
being considered:

Reference case (0): LWR (once-through concept)

Operation in the once-through mode of a LWR of current design (without 
spent fuel reprocessing) is known to require a Unat. equivalent of 1501 per GW(e)-a.

Continuous technical advancement of LWR systems [9] (e.g. use of burnable 
poisons, increase in discharge burnup) already points to improved uranium 
utilization, suggesting roughly a 15% reduction in Unat. requirement to 
127 t per GW(e)* a for the nineties.
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PWR APWR (heterogeneous)

Nom: therm, power (MW) 3782 3400-3700

Core diameter (m) 3.62 3.84

Active core height (m) 3.90 1.90

Core volume (m3) 44 22

Fuel type U 02 (U-Pu)Oî

Enrichment (%) 3.2 U-235 13.6/5.3aPu-239/241

Fuel inventory (t HM) 103 126

Conversion ratio 0.55 0.95

Average burnup (MW" d/t HM) 33000 51000

Subassembly cross-section Square Hexagon

Moderator-to-fuel volume ratio 2.0 0.76/0,30a

Fuel rod diameter (mm) 10.75 7.42/11.0

Pitch (mm) 14.3 9.23/11.62

Pitch/diameter 1.33 1.24/1.06

Rod length (m) 5.0 2.80

Spacer type Grid Grid/helical fin

Av. lin. rod power (W/cm) 208 188/150

Vol.power density (W/cm3) 93 254/128

Total number of fuel rods 45 500 47 300/61600

Coolant pressure drop in the core (bar) 1.7 5.2

a
Seed/blanket.

Case(l): LWR (U recycle)

Recycling of the uranium reprocessed is the simplest way of closing the fuel 
cycle. This is associated with a reduction in uranium requirement by 23% to 
116 t per GW(e)*a.

Case (2): LWR (U recycle and Pu burner)

Practical experience in plutonium recycling in LWRs has been accumulating 
for more than then years through extensive in-pile experiments with MOX fuel 
rods [10].
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No technical problems aggravating such recycling have, been encountered. 
Thermal recycling of U+Pu on a commercial scale could lead to uranium savings 
of the order of 41%‘over the reference case. The annual Unat. requirement would 
be 88 t per GW(e).

Case (3): LWR and APWR

Design calculations performed for a high conversion APWR indicate a 
relatively high fissile plutonium core inventory of about 6.2 t/GW(e) which will 
be mixed with depleted uranium. When compared with the 17 t Pufiss. annually 
produced by the LWR plants of the EC area in the early nineties, the question 
may arise whether this is a recommendable way to recycle plutonium. On the 
other hand, if the FBR capacity extends even moderately further within the 
remaining period of this century, some additional questions may arise concerning 
efficient plutonium storage in the coming decades. The following consideration 
represents just another future possible answer to those questions.

Once on operation (load factor =0.7), an APWR needs an annual feed of
1.4 t Pufiss./GW(e), which is comparable with the plutonium content of the 
corresponding discharge fuel (50—60 MW*d/kg HM) of about 1.3 t Pufiss./GW(e).
In a fuel supply strategy the difference of about 0.1 to 0.15 t PufiSS.per year 
could be provided by a 1 GW(e) LWR unit. Both systems combined in the closed 
fuel cycle will consume 58 t Unat normalized to 1 GW(e)*a.

Case (4): LWR arid FBR

Of course, from the reactor strategy and uranium utilization points of view, 
the most efficient way to recycle LWR-Pu is to launch the FBR system on a large 
scale. Using INFCE data of an FBR (e.g. a fissile plutonium core/cycle inventory of 
3.2/6.1 t per GW(e), and a breeding ratio of 1.32) the prospective annual 
plutonium production by LWR operation in the EC area could supply a 
2 to 3 GW(e)FBR capacity per year in the next decade. In this connection, 
remembering the FBR net production rate of about 0.2 t Pufiss./GW(e)*a, the well- 
known long-term perspective of zero uranium consumption becomes evident.

Furthermore, during the transition period the plutonium generation of
0.2 t per FBR-GW(e)*a and of 0.1 —0.15 t per LWR-GW(e)*a may lead to a 
temporary surplus of plutonium, which might promote some additional advantages 
of the APWR.

In a more comprehensive way the above-quoted results are summarized in 
Table IV. To some extent the calculated values may appear optimistic owing to 
theoretically simplified assumptions as far as details of the recycling technology 
are concerned. However, the numbers are accurate enough to indicate the benefit 
trends achievable by improved uranium utilization. In this respect the particular
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TABLE IV. ANNUAL URANIUM CONSUMPTION DERIVED FOR VARIOUS 
REACTOR STRATEGIES

tU n,,/G W (e)-a 

(Load factor = 0.7)

Reduction over 

once-through concept

Reference (0): LWR (once-through concept) 150(127)a — (15)a
Case (1): LWR with U recycling 116 23

Case (2): LWR with thermal (U + Pu) recycling 88 41

Case (3): LWR combined with APWR (1:1) 58 61

Case (4): LWR-FBR system 0 100

a Improved LWR.

role of reactor systems, i.e. of modern LWRs and of advanced reactor types, has 
been clearly illustrated. However, the realization of any outlined perspective 
beside the once-through view point needs, for the coming decades, first of all 
significantly larger reprocessing capacities than now being scheduled in most 
countries (see Table II).

5. FLEXIBLE RESPONSE TO TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS AND 
FUTURE ENERGY MARKET CONDITIONS

Looking forward into the nineties reveals the general trend of an increasing 
use of nuclear power for electricity generation, the commercially proven LWR line 
dominating. Regionally different approaches can be seen with respect to the 
complementary expansion of the system towards the closed fuel cycle. Some of 
them are influenced by the uranium resources available in the respective countries. 
Thus, e.g. in Canada (with large resources) the advantage of fuel recycling is 
regarded clearly as less important than in the EC region. Here, for instance, 
especially France tends to make full use of the recycling potential by reprocessing 
spent fuel on a large technical scale with subsequent recycling of uranium in 
LWRs and the use of plutonium in FBRs. Although the generation of electricity 
in FBR plants is by no means economically attractive yet, an ambitious expansion 
programme is already being pursued in anticipation of possibly changing economic 
conditions early in the next century [11]. An important role in this regard will 
be played by the development of prices in the energy sector in general and the 
uranium market in particular. If the uranium price remains at its present 
relatively favourable level over a longer period of time, this would favour the
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further expansion of LWR capacities. On the other hand, rising prices could 
initiate a period of transition in which the improved utilization of uranium taking 
advantage of fuel recycling in advanced reactor systems would play a much more 
important role in strategy thinking. In this connection, e.g. a symbiosis of LWRs, 
APWRs and FBRs in a closed fuel cycle would be conceivable, which would be 
characterized by an optimal flexibility vis-à-vis long-term developments in the 
energy market.
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Abstract

EXPERIENCE IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY WITH REPROCESSING 
AND NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT.

A political decision was made in 1979 not to build a large 1400 t U/а nuclear fuel cycle 
centre. Since then all efforts in the Federal Republic of Germany have been concentrated on 
the planning and construction of one or more medium-size reprocessing plants (350—700 t U/a), 
the first one scheduled for hot startup in 1992. Several sites are under consideration. An AFR 
storage facility for 1500 t of fuel is at present under construction in Gorleben; a similar storage 
facility is planned for construction at Ahaus. Short-cooled and high burnup fuels were 
processed from 1977 to 1980 in the pilot reprocessing plant WAK in the Federal Republic of 
Germany. The experience gained is reported. A mixer-settler incorporating electrolytic 
reduction was installed in the second Pu cycle of the plant and successfully operated. Measure
ments in the WAK plant of hydrogen generated by radiolysis led to the conclusion that HLW 
tanks are inherently safe systems with respect to hydrogen liberation. After nine years of 
service the plant was shut down in May 1980 as the result of a leak in the dissolver. This 
dissolver was dismantled remotely; most of the other equipment in the head-end cell was also 
scrapped with a view to modernizing this section of the plant. After decontamination of the 
relevant head-end cells, re-installation of a new dissolver and other equipment is now under 
way. A new large-scale component test facility (TEKO) has been constructed, including 
a 4 t U/d test rig of the first extraction cycle. This facility will provide information for the 
planning of the new reprocessing plant in the Federal Republic of Germany, which will be 
equipped with pulse columns. All kinds of radioactive wastes — with the exception of HLW — 
are treated at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre. The experience gathered in 10 to 
15 years of operation is summarized. At present, most R&D activity is concentrated on acid 
digestion and HLW vitrification in a Joule-heated ceramic melter. Based on these activities, 
a Federal German vitrification plant, PAMELA, is under construction at Mol, Belgium.
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1. THE TECHNICAL AND POLITICAL STATUS OF WASTE MANAGEMENT
IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

The nuclear scene in the Federal Republic of Germany as described in a 
paper presented in 1977 at the IAEA Salzburg Conference [1 ], has changed 
drastically. As the development of nuclear power generation and the legislative 
framework for reprocessing and waste management (Entsorgung) form the back
ground of all fuel cycle activities, the industrial projects in the Federal Republic 
of Germany have had to be adapted to these changes.

The original reprocessing and waste management concept, jointly developed 
by government and industry, provided for the construction of an integrated 
1400 t U/а fuel recycle and waste management centre, for which a site on top 
of a salt dome near Gorleben in Lower Saxony was selected. The licence appli
cations for these facilities and for the repository were both filed in 1977.

Although the feasiblity of this project had been certified by the Federal 
German Reactor Safety and Radiation Protection Commissions, an international 
hearing, the Gorleben Inquiry, was held in 1979 to discuss all aspects of the 
fuel recycle and waste management centre. As a result of this hearing, the 
government of Lower Saxony confirmed the safety and technical feasibility, but 
urged the Federal Government, for political reasons, not to pursue the project.

Since then all efforts in the Federal Republic have been concentrated on 
the planning and construction of one or more reprocessing plants of medium 
capacity between 350.and 700 t U/а, but not located at Gorleben, which remains 
the preferred site for the federal repository. The first of these reprocessing plants 
is scheduled for hot startup around 1992. Three sites are under consideration, 
one in Hesse, one in Bavaria and one in the Rhine Palatinate.

To bridge the resulting gap between fuel arisings and reprocessing capacity, 
DWK — the utility-owned company for reprocessing and waste management — 
plans to construct two AFR1 fuel storage facilities at Ahaus and Gorleben of 
1500 t U each, which will be equipped with specially developed casks for interim 
dry storage of spent fuel. The licence for the casks is expected to be granted 
within the next few months. The storage facility at Gorleben is at present under 
construction and scheduled for operation in 1983.

The principal instruments for the development of reprocessing and waste 
treatment technology as well as for the training of future plant operating staff 
in the Federal Republic are:

— The WAK pilot-plant at Karlsruhe, operated by the WAK company 
(former GWK), the shares in which have been held since 1979 by DWK2.

1 AFR = Away-from-reactor.
2 WAK = Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage Karlsruhe Betriebsgesellschaft mbH.

GWK = Geselischaft zur Wiederaufarbeitung von Kernbrennstoffen mbH.
DWK = Deutsche Geselischaft fur die Wiederaufarbeitung von Kernbrennstoffen.
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— The government owned Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre (KfK), 
performing R&D work on reprocessing and waste treatment.

Recent experience of these two institutions in the reprocessing and waste 
management sector are reported below.

2. RECENT OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH THE WAK PLANT

The WAK pilot plant, in hot operation since 1971, serves a dual purpose.
One is the reprocessing of irradiated fuel on a contractual basis in order to gain 
experience in the treatment of power-reactor fuels and to train the operating staff. 
Secondly, the plant is used as a test facility for improved processes and components.

The plant, which uses a 2-cycle Purex-process combined with a chop-leach
head-end, has been described extensively [1 ]. Since 1971 117 t of spent fuel 
(Table I) have been processed and 530 kg Pu separated. The recovered uranium 
and plutonium — with the exception of the depleted uranium from the HWR — 
have been recycled and represent an energy equivalent of 2 million tonnes of 
hard coal at a value of DM 580 million (Jan. 1982). Plant operation in the period 
from 1977 to 1980 has included the processing of high burnup PWR fuel and of 
short-cooled, medium burnup fuel from a HWR.

2.1. High bumup PWR fuel

The highest burnup fuels are those of the Obrigheim PWR (KWO) (Table II). 
The performance of the fuel assembly, chopping, dissolution and off-gas purification

TABLE I. TOTAL SPENT FUEL REPROCESSED IN WAK

Maximum Uranium Plutonium
Fuel type burnup processed processed

(MW-d/tU) (t) (kg)

BWR fuel 19 900 25.7 124.8
PWR fuel 39 000 27.1 215.0
HWR fuel 17 700 54.3 189.9
Other - 9.9 2.5

Total 117.0 532.2
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KWO 1977 MZFR 1979

Number of fuel elements 48 352

U weight of burnt fuel 12.5 t 19.3 t

Average burnup 28.850 M W -d/tU 10.500 MW-d/t U

Maximum bumup 39.000 MW-d/t U 17.700 MW-d/tU

Cooling time 2.0—2.8 years 0.75 — 11.3 years

has been good, even with fuel of 39 000 MW-d/t U. To improve Ru-decontamination, 
the first extraction cycle was operated with a high-acidity flowsheet. Decontami
nation factors for 95 Zr were excellent, even with fuel cooled for two years. Some 
operating difficulty was caused by insufficient plutonium reduction in the 1 BX 
battery, leading to increased plutonium concentrations in the uranium raffinate. 
Hydraulic disturbances occurred owing to higher crud formation, which deposited: 
at the weirs and outlets of the battery. Cleaning of the battery was required by 
special washing steps to restore normal operation.

2.2. Short-cooled HWR fuel

A campaign of reprocessing fuel elements from the Karlsruhe heavy-water 
reactor MZFR (Table II) was used to study the impact on the operational con
ditions of different fuel cooling times.

In summary, the performances of all process units was excellent for cooling 
times in excess of 13 months. Shorter cooling times led to difficulty in the 
separation of 9sZr, which at 12 months cooling time contributes 7% of the total 
fission product activity. This increased 95Zr activity requires flowsheet modification 
such as decreasing the acid in the HS wash-stream of the first cycle.

Another consequence was the enhanced formation of zirconium di- and 
monobutylphosphate precipitates at the solvent/aqueous interface, which frequently 
plugged the battery outlets or air-lift lines and caused hydraulic disturbances in all 
extractors of the first cycle.

3. DISSOLVER REPLACEMENT AND HEAD-END MODIFICATIONS

In May 1980, after nine years of service, a corrosion leak occurred between 
the dissolver and its heating jacket, causing contamination of the primary circuit.
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In consequence, the plant had to be shut down to replace the dissolver and to 
introduce safety improvements in the process heat supply system.

The dissolver is located in a pit below the head-end cell for fuel disassembly 
and chopping, which had been remotely operated since plant startup and was 
severely contaminated. Therefore, extensive time had to be allowed to dismantle 
and scrap the cell equipment and to decontaminate the cell complex in order to 
allow direct personnel access for remounting the installation. Consequently, the 
decision was made to combine the dissolver replacement with an extensive 
modernization and refurbishment of this plant section (covering a total of 
38 projects).

After several months of preparatory work and documentation to meet the 
requirements of the licensing authorities, the head-end cell and the dissolver pit 
were cleared out remotely, i.e. all equipment for handling, dismantling and 
chopping of fuel elements was cut up and packed into waste drums; similarly, 
the dissolver off-gas system was scrapped. Thereafter, the dissolver was removed 
remotely, visually inspected, cut up and 29 samples were taken for corrosion 
investigations. Subsequently the cell floor and walls were decontaminated, 
mainly by means of high-pressure water jets.

In October 1981 first access of personnel to the head-end cell was possible.
A total of 547 man-hours of contact decontamination, performed in about 

three months, reduced the radiation level to about 30 mrem/h, thus allowing 
equipment re-installation to start after delivery of the new dissolver.

This apparatus, which is equal in capacity and similar in design to its pre
decessor, procured in 1967, was fabricated at approximately sixty times the cost 
of the first dissolver. More than 50% of the overall cost had to be spent on quality 
assurance and documentation to meet present regulatory requirements.

Detailed investigation of the failed dissolver showed no sign of corrosion 
attack.at the inner surface of the dissolver tube. Leaks were detected, however, 
in the machined parts of the bottom cup of the tube, on the spacers of the slab- 
tank and on a thermocouple well. Construction of the new dissolver took into 
account the experience from the inspection programme. Re-installation of the 
new head-end equipment is estimated at about 2600 hours of in-situ work, 
performed with protective clothing, corresponding to a total of 31 000 man-hours 
gross working time. According to present planning, start-up of the plant is 
scheduled for October 1982.

4. SELECTED RESULTS OF R& D IN THE WAK PLANT

As already mentioned, the WAK is the only active reprocessing facility in 
the Federal Republic of Germany in which new systems can be tested under 
real plant conditions. The results of two development programmes are presented 
here.



TABLE III. 0, T-RADIOLYSIS OF NITRIC ACID WASTE SOLUTIONS (WAK, Mar. 1982)

investigator Medium [HNO
(M)

Parameter 
3] Dose rate 

(W/L)
Radiation source

G(Ha) value
or Нг Inferences 
liberation value

HjO - 60Co 440 X 10*3

TU Munich HN03 5 6.4 “ Co 27X 10"3 G(Hj) strongly 
dependent on

Harwell Simulate HAW >0.4 ? ? < 3  X 10' 3 ' [ N O 3 ]

TU Munich Simulate HAW 5.3 6.4 60Co 1.9 X10“3

KWU/KfK Fuel solution 
HAF

4 1.95 Dissolved fission products 
and actinides

1.4 X 10”3 G(H3)< 1 0 ~2 
► in undisturbed

KWU/KfK HAW undisturbed 3 0.47 Dissolved fission products 7.8 X 10"3 process solutions
KWU/KfK HAW agitated or 

boiling
3 0.47 Dissolved fission products 1 7 X 1 0-3 G(H3) < 2  X 10“2 

in agitated or 
boiling solutions

BNFL HAW tank 1 -2 7 Dissolved fission products < 3  X 10"3

WAK HAW tank 5 1.65 Dissolved fission products Equilibrium G(H2) value makes 
no sense
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4.1. Electrolytic extraction

The introduction of electro redox processes to replace the use of redox 
chemicals has the advantage of decreasing the liquid process waste and reducing 
plutonium losses. Suitable equipment has been developed in the KfK [2]. After 
successful cold-testing an electrolytic mixer settler (EMMA) and a plutonium 
re-oxidation cell (ROXI) were installed in the second plutonium cycle of the 
WAK plant and successfully operated for 13 months.

High decontamination factors of the raffinate stream and increased stability 
against plutonium breakthrough into the uranium raffinate, in spite of a high 
plutonium concentration in the product stream, could be impressively realized. 
Plutonium losses in the uranium raffinate were lowered to about 1 mg Pu/L, 
while plutonium concentration in the product stream could be increased to about 
30 g Pu/L. Routine analysis of the plutonium product stream confirmed that 
corrosion products, such as titanium, are insignificant.

By virtue of these excellent results an electrolytic mixer settler (1 BX) for 
the first extraction cycle will be installed during the next plant intervention period.

4.2. High-level waste radiolysis

In the WAK plant about 42 m3 of highly active waste (HAW) concentrate is 
stored which is subject to radiolysis from internal radiation. Hydrogen is produced by 
the decomposition of water and for safety reasons its concentration in air must 
be kept below the 4.1 vol.% explosion limit.

Examination of the literature and later supplementary laboratory measure
ments in the Federal Republic of Germany (Table III) indicate that hydrogen 
liberation depends on different parameters, and is orders of magnitude below the 
generation value for pure water [3].

Measurements in HAW storage tanks led to even smaller liberation values 
due to an increase in the concentration of decomposition products — such as 
H20 2 — with increasing time of internal radiation of the solution. This leads 
to a recombination of H2 with H20 2 to form water, and in consequence the 
net production rate of hydrogen approaches zero, evidently giving rise to a 
hydrogen equilibrium concentration.

This restoration of equilibrium can be seen from measurements made in 
the WAK plant. These measurements showed a hydrogen concentration in the 
vapour phase of 5 volumes per million over a test period lasting 30 hours.

From these facts it can be concluded that HAW storage tanks are inherently 
safe systems with respect to hydrogen formation. In an agitated state or even 
when boiling we have an ‘open system’: the hydrogen produced will be liberated 
from the solution and diluted. In the unagitated state the tanks behave as ‘closed 
systems’ and the equilibrium value of H2 production has no significant safety 
relevance.
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5. THE TEKO COMPONENT TESTING FACILITY

Some equipment foreseen for the industrial reprocessing plant in the Federal 
Repbulic of Germany is not of the type installed in the WAK plant and cannot 
be tested there. Therefore a large-scale component test facility, TEKO, has been 
constructed on the KfK site to enable selected components to be cold tested in a 
1:1 scale [4]. This facility is also run by the WAK operating company (formerly 
GWK). The largest test rig of the TEKO plant is a complete first extraction cycle 
(UEZ)3 composed of five pulsed columns for a throughput of 4 t U/d. The UEZ 
was put into operation with uranium in June 1982, after preliminary testing with 
nitric acid and solvent of some parameters such as mass transfer and throughput, 
specific surface of the dispersed phase, back mixing and the wetting behaviour 
of hafnium plates, which will be inserted in the HA column. These plates were 
chosen for the reprocessing plant for criticality reasons. Nozzle plates with
4.5 mm nozzle diameter and 23% free area have been selected for the HA and HS 
columns [5].

Besides the pulsed columns, the UEZ comprises a specially developed mixer 
settler as HS-2 extractor for 3H stripping. Because of the extreme organic/aqueous 
phase ratio of 1:20 to 1:40, a special pump mixer impeller with high internal 
backflow has been designed [6 ]. Other test rigs in the TEKO are under construction 
or commissioning:

— A fuel element shear, to be put into operation in October 1982.
— A centrifuge test rig for the separation of dissolver residues from the 

feed, in the commissioning phase.
— Kerosine treatment by thin-film evaporation and steam stripping of 

raffinates, to be put into operation in 1983.

6. RADWASTE MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE AT KfK

All radioactive wastes arising at the WAK plant with the exception of high- 
level liquid wastes (HLW), cladding hulls and dissolver residues (fines), have been 
transported so far to the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre (KfK) and have been 
treated with the wastes arising there.

6.1. Liquid wastes

To minimize the radioactivity discharged with the liquid effluents, all aqueous 
radioactive wastes have been evaporated at KfK since 1968. To cut down the

3 UEZ = Uranextraktionszyklus.
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consumption of energy, the low-level liquid effluents (<  10”1 C rm -3) are treated 
by vapour compression evaporation.

The performance of the vapour compression evaporators has been excellent. 
The first apparatus has now been operating for about 14 years without any major' 
failure. With the exception of a shut-down period, during which the infrastructure 
was reconstructed, the availability has been 90 to 95%. A total of about 120000 m3 
have been treated. The energy consumption for the evaporation of 1 m3 water 
amounts to about 20 kg of steam and 32 kW'h electric power. The residual 
contamination of the distillate was 10“5 —10-6 C im -3 for jS/y-emitters and 
10-7 -  10~8 Ci * m-3 for a-emitters.

Medium level liquid effluents ( 10-1 — 10-3 Ci-пГ3) are evaporated in a natural 
convection evaporator, which has been in operation for six years, treating about 
3500 m3 MLW. With the exception of plugging of the overflow line, no failures 
have occurred so far. Decontamination factors of 10s to 106 have been achieved. 
The distillates are recycled to the LLW treatment system.

Because of the high efficiency of the evaporation system, the discharges of 
radionuclides could be kept as low as 25 to 45 mCi /З/7-emitters per year and 
1 to 3 mCi а -emitters, respectively.

At the present time all evaporator bottoms are cemented. In-drum mixing 
with a planetary mixer is applied. The unit is installed in a shielded cell and 
remotely operated. Up till now about 12 000 drums with cemented evaporator 
bottoms, filter material and ion exchangers have been produced. A new cemen- * 
tation plant is under construction.

6.2. Solid wastes

An incinerator for solid waste with a capacity of 60 kg/h has been in 
operation at the KfK since 1971. The furnace is cylindrical in shape, conically 
recessed in the bottom part, and consists of a steel shell with a fourfold brick 
lining. The innermost layer is made of silicon carbide bricks which are highly 
corrosion and abrasion resistant. Combustion is carried out at temperatures of 
1000 to 1200°C.

The hot flue gases are cleaned by passing them through two sets of silicon 
carbide candle filters, after which they are cooled by injection of water and 
passed through a washing tower, a demister and an aerosol filter. After reheating, 
they are mixed with the exhaust air of the building and finally cleaned by pre
filters and HEPA filters. The activity discharged to the atmosphere has always 
been well below the licensed limits.

Until now more than 10 000 m3 of burnable low-level solid waste have been 
incinerated in this plant, which has been improved continually and has attained ¡ 
a high degree of reliability. In former years burnable liquids were also incinerated
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in this plant. A separate incinerator for organic solvents and oils (20 L h-1) is 
now available. About 300 m3 of burnable liquids have been burnt so far.

Non-burnable waste is reduced in volume by baling. The baling press is a 
commercially available hydraulic unit with a press cylinder horizontally swivelling 
to the positions filling, baling and pushing out. The press piston has a strength 
of 300 Mp, corresponding to a pressure of 1500 Mp m-2. To date more than 
5000 m3 of solid waste have been baled in this unit in 18 years of operation.
A volume reduction of 1:2 —1:3 has normally been achieved. At present a new 
baling plant is under construction.

7. R&D ACTIVITIES IN RADWASTE PROCESSING

To improve the treatment of radioactive wastes and to develop new processes 
and waste forms, extensive R&D activities are being carried out at KfK. The main 
topics are the solidification of low- and intermediate-level liquid waste concen
trates, the treatment of spent tributyl phosphate, the chemical denitration of 
nitric acid waste solutions, the acid digestion of plutonium wastes and the vitri
fication of high-level fission product solutions. The latter two are described 
below.

7.1. Acid digestion of plutonium

For the treatment of burnable wastes with a plutonium content > 2  g/kg 
an acid digestion process is being developed. The shredded waste is first mixed 
with cold sulphuric acid and the organic material in the resulting slurry is 
carbonized at a temperature of about 250°C and oxidized by reaction with 
sulphuric acid and nitric acid. Simultaneously, Pu02 is converted into Pu(S04)2 
and separated by periodic filtration. 95 to 99% of the plutonium can be recovered. 
The filtered acids and the acids recovered from the off-gas treatment are recycled 
into the process.

Until now about 400 kg of simulated mixed wastes have been treated at KfK 
in an inactive pilot plant (capacity 1.5 kg/h). An active plant has been constructed 
at the Eurochemic site of Mol, Belgium, and will be operated jointly with Euro
chemic in order to demonstrate the process and to recover about 8 kg of plutonium 
from 1 tonne of waste. The active startup is scheduled for Autumn 1982.

7.2. HLW vitrification

The most extensive R&D programme is at present being carried out on 
HLW vitrification. Besides laboratory-scale investigations, a technical process for 
the conversion of HLW into glass is being developed. Its main component is a
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ceramic-lined, electrode-heated glass mélter with continuous liquid feed. The 
glass is drained periodically via a bottom drain if glass blocks are to be produced 
or continuously via an overflow if glass beads are desired. The off-gas is passed 
through a wet scrubber, a condenser, a Venturi scrubber, NOx columns, a 
ruthenium and two HEPA filters.

The first melter has been in operation since 1975. In 2\ years of operation 
about 50 m3 of simulated waste solutions were converted into 15 t of glass.

A second melter has now been in operation for 2\ years. About 25 m3 of 
Simulated waste have been vitrified, partly in long-term runs. The experience 
gained so far is very satisfactory. It shows that the vitrification of high-level 
waste in an electrode-heated, ceramic-lined melter is a reliable process which 
allows large throughputs in a single unit. A lifetime of two to three years can be 
ëxpected for the ceramic refractory material and the electrodes.

At present, a third facility, conceived for fully remote control and operation, 
is under construction. The feed throughput will be abolit 30 L 'h-1, corresponding 
to a glass melting rate of about 25 kg'h-1. This is a cold mockup of the active 
melter cell of the PAMELA vitrification plant which is under construction as à 
joint DWK/Eurochemic project at the Mol site [3].
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Abstract

RESULTS AND EXPERIENCE OF NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
BY PNC: OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH THE TOKAI REPROCESSING PLANT.

The activities of the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) 
in the field of the nuclear fuel cycle date back to August 1956, when the Atomic Fuel Corporation 
(AFC) was first established in Japan. Since taking over all the activities of AFC in October 1967, 
PNC has continuously extended its operation to such aspects as Uranium exploration, mining 
and refinement, conversion to UF6, uranium enrichment, fabrication of plutonium fuel, 
reprocessing of spent fuel, and processing and disposal of radioactive wastes. The paper 
describes briefly PNC’s activities in the general nuclear fuel cycle, as well as its experience in 
operating the Tokai Reprocessing Plant.

1. PRIMARY ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE

1.1. Exploration of uranium resources

The Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) has 
prospected for uranium raw material at about ten important locations in Japan 
using various techniques. As a result, uranium ore deposits containing about 
9000 t U30 8 were found at Tono and the Ningyo Pass. Since 1976, PNC has 
shifted its main prospecting efforts to other countries, including Canada, Australia 
and some African countries. Promising results are reported from several locations.

1.2. Uranium refinement

Since 1957, PNC’s uranium ore milling technology has been developed in 
its Tokai Works and the Ningyo Pass Works. By combining these results with 
later experience of the EXCER refining process gained in the Tokai Works, PNC 
has developed in the Ningyo Pass Works a new process, called the PNC process,
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by which uranium ore is processed and refined continuously to UF6. A pilot plant 
based on this system was completed in October 1981 and various tests of its design 
capability of refining 200 t U/а have been started.

1.3. Uranium enrichment

PNC’s centrifugal enrichment technology has been developed in the Tokai 
Works since 1961. A new pilot plant based on this system was completed in the 
Ningyo Pass Works in 1977. After starting partial operation in 1979, the plant 
proceeded to full operation in October 1981 with 3000 new centrifuges. On the 
basis of the results from the pilot plant, PNC has initiated the architectural design 
of a demonstration plant for 200 t SWU/a. Plant construction will start in 1983.

1.4. Conversion and fabrication of plutonium fuel

The first plutonium fuel development facility in the Tokai Works started 
operation in 1966. Operation of the Plutonium Fuel Fabrication Facility began 
in 1972. Since then, the total amount of MOX fuel produced for both Joyo 
(Experimental FBR) and Fugen (prototype ATR) has reached over 50 t. In 
addition, a highly automated new facility for prototype FBR fuel fabrication is 
now under construction. PNC is als producing fuel for Fugen with the plutonium 
recovered at the Tokai reprocessing plant by the newly developed MOX conversion 
process.

1.5. Reprocessing of LWR fuel (Tokai Reprocessing Plant)

After its completion in 1977, PNC’s Tokai Reprocessing Plant started to 
reprocess LWR spent fuel. The plant has a capacity of 0.7 t/d utilizing a Purex- 
type process with mechanical head-end and chop-leach. The main facilities were 
constructed to the French SGN design. Like other LWR fuel reprocessing plants 
the Tokai plant has encountered some difficulties. Details of these are described 
below.

1.6. Reprocessing of FBR fuel

Since 1975, PNC has been carrying out various studies for a FBR fuel 
reprocessing pilot plant, including basic research into the design concept, 
engineering tests and system mock-up tests, aiming at plant commissioning in 
the 1990s. PNC also completed the Chemical Processing Facility (CPF) in 
October 1981. This facility has high-level hot cells for both HAW solidification 
and FBR reprocessing. The basic hot tests have since been conducted in the 
facility.
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FIG.l. Operation on Tokai Reprocessing Plant.

1.7. Processing and disposal of radioactive waste

PNC is performing various tests, including a mock-up test, aimed at obtaining 
sufficient information to start operation of the vitrification pilot plant by the end 
of the 1980s. In addition, PNC has proceeded with R&D activities for volume- 
reduction of alpha wastes and hulls. With regard to disposal techniques, various 
studies have been made of geological formations and of the development of 
engineered barriers.

2. THE TOKAI REPROCESSING PLANT

PNC has been authorized to proceed with the reprocessing project under 
the provision of the Long Range Programme of the Japanese Atomic Energy 
Commission (JAEC) for the Development and Utilization of Nuclear Power 
(September 1956), which states: “Reprocessing of fuel elements and disposal 
of waste shall be carried out solely by the Atomic Fuel Corporation.”

In accordance with this principle, AFC and the Atomic Energy Research 
Institute started a study of reprocessing. In 1962, after studying reprocessing 
plants in foreign countries, JAEC decided to construct a practical size (0.7 ~  1 t/d) 
plant based on foreign technology, rather than proceeding with the construction 
of its own pilot plant as discussed previously. Plant design began in 1966.
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Since then 16 years have elapsed, i.e. 3 years for design, 1.5 years for 
preparation, 3.5 years for construction including blank tests, 3 years for chemical 
tests and uranium tests and 4.5 years for hot tests and operation.

By the end of March 1982, about 140 t of fuel from 4 BWRs and 3 PWRs 
had been processed and some 800 kg of plutonium recovered. The size and the 
term for each campaign is shown in Fig.l,

During these 16 years, PNC experienced various difficulties, some of which 
are described below.

First, difficulties arose as a result of social and environmental changes.
These went beyond those envisaged at the time of design. The demand for 
improvements to environmental safety continued even after PNC had satisfied 
the safety evaluation examination requirements and the construction permit had 
been granted by the government. The Japanese depend very much on fish and 
shellfish as important sources of protein, and their interest in the sea is very great. 
As a result, there were lawsuits from the fishermen’s association and related 
organizations to stop the construction work.

In order to solve this problem, PNC modified the design by installing two 
additional evaporators at the low-level waste processing station, thereby reducing 
the discharge of radioactivity into the sea. The discharge pipe was also extended 
for better dispersion.

Tritium in the effluent proved to be an excellent tracer for evaluating the 
dilution and dispersion of the effluent in seawater. The results of detailed 
investigations show that the effluent is diluted very well by the initial jet mixing 
with the surrounding seawater.

Sepondly, during the 16 years, several revisions were made of the controlling 
regulations, including those dealing with iodine and entrained TBP discharges.
For iodine removal, silver-zeolite filters were installed at the off-gas systems and 
the alkaline process was adapted to the effluent evaporators. For the entrained 
TBP, a de-oiling facility was installed before the sea-discharge monitoring vessels.

With regard to the emission of gaseous waste, including krypton-85, through 
the stack, it can be reported that no significant reponse to gamma radiation has 
been recorded so far since the hot tests. However, in order to demonstrate the 
krypton removal technology for future purposes, a pilot plant utilizing cryogenic 
methods has been constructed following engineering experiments. Active tests 
will start soon.

Thirdly, plant operation has been affected by problems caused by equipment 
failure, malfunctions and so forth. Of particular importance here are problems 
with leakage and clogging.

In 1978, a small number of leaks were found at welded parts of tube bundles 
to a tube sheet of the upper part of the heat exchanger in the acid recovery 
evaporator; this was then replaced, while the plant stopped operation for about 
one year.
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In 1981, other leaks developed in a welded zone of heating coils installed 
in the acid recovery distillation column. In this case, however, in-situ repair was 
carried out. We assume that the reason for the failure was that a micro-defect 
that had not been detected during fabrication and inspection developed under 
the specific environment of the equipment.

Recently, a very small leak has been detected on the barrel of one of the 
dissolvers. PNC expect that this can be repaired by remote methods, while the 
plant operates on the other dissolver.

Another problem was clogging of the fuel distributor to the dissolver by 
large fragments of sheared channel boxes. This caused chopped fuel to become 
trapped in the hopper of the distributor. Skillful use of the remotely operated 
facilities resulted in the successful solution of the problem.

The fine particles and chips from shearing and the residues generated in 
dissolution formed obstacles to solution transfer. Therefore special remote 
declogging techniques which can be applied without plant interruption were 
developed.

As regards safeguards, an extensive development programme, known as 
TASTEX (Tokai Advanced Safeguards Technology Exercises), to improve the 
technology was carried out in co-operation with the USA, France and the IAEA. 
Some of the results will soon be implemented by the Agency.

Since spent fuel reprocessing is known to be a complex engineering enterprise, 
full of ‘knots and tangles’, we have encountered many problems and will have to 
face others. However, we feel it our duty to do our utmost to ensure the most 
reliable reprocessing technology is established.
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Abstract

FUEL REPROCESSING EXPERIENCE IN INDIA: TECHNOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC 
CONSIDERATIONS.

The approach to the reprocessing of irradiated fuel from power reactors in India is 
conditioned by the non-availability of highly enriched uranium with the consequent need for 
plutonium for the fast-reactor programme. With this in view, the fuel reprocessing programme 
in India is developing in stages matching the nuclear power programme. The first plant was 
set up in Trombay to reprocess the metallic uranium fuel from the research reactor CIRUS.
The experience gained in the construction and operation of this plant, and in its subsequent 
decommissioning and reconstruction, has not only provided the know-how for the design of 
subsequent plants but has indicated the fruitful areas of research and development for efficient 
utilization of limited resources. The Trombay plant also handled successfully, on a pilot scale, 
the reprocessing of irradiated thorium fuel to separate uranium-233, The second plant at 
Tarapur has been built for reprocessing spent fuels from the power reactors at Tarapur (BWR) 
and Rajasthan (PHWR). The third plant, at present under design, will reprocess the spent fuels 
from the power reactors (PHWR) and the Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) located at 
Kalpakkam. Through the above approach experience has been acquired which will be useful 
in the design and construction of even larger plants which will become necessary in the 
future as the nuclear power programme grows. The strategies considered for the sizing and siting of 
reprocessing plants extend from the idea of small plants, located at nuclear power station sites, 
to a large-size central plant, located at an independent site, serving many stations. The paper 
discusses briefly the experience in reprocessing uranium and thorium fuels and also in 
decommissioning. An attempt is made to outline the technological and economic aspects 
which are relevant under different circumstances and which influence the size and siting of 
the fuel reprocessing plants and the expected lead times for construction. In this connection, 
the impact on decision-making of factors such as favourable capital investment and operating 
costs of small-size reprocessing plants, problems involved in transporting spent fuel over long 
distances within the country, and radiological health and safety problems in long-term storage 
of spent fuel are analysed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The role of nuclear power generation in meeting the growing energy demands 
of a developing country like India hardly needs to be emphasized. In order to 
ensure the achievement of this objective, the Indian Atomic Energy Commission
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took a decision in the early stages to pay attention to a balanced programme of 
development of the entire nuclear fuel cycle. Spent fuel reprocessing is one of 
the vital areas of this programme, in which India has achieved considerable success. 
The development has been carried out in stages to match the nuclear power 
programme. The basic technology for reprocessing spent uranium fuel from 
thermal reactors has now been well established and is based on the Purex solvent 
extraction process. The experience gained so far in reprocessing uranium and 
thorium fuels, in spent fuel storage and transport, and decommissioning has been 
useful in assessing the technological aspects, estimating lead times for construction 
and deriving lessons to be learnt regarding unit sizes, performance and economics 
for the future plants.

2. BACKGROUND

India launched its nuclear power generation programme with the commence
ment of operation of the Tarapur Atomic Power Station in 1969. This consists of 
two boiling-water reactor units of 210 MW(e) each. However, an early decision 
was taken in favour of pressurized heavy water reactors (PHWRs) as the principal 
line to be utilized in the first phase of the nuclear power programme. This is to 
be followed by fast breeder reactors using the plutonium-uranium cycle and 
ultimately switching over to the 233 U-Th cycle. Accordingly, the Rajasthan atomic 
power station, consisting of two PHWR units of 220 MW(e) each, was constructed 
and put into operation. A 235 MW(e) twin unit, the Madras atomic power station, 
is in an advanced stage of completion at Kalpakkam in the South. Construction 
work is in progress for the fourth atomic power station at Narora in the North.
For the fifth station, at Kakrapar in the West, work has just started. The nuclear 
power programme in India envisages the achievement of an installed capacity of 
about 10 000 MW(e) by the year 2000.

The second phase of the nuclear power development programme will be in 
the area of FBRs [1 ] which will utilize the plutonium produced in the thermal 
reactors. An experimental 50 MW(th) fast breeder test reactor (FBTR) is under 
construction at Kalpakkam. Studies are also in progress for the design of a proto
type FBR of 500 MW(e) capacity to be built in the mid 1990s.

India has one of the largest thorium resources in the world. The reasonably 
assured reserves are reported to be about 319 000 tonnes [2]. It is therefore 
natural that the development of the nuclear power programme takes into account 
the eventual utilization of this vast resource in the 233U-Th cycle.
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3.1. The Trombay plant

Within this broad picture of the strategy for the development and growth 
of the nuclear power programme, the role that spent fuel reprocessing has to 
play becomes evident. The reprocessing programme was launched with the design, 
construction and commissioning of the demonstration plant built at Trombay [3]. 
Preliminary design work was started in January 1959 and completed by January 
1961. During this period experiments with pulsed perforated plate columns were 
carried out to confirm design data. This was followed by finalization of the 
process and equipment design, and fabrication and installation of equipment and 
piping in the process cells and the associated systems. The plant was commissioned 
in 1964 to reprocess spent fuel from the 40 MW(th) research reactor CIRUS. The 
metallic fuel elements, 3.4 m long, were of natural uranium clad with aluminium. 
For the head-end treatment, chemical dejacketting was adopted, followed by 
dissolution of the fuel in concentrated nitric acid under reflux conditions. The 
Purex process was chosen for the solvent extraction step, which comprised a co
decontamination cycle, a partition cycle and two separate parallel cycles for the 
purification of uranium and plutonium. The reductant used in the partitioning 
stage was ferrous sulphamate solution in a nitric acid medium. The final purifi
cation of plutonium nitrate solution was by ion exchange. The plant was not only 
useful in generating trained manpower and expertise for future plants (through 
special training courses) but also helped in identifying areas for further research 
and development on various aspects of reprocessing. In particular, these included 
solvent degradation, development of equipment and systems for achieving higher 
plant throughput and bringing about improvements in performance, representative 
sampling and analysis, on-line instrumentation and use of a computerized data 
acquisition system (DAS) for process control and dynamic material accounting.
The successful operation of the plant also helped in providing plutonium for 
pursuing various programmes in the field of nuclear research and development.

3.2. The Tarapur plant

Witht he advent of power reactors, a need arose for the construction of 
another plant for reprocessing Zircaloy-clad oxide fuels discharged from the 
Tarapur and Rajasthan atomic power stations [4]. This plant, located at Tarapur, 
in close proximity to the nuclear power station, has a nominal reprocessing 
capacity of 0.5 t HM/d. The chop-leach method has been adopted for the head- 
end treatment and the solvent extraction is based on the Purex process. Except 
for the head-end treatment stage, which has provision for remote maintenance 
of in-cell equipment, the concept used for the rest of the plant is that of direct

3. REPROCESSING EXPERIENCE
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maintenance. The major process operations start with the chopping of spent 
fuel bundles into small pieces which drop into dissolver through a distributor, 
dissolution of the chopped fuel in nitric acid and removal of the undissolved 
Zircaloy for suitable disposal. This is followed by a combined co-decontamination- 
partition cycle with uranous nitrate stabilized by hydrazine as the reductant and 
separate purification cycles for uranium and plutonium. Actual experience has 
indicated a distinct advantage with respect to plutonium recovery if the partitioning 
is done in the first cycle itself. The process includes conversion of plutonium to 
plutonium oxide through continuous oxalate precipitation followed by continuous 
calcination. The denitration of Purex radioactive liquid wastes using formaldehyde, 
has also been successfully tried at various stages in the plant. Some of the difficulties 
encountered with mechanical pulsers for solvent extraction columns were overcome 
by adopting air pulsing. Other engineering features of the plant include the intro
duction of air-lift as a metering device for radioactive process solutions, the use of 
thermosiphon evaporators for evaporation of intercycle products and wastes, the 
removal of entrained solvent in aqueous streams using a diluent spray column and 
interface control in the solvent extraction columns by regulating the aqueous flow 
from the columns based on the air-lift principle. The flow-sheet conditions have 
been so chosen as to enable the recovery of neptunium from the uranium purifi
cation stage. The purification and concentration of neptunium will be carried out 
using anion-exchange resins.

3.3. The Kalpakkam plant

To cater for the reprocessing of Zircaloy-clad, natural uranium oxide spent 
fuel from the Madras atomic power station, a new plant is being designed which 
will be located near the power station and will have a nominal capacity to 
reprocess 0.5 t HM/d. The plant will employ the proven concept of chop-leach 
for head-end, followed by dissolution and solvent extraction steps. The design 
of the plant envisages construction of a stand-by set of process cells, so that the 
useful life-span of the plant could be extended long enough to match at least the 
expected life-span of the reactor station. The plant will incorporate certain 
features used with a view to standardizing on a design which could be adopted 
for use in subsequent plants in order to effect a reduction in cost and lead times. 
The plant will also have provision in its design for incorporating as a separate line, 
at an appropriate stage, the facility for reprocessing of spent fuel from the FBTR. 
Development work is in progress at the Fuel Reprocessing Development Laboratory 
(FRDL) at the reactor research centre, Kalpakkam, on the realization of the remote 
maintenance concept visualized for the process cells housing the equipment for 
reprocessing of FBTR fuel.
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3.4. Irradiated thorium reprocessing

As indicated earlier, the utilization of thorium for the generation of power 
is one of the important objectives of the Indian nuclear power programme. As a 
prelude to achieving this, a significant number of aluminium-clad thorium metal 
and thoria fuel rods were irradiated on an experimental basis in the research 
reactor CIRUS, and the irradiated material, after a sufficiently long cooling period, 
was reprocessed in a pilot plant facility at Trombay to separate the 233U [5].
The process operations included chemical dejacketting in the thermosiphon-type 
batch dissolver, followed by dissolution of the fuel in a nitric acid medium in 
the presence of fluoride ions as catalyst. The solvent extraction process following 
the ‘Thorex’ flow-sheet was carried out in a glass mixer-settler unit housed in a 
glove box. Mixing of the two phases was achieved by means of vacuum-cum-air 
pressure pulsing. The final purification was by the ion-exchange process. The 
experience gained in the successful completion of this technological study will be 
helpful in setting up industrial-scale reprocessing plants for irradiated thorium 
when the need arises.

4. DECOMMISSIONING EXPERIENCE

The Trombay plant, being the first one built in India for local acquisition of the 
skills required in the vital area of reprocessing, had to be subjected from time to 
time to decontamination in order to permit access into the process cells for trying 
out different concepts to optimize the process conditions. In view of the inherently 
corrosive environment to which the process equipment and piping were constantly 
exposed during the years of operation, it was considered desirable to decom
mission the plant for effecting the necessary replacements to extend its life [6 ].
This opportunity was also utilized to increase the capacity of the plant to meet 
the additional reprocessing requirements upon completion of the new research 
reactor being built at Trombay alongside the existing reactor CIRUS. The entire 
decommissioning programme was meticulously planned to keep the personnel 
radiation exposures as low as possible, by training personnel in the type of 
operations involved and devising proper tools and equipment. Attention was 
paid to the control and management of the wastes generated.

The decommissioning procedure specific to this plant comprised several 
sequential steps. The campaign of internal decontamination of equipment and 
piping followed multiple decontamination routes. The maximum number of 
pieces of equipment possible was covered in a single route to minimize the 
quantity of decontaminants used, so as to keep the resultant volume of radio
active liquid waste low. The range of equipment decontaminated included 
pulsed perforated plate columns, evaporators, condensers, ion-exchange columns,
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storage vessels with the associated piping, etc. Following the internal decontami
nation of the equipment, the task of decontaminating interior surfaces of the 
cells and exterior surfaces of equipment and piping was undertaken when the 
radiation fields came down sufficiently to permit entry of personnel using specified 
protective gear. After dismantling and disposal of equipment and piping, high. 
pressure water jets, steam, chemicals, pneumatic chippers and concreting were 
used, as appropriate, to remove contamination or shield hot spots on cell interior 
surfaces. Special decontamination devices were developed. The success of the 
decommissioning operations could be gauged from the insignificantly low back
ground levels of radiation field ultimately achieved, the absence of transferable 
contamination on cell surfaces, and the fact that personnel exposures were well 
within ICRP limits. This resulted in salvaging of most of the cells and permitted , 
almost ‘unrestricted’ access into them for carrying out fresh installation work.
The entire decommissioning and salvaging operations involved a dose commitment 
of about 2000 man-rems spread over about three years. The feedback information 
and experience obtained during the execution of the above-mentioned jobs once 
again emphasized the importance of making provisions for decommissioning to be 
incorporated at the design stage of reprocessing plants. The success achieved and 
confidence gained in this excercise would enable effective decommissioning of the 
nuclear facilities in the future as and when the need arises.

5. SPENT FUEL STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION

Considerable experience has been gained in the storage of spent fuel — metal 
and oxide — both at reactor sites and reprocessing plants. On the basis of the 
observations made, the integrity of the aluminium-clad uranium metal spent fuel 
elements is questionable for prolonged storage under water beyond a few years. 
While transportation of the research reactor fuel over short distances by road 
has been carried out successfully for a number of years, limited experience has 
been gained in the transportation by road and rail of power reactor fuels in spent. 
fuel shipment casks weighing about 60—70 tonnes designed and fabricated 
locally in conformity with the relevant IAEA Regulations [7, 8 ].

6 . TECHNOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF SETTING UP
REPROCESSING PLANTS

As already indicated, the proposed nuclear power programme envisages an 
installed capacity of about 10 000 MW(e) by the turn of the century. This is 
planned to be achieved by building a series of nuclear power stations comprising 
235 MW(e) reactor units initially, followed by 500 MW(e) units.
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The possibilities for sizing and siting of reprocessing plants to cater to the 
above nuclear power programme extend from small plants of 100—200 t/a, 
located at nuclear power station sites, to a large-size central plant, located at an 
independent site, serving many stations. Geography and infrastructure play an 
important role in arriving at a decision. While in industrialized countries large- 
capacity centralized reprocessing plants may be favoured for achieving economies 
of scale, apart from other considerations experience has shown that the optimum 
capacity of a reprocessing plant is essentially a function of the parameters specific 
to the country in which it is located. Prominent among these are the growth of 
spent fuel arisings from the installed nuclear capacity, average capacity factors 
achievable over the useful life-span of the plant, infrastructure constraints, 
particularly transport problems, and environmental considerations.

In India, the problems of transporting heavy spent fuel shipping casks over 
long distances via heavily loaded rail links (involving, in some cases, trans-shipment 
because of different rail gauges), or by roads of variable quality, are formidable. 
This has led to the concept of multiple smaller-capacity reprocessing plants, 
located as close as possible to the reactor sites. Another factor relevant to the 
size of a plant is the rate at which technological improvements are being made 
(which otherwise might render a large plant obsolete).

The present lead time for completion of construction of reprocessing plants 
is about eight years and, with the standardization of design parameters and unit 
sizes, it should be possible to cut down on this and on the cost. Although the 
economies of scale should generally be applicable under conditions of optimum 
utilization, it is believed on the basis of the actual growth of installed nuclear 
power capacity in India that a higher capacity factor will be easier to achieve in 
smaller plants of, say, 100-200 t /а for at least some time to come. This approach, 
in conjunction with factors such as (a) lower construction and labour costs,
(b) favourable engineering and commissioning costs, and (c) the adoption of 
government-type financing for annual fixed charge, has led to unit costs of 
reprocessing even from smaller plants to be comparable with the unit costs reported 
for much larger plants elsewhere [9]. Under these conditions, the capital cost of 
a 100 t/а reprocessing plant with conversion facility is estimated to be about 
US $100 X 106 based on 1981 prices. The annual operating cost, with fixed 
charge at 6\%  interest on capital and allowance for straight line depreciation,, 
is expected to be about US $ 15 X 106. Thus the unit cost of reprocessing at 
80% capacity, excluding the cost of fuel transportation and waste management, 
is about US $ 190/kg, compared with the reported cost of US $314—763 per kg 
based on 1977 prices for plants of 300 t HM/a design capacity [9].
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The technological base for reprocessing irradiated nuclear fuel has been well 
established in India. R&D efforts are mainly directed towards programmes which 
could strengthen this base. The application of lasers in the nuclear industry has 
opened up new vistas for further work and their possible use is being considered 
as is the introduction of electrochemical methods.

The need for specially trained manpower was recognized at the very early 
stages of development and our efforts in this direction have paid rich dividends.

While, at present, the favoured size of reprocessing plants, on the basis of 
various considerations, falls in the range of 100—200 t/a, the situation may change 
in favour of a central, large plant, if the growth and size of the domestic nuclear 
power programme so warrants in future.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
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Abstract-Résumé

CONTRIBUTION OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING TO A LARGE 
REPROCESSING PLANT PROJECT. EXTENSION OF THE LA HAGUE PLANT.

Two reprocessing plants are operated by Cogéma: Marcoule (since 1958) and La Hague 
(since 1967). Since 1976 the latter has been reprocessing LWR assemblies in its ‘HAO’ work
shop, operation of which has provided industrial experience in the reprocessing of this type of 
fuel. This experience will be drawn upon in the construction of extensions to the La Hague 
plant, namely the UP3 plant, which will have a capacity of 800 t /а, and UP2-800, which will 
expand the present plant likewise to a capacity of 800 t /а. These extensions will contain a 
number of improvements, particularly in the areas of safety and waste treatment, and of 
procedure and equipment. A considerable R&D contribution is provided by the French Atomic 
Energy Commission (CEA), which is the licence holder, with its laboratories at Fontenay and 
the pilot workshop and industrial prototypes service at Marcoule. This activity supports all 
phases of the project, from the establishment of basic principles to the definition of essential 
characteristics of equipment, covering also the testing of full-scale prototypes (mock-ups) for 
the principal components: rotating continuous dissolver, swinging decanter, subcritical pulsed 
columns, used-solvent distilling apparatus, fission-product vitrification furnace, etc. Engineering 
work for the new facilities is performed by the Société générale pour les techniques nouvelles 
in four phases: (1) establishment of basic data; (2) preparation of preliminary plans (including 
an estimate and a preliminary schedule) and of the preliminary safety reports; (3) drafting of 
the ‘project’ file, giving definitive costs and deadlines; (4) implementation, up to and including 
the operational testing stage. All phases of design and implementation are subject to a quality 
assurance programme. Extension of the La Hague plant represents an investment of 23 500 
million French francs (in July 1981). Construction is expected to be completed in 1989.
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CONTRIBUTION DES RECHERCHES ET DEVELOPPEMENTS ET DE L’INGENIERIE 
AU PROJET D’UNE GRANDE USINE DE RETRAITEMENT: L’EXTENSION DE L’USINE 
DE LA HAGUE.

Deux usines de retraitement sont exploitées par la Cogéma: Marcoule depuis 1958 et 
La Hague depuis 1967. Depuis 1976, la seconde traite des assemblages LWR dans son atelier 
«HAO». L’exploitation de ce dernier a permis d’acquérir une expérience industrielle pour le 
retraitement de ce type de combustible. Cette expérience sera mise à profit pour la construction 
des extensions de l’usine de La Hague: l’usine UP3 qui aura une capacité de 800 t/a, et 
UP2-800 qui complétera l’usine actuelle pour porter sa capacité également à 800 t/a. Ces 
extensions comporteront de nombreuses améliorations, notamment dans le domaine de la sûreté 
et du conditionnement des déchets, et dans celui du procédé et des appareillages. Un important 
effort de R&D est fourni par le CEA, bailleur de procédé, dans ses laboratoires de Fontenay et, 
à Marcoule, dans l’atelier pilote et le Service des prototypes industriels. Cette activité intervient 
à toutes les phases du projet, depuis l’établissement des principes de base jusqu’à la définition 
des caractéristiques essentielles du matériel, en passant par l’expérimentation de prototypes en 
vraie grandeur pour les principaux composants: dissolveur continu rotatif, décanteuse pendulaire, 
colonnes puisées sous-critiques, appareil de distillation de solvants usés, four de vitrification des 
produits de fission, etc. L’ingénierie des nouvelles installations, assurée par la SGN, se déroule 
en quatre phases: 1) établissement des données de base; 2) préparation d’un avant-projet 
(assorti d’un devis et d’un programme préliminaire) en même temps que le rapport préliminaire 
de sûreté; 3) élaboration du dossier «projet», assorti du coût et du délai définitifs; 4) enfin, 
la réalisation qui va jusqu’aux essais en actif. Toutes les phases des études et de la réalisation 
sont soumises à un programme d’assurance de la qualité. L’extension de l’usine de La Hague 
représente un investissement de 23,5 milliards de francs (de juillet 1981). La construction doit 
être achevée en 1989.

1. LE PROGRAMME DE RETRAITEMENT FRANÇAIS DE 1950 A 1980

Le procède de retraitement des combustibles irradiés» mis 
au point entre 1949 et 1956 par le Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique 
sur des pilotes industriels du Centre de Fontenay-aux-Roses a été 
appliqué à l'usine de Marcoule à partir de 1958 (UP1).

Depuis cette date jusqu'à fin 1980, l'usine de Marcoule a 
ainsi retraité plus de 10 000 t de combustibles irradies, en prove
nance principalement des réacteurs G2, G3 et des réacteurs de la 
filière graphite-gaz (uranium naturel).

1.1. Les usines de La Hague

Un second centre de retraitement a été réalisé par le Com
missariat à l'Energie Atomique sur le site de La Hague UP2. Depuis 
sa mise en service en 1967, cette usine, d'une capacité nominale de 
800 t/an de combustibles graphite-gaz, a tout d'abord retraité des 
combustibles graphite-gaz provenant des réacteurs E.D.F.de Chinon, 
Bugey, Saint-Laurent-des-Eaux et Vandellos.
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TABLEAU I. QUANTITES DE COMBUSTIBLES RETRAITES DE 1967 A 1981a

Année
de 1967 
à 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 Cumul

Combust.
graphite-gaz

2365 218 351 372 264 268 250 4088

Combust, 
eau légère - 14,3 17,4 36,8 75,3 102 97,8 343,6

Phénix - - - - 2,2 1,6 2,2 6

a En tonnes d’uranium.

Le choixde la fil 1ère réacteurs à eau légère adoptée par 
la France en 1969 a conduit le C.E.A. â modifier l'usine dé La Hague 
pour la rendre capable de retraiter les combustibles de cette nou
velle filière. De nouvelles installations de réception et de cisail
lage-dissolution des éléments combustibles eau légère, d'une capaci
té nominale de 400 t/an, ont été mises en service en 1976 (atelier 
HAO). Depuis cette date, l'usine de La Hague est donc capable de 
retraiter soit des combustibles graphite-gaz, soit des combustibles 
eau légère. De plus, depuis 1979, l'usine de.La Hague retraite des 
combustibles de la centrale à neutrons rapides Phénix (tableau I).

1.2. Les performances de l’usine UP2

Il faut rappeler ici les hypothèses de dimensionnement uti 
lisées pour la conception de l'atelier HAO :

. 300 jours de retraitement de combustibles eau légère par an,
2 t retraitées par jour et un coefficient de disponibilité de 
0,66

. combustibles eau légère d'un poids unitaire de 500 kg environ.

De 1976 â 1981, les conditions de fonctionnement de l'ate
lier HAO se sont notablement écartées de celles prévues â l'origine.

I.Cet atelier n'est, en effet, exploité que six mois par an, car 
le retraitement du combustible graphite-gaz E.D.F. auquel une prio 
rité doit être accordée pour des raisons de sûreté (corrosion 
rapide des gaines de magnésium), occupe l'usine de La Hague pen
dant environ la moitié de l'année
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2.Les éléments combustibles eau légère retraités depuis 1976 ont un 
poids unitaire variant de 120 à 350 kg (poids moyen : 258 kg)

3.Huit types d'éléments combustibles différents ont été retraité^ 
entre 1977 et 1981, ce qui a nécessité à chaque fois une période
de rodage au cours de laquelle ont été redéfinis les réglages Qpti* 
maux de l'ensemble de l'installation.

Si l'usine devait aujourd'hui ne retraiter que du combus
tible PWR standard d'E.D.F., la capacité nominale de 400 t/an serait 
atteinte.

1.3. L’exploitation des usines de La Hague a permis d’acquérir une expérience
industrielle du retraitement des combustibles eau légère

L'exploitation pendant des années de l'atelier HAO de 
l'usine de La Hague a permis de montrer l'adaptation du procédé PUREX 
au retraitement des combustibles eau légère. En effet, plus de la 
moitié du tonnage eau légère retraité dans cette usine depuis 5 ans 
était à l'irradiation nominale (33 000 MWj/t). Le procédé PUREX est 
parfaitement adapté si Von attend trois ans entre déchargement du 
réacteur et retraitement. C'est sur cette donnée fondamentale que 
sont conçues les usines futures, où l'utilisation des colonnes pui
sées dans les étages d'extraction à haute activité et une meilleure
élimination des composants insolubles apportent un niveau de fiabi
lité accrue.

Les principales difficultés rencontrées depuis 5 ans dans
l'exploitation de l'usine de La Hague se sont situées au niveau de
Vatelier HAO, tête eau légère de l'usine, dont dépend la capacité 
totale de production de l'installation. Cet atelier a été construit
de 1972 à 1976. On doit se souvenir qu'au début de la décennie 1970
un vent d'optimisme soufflait d'outre-Atlantique où Ton annonçait 
que le retraitement des combustibles à eau légère,"opération indus
trielle classique", coûterait 25 $/kg, que le coût d'une usiné de 
1500 t/an serait de 200 M$ et qu'elle pourrait être exploitée par 
300 personnes. Bien que les spécialistes français du retraitement 
se soient élevés contre cette vision des choses, il est certain 
qu'à cette époque de basses eaux du programme nucléaire français, 
l'importance des efforts a consacrer au retraitement a été sous- 
estimée et Von n'a pas jugé nécessaire de mener un programme de 
développement et d'expérimentation des appareillages critiques ana
logues à celui qui a été exécuté - et a produit des résultats si 
heureux - dans les domaines de l'enrichissement isotopique et des 
réacteurs rapides. L'atelier HAO a souffert de cette approche 
"simpliste" et s'est révélé d'exploitation délicate.
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Deux types de difficultés ont été rencontrées :

. Difficultés liées à l'emploi d'appareils d'une technologieinsuffi 
samment éprouvée, et pour lesquels une panne banale peut arrêter 
la production pendant une semaine en raison des difficultés de 
l'intervention. Les points sensibles étant essentiellement la 
mécanique de manutention des combustibles, l'alimentation des dis
solveurs et le transport des déchets ;

. Difficulté tenant au fait que certains problèmes liés directement 
aux effets de la radioactivité ne peuvent être découverts et trai 
tés lors des essais préliminaires.

En ce sens, l'expérience du HAO était absolument indispen 
sable et irremplaçable car le savoir-faire repose sur la connais
sance des difficultés. La fiabilité de conception des usines futu
res est directement liée à ce savoir faire.

En ce qui concerne la technologie à mettre en oeuvre, 
l'effort de recherche lancé par le C.E.A. depuis de nombreuses an
nées et considérablement amplifié en 1976 lorsque les problèmes po
sés par le retraitement des combustibles eau légère ont été mieux
appréciés, portera ses fruits pour la réalisation d'UP2 800 et
d'UP3.

Parallèlement à l'effort d'industrialisation décrit ci- 
dessous, le C.E.A. a poursuivi ses efforts de recherche et de 
développement (cf.ch.3).

2. LES FUTURES USINES FRANÇAISES DE RETRAITEMENT

Pour faire face aux besoins croissants de retraitement 
des combustibles, le groupe C.E.A. a lancé, en 1976, l'étude de 
deux nouvelles usines de retraitement : UP2 800 et UP3.

2.1. Etat des procédures administratives

Le C.E.A. a engagé, dès 1978, les actions nécessaires 
pour obtenir les autorisations d'extensions de l'usine de La Hague. 
L'ensemble des procédures correspondantes a aujourd1 hui abouti :

. le projet a été déclaré d'utilité publique le 21 mai 1980

. les décrets d'autorisation de création des installations 
nucléaires de base fixant les principes de sûreté à prendre 
en compte dans les projets UP2 800, UP3 et STE 3 ont été 
publiés le 16.5.1981
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. les permis de construire d'UP2 800, d'UP3 et de STE 3 ont été 
délivrés le 9.12.1980 et le 2.6.1981

. le label "grand chantier" a été accordé au projet le 25.9.1979 
par le Comité Interministériel d 1Aménagement du Territoire et 
la première tranche de travaux a été autorisée le 5.1.1981.

2.2. Les projets UP2-800, UP3 et leurs annexes

Le projet d'extension des usines de La Hague peut être 
décomposé en quatre parties principales.

. Le projet UP3. Il s'agit d^une installation totalement nouvelle 
d'une capacité de 800 t/an , comportant principalement un ate
lier de réception de combustibles, un stockage en piscine de 
4000 t , un atelier de cisaillage-dissolution, une usine chi
mique permettant de séparer l'uranium, le plutonium, les pro
duits de fission,et des ateliers de transformation finale de 
l'uranium et du plutonium, des installations de conditionnement 
des déchets, et, en particulier, des produits de fission (vitri 
fication). L'ensemble de ces installations sera mis en service 
simultanément fin 1986, début 1987, à l'exception des installa
tions de réception-stockage des combustibles, dont la mise en 
service est prévue en 1985, et de la vitrification des produits 
de fission, prévue pour 1988.

. Le projet UP2 800 dont l'architecture est identique à celle de 
l'usine UP3 décrite ci-dessus, constitue une extension à 800 
t/an des capacités de l'usine UP2 actuelle. Ce projet a été 
conçu de telle sorte que la mise en service de certains ate
liers puisse être anticipée de façon à remplacer ou à compléter 
le plus tôt possible.les installations existantes d'UP2. De ce 
fait, la mise en service des différentes unités constituant 
UP2 800 s'échelonnera de 1981 à 1988. UP2 800 bénéficiera cepen 
dant de toutes les améliorations prévues pour UP3.

. Les unités communes à UP2 800 et UP3. Afin d'optimiser le coût 
d'investissement et de fonctionnement du complexe UP2 800-UP3, 
il a été décidé de regrouper les services généraux nécessaires 
à ces deux installations (ateliers d'entretien, postes électri
ques, station de traitement des effluents - STE 3 par exemple-) 
La mise en service de ces unités communes s'échelonnera de 1981 
à 1987, en fonction de 1'apparition des besoins.

* Cette capacité correspond à la production de 30 réacteurs de 900 MW environ.
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. Les aménagements extérieurs au site. Il s'agit principalement 
des logements nécessaires au personnel du chantier et au futur 
personnel d'exploitation, de l'aménagement du réseau routier, 
de la réalisation des alimentations en électricité et en eau 
industrielle des futures usines.

2.3. Améliorations apportées par les projets UP2-800 et UP3 par rapport aux 
conditions d’exploitation actuelles

Par rapport à l'usine actuelle, les extensions en projet 
(UP2 800, UP3, STE 3, etc...) comportent, sur plusieurs points es
sentiels, des améliorations d'exploitation : sur la sûreté, sur les 
conditions de travail, sur les procédés et sur la réduction des 
rejets dans l'environnement, mal gré le quadrupleront des capacités 
de production. L'ensemble de ces améliorations est décrit point par 
point ci-dessous.

2.3.1. Amélioration des conditions de sûreté

2.3.1.1. Décroissance des combustibles avant retraitement

Le retraitement du combustible s'effectue trois ans après 
sa sortie du réacteur. Ce délai atténue d'un facteur 3 sa radioacti
vité globale par rapport aux conditions prises en compte dans Vusine 
actuelle. La radioactivité du ruthénium - l'un des radionucléides 
les plus gênants lors des opérations de retraitement - est, elle, 
divisée par quatre.

2.3.1.2. Prise en compte des risques d’origine extérieure

Les risques d'origine extérieure pris en compte dans la 
conception des extensions de l'usine de La Hague sont :

. les séismes 

. les chutes de missiles.

Les installations sont dimensionnées de manière à ne pas 
entraîner de risque inacceptable pour l'environnement en cas de 
séisme de degré d'intensité VIII - appelé séisme majoré de sécurité 
(SMS) - se produisant à proximité immédiate du site. Les sollicita
tions sismiques auxquelles doivent résister les installations sont 
deux fois plus fortes que celles jamais enregistrées dans un rayon 
de quelques dizaines de kilomètres autour du site.,

La probabilité de chute d'un aéronef sur le site de La 
Hague a fait l'objet d'une étude. Celle-ci montre la très faible 
probabilité d'un tel événement, qui est néanmoins pris en compte en 
fonction des surfaces exposées.
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2.3.1.3. Confinement de la radioactivité

Dans le domaine du confinement des sources de radioacti
vité, un effort capital est fait pour éviter toute dispersion de 
contamination radioactive dans l'environnement.

Il convient de rappeler que, d'une manière générale, tous 
les appareils participant au processus de retraitement et contenant 
des sources radioactives sont situés dans une zone de l'usine - 
dite zone 4 - constituée de cellules blindées ou d'enceintes spécia
lisées inaccessibles au personnel.

Dans l'usine ÜP2 actuelle, les évents de ces appareils 
rejettent directement leurs effluents gazeux dans les zones 4 qui 
les abritent. Ces zones, afin d'assurer le confinement des gaz radio
actifs, sont mises en dépression par rapport aux zones adjacentes 
(dites zone 3). Ainsi, cette ventilation des cellules constitue la 
barrière unique de confinement de la radioactivité.

Dans les extensions de l'usine de La Hague, le principe 
du,double confinement a été adopté : une première barrière est cons
tituée par une ventilation particulière des appareils en cellule 
permettant de canaliser les effluents gazeux vers un traitement 
d'épuration centralisé et évitant ainsi la dispersion des gaz radio
actifs en zone 4. La cascade de dépressions existant entre les zones 
1, 2, 3, 4 constitue, dès lors, la seconde barrière de confinement.
De plus, l'implantation au plus près des sources radioactives du 
premier étage de filtration de l'air extrait des zones 4 permet 
d'éliminer tout risque de contamination des gaines de ventilation 
et, par conséquent, d'irradiation du personnel appelé à circuler ou 
à travailler à proximité de ces gaines.

Les dispositions décrites ci-dessus pour les effluents 
gazeux s'appliquent également aux fluides radioactifs. Entre ces 
derniers et l'environnement, deux barrières au minimum ont été sys
tématiquement disposées. Par exemple, les tuyauteries véhiculant des 
fluides radioactifs sont placées dans des caissons étanches permet
tant de déceler une fuite éventuelle et de confiner les produits 
radioactifs qui, dans une telle éventualité, se seraient dispersés.

Dans le même ordre d'idées, une amélioration importante a 
été apportée au niveau du stockage de l'oxyde de plutonium. Alors 
que dans l'usine actuelle le confinement du plutonium repose sur une 
enveloppe de chlorure de polyvinyle étanche mais sensible à l'aug
mentation de température, ce confinement sera assuré, dans les ex
tensions de La Hague, par une enveloppe métallique ("chaussette de 
confinement") assurant d'une part la continuité du confinement 
entre l'enceinte de conditionnement et le conteneur de stockage, et
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d'autre part, le confinement absolu pendant le stockage (insensible 
aux élévations de température résultant de l'évolution dans le temps 
de l'oxyde de plutonium).

2.3.1.4. Entretien et interventions

Dans toute usine, il est nécessaire d'intervenir sur les 
appareils pour entretien, réparation, échanges.

Dans l'usine actuelle, ces interventions sont en général 
réalisées par action directe des opérateurs moyennant évidemment 
les précautions indispensables de protection contre 1'irradiation 
et la contamination.

Pour les extensions de l'usine de La Hague, les efforts 
ont porté dans plusieurs directions :

. choix de matériels de fiabilité très élevée

. standardisation des matériels permettant de procéder à des 
échanges standards in situ, et de disposer de plus de temps 
pour l'évacuation et la réparation du matériel défaillant

. démontage à distance des matériels irradiés ou contaminés

. utilisation d'enceintes mobiles de protection et de confine
ment évitant la rupture de confinement pendant le démontage/ 
remontage et le transfert entre la cellule active de produc
tion et l'atelier de réparation

. utilisation de matériels appropriés au télédémontage en cellule 
(décomposition en sous-ensembles cohérents) et de matériels 
appropriés au télédémontage direct sous enceinte de transfert.

2.3.1.5. Protection contre l’irradiation externe

Les dispositions prises lors de la conception de l'usine 
UP2 actuelle satisfont à la législation en vigueur.

Lors de la conception des extensions de l'usine de La Hague 
la COGEMA s'est fixé l'objectif difficile que le nombre d'agents dont 
l'exposition dépasse 0,5 rem/an soit nul ou quasi nul dans les con
ditions normales d'exploitation. Cette limite correspond à la limite 
de dose pour les personnes du public (inférieure d'un facteur 10 à 
la limite réglementaire pour les travailleurs "exposés").

Toutes ces dispositions améliorent radicalement les con
ditions de sûreté et les conditions de travail, du fait notamment, 
de la réduction substantielle des risques d'irradiation et de con
tamination qu'elles permettront.
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2.3.1.6. Conditionnement des déchets de procédé

Une amélioration décisive mise en place dans les exten
sions de l'usine de La Hague concerne le conditionnement à la source
des déchets de procédé. Ceux-ci sont essentiellement :

. les "coques et embouts" (résidus de cisaillage et dissolution), 
conditionnés dans un dérivé de béton

. les solutions de produits de fission (résidus de séparation 
chimique contenant 99,5 % de l'activité initiale des combus
tibles), vitrifiés selon l'expérience acquise à Marcoule(AVM)

. les boues de traitement d'effluents liquides et les résines 
échangeuses d'ions (résidus de traitement des eaux des pisci
nes de stockage), conditionnées dans un bitume.

Afin de parfaire le confinement de la radioactivité de 
chacun de ces types de déchets, ils sont conditionnés sous forme
solide et entreprosés temporairement sur le site de La Hague, avant
réexpédition vers des sites de stockage définitifs en France (com
bustibles français) ou à l'étranger (combustibles étrangers).
Aucune de ces fonctions n'existe dans l'usine actuelle.

2.3.2. Amélioration des conditions de travail

Les conditions de travail dans UP2 800 et UP3 bénéficieront 
notablement des améliorations apportées aux conditions de sûreté 
(cf. ci-dessus).

Une étude des postes de travail et de l'interaction homme- 
machine a conduit à adopter une conception centralisée de la con
duite de l'usine, limitant la présence d'opérateurs dans les zones 
"actives" à un minimum de temps compatible avec les objectifs d'ex
position définis au paragraphe 1.4. En fait, seules les opérations 
d'intervention sont réalisées en commande locale directe. Un large 
recours à l'informatique et aux automates programmables permet aux 
opérateurs un suivi cohérent des phénomènes et leur apporte une aide 
au diagnostic lors de situations incidentelles.

2.3.3. Amélioration du procédé

Grâce à l'effort de Recherche et Développement mené par le 
C.E.A. depuis de nombreuses années, les usines UP2 800 et UP3 seront 
dotées d'appareils nettement plus performants que ceux utilisés dans 
UP2 et mettront en oeuvre un procédé optimisé.
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2.3.4. Limitation des rejets dans l’environnement

Par la mise en service d'une nouvelle station de traitement 
d'effluents, de même que par l'introduction de nouvelles unités de 
piégeage de certains effluents gazeux (comme l'iode ou le tritium), 
les rejets radioactifs dans l'environnement seront fortement réduits 
malgré l'accroissement de la capacité de production (d'un facteur 
4). Ainsi, sous forme liquide, les rejets en mer :

3
. de radioactivité (hors H) seront réduits d'un facteur 4

. de radioactivité 3 seront réduits d'un facteur 12 par rapport 
aux rejets actuels.

Les rejets atmosphériques de corps halogénés radioactifs 
seront réduits d'un facteur 2,5.

Pour mener à bien ce programme, un effort conjoint du 
C.E.A. (R et D et rédaction du livre de procédé), de la COGEMA 
(rédaction des données de base) et de V  Ingénierie (Etudes d'avant 
projet, de projet et de réalisation) est nécessaire.

Cette association de moyens a été mise en place. En par
ticulier au niveau de l'ingénierie, un groupement de l'ensemble des 
sociétés d'ingénierie du groupe C.E.A. a été constitué, piloté par 
SGN (Société Générale pour les Techniques Nouvelles). Ce groupement 
- qui rassemble les sociétés USSI, Technicatome, Technip - repré
sente un effectif de plus de 2 000 personnes.

3. L’APPORT DES RECHERCHES ET DEVELOPPEMENTS

La quasi totalité des moyens de R et D mobilisés pour la 
réalisation des projets d'usine se trouve au C.E.A., plus particu
lièrement à Fontenay-aux-Roses et à Marcoule. Ces moyens, considé
rablement renforcés depuis 1976, interviennent dans les différentes 
phases de l'évolution du projet.

3.1. Les moyens de R&D du CEA

Ce sont les suivants :

. Laboratoires (Fontenay-aux-Roses) pour les expérimentations 
sur combustibles irradiés représentatifs et sur plutonium. Les es
sais pour la définition du procédé UP3 (dissolution, clarification, 
extraction) ont été effectués sur des oxydes irradiés provenant du 
réacteur PWR de Borssele.
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. Halls de génie chimique pour les études et calculs d'appareil
lage. Le hall de Fontenay possède notamment un cycle complet d ‘ex
traction-réextraction en colonnes puisées de 0 100 mm (fonctionnant 
sur U) et une unité pilote de récupération du solvant par distilla
tion.

. Atelier pilote de Marcoule. Cet atelier, bientôt complété et 
rénové par l'ensemble TOR est spécialement destiné aux études de 
retraitement de combustibles rapides.

. Service de Prototypes Industriels (SPI)(Marcoule). Ce Service 
est chargé de proposer, de mettre au point et d'expérimenter les 
appareils en vraie grandeur, avec tous leurs systèmes périphériques 
et avec toute la technologie de la future exploitation. Il effectue 
ses travaux sans corps radioactifs, hormis l'uranium naturel et cer
tains traceurs. Il possède trois grands halls représentant 6000 m2 
de plate-forme d'essais sur des hauteurs de 12 à 25 m sans compter 
les nombreux services annexes. Il emploie 170 personnes dont 25 
ingénieurs. La plupart de ceux-ci, ainsi que plusieurs projeteurs 
et techniciens de haut niveau, ont été formés dans l'industrie du 
retraitement, ce qui leur confère une compétence particulière pour 
l'adaptation des procédés et des techniques aux besoins des usines.

3.2. L’intervention de la R&D dans les projets

Les procédés retenus pour UP3 sont issus de l'expérience 
industrielle de la COGEMA et des études du CEA. Ils font l'objet de 
toutes les mises au point nécessaires tout au long du projet, pour 
soutenir les travaux de l'ingéniérie jusqu'à la mise en service de 
1'usine.

3.2.1. Orien tation des choix

Certaines innovations n'auraient pas été admises si leur 
faisabilité n'avait pas été préalablement démontrée. C'est le cas, 
par exemple, de la dissolution continue dans le dissolveur rotatif 
à godets : il n'aurait pas été adopté s'il n'avait pas, au préala
ble, fait l'objet de plusieurs années d'études suffisamment sérieu
ses pour avoir force de démonstration.

Il en est de même pour d'autres nouveautés que l'on trou
vera dans UP3 : le piégeage de l'iode, la purification des solvants 
usés par distillation, le bitumage des boues de précipitation, la 
cimentation des coques et des embouts, etc.

3.2.2. Fourniture de données

Les choix étant fixés, de nombreuses données doivent 
être fournies aux équipes de génie chimique, d'essais de prototy-
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pes et d 1ingéniérie.En premier lieu, la tâche fondamentale des uni
tés de R et D est l'établissement des schémas de procédés y compris 
tous les circuits annexes (effluents, recyclage, etc___ ).

3.2.3. Conception des principaux appareillages

Les options prises impliquent une réflexion approfondie 
et un effort de créativité pour imaginer les appareillages les plus 
appropriés. Ensuite, il faut essayer les maquettes et les prototy
pes de ces appareils avec leurs variantes éventuelles, puis mettre 
au point ceux qui semblent les plus aptes à donner satisfaction.

3.2.4. Expérimentation des prototypes

Après la phase de création et de développement des appa
reils vient celle de l'expérimentation prolongée des modèles rete
nus afin de les mettre au point avec toutes leurs annexes et de 
fournir tous les éléments nécessaires à 1'ingéniérie. Cette expé
rimentation porte soit sur des composants, soit sur des ensembles 
complets.

3.2.5. Vérification de composants technologiques

Au cours de l'élaboration du projet,11ingéniérie peut 
avoir besoin de préciser certains détails, de confirmer quelques 
choix et de définir certains accessoires. Elle demande alors au SPI 
de monter et d'essayer ces matériels afin de vérifier leur fonction
nement, et au besoin de les modifier.

3.2.6. Pilotage des procédés

L'atelier pilote est destiné à expérimenter le retraite
ment des oxydes rapides mais on peut tirer de son exploitation de 
nombreux enseignements intéressant les oxydes LWR (colonnes pui
sées notamment).

3.2.7. Elaboration de documents

Les données de procédé établies au cours des différentes 
phases de la R et D sont rassemblées et décrites sous la forme d'un 
Livre de Procédé sur lequel l'ingéniérie s'appuie pour réaliser 
1'usine.

L'organisation de la R et D en amont de la rédaction du 
Livre de Procédé fait l'objet d'une coordination, d'une planifica
tion et d'une codification rigoureuses.Les procédures qui sont en 
train de se mettre en place visent à répondre dans un proche ave
nir à toutes les exigences de l'assurance de la qualité déjà en 
vigueur pour la réalisation de l'usine.
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Cette formalisation indispensable des données et des 
résultats n'empêche évidemment pas des échanges très fréquents en
tre les différentes personnes et unités concernées : ingéniérie, 
usines, maître d'ouvrage, Département d'industrialisation des Pro
cédés, Départements et Services de R et D, soit au cours de revues 
de projet, soit au cours de rencontres informelles.

3.2.8. Participation aux essais de démarrage de l’usine

La collaboration entre 1'ingéniérie et les unités de R et 
D devant se poursuivre jusqu'aux essais en usine, les ingénieurs 
ayant défini les procédés et les appareillages seront appelés à par
ticiper à la mise en service des installations qu'ils auront propo
sées et mises au point.

3.3. Les principaux apports de la R&D pour l’extension de La Hague

On a vu que, à côté des études sur la chimie de base et 
sur les schémas de procédé, le CEA fournissait un effort important 
pour la mise au point des appareillages. Cette tâche est capitale 
quand l'appareil est entièrement - ou relativement - nouveau, mais 
elle est aussi très utile quand il s'agit de perfectionner un appa
reil déjà connu. Les actions de R et D en ce domaine sont donc mul
tiples :

. Cisaille : la cisaille qui équipera UP3. est d'un modèle connu 
mais elle fait l'objet de plusieurs études de perfectionnement au 
SPI : essais de lames et mesure des efforts de cisaillage, essais de 
galets, essais sur l'élimination des embouts.

. Dissolveur continu rotatif : Inspiré d'une idée d'Oak Ridge, le 
système de dissolution continue dans une roue a godets est à l'étude 
au CEA depuis 1970. Avant la construction du prototype actuel, il 
avait fait l'objet d'une maquette de faisabilité en uranium (Fon- 
tenay) puis d'un premier prototype de démonstration (Marcoule). Le 
prototype industriel est à l'essai au SPI depuis fin 79. Il comprend 
le dissolveur lui-même avec ses moyens de contrôle et d'interven
tion, ainsi que toutes ses annexes, y compris le traitement des gaz.

. Piégeage de l'iode par précipitation de Р Ы 2  : mis au point à 
l'échelle semi-industrielle à Fontenay, ce procédé va être expéri
menté à 1'échelle 1.

. Décanteuse pendulaire : cette centrifugeuse, destinée à clari
fier les solutions, possède un meilleur pouvoir d'arrêt que celles 
utilisées jusqu'à ce jour. Un prototype est en cours de mise au 
point.
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. Colonnes puisées : les colonnes puisées font l'objet de nom
breuses études au CEA et elles sont en exploitation à l'usine UP1 
et à l'atelier pilote de Marcoule. Les colonnes sous-critiques par 
leur géométrie sont mises au point en vraie grandeur avec toutes 
leurs annexes.

. Traitement des effluents organiques : la régénération du mé
lange TBP-diluant par distillation fait l'objet de travaux à la 
fois dans les laboratoires et dans les halls de génie chimique. La 
minéralisation des résidus de distillation est en cours de mise au 
point.

. Précipitation oxalique : le précipitateur,le filtre et le calci- 
nateur font l'objet de mises au point au SPI et en usine.

. Vitrification des produits de fission : extrapolé directement 
de l'atelier AVM de l'usine UP1, le procédé de vitrification continue 
a été adapté aux solutions et aux capacités d'UP3. Un prototype com
plet de cette unité - dite AVH (Atelier de Vitrification de La Hague)
- vient d'être monté à Marcoule et son expérimentation a commencé.

. Bitumage des boues provenant du traitement des effluents : 
issu des études effectuées au Centre de Cadarache, le procédé d'en
robage des boues par du bitume dans une extrudeuse à vis est en cours 
de mise au point industrielle à l'échelle 1.

. Cimentation des résidus métalliques de la dissolution : l'enro
bage des coques dans le ciment a fait l'objet de nombreux essais au 
SPI.

. Composants divers : de nombreux accessoires, tels que pompes, 
vannes, air-lifts, dévésiculeurs, etc... font l'objet d'essais et 
de mises au point dans les halls du SPI.

4. LE TRAVAIL DE L’INGENIERIE

La réalisation d'usines de retraitement de grande capacité 
nécessite des investissements (milliards de francs français) d'une 
telle importance que le but premier assigné à l'ingéniérie ne peut 
être que l'optimisation de la rentabilité des sommes ainsi mises en 
jeu.

L'amortissement des investissements représentant la plus 
grande part des frais de fabrication, il est très important d'arri
ver à l'investissement le plus bas en tenant compte des trois élé
ments suivants :
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. la sûreté nucléaire doit être impérativement assurée. L'exploi
tation des installations nucléaires ne doit faire peser aucun ris
que inacceptable sur la sécurité des personnes (travailleurs et po
pulation ) et de l'environnement.

. l'exploitation doit être assurée de façon continue, ce qui con
duit à éliminer le plus possible les risques d'arrêt, faciliter 
les opérations d'entretien et réduire au minimum la durée des arrêts 
pour intervention et réparation.

. les performances (quantité et qualité des produits) doivent 
pouvoir être atteintes de façon courante avec les procédures d'ex
ploitation du même type que celles qu'utilise la grande industrie 
chimique.

La réalisation de ces objectifs par 1'ingéniérie néces
site qu'elle dispose tout au long de sa mission du soutien perma
nent, aussi bien du bailleur de procédé que de l'exploitant. C'est 
ce que, pour les extensions de l'usine de La Hague, SGN obtient 
tant des services spécialisés du CEA que de la COGEMA.

L'ingéniérie des extensions de La Hague se déroule en 
quatre grandes phases, terminées par l'émission de dossiers formel
lement approuvés par les parties prenantes : données de base, avant- 
projet, projet, réalisation.

4.1. Données de base

Le premier document établi concerne les "Données de Base". 
Il regroupe l'ensemble des éléments imposés par le Maître d'Ouvrage 
que 1'ingéniérie doit prendre en compte pour assurer la réalisation 
de 1'usine:

. la définition de l'usine, capacité, combustible à traiter et 
produits à obtenir

. les lois, décrets, règlements et codes de calcul applicables

. les caractéristiques du site lui-même, ainsi que de son envi
ronnement sur les plans géographique, géologique, climatique, démo
graphique, etc.

. les caractéristiques des utilités disponibles

. les conditions d'ambiance souhaitées, tant à l'intérieur qu'à 
l'extérieur des bâtiments
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. les principes de base de sûreté nucléaire tels que définition 
des zones, systèmes de confinement, protection contre les rayonne
ments, criticité, gestion des rejets et des déchets, conditions 
d'exploitation

. les principes de base de sûreté propres aux risques internes 
ou externes d'origine non nucléaire

. les données de base du procédé incluant les diagrammes de cir
culation des différents ateliers de traitement

. les règles économiques permettant de guider les choix techni
ques.

4.2. Avant-projet

Sur les bases ainsi définies et approuvées, l'ingénierie 
SGN prépare un "avant-projet" qui est la première image de l'ins
tallation assorti d'un devis et d'un programme préliminaire. Il 
comprend :

. les fonctions générales qui définissent les règles adoptées 
pour les différents corps d’état (génie civil, ventilation, élec
tricité, etc...) et pour les différentes opérations (accès, ex
ploitation, entretien, intervention, gestion des effluents, etc..)

. les notes et schémas de fonctionnement (procédé, mécanique, 
ventilation, conduite, etc....)

. les fiches d'équipement des principaux appareils spécifiques

. les plans d'implantation et de niveau

. les bilans matières et utilités.

L'examen critique du dossier ainsi émis conduit à des 
retouches plus ou moins profondes des "données de base1'.

Au fur et à mesure que 1'avant-projet se fige, 1‘ingéniérie 
établit simultanément le "Rapport Préliminaire de Sûreté".

C'est un document fondamental, qui rassemble, avec la des
cription de l'usine, les principes de sûreté applicables et définit 
les niveaux de sûreté nucléaire qui doivent être atteints par l'u
sine en exploitation, aussi bien normale qu'incidentelle ou en cas 
de situation accidentelle d'origine externe ou interne. Une fois 
mis au point, ce document est présenté aux Autorités de Sûreté par 
le Maître d'Ouvrage. Il représente, vis-à-vis de celles-ci un enga
gement pris par l'exploitant sur le niveau objectif de sûreté de
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l'usine. Il ne peut plus être révisé. On doit s'y conformer et jus
tifier que l'on a bien atteint l'objectif défini.

4.3. Projet

Une fois 1'avant-projet définitivement approuvé et le Rap
port préliminaire de sûreté présenté aux Autorités, l'Ingénierie 
établit un dossier de "projet" assorti d'un coût et d'un délai défi
nitifs.

Le dossier de projet doit donner l'image définitive de 
l'installation. Au cours de son établissement, 1'Ingéniérie doit 
s'assurer qu'il s'agit de la façon la plus économique de réaliser 
l'installation et d'atteindre le but recherché. C'est à ce moment 
que 1'Ingéniérie conduit les analyses de sûreté de façon à identi
fier tous les points qui ont une incidence dimensionnante. Simulta
nément, l'Ingénierie étudie la "nucléarisation" des appareils et 
des systèmes (Prise en compte de l'environnement industriel d'une 
part et des contraintes du milieu hostile pour entretien et inter
vention) d'autre part.

Le dossier technique de projet définit de façon extensive 
ce qui va être réalisé et fixe de façon définitive :

. la mise en oeuvre du procédé et des principes de sûreté 

. la technologie retenue 

. l’implantation

. les modes de construction, d'exploitation, d'intervention

. la description de la fourniture et ses limites

. le programme d'Assurance de la Qualité qui doit être mis en 
oeuvre.

Il sert d'annexe technique au contrat de réalisation de 
l'installation passé entre le client Maître d'Ouvrage et 1‘Ingé
niérie. Les coûts et délais contractuels sont établis sur la base 
de ce dossier technique et des performances attendues.

Il n'est pas inutile de souligner l'état d'avancement que 
doit atteindre le dossier de projet : il faut qu'à la fin de la 
phase projet le marché de Génie Civil soit prêt. En effet, par suite 
de la durée des travaux de Génie Civil (de 24 à 36 mois suivant 
l'importance et la complexité des bâtiments), il est indispensable 
que le chantier soit ouvert dès le début de la phase réalisation.
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La réalisation de l'installation doit être menée par T I n 
génierie de façon la plus ordonnée et rigoureuse possible pour at
teindre la qualité recherchée dans les coûts et délais prévus.

Afin d'atteindre ces objectifs, dès la phase "Projet", 
l'ingéniérie met en place une organisation de projet. Un bâtiment 
ou une unité budgétaire est placé sous la responsabilité d'un Chef 
de Projet, qui dirige une équipe comprenant des responsables de 
coordination technique, de coût, de programme, d'achats, etc... 
ainsi que le Chef de chantier et le Chef des essais. Cette équipe 
est chargée d'animer et de contrôler les travaux réalisés par les 
différents services spécialisés qui sont responsables de la tech
nicité du corps d'état de leur spécialité. Il s'agit d'une orga
nisation croisée d'un type classique dans ce genre de travail surim
posant une responsabilité opérationnelle de l'équipe de projet à la 
responsabilité de la hiérarchie des différents services.

. Une Direction du projet "LA HAGUE" assure la coordination
des différentes équipes de Projet.

Au niveau du chantier, aussi bien pour la construction que 
pour les essais, les Chefs de chantier et d'essais, bien que faisant 
partie d'une équipe de projet spécifique, sont coordonnés et contrôlés 
par une équipe de direction de chantier et de direction d'essais.
Le Directeur de chantier et le Directeur des essais font partie de 
l'équipe de direction du projet "LA HAGUE".

C'est au cours de la phase "réalisation" que la plus
grande partie (80 % environ) des prestations d'Ingéniérie sont réa
lisées. En effet, 1‘avant-projet représente approximativement 5 % 
et le projet 15 % en moyenne.

Au cours de la réalisation l'ingéniérie réalise les opé
rations suivantes :

. études conduisant aux plans de détails, spécifications, quan
titatifs, etc... nécessaires pour la définition de l'objet à réa
liser

. approvisionnement des matériels sur la base définie par les 
études

. passation des marchés de travaux.

Ces opérations doivent être menées vigoureusement de façon 
que les enclenchements de planning puissent être respectés et que la 
succession des différents corps d'état se fasse sans rupture.

4.4. Réalisation
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. Supervision des travaux.

Sous l'autorité du Chef de chantier, une équipe de super
viseurs contrôle la qualité technique des prestations des entrepri
ses, leur conformité avec les plans et documents définissant les 
travaux à réaliser, la tenue du programme, l'enchaînement des 
tâches et la disponibilité des matériels nécessaires, et les coûts 
par contrôle des prestations et examen des mémoires d 'entreprises.
La supervision des travaux se termine par la signature des procès 
verbaux de réception après contrôle et essais à froid.

. Supervision des essais en inactif.

Un certain nombre d'essais sont d'ores et déjà réalisés 
en usine, en particulier ceux des matériels mécaniques. Les équi
pes de supervision d'essais interviennent dès que les procès ver
baux de réception de travaux ont été signés. Conduites par du per
sonnel de 1'ingéniérie, elles incorporent du personnel de l'exploi
tant et du détenteur du procédé. Ces équipes sont un lien privilé
gié pour la mise en commun des connaissances des différents spé
cialistes.

Les essais en inactif doivent être systématiques et réa
lisés selon un programme précis, défini à l'avance. Il faut être 
sûr, après ces essais,d'avoir décelé les moindres défauts de l'ins
tallation, réalisé correctement toutes les opérations d'entretien 
et de démontage dans les conditions opérationnelles. L'importance 
de ces essais est fondamentale quant au succès de la mise en ex
ploitation. De plus, l'expérience obtenue permet de préciser les 
modes opératoires qui seront utilisés lors des essais en actif. La 
bonne fin des essais en inactif est constatée par un procès verbal 
de réception des installations prononcé par le Maître d'Ouvrage.

. Préparation pour passage en actif

Cette période regroupe tous les travaux de finition néces
saires pour que l'installation puisse passer en actif :

. Elimination des matériels"chantier" (démontage des échafau
dages restés en place)

. Dernier nettoyage des cellules et des appareils

. Passivation (si nécessaire)

. Photographie des cellules

. Fermeture des cellules

. Raccordements actifs (si nécessaire)
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. Essais en actif.

Les essais en actif permettent de vérifier les performan
ces des installations. Ils sont réalisés par le personnel de l'ex
ploitant sur la base des instructions données par le personnel de 
11Ingéniérie, assisté de représentants du bailleur de procédé. Leur 
bonne fin libère 1'ingéniérie de ses dernières responsabilités con
tractuelles.

Les dossiers principaux remis par l’ingéniérie à l'ex
ploitant en fin de réalisation sont au nombre de trois :

. le dossier final

. le manuel opératoire

. le rapport provisoire de sûreté.

" le dossier final

Il comporte l'ensemble des documents, spécifications et 
plans "tel que construit" ainsi que tous les documents de contrôle 
et d'inspection réalisés aussi bien en usine que sur le Chantier.
En cas de difficultés ultérieure, il est ainsi possible de recons
tituer toute "l'histoire" du point défaillant et en tirer des con
clusions et une expérience précieuse. Est inclus également le dos
sier photographique réalisé avant la fermeture des cellules, ainsi 
que la description des dispositions prises en vue du démantèlement.

- le manuel opératoire

Il est la forme finale de l'ensemble des consignes et guides 
opératoires utilisés tout au long des essais et modifiés au fur et 
à mesure de leur déroulement. Il contient de façon très détaillée 
l'ensemble des dispositions à prendre, aussi bien en exploitation 
normale qu'en cas d'incident ou de mal fonctionnement. S'y ajoute 
tout ce qui est nécessaire pour les opérations d'entretien ou les 
différentes réparations prévues ou possibles. Il est suffisamment 
précis pour éviter toute ambigu'ité ou risque d'erreur du personnel 
exploi tant

- le rapport provisoire de sûreté

Il doit démontrer que l'installation telle qu'elle a été 
réalisée atteint bien les niveaux de sûreté annoncés dans le rap
port préliminaire de sûreté. Cette démonstration est basée :

. sur les différentes analyses de sûreté effectuées en cours 
d'études
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. sur les résultats des contrôles et essais réalisés, en parti
culier au cours des essais en inactif.

Le rapport provisoire de sûreté est soumis par l'exploi
tant aux Autorités de Sûreté, afin d'obtenir de celles-ci l'auto
risation de passage en actif des installations pour une période pro
batoire qui est généralement de 1 an.

Le rapport de sûreté devient définitif à l'issue de la pre
mière année d'exploitation après ajustements éventuellement nécessairt

Le problème de la sûreté est le plus délicat qui soit tra' 
té par 11ingéniérie. Les exigences de sûreté sont telles qu'il n'est 
pas réaliste d'espérer démontrer a postériori qu'elles sont satisfai
tes dans une installation conçue sans examen spécifique des diffé
rentes contraintes. Les analyses de sûreté doivent être conduites simt 
tanément avec les études et en fonction de leur évolution. Ceci néces
site l'établissement des règles d'occurence chiffrée, l'emploi de cal
cul probabiliste et de fiabilité. Les résultats ainsi obtenus sont pat 
fois un peu théoriques. Aussi est-il nécessaire de les confronter aux 
résultats d'expérience acquise dans l'exploitation des usines exis
tantes, même si parfois cette dernière est difficile à quantifier.

Il faut, d'autre part, que les principaux résultats soient 
obtenus avec une précision suffisante très tôt dans le déroulement 
des études, avant la fin de la phase projet,afin que la passation du 
marché de génie civil ne soit pas perturbé. En effet, compte-tenu des 
contraintes sismiques, une modification de structure conduit à une 
reprise d'études donc une augmentation consécutive des coûts et 
délais. Ces résultats peuvent être atteints par 1'ingéniérie d'autant 
plus facilement qu'il a accès :

. à l'expérience d'exploitation et d'entretien d'usines en fonc
tionnement

. aux travaux des spécialistes de sûreté.

Il peut ainsi orienter très tôt ses études dans le sens le 
plus efficace et ainsi retenir les solutions les plus performantes.

SGN, filiale de la COGEMA, faisant elle-même partie du 
groupe CEA, est ainsi placée dans une position privilégiée car dispo
sant de toutes les informations et de tous les supports définis ci- 
dessus.

Grâce à la mise en place de programmes d'Assurance de la
Quaiité :

. par le CEA au niveau des phases de recherche, de développement 
de procédé et méthodes de calcul



. par la COGEMA dans les opérations d'exploitation et d'entretien 
de ses usines

. par SGN pour toutes ses études et pour les prestations des four
nisseurs et entreprises retenues

les partenaires impliqués dans l'opération d'extension de l'usine de 
La Hague disposent d'informations particulièrement fiables qui leur 
permettent ainsi d'accumuler une expérience sans précédent.
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CONCLUSION

Quelques chiffres permettent de situer Tordre de grandeur 
de l'extension de La Hague.

Les premières études ont débuté en 1976. Le premier ate
lier NPH a été mis en actif en 1981. Les derniers ateliers doivent 
passer en actif en 1989.

3
Les terrassements portent sur 1,8 millions de m . Le béton 

armé est évalué à 815 000 m3. La puissance électrique installée pré
vue est de 150 MW.

Les projets d'extension de l'usine de La Hague représen
tent un investissement total de 23,5 milliards de francs (aux con
ditions économiques de juillet 1981) auxquels il convient d'ajouter 
1 milliard de francs environ pour Taménagement de la région (rou- 
tes, équipements collectifs, etc...).

La réalisation d'un tel programme représente environ 380 
millions d'heures de travail en emploi direct dans l'industrie et 
le tertiaire, soit 45 000 emplois sur cinq ans environ dont 6000 
à 8000 pourraient être pourvus par la main d'oeuvre locale.

L'industrie locale (bâtiment, mécanique, chaudronnerie, 
services) devrait pouvoir contribuer au programme de construction 
pour 2 milliards de francs environ.

Tout ceci montre que, même si Ton fait abstraction du 
problème nucléaire, il s'agit d'un très grand chantier.

Des aménagements très importants doivent être apportés 
à l'infrastructure extérieure pour assurer l'accueil des travail
leurs, les transports de toute sorte. Ceci nécessite l'intervention 
des commaunutés locales et régionales et des différentes adminis
trations. Les contacts sont menés par le Maître d'Ouvrage assisté 
par 1'Ingéniérie.
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Abstract

INTERIM DRY STORAGE OF IRRADIATED FUEL AND VITRIFIED HIGH ACTIVITY 
LEVEL WASTE.

The definition of ‘interim’ fuel storage life is argued to be up towards 100 years. 
Throughout that period the fuel is held in secure containment and is air-cooled by natural 
draught forces. These features make the facility ideally suitable for long-term storage where 
minimum operating costs and modular construction are required. A similar design solution 
may be used for different reactor fuels and vitrified waste. Their relative economics for 
‘on reactor site’ and ‘away from reactor’ are discussed. The paper discusses the develop
ments that have occurred since information was published in respect of AGR and the 
implications on other reactor fuels and vitrified HLW. In particular, it considers: fuel 
temperature oxidation criteria, the passive recirculation of cooling air for environmental 
corrosion control, water-logged fuel, containerizing the fuel, container transfer machines, 
pressure gradients in natural draught systems and cooling flow during store life. The effects 
of different vitrified HLW temperature and heat rating limitations upon the design solution 
are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The disposition of reactor fuel products between discharge 
into the reactor pond and ultimate repository permits many 
options as illustrated by Fig 1. The period of interest starts 
at 100 days for AGR reactors to several years for LWRs and con
tinues to many decades depending on the ultimate repository 
solution adopted. Whether the products are stored as intact 
fuel, or as vitrified high activity waste from chemical repro
cessing, storage under controlled conditions is necessary until 
fission product heating rates have reduced to low levels. The 
horizontal scale shows that interim fuel storage requirements 
arise from 100 days to 100 years, depending upon the applica
tion. A few buffer storage facilities already exist and are
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FIG.l. Fuel disposition and heat versus time.
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considered ideal for short to medium term storage, ie. up to the 
life of the power plant but for the longer term the interim 
storage facilities described herein are a preferred solution.

The vertical scale of Fig.1 shows typical heat ratings for 
two types of reactor fuel assemblies, AGR and PWR, and a typi
cal size of vitrified block containing prod u c t s ■from 9 AGR fuel 
containers.lt can be seen that the relevant heat ratings for in
terim fuel storage are low compared to the initial reactor dis
charge value. For all cases precooling is essential prior to 
passive dry storage and in practice, water pond storage for 
both AGR and LWRs is used before entry into the interim store.

There is considerable debate about the advantages of 
on-site storage compared to 1a w a y - f r o m - r e a c t o r s t o r a g e  and 
further information is presented from studies of AGR, LWRs 
and vitrified HLW storage to clarify the picture.

2. GENERAL FEATURES '

The same basic design of modular interim dry store solu
tion has the versatility to meet a variety of demands and j' 
consists of concrete cell modules with a channel matrix which , 
accommodates containers holding the fuel, or vitrified HLW, 
and these are cooled by a direct natural draught induced 
cooling flow, see Fig.2. A description of a central AGR fuel 
store to these principles has already been published [ l j . ,
This paper describes -the further developments in that design 
and its application to other storage requirements.

2.1. Nature of the fuel • 1

A small quantity of fuel will' develop cladding defects 
in the reactor and particular attention will b e : taken- to en
sure that all defects can be detected and traced to a particu
lar fuel element or assembly. The storage of fuel in station 
ponds will lead to a small number of such defected pins be
coming waterlogged. It is considered undesirable to trap 
unknown but small amountë of water in a container as this 
could lead to premature failure due to internal; corrosion.

Fortunately the fuel can be made to rise in temperature 
when it is not immersed in. water and, provided that the 
drying time is long enough, the moisture contents of the 
waterlogged pin will be driven off. The washing of fuel is 
considered to be unnecessary.

Oxide fuel in the form of irradiated UOg pellets is stable 
in air provided that the temperature is kept somewhat below
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200°C. Current CEGB experimental work will give a clear under
standing of this limitation including the effect of irradia
tion. In view of the short pond cooling period adopted for 
AGR stations, ie 90 - 100 days, most fuel will exceed the UO2 
oxidation threshold temperature during the first year of dry 
storage and for this reason an inert gas environment has been 
chosen. Argon is a reasonable economic choice.

LWR stations are designed for a fairly long reactor pond 
cooling period and the decay heat rating may be allowed to 
fall until at about 5 years the UO2 oxidation-in-air criteria 
is met and thus there is no need to use inert gas in the con
tainers .

2.2. Containerisation of fuel

The size of container which can be conveniently handled 
and which has reasonable heat transfer properties is about 
4.5m long by 0.35m diameter. Stainless steel is not considerr- 
ed to be the best material and low carbon steel with good 
welding properties is preferred.

The containers are robust in design and development tests 
are planned to verify that they will withstand accidental 
dropping during handling operations*

Empty containers are presented to the fuel reception and 
preparation cell through a vertical posting port which uses a 
double lid system to avoid contamination of the outer surfaces. 
A great advantage of the containerising approach to storage is 
that contamination will be confined to a small restricted area, 
viz the preparation cell. For long term storage this is of 
great benefit because the handling and maintenance of all plant 
and equipment thereafter will remain uncontaminated. The con
tainer welding and transfer area will remain uncontaminated 
due to careful design of the posting port and its operation 
and by the control of a pressure gradient from transfer area 
towards the preparation cell.

The container is designed with two seals. The first is 
a temporary mechanical seal effected when the lid is pressed 
into position in the posting port and the other is a final 
permanent weld performed remotely at an automatic welding 
station. Two methods of weld inspection should preferably 
be employed. Visual inspection using dye-penetrant as an aid 
together with a vacuum or bubble test would suffice. Any 
container which fails the tests is routed back into the pre
paration cell via the posting port and cut open. The contents
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TO STACK

FÏG.3. Recirculating venturi.

will be removed and the container scrapped because the low 
expected incidence of this fault would not make container 
salvaging economic.

2.3- Container handling machine

The CEGB and NNC has a wealth of experience in the oper
ation and design of on-load, dry-shielded, pressurised 
fuelling machines for gas cooled reactors. The design
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of an unpressurised machine to handle uncontaminated contain
ers will be based on this proven experience and is unlikely 
to present any problems. For logistic reasons the AGR machine 
will have a rotary magazine which can hold the daily storage 
requirements and additional positions for access hole shield 
plugs.

The container handling machine for LWRs is similar in 
cooling and shielding requirements to the AGR but the greater 
volumetric fuel assembly density and fuel rating lead to a 
fivefold reduction in the rate for' containers to be handled. 
Logistically there is no need to use a multi-container maga
zine and this provides a simpler and less costly machine.

The machine will incorporate the necessary ducts for 
natural convection cooling and will always operate at atmos
pheric pressure which avoids the need for sealing when connec
ted to the loading and unloading positions.

2.4. Storage cells

The storage cells are cuboid in shape with a capacity to 
store about 250 tonnes of AGR fuel, (or600 tonnes PWR). This

FIG.4. Cell pressure gradients.
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size of cell constitutes about one years capacity for fuel from 
British AGH stations, but may be doubled in length and capacity.

Corrosion control of containers and internal cell struc
ture is vital. This is achieved by temperature control of air 
in the lower plenum chamber to ensure that no metal surfaces 
ever drop below an acceptable humidity level.

This temperature control is achieved by recirculating 
a portion of the warm outgoing air by diverting it back into 
the inlet ducts. Various methods have been considered, one is 
the use of venturi-ejector induced recirculation driven by 
stack natural draught forces. This is attractive in that it 
involves no operating plant, see Fig.3. Model tests have 
verified that it will operate satisfactorily. Further test
ing under all cell loading and environmental conditions is 
being carried out to ensure that it will operate satisfactor
ily during long term storage.

The pressure gradients through the natural draught cool
ing system are complex because both elevation and temperature 
are changing the density, and therefore the natural draught 
forces. Fig.4 is a plot of the pressure gradients throughout 
the system using a sequence of density/friction/operating line 
triangulation (only the channel and stack triangles shown).
The diagram shows that the channel outlet pressure, and all 
positions except the top part of stack, are always slightly 
sub-atmospheric at their own elevation.

The cell inlet ducts are designed so that they can be 
opened up or closed off in progressive steps by the movement 
of concrete slabs to match the cell heat rating. The cells 
will initially be totally closed and as containers are added 
and the temperature rises, air flow will be increased to suit 
the needs. Absolute cell concrete temperature and the 
gradient across the walls will be the limiting factors for 
outlet cooling temperature and insulation requirements, if 
concrete cracking and distortions are to be acceptable. When 
the cell is full, the inlet duct will be fully open and re
circulation of the required amount will be in operation. As 
the heat content of the fuel gradually diminishes, the air 
flow will again be throttled in progressive steps. This 
results in the venturi-ejectors being operated close to their 
design point. Eventually the cell may be sealed off to form 
a closed natural circulation loop via a heat pipe cooler if 
necessary at the stack base. This could occur after about 30 
years for AGR fuel. The ability to seal off the vault makes 
this method of storage very attractive especially if very long 
stórage periods of 50 - 100 years are contemplated.
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2.5. Safety principled

Fuel is contained at atmospheric pressure so that an 
uncóntaminated open air cooling cycle may be used. The con
tainers and thëir handling are such that accidents will not 
lead to ünacfcëptàble consequences. -Fuel is cooled sü'ch that 
oxidation of àny ¡exposed UO2 woüld bë insignificant. Any 
activity in aerosol forrri within a doritainer would be monitored 
f ó t  in thé stáck outlet ánd releases fíom a leaking container 
would be extremely small and give adéquate opportunity to trace 
and remove the faulty container. In the case of AGR fuel where 
initial temperatures are higher, inert gas will always be used 
during the first year of storage to inhibit ÜO2 oxidation.

3 . INTERIM STORAGE OF AGR FUEL

In 1979, having considered the various options for oxide 
fUel storage, the CEGB engaged NNC to undertake the initial 
outline d e s i g n  of a Central Drÿ Store. This was completed in
1980 and it was judged that thfe method éelected was feasible 
and economic. That design work identified areas which would 
need particular attention, gave a firmer indication of costs 
and paved the way for more detailed work. The R & D  and 
analytical work needed to make a satisfactory safety case for 
long term storage were also identified.

The store is being designed to receive fuel from 14 AGR 
reactors located in six sites up to 700 km apart and to store 
it for a period of 50 to 100 years. The amount of fuel to be 
stof'ed cannot be Accurately quantified because somè will be 
committed to reprocessing. The total amount to be stored 
could fall in the range 6000 to 8000 t

4 . INTERIM STORAGE OF LWR FUEL

The length of PWR and BWR assemblies and the containing 
circle of single PWR and of multiple BWR elements, lead to con
tainer dimensions which are essentially the sâme as a stack of
4 AGR elements. Thus the storage cell described for the AGR 
is plhysically applicable to LWR storage, although the cell 
dimensions are tailored to the particular project. An im
pression of an on-site . 1200MW(e) PWR store is shown in Fig. 5.

BWR fuel does not conveniently fit as multiple units into 
the containers resulting in cell utilisation at about 60% of 
the PWR in a dual purpose store.
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FIG.5. PWR ‘on-site’ d ry store, 1200 MW(e).

5. INTERIM STORAGE OF VITRIFIED HLW

Vitrified HLW has two entirely different characteristics 
which modify the store design although the cell principal dimen
sions and size remain. Firstly the limiting fuel temperature 
criteria is removed and replaced by the de-vitrification temp
erature which is unlikely to provide a restraint. Second, 
fission products and heat content per unit volume are signifi
cantly increased. The storage cell for HLW would be purpose 
built to accommodate any suitable size of vitrified block. 
Typically à block 410 mm diameter x 1000 mm long is currently 
being considered and would accommodate the fission products from 
4.5 AGR channels (36 elements) or 2.3 PWR assemblies.
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TABLE I. COST COMPARISONS

Location On- site . Central storage

Type AGR PWR FWR AGR Vitrified

Capacity :

GW ( e ) • a 30 26 230 150 300
t U 1 440 900 7 800 7 200 -

MW(e) (approx.)

Specific capital 
cost/GW(e)-a 
relative to AGR:

1 400 1 200 10 000 7 000

(a) completed 1.32 0.52 0.25 1.00 0.25
(b) initial 

build

Store filling yrs:

3.25 1.02 0.55 2.80 0.75

(a) completed 30 30 30 30 30
(b) initial 

build
10 10 10 4 4

A store that could be physically filled with AGR or LWR 
containers would appear almost empty if directly used for HLW 
vitrified waste. However the ability to cool the HLW contain
ers at much higher air temperatures justifies using simple 
internal insulation in the hotter outlet region of the cells. 
The increase in cell rating capacity is quite dramatic because 
the increased stack temperature increases the natural draught 
flow and also the heat carrying capacity per unit of cooling 
flow. Furthermore the increased outlet temperature reduces 
the fraction of stack natural draught energy expended in re
circulation for corrosion control. There are limits to the 
increase in temperature if simple uncooled insulation is to be 
retained and also finally from the glass temperature unless 
the container diameter is reduced. Typically at 130°C stack 
temperature the cell design heat disposal capacity would rise 
from 0.83 MW(th) for AGR to 3.2 MW(th) for vitrified HLW. The 
size of a HLW vitrified dry store for 300 GW(e)*a capacity 
would be 310m x 20.5m in plan.
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In addition to the usual uncertaintiës when absolute 
costs are quoted, there is even further complication due to 
the extremely long life span, the modular construction with 
sequential cell addition, and whether container costs are 
treated as capital or running expense. To make the results 
of more value simple comparisons are provided in Tablé I.

This table shows the capital cost/GrW(e) • a for fuel 
preparation, container transporter, containers and storage 
cells. Points of interest:

(a) AGRs are 2.5-4 times as costly as PWRs. This reflects
th é  currently lower irradiation, bulkier fuel and more 
expensive 'head end' plant needed for AGR fuel

(b) PWR on-site stores are 2 times central store costs, 
due entirely to the size factor

(c) AGR on-site stores are up to 1.3 times central stores. 
Site storage only requires a single head end plant 
compared to the duplicate plant of a central store, 
this being a significant saving due to the high cost 
of this plant

(d) Costs are held down for the initial construction com
pared to the completed store by the modular design

(e) Vitrified blocks show little cost saving compared to 
storing PWR fuel due to the more expensive construction 
even though the store is smaller. The savings for AGR 
fuel would be significant.

It should be noted that none of the storage costs or 
their variations are significant compared to the cost of 
reprocessing and therefore these variations have no import
ance in any decision to reprocess.

6. COMPARISONS

REFERENCE

(_ 1J BRADLEY, N, BROWN, G A, "Natural draught centralized
dry store for irradiated fuel and active waste" - 
Nuclear Engineering International, November 1981.
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Abstract-Résumé

INDUSTRIAL ASPECTS OF SPENT FUEL STORAGE.
As part of its programme for expanding the reprocessing facilities at the La Hague plant, 

Cogéma has entrusted the Société générale pour les techniques nouvelles with the task of 
constructing the new installations required for the storage and reprocessing of spent fuel 
from French and foreign PWR and BWR plants. The main industrial aspects of the design and 
operation of the following reception and storage facilities are described: the NPH facility 
(Nouvelles Piscines de La Hague) which has been in operation since February 1981, the TO 
facility (dry unloading) and the storage ponds C, D and E. Also described are the techniques 
used for reprocessing spent fuel transport casks in the NPH facility (reception, preparation 
for unloading, decontamination after removal from the pond), the auxiliary functions of the 
facility (water treatment, control of the installations), and some of the special devices that 
have been installed. The TO facility now under construction is described; each facility will 
be used for the dry unloading of transport casks as of 1985. Finally, the salient characteristics 
are given of the four storage ponds, each of which can accommodate 2000 t of spent initial 
uranium fuel. A number of prototypes are used in the installations making up the reception 
and storage facilities. The most important of these are described: spent fuel transfer equip
ment, heat exchangers, handling equipment, etc. Facility construction costs are then compared. 
In conclusion, the experience gained at La Hague in the reception and treatment of LWR spent 
fuel transport casks is described and an explanation is given of how this experience is reflected 
in the design of the facilities for future UP2-800 and UP3 plants.

ASPECTS INDUSTRIELS DU STOCKAGE DES COMBUSTIBLES IRRADIES.
Dans le cadre de son programme d’extension des installations de retraitement de l’usine 

de La Hague, la Cogéma a confié à la SGN la réalisation des nouvelles installations nécessaires 
au stockage et au retraitement des combustibles irradiés PWR et BWR français et étrangers.
Ce mémoire présente les principaux aspects industriels concernant la conception et l’exploita
tion des installations de réception et de stockage: l’atelier NPH (Nouvelles Piscines de 
La Hague), qui est en service opérationnel depuis février 1981, T0 (Atelier de déchargement 
à sec) et les piscines de stockage C, D et E. En ce qui concerne l’atelier NPH, on décrit ici 
l’ensemble du procédé de traitement des emballages de transport des combustibles irradiés 
(réception, préparation au déchargement, décontamination après sortie de piscine), les fonc
tions auxiliaires de l’atelier (traitement d’eau, conduite des installations), ainsi que certains 
dispositifs spéciaux qui ont été installés. L’atelier T0, actuellement en cours de réalisation,
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est ensuite présenté: cet atelier assurera le déchargement à sec des emballages de transport 
à partir de 1985. Enfin les principales caractéristiques des quatre piscines de stockage, chacune 
capable de recevoir environ 2000 t d’uranium initial irradié, sont exposées. L’ensemble des 
ateliers composant les installations de réception et de stockage mettent en oeuvre de nombreux 
équipements originaux. Les éléments les plus caractéristiques sont présentés: équipements 
de transfert de combustibles irradiés, échangeurs de chaleur, engins de manutention, etc. On 
compare ensuite les coûts de réalisation des ateliers. Les conclusions portent sur l’expérience 
acquise à La Hague dans le domaine de la réception et du traitement des emballages de transport 
de combustibles irradiés eau légère et sur la prise en compte de cette expérience dans la 
conception des ateliers correspondants des futures usines UP2-800 et UP3.

1. DESCRIPTION DES EXTENSIONS DE L’USINE DE LA HAGUE

En 1990, la puissance totale du parc de réacteurs nucléaires Eau Légère 
installés en France atteindra 58000 MWe environ. Chaque année, ces 
réacteurs déchargeront 1300 à 1400 t d'uranium initial sous forme de combus
tibles irradiés, qui devront être retraités à l'usine de La Hague.

Les installations en service sur le site de La Hague n'ont pas aujourd'hui 
la capacité suffisante pour retraiter des tonnages aussi importants de 
combustibles.

C'est pourquoi, il a été décidé de réaliser à La Hague deux nouvelles 
usines de retraitement, UP2 800 et UP 3, capables de retraiter annuellement 
chacune 800 t d'uranium initial irradié à un taux de combustion massique 
maximum de 33000 MW'j't 1 ; ces usines seront mises en service entre 1987 
et 1989.

Afin d'être en mesure de recevoir et de stocker provisoirement les 
combustibles provenant des réacteurs mis en service avant 1987, il est apparu 
nécessaire d'anticiper la réalisation de l'ensemble des installations de 
réception et de stockage des combustibles : la COGEMA a mis en service en
1981 un premier atelier de réception et de stockage des combustibles, NPH, 
qui sera complété, dans les années à venir, par quatre installations supplé
mentaires : trois piscines de stockage de combustibles, de capacité unitaire 
moyenne 2 000 t d'uranium initial irradié, et une seconde installation de 
déchargement des emballages de transport.

2. LES INSTALLATIONS DE RECEPTION DES COMBUSTIBLES

2.1. Description générale

La Figure 1 représente l'organisation générale des installations de 
réception et de stockage des combustibles prévues sur le site de La Hague.

Sept unités seront réalisées :
-  un atelier de réception des convois routiers amenant les combustibles, dans 

leurs emballages de transport, jusqu'à l'usine de La Hague. Cet atelier, 
dénommé AML, a été mis en service en 1981. Il permet le stockage tampon 
des emballages avant leur déchargement ou leur réexpédition après déchar
gement ;
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FIG.l. Organisation générale des installations de réception et de stockage.

- un atelier de déchargement sous eau des emballages de transport (NPH, mis 
en service en Février 1981 et d'une capacité nominale de 800 tonnes 
d'uranium par an) ;

-  une piscine de stockage de combustibles. C ette première piscine fait partie 
de 2'atelier NPH. Elle a été mise en service en Février 1981

- une seconde piscine de stockage de combustibles, Piscine C, qui sera mise 
en service en Octobre 1983 ;

-  une installation de déchargement à sec des emballages de transport, 
dénommée T0, dont la mise en service est prévue pour Juillet 1985 (800 t 
d'uranium par an) ;

-  deux piscines de stockage supplémentaires, Piscine D et Piscine E sembla
bles à Piscine C, seront opérationnelles en Juillet 1985 et en Mars 1987.

Ces installations permettront, dans un premier temps, la réception et 
l'entreposage des combustibles arrivant à La Hague ; à partir de 1987, elles 

, alimenteront en combustibles les usines de retraitement UP 3, puis UP 2-800. 
Afin de rendre aussi souple que possible l'exploitation de l'ensemble de ces 
installations, les piscines de stockage, les ateliers de déchargement et les 
usines de retraitement seront tous interconnectés par l'intermédiaire des 
piscines.

Ces installations permettront de recevoir chaque année 1600 tonnes 
d'Uranium sous forme de combustibles irradiés en provenance de réacteurs
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Eau Légère, soit 400 à 500 emballages de transport de tous types (transport 
sous eau en NTL 3 NTL 11, NTL 14, EXCELLOX 3B ou transport à sec en 
TN 8, TN 9, TN 10, TN 12, TN 13, TN 17, LK 100), (les petits emballages 
NTL 3, TN 8 et TN 9 sont reçus à La Hague par dérogation car ils sont les 
seuls compatibles avec les installations de certains réacteurs).

Les piscines ont été conçues pour permettre le stockage de la grande 
majorité des combustibles Eau Légère : lors du déchargement de l'emballage, 
ils sont placés en casiers spéciaux, appelés paniers, pouvant contenir de 9 à 
16 combustibles. Plusieurs types d'équipements internes de panier peuvent 
être utilisés, en fonction de la géométrie des différents combustibles (tous les 
paniers ont cependant la même géométrie externe).

Dans les différentes piscines de stockage, les combustibles sont toujours 
manipulés en paniers et ne peuvent en aucun cas être manipulés individuel 
lement. La manutention et le stockage de combustibles en paniers permettent 
de limiter la hauteur d'eau en piscine de stockage à 9 m et de s'adapter aux 
différents types de combustibles à stocker.

2.2. Description détaillée

2,2.1. L'atelier NPH

La Figure 2 présente l'atelier NPH qui assure la réception, l'entreposage 
temporaire, et le déchargement des emballages de transport de combustibles 
Eau Légère.

Ces emballages arrivent à La Hague par convois routiers spéciaux et 
sont déchargés dans un premier atelier, l'AML, où ils sont placés en stockage 
d'attente sur des wagons spéciaux (repères A et B).

Ils sont ensuite introduits dans l'atelier de déchargement (repères C 
et D), où ils subissent tout d'abord une série d'opérations préalables à leur 
immersion en piscine ; cette  préparation consiste :
-  à mettre l'emballage à la verticale et à l'amener en cellule de préparation 

(repère E)
- à abaisser la température des combustibles et de l'emballage lui-même 

jusqu'à une température compatible avec son immersion (30°C environ)
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r à verifier qu'aucun élément combustible n'a subi de détérioration pendant 
le transport (des contrôles d'activité sont effectués sur le circuit d'eau de 
Refroidissement, afin de s'assurer de l'absence de matière fissile dmis la 
cavité interne de l'emballage)

-  à rincer les éléments combustibles et la cavité interne de l'emballage 
jusqu'à ce que l'activité de l'eau circulant dans l'emballage devienne 
inférieure à un seuil (5.10 2 Ci’m 3) permettant l'ouverture de l'emballage 
en piscine de déchargement tout en limitant a un seuil acceptable la 
dispersion de la contamination en piscine

-  à équiper l'emballagp des dispositifs nécessaires à sa manutention ét à son 
ouverture sous eau (outil de mise à l'air de la cavité interne, de préhension 
du couvercle, ...).

L'ensemble de ces opérations dure en moyenne 24 heures.
L'emballage est alors repris à l'aide du pont de 1300 kN équipant les 

halls (C et D de la Figure 2) et d'un palonnier spécial afin d'être immergé en 
piscine de déchargement ; son couvercle est ôté : les combustibles sont 
extraits un à un et placés en paniers de stockage par le pont perche 
desservant la piscine de déchargement.

Une fois vidé et rééquipé de son couvercle, l'emballage est évacué de la 
piscine et préparé dans une cellule spéciale en vue de sa réexpédition vers un 
réacteur : en particulier, l'ensemble des outils de té lé manipulation sont 
désaccouplés de l'emballage, les faces externes de l'emballage sont décon
taminées en utilisant de l'eau chaude sous pression à 250 bars à une 
température comprise entre 70 et 80°C, la cavité interne est vidangée et 
séchée et l'emballage subit un test d'étanchéité.

Après contrôle de l'activité externe l'emballage peut alors repartir vers 
un site réacteur.

Dans le même temps, le panier de stockage contenant les éléments 
combustibles irradiés est fermé en téléopération, (un couvercle est mis en 
place pour empêcher, en cas de chute du panier, toute sortie des combus
tibles) puis transféré dans la piscine de: stockage, en attente de retraitement. 
Bien évidemment, l'eau de la piscine de déchargement est épurée en 
permanence. Le traitement est basé sur un procédé de filtration et dé conta
mination mettant en œuvre un filtre à bougies poreuses (20 ym) avec 
précouche de résines broyées. Le débit de traitement peut varier de 80 à 
240 m3*h l . Une décontamination plus poussée de l'eau des piscines peut être 
effectuée par circulation sur des colonnes échangeuses d'ions (colonnes 
cations et anions).

L'atelier NPH est doté de deux lignes de déchargement indépendantes, 
capable chacune de recevoir et décharger 100 à 200 emballages de transport 
de tous types par an. De plus, un atelier d'entretien des emballages, 
permettant de réaliser des permutations de structures internes, des change
ments de joints de couvercles, des lavages des cavités internes d'emballages, 
(etc.) lui a été adjoint. Dans cet atelier d'entretien toutes les opérations sont 
effectuées en téléopération.

Il faut également noter que tous les matériels installés sur les circuits 
véhiculant des fluides d’activité volumique supérieure à 5.10 2 Ci’m 3 sont 
démontables en téléopération : pompes, vannes, filtres, etc.
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Bien évidemment, l'ensemble des locaux de l'atelier est ventilé en 
permanence. Le bâtiment est divisé en quatre zones principales en fonction 
des risques de dispersion de la contamination. Un gradient de dépression 
garantit une circulation de l'air des zones où le risque est faible vers les 
zones à risque plus élevé (les zones sont numérotées de 600 à 900 dans le sens 
des dépressions croissantes vis à vis de l'extérieur comme illustré sur la 
Figure 2). L'air est filtré sur des batteries de filtres absolus (THE) avant rejet 
à l'extérieur.

L'accident de dimensionnement pris en compte pour cette installation 
est la chute d'un emballage de transport dans les bassins de déchargement. 
Toutes les précautions ont été prises pour éviter qu'un tel accident n'entraîne 
un risque de vidange des piscines de stockage : sas étanches, structures 
absorbeuses d'énergie placées en fond de piscine, haute fiabilité des engins de 
manutention.

Les principales caractéristiques dimensionnelles d'un tel atelier sont 
rappelées ci-dessous (en y incluant la piscine de stockage attenante) :
-  dimensions extérieures de l'atelier de déchargement = 60 m x 60 m x 45 m
- dimensions extérieures de l'unité piscine
-  volume de béton
-  surface de cuvelage en acier inoxydable
-  longueur de tuyauteries
-  nombre d'appareils procédés
-  nombre de vannes
- séisme de référence
-  activité des piscines de déchargement
-  activité des piscines de stockage
-  puissance thermique maximale des emballages reçus
-  nombre d'emballages présents simultanément
-  effectifs d'exploitation

= 90 m x 25 m x 30 m 
= 50.000 m 3 
= 20.000 m 2 
= 30.000 m 
= 150 
= 1500
= v n  MSK. (SMS).
= = Ю" 5 Ci’m'
= = 1 0 '5 Ci’m 
= 85 kWth 
=  6
= 114.

3
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FIG.3. Principe des manutentions dans l ’atelier T0.
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FIG,4, Echangeur immergé (groupe bulbe).

2 .2 .2. L'atelier TO

La Figure 3 présente l'atelier TO 
d'Uranium par an, le déchargement à 
spécialisés TN 12, TN 13 et TN 17 du

qui assure, au rythme de 800 t 
sec des emballages de transport 
type MARK П développés par la

COGEMA et TRANSNUCLEAIRE ainsi que de l'emballage LK 100.
Comme pour l'atelier NPH, les emballages arrivent par convois routiers 

spéciaux et sont déchargés dans l'AML où ils sont placés à l'horizontale sur 
des wagons spéciaux (repères A et B).

Ils sont ensuite introduits dans le hall de préparation de l'atelier T0 où 
ils subissent les opérations préalables à leur déchargement (repères M et N).

Ces opérations comprennent :
-  le basculement à la verticale de l'emballage à l'aide d'un pont de 1300 kN 

(repère M)
-  la dépose de l'emballage sur un chariot automoteur qui assurera le transfert 

de l'emballage aux postes de préparation avant déchargement, d'accostage 
et de préparation après déchargement (rinçage de la cavité interne)

-  la préparation avant déchargement : elle consiste à contrôler l'étanchéité 
du système de fermeture de l'emballage et l'atmosphère de sa cavité 
interne (pression et teneur en krypton 85) et à équiper l'emballage des 
dispositifs nécessaires à son ouverture en téléopération, (mise en dépres
sion, enlèvement des pièces maintenant le bouchon, pose des pièces 
d'adaptation au système d'accostage)

-  l'accostage, conçu pour mettre en communication la cavité interne de 
l'emballage et la cellule de déchargement en assurant le confinement 
nécessaire ainsi que la limitation de la contamination des surfaces.
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Le confinement de l'atmosphère de la cellule (repère O) et de la cavité 
interne de l'emballage est réalisé par la garde hydraulique du dispositif ainsi 
que par les différents joints existants entre la dalle mobile, les dispositifs de 
liaison, le bouchon et l'emballage lui-même. En cas de défaillance des joints, 
le confinement de l'atmosphère reste maintenu par une cascade de dépres
sions assurant une vitesse d'air de 0,5 m*s 1 du local d'accostage (repère P) 
vers la cellule de déchargement (repère O).

Après l'accostage et l'ouverture de l'emballage, les combustibles PWR 
ou BWR sont sortis un à un, transférés et immergés dans un puits de 
refroidissement -rinçage. Au cours de ce rinçage, l'intégrité de chaque 
combustible est vérifiée (sipping test). Puis ces combustibles sont placés dans 
les alvéoles d'un panier immergé dans le canal de liaison avec la piscine de 
stockage D (repère U).

Quand le panier est rempli d'éléments combustibles, il est transféré 
dans la piscine par tin chariot immergé se déplaçant sur une rampe de 
roulement inclinée.

Le déchargement terminé, l'emballage est contrôlé (radioactivité inter
ne résiduelle), refermé, désaccosté et présenté au poste de préparation avant 
réexpédition où sa cavité interne est rincée puis séchée.

2.2.3. Piscine type

Comme indiqué au Chapitre 1, les quatre piscines d'une capacité de 
2000 t d'Uranium chacune, seront alimentées en combustibles irradiés par 
l'atelier NPH (déchargement sous eau) et l'atelier T0 (déchargement à sec).

Les piscines NPH, C, D et E présentent des caractéristiques communes 
(capacité, revêtement, ...). Cependant, certains équipements installés 
peuvent être différents en fonction notamment du développement apporté à 
certaines technologies.

Les caractéristiques générales de la piscine type sont donc les sui
vantes :
-  capacité de stockage = 2000 t d'uranium environ
- température normale de l'eau de piscine = 40°С
- température maximale en opération = 45°C
- capacité de refroidissement = 8 à 16 MWth
- volume d'eau de la piscine = 12000 m3 environ
-  nombre de paniers pour combustibles PWR

ou BWR = 560
-  longueur/largeur/profondeur = 83 m /  17 m /  11 m
- hauteur d'eau = 9 m.

Le bassin repose un radier indépendant de toute construction annexe par 
l'intermédiaire de deux files de piliers surmontés d'appuis en néoprène 
capables d'absorber les écarts dus aux contraintes d'origines thermiques et 
sismiques. Le revêtement en acier inoxydable A 316 L d'épaisseur 4 et 6 mm 
est entièrement radiographié sur place grâce à un procédé spécial.

Le refroidissement de l'eau de la piscine est effectué par seize 
échangeurs thermiques immergés en piscine (groupes bulbes) reliés à huit 
tours sèches à tirage forcé. Cette disposition permet de supprimer les 
circuits d'eau reliant habituellement les piscines et les échangeurs à plaques,
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FIG.5. Paniers de stockage de combustibles irradiés.

éliminant ainsi les risques de vidange accidentelle et d'irradiation du person
nel.

L'épuration des eaux de piscines est réalisée sur trois chaînes fonction
nant en parallèle. Chaque chaîne est composée de deux colonnes de résines 
échangeuses d'ions installées en série ; la première colonne est de type 
cationique fort et la seconde est de type anionique fort.

2.2.4. Dispositifs spéciaux

Un certain nombre de matériels spéciaux, qui ont fait l'objet de 
programmes de développement et de qualification, sont ou seront installés 
dans les ateliers de réception. Il s'agit plus particulièrement des vannes et des 
pompes installés sur des circuits véhiculant des fluides d'activité supérieure à 
5.10 2 Ci'm 3, télédémontables sous enceinte de confinement, de bancs de 
prise d'échantillons, des groupes bulbes de refroidissement et de traitement 
d'eau de piscine ainsi que d'un certain nombre de dispositifs mécaniques 
spéciaux.

2.2.4.1. Groupes bulbes de refroidissement et de traitement d'eau de piscine

Les combustibles irradiés dégagent durant leur stockage en piscine une 
énergie thermique résiduelle comprise entre 7 kW (9 mois après la sortie de
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réacteur) et 1,8 kW (36 mois après la sortie de réacteur) . La technique 
habituelle du refroidissement consiste à évacuer les calories par circulation 
de l'eau de piscine faiblement radioactive, sur des échangeurs à plaques 
connectés à un circuit secondaire de refroidissement. Ces échangeurs sont 
généralement implantés dans les sous-sols du bâtiment piscine.

La Figure 4 présente l'unité de refroidissement brevetée conçue par 
SGN, qui est immergée dans la piscine elle-même sans circulation extérieure 
de l'eau de piscine et donc sans risque d'irradiation ou d'intervention en actif 
sur les composants de circuit. L'unité est fixée le  long des parois de la piscine 
et est reliée au système de refroidissement secondaire par des tuyauteries 
placées au-dessus de l'eau. L'ensemble, aisément démontable, se compose de 
trois parties réalisées en acier AISI 304 L SS : le corps, l'échangeur et le 
groupe moto-pompe (l'ensemble pesant 30 kN). L'échangeur comprend 
500 tubes permettant d'évacuer 1 MWth avec un débit nominal de circulation 
d'eau de piscine de 90 m 3*h 1. Le groupe bulbe est actionné par un moteur de
5 kW, sa hauteur est de 7,5 m, la longueur immergée est de 6 m et le  
diamètre de 0,8 m. Si la pompe s'arrête, l'échange est maintenu par effet de 
thermosiphon. La température de l'eau de piscine s'élève alors à environ 
60°C.

Une autre version de cet appareil, utilisant le même groupe motopompe 
est en cours de qualification comme unité de traitement d'eau sur résines 
cationiques et anioniques conditionnées en cartouches perdues.

2.2.4.2. Paniers de stockage de combustibles irradiés PWR et BWR

La Figure 5 présente les paniers de stockage spéciaux qui ont été 
conçus et réalisés dans le but d'atteindre la capacité maximale de stockage. 11 
est ainsi possible de stocker sur 1 m2 environ 16 combustibles BWR, ou
9 combustibles PWR (en utilisant des chemises en acier boré). La capacité 
nominale de 560 paniers a été retenue pour garantir un maximum de souplesse 
d'exploitation. Si on adoptait une configuration plus compacte, le nombre de 
paniers stockables pourrait être porté à 700. Si la piscine était de plus 
spécialisée en stockage de combustibles irradiés EdF standards de 460 kg 
d'uranium, sa capacité serait ainsi portée à 3000 t d'uranium initial.

2.2.4.3. Dispositif de transfert mécanique de paniers

Un dispositif mécanique dénommé "Saut de puce" est en cours de 
réalisation pour permettre le transfert des paniers contenant des combus
tibles irradiés entre la piscine NPH et la piscine C ; le transfert s'effectue 
dans les deux sens suivant une trajectoire en forme de V inversé, située dans 
un plan vertical, selon des pentes à 55°. Le panier, embarqué sur un chariot 
immergé est tiré vers le haut, émerge dans une cellule implantée en surplomb 
des bassins, est placé sur une plate-forme tournante qui effectue un demi- 
tour et est descendu pour être immergé dans le second bassin où il est 
débarqué du chariot. Ce dispositif permet de faire franchir aux paniers, à la 
cadence de 4 paniers par jour, une dénivelée de 4 m entre les niveaux des 
piscines NPH et C.
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FIG. 6. Equipements de sécurité des piscines de stockage.

Des dépressions de 50 et 14 mm d'eau par rapport à l'atmosphère 
extérieure sont respectivement maintenues dans la cellule abritant la plaque 
tournante et celle affectée à la maintenance des équipements.

2.2.4.4. Pont de 1300 kN (Figure 6)

Les systèmes de manutention de l'atelier NPH ont fait l'objet d'une 
attention particulière. Les 3 ponts de 1300 kN sont utilisés pour la manu
tention des emballages de transport dont le poids peut varier de 450 kN à 
1300 kN. L'objectif de sûreté fixé a été d'obtenir un taux limite de défail
lance (risque de chute de la charge) de l'ordre de 10 7 par an. La méthode 
utilisée a consisté à utiliser un pont de conception réglementée, ayant fait 
l'objet d'analyses de défaillance, notamment dans la sidérurgie, et de 
déterminer, dans les configurations d'utilisation, les modes de défaillance des 
organes mécaniques concernés afin de les redimensionner si nécessaire. Une 
chaîne de détection de survitesse éprouvée, placée en extrémité des tambours 
de levage en association avec 4 freins spéciaux (repères 1 et 2) agissant 
directement sur les tambours, a permis de limiter la partie du pont sujette à 
défaillance aux équipements compris entre les tambours et la charge. En 
utilisant les hypothèses de la fiabilité mécanique, les organes essentiels ont 
été redessinés ou modifiés. L'ensemble a fait l'objet de contrôles non 
destructifs systématiques après montage et essais. Ces derniers ont été



TABLEAU I. COMPARAISON DES COUTS DE BASE ENTRE NPH ET TO
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REPARTITION DU COUT DE BASE COUT DE BASE 
EN FRANCS AU 

01.01.82 
EN MF

ETUDES GENIE CIVIL TUYAUTERIES 
ET APPAREILS 

PROCEDE

CONTROLE
COMMANDE

FRAIS DE 
MISE EN 

EXPLOITAT.
DECHARGEMENT 
SOUS EAU 
NPH

16% 20% 47% 7% 10% 1000

DECHARGEMENT 
A SEC 
To

22% 14% 47% 8% 9% 1100

PISCINE DE 
STOCKAGE 24% 15% 45% 12% 4% 650

* le coût inclus la piscine de stockage de 2000 t associée à NPH 
** le coût inclus la Discine de stockage de 2000 t associée à To.

non compris le coût des installations de soutien (ateliers de maintenance, traitement des effluents...)

effectués d'une part par simulation sur l'ensemble "chaîne de 
détection/freins" et d'autre part par tests réels de chute libre avec des 
charges de 1600 kN.

2.2.4.5. Dispositif amortisseur (Figure 6)

Il a été décidé de disposer, au fond de chaque piscine, des dispositifs 
absorbeurs d'énergie (repère 5) capables de freiner un emballage tombant de 
16 m. En effet, en cas de chute, les emballages parcourent environ 2,2 m dans 
l'air et 14 m dans l'eau avant de percuter verticalement ou obliquement le 
fond de la piscine de déchargement. L'amortisseur breveté a été spécialement 
conçu à cet effet. Il a fait l'objet d'un programme de calcul et d'essais de 
sûreté. Le matériau utilisé est l'acier inoxydable identique à celui utilisé pour 
le revêtement des piscines. La pression maximale retransmise sous le radier 
de la piscine de déchargement ne dépasse pas 10 bars. La surface de piscine 
couverte est d'environ 200 m2.

3. COUT DES INSTALLATIONS DE DECHARGEMENT ET DE STOCKAGE

Le Tableau I présente la décomposition du coût d'investissement de base 
des installations de déchargement et de stockage en cours de réalisation à La 
Hague. Ces coûts ne prennent en compte ni les dépenses de fonctionnement ni 
les intérêts intercalaires pendant la période de construction.

Ainsi, le coût de base des installations de stockage piscine seule atteint 
325 F par kg d'uranium stockable (en Francs Français au 1er Janvier 1982).

Il faut noter que ce coût moyen est établi en considérant que les 
piscines de La Hague peuvent chacune recevoir 2000 t  d'uranium sous forme 
de combustibles irradiés d'un poids moyen unitaire de 390 daN. Si ces piscines 
étaient remplies uniquement de combustibles PWR 900 MW de type EdF, il 
serait possible de densifier le stockage et de placer dans ces mêmes piscines 
3000 t d'uranium initial irradié. Le coût de l'investissement serait alors de 
220 F par kg d'uranium stockable.
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TABLEAU II. COMPARAISON DU TRAITEMENT DE L’EAU ET DES 
EFFLUENTS D’EXPLOITATION ENTRE NPH ET TO

VOLUME 
EAU 

RECYCLEE 
EN m3

FILTRATION
ET

TRAITEMENT

QUANTITE 
DE RESINES 

EN kg

DEBITS
EN

m3-h-i

EFFLUENTS
EN

m3-ai

ACTIVITE
EN

Cim-3

NPH
RINÇAGE 
COMBUSTIBLE 
ET EMBALLAGE

12 2 FILTRES 
A BOUGIES ----- 15

3100

121

4,5.10-4 

41

NPH
DECHARGEMENT 
2 PISCINES

3460
3 FILTRES 
A RESINES 
BROYEES

30 240 450 1,9

To
LAVAGE 
COMBUSTIBLE 
RINÇAGE EMBAL
LAGE

30
2 FILTRES 
A RESINES 
BROYEES

24 180 260 51

PISCINE TYPE

12000
3 x 2  

COLONNES 
ANION ET 

CATION

31000 450 1250 3,3

4. COMPARAISON ENTRE DECHARGEMENT A SEC ET DECHAR
GEMENT SOUS EAU

4.1. Critères techniques

Les principales différences techniques entre le déchargement sous eau
représenté par l'atelier NPH et le déchargement à sec représenté par l’atelier
TO sont les suivantes :
- Le pont d'une capacité de 1300 kN, manutentionnant les emballages de 

transport des combustibles irradiés, parcourt environ 60 m à 1,7 m’min 1 
et 90 m à 0,5 m*min 1 dans l'atelier NPH alors que son rôle est limité dans 
l'atelier T0 à la dépose et reprise de l'emballage sur le chariot automoteur 
de transfert. Cette dernière solution, plus simple, évite la mise en place 
des dispositifs de sécurité liés aux risques de chûte de l'emballage et 
apporte un gain de temps appréciable.

-  Le cycle de préparation de l'emballage avant déchargement dans l'atelier 
T0 consiste uniquement à préparer l'emballage pour permettre son ouver
ture en téléopération en cellule spécialisée, alors que cette  préparation 
comporte pour NPH, une phase de refroidissement et de rinçage de la 
cavité interne de l'emballage et des combustibles.

-  L'atelier NPH est capable de recevoir tous les types d'emballages alors que 
l'atelier T0 est spécialisé dans la réception et le traitement d'emballages 
de transport à sec dont la partie supérieure a été conçue spécialement pour 
cet usage. Seuls les emballages TN 12, TN 13 et TN 17 MARK П ainsi que 
le LK 100 répondent à ce critère, à ce jour.

-  Le déchargement à sec supprime bien évidemment la piscine de déchar
gement et le traitement d'eau associé. Il supprime également les opérations 
de sortie de la piscine de déchargement et de décontamination de 
l'emballage et des accessoires de protection (jupes, paloxmiers...).
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FIG. 7. Montée en cadence de l ’atelier NPH.

-  Le déchargement à sec permet d'assurer dans de meilleures conditions le 
rinçage de l'emballage et celui des combustibles (rinçages séparés). Il faut 
cependant noter que le déchargement sous eau présente certains avantages 
en cas de situations incidentelles : une intervention en piscine reste en 
effet souvent plus facile à réaliser qu'une intervention en cellule.

-  L'atelier TO permet un traitement plus rapide des emballages puisqu'il y a 
moins d'opérations, moins de manutentions et moins de décontamination de 
matériels auxiliaires que pour l'atelier NPH. Ainsi, une seule ligne permet 
d'assurer dans TO le déchargement de 800 t en équivalent uranium alors que 
deux lignes sont nécessaires à NPH pour assurer la même capacité totale.

4.2. Comparaison des effluents

Le tableau П présente différentes solutions adoptées pour le traitement 
des eaux de piscines et les effluents correspondants.

4.3. Raisons du choix du déchargem ent à sec  pour T0

L'optimisation des installations de déchargement de combustibles irra
diés en provenance de réacteurs français et étrangers a conduit à associer à 
l'atelier NPH, d'une grande souplesse d'utilisation, un atelier de déchargement 
à sec plus spécialisé et plus performant à certains égards. En particulier cet 
atelier produit moins d'effluents et de déchets, améliore la radioprotection 
des opérateurs, évite une contamination extérieure des emballages de trans
port. Finalement sa simplicité, qui permet la généralisation de l'utilisation de 
la télécommande, en fait un complément à l'atelier NPH, permettant ainsi de 
constituer un ensemble capable de décharger et stocker avec efficacité  
1600 t d'uranium initial irradié par an.
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5. EXPERIENCE ACQUISE A LA HAGUE DANS L'EXPLOITATION DE
TELLES INSTALLATIONS (Figure 7)

En 1975, la COGEMA a mis en exploitation à La Hague un premier 
atelier de réception et de stockage des combustibles eau légère, HAO. 
L'expérience d'exploitation acquise dans cet atelier a permis de concevoir 
l'ensemble des équipements spécifiques de l'atelier NPH (ponts perches de 
manutention des combustibles et des paniers, équipements installés en 
cellules de préparation, équipements de manutention, des emballages, circuits 
de traitements d'eau...)- L'atelier NPH, dont la mise en actif a eu lieu en 
Février 1981, a été mis en service industriel en Septembre 1981. De Février à 
Septembre 1981, s'est déroulée une période d'essais actifs, pendant laquelle 
l'atelier a tout d'abord été exploité à cadence réduite (Février à Mai :
10 emballages déchargés) puis à cadence nominale (Mai et Juin 1981 : 20 -  25 
emballages par mois). Depuis Septembre 1981, l'atelier NPH est exploité à la 
cadence nominale de 20 -  25 emballages déchargés mensuellement.

L'atelier NPH est actuellement capable de recevoir des emballages 
contenant des combustibles dégageant une puissance thermique maximum de 
40 kW (de nombreux emballages dégageant 40 kW ont été déchargés depuis 
Février 1981). Grâce aux installations complémentaires en cours de réalisa
tion, l'atelier sera capable, dès Septembre 1983, de décharger des emballages 
dégageant 85 kW.

Ainsi, 600 t environ d'uranium initial irradié sont stockés au 31.05.1982 
dans sa piscine.

Les circuits de traitement d'eau installés à NPH permettent d'obtenir 
une eau de piscine d'excellente qualité :
-  activité de l'eau des piscines de déchargement =: 10_ s Ci’m_ 3
-  activité de l'eau des piscines de stockage -  10 5 Ci’m 3.

De même les système de décontamination en service à NPH permettent
de décontaminer facilement les emballages sortant de piscine de déchar
gement Jactivité surfacique après décontamination inférieure à 10 ц 
yC i’cm 2).

Enfin l'exposition radiologique du personnel affecté à cet atelier est 
restée très faible (500 mrem’an 1 en 1981, sur 12 mois).

D'une manière générale, l'ensemble des performances nominales de 
l'atelier ont été atteintes en Octobre 1981. '

CONCLUSION

En 1987, la COGEMA disposera à La Hague d'un ensemble de réception- 
stockage de combustibles Eau Légère unique en son genre. Pour réaliser un 
tel complexe, il est nécessaire de favoriser une étroite collaboration entre le 
concepteur et l'exploitant. Ainsi l'ensemble de l'expérience des installations 
actuellement en service à La Hague est mise à la disposition de SGN, Société 
d'ingénierie (filiale de COGEMA), chargée de réaliser les nouvelles usines 
UP2-800 et UP3 de retraitement de La Hague.
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En particulier, dans le domaine de la réception et du stockage des 
combustibles Eau Légère, cette collaboration a permis de mettre au point, 
pour NPH, une série d'équipements sophistiqués permettant d'automatiser 
l'exploitation et de diminuer l'exposition radiologique du personnel, et, d'une 
manière plus générale, d'améliorer les conditions d'exploitation.

Cette collaboration se poursuivra lors de l'étude et de la réalisation des 
prochains ateliers qui bénéficieront eux-mêmes de l'expérience d'exploitation 
de l'atelier NPH.



DISCUSSION

(Summary of discussion held on the papers in Technical Session 3.4)

Several questions were raised concerning the different costs of reprocessing 
and storage which had been reported by various authors.

It was explained that low prices in India (less than US. $200/kg U) are not 
only the result of low labour costs but are also due to a combination of factors 
such as type of financing, infrastructural cost and plant capacity utilization.

Using the kW • h price of 20 centimes and the rate of 7% of the kilowatt-hour 
cost for the reprocessing and disposal mentioned in paper IAEA-CN-42/89, an 
estimate of about 3000 to 4000 French francs/kg spent fuel was obtained. The 
authors of the paper replied that 7% of the kW • h cost was only used as an estimate 
to illustrate that a change in the reprocessing cost has only a small effect on the 
kilowatt-hour cost. He said the estimate was correct, but the prices are the result 
of an agreement between Cogéma and its customers.

It was explained that the price of US $345/kg U for spent fuel storage in 
paper IAEA-CN-42/444 includes research and development and other costs in 
addition to AGR construction and operating costs. The figure of US $ 130/kg U 
comprises only construction and operating costs.

In comments on paper IAEA-CN-42/343 it was noted that the estimated 
increase of oxide fuel reprocessing costs since 1977 has not changed to any great 
extent. The situation is now much more stable than it was a decade ago. With 
regard to the shipping operation, there has been no occasion during the past five 
years when a utility had any real storage difficulties because of the lack of support 
from the British Nuclear Fuels Ltd. (BNFL). Indeed, very good and encouraging 
co-operation exists between BNFL and the utilities. Other utilities are always 
prepared to assist a utility in distress by changing their own shipping schedules, 
so that BNFL can reassign shipping to where it is most urgently needed. This 
co-operation benefits all concerned and this is a fact that should be recognized.

In connection with paper IAEA-CN-42/88 a questioner wished to know 
the nature of the filling gas in the transport cask and whether the limitation of 
temperature at 200°C is due to the risk of cladding failure. It was stated in reply 
that the filling medium is air and that the temperature limits are in accordance 
with IAEA regulations. They are not connected with any incident, as none has 
ever occurred. The choice of filling medium is not a result of temperature 
limits; water is used as neutron shielding when fuel burnup is more than 
24 GW • d/t U.

In response to a question concerning experience of long-term underwater 
storage (papers IAEA-CN-42/137 and IAEA-CN-42/444) it was mentioned that 
PWR and BWR elements have shown practically no sign of corrosion during the
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past 13 years. The United States has over 8000 t of LWR fuel in pool storage; 
some is more than 15 years old. No particular problems have arisen.

A question on paper IAEA-CN-42/125 dealt with the reason for possible 
AGR fuel cladding corrosion during underwater storage. It was explained that 
during the reactor’s life the stainless steel suffers some deterioration. This, 
together with relatively high circumferential stress, contributes to possible 
corrosion failure. No serious corrosion has yet been observed in commercial 
reactor fuel but storage time has only been 5 years. Experimental reactor fuel 
has shown corrosion when stored for long periods.

A United Kingdom participant explained the Central Electricity Generating 
Board’s (CEGB’s) policy on reprocessing and dry storage of AGR fuel. At 
present AGR fuel is stored under water and the stainless steel cladding gives full 
protection for many years. However, after some time, and as recognized by the 
Windscale inquiry, it is necessary to reprocess the fuel to avoid the risk of cladding 
penetration. AGR spent fuel will, therefore, be reprocessed in THORP at 
Sellafield during the 1990s. The CEGB regards the success of THORP as essential 
to their AGR operation. However, dry storage would make storage of AGR fuel 
possible for extended periods and would thus provide some flexibility in the 
construction time of the reprocessing plants that must follow THORP in the next 
century.

In answer to a question on the capacity of reprocessing plants described in 
the USSR paper IAEA-CN-42/88, it was explained that spent fuel reprocessing 
is being done on a pilot scale. The time of commencement of commercial-scale 
reprocessing will depend on future developments in the construction of fast 
breeders and high-level waste disposal.
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CURRENCY CONVERSION TABLE
QUOTING CURRENCIES REFERRED TO IN THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE NUCLEAR POWER EXPERIENCE CONFERENCE

Year3
Australian

Dollar

(AUD)

Belgian

Franc

(BEF)

Canadian

Dollar

(CAD)

Exchange rates: equivalents of 1 US dollar on 1 January of year indicated3' **

Fed. Rep. United

Germany: Kingdom; Republic 

Spanish French Deutsche Pound Indian Itely: Japan: of Korea; 

Peseta Franc Mark Sterling Rupee Lira Ven Won 

(ESP) (FR F) (DEM) (GBP) (INRI ( ITL) (JPY) (KRW)

Swedish

Krona

(SEK)

USSR;

Rouble
(SUR)

European 

Currency 

Unit 
( XEUJ

Year3

USA

im plicit

price

deflator
indexc

(%)

1960 0.4464d 50.00 1.00 60.00 4.90 4.20 0.3571 4.762 6 21.0 360.0 500.0e 5.1 73 4.000 1960 37.8

1961 0.4464e* 50.00 1.00 60.00 4.90 4.00 0.3571 4.762 6 21.0 360.0 650.0e 5.1 73 0.900 - 1961 38.1

1962 0.4464d 50.00 1.00 60.00 4.90 4.00 0.3571 4.762 6 21.0 360.0 1300.0e 5 .17 3 0.900 - 1962 38.8

1963 0.4464d 50.00 1.08 60.00 4.90 4.00 0.3571 4.762 6 21.0 360.0 130.0 5 .17 3 0.900 - 1963 39.4

1964 Q.4464d 50.00 1.08 60.00 4.90 4.00 0.3571 4.762 6 21.0 360.0 130.0 5 .17 3 0.900 - 1964 40.0

1965 0.4464d 50.00 1.08 60.00 4.90 3.975 0.3571 4,762 625.0 360.0 255.0 5.145 0.900 - 1965 40.9

1966 0.4464d 50.00 1.08 60.00 4.90 4.00 0.3571 4.762 625.0 360.0 270.0 5 .16 0.900 - 1966 42.3

1967 0.8928 50.00 1.08 60.00 4.90 4.00 0.3571 7.50 625.0 360.0 270.0 5 .16 0.900 - 1967 4 3.5

1968 0.8928 50.00 1.08 70.00 4.90 4.00 0.4167 7.50 625.0 360.0 275.0 5.16 0.900 - 1968 45.4

1969 0.8928 50.00 1.08 70,00 4.94 4.00 0.4167 7.50 623.0 360.0 28 1.0 5.16 0.900 - 1969 47.7

1970 0.8928 50.00 1.08 70.00 5.55 3,66 0.4167 7.50 627.0 360.0 304.0 5.16 0.900 - 1970 50.3

1971 0.8928 50.00 1.0 2 70.00 5.52 3.66 0.4167 7.50 624.0 360.0 316.0 5 .16 0.900 - 1971 52,9

19 72 0.8396 44.82 1.00 65.90 5.22 3.27 0.392 7.50 592.0 314.0 373.0 4.86 0.829 - 19 72 55.0

19 73 0.7843 44.00 1.00 63.50 5 .11 3.18 0.426 7.63 582.0 301.0 400.0 4.75 0.824 - 19 73 58.2

1974 0.6723 40.50 1.00 57.00 4.60 2.68 0.433 8.00 600.0 280.0 400.0 4.54 0.746 - 1974 63.9

19 75 0.763 37.00 0.98 57.00 4.50 2.43 0.431 7.95 667.0 300.0 480.0- 4 ,15 0,730 - 19 75 70.0

1976 0.792 39.00 1.01 59.00 4.45 2.60 0.495 8.80 679.0 303.0 480.0 4.39 0.760 _ 1976 73.6

1977 0.940 36.50 1.0 2 68.00 5.00 2.37 0.585 8.70 875.0 295.0 480.0 4.16 0.754 - 1977 78.0

1978 0,890 33.00 1.10 81.00 4.80 2 ,12 0.519 8.36 875.0 240.0 480.0 4.70 0.706 - 1978 83.7

1979 0.880 29,00 1.1 8 71.00 4 .15 1,82 0.490 8.10 840.0 197.0 480.0 4.30 0.660 0.75f 1979 9 1.1

1980 0.900 28.00 1.1 7 66.00 4.05 1.74 0.449 7,85 800.0 240.0 574.0 4.20 0.640 0.69 1980 100.0

1931 0.860 31.5 0 1.18 79.00 4.55 1.95 0.416 7.80 930.0 202.0 6 51.0 4.35 0.665 0.78 1981 108.5

1982 0.886 38.40 1.1 8 97.00 5.75 2.27 0.527 8.85 1210 .0 220.0 685.0 5.58 0 .7 13 0.94 1982 1 1 2 . 79

a The date for exchange rate values is 1 January of year indicated (except for X E U  values, all based on United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) data). 

k Currency symbols from Codes for the Representation of Currencies and Funds, International Standard ISO 421 7*

c Implicit price deflator Index for gross national product (compounded annual rates of change) with 1980 taken as base (derived from Statistical Abstracts of the United States). 

Australian pounds. e Hwans. * European Currency Unit first quoted in April 1979. ® Preliminary vaiue.





FACTORS FOR CONVERTING SOME OF THE MORE COMMON UNITS  
TO INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS (SI) EQUIVALENTS

N O T E S :
11} S I base units are the metre <m), kilogram (kg), second (s), ampere <A), kelvin (К), candela (cd) and mole (mol).
(2) ►  indicates SI derived units and those accepted for use w ith S I;

^  indicates additional units accepted for use with SI for a lim ited time.
IFo r fu rth e r in fo rm a tio n  see the cu rren t ed ition  o f  The In te rna tiona l System o f  U nits (SI), published in  English b y  HMSO,
London , and N ationa l Bureau o f  Standards, Washington, DC, and In ternational Standards ISO-WOO and the
several parts o f  ISO-31, pub lished b y  ISO, Geneva. ]

(3) The correct symbol for the unit in column 1 is given in column 2.
(4} «X* indicates conversion factors given exactly* other factors are given rounded,, mostly to 4 significant figures:

=  indicates a definition of an S I derived unit: [ ] in columns 3 + 4  enclose factors given for the sake of completeness.

The following conversion table is provided for the convenience o f readers

C o lu m n  1

M ultiply data given in:
Co lu m n  2 C o lu m n  3

by:
C o lu m n  4

to obtain data in:

Radiation units 
^  becquerel

disintegrations per second (= dis/s)
1 Bq 

1 s '1
{has dimensions o f s '1 ) 
1.00 X 10° Bq *

>  curie 1 Ci = 3.70 X 1010 Bq *
>  roentgen 1 R l = 2.58 X 10~4 C/kg] *
►  gray 1 Gy l= 1.00 X 10° J /kg j *
>  rad 1 rad - 1.00 X 1 0 '2 Gy *
►  sievert (radiation pro tection  only) 1 Sv 1.00 X 10° J /kg ] *
>  rem (radiation pro tection  only) 1 rem =

оXОО

Sv *

Mass

►  unified atom ic mass u n it o f the mass o f IJC) 1 u 1 = 1.660 57 X 10 "27 kg, approx. ]

>  tonne (= m etric ton) 1 t 1 = 1.00 X 103 kg] *

pound mass (avoirdupois) 1 Ibm = 4.536 X 10"! kg

ounce mass (avoirdupois) 1 ozm - 2.835 X 101 g
ton (long) (= 2240 Ibm) 1 ton = 1.016 X 103 kg

ton (short) (= 2000 Ibm) 1 short ton = 9.072 X 102 kg

Length
statute mile 1 mile = 1.609 X 10° km

>  nautical mile (international) 1 n mile = 1.852 X 10° km *

yard 1 yd = 9.144 X 10"* m *
fo o t 1 f t = 3.048 X 10"' m *
inch 1 in = 2.54 X 10' mm *
mil (= 1 0 '3 in) 1 mil = 2.54 X 10~2 mm *

Area
[> hectare 1 ha [ = 1.00 X 104 m2] *

>  barn (effective cross-section, nuclear physics) 1 b 1 = 1.00 X 10-28 m2 ] *

square mile, {statute m ile )2 1 m ile2 = 2.590 X 10° km 2

acre 1 acre = 4.047 X 103 m2
square yard 1 yd2 = 8.361 X 1 0 '1 m2
square foo t 1 f t 2 = 9.290 X 1 0 '2 m2
square inch 1 in 2 = 6.452 X 102 mm2

Volume

►  litre 1 1 or 1 L [ = 1.00 X 10~3 m3] *
cubic yard 1 yd 3 = 7.646 X 1 0 '1 m3
cubic fo o t 1 f t 3 = 2.832 X 1Q"2 m3
cubic inch 1 in3 = 1.639 X 104 mm3
gallon (imperial) 1 gal (UK) - 4.546 X 10"3 m 3
gallon ( US liqu id) 1 gal (US) = 3.785 X 1 0 '3 m 3

T h is  ta b le  Has been prepared b y  E R A . Beck fo r  use b v  the  D iv is io n  o f  P u b lica tio n s  o f  the  IA E A . W h ile  every e f fo r t  has 
been m ade to  ensure accuracy, th e  A g e n cy  c a n n o t be held responsib le  fo r  e rro rs  aris ing  f ro m  The use o f th is  table.



C o lu m n  1

M ultiply data given in:
C o lu m n  2 C o lu m n  3

by:
C o lu m n  4

to obtain data in:

Velocity, acceleration

fo o t per second (= fps) 1 ft/s = 3.048 X 1 0 '1 m/s *

fo o t per m inute 1 ft/m in = 5.08 X 10~3 m/s *

mile per hour (= mph) 1 m ile/h
_ Í4.470 X 10 "1 

\ l .6 0 9  X 10°
m/s
km /h

t> kno t (international) 1 knot = 1.852 X 10° km /h *

free fa ll, standard, g 
fo o t per second squared 1 f t /s 2

= 9.807 X 10° 
= 3.048 X 10~‘

m/s2
m/s2 *

Density, volumetric rate

pound mass per cubic inch 1 lb m /in 3 = 2.768 X 104 kg/m 3
pound mass per cubic fo o t 1 lb m /ft3 = 1.602 X 101 kg/m 3
cubic feet per second 1 f t 3/s = 2.832 X 1 0 '2 m3/s
cubic feet per m inute 1 f t 3/m in = 4.719 X 10-4 m3/s

Force

^  newton 1 N [=  1.00 X 10° nvkg- s '2] *
dyne 1 dyn = 1.00 X 10 s N *

kilogram  force (= k ilopond (kp)) 1 kgf = 9.807 X 10° N
poundal 1 pdl = 1.383 X 1 0 '1 N
pound force (avoirdupois) 1 Ib f = 4.448 X 10° N

ounce force (avoirdupois) 1 O íf = 2.780 X 1 0 '1 .INI

Pressure, stress

^  pascal9 1 Pa [=  1.00 X 10° N /m 2 *
atmosphere^, standard 1 atm = 1.013 25 X 10s Pa *

>  bar 1 bar = 1.00 X 10s Pa *
centimetres o f mercury (0°C) 1 cmHg = 1.333 X 103 Pa
dyne per square centirtietre 1 dyn /cm 2 = 1.00 X 10’ 1 Pa *
feet o f water (4°C) 1 f tH 20 = 2.989 X 103 Pa
inches o f mercury (0°C) 1 inHg = 3.386 X 103 Pa
inches o f water (4°C) 1 inH 20 = 2.491 X 102 Pa
kilogram  force per square centimetre 1 kgf/cm 2 = 9.807 X 104 Pa
pound force per square fo o t 1 lb f / f t2 = 4.788 X 101 Pa
pound force per square inch (= psi)c 1 lb f/ in 2 = 6.895 X 103 Pa
to rr (0°C) (= mmHgl 1 to rr = 1.333 X 101 Pa

Energy, work, q u a n tity  o f  heat

p  joule (=  W s ) 1 J [=  1.00 X 10a N m ] *
►  e lectronvolt 1 eV 1= 1.602 19 X 1 0 ' 19 J, approx.]

British thermal u n it (International Table) 1 Btu = 1.055 X 103 J
calorie (thermochemical) 1 cal = 4.184 X 10° J *

calorie (International Table) 1 cal it = 4.187 X 10° J
erg 1 erg = 1.00 X 10~7 J *

foot-pound force 1 f t - Ib f = 1.356 X 10° J

k ilo w a tt-h o u r 1 k W h = 3.60 X 106 J *

k ilo to n  explosive yie ld (PNE) (=  10n  g-cal) 1 k t  yie ld —  4.2 X 1012 J

a Pa (g): pascals gauge b  atm  (g) (= a tü ); atmospheres gauge c lb f/m 2 (g| (= psig): gauge pressure 

Pa abs: pascals absolute atm  abs (= ata): atmospheres absolute lb f/ in 2 abs ( -  psia): absolute pressure



C o lu m n  1 C o lu m n  2 C o lu m n  3  C o lu m n  4

M ultiply data given in: by : to obtain data in:

Power, radiant flux

^  w att 1 W [ =  1.00 X 10° J/s]

British therm al u n it (International Table) per second 1 Btu/s = 1.055 X 103 W

calorie (International Table) per second 1 c a l|j/s = 4.187 X 10° w

foot-pound force/second 1 f t lb f / s = 1.356 X 10° w

horsepower (electric) 1 hp = 7.46 X 10J vv

horsepower (metric) (= ps) 1 ps = 7.355 X 102 w

horsepower (550 ft- lb f/s ) 1 hp = 7.457 X 102 w

Temperature

►  kelvin

►  degrees Celsius, t
where T  is the therm odynam ic temperature in kelvin 
and T 0 is defined as 273.15 К 

degree Fahrenheit 
degree Rankine 
temperature difference6̂

_ K ______

t  = T -  T 0

toF - 3 2

A T  op (= A top )
(l)9ives

t  (in degrees Celsius) 
T (in kelvin)
A T  (= A t)

Thermal c o n d u c tiv ity ^

1 B t u in / ( f t 2 -s-°F) (International Table B tu)
1 B tu / ( f t - s ° F )  (International Table B tu)
1 ca lr r /(c m -s °C )

Miscellaneous quantities

litre  per mole per centimetre (1 M /cm =)
Im olar ex tinc tio n  co e ffic ie n t o r  m o la r absorption co e ffic ie n tI 

G-value, trad itiona lly  quoted per 100 eV 

o f energy absorbed 
(radiation y ie ld  o f  a chem ical substance! 
mass per u n it area
(absorber thickness and mean mass range)

= 5.192 X 102 W m -1 К "

= 6.231 X 103 W m _1 * К -1

= 4.187 X 102 W пгГ1 К ”

1 L - т о Г ’ - с т '1 = 1.00 X 1 0 '1 m5/m ot *

1 X 1 0 'J e V "1 = 6.24 X 1016 J ' 1

1 g/cm2 [= 1.00 X 10' kg/m 3 ] *

^  A  temperature interval or a Celsius temperature difference can be expressed in degrees Celsius as well as in kelvins.

* 
* 

*
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